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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

On the Enlargement and Multiplication of the Images of
Objects, ichen vieioed hy the Light admitted throuah small

Apertures ; and on the Diascope, a neio Optical Instrument.

By John Gorham, M.R.C.S.L., «Scc.

{Continued from Vol. IT., page 234.)

It has been before noticed that less attention has been
bestowed upon tfie investigation of objects that lie near at

hand, within an inch or two, we will suppose, of the eye, than
upon objects which are placed at a considerable distance from
it, that, for example, of as many furlongs. I have also endea-
voured to show that small circular perforations made in a

card, and rendered semi-transparent, constituted in themselves
objects well adapted to illustrate the magnifying power of short

spaces, by presenting a rapid and palpable enlargement of
the visual angle to the eye ; and, lastly, a series of phenomena
has been described, which resulted from viewing small figures

held close to the eye in front of such apertures, and rendered
visible by the light admitted through them.

The whole subject arranges itself therefore under two dis-

tinct divisions, which comprise :— 1. An examination of the

images formed by viewing objects held infront of small aper-
tures ; and 2. An examination of those images which result

from placing the objects behind the apertures.

1. Of images formed when the eye and the object are both
on the same side, that is, in front of the apertures.

We have already seen that when bodies not exceeding the

diameter of the pupillary opening of the eye are held in close

proximity to the visual organ, and are then examined by the

light admitted through small inlets about the fortieth of an
inch in diameter, their images become magnified, multiplied,

and inverted; and further, that they are illuminated with light

vol. III. B
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of an Intensity varying with the number of apertures employed

to render them visible.

This light, be it observed, is always simply transmitted

;

never being reflected nor refracted by the intervention of

glass, or of any other substance having catoptric or dioptric

eifects. The apparatus required in these experiments there-

fore is essentially very simple and uncomplicated, consisting

indeed of a mere short tube open at one end, and having a

plane, perforated with small holes to admit the light, at the

other ; while the object to be examined is applied at the open

end, and held as close to the eye as possible. Hence a pill-

box and a narrow slip of glass constitute all that is really

necessary to explain the laws which are in operation, and to

give an idea of the phenomena which are involved in their

successful application.

From the remarks made in a previous section, it is obvious

that these phenomena are owing to the size, and to the

intervals of the apertures themselves, and to their distance with

respect to the eye. Thus their size should be the one-fortieth

of an inch,—their intervals the one-tenth of an inch,—and their

distance from the eye from one to two inches. If these con-

ditions are not fulfilled, the images become either undefined

or dimly illuminated ; but when they are strictly observed, the

combinations, which an instrument constructed upon such prin-

ciples is capable of presenting to the eye, are very beautiful.

But a mere tube of pasteboard, however well it might
answer for a first experiment, is inefficient, for it is diflficult

to retain the slip of glass in its pioper position between the

tube and the eye. It was essential therefore to construct a

small instrument of some more solid

and durable material, such as wood
or ivory, with which experiments

might be conveniently performed.

This instrument consists of a tube,

T, one or two inches long, and about

one inch thick, expanding at the end
to which the eye is applied into a

circular lip, L, which is about one
inch and a half in diameter, while

that of the round opening in its centre

Is about half an inch. This end is

provided with a slit suiliclently large

to permit a thin narrow slip of glass,

about an inch broad, to slide easily

through it, as shown in the figure.

The other end has a circular rim, K,

Fig. 14.
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which revolves in the groove, G, and to this rim is attacheil

a second rim, r, which is provided with a female screw, and

this secures any circular plane of apertures, p, we may choose

to insert, at the same time that it admits of its revolution.

A series of objects, either painted or mounted on glass slides,

can thus be examined at one end by the light admitted through

perforated planes at the other. As such an optical contrivance

is a mere conductor of the light directly from the apertures to

the eye, while at the same time it excludes all the extraneous

rays, it may not inaptly and for convenience' sake be denomi-
nated a diascope: a term derived from the two Greek words,

^ix, through, and ax.o'^su, I view. And when it is used for

the purpose of multiplying images, it may be called the mid-

tiplyinc/ diascope.

The circular planes containing the apertures are made of

thick pasteboard, perforated with a needle at intervals of the

one-tenth of an inch as before stated ; and the openings may
be arranged in a variety of combinations, as shown in the

patterns from one to six, page 225, of the last paper.

Here let us notice that the round form of the images, de-

picted on the retina when examining small apertures in this

way, is determined by the shape of the pupillary opening of

the eye rather than by that of the apertures themselves.

Hence it is always circular whether these be round, triangular,

square, or altogether irregular in outline. This can easily be
proved by perforating cards with triangular or square needles.

The openings thus made when brought very near to the eye

always appear circular. A little reflection will show that this

is a necessary result, inasmuch as the outermost rays of the

rapidly-diverging cones are intercepted by the iris, while the

more internal rays pass on through the pupil, thus receiving

their circular form.

Hence if the pupil be widely expanded the discs will be

large, and vice versa, but nevertheless always perfectly round.

Let us now take a circular plane, presenting a combination

of perforations arranged as to colour and relative position as

in the outline. No. 4, page 225, of the last paper ; and let

us notice what kinds of images are presented to the eye when
small bodies are examined by the light transmitted through

them.

Holding the instrument to the eye with a view to examine
the apertures, we observe that the smallest particle of dust, or

film of mucus, happening to exist on the surface of the

transparent cornea, is immediately detected ; and although

such bodies have no definite shape, they are to be recognised

interfering with the transparency of the discs, and forming an

B 2
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opaque spot or streak which occupies exactly the same posi-

tion in each. Similar results are obtained if a small dot, no
bigger than a pin's head, be made on a slip of glass with

Indian ink, and introduced into tlie eye-piece of the diascope.

The dot now appears multiplied, and as many images of it are

seen as there are apertures by which it is made visible.

In like manner if a small semicircle be painted on glass, its

images will be multiplied, but each image will be seen in-

verted, and will appear as a black body on an illuminated and
coloured ground.

And if a small triangle, or any other figure of definite

shape, be cut from a piece of black paper, and if the opening
thus made be examined in the same way, a number of illumi-

nated and coloured triangles will be seen on a black ground.
It is when transparent figures are made according to this last

method that really beautiful combinations may be produced.
But here, in order to insure success, it is necessary that the

transparent openings should never exceed in size the pupillary

aperture of the eye, fig. 16. Hence they should always be
made within the limits of a circle, the 0*18 of an inch in

diameter, fig. 15 ; this being the mean of the greatest and least

Fig. 15. Fig. 16.

o
expansion of the pupil. If such transparent figures are made
greater than this, the margin of the pupil will obstruct some
of the external rays, and the outline of the image will thus be
lost or badly defined. If, on the other hand, they are less, the
quantity of light admitted into the eye will be too small, and
the images but feebly illuminated.
Such openings used as objects are to be considered as little

else than artificial pupils, modifying the shape and contracting
the size of every cone of light which is admitted into the eye
from small apertures.

When one of these transparent openings is held close to the
eye, and examined with common diffused light, it becomes
altogether invisible ; but, when it is viewed by the aid of a
pencil of liglit from a small inlet, its outline is well defined
and much magnified ; and the disc of the inlet, which would
otherwise be circular, is replaced by the pattern we may
choose to give to the transparency.
And if tlie pupil of the eye itself, obliterated, as it often

IS, from discjise, have a small portion excised from it, as in
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the operation for artificial pupil, the newlj-formed opening

will appear inverted and multiplied in the same way ; and
each image, instead of being circular as it is in the healthy

eye, will be seen to resemble the figure of the new and dis-

torted pupil.

But in order to demonstrate the images which this instru-

ment is capable of presenting to the eye in the most satisfac-

tory manner ; instead of cutting holes in pieces of black paper,

a series of figures having a transparent body and a black out-

line may be painted on glass with Indian ink. For this

purpose round patches of ink, about the size of a fourpenny

piece, should be laid on the centre of each glass slip with a

camel's-hair pencil ; and, when dry, transparent figures of the

required shape and dimensions can easily be made by erasing

a portion of the ink with a finely-pointed and slightly-moist-

ened wooden style.

The forms of such transparencies will suggest themselves

to the ingenuity of the reader, but a few are subjoined by way
of example (figs. 18 to 33).

Fig. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25.

ooooooo®
Fig. 26. 28. 29, 30. 31. 32.

Fig
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As the apertures are arranged in lines which cross each

other at angles of 60^ and 120°, the outlines of the transparent

figures should bear the same angular relation. Thus the

modifications of the equilateral triangle, the rhomb of 60° and

120 , and the regular hexagon, a few of which are given in the

above examples, are well suited for the purpose.

When a transparent hexagonal star (fig. 19), slid into the

eye-piece of the instrument and brought close to the eye, is

examined by the light admitted through a combination of

apertures, that, for instance, marked No. 4, at the 225th
page, placed at the other end, the images of a number
of stars are apparent. These stars are seen to change their

relative position with every movement, however slight, of the

revolving plane. Sometimes they are observed to touch each
other by one ray, at others by two, while in intermediate

positions the rays alternate. The patterns which are thus

formed are as variable as the parts into which a circle can be
divided. They are shown in two of their phases of revolu-

tion in the 4th and 5th figures of Plate VIII., Vol. II.

The concentric circles, fig. 25, thus multiplied display

themselves with good effect. Their appearance is represented

in the 6th figure of Plate VIII., which is produced by using
the arrangement of apertures marked No. 5, page 225.
But the combinations effected by the mutual coalescence of

the images of the imperfect figures into one entire composite
form are the most curious. Thus if the three-rayed star,

fig. 26, be examined, its images will be seen either to alter-

nate (fig. 9, Plate I., Vol. III.), or to resolve into one hexa-
gonal reticulation with a dot in the centre of each mesh, as

shown in fig. 10, Plate I., Vol. III. And the images of the

figure, composed of the straight and curved lines, fig. 30, unite

into many fresh devices ; two of which are copied in the
figures 7 and 8, Plate I.

I3ut it is needless to multiply examples, as those which have
been already given will doubtless liave sufficed to explain the

con.struction of the instrument, and one of the purposes at

least to which it may be legitimately applied.

Hitherto we have confined our attention chiefly to the mul-
tipHcation of the images of artificial objects prepared expressly

for the purpose, and viewed by the aid of the light admitted
tlirough small apertures.

We are now to ct)nsider how the images of natural objects

are maf/nijicfl by the same means
Here let us notice, in limine, that we are not about to insti-

tute a coinparison between two optical instruments, the eye
and the acliromatic microscope, which although they are con-
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structcd on the same principles are yet totally different as to

their uses. The healthy visual orjran, itself a perfect instru-

ment, " converses with its objects " at almost all distances,

and assists the other senses in becoming' acquainted with the

form, position, and majrnitude of material substances. The
microscope, on the other hand, all but a perfect instrument,

enables us to see clearly and to examine certain objects,

which from their small size and without its aid would be
indistinct, if not altogether invisible. It is restricted to the

small size and the short distance of its objects, and from its

very construction it has magnifying powers which the eye
neither possesses nor requires. If the eye were endowed
with these, therefore, to the exclusion of its self-adjusting

properties, whereby it discerns common objects in the ordinary

way at great and small distances, it would be rendered com-
paratively useless as a visual organ.

Hence it were folly to attempt to invest this organ with

functions, the possession of which would subject its owner to

the greatest inconvenience. An exemplification of this position

occurs to me in the case of short-sighted persons.

When therefore we find ourselves enabled by a carefully-

devised experiment to detect, with the naked eye, certain

configurations upon or within an object which, we may sup-

pose, has never before yielded an image at all excepting

through the medium of a lens, we are not to imagine that we
are thereby infringing on the domains of the microscope,

which being constructed for this very purpose would present

us, perhaps, with an image ten thousand times as large and
distinct. But putting this instrument altogether out of con-

sideration, and throwing aside all extraneous assistance, we
are the rather to consider how the eye, which has certain

limits to distinct vision for short distances, can yet adjust

itself for spaces still smaller, and in so doing become con-

verted into a kind of natural magnifying glass.

We have now therefore to turn our attention to certain

microscopic objects, which are to be examined and resolved

without a lens of any description ; and we are stimulated to

an investigation of this kind by recollecting what has been
already attained with respect to the magnitude of the images
of small apertures themselves, when placed under circum-
stances the most favourable for their inspection. Amongst
these we cannot fail to have noticed at least two conditions

necessary to be fulfilled in such investigations, viz.—First,

that the object be held very near to the eye ; and secondly,

that every ray of light, excepting what is required to illumi-

nate the object, be carefully excluded. The first insures an
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enlarged image, whilst the second prevents a too great con-

traction of the pupillary opening. Hence the necessity for

examining objects through small darkened tubes, and hence,

too, the necessity for closing the eye which is not engaged in

exploring.

Again, we must not overlook the fact, that in using a small

aperture for the purpose of examining any transparent sub-

stance there are two methods which may be employed. By
the one, the object is vieived through the aperture ; by the other,

the aperture is viewed through the object. The former has been

almost always adopted by the curious, the latter scarcely ever.

It is capable, however, as these papers show, of eliciting so

many phenomena peculiar to itself, that I am surprised it has

not been frequently used, and the results carefully investigated.

Each of these plans throws a different picture on the retina

of the eye, and of this the transparent animal membrane chosen

for the following experiments will afford, when examined in

both ways, abundant exemplification.

For the purpose of presenting very small objects, mounted
on microscopic slides in the usual way, before the eye at

small distances behind a minute aperture, and to exclude the

surrounding rays of light, I took an upright box of pasteboard

about one inch and a half deep, and one inch and a quarter in

diameter, and having cut a couple of slits through one of its

sides sufficiently large to admit of a slip of glass an inch

broad sliding to and fro, I made two small apertures opposite

to each other, the first the one-thirtieth of an inch, and the

second the one-fourth of an inch in diameter ; and these were

so disposed, that when the glass slip with a small object

Fig. 34.

mounted on its centre was introduced through the slits, the

two apertures and the object were all in one straight line
;

while tlir slide was about a quarter of an inch behind the

sniuUer opening, see fig, 34.
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With this simple apparatus I could examine very small

transparent objects at pleasure, either by the light of the sun
or of a taper. Whilst, however, it has been thought better to

notice the dimensions of the apertures, &c., for the conveni-

ence of others who might wish to repeat the experiments, it

must not, by any means, be supposed tliat they are the best

adapted to insure success, or that better could not be devised.

Having been engaged in the preparation of a series of dis-

sections of the compound cornea of the eye in insects, I naturally

subjected one of these beautiful objects to the first experiment
in my lens-less microscope. Here, however, for the informa-

tion of those who may not be conversant with these objects, or

the peculiarities of their structure, it may be remarked that

the roundish, prominent, transparent elevations observed,

generally one on each side of an insect's head, constitute the

membrane in question. This membrane forms at once the

defence and the covering to the delicate parts in the interior

of the eye, as well as the transparent medium by which the

light is admitted into this tiny organ. It is analogous, more-
over, to the transparent cornea of the eye in the higher classes

of animals in being transparent, composed of several firmly-

adhering layers, and forming the outermost of all the coverings

of the eye. But it is altogether dissimilar in this respect,

that it is found to consist of an immense number of facets or

little pieces lying, side by side, like line mosaic ; and which
from being of a regular hexagonal shape, and arranged in

perfect order, present when examined under the microscope
an appearance like a honeycomb. Hence it has received the

name of comjwund cornea.

The eye of the large insect, called the dragon-fly, is recom-
mended for a first trial in dissection, because it is not only

very large but exceedingly beautiful. The compound cornea

is at once separated from the rest of the eye with a pair of

finely-pointed scissors, and the dark thick pigment which fills

the inside is then washed away by soaking in a tumbler of

cold water for an hour or two, and then using a camel's-hair

pencil. To procure it in a perfectly clean and transparent

state, however, it is better to wash and rewash it after macera-
tion for two days in frequently-changed cold water. Then,
while still moist, let small circular pieces be excised with a
small punch, and pressed immediately between two slips of

glass. In a few days they will have become dry and flat, and
may then be mounted in what is called the dry way, as if for

the microscope.

I wish it was in my powc ' to convey to my readers an idea

of the great beauty of one oi these specimens ; to say nothing
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of the wonderful arrangement whereby upwards of twelve

thousand planes, each a perfect hexagon, are packed in a bit

of membrane scarcely so large as half the little finger nail.

" I have often," says the celebrated Leeuwenhoek, " made re-

peated dissections of the eyes of various kinds of insects,

merely on accoimt of the pleasure the contemplating them

afforded me."* But few, however, seem inclined to investi-

gate these subjects for themselves, trusting rather to that

second-hand kind of knowledge derivable from books. This

distaste for exploring the works of nature may possibly, in

some instances, commence with the limited resources of the

pocket ; the very preparation of a microscopic object in-

volving the necessity for a costly instrument wherewith to

investigate it. If, however, I shall succeed in pointing out

certain beauties peculiar to the compound cornea in the eye

of the insect, which may be discovered with the naked eye,

and without a microscope, this membrane will have become
invested with a new interest, and thus others may be stimu-

lated to a like inquiry. But to return. Having inserted a

slide containing a circular section of the eye of the dragon-fly

in the box prepared for the purpose, I proceeded to examine

it. Recalling to mind, however, that each of the hexagonal

facets is barely the six-hundredth of an inch across, and that

many hundreds of such facets are contained in the smallest

section, it was much to anticipate that such a structure should

be resolved by a process so simple ; and when on viewing the

membrane, by looking at it through the small aperture, while

a lighted candle was held nearly close to the larger one, it

presented a semi-opaque and altogether homogeneous appear-

ance, I had almost concluded that my efforts were frustrated.

To overcome the difficulty was reserved, however, for a future

trial. Now if, instead of a candle, a small wax taper be used,

and if this be held at the distance of from five to nine feet,

rather than close to the large aperture, a beautiful sight pre-

sents itself. Instead of the flame of one taper, there are

oxliibitod the miniature images of the flames of many tapers

;

and these are not only very definite in their outline so as to

be immediately identified, but they are arranged at regular

intervals. But, what is still more curious, each image, except

tlie central one, is seen to be composed of the colours of the

prismatic spectrum,—violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow,

orange, ;md red ; of which tlie extreme tints are so disposed

that the l)ki(' ])orti(m in each image is always nearest to the

central or colourless flame, and the red the most remote from
it Hence t!ic blue and the red tints alternate in concentric

* Lwiuvciilidck, voT. ii. p. .'541.
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circles. When the images which are most distinct, for those

near the margin look fainter, assume in the aggregate the form
of the hexagonal star, which they not unfrequently do, the

appearance is striking and uncommon, see fig. 11, Plate I.

The simplicity of the process by which such a spectacle is

produced, together with the novelty of the sight itself, did

not tend, of course, to diminish the sense of its gorgeousness ;

and I was delighted to find a natural multiplying glass in

a tissue, which had already contributed so much to my ad-

miration and wonder when examined under a compound
microscope.

On viewing the sun in the same way, each small and per-

fectly circular image presented the rainbow tints in the same
order, as in fig. 12, Plate I., and the multiplied images of the

pale moon were scarcely less beautiful.

I may remark, in passing, that the taper flame and the

image of the moon were seen through a specimen mounted in

Canada balsam ; but the rays of the sun were less distressing

to the eye when examined through a specimen mounted in

the dry way.

Thus, although I had not, in this experiment at least, suc-

ceeded in rendering visible a magnified image of each hexagon
in outline, which indeed was the object of my research, I had,

in effect, resolved the reticulated structure of the membrane

;

for in this way only could the peculiarities of a multiplying
medium have presented themselves. The interval between
each image served, moreover, to indicate the apparent enlarge-

ment of each facet, and thus to give a notion of the magnify-
ing power of short spaces.

Still bearing in mind the comparatively enormous magni-
tude imparted to images on bringing the objects which pro-

duce them very near to the eye, and recollecting that the image
of a mere needle-puncture seen at half an inch is magnified

no less than a million times, it was difficult to renounce the

idea of the practicability of defining the hexagonal lattice-

work of an insect's eye with the naked eye, and without the

assistance of a material lens.

In the former attempt the membrane seemed too opaque to

disclose its minute internal configuration, a specimen was
therefore now mounted in balsam to increase its transparency.

This, however, did not succeed ; on the contrary, it had
become so indistinct that its structure could now be scarcely

made out even with a microscope. In order to define the

hexagons it was evidently necessary to colour the membrane.
A few specimens were macerated, therefore, for four days in a

decoction of logwood, and then carefully dried and mounted
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in balsam. In this way they were rendered sufficiently

diaphanous to transmit a strong light from the sun without

injuring the eye, and their reticulations were not obscured

Having prepared the object, it was necessary to decide upon

the distance from the eye best suited for examining it ; and

as the nearest position would insure the largest image, this

was accordingly adopted. The mode of illumination also

required consideration, in order that the light should be of

such intensity as to make the object visible without dazzling

or injuring the eye. The quantity of liglit received by any

object is often measured with an instrument invented for the

purpose, called a photometer ; but a box with small apertures

pierced through the bottom might be shown to constitute a

good and efficient substitute for such an instrument. For it

is to be inferred from the remarks contained in the sixth para-

graph, that when a small object is examined by the aid of the

pencils of light admitted through such apertures, it is illumi-

nated by the sum of their intensities. Hence the quantity of

light thrown upon the object will be regulated by the number

of the apertures, being very nearly proportional to them : that

is to say, the intensity from two apertures will be nearly twice

as great as that from one.

By varying the number of apertures, therefore, we can regu-

late the illumination of the object with the greatest nicety.

It follows that there is no better way, perhaps, of exploring

minute objects with the naked eye, than by holding them,

mounted on a slide of glass, as near to the eye as possible, and

examining them by looking at them from the inside of a small

box through apertures made in the bottom, and which are

covered with tracing-paper, by the aid of a strong light.

And this is effected by using the little instrument, to which

I have ventured to give the name of diascope.

Thus all the conditions were fulfilled ; for, 1, the object

was rendered sufficiently transparent to transmit the rays of

light freely, and sufficiently opaque to prevent the solar rays

dazzling the eye ; 2, it was coloured to make all its parts visible ;

3, it was brought sufficiently near to tlie eye to be enormously

magnified ; and 4, all extraneous rays of light, those which
were not immediately concerned in the illumination of the

object, were shut out. It remains to be noticed tliat the ex-

periment was crowned with success ; for, on examining the

membrane by the direct rays of the noonday sun, the whole
of its area appeared reticulated, and several welldejined

kexafjons were seen in its centre. Wliile, as a red tint had been

communicated to the specimen, its reticulations were most
easily discerned in the red discs, inasumch as the tints of all
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substances are most brilliant when viewed in light of their

own colour.

By way of recapitulation, I shall beg to sum up with the

following remarks :

—

1. When small bodies are brought very near to the eye,

their images are magnified, just as images of larger objects

when seen at a distance are diminished, and by the same law.

2. The apparent magnitude of objects depends on their

visual angle.

3. Tlie visual angle, for short distances, may be well illus-

trated by employing a small circular disc of light.

4. A minute circular disc of light is procured by perforating

a card with a needle, through whicti the light is then permitted
to pass.

5. A sewing-needle, of the size marked No. 6, produces an
aperture about the one-fortieth of an inch in diameter.

6. In order to examine the light which is transmitted

through such an aperture, all extraneous rays should be ex-

cluded ; hence the plane in which the opening is made should
be placed at the end of a tube.

7. The pencil of light admitted through an opening of this

kind, held within an inch or so of the eye, consists of rapidly-

diverging rays falling upon the cornea. Some of these are

entirely lost, others are intercepted by the iris, while the re-

mainder pass on through the pupil, which communicates to

the image formed on the retina its circular form.

8. Whether the small aperture itself be round or triangular,

square or irregular, in form, provided its area do not much
exceed that of a circle the one-fortieth of an inch in diameter,

its image is always circular.

9. When more than one aperture is used, and these of

different tints, secondary colours result from the overlapping

and blending of the images of the primary.

10. If the three primary colours, yelloio, red, and blue are

used, their images, which overlap in pairs, produce orange,

violet, and green light ; and when the images of all three

blend white light is the result.

11. When a small transparent object is held close to the

eye it is altogether invisible.

12. But its outline is immediately determined by the light

transmitted through one of the small inlets above described,

and it is then seen to be not only magnified but inverted.

13. The image becomes much more distinct when more
than one aperture is used, for the intensity of light by which
it is illuminated is thereby increased, being almost in a direct

ratio with the number of the openings which are employed.
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14. The pencils of light which are used for this purpose

not only illuminate the object, but intersect in their passage-

through it, producing as many images as there are apertures.

15. Hence, when a small object is examined by the lij»tit

admitted through small apertures, it will appear magnified,

inverted, multiplied, and illuminated with variable degrees of

intensity.

16. The apparent magnitude of an object varies with the

distance of the source of light by which it is rendered visible
;

when this recedes, the pencil of light has less divergence, and

the object appears smaller ; when, on the other hand, it ap-

proaches the eye, the visual cone has a rapid expansion, and

the object still held in tlie same position appears magnified.

17. All these effects are demonstrable by using artificially-

prepared transparent figures, the dimensions of each of which

do not exceed the diameter of the pupillary opening of the

eye.

18. It is probable that the minute structure of many natural

transparent objects may be recognised in the same way. The
hexagonal facets in the eye of the dragon-fly certainly can.

19. These phenomena are, for obvious reasons, but imper-

fectly discriminated by short-sighted persons.

20. And, finally, it should be noticed that the investigations

resulting in the phenomena described in these papers were

commenced, and have been conducted throughout, for the

specific purpose of testing the power of the naked eye in con-

centrating the rapidly-diverging rays of light, proceeding from

bodies when held at very short distances from it unaided by a

lens ; and from these inquiries it would appear, amongst other

results, that the magnifying power of the eye is limited by the

magnitude of the visual angle on the one hand, and by the

intensity of light on the other. If the visual angle be too large,

the rays are not sufficiently refracted by the humours of the

eye to converge to a focus, and form an image on the retina

;

and if too small, the image is reduced to a mere point. Tlie

exact amount of divergence of the rays, therefore, for any
individual eye lies somewhere between these two extremes.

Again, however nicely adjusted the visual angle may be to

the refractive powers of the eye, if the light be too strong the

pupil becomes so contracted that only the innermost rays are

admitted ; while, if it be of small intensity, the object is so

dimly illuminated as to be scarcely visil)le. If, then, whilst

a small olyect is held very near to the eye, so as to insure

a rapid divergence of the rays proceeding from it, the pupil

< an l)c dilated by the small quantity of light which is used,

and ti> wliieh lik(! a photomeler it innnediately responds, so as
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to admit as large an angle as the lenses of the eye are capable
of refracting, at the same time that the object is rendered

distinctly visible, then, under such circumstances, we have
arrived at the utmost limit to the available magnifying power
of the eye. These conditions are fulfilled in the diascope

;

which may be defined to be an instrument ichich enables us to

develop the microscopic poiver of the eye by retaining an object

close in front of it at one end, tvhile it is examined by the light

admitted through small apertures at the other*

With such a simple optical instrument, altogether destitute

of glass, a series of images may be presented which have never

before been seen with the naked eye ; and by its use we are

led to a legitimate conclusion, capable of direct proof, that

when a transparent figure is held very near to the eye for the

purpose of magnifying it, if an image is seen at all, its size

will bear an inverse ratio to the intensity of light by which it

is made visible.

In my next communication, which will embody the second
part of the subject, I shall beg permission to describe and de-

lineate another set of forms distinct from those which have
been noticed in this, and which are produced by substituting

straight or circular very narrow apertures of light for the per-

forations. With such apertures, figures are seen as in perspec-

tive, lines appear expanded into planes, and these are multi-

plied into solids, which, from being of an ethereal brightness,

bear a resemblance to models of regular geometric solids of

pure glass.

On the Spiral Threads of the GenusTRicuiA. By Frederick
CuRREY, Esq., M.A.

If anything were wanting to show the extent of the field of

research, which is open not only to the student but even to the

more advanced inquirer in botanical microscopy, it would be
sufficient to direct attention to some of the many points in

vegetable anatomy upon which the opinions of observers not

only differ from one another, but are so utterly and diametri-

cally at variance, that if the one side be right the other must
be altogether wrong. Commencing upon the threshold of

vegetable life, opinions are still divided as to the structure of

the primary membrane of the walls of young cells, Mulder
and Hasting contending that the young cell-membrane is

pierced like a sieve, whilst Von Mohl asserts that it is com-

* This in.strument may be inocured at Mr. Higlilcy's Scientific Library,

32, Flcet-slrcct, London.
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pletely Imperforate. Again, the question of the mode of

growth of the thickening layers (that is, whether they are de-

posited upon the outer or inner side of the primary membrane),

although considered by some botanists tt) be quite decided,

has lately been discussed at some length in a new work by

Dr. Schacht,* which shows that the subject is not yet ex-

hausted. The apparently fibrous structure of many liber-cells,

the nature of the milk-vessels, the connexion between spiral

and reticulated vessels, the structure of the chlorophyll gra-

nules and starch, are all matters upon which our present

knowledge must be considered imperfect. A long list might

be placed before the reader of questions respecting vegetable

structure, upon which the opinions advanced upon the one
side are flatly contradicted on the other. Without multiplying

instances, I may mention the question of the origin of the

embryo in phaenogamous plants as one peculiarly illustrative

of the point to which I have alluded upon this question.

This question, which although physiological in its import, can

only be decided by anatomical investigation, embraces two
parties whose views are hopelessly irreconcileable

;
yet each

side is equally positive. Each party asserts that they have

actually seen that which they describe, which it is hardly

necessary to remark is just as impossible as that a thing

should be both black and white. Schleiden alleges that he
has set the matter at rest by his investigations, and established

an incontrovertible theory ; Von Mohl states that Amici has

destroyed Schleiden's theory at one blow, and that the matter

is quite settled in its -principal features the other loay.

The spiral threads, which it is the object of this paper to

discuss, hold a conspicuous place amongst disputed vegetable

structures, so far at least as relates to the variety of the

opinions entertained respecting them. The genus Trichia

constitutes a tribe of minute fungi, growing principally, in fact

almost exclusively, upon rotten wood, and generally of a

yellowish or tawny colour. Tliey belong to the order of the

Gasteromycetes, in which the spores, which are often inter-

mixed with hairs or threads, are developed in the interior of

a case, termed a peridium or sporangium. They form part of

the sub-tribe Myxoyasteres, in which the plants first appear in

the form of a slimy mucilaginous strat^im, out of which at a
later period the spore-cases are developed. The diflFerent

species of Trichia grow in various ways ; in T. pyriformis
tlie j>eridia. are joined together in a fasciculate manner, in T.

clavala. they are scattered at small distances from one another,

* Beitrasc zur Aiiatomic nnd Physiologic dcr Gewachse, by Dr. H.
Schacht. licrlin, 1854.
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in T. chrysos'perma the peridia, althouo;!! quite distinct, are

so densely aggregated as to cover completely the spot upon
which they are spread, in T. serpula the peridia are flexuous,

creeping, and irregular in shape. When thefungus is mature

the j^eridiiun bursts, and the spores in its interior are dis-

charged. It is generally supposed that one purpose for which
the threads are designed is to assist in scattering the spores,

for their elasticity is very great. If a specimen of Tricliia be

examined immediately after the bursting of the peridium, the

threads are seen protruding through the fissure and apparently

struggling for egress ; when viewed through the microscope

at this period with a low power, they have a slow waving

sort of motion, not unlike that of the threads of the Oscilla-

tori(B ; if the whole of the mass of threads be extracted with

a needle it appears like a small fragment of yellow wool.

VVhen a minute portion of this yellow flocculent mass is ex-

amined moist, under the microscope, with a power of about

200 diameters, it is seen to consist of narrow delicate fibres

having fine spiral markings covering the whole of the walls.

A reference to fig, 1, Plate II., which shows a fibre of Trichia

chrysosperma, will give a general idea of this spiral appear-

ance ; and it is with regard to the nature of these threads, and

the cause of their spiral appearance, that so much difference of

opinion exists. Corda claims to have discovered these threads,

which he calls spiral-fibrous-cells {spiral-Jiber-zellen) ; but they

were observed about the same time by Mr. Berkeley, and in

fact could not fail to have been noticed by any person hap-

pening to examine a fragment of the woolly mass with a

moderately good microscope.*

Corda, in a letter addressed to Baron Humboldt, and which
was published at Prague in 1837, enters at some length into the

nature of these spinal-fibrous cells, and considers them to be

analogous to the elaters of the Jungermannise. After ad-

mitting that weighty objections might be raised against the

comparing of them with the spiral cells found in the walls of

the capsules of the Jungermanniae, and in the sporangia of

the Equisetaceae, or with those in the leaves of Sphagnum, he

comes to the conclusion that no unprejudiced person can deny

the following facts with regard to their structure :

—

1. That they consist of a simple or stratified cellular mem-
brane.

2. That this membrane encloses one or more spiral fibres.

3. That the spiral fibre is of a rigid fibrous structure.

He then traces the spiral form through the cells of

* The structure seems to have been first noticed by Hedwig, Obs. Pot.

Fasc, i. p. 14 ; and next by Kunze, Myc. Heft II., p. 94.

VOL. rii. c
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Nepentlies and the vessels of the Conifera? up to the perfect

spiral vessel, and afterwards the degeneration of the perfect

spiral vessel into the "worm-shaped bodies " (wurmfoninge

korpen) in the tubrs of the Orchideae and in other plants,

concluding with an expression of opinion that these spiral

fibrous-cells must be considered as imperfectly developed

forms of the spiral vessel.*

Soon after the publication of Corda's observations, Mr.

Berkeley noticed the threads in question in the Annals of

Natural History, and stated that so far as he had investigated

them they differed in no respect from the spiral vessels of the

higher plants.

The next observer was Schleiden, whose opinion was en-

tirely opposed to the jihrous theory of Corda and Berkeley.

He (Schleiden) says that he has reason to believe that no

spiral fibre exists, but that the threads are flat band-like cells

spirally twisted, thus attributing the spiral appearance to the

existence of a twist in the cell-wall. Dr. Schacht in his ad-

mirable work, " Die Pflanzenzelle," subscribes to Schleiden's

opinion, and states that he was long ago convinced that no
spiral band exists, but that the appearance by which Corda
was deceived arises from the torsion of flat thread-like cells.

According to Schacht, Dr. Klotzsch found that in an early

stage of the tlireads no spiral appearance was visible.

Mr. Henfrey in a late communicatitm to tlie Linna'an Society

has given the result of his own observations, and expresses a

very confident opinion as to the existence oi a spiral fibre ; so

much so that, having the greatest faith in the observing powers
of Schleiden and Schacht, he is driven to doubt the goodness
of their instruments.

A careful examination of the threads of several species of

Trichia has led me to a conclusion different from those of the

observers above referred to ; and 1 will proceed to state the

objections which appear to me to exist against the tlicories of
Corda, Berkeley, and Henfrey on the one side, and of Schacht
and Schleiden on the otlicr. There is no substantial difference

between the views of Corda and Berkeley, who agree in the
main point of the existence of a spiral fibre. In the first

place the non-existence of spiral vessels in other genera of
fungi t (Batdrrcd perhaps excepted) affords some prima facie

ground for supposing that the organisms in question do not

* Corda's expression is, " Erstarrte Trau7nbild," meaning literally, "a
vision bi'comc riyid.*'

•f
l?oiior(l(!n, in his ' Ilandbtich dcr Allgemcinen Myeologie,' states,

thnt a H|iiral fihio exists in A rryria pniurca ; but this, I a])i)it'liend, is a
mistake.
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contain fibres. It does not seem probable that spiral vessels,

which have always been considered a type of advanced organi-

zation, should be altogether wanting in the vast tribe of the

Hymenomycetes, that they should disappear at the close of the

series of the higher Cryptogamia to come to light again in the

lower scale of the Gasteromycetes : this argument of course is

by no means conclusive, but in a question where so much
difference of opinion exists it is deserving of consideration,

and cannot safely be altogether rejected. Again the shape of

the Trichia-ihreads exhibits a great departure from the ordi-

nary form of spiral vessels ; Schacht, in the work to which 1

have alluded, asserts that spiral vessels are seldom branched,

and mentions two instances as cases of unusual occurrence, in

which branched spiral vessels have been observed : the accu-

racy of this statement has been questioned, and it has been
alleged that spiral vessels are frequently branched, especially

in endogenous plants ; but whichever view be correct, I appre-

hend that a branched spiral vessel must be considered abnormal
in form, and consequently when we find, as was long since

noticed by Corda, that the Tj-ichia-threads are very frequently

branched, and sometimes to an extent almost amounting to

reticulation, this fact must be admitted to weigh something in

the scale against the probability of the existence of fibres.

Another objection arises from the rapidity with which the

Trichia are matured. It is well known tliat the Myxoyasteres,

as well as some other of the Gasteromycetes, grow with

astonishing rapidity. Batarrea gaudiclimidi, a South Ame-
rican species, attains its full size in a few hours ; the develope-

ment of Phallus impudicus is familiar to every person wlio

has directed any attention to the subject of fungoid growth,

and the genus Trichia forms no exception to this rule. Now
if spiial fibres exist, they must be admitted to be formed in

the same manner as all other spiral fibres are supposed to be

produced, viz., by gradual and successive deposits of thick-

ening matter upon the internal wall of the cells ; and if this be
so, it is difficult to see how, in the short period allotted for the

completion of the growth of the fungus, the fibres can finti

time to perfect themselves.

A further objection arises from the impossibility of de-

taching the apparent spiral from the wall of the cell ; I assume
that this has never been effected, because if it had been the

question would be concluded. I have tried the action of

many reagents upon these threads, but have never succeeded

in obtaining a free fibre. Now if the elaters of a Jiuiger-

viannia, with which more than with anything else tlie Trichia-

threads have been compared, be ti-eated with sulphuric acid,

c 2
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the cell-membrane is dissolved and the spiral fibre left free
;

I have tried the effect with the Trichia-threads, and have

found them either to resist the action of the acid altogether, or,

if the acid operated, that the threads became uniformly

charred, but presenting nothing to lead to the conclusion of

the existence of a spiral fibre. Moreover, if iodine and sul-

phuric acid be employed, the effect produced upon the cell-

wall and upon the supposed spiral fibre is the same.

Another objection to the fibre theory appears to me to arise

from the unevenness or rather waviness of outline which exists

in almost all the threads which 1 have examined, and which is

not usual in spiral vessels in general ; and also from the fact

that the end of the supposed fibre is never to be seen pro-

truding from the cell, which might be expected when the

threads are ruptured as they frequently are.

The theory of Schleiden and Schacht that the spiral ap-

pearance is caused by the twisting of flat band-like cells is

very difficult to be maintained, and I cannot help thinking

that they have formed their opinions from an examination

only of such simple threads as are represented in figs. 1 and 4.

It might be possiljle for the spiral appearance in such cells to

be produced by a twist, but 1 cannot conceive how the " Dre-

hung um sich selbst," as Schacht expresses it, of the cells can

be called in aid to explain the spiral appearance in such a

thread as that of T. serpula, shown in fig. 8 ; the thing seems

to be mechanically impossible.

If tlie above theories be incorrect, it may be asked, in what
other manner is it possible to account for the spiral appear-

ance ? Now it seems to me that it may be accounted for by
supposing the existence of an accurate elevation in the wall of

the cell, following a spiral direction from one end of the

threads to the other Tliis supposition would, I think, accord

well with the optical appearances, and it would account exactly

for the undulations of outline to which I have before referred.

I have in my possession a thread of Tricliia cltrysosperma^ in

which the spiral appearance is so manifestly caused by an
elevatitm of this nature - in which it is so clear that no internal

spiral fibre exists—that I do not think there could be a doubt

in tlie mind of any person carefully examining it with a power
of 500 diameters, that the cause of the spiral appearance is

not a spiral fibre. I have also a species of Arcyria, in which
the threads are (as in the other Arcyrid) ecliinilate or denti-

culate, and the teeth appear to take a spiral direction round
the threads ; these teeth are mostly at a sliort distance apart;

but at a sj)ot where the teeth are so close as to have become
confluent, the appearance produced is almost precisely tlie
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isame as the appearance in the Trtchia-thre-dds. I have seen

on one occasion the membmne of a thread of T". pyrifornns

unrolled spirally in the manner represented in fig. 10, Plate

II. ; this circumstance is somewhat curious, as membrane does

not ordinarily unrol in that manner, although it has been

observed by Professor Quekett to take place in the hairs of

the fruit of Cycas revoluta* I do not know that this fact has

any very strong bearing upon the question of structures ; but

if, as would seem to be the case from its greater transparency,

the elevated position of the cell-wall is thinner than the rest,

it is easy to imagine that a rupture of the wall would be likely

to take a spiral direction.

The following is a list of the TricJda hitherto recorded as

British, viz., Trichia pyriformis, serotitm, fallax, clavata, tur-

binata, chrysosperiyia, varia, Serpula, Neesiana,] and Ayresit

;

and to these must be added Trichia niyripes, which I met with

last autumn in the neighbourhood of Eltham in Kent.

With regard to the preparation of the TV^'cAza-threads for

the microscope, there are many methods which may be used.

Owing perhaps to the dense crowding of the hairs, the getting

rid of air-bubbles is the principal difficulty. Alcohol is the

easiest medium to employ, and I have reason to think that the

colour of the threads is not affected by it, which is the only

thing which might be feared. Deane's gelatine is a very good

preservative, and may be used without difficulty if the threads

are previously left to soak for some hours in chloride of cal-

cium ; and castor oil answers admirably well, although when
this is used there is sometimes a little difficulty in fixing the

thin glass cover. In conclusion, I would venture to express a

hope that some of the readers of the Microscopical Journal

may be induced to direct their attention to the investigation of

these disputed threads ; irrespective of the interesting question

of structure, the beauty of the objects will fully compensate

them for the trouble of examination.

Observations on Aphanizomenon pLOs-AQUiE, and a species of
Peridinea. By G. J. Allman, M.D., Professor of Botany

, in the University of Dublin.

The substance of the following communication has already

appeared in the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy
;

* See Lectures on Histology, p. 100.

t Fries has expressed an opinion that Trichia Neesiana is identical with

T. rubiformis ; Bonorden, however, asserts, that in 2\ rubiforviis there,

is no spiral ap[)earauce. If this he so, they cannot he identical; for T.

Neesiana shows the spiral marking more beautifully than any which 1

have examined.
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but having made some additional observations, I have thought

them of sufficient interest for publication in the Microscopical

Journal. The first part of the paper consists of the results

of some observations made on Aphanizomenon Flos-aqucB.

This minute alga has appeared in great abundance in the

large pond of the Zoological Gardens, Dublin. The best

account we possess of the plant is in an excellent paper on

the Nostochineae, by Mr. Ralfs ;* but as the specimens from

which Mr. Ralfs's description was drawn up were not in a

recent state, some important points of structure have neces-

sarily escaped him.

A. Flos-aqiice shows itself in the form of little fusiform

fasciculi, of a pea-green colour (Plate III., fig. 1), which are

most frequently seen united to one another in larger bundles,

fig. 2. This union of the primary fasciculi into secondary

ones is not permanent, and under certain circumstances very

imperfectly understood ; but, in some cases, depending perhaps

on meteorological conditions, the secondary fasciculi become
broken up into primary ones, or, at least, into less compli-

cated bundles, and the plant, which had previously lain upon
the surface of the pond in an extensive stratum, becomes nearly

uniformly diffused through the water. A return of the former

conditions will again cause the union of the simpler fasciculi

into more complex ones, and the reaccumulation of the plant

in masses on the surface.

The primary fasciculi are composed of straight filaments,

which are about 1 -3000th of an inch in diameter, and possess

the three kinds of cells characteristic of the Nostochineae,

namely, the ordinary cells, the heterocysts, and the sporangia.

The ordinary (figs. 4, 5 a, a) cells vary much in length in

different filaments, and sometimes even in the same filament,

and not unfrequently they present evident transverse striae,

which doubtless indicate the commencement of division ; the

endochrome is in the form of several oval or irregular granules

in each cell. Under the action of iodine the contents of the

cells assume a dark-brown colour, and separating from the

walls contract towards the centre of the cell, where they appear
bounded by a very definite outline (primordial utricle), fig. 6 a.

The entire filament appeared in some cases to be surrounded
by an indistinct gelatinous (?) sheath.

When the Aplianizomenon first showed itself in the pond,
the hctenxysts were abundant ; but no sporangia could be de-

tected. The heterocysts fig. 5 h, are in the form of short

cylinders with rounded extremities, and with bluish-green

* On the NoMochineo'. Bv John Kalfs, M.R.C.S., Ann. and Mag. of
Nat. Hist., May, 1850.

I
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contents, which scarcely ever present any trace of granular

structure. Under the action of iodine the following strut tures,

fig. 6 h, may be seen in the heterocyst :— 1. The endochrome
contracted towards the centre of the cell, and presenting a

well-defined boundary. 2. External to this a delicate cell-

wall separated from the contracted endochrome by a transpa-

rent interval, and frequently presenting in its interior, at each
extremity, a minute spherical body, with considerable refrac-

tive powers. 3. An external very delicate, but well-defined

transparent investment.

At first no other kind of cell beyond those now described

could be detected in the filaments, but in specimens gathered

somewhat later many filaments presented in some part of their

course a long cylindrical and slightly-dilated cell, fig. 4 b b,

generally about two or three times the length of the hetero-

cysts ; occasionally a single filament presented two such cells.

They correspond to the cells named sporangia in the other

Nostochine2e ; their contents are always minutely granular,

and under the action of iodine, fig. 7, separate from the walls

of the cell and contract towards the centre, where they present

a very definite boundary, in which a double outline can some-
times be distinctly seen ; while, external to this, and separated

from it by a clear space, a colourless investing membrane has

become very obvious ; but the second investment, so evident in

the hetei'ocysts, could not here be satisfactorily demonstrated :

the little spherical body visible at each extremity of the cell

of the heterocyst could not be seen in the sporangium. Fila-

ments bearing sporangia were accompanied by those bearing

heterocysts, but whether the two kinds of cells ever coexisted

in the same filament was not manifest.

That the sporangia are not simply enlarged cells, but the

result of the union of several ordinary cells, is highly probable.

The author has succeeded in observing what appears to be

intermediate stages of formation, in which the endochrome of

a group of ordinary cells had already begun to assume the

minutely-granular condition of that of the sporangium, the

septa being, at the same time, evidently in process of disap-

pearing, fig, 8.

When the living plant is collected and placed in a jar of

water, the fasciculi will frequently be seen after some hours

to have broken up into their component filaments, which will

then rearrange themselves in elegant wavy curves parallel to

one another, and forming a nearly uninterrupted stratum on
the surface of the vvatei', fig. 3.

Aphanizomenon Flos-aquce, after the death of the plant, is

eminently sensitive to the action of light. Specimens dried on
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paper in the shade are of a dull yellowish-green ; but if these

be now exposed to the direct rays of the sun, for about ten

minutes, they will be found to have assumed a bright bluish-

green, which they do not again lose.

During decomposition in water a fluid is produced, which
is of a claret-red under reflected light, but of a fine grass-green

when viewed by transmitted light.

The next subject to which 1 would draw attention is a

species of Peridinea, which had just shown itself in such
inconceivable multitudes as to give rise to a peculiar colora-

tion of some of the ponds in the Phoenix Park. During the

last three weeks a spectator on the banks of the large ponds *

in the Park must have been struck by a brown colour assumed
by the water. This colour was sometimes uniformly diffused

through the water ; at other times it appeared as dense clouds,

varying from a few square yards to upwards of 100 in extent.

A microscopic examination of the water proved the brown
colour to be entirely due to the presence of a minute organism,
which, though it does not exactly agree with any published
generic description, I have thought it better, by slightly

modifying the genus Peridinea, as characterised by Ehrenberg,
to place it in that genus rather than construct for it a new
one.

It varies from the 1-lOOOth to the l-500th of an inch in

diameter, and approaches in form to a sphere (Plate III.,

figs. 9. 10), dividetl by a deep annular furrow into two hemi-
spheres, on one of which is situated another furrow, springing
vertically from the annular furrow, and terminating at the

pole. The organism under consideration may be regarded as

essentially a solitary cell ; it encloses reddish-brown granular
contents, and a large, well-defined central nucleus. In the
midst ot the contents are numerous clear spaces, of various
sizes, which, however, appear to be oil-drops rather than true

vacuol.T.

In most instances a deeper-coloured ocelliform spot was
evident near the polar extremity of the vertical furrow.

It is eminently locomotive, swimming with great activity

by the aid of aflagelliform appendage, which springs from the

vertical furrow near the point of junction with the other, and
of very minute vibratile cilia, which seem distributed over the

surface, and not confined to the furrows, as maintained by
F.hrenberg, in tlie species of Peridinece described by him.

Before deatli, and also when only passing from a motile to

* The two lai-f^o ))onrls coinminiicatc with one another, and together

occupy a space of alHuit 14 acres. The observations were made in Jiuie,

i«ri4.
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a quiescent state, most likely preparatory to undergoing some
important developmental change, the contents contract tow ards

the centre, and then an external transparent and perfectly-

colourless vesicle becomes visible while the flagellum and cilia

disappear, fig. 11. The contracted contents present a very

definite and generally spherical boundary, and are evidently

included in a distinct cell : the resemblance of this internal

cell to the primordial utricle, and that of the external investing

vesicle to the cellulose wall of the vegetable cell, are too

obvious to be overlooked, though the iodine and sulphuric

acid test failed in indicating the presence of cellulose. The
external investing vesicle is non-contractile ; under pressure it

is easily ruptured, and the minutely-granular contents, mixed
with large oil-drops (?), escape upon tl e stage of the micro-

scope, fig, 12. The nucleus is then easily isolated ; it is of an

irregular, oval form, quite colourless, and marked on its surface

with curved striae, fig. 13.

Individuals were frequently seen undergoing spontaneous

division, which takes place parallel to the annular fuiTow, and

in the unfurrowed hemisphere, fig. 14. This process appears

to be invariably preceded by a division of the nucleus, and

the author had succeeded in isolating nuclei, p'resenting almost

every stage of transverse fission, figs. 16, 17.

Believing the species now described to be new, I have
named it P. uberrima.

Since communicating the above facts to the Academy, the

coloration of the ponds has much increased in intensity.

On the 9th of July I again visited them. The colour in

some parts was then of so deep a brown, that a white disc,

half an inch in diameter, became invisible when plunged to

a depth of from 3 to 6 inches, while a copious exit stream,

which constantly flowed away from one of the ponds, pre-

sented the same deep-brown tint. In many places the

Peridinea had descended from the surface, and were found to

be congregated in immense masses towards the bottom, where
they appeared to be quite healthy, though presenting the con-

dition described above as characterising the quiescent state of

the animalcule. It is highly probable that this contracted

condition of Peridinea—a condition, however, which must not

be confounded with the encysting process observed in many
infusoria—is connected with reproduction. A field of much
interest is here open for investigation, but I was unfor-

tunately at this ])oint obliged to discontinue my observ-

ations.
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On the Deep Diatomaceous Deposits of the Mud of Mil-
ford Haven and other Localities. By Fitzmaurice

Okeden, C.E.

At the time that Mr. Roper's interesting paper on the

Thames mud appeared^ I was myself engaged in examining

the mud of Neyland, which is a creek of Milford Haven and
the terminus of the South Wales Railway. At this time, also,

we were engaged in making borings for engineering purposes

to ascertain the depth of the mud in this creek, and in some
places we found that it exceeded 40 and even 50 feet.

It struck me that it would be interesting to ascertain

whether the mud at these great depths was as rich in diato-

maceous remains as the surface had proved to be in the living

specimens. I accordingly had constructed a simple, but I

think effective, apparatus, for the purpose of obtaining the

genuine mud from any depth that might be reached, and of

insuring that it should be unmixed or uncontaminated with

any other deposit. I will, therefore, before laying the results

before the reader, describe the apparatus made use of. I

must premise that the usual "boring" apparatus employed
for engineering purposes consists essentially of any number of

iron rods, which screw one into the other ; to one of these is

screwed an auger or a chisel-point, as the case may require.

This is inserted into the ground to be tested, and worked
round by manual force and downward pressure, length after

length of rod being added as the ground is penetrated. In

addition, then, to this apparatus, I obtained, first, several

lengths of wrought-iron gas-pipe, about an inch in diameter,

and each screwing into the other, and also a similar number of

iron rods, each a few inches longer than the lengths of gas-

piping, and each also screwing into the other

;

to the end of one of these lengths of rod is

attached a cork of the exact diameter of the

gas-pipe, or a trifle larger. This cork is fixed

by a washer and nut, as shown in the sketch.

Tlie gas-piping should be in lengths of about

8 feet each, as this is the most convenient in

work : one of these lengths should also be again

divided into two parts, which must, however,
screw and unscrew ; and this length is to be the

owe first put into tlie ground or mud, for reasons

which I will presently explain.

The mode of proceeding is as follows : First,

a hole is bored to the required depth—say 20
feet— with the usual boring apparatus; this done, the appa-
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ratus is drawn out, the jointed length of gas-pipe is now
introduced, the end of it with the rod to wliich the cork is

attached having been previously stopped, the rod passing up
the centre of the gas-pipe ; this is let down the hole, another

length of pipe being attached, and another length of rod, and

so on, length after length of pipe and rod, until the bottom
of the hole is reached. We shall thus have a continuous

length of gas-piping, which will be penetrated by a con-

tinuous length of iron rod attached to the cork at the end of

the pipe. It is obvious that this cork will entirely prevent

any foreign matter from entering the gas-pipe. Having thus

reached the bottom of the hole, now pull up the cork into

the gas-pipe about 4 feet, by means of the rod attached to it,

and then press the whole apparatus into the soft mud. The
pressure will now drive the mud up into the pipe as far as

the cork is drawn up ; now remove the whole apparatus, and
by means of the rod push the cork back again to the end of

the last length of pipe, when the charge of mud will be
driven out in the form of a sausage, and, by rejecting the

two ends of it, and taking only the middle piece, we may
be perfectly sure that the mud at that depth, and that only,

has been obtained.

Having secured the prize, the short length of piping which
contained it is now to be unscrewed, and carefully washed with

a common gun-cleaning rod and some tow, when it is ready

for another experiment.

With this apparatus, then, I have penetrated Neyland mud
in various places to depths of 20, 30, and 40 feet ; and the

results have been so interesting, and the deposits have proved
so rich in Diatomaceous remains, that I have been tempted to

put some of the results upon paper.

The first trial I made was at a depth of 20 feet ; and a

careful examination of this deposit, when well cleaned, and
the coarse sand thoroughly separated, gives us a list of the

following: forms :

—

Epithemia alpestris.

Campylodiscus costatus.

Surirella biseriata.

Navicula ovalis.

Cocconeis scutellum, (n).

.. j>
«'•

» .» ^•

„ Grevillii.

Coscinodiscus radiatiis.

Fresli-vjater Species,

Finnularia viridis.

„ radiosa.

major.

Gomphonema geminatiiru, g.

Marine, or Brackish.

Coscinodiscus eccentricus.

„ OceUus iridis.

ActinocycUis undulatus.

,, sedenarius.

Triceiatium favus.
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Triceralium comptuni ?

„ altemans.

„ armatum, n. sp.

Eupodisciis sculptus.

Campylodiscus Hodgsonii.

,,
cribrosus.

,,
parvulus.

Surirella ovata.

,, fastuosa.

,, lata.

Tryblionella marginata.

„ punctata.

„ acuminata.

„ scutellum.

Nitzschia sigma.

Amphiprora constricta.

Navicula Jennerii.

„ didyma (a).

„ («')•

„ («*)•

,,
punctulata.

,, convexa.

,, elliptica.

,,
palpebralis.

Navicula liber.

Piuuularia cyprinits.

„ distans.

„ peregrina.

Stauroneis pulcliella.

Fleurosigraa formosuui.

,,
angulatum.

„ Balticum.

,,
tenuissimuni,

Synedra superba.

Dorypliora amphiceros.

Achnanthes brevipes.

Rhabdonema minutum.

„ arcuatum.

Grammatopbora serpentum.

Ampbitetras antediluviana.

Tstlimia enervis.

Biddulphia aurita.

„ rhombus.

„ quinque-oculus, Kutz.

Podosira maculata.

Melosira sulcata.

,, Eorreri.

Dictyocha speculum.

I have also two fine specimens of what I thought to be a

new Navicula; bvit on referring them to Mr. Smith, he in-

formed me that it had been already observed by Mr. Kennedy,

and it has been named N. Hennedii by Mr. Smith. It was in

this deposit that I found the first specimen of the Triceratium

which has been described and named by Mr. Roper as T.

armatum.
The prevailing form, however, is the Navicula Jennerii^

which is extremely abundant. The specimens of Coscino-

discus are also magnificent and abundant.

Of the Triceratia, T.favus, and T. coviptum (?) are very

abundant. T. altemans occurs but sparingly.

The beautiful valve of Actinocyclus sedenarius, described

by Mr. Roper in his paper on the Thames mud, occurs but

sparingly ; all the other forms in the foregoing list are

tolerably abundant, and occur also in the 30 and 40 feet

deposits.

T.favus occurs also pretty frequently at both these depths,

while in the 30- feet deposit I found a most curious and in-

teresting form, of which 1 have sent specimens. Mr. Smith

informs me it is the Cerafanlus tur<jidus of Ehrenberg, and

will be the Biddulphia tun/ida of Mr. Smith's second volume.

I am not aware that it has been hitherto figured or described

by any one as a British species.

IBut it is not always necessary to resort to the boring

apparatus to ol)tain material for inv(!stigating these deep
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deposits. Wherever excavations for building or other pur-

poses are going on near the banks of a tidal river, there will

be found an ample field for the industrious observer.

At Swansea, lor instance, where some docks are now being

constructed, I have obtained some rich samples of Diatoma-
ceous clays.

The strata through which these excavations are being made
occur in the following; order :

—

Gravel and sand
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above facts : indeed, I have rarely tried a sample from any

of these clays, either near a fresh or brackish stream, in which

a careful washing would not eliminate abundance of Diatoma-

ceous remains. Of course, some will be richer than others,

but I have found them in all. Let it not be thought that too

enthusiastic a view has been taken of the subject. I have

sent a set of slides illustrative of all the above-mentioned

deposits to the Editors of this Journal, and I think they will

bear me out in the assertion that neither their richness nor

their interest has been overstated.*

From these facts it appears that not the surface merely,

but the whole mass of these tidal deposits, is penetrated by
these minute and wondrous organisms ; while from the fact

of their being found at Neyland at a depth of 40 feet below
the present surface, and close upon the rock which forms the

original bed of this estuary, the mind is irresistibly led to the

conclusion that they have existed there from the time when
the waters first rolled over the spot, when silence and soli-

tude reigned supreme where now resounds the " busy hum "

of the hundreds who are employed in bringing one of the

great arteries of commerce and civilization to its ocean home.
In making out the list of the forms in the Neyland

deposits, I have carefully abstained from inserting the names
of any but those which I could identify with certainty, either

from Mr. Smith's work or from information furnished to me
by Mr. Roper, to whose kind assistance I am deeply indebted

during the time I have been studying the subject. Being but

a beginner in the study, I thought this the best plan to adopt;

but I am sure, from what I have observed, that were these

deposits well examined by other and more experienced inves-

tigators than myself, the list might be far more extended, and
many new forms brought to light. Still, if I shall have been
the means of drawing attention to the subject of these deep
deposits, or of extending in any way, however small, the

boundaries of this interesting field of research, I shall feel

amply recompensed for any trouble I have taken in this

matter.

On a Post-Tertiary Lacustrine Sand, containing Diatoma-
CEous I'^xuvi^, from Glenshira, near Inverary. By Wil-
liam Gregory, M.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of Chemistry.

This remarkalile deposit was sent to me in February last by
the Duke of Argyll, who had found it in the valley of Glen-

* The slides sent us by Mr. Okcden arc uncommonly licli in the various
fortiis of Diutumacece.— Eds.
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shira, the waters of which flow into Loch Fine, well known
as a sea-loch, at its upper part. The sand occurs above a mile

from the mouth of the valley, lying under a considerable

depth of good alluvial soil. It is nearly black, with shining

particles of mica, and very dense. It consists chiefly of the

detritus of the surrounding mountains, formed of micaceous
schist, and contains therefore much quartz and mica. There
is also a considerable proportion of an iron ore, and of a dark

matter of vegetable origin, and apparently somewhat of a

peaty character. To the last-named ingredients the dark
colour of the sand is due.

On placing a little of it under the microscope, I noticed one
or two Diatomaceous forms, such as a Navicula didyma, a

Cocconeis scutellum, and a Synedra radians. But the propor-

tion of these was so small that without some purification

nothing could be done. After various trials, I found the fol-

lowing plan to yield tolerably satisfactory results.

The mass was first warmed, and when the violence of the

action had passed, boiled, with the most concentrated nitro-

muriatic acid. This not only dissolved the iron ore, but
completely removed the dark organic matter, and left a sand
of a pale-yellowish colour, in which the Diatomes were more
easily seen.

The next step was to remove, by subsidence in water and
decantation, the greater part of the quartz and all but the

finest and lightest scales of mica, which, having much the

same density as the shells, could not be got rid of. Any
attempt to push the process farther caused a loss of shells.

The residue thus obtained was now found to be rich in Dia-
tomes ; and when mounted in Canada balsam, the mica became
so transparent as not materially to interfere with the exami-
nation of the shells. The entire residue did not exceed l-20th
of the original sand, and the Diatomes formed only from l-5th
to l-3rd of the residue, so that they could not have amounted
to much more than 1 or 2 per cent, of the mass.

It will be seen from this, that the Glenshira deposit is of

an entirely different character from those earths in which
Diatomes have usually been found in the fossil state, such as

the Raasay or Mull deposits, which consist entirely of Diato-
maceous shells. On the other hand, it presents all the cha-
racters of a lacustrine or estuarial deposit or mud, such as the
Thames mud, or similar deposits now forming in estuaries or

lakes. Of course the predominant mineral ingredients are

such as are yielded by the adjacent rocks, and the Diatomes
have merely been deposited in small proportion along with
these. We shall see that there is a very remarkable analogy.
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as far as concerns the Diatomes present, between this sand

and the Thames mud recently described by Mr. Roper in the

second volume of the " Journal."

The first glance at the Glenshira sand under the micro-

scope leads to the observation, that, like the Thames mud, it

contains both marine and fresh-water forms. In this respect

it resembles the deposit or mud of all estuaries. From its

position, however, there is every reason to conclude that it

was formed in its present locality, when that part of the valley

was occupied by a fresh-water lake, which is now confined to

the lower part of the valley, but has evidently extended much
higher in former periods. The question of course naturally

occurs, whence came the abundant marine forms ? But this

is easily explained, if we attend to what is going on in the

present small fresh-water lake. The level of this lake is pre-

cisely that of half tide, so that at high water the sea flows

into itj while at ebb tide t!ie water of the lake runs into the

sea.

This remarkable state of matters produces a mixture, in the

lake, of fresh-water and marine forms, both animal and vege-

table. The Duke of Argyll mentions, that nets, thrown for

salmon in the lake, have been drawn up full of herring ; that

other marine animals occur in it, and that marine alga? are

also found, dwarfed by the influence of the fresh water.

Having been supplied with some of the deposit or mud now
forming in the lake, I examined it, and found it very closely

to resemble the sand from the higher level, save that the pro-

portion of organic matter was considerably greater. But, like

the older sand, it contains both marine and fresh-water

Diatomes, and these belong in many instances to the same
species. I have noticed some difference in the relative pro-

portions of species, and I shall take an opportunitj' of care-

fully studying the recent deposit or mud of the lake ; but in

the mean time I can state, that in all essential characters the

recent deposit agrees with the fossil one.

From these facts it may be inferred that the lacustrine sand

of Glenshira, which I refer to the post-tertiary period, on
the authority of the Duke of Argyll and of Mr. Smith of

Jordanhill, both of whom are familiar with the localities, was
formed in the lake when that lake occupied the part of tlie

valley where the sand occurs, and that the relative levels of

lake and sea were then the same as now. This seems to be
the siin])lest mode of accounting for the abundance both of

fresli- water and of marine forms. Had the sand been depo-
sited in sea water, it could not have been, as it is, extremely
rich in fresli-water species, and tfiere is no reason to suppose
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it to have been formed in an estuary, like the Thames mud,
when we see a similar deposit in course of formation at the

present hour in the fresh-water lake, not much more than a

mile from the spot.

But if this be admitted, then it must also follow that, since

the relative levels of sea and lake were the same then as now,

and since the sand occurs at a considerably higher level than

that of the present lake,—it must, I think, follow, that the sea

has fallen, or the land has risen, since the period when the

sand was deposited. This is a conclusion at which geologists

have arrived in many instances, from other phenomena, such

as raised beaches, as, for example, in the Clyde, with which

Loch Fine communicates. It is interesting to find the study

of the Diatomaceous forms, occurring so scantily in this de-

posit, assisting to throw light on one of the qucEstiones vexatcB

of geology.

I have said that the Diatomes are but scantily diffused in

the Glenshira sand ; and this is true, since they do not much
exceed 1 per cent, of the mass. But when we examine the

purified or cleaned residue, in which they are, as it were,

concentrated, we are struck at once with the very large

number of species present.

In thi,; respect the Glenshira sand far surpasses every de-

posit hitherto described, even that of Mull, in which I have

found 150 species, and the Thames mud, in which Mr. Roper
detected 104 species.

In the Mull deposit all the species, with a very few excep-

tions, and these so rare as to be evidently accidental, derived

from the proximity of the sea, and possibly carried by the

winds, belong to fresh water. But in the Thames mud and

in the Glenshira sand, as already stated, both classes of forms

occur abundantly. It is this which accounts for the large

number of species. Up to the present time I have recog-

nised in the latter not less than 240 species, and I am quite

satisfied that a good many remain to be identified. Judging

from what has been done already, I cannot doubt that the

number of species will, before long, amount to at least 250.

In consequence of the circumstances under which it has

been formed, this deposit does not contain any one or more

greatly predominant form, as is generally observed to be the

case in deposits formed where the Diatomes grew and died.

As they have all been transported by water, they constitute,

when the quartz, mica, and other matters which separate them

are removed, a mixture of a very remarkable kind, in whicli

large number of forms are tolerably abundant, and a still

larger number are pretty frequent, while none are so pre-

VOL. III. D
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dominant as we find them in recent gatherings, and a good

many are so scarce, that we have often to search long before

finding additional specimens, although with patience we
generally succeed in doing so.

The peculiar constitution we have described renders a com-
plete study of this deposit a work of much time and labour.

I soon found tliat it was only by pursuing the minute and

systematic mode of search which I have described in my
account of the Mull deposit, that I could hope to determine

the species present in this one. 1 have found it, however,

advantageous, in consequence of tlie large number and relative

scarcity of new forms in the Glenshira sand, to adopt the plan

of marking any striking forms, or such as require to be ex-

amined, or are to be figured, when first observed. I find the

best way of marking is, after fixing on the form, to put on
the 2-3rd objective, and under that power to place one spot of

ink just above, but not on, the form. This is mucli more
I'apidly and easily done than drawing a circle round it, and
it interferes much less with the remaining forms. A note is

kept of all the spots made on each slide, arranging them in a

certain order, according as they follow in the regular course

of sweeping the slides. By this means any marked form is

instantly recovered ; and I have been able to place in the

hands of jNIr. West, in the course of one forenoon, a number
of new and striking forms so great, that without some such
method I could not have pointed them out, from their com-
parative scarcity, under a much longer time.

It may be here mentioned, that, in studying a mixture like

the present, no examination, short of a thorough and minute
search, would suffice. Without this we should infallibly miss
a large proportion of the most interesting forms. To give

some idea of the necessity of this, I may state that I have
found it necessary to explore, minutely and repeatedly, 60
well-filled slides of this deposit, and that I have not yet ex-

hausted it, as even now 1 hardly ever search one of these

slides without observing something new or interesting pre-

viously overlooked.

This is no doubt very laborious, but without labour nothing
can be well done, and in the present case the results have been
highly satisfactory. I have recognised upwards of 200 known
species, while a number remain that for the present I cannot
< xactly name, for want of good figures ; and besides this, I

have distinguished about 25, probably more, new and un-
desiribed forms, most of which are very interesting. Such is

a general account of the results obtained ; and after these pre-
liminary remarks I shall now proceed to tlie details. I shall
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first give the list of known species, under the two heads of

marine and fresh-water forms, as jNIr. Roper has done in the

case of the Thames mud ; and I shall then briefly describe the

new species, which will also be figured. But as circumstances

have rendered it impossible for me to have more than one

plate in the present number of the ' Journal,' I am compelled

to reserve one-half of the figures till the next number.

It is proper to explain that 1 sliall have to mention several

new forms, as occurring in this deposit, which I do not figure,

although no figures have as yet appeared of them. The reason

is, that these forms have been recently observed by others,

prior to me, and it is to be presumed that the first observers

will take an early opportunity of describing and figuring

them. I propose to figure all such forms as are now, for the

first time, distinguished by myself, and also some striking

varieties of known species, in which the Glenshira deposit is

uncommonly rich. Without further preamble, let us now
proceed to the list of known forms.

I. Marine Species,

including such as occur in both sea water and brackish water,

as well as th." se which seem to belong to brackish water more

especially :

—

1. Epithemia Musculus.
2. Amphora aiBnis.

3. ,, tenera.

4. „ costata.

5. Cocconeis Scutellum.
6. „ GreviUii.

7. Coscinodiscus radiatus.

8. ,, excentricus.

9. Eupodiscus crassus.

10. „ Ralfsii.

11. Campylodiscus parvulus.

12. Surirella fastuosa.

13. „ constricta.

14. Tryblionella punctata.

15. „ acuminata.
16. Nitzschia Sigma.
17. ,, angularis.

18. „ birostrata.

19. Amphiprora alata.

20. ,, constricta.

21. ,, vitrea.

22. Amphipleura sigmoidea.

23. Navicula Liber.

24. „ Smithii.*

25. „ Jenneri.

26. „ convexa.

27. „ elegans.

28. „ palpebralis.

29. „ punctulata.

30. „ pnsilla.

31. „ Didvma.
32. „ nitida.f

33. „ granulata, Br^b.J

34. Pinnularia directa.

35. ,, Cyprinus.

36. ,,
peregrina.

37. Stauroneis pulchella.

38.
,,

salina.

39. Pleurosigma formosum.
40. ,, angulatum.
41. „ Balticum.

42. ,, strigosuni.

* A', dlijitica, W. Sm. M. de Br^isson has given this name, on account

of the term ' elUptica ' having been long applied to another species by
continental Avriters.

t This is a beautiful new species, to be figured in vol. ii. of Mr.
Smith's ' Synopsis.'

X Also a ver}- fine new form. Prof. Avnott finds it in the Clvdc.

D -2
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43. Pleurosigma rigidum.

44. Synedra superba.

45. „ acicularis.

46. Gomphonema marinum.
47. Achnanthes longipes.

48. „ brevipes.

49. ,,
subsessilis,

50. Ehabdonema arcuatum.

51. ,,
minutum.

52. Zygoceros Surirella.*

53. Grammatopbora marina.

54. ,,
serpentina.

55. Ampbitetras antediluvianum,

Total, 67

56. "Biddulpbia aurita.

57. Melosira Borreri.

58. ,, sulcata.

59. Ortbosira nummiiloides.

60. Podosira bormoides.

61. ,, maculata.

62. Bacillaria paradoxa.

63. Dictyocba Speculum.
64. „ gracilis.

65. „ Fibula.

66. ,, trifenestra.

67. Schizonema Crux.

marine species.

II. Fresh-water Species,

including such as occur in both fresh and brackish water :-

1. Epitbemia Hyndmanni. 34. Cyclotella opeiciilata.

35. „ rotula.

36. Campylodiscus costatiis.

37. „ bicostatus.f

38. Surirella minuta.

39. „ pinnata.

40. „ ovata.

41. „ Brigbtwellii.

42. „ Crumena.!|;

43. Tryblionella marginata.

44. Cymatopleura Solea.

45. Nitzschia sigmoidea.

46. „ minutissima.

47. „ acicularis.

48. „ linearis.

49. „ ampbioxys.

50. „ vivax.

51. Amphi]ileura pellucida.

52. Navicula rbomboides.

2.
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G7.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

Pinnularia radiosa.

,, oblon2;a.

divergens.

gibba.

gi'acilis.

viridula.

inesolepta.

stauroueiformis.

latestriata.*

undulata.*

tenuis.*

parva.*

80. Stauroneis Phoenicenteron.

81. „ gracilis.

82. „ anceps.

83. „ dilatata.

84. „ punctata.

85. „ rectangLilaris.*

86. Pleurosigma attenuatum.
87. Synedra Ulna.

88. „ radians.

89. „ pulchella.

90. „ obtusa.

91. „ biceps.

92. „ lunaris.

93. „ acicularis.

94. Cocconema lanceolatum.

95. „ Cistula.

96. „ cymbiforme.
97. „ gibbum.
98. Gomphonema geminatum.
99. „ acuminatum.

100. „ coronatum.
101. „ curvatum.
102. „ constrictum.

103. „ capitatum.

104. „ tenellum.

Total, 140 fresh-water species, which, added to 67 marine
forms, gives a grand total of 207 species, known as British.

To these must be added a few which have now, for the first

time, occurred in this country, though known on the Continent.

Such are

—

208. Navicula nodosa,|| Kiitzing.

209. Pinnularia pachycepliala,ir Eabenhorst.
210. „ (Navicula) Gastrum.** Ehr.

* These six species are figured in my account of the Mull deposit.

t This species has lately been distinguished by Mr. Smith.

j A new species, which I shall describe and figure in the next number
of the ' Journal,' along with several other recent forms, which I have
observed during the past year.

§ A beautiful form, lately detected by Mr. Harrison.

II
To be figured in the next number of the ' Journal.'

IT Occurs also in the Mull deposit, and will be figured in next number.
* * This form is figured in the present paper. See fig. 20.

105. Gomphonema dichotomum.
106. „ Fusticulus.t

107. „ insigne.J

108. Meridion circulare.

109. „ constrictum.

110. Achnanthes exilis.

111. Achnanthidium lanceolatum,

112. „ coarctatum,

BreOj.

113 Himantidium majus.

114. „ Arcus.

115. „ pectinale.

116. „ gracile.

117. „ bidens.

118. Fraglllaria capucina.

119. „ viresceus.

120. Odontidium mesodon.
121. „ mutabile.

122. „ Tabellaria,

123. „ Harrisoni.§

124. Denticula tenuis.

125. „ sinuata.

126. Tabellaria feuestrata.

127.
,,

flocculosa.

128. „ ventricosa.

129. Diatoma vulgare.

130. „ elongatum.

131. Melosira varians.

132. Orthosira arenaria.

133. „ nivalis.

134. Mastogloia elliptica,

135. „ Dansei.

136. CoUetonema neglectum.

137. „ vulgare.

138. „ subflexile.

139. Encyonema prostratum.

140. „ caespitosum.
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We have thus in the Glenshira sand 210 known and de-

scribed species, with the exception of one or two recently

observed and likely to be soon figured. But I feel quite

assured that there are a good many more, belonging to this

category, which I am unable clearly to identify, from the

want of good figures, especially in those genera to be figured

in vol. ii. of Mr. Smith's Synopsis. In particular, there

appear to be several discoid forms of the genera Melosira and

Orthosira, &c., which will be found to be of known species.

Let us now turn to those forms which appear to be un-

described, of which the proportion is unusually great in this

deposit. It has been already mentioned that only about one-

half of these forms can be figured on the accompanying plate,

and that the remainder will be given in the next number of

the ' Journal.' It will probably be best to describe the forms

here figured as they occur on the plate, in which the order of

the Synopsis is followed. It must be borne in mind that some
of the figures represent varieties of known forms, and that the

two first belong to the two new forms observed by me in the

Lillhaggsjon and Liiiiebcrg deposits, and described in last

number of the ' Journal.'

Fig. 1, Plate IV., shows two forms of Eunotia Falx, W.
G. This very remarkable fonn needs no farther descrip-

tion beyond what will be found in the ' Transactions of the

Microscopical Society,' vol. ii., p. 105. It has not yet oc-

curred as a British form. It occurs with fresh-water species.

Fig. 2 represents an example of Nitzschia Sigmatella,

W. G., also observed in the two deposits just named. But
it occars, as I have formerly stated, in the Mull deposit also

;

and since describing it I have found it, not only in the sand
of Glenshira, but also in a recent gathering from Elchies, in

Banffsliire. It is therefore a British species, and, from the

Banffshire locality, belongs to fresh water. (211.)

Fig. 3. Cymhella truncata, VV. G. This pretty and well-

marked species occurs in the Mull deposit, but sparingly. It

is frequent in the Glenshira sand, and cannot, I think, be
referred to any of tlie species of Cymhella or Cocconema,
figured by Mr. Smith. Of course it is impossible, in a fossil

deposit, to ascertain whether it be really a Ci/mbella, that is,

free, or a Cocconema, that is attached by a stipes. It is pos-

sible and even probable, that this species has been noted on
the Continent, but I have not been able to see any figure with
which it can be safely identified. It is very uniform in its

cliaracters, always exhilDiting tlie truncate or square ends from
wliich I have named it. It is sometimes a good deal longer

than the figure here given, whi( h mav be taken as typical.
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It is a fresh-water form, and I have found it in many rerent

gatherings. (212.)

Fig. 4. Amjjhora Arms, W. G, This fine form has not

occurred in its entire state, but is frequent in the detached

condition. The halves have precisely the form of a strung

bow, often very elegantly curved. The strice are coarse and
moniliform. I have no certain means of ascertaining its

habitat, but I suspect it to be marine. (213.)

Fig. 5. Aviphora incurva, W G. This is also a very pretty

form, most probably marine, and occurring detached, like the

last. The striae are very much finer than in A. Arcus. (214.)
Fig. 6. Amphora annularis, W. G, This is a striking form,

and unlike the two preceding it occurs now and then com-
plete, when it exhibits short square apices. It has a slight

constriction in the middle. Habitat unknown. (215.)

Fig. 7. Cocconeis transversalis, W. G. This neat little form
is distinguished from the other species of the genus by having

fine transverse striae. Its form is a pure oval. Habitat not

known. (216.)

Fig. 8. Cocconeis specwsa, W. G. This form is nearly allied

to C Scntellum, but is usually smaller, and has somewhat of

an angular form. The chief distinction lies in the striae, which
are much less numerous than in C. Scntellum, not exceeding

12 in 'OOl", and they are formed of much fewer and much
larger granules. Like C. Scntellum it occurs both with and
apparently without a margin ; and it might be taken for a

variety of that species, but for the number and peculiar

character of tlie strise I have closely searched several slides

of marine origin, full of Cocconeis Scntellum of every degree

of development, but I have not found in them one example of

C speciosa. I therefore regard it as a distinct species. (217.)

Fig. 9. Cocconeis distans, W. G. This very beautiful form
is at once characterised by the equal size of the dots or gra-

nnies, and their great distance from each other, so that it almost

loses the aspect of striation. The form is purely oval. (218.)

Fig. 10. Cocconeis costata, VV. G. This is a fourth new
species of the genus, and is at once characterised by its very

strong and entire costse, which seem to be double lines or

bands, expanding a little externally. It is a perfectly well-

marked species. The habitat of this, as well as of the two
preceding forms, is unknown, but they are probably of marine
origin. (219.)

Fig. 11. Eripodiscns, qu ? Ralfsii fi. This disc, which is

not unfrequent, has a finely-radiate surface, the radii composed
of small puncta, as in E. Ralfsii. But there is no trace of the

peculiar blank spaces among the rays, which, so far as I know,
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appear to be characteristic of E. Ralfsii. This latter species

occurs with the usual characters ; and I am inclined to regard

the form, fig. 11, as distinct, but do not venture to give it as

a species without further investigation. It is, in all proba-

bility, a marine form.

Fig. 12. Surirella fastuosa /S. This species is finely deve-

loped, insomuch that it might almost be taken for a distinct

species. I am disposed, however, to regard it only as a finely-

developed S. fastuosa, as figured by Smith, and probably more

truly typical than the form he has figured, it agrees well,

except in being larger, with Kiitzing's figure. It is known to

be a marine species.

Fig. 13. Tryhlioyxella constricta, W. G. This pretty little

form is very frequent in the deposit. Its form is that of

Cymatophura apiciilata, but it is very much smaller, and has

all the characters of TryhlioneUa. Striae transverse, fine, but

distinct. I am informed by !Mr. West, that he long ago met

with it in gatherings from Poole Bay. It is a marine form.

(220.)

Fig. 14. Amphiprora vitrea, ,6 ? This fine form is frequent

in the deposit. The peculiar arrangement of the median line,

with its double curvature, at once strikes the eye. Indeed, on

comparing it with the figure of A. vitrea, in the ' Synopsis," it

might be supposed to be a distinct species. But in the mean
time, and until further examination, I refer it to the species

named. It is a marine species.

Fig. 15. Navicula hirostrata, W. G. This is a well-marked

species. Form elliptical, with contracted, slightly produced,

somewhat truncate apices. Striae fine, somewhat inclined. It

appears to vary a good deal in size. Habitat unknown. (221.)

Fig. 16. Navicula rhomhica, VV. G. This beautiful form

is frequent in the deposit. Its form is rhombic, varying from

short and rather broad, with obtuse apices, to long and narrow,

with acute apices. Striae very fine, transverse, quite distinct,

even in balsam, which at once distinguishes it from N. rhom-

hoides. The median line and central nodule are also quite

different ; and, in consequence, it differs totally in aspect from

N- rhomboides, which is also present in the deposit, and with

which it cannot be confounded. Habitat not known. (222.)

Fig. 17. Navicula gastroides, W. G. This form, when
small, has some resemblance to N- pusilla ; but is of much
stouter habit, and has a brown colour, even in balsam. Besides

this, it occurs much larger, being then more elliptical, while

the smaller individuals are often almost orbicular. Striae

radiate and inclined. The median line and central nodule are

very strongly developed, and the short apices appear as the
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truncate extremities of the broad median line. Its habitat is

not certainly known. (223.)

Fig. 18. Naviciila crassa, W. G. This is a fine and well-

marked species. Form elliptical, with a very slight inflexion

before the obtuse apices. It varies considerably in size ; has

a very stout habit, and a brown colour in balsam. There is

a large round spot in the centre, within which the two halves

of the median line terminate in small round knobs, but do not

meet. Striae transverse, very fine, but distinct, not quite

reaching the central line. It is frequent in the deposit, and is

probably a marine form. (224.)
Fig. 19. Naviciila maxima, W. G. This is a fine large

form, much less frequent than any of the preceding. Form
linear, elliptical, broad, with obtuse extremities. Striae fine,

transverse, reaching the central line. There seems to be a

variety which is longer and narrower. Habitat unknown.
(225.)

Fig. 20. Pinnularia [Navicula) Gastrum, Ehr. This little

form is new to Britain, having been found by Ehrenberg in

Mexican and North American gatherings. It is short, broadly

lanceolate, with obtuse extremities slightly constricted. Striae

distinct, strongly radiate. The habitat is not given in Kiitz-

ging, but it is probably marine. (226.)

Fig. 21. Pinnularia apiculata, W. G. This is another

well-marked little species, which is not rare in the deposit.

Fovm linear, narrow, contracted to small truncate apices.

Striae distant, transverse, hardly reaching the median line.

Habitat unknown. (227.)

Fig 22. Synedra Vertebra, VV. G. This form, which is

very frequent in the deposit, belongs to the same division as

S. piilchella and S- acicularis. It differs, however, from both

these forms, which also occur in the deposit, and can thus

be compared with it, in the remarkable relative width of the

central portion, which has a somewhat curved outline, and
the equally remarkable way in which it suddenly contracts to

the very slender terminal portions. In the largest specimens,

these are very long. Its form resembles that of certain ver-

tebrae, and it has been named so as to recal this resemblance.

Nodule strongly developed. Striae very fine. The habitat of

this species is unknown, (228.)

Fig. 23. Sj/nedra undulans, VV. G. This is, perhaps, the

most remarkable of all the forms in the Glenshira sand. It

is exceedingly elongated, and so slender that a perfect

specimen has not yet occurred to me. It consists of a middle
portion rather wider than the rest, tapering both ways to a

very small width. From this point it extends on both sides,
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for a long way, of uniform width, and terminates in small

oval expansions. The narrow part has strong moniliform

striae, which, in the central and terminal expansions, are

resolved, except just at the margin, into a general granulation.

The margin is undulated, except for a short distance from

each apex. It will be seen by one of the figures, which is

not so long as some are, that the narrow part, on one side,

without any part of the central long expansion, is frequently

so long as to extend the wliole way across the field, with a

power of 400, that is, probably, l-50th to l-40th of an inch.

This would make the length of the entire form to be probably
from the l-20th to the l-15th of an inch, or more. This, with
its extreme tenuity, accounts for its not occurring entire in a

deposit carried by water, where it must have been constantly

agitated. I have been informed by Mr. West, that a similar

form, possibly of the same species, although shorter, occurs in

a gathering from Port Natal, in the hands of Mr. Shadbolt.

This curious Synedra is, therefore, a marine form, and I

anticipate that it will be found recent on our own coasts,

(229.)

Having now briefly described the new forms in the Glen-
shira sand, so far as they are here figured, I am compelled to

postpone the remainder to the next number of the Journal,

in which another plate will be required for them, as very

nearly as many remain to be described as we have now been
enabled to figure. In the meantime, besides the Eunotia
Falx, which is not yet a British form, we have described 18
new forms, all from this one deposit, and one new to Britain.

These, added to the list of known forms, make up the

number of 229 species now recorded as occurring in the

Glenshira sand, besides those to be hereafter noticed and
figured.

It may be noticed here, that I intend to publish, as soon as

the necessary figures can be prepared, a description of a very
remarkable series of forms, occurring both in the Glenshira
sand, and in various fresh-water gatherings, in which, indeed, I

first observed them. They agree perfec tly in general aspect,

and the peculiar characters of the markings ; but differ to a
very surprising degree in form or outline. These may possibly

constitute several species, and would certainly be considered
as such by some authorities. But, both on account of their

reseml)lance, or rather identity, in markings, and from the

o( currence of intermediate or transition forms, by which the
different types appear, in many cases at least, to pass into

f)ne Mnotlicr, there is some cfround for rejrardine: them as be-
htnging to one sj)r^cies. Without deciding this question, I
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have, for the convenience of description, grouped them under
the name of Navicnla varians, and I ferl assured that the study

of these forms will throw much light on the question, to which
I have already directed attention, of the true value of form as

a specific cliaracter.

I cannot conclude, for the present, without expressing the

very great obligations I am under to Mr. TufFen West, not

only for the great care and accuracy with which he has drawn
and engraved the figures, but also for the valuable assistance

I have derived from his extensive and exact knowledge of

the British Diatomacese in this long and laborious investiga-

tion. It is, indeed, fortunate for British microscopists that

they have an artist who is not more distinguished for the

beauty of his drawings than for his knowledge of the micro-

scope, and his intimate acquaintance with the objects to be
represented.

N.B.—Since the preceding pages were printed, I have
observed a fragment of Sijnedj'a undulans in a slide from
Poole Bay, sent to me by the Rev. W. Smith. I have no
doubt that the gathering, if searched, will yield entire speci-

mens. I am also informed by M. de Brebesson that he has

seen the same form in marine gatherings from Brest, but
supposed it to be *S. gigantea, Lobarzewsky, from which species,

however, he now finds it to be quite distinct.

I may take this opportunity of mentioning that the follow-

ing species must be added to the list of known forms in the

Glenshira sand, as I have noticed them quite recently.

230. Trybleonella angusta. I 233. Gomphonema cristatum.

231. ,, Scutellum. | 234. Mastogloia apiculata. Sm.
232. Amphiproraelegans, Bleakley.

j

No. 232 is a splendid marine form, observed last spring

by Mr, Bleakley, near Harwich. No. 234 is a very fine

marine species, which occurs in great abundance along with

232 at Poole Bay. I have understood that Mr. Smith has

named it as above, but that it may possibly be referable to

another species.—W. G.

A few Remarks on a Paper, read before the Royal Society by
Dr. J. W. Griffith, on the Angular Aperture o/'Object-
Glasses. By Dr. F. d'Alquen,

In the last number of the ' Microscopical Journal ' an abstract

of the above paper was given, and, if you think the subject of

sufficient interest to your readers, I should feel obliged if the

following observations could appear in your next number, in

refutation of tlie only novel point in Dr. Griffith's paper.
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Mr. Wenham states, in one of his valuable papers, that the

markings on test objects become visible by a contrast of light

;

and the attenticm of the reader will at once be brought to the

point upon which the whole question hinges, when I add that

the gist of Dr. Griffith's paper is an attempt to show how this

contrast of light is produced, and why the markings can only

be seen under an object-glass of large angular aperture, and

not with one which is deficient in this respect, however great

its magnifying power may be. In answering these proposi-

tions the Doctor states, in substance :—The markings, those

on a valve of a Gyrosigma, for instance, being in reality de-

pressions, the light, on passing through them, suffers greater

refraction from the perpendicular than the set of rays corre-

sponding to the undepressed, thicker, and therefore more
highly refractive portion of the valve, and we have thus two

sets of rays of different degrees of obliquity—the former of

which, as the most oblique, is tilted out of the field of the

microscope, whilst the second set is admitted, if the angular

aperture of the object-glass is sufficiently large ; and thus is

the contrast of light produced which renders the markings

visible. If the aperture of the object-glass is deficient, no

contrast is produced, and the markings remain invisible ; but

the explanation of this point is the author's difficulty, and it

is not easy to single out in precise language his meaning. At
all events, the " rem invisam verba sequuntur " we cannot apply

to tliis part of his explanation, which, in so acute an observer

as Dr. Griffith generally is, can only be accounted for by his

labouring under the difficulty of having to reconcile facts to a

preconceived speculative theory of his own.

It is self-evident, if the tilting out of one set of rays were the

cause of the markings becoming visible, that this must equally,

and even more readily, take place under an object-glass of

small aperture, because not only the rays tilted out from the

object-glass with large aperture, but even those admitted by
it, as far as they exceed the angular aperture of an object-

glass with deficient aperture, are naturally excluded, or tilted

out with regard to the latter ; in fact, no rays could by any
possibility become excluded from an object-glass, with large

aperture, which were not eo ipso also tilted out from an object-

glass with deficient aperture : it is therefore clear, as expe-

rience tells us, that certain markings cannot be seen with such

a glass under any circumstances, that the contrast of light is

not produced in the manner stated, nor can the tilting out of

certain rays, if it takes place at all, be the cause of rendering

the markings visible. This objection loses, also, nothing of its

force when the author states, that the angular aperture must
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be gjeater as the markings are more delicate, because it would
require greater obliquity of the light to exclude one set, and
the other would be too oblique to enter the object-glass, unless

it be of corresponding large aperture. Now I do not see the

cogency of this, because, in this sentence, if he had said, that

the obliquity of light required must be greater if the aperture

was large, I readily could understand him, though the inverse

would be equally clear, viz., that the obliquity of the light

required for the exclusion of one set of rays would be less, if

the aperture were small ; but why the obliquity must be

greater as the markings are more delicate I cannot understand,

nor has the author given us any reason for it, but assumes it

as a natural consequence, as implied by the word " because."

If there was a law in optics, that, by greater obliquity of

light, the ratio of con- or di-vergence between two rays was in-

creased, I readily could admit the pertinence of the above
remark ; but that would be saying that the refractive index of

any medium varied with the angle of incidence, while we
know that the sinuses of the angles of incidence and refraction

stand, with regard to the same medium, always in a constant

proportion. The greatest obliquity of light is therefore sepa-

rate, the two sets of rays not inore than they are under ordi-

nary illumination. Further, if the second set is likewise too

oblique to enter the object-glass, if not of corresponding large

aperture, it would follow, that, under an object-glass of defi-

cient aperture, both sets of rays, those corresponding to the

depressed (the first), as well as those corresponding to the

undepressed portion of the valve (the second set), are excluded,

and thus nothing at all of the object could be seen, which is

simply absurd. In disregard of the simple and plain fact that

the efficacy of the greater over the lesser aperture depends
upon the admission and not upon the exchision of certain rays,

the author goes on to say : " The most difficult point has been
to explain how it is that an object-glass of large aperture will

render markings evident which were not visible under an

object-glass of smaller aperture." I freely admit that, as I

have shown, if we adopt the author's theory, the explanation

is not only difficult but impossible. Nor does this difficulty

vanish, as he states it does, when we recollect that the addi-

tional rays admitted by the larger aperture are more oblique
;

because, how can the admission of 'additional rays prove the

tilting out of others, which is the point at issue ? Observe

:

hence one set of rays will be refracted from the field (pray,

why?), whilst the other will enter. In my opinion, there is

no sequitiir, which that very convenient little word " hence "

seems to imply, but the same gratuitous assumption as we have
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already noticed before. Moreover, it must not have appeared

quite conclusive to the author himself, because he continues

:

" Or to simplify this most imj)ortant point, the object may be

regarded as illuminated by two sets of rays, one correspond-

ing to those admitted by the object-glass of the smaller aper-

ture, the other set, to these plus those admitted by the excess

of angular aperture of the second over the first." Now we
may not only regard with the author the object as thus illu-

minated, but we know that such is actually the case, and that

the efficacy of the larger aperture over the lesser depends
simply on the admission of additional rays which were too

oblique to enter the latter ; but simple as this is, we must ask

again, how can the admission of additional rays, here assumed,

prove the tilting out of others ? Mark the answer : the first

set not being sufficiently oblique to allow a portion of them
being refracted beyond the angular aperture of the first object-

glass, while the second set are so. Now every one will admit
that this illustration proves nothing, because the rays admitted

by the first object-glass are as oblique with regard to its

angular aperture, and the practicability of becoming tilted out

as the rays entering the second to its corresponding larger

aperture.

Another objection which is, a p?'iori, as palpable as those I

have already noticed is this : if the markings are rendered
visible, by the tilting out of certain rays, it would follow,

as the fewer rays will be tilted out the greater the aperture,

that the markings, instead of becoming more distinct, must have
their distinctness impaired in the same pi'oportion as the

angular aperture is increased
; yet experience tells us that the

reverse is the case. If we further assume that the illumina-

tion remains the same, the more we increase the angular aper-

ture, the more it would become impossible to realize the

alleged conditions for rendering the markings visible ; and
with every degree added to the aperture, the markings ought
to get fainter, which is contrary to the fact. Lastly, from the
excessive minuteness of the depressions, it appears to me
highly improbable that the difference thereby occasioned in

the thickness or substance of the valve should be the cause of
giving a different refractive index to different portions of the

valve ; and I feel more inclined, with other observers, to attri-

bute the modification which the light undergoes, on passing
through it, to ])eculiarities in the structure of the markings
themselves. However, let us proceed from assertions and
counter assertions to practical experiment, the ultima ratio

in an inductive science.

By means of a small pipe of an injecting svringe, with an
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opening of 1'30" diameter, fixed to a small glass tube in an
adaptor, in the place of the achromatic condenser, I illumi-

nated the prepared valve of a Pleurosigma Balticum, mounted
dry, by as direct, and straight a light as could he done ; and
under an object-glass (i), whose aperture I had reduced to 50°,

both sets of striae were visible. I next increased the aperture,

by substituting a larger stop, to 65°, and the markings became
much more distinct. A similar result was obtained bv suc-

cessively increasing the aperture to 75°, and, lastly, to 90°,

when the distinctness of the markings was most strikingly

increased, and the whole object more brightly illuminated.

It cannot be doubted that a similar result would liave been
obtained, had I been able still to increase the aperture of the
object-glass ; and if the author's theory was correct, in doing
so, the light being straight, the markings ought to have be-
come fainter and fainter, and disappeared entirely at last, as,

with every degree added to the aperture, fewer rays could
become refracted out of the field of the microscope.

This experiment proves further, the light being direct and
straight, that the obliquity of the emerging rays must be due
to the peculiar structure of the markings, and does not arise

from a difference of density, as assumed by the autlior ; and
further, that the visibility of the markings depends upon
aperture and not upon illumination, though the latter may
serve to increase their distinctness, while, without the former
any kind of illumination would remain ineffective,

A similar experiment, previously made, having made it

probable that the set of rays corresponding to the depressions

did not pass through them at all, but was completely inter-

cepted, and either refracted or reflected into the substance of
the valve towards the margin of the depressions, thus leaving

the latter themselves dark, it was desirable to devise another
experiment, on such a scale as would admit of a practical

proof regarding the phenomena concerned. For this purpose,
I put a thin layer of Canada Balsam, nearly deprived of its

turpentine, so that it hardens as quickly as it cools, on an
ordinary glass slide, and, with the delicate bristles of a seed
of an Erodinae, I made a number of minute markings respect-

ing depressions while the balsam was yet soft, but not so soft

as to stick.* It being admitted that the markings on the
gyrosigma, for instance, consist of depressions in the siliceous

substance of the valve, and Canada Balsam having almost
the same refractive index as silica, agreeably to Mr. Wenham's

* If the balsam is ah-eady too hard, it cracks, the surface of the depres-
sions, becomes uneven, and forms new sources of refraction, which is also

the case if the markings penetrate down to the glass.
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experience, I had thus, as nearly as I could, imitated, on a

large scale, the valve of a Gyrosigma. On examination of the

slide thus prepared under the microscope, I found it covered

/gv with dark spots or dots, surrounded by a very lumi-

/«^*"^ nous margin or ring. This may even be seen if the

^-J© slide is laid on white paper and closely examined ;

'3' each indentation produced in the layer of balsam

will instantaneously be followed by a shadow or dark spot on

the paper, with its halo.

Now, if the markings had, in this instance, been as close

and near to each other as is the case in the valve of a Gyro-

sigma, for instance, this experiment would have lost a great

deal of its interest, because, in that case, the luminous rings

would have become confluent, if I may borrow this expression,

and invisible, by being lost in, and forming the general illu-

mination of the undotted portion of the layer ; but, as seen

now, each opaque spot has it own halo, which is of course

produced by the interception of the rays corresponding to the

depressions, which, instead of passing through them, emerge
at their margins, thus forming a luminous ring, leaving the

depressions themselves dark. Now, be it well observed, this

is the identical set of rays which, according to Dr. Griffith's

theory, is refracted out of the field altogether ; and it is evi-

dent, if that had been the case in this instance, the luminous
rings would not have been formed at all. But in order fur-

ther to prove that no rays are tilted out of the field proceeding

from the depressions, I drew out before the blowpipe a small

glass tube in a very fine hair-like filament, and this delicate

condensor I held directly over the opaque depressions, with-

out, however, receiving any evidence of rays issuing there-

from, while the portion above the halo was likewise brilliantly

illuminated. This is, I think, the most direct way of

disproving Dr. Griffith's hypothesis. If the phenomena
witnessed in this instance are the same as occur in the exa-

mination of the valve of a gyroslgma, the manner in which
the markings are displayed and rendered more or less dis-

tinct, accordingly as the aperture of the object-glass is large

or small, finds an easy and natural explanation in the differ-

ence of the aperture itself, and its ordinary operation. The
luminous rings are formed mainly of oblique rays proceeding

from the lowest point of the depressions upwards and round
them ; the greater the aperture, the more oblique rays enter,

and the greater the contrast, and vice versa. If we depress

the object-glass gradually, we can trace the rays down to the

point from which they proceed—the dark spot gradually dis-

appears, and is at last replaced by a very brilliant point, from
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whicli the rays seem to radiate in all directions ; if we depress

still further, this luminous spot also disappears, and we see

nothing but the uniformly-illuminated layer of balsam. If

the aperture of the object-glass is small, the luminous rings

are either not seen at all, or fainter, in proportion to tlie

extent of the aperture ; and, on depressing the object-glass,

the opaque spots disappear at once, and we cannot trace the

rays of the ring down to the lowest point. For the sake of

greater accuracy, I made these observations with the same
object-glass, the aperture of which gradually diminisiied by
stops. It is also necessary that, during the different trials, we
should always have the same focus ; tl)is cannot be done by
looking at the opaque depressions, but by bringing any other

fine mark or scratch on the surface of the layer always first to

its exact focus. Candlelight is preferable to daylight. I did

not use a condensor, but the ordinary plane-reflecting mirror,

being anxious to study the phenomena under their most simple
conditions. At certain inclinations of the mirror, the dots

become much elongated, so that one can easily understand

how rows of dots, if close together, produce the appearance of

lines. I have thus not only proved that the theory advanced
by Dr. Griffith is untenaljle, and contrary to fact, but also

shown, or made it at least probable, how the contrast of light

is produced which renders the marking visible.

On the Structure of Noctilt ca miliaris. By Thomas H.
Huxley, F.R.S.

Among the many striking and beautiful appearances pre-

sented by the Ocean, there is none, perhaps, which has
more attracted the attention both of the naturalist and of the
casual observer, than the silvery, sparkling, phosphorescent
light, which may often be seen on tiark niglits, illuminating

the track of every boat and defining the contours of the

waves as they break upon the shore.

After long serving as a fertile subject of doubt and dis-

cussion, it is now well known that this luminosity proceeds
from many sources ; in the main, from living invertebrate

animals— Protozoa, Polypes, Medusap, Annelids, Crustaceans,

&c. Among these again, the chief and most important part

is played, as was first shown in the middle of the last centurv
by M. Rigaut, and again in 1810 by M. Suriray,* by a sin-

gular and anomalous creature of very simple organization, the

Noctilnca miliaris.

* See Quatrefacifs, I. c. I regret that I have not access at this niomont
to M. Suriray's paper.

Vol. ITT. E
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According to M. Suriray the Noctiluca is a spherical gela-

tinous mass, provided with a long filiform tentacle or ap-

pendage, presenting a mouth, an oesophagus, one or many
stomaclis and ramified ovaries, and thus possessing a certain

complexity of organization De Blainville confirmed Suri-

ray's account, and placed Noctiluca, without doul)t most erro-

neously, among the Diphydae. On the other hand, Van Beneden
Verhaeghe and Doydre, denying the relation of Noctiluca

with the Acalepha?—and conceiving its organization to be

of a much more elementary character—relegated it to the

Rhizopoda.

To this doctrine ]M. de Quatrefages also attaches the

weight of his authority in his valuable essay ' Observations sur

les Noctiluques/ published in the i\.nnales des Sciences Nat.

for 1850. M. de Quatrefages does not admit the existence

of any true mouth or intestinal canal, and considers that the

so-called stomachs are nothing but ^vacuoles' similar to those

observed in the Rhizopoda and Infusoria.

In a short memoir published in Wiegmann's Archiv. for

1852, however, that excellent and most accurate observer,

M. Krohn, carried the subject a stage further, and showed
that the organization of Noctiluca is more complex than has

been supposed. Krohn carefully describes and figures the

mouth of Noctiluca and the long vibratile ciliinn, which he
was the first to observe, proceeding from it. Krohn draws
particular attention to the oval body first described by
Verhaeghe, which he considers to be the homologue of

the ' nucleus ' of the infusoria ; and describes the ejection

of faecal matters. Arranging the Noctiluca among the

Protozoa, Krohn points out some inteiesting structural

analogies with Acti)iop]trys and Paramcecium.
I will now proceed to detail the results of my own ob-

servations.

Noctiluca miliaris (Plate V. figs. 1, 2) may be best de-

scribed as a gelatinous transparent body, about I -60th* of an
inch in diameter, and having very nearly the form of a peach

;

that is to say, one surface is a little excavated and a groove

or depression runs from one side of the excavation half way to

the other pole {cchancrure, Quatrefages. Frauenhnsenahnliche

Einhucht, Krohn). Where the stalk of the peach might be,

a filiform tentacle, equal in length to about the diameter of

the body, depends from it, and exhibits slow wavy motions
when the creature is in full activity. I have even seen a

* The extremes of size are given by Krolin as 1-7 — 1 millimetre
= 1-170 — 1-25 incli about.
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Noctiluca appear to push repeatedly against obstacles, v/ith

this tentacle.

The body is composed of a structureless and somewhat
dense external membrane, which is continued on to the

tentacle. Beneath this is a layer of granules or rather a

gelatinous membrane, through whose substance minute gra-

nules are scattered without any very definite arrangement.

From hence arises a network of very delicate fibrils, whose
meshes are not more than l-3000th of an inch in diameter

(fig. 6), and these gradually pass internally,—the reticulation

becoming more and more open—into coarser fibres, which
take a convergent direction towards the stomach and nucleus.

All these fibres and fibrils are covered with minute granules,

which are usually larger towards the centre.

Quatrefages states that these granules may be seen to glide

from the centre to the circumference, and vice versa, propelled

by the contractions or expansions of the transparent matrix

in which they are imbedded ; that new fibrous processes

{expansions) arise on the central mass and unite, dividing and

subdividing, with the neighbouring ones—and that if the

creature be irritated, the fibres and fibrils become detached

from the investing membrane, and are drawn in towards the

mouth " like threads of a very viscid liquid, which retract

slowly after being broken."

All these appearances may be very readily seen ; but I am
strongly inclined to believe that the greater part of them are

abnormal states, and that in their natural and perfectly un-

altered condition, the fibres and fibrils are perfectly quiescent,

and present nothing to be compared with the protean move-
ments of the Amcebce. In their perfectly fresh and unchanged
state, in fact, the fibrous network is by no means so obvious

as it usually appears, and in such specimens I have been
unable to convince myself that the granules undergo any
change of place—certainly there is no protrusion and reti'ac-

tion of processes to be compared with that which takes place

in the Rhizopoda.*
The oral aperture has been satisfactorily described by

Krohn. Supposing the animal to lie upon its oral face (the

attitude it commonly assumes), with its tentacle forwards

—

the oral aperture appears as a sort of half oval, with a nearly

straight edge anteriorly, and a deeply-curved outline pos-

teriorly (fig. 4).

* Krohn states, that he could hardly ever cause the Noctilucce to con-
tract by mechanical or chemical irritation ; but that he once saw one
which repeatedly contracted before falling into the permanently wrinkled
and collapsed condition, into which they so readily pass.

E 2
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The anterior edge is not quite straight, but is formed by
two ridges, apparently of a harder substance than the

remainder of the outer membrane, which run up on the two

sides of the fissure, and unite, forming a very obtuse angle,

open anteriorly, in the base of the tentacle.

The latter is a subcvlindrical filament of l-1800th inch

diameter, more or less flattened, sometimes quite flat at its

free end, which is rounded at the apex. It is a little broader

at its base than elsewhere, and consists of an external struc-

tureless membrane continuous with the general investment,

and of an internal substance, which is so marked by transverse

granular lines, as very closely to resemble a primitive

fibril of striped muscle. I agree with Krohn that the

striation is not in the external membrane, as Quatrefages

states.

From the bottom of the oral cavity a very delicate filament

(fig. 3), which exhibits a rapid undulating motion, is occa-

sionally protruded, and then suddenly withdrawn. Krohn,
who first discovered this singular organ, considers that it plays

an important part in sweeping nutritive matters into the oral

cavity, and there can be little doubt that such is the case. I

would warn future observers not to be easily discouraged in

their search for this organ. I had sought for it in at least

fifty individuals without success ; and nothing but the firm

confidence in M. Krohn's accuracy, with which frequent

working over his ground has inspired me, led me to per-

severe until I had discovered it. Among the great numbers
of NoctiluccB which I examitied, however, I did not observe

half a dozen which presented a good view of the ciliiim.

Under these circumstances, I do not comprehend how it is

that j\I. Krohn should have overlooked a very remarkable
structure which requires no such sharpness of vision as that

to which I have just alluded. I refer to an S-shaped ridge

arising close to the right extremity of the anterior oral margin
above described, and passing down on the right side of the

oral aperture to form its lateral and posterior boundary.

This ridge is horny-looking, and is considerably produced
in its middle portion into a tricuspid prominence (fig. 4 d\
for which 1 know of no better name than a ' tooth.' This tooth

is about l-7000th in. high ; its middle cusp is stronger than

the other two, and bifid, while the posterior has a slight

pointed heel. I have never observed any movement in this

tooth-like body.

Behind it the oral aperture narrows to inclose what may be
termed a post-oral space, and then widens again ; the eleva-

tions bordering this post-oral space are continuous with those
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which form the sides of the triangular groove or fissure, which
has been above described as running up on one side of the

body (figs. 1, 2 Z*). In the midst of this flattened post-oral space

there is a small funnel-shaped depression, which I am strongly

inclined to believe is an anal aperture (fig, 2» f).
The oral aperture leads into the granular mass of the ali-

mentary cavity, from which the fibres and fibrils radiate.

Quatrefages says :

—

" At one part of the groove of which we have spoken, and near the

point of insertion of the appendage, there is ahvays a Httle mass of

different substances, sand, &c., which can only be detached with great

difficulty. When this has been done these foreign bodies are seen to have
simply adhered to a semi-transi)arent, granular substance, which projects

like a hernia, so to sa}', from a little orifice (mouth of authors) by which
the membranes are perforated. This external substance is continuous
with a much larger internal mass of the same nature, whose dimensions
and foi'm x&yj in each individual.

" However carefully I have sought for a digestive canal of any kind, I

have never been able to discover anything of the sort ; but I have very
frequently seen more or less considerable vacuoles in the midst of this

substance. It is these most probably which have been regarded as

stomachs by MM. de Blainville and Suriray."

I have never seen this projecting mass nor any foreign

bodies in the position indicated by Quatrefages, in perfectly

fresh specimens. In those which had undergone alteration,

on the other hand, such an appearance was frequent, but it

invariably appeared to ine to result from a partial extrusion

of the contents of the stomach.

The appearance of ' vacuoles,' on the other hand, is almost

invariable in fresh specimens ; but I cannot think that these

clear spaces, which are defined by a well-marked membra-
nous wall, have any analogy with the shifting ' vacuoles ' of

the Infusoria and Rhizopods. It appeared to me, on the other

hand, that the oral cavity led directly in a definite stomach,

whose walls are capable of very great local dilatation, such
dilatations, connected by very narrow pedicles with the central

cavity, then having all the appearance of independent vacuoles

(fig. 3 e). The accumulation of granules around the central

mass greatly contributes to this appearance. Like Krohn,
I frequently noticed large Diatomaceae and other foreign

matters in these gastric pouches.

Not only does all I have observed lead me to believe that

Noctiluca has a definite alimentary cavity, but I am, as I

have said above, inclined to think that this cavity has an
excretory aperture distinct from the mouth. The funnel-shaped

depression in tlie post-oral area, in fact, always appeared,

when I could obtain a favourable view, to be connected with
a special process of the stomach. On one occasion I observed
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the sides of this process to be surrounded by fusiform trans-

versely-striated fibres or folds, I could not determine which.

Krohn states that he repeatedly saw the eyesta voided ' in

the neighbourhood of the groove of the body,' but he could

not determine at what exact point, and he inclines to think it

must have taken place through the mouth.

I am equally unable to bring forward direct evidence on

this point, and my belief in the existence of a distinct anus is

founded simply on the structural appearances.

In front of and above the gastric cavity is the nucleus (c),

described by Verhaeghe and Krohn. This is a strongly re-

fracting, oval body of about l-460th inch in length, which,

by the action of acetic acid, assumes the appearance of a

hollow vesicle. Tlie anterior radiating fibres pass from it

;

the posterior from the alimentary canal.

Quatrefages and Krohn consider that a process of fissiparous

multiplication takes place in Noctiluca ; both of these ob-

servers having found double individuals, thoujzh very rarely.

According to the latter writer, division of the body is pre-

ceded by that of the nucleus, 1 have not had the good fortune

to meet with any of these forms, and the only indication of a

possible reproductive apparatus which I have seen consisted

of a number of granular, vesicular bodies (fig. 5 A), of about

l-2000th inch in diameter, scattered over the surface of the

anterior and inferior part of the body.

Such is what repeated examination leads me to believe is

the structure of Noctiluca; but if the preceding account be

correct it is obvious that the animal is no Rhizopod, but must
be promoted from the lowest ranks of the Protozoa to the

highest.

Tlie existence of a dental armature and of a distinct anal

aperture, are structural peculiarities which greatly increase

the affinity to such forms as Colpoda and Paramoicium, indi-

cated by Krohn. Noctiluca might be regarded as a gigantic

Infusorium with the grooved body of Colpoda, the long pro-

cess of Trachelius, and the dental armature of Nassula united

ixi one animal.

On the other hand, the general absence of cilia over the

body, and the wide differences in detail, would require the con-

stitution of at least a distinct family for this singular creature.

Economy of Closterium Lunula. By the Hon. and Rev.
S. G. Osborne. Communicated by Jabez Hogg, Esq.

The division of labour-principle holds as good amongst
microscopists as amongst any other workers in the fields of
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knowledge. 1 have devoted now for some months, and on an

average several hours almost daily, to the study of some of the

Desmidiese, especially the Closterium Lunula. With increased

objective powers and the use of improved methods of illumi-

nation, I have arrived at results which may, I think, interest

many of your readers.

As to the Clostei'ium Lunula, I have ascertained that the

best view of its circulation and the cilia which gives it its

impulse, is obtained by the use of full sunlight transmitted

through the combination of coloured glass, proposed by
Mr. Rainey, and adapted to an achromatic condenser. I have
used a l-6th objective of Ross's, his l-4th with the Rainey
moderator as illuminator. In diagram A, I have given a

rough sketch of a specimen of the C. Lunula ; with the

above arrangement of the microscope, using also a deep eye-

piece, I have again and again seen the cilia in full action along

the edge of the membrane which encloses the endochrome ;

I have seen them also, but not so distinctly, along the inside

of the edges of the frond itself Their action is precisely, to

my eye, the same as that in the branchiae of the mussel.
There is the same wavy motion, and as the water dries up
between the glasses in which the specimen is enclosed, the

circulation gets fainter at the edges, and the cilia are seen
with more distinctness.

In the diagram, I have drawn a line at h to a small oval

mark ; these exist at intervals, and more or less in number
over the surface of the endochrome itself, beneath the mem-
brane which invests it. They seem to be attached by a small

pedicle, are usually seen in motion on the spot to which they

are thus fastened ; from time to time they break away, and are

carried by the circulation of the fluid, which works all over
the endochrome, to the chambers at the extremities, there

they join the crowd of similar bodies, each in action within
those chambers, when the specimen is a healthy one.

The circulation, when made out over the centre of the

frond, for instance at a, is in appearance of a wholly different

nature from that seen at the edges. In the latter, the matter
circulated is in globules, passing each other, in distinct lines,

in opposite directions ; in the circulation as seen at a, the

streams are broad, tortuous, of far greater body, and passing
with much less rapidity. To see the centre circulation, I

have used a Gillett illuminator and the l-6th power, so working
the fine adjustment as to bring the centre of tlie frond into

focus; then almost losing it by raising the objective; after

this, with great care working tlie milled head till I just
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make out the dark body of the endochrome ; a hair's-breadth

more adjustment gives me this circulation with the utmost

distinctness if it is a good specimen. It will be clearly seen,

by the same means, at all the points where I have put spaces,

and from them, may be traced, with care, down to both

extremities.

The endochrome itself is evidently so constructed as to

admit of contraction and expansion in every direction ; at

times the edges are in semi-lunar curves, leaving interrupted

clear spaces visible between the green matter and the investing

membrane ; at other times, I have seen the endochrome with

a straight margin, but so contracted as to leave a well-defined

transparent space, along its whole edge, between itself and
the exterior of its sac. It is interesting, in this case, to

keep changing the focus, that at one moment we may see the

globular circulation between the outer and inner case, and
again the mere sluggish movement between the inner case and
the endochrome.

I have now not the slightest doubt but that the loose bodies

in the chambers at each extremity of the frond are brought,

as I have described above, from the exterior of the endo-

chrome, by the external current ; what they are I do not

profess to say ; they are as the rule diamond-shaped, when
at rest.

In B, I have given an enlarged sketch of one extremity of

a C. Lunula. The arrows within the chamber pointing to b,

denote the direction of a very strong current of fluid I can

detect, and occasionally trace most distinctly ; it is acted

upon by cilia at the edges of the chamber, but its chief force

appears to me to come from some impulse given from the

vei"y centre of the endochrome. I have seen the fluid here

acting in positive jets, that is with an almost arterial

action ; this it is, which, according to the strength with which
it is acting at the time, propels the loose floating bodies at

a greater or less distance from the end of the endochrome

;

the fluid tims impelled from a centre, and kept in activity

by the lateral cilia, causes strong eddies, which give the

twisting motion we see to the said free bodies. The line

— a, in this diagram, denotes the outline of the membrane
which encloses the endochrome ; on both sides of this I can

detect cilia. The circulation exterior to it passes and repasses

it in opposite directions, in three or four distinct courses of

globules ; these, when tliey arrive at — c, seem to encounter

the fluid jetted through an aperture at the apex of the

chamber; this disperses them so that they appear to be
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driven, for the most part, back again on the precise course

by which they had arrived ; some, however, do enter the

chamber: occasionallv, but very rarely, I have seen one of the

loose bodies escape from within, and get into this outer

current, in which it is carried about, until it becomes adherent

to the side of the frond. I am now quite satisfied that in the

case of the specimen diagram C (p. 235, Vol. II.), to which I

referred in your last number, the pressure of the glass in which
the specimen was enclosed had forced the endochrome so far

up into the chainber, that the jetting action of the fluid, nomi-
nally acting within the frond, was thus made to play exterior

to it.

With regard to the propagation of the C. Lunula, I have
never seen anything like conjugation^ but I have repeatedly

seen what I shall now describe—increase by self-division.

Let me request your readers to observe the diagram D,
but for the moment to suppose the two halves of the frond,

represented as separate, to just overlap each other ; I have
watched for hours the process of complete division ; one-half

has remained passive, the other has had a motion from side

to side, as if moving on an axis at the point of juncture ; the

separation has become more and more ardent, the motion
more active, until at last with a jerk one segment leaves the

other, and they are then under view as I have drawn them.
It will be seen, that in each segment the endochrome has

already a waist ; but there is only one chamber, which is the

one belonging to one of the extremities of the original entire

frond. The globular circulation for some hours previous to

subdivision, and for some fow hours afterwards, runs quite

round the obtuse end of the endochrome — a, by almost

imperceptible degrees ; from the end of the endochrome,

symptoms of an elongation of the membranous sac appear,

giving a semilunar sort of chamber; this, as the endochrome
elongates, becomes more defined, till it has the form and
defined outline of the chamber at the perfect extremity.

The obtuse end — 6 of the frond is at the same time elon-

gating and contracting ; these processes go on ; in about five

hours from the division of the one segment from the other,

the appearance of each half is that of a nearly perfect specimen,

the chamber at the new end is complete, t/te f/lohular circula-

tion exterior to it becomes affected by the circulationfrom ivithin

the said chamber ; and, in a few hours more, some of the free

bodies descend, become exposed to, and tossed about in the

eddies of the chamber, and the frond, under a l-6th power,

shows itself in all its full beautiful construction, E is a
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diagram of one end of a C. didymotocum, in which I saw the

same process.

I have now given you, in as plain a manner as I can, the

result of my further observations ; I invite other lovers of the

science to test their truth ; I shall be most glad of any

corrections their greater experience and better skill may
afford ; at any reasonable notice 1 will send to any of your

readers, a stock of specimens. The best I obtain are from
Branksea Island—Poole Harbour : the best specimens to

examine are those with the lightest green endochrome, and
in which the furrows are most marked. I am so engaged

I will not at this time put forth my theories in connection

with this Desmidium, for I could only do so in a hasty

and crude manner. I can with truth say, that I am more
than ever convinced that the microscope has not yet shown
me any object so beautiful, so wonderful, and which has so

amply repaid all the trouble I have bestowed upon it.

I would only now add an invitation to brethren of the lens

to try their skill, and the power of their instruments on
Euastrum Didelta ; they will, if I am not mistaken, find in it

wonders, which, when developed, may rival my pet C. Lunula.
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TRANSLATIONS, &c.

On the Male reproductive Organs o/Campanularia geniculata

{Laomedea geniculata^ Lam). By Dr. Max S. Schultze, oi

Greifswald. (From Miiller's Archiv. fur Anat. und Physiol.

1850.)

The propagation of Campanularia geniculata, described by
Lov^n in 1837,* differs essentially from the mode of increase

observed by V. Beneden in several species of the same genus.

In the former species ciliated embryos are produced within

axillary capsules, from vesicles presenting all the parts of an
ovum, and after a distinct process of segmentation. These
embryos, after they have quitted the tunic by vi^hich they are

surrounded, and which resembles an incompletely developed
polype, swim about free for some time, and precisely resemble
the embryos of Medusa aurita ; they then affix themselves,

and grow into a polype resembling the parent animal. In
the Campanularice, however, described by Van Beneden, me-
dusoid creatures with tentacles, digestive and sensitive organs,

are produced, also in axillary capsules ; and which after

quitting the capsule swim about free in the water and behave
exactly like MeduscB. These were regarded by Van Beneden
as the embryos. He considers that they are produced from

ova, and supposes that they subsequently affix themselves, and
after the obliteration and metamorphosis of some of their

organs become Campanularice. Other obs-^rvers on the con-

trary, particularly Novdmann and Dujardin, regard these

medusiform products of the Campanularice as the developed
forms of those polypes, believing that in the Medusa; arising

in the asexual way, sexual organs are afterwards developed.

The Campanularice consequently would have to be regarded

as corresponding to the Strohila form of Medusa aurita.

Although the decisive proof of Van Beneden's view is still

wanting, inasmuch as he has not demonstrated the egg-nature

of the germ of the medusiform animalcules, as well as the

impregnation by semen necessary, in this case, for their

development, and as he, as well as Loven, did not discover

male seminiferous organs in his Campanularia;, still it cannot

* Au observation of Kijlliker's sliould here bo noticed. He saw in

FeMnnria Cavvlluii capsules with speruiatozoids (forniation of spermatic
filaments in vesicles). It is unfortunate tbat these cajisules and their con-
tents should not have been more minutely described ; nor has the im-
portance of the observation been generally recognized.
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be denied that a correspondence in the mode of propagation

of the Campanularice, described by Loven and Van Beneden,

is more readily perceived in an explanation of it according to

the views of the latter, than when it is explained according to

those of Dujardin. I have not, unfortunately, had an oppor-

tunity of observing Campanularia with medusiform offspring,

and consequently must at present refrain from expressing auy

judgment in favour of one view or the other. But it appears

to me that evervthing depends upon the determination of the

fact, whether the medusiform animals are also produced by

sexual propagation like the ciliated embryos of C. geniculata.

If true egg-germs, with the usual transitionary forms into

embryos, are found in the axillary capsules of Van Beneden's

CampinularicB (as stated by that author), and in other capsules,

spermatozoids, in the way I am about to describe as obtain-

ing in Campaniilaria f/eniculata, no farther doubt, perhaps,

could be entertained with respect to the embryonic nature of

the medusiform offspring ; and their development into sexual,

self-propagative Medusa would, according to all known
analogies, have to be regarded as impossible ; but if, on the

contrary, it is found that the Medusce arise in an asexual way
in the capsules, and that analogous spermatic capsules do not

occur at all, we should in that case expect to witness the

development of sexual parts only in the Medusce, and con-

sequently should have to regard the Campajiularice merely as

developmental forms oi Acalcph(B. In Ca7npanularia ffeiiiculata,

then, the polypoid envelopes of the ova and embryos, as well

as the spermatic globules presently to be more particularly

described, should necessarily be regarded as analogous to the

Medusa;, although they never become free, nor exhibit any
kind of movement whatever beyond a slight motion of the

tentacles, and are wholly incapable of receiving nutriment.

In the genus Campanularice, therefore, we have true polypes,

whose representatives are Campanularia genicvlata and others,

which mio'ht be regarded only as developmental conditions of

an Acalep/ia, exactly as is the case with the species of Coryne,
many of which, as for instance C. squamata, develop ova and
spermatic capsules, whicli never separate from the polypes,

but after being emptied of their contents become detached

;

whilst in others, as in Coryne aculeata, these capsules are

detached before the complete development ''oi the ova or of
the semen, and swim about under the form of MeduscB, in

which the sexual organs are not developed till afterwards.

Let us now return to our observations. The male organs of
the Campanularice, containing the spermatic fluid, have not
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hitherto been recognized. Neither Loven nor Van Beneden
in their numerous researches on the Campamdaria have seen

tliem, any more than the older observers. But in Steenstrup's
• Researches oa the Hermaphroditismus,' * I find a short

notice with respect to them. He says, " In the genera Tubu-
hirice, Eudendrium, and Campamdarice, I have always found

the ' nurse'-polypes to present only one sex ; and in Campanu-
la ria (jeniculata. semen was never formed except in precisely

those individuals which wei'e developed under the same con-

ditions as the true females which furnish the ovaT
Krohnj and Kolliker| have given some notices with respect

to male organs in other Sertularina. The former observed

spermatic capsules, corresponding to the ovicells in position

and figure, although growing upon separate stems, in Peniiaria

Cavolini, Eudendrium racemosum, and Phimidaria cristata

;

and the latter also in Sertidaria ahietina. Precise descriptions

and figures of these organs, however, are wanting ; and with

regard to the development of the spermatozoids, Kolliker

merely mentions that they appear to be produced from elon-

gating vesicles, and figures them accordingly as they exist in

Sertularia ahietina.

As I have had abundant opportunity of observing Campanu-
laria geniculata, I directed n)y attention at once to the re-

productive organs and the propagative function, and was
fortunate enough, in the autumn of 1849, to detect the male
reproductive organs so long sought for in vain ; and the accu-

rate description and representation of which I consider to be the

more justified, since the development of the spermatozoids

also affords wholly peculiar and hitherto unknown relations.

The microscopic examination of the axillary capsules, almost

always found upon the polypidoms of Campanularice, besides

the ovi-capsules so well figured by Loven, will occasionally

disclose the existence of capsules, containing, not ova but dis-

tinct round globular bodies, of about the same size as the ova,

though filled with a homogeneous granular substance, which
when more minutely examined, after the rupture of the cap-

sules, proves to be constituted of spermatozoids in very various

stages of development.

These male capsides, as I shall term them in contradistinction

to the female capsules containing ova, are indistinguishable

from the latter by the naked eye either in size, form, or posi-

tion. Like those they always spring from the angle, where a

polype branches off from the main stem. Their length when

* German translation by Hornscluicli, pp. 66, 67.

t Miiller's Archiv., 1843, p. 174.

X Neuen Schweizerischen Denkschriften. Band viii.
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full-gi-own is from one-third to one-half a line, their shape is

that of an elongated vase with somewhat sinuous walls, the

sinuosities corresponding to the globules contained in the

interior.

Their peduncle commences with the same peculiar annular

formation as is found in all Campanularice at the origin of

each bud.

The separate spherical bodies by which this capsule is

filled, to tlie naked eye appear of a whitish-yellow colour

;

they are larger and more opaque towards the wider, upper

end of the capsule, and smaller and more transparent towards

the peduncle. Each of them is surrounded by a thin mem-
brane, and the whole together by a common transparent

envelope. Into each globular mass is continued a process of

the common nutritive substance entering the capsule (intes-

tinal tube of Loven), which is continued uninterruptedly

throughout the whole polypidom ; this process extends beyond

the semidiameter of the globular body, and there terminates

in a caecal extremity. This nutritive substance of the con-

tents of the capsule, having thus furnished a supply to each

globule, expands beneath the horny cover of the capsule over

its entire extremity, exactly as it is figured by Loven in the

female capsules. Within this nutritive substance may be

perceived a lively motion of granules probably produced by
vibratile cilia.

If one of these capsules, containing six or seven globules,

be ruptured by compression under the covering glass, whilst

in the microscope, the globules are seen to escape sometimes
at the upper end, after rupture of the lid sometimes at the

lower, if the capsule has been previously cut off from its

peduncle, at the same time being emptied of their contents,

so that it is easy now to recognize all the parts of them.

The uppermost globules contain fully-formed spermatozoids

usually in active motion, with a minute round head scarcely

O'OOOl'" in size, and a long, excessively delicate, appendage,

distinctly perceptible only under very strong illumination,

which vibrates actively backwards and forwards.

The motion of the spermatozoids cannot be perceived in

the unopened globule, on account of the vast multitude

assembled together— it is apparent only after the contents

have been diluted with water.

The globules situated lower down in the capsule contain

no perfectly-developed spermatozoids, but present them in

various stages of development in the following order, pro-

ceeding from below to above.

The lowermost, smallest globules contain densely-crowded,
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pale, nucleated, round cells, exactly like tlie spermatic germ-
cells of other animals. In the globules placed higher up
these cells are seen with a paler, almost inapparent nucleus,

the outline of the cell has lost its uniform rotundity, and

begins to elongate on one side into a short process. As the

development proceeds, the nucleus disappears altogether, the

cell is somewhat smaller and the process longer, and fine as a

hair, exhibiting a very peculiar slow movement, not unlike

that of the motile cilium of a Euplena, in consequence of

which the entire cell acquires a quivering motion sometimes
amounting to an inconsiderable change of place. This mo-
tion, however, is quite different from and slower than that

of a mature spermatozoid. The cell is thrown from side to

side, frequently appearing as if it was supported upon the

process.

Other forms of development are commonly associated with
the above in the same globule. Every cell has this flexible

process, by the movement of which they are thrown from side

to side ; but besides this they have also a greater or less

number of rigid, motionless, less delicate processes, varying in

number from 1 to 5, and appearing to arise in succession, and
by which these forms are rendered like the stellate cells of

Kolliker, and which are a common stage of development of

the spermatozoids in the Crustacea. But the latter have no
motile appendage, and are always quite motionless

1 am not aware of any observation of movements at such an
early stage of development of spermatozoids.

AVith respect to tiie successive formation of the individual

processes, I have not been able to observe anything certain
;

but it appears to me probable that the motile process after a

time becomes imviotile, and that a new motile process com-
monly makes its appearance at the opposite point, which
again passes into the motionless state, and so on.

It is only rarely that cells occurred without a motile process.

The greatest number of rigid processes on a single cell, that

fell under my observation, was four.

A necessary precaution to be taken, in oi"der that the motion
of the delicate process should be observed, is the avoiding too

strong and too long-continued pressure upon the capsule with

the view of rupturing it. The best way of proceeding is to

provide that, besides the capsule, there should be a somewhat
more resistant object—a portion of vegetable tissue or of the

polypidom itself—and then, whilst looking through the micro-
scope, to make gradual pressure upon the covering glass until

the capsule is ruptured. If the pressure is now omitted, the

glass usually rises again a little, affording the requisite space
beneath it.
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In what way the mature spermatozoids are produced from

the above-described motile, stellate cells, I have found it im-

possible to observe. Notwithstanding that I have examined

capsules of all sizes, I have never noticed any transition forms.

The next highest globules always contained spermatozoids,

differing from those in a state of complete maturity only in

their having a somewhat larger body. In their movements
thev were precisely alike.

Whether a stellate cell divide into several spermatozoids or

not, must be left undecided. In the Crustacea, we are also

unacquainted with the metamorphoses of the stellate cells, not

knowing even whether in any case they become motile sper-

matozoids. Dromia Mumphii, according to Kolliker, is the

only Crustacean in which, together with stellate cells, bodies

resembling filamentary spermatozoids are also found ; but

these were immotile.

The further change which takes place in the spermatic

capsule for the evacuation of its contents is precisely like that

which occurs in the female capsule for the development and
expulsion of the embryo's. When the spermatic capsule con-

tains mature spermatozoids in the uppermost globules, the

highest of those bodies breaks through the membrane by
which the capsule is closed, and the envelope of the globule,

which in the mean while had increased somewhat in thick-

ness, represents a rounded sacculus placed upon a peduncle,

and the surface of which opposite to the peduncle is furnished

with a bundle of tentacular appendages. The peduncle en-

closes a continuation of the general nutritive substance, which
at this time projects only for a very short distance into the

spermatozoid-globule. The tentacles exhibit a slight degree

of motility, inasmuch as they are capable of a slow extension

and contraction ; but they have no urticating organs, and are

certainly wholly incompetent for the prehension of nutriment.

Nor at first do they serve for the occlusion of an opening

which is not formed till some time afterwards, when the very

thin membrane in which the spermatozoids are still specially

enclosed is ruptured. No movement of the entire envelope

is ever observable.

Between the inner surface of this envelope and the mass of

spermatozoids there is a space filled with active spermatozoids,

when the membrane by which they are immediately enclosed

is ruptured or bursts spontaneously. But the spermatozoids

do not at once escape externally, as would necessarily be the

case liad an opening previously existed at the place wiiere the

tentacles are situated ; and it is not until the outer envelope

is also ruptured by stronger pressure that the spermatic ele-

ments are dispersed in the water.
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When the spermatozoids have been evacuated in the natural

way, the polype-like envelope contracts and ultimately dis--

appears altogether, the next highest of the remaining globules

in the meanwhile escaping in succession. Capsules occur
with four or five polypoid envelopes attached externally, some
of which, however, are always close upon disappeai'ing.

Of the vessels, which Loven has figured in the precisely

similar er/g-tunics seated upon the ovi-capsulcs, but which I

have never been able to perceive in these tunics, no indica-

tions exist in the spermatic envelopes just described.

The male and female capsules are always placed upon
different polypidoms, so that the semen has frequently a con-
siderable distance to traverse in order to reach the ova to be
impregnated. It may thence be concluded, that in sea-water

the spermatozoids do not speedily lose their motility and
capability of impregnation. I was still able to perceive the

movements of the spermatozoids an hour after their liberation.

That an impregnation by the semen is indispensably requi-

site for the development of the ova, I have frequently satisfied

myself, since it was only tb.e ovi-capsules which had been
associated with male polypidoms in a glass of water, that

afforded embryos ; whilst in those which had been kept apart,

the ova, after entering the polypoid tunics from the ovicell,

were always dissolved. The process of segmentation com-
menced in them, but soon remained stationary, and never
reached the formation of an embryo. This fruitless process

of segmentation taking place without impregnation was also

noticed and figured by Loven, but erroneously explained. He
regarded it as a spontaneous division of an embryo for the

purpose of multiplication, and believed that each separate cell

would become an embryo.
Lister's drawing and description (Phil. Trans. 1834, PI. X.

Fig. § 4, p. 376), cited by Loven on this point, and regarded
by him as indicating the same thing as this futile division of

the embryo, admit, as it appears to me, of a totally different

explanation. The figure indisputably shows that Lister had
seen the male capsules and the escape of the spermatozoids

;

but he had no notion of the meaning of what he thus ob-
served.

With regard, lastly, to the polypoid envelope of the sper-

matic globules, it corresponds in all respects with the analo-

gous tunic of the ova and embryos.

If the latter is to be regarded as the analogue of the free

medusiform offspring of other Campamilaricc so also is the
former—the tunic of the spermatozoids. I have already said

that the decision of this question cannot be expected without
VOL. III. V
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new and precise investigations of the Campanularice having a

medusoid offspring, and therefore shall here avoid all useless

discussion of it.

Memoir on the Coloration of the China Sea. By M. Camille

Dareste. (From the Ann. des Sciences Naturelles, IV. Ser.

Tome i. p. 81.)

We learn from the observations of M. Ehrenberg, and more
recently from those of MM. E. Dupont and Montagne, that

the waters of the Red Sea are, at certain epochs, coloured red

by the development, in prodigious quantities, of microscopical

Algae belonging to a species described by the former of these

observers under the name of Trichodesmium erythrceum.

These observations, which afford the best explanation of the

term Red Sea, attributed by some ancient geographers to the

aspect of the mountains bordering its shores when illuminated

by the rays of the sun, and by others, since the celebrated Juan
de Castro, to the transparency of its waters, which allows the

coral reefs to be visible in their clear depths, have a. still

greater interest for naturalists ; they are one of the most re-

markable proofs of the immense development that microsco-

pical organisms can attain, and of their importance in the

physical history of the globe.

There is no such thing as an exceptional fact in science.

The determination of a new fact, however strange it may at

first appear to us, ought always to lead to the knowledge of

other facts of the same natui'e which can be grouped round
the preceding one, as different effects arising from a single

cause.

Moreover, since these observations have been made, it

has been thought that a great number of the accidental

colorations of sea-water, so often described by navigators,

might be thus explained. It might equally be expected that

similar phenomena would be more frequently observed and

described, from the moment that naturalists showed a scien-

tific interest in them.

I owe to the kindness of M. Mollien, late Consul-general

of France at Havanna, and one of the Frenchmen who liave

penetrated furthest into the interior of Africa, the opportunity

of studying a new fact of this kind, which from the conditions

under wliich it presented itself may one day open up an

interesting geographical question.

M. Mollien observed last year that the China Sea was
coloured yellow and red over a large extent, and that this

coloration was not continuous but in patches separated by
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transparent spaces. The red colour predominates in the true

China Sea (^Nan-Hai), which washes the shores of the south

part of China, to the south of the island of Formosa ; whilst

the yellow colour predominates to the north of the island, and
in the sea specially called the Yellotv Soa (^Hoanc/-Hai). The
cause of this phenomenon is unknown. The English who
trade in these latitudes attribute it to the spawn of fish—

a

popular explanation frequently given for all kinds of marine
phenomena, and which had already been applied particularly

to the coloration of the Red Sea.

M. Mollien collected a certain quantity of this coloured

water, and, on his return to France, he kindly intrusted it to

me for microscopical examination. He sent me at the same
time the following note of the conditions under which the

water had been obtained:—"The sea-water was drawn up,

the 14th September last, in 10' N. lat. and 106° E. long.

This water was not yellow, as in the canal of Formosa,
but red."

The quantity of the water I examined was very small ; it

had deposited a sort of mud of a brown colour which I placed

under the microscope. I recognised that this deposit was not

formed, as one miglit at first have supposed, of earthy parti-

cles, but that it consisted entirely of an agglomeration of

minute Algae, almost microscopical and more or less decom-
posed.

These plants presented the appearance of little bundles,

which cannot be better described than as resembling packets

of cigars, and which resulted from the juxtaposition of a cer-

tain number of slender filaments, much longer than broad, of

the same diameter throughout, and terminated by rounded
extremities. These filaments were probably united by a

mucous substance ; but the state of these little plants did not

allow me to ascertain this point. They were divided by a

great numl^er of transverse partitions into a series of cylin-

drical cells, the transverse diameter of which was nearly

twice the longitudinal. These cells were slightly constricted

in the middle, a sort of indication of their ulterior division.

The membrane of the cells was colourless, but the colour

might have disappeared in consequence of the incipient de-

composition which the plants had undergone. In their interior

a certain number of very fine granulations might be observed,

which were slightly tinged with yellow. For the rest, the

little plants were for the most part much changed ; a great

number of filaments were scattered in the fluid as well as a

great many isolated cells resulting from the disintegration of

other filaments. The study that I made of these little plants,

F 2
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imperfect as it necessarily was, owing to my having only

fragments more or less altered at my command, has not left

a doubt as to their genuine nature, I found in them directly

all the characters assigned to the genus Trichodesmium by
MM. Ehrenberg and Montagne. The determination of the

species was more difficult. These plants resembled greatly

Trichodesndum erythrceum ; but I should not have been able

to assure myself on this point, had not M. Montagne, whose
authority on these subjects is so great, and who had kindly

observed my Algae under the microscope, changed my pre-

sumption into certainty.

From this fact, I could no longer doubt that the remarkable
phenomenon of the microscopical vegetation in the Red Sea

is also presented in the China Sea ; and that true minute Algae

are the cause of the strange coloration which certain parts of

that sea exhibit.

I wished to know if this fact had been already observed,

and after many fruitless researches, I at last met with a very

curious observation, which made me presume that these little

plants had been already noticed, although the observers had
mistaken their nature, and especially their origin. As this

observation is very interesting in many respects, I shall ven-

ture to give it with some details. It is the chemical and
microscopical examination of some sand which fell from a

cloud at Shanghai, made by Mr. Piddington, Curator of the

Museum of Economic Geology of India. It is published in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (1846).
This sand had been collected by Mr. Bellott, surgeon to

H. M. S. " Wolf," and was transmitted by him to Dr. Mac-
gowan, physician to the hospital at Ningpo, who in his turn

forwarded it to the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Mr. Bellott's letter is as follows :
—

" //. M. S. ' Wolf,' Shamjha'i, March 16, 1846.

"My DEAR Sib,
" I SENT for the account of a shower of fine sand which fell here

yesterday, the 15th. The wind was N. N. E., No. 1, rather fresh ; tlien

N. E., No. 2 ; then E. N. E., No. 3 ; and at Last N. E. ; and calm at sun-
set. A fos was ohscrved, which was rejj,arded as an ordinary fog ; but the

oflicers who were walking on the shore, remarked that their shoes and
their trousers were covered with dust. I observed it myself in the after-

noon. At 8 o'clock in the evening the dust was visible ou the guns, the

upper works, and other polished surfaces on the deck. I gathered as much
of it as I could. In ))lacing the dust upon the finger and raising it in the

direction of the sun's rays, which on account of this ])henomenon had only
half their usual brightness, the jiarticles which conqiosed it w'ere bril-

liant : although imjialpable when held between the fingers and thumb,
the dust caused a gritty sensation between the teeth. The dust passed

over the ves.sel in light clouds, when the wind freshened ; it was some-
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thing like the fumes of tobacco, but without tany bluish tint. About
2 p. M. I wallied for two hours in the country : the whole atmosphere
appeared laden with a light cloud of dust, tinged of a brownish colour

;

that was its aspect during the wliole day. The setting sun had a diameter
apparoutl}^ less than in the winter evenings, and was of a sickly pale hue.

At 10 o'clock p. M. I spread out two large papers to catch the sand : they
remained spread out until past midnight ; but although the sand fell and
remained upon the guns none fell upon the paper. AVas this the result of

an electrical attraction or not? I cannot say. The stars in the Great
Bear, although the firmament was without clouds, were visible only with
difticulty at the zenith. The moon, three days jiast the full, was partially

obscured, and threw a very feeble shadow upon my hand. At midnight
the moon and the stars resumed their ordinary a])pearance, and at half-past

one the quarter-master reported that the fog had ceased. The barometer
fell from 30° to 29-88". The sand set the teeth on edge when one breathed
it. The whole surface of this district is an alluvial clay, without flints or

sand ; the nearest sand, which is coarse and shelly, is 12 miles off. It

is said that the merchant ship ' Denia ' encountered this shower of sand
at 30'5 miles from the land, in the direction of Leon-Tcheou, and that
there was a kind of pounce-like dust upon the waves. As 1 have not seen
her log I cannot certify this fact.

" Yours, &c.,

"J. Bellott."

Dr. Macgowan, in forwarding this letter from Ningpo to

the Secretary of the Asiatic Society, adds the following detail

to the narrative of Mr. Bellott :
—

" I learn from Dr. Eobertson, of the steamer * Nemesis,' of the East
India Company's service, stationed in this port, that on the day in ques-
tion (15th March), he as well as several other officers had observed similar

phenomena to those described by Dr. Bellott ; the vegetation was covered
with sand and also many of the ships, and the atmosphere was clouded.
The wind was N. E. I was then absent at Chusan, where I did not per-
ceive either sand or dust."

Besides the fact remarked by Mr. Piddington, it appears
from Mr. Bellott's letter, and also from that of Dr. Macgowan,
that the cloud of dust extended the same day from Ningpo, at

the 30° of N. lat. to Shanghai, at the 31^-° in round num-
bers, which gives an extent of 90 miles ; that it was accom-
panied by light winds from the N. N. E. and from the E. N. E.
during seventeen hours, from 8 o'clock in the morning until

an hour after midnight ; that reckoning that the cloud tra-

velled at the rate of 2k miles an hour (and that is the
lowest rate that can be taken), the length of the cloud must
be from 17 X 21^, that is to say 42 miles ; and thus, in

allowing for the little clifFerence of longitude between Ningpo
and Shanghai, situated very near to one another, one to the

N. W. and the other to the S. E,, there remains an extent of

3,825 square miles for the cloud.

Mr. Piddington reports that having only had a grain and a
half of sand in his possession he could not study it com-
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pletely. " It is," he says, " an olive-green powder, the grains

of which adhere to one another like the substances which remain

on a filter, and mixed with filaments resembling hairs, of two

kinds, some black, others white and thicker. Under the

microscope, it is evidently a mass of very short filaments or

fibres, transparent, white, black, and brown, with some spi-

cules, reddish, sharp, and with grains of quartzose, transparent

sand, adherent between them."

With some chemical tests the author recognised in this

dust the existence of an alkaline salt of silex, and he obtained

a small quantity of ammonia by its combustion. He came to

t"ie conclusion that it was formed of animal matter with very

fine fibres, impregnated with an alkaline salt, probably car-

bonate of soda, and containing some grains of quartz. After-

wards observing this sand with a more powerful microscope,

lie recognised that these fibres were vegetable structures, and

that they were ConfervcB.

What could be the origin of this dust? Dr. Macgowan
thought that it might be formed from volcanic ashes, and tliat

it proceeded from the volcanoes of Japan. But the vegetable

nature of this substance is manifestly opposed to this notion.

Mr. Piddington also to account for the presence of microsco-

pical plants in the sand even offers the following supposition.

This sand and the Confervce which it contains proceed from

the interior of the continent, from the marshes and lakes

which are so numerous in certain parts of China, from whence
they are transported through the air by whirlwinds. It is

true that, during all the duration of the phenomenon, the

wind blew from the north-east. But this difficulty disappears

when the existence of upper currents of the atmosphere is

remembered, which blow in the intertropical regions in an

opposite direction to the trade winds, that is to say, from west

to east, and in the case in question from the land towards the

sea,

1 do not know what the physicists will think of this theory ;

but it is evident that the meteorological phenomenon ob-

served by Mr. Bellott can be very easily explained by the

observations whicli form the subject of the present memoir.
If the Conferva^ or, to sj)eak more exactly, if the Algae of the

genus Trickodesmium exist in such great abundance in the

China Sea, it can readily be understood how these plants

might be carried by the winds, and sustained in tlie air for a

certain time under the form of clouds, and how they would
hdl during a wind from the north-oast, without the existence

of op])()sltc dirc(ti(»us of atniosphci it; currents being necessary
;

it is obvious also that ttiose filaments mij^.ht be impregnated
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with sea-salt, so frequently drawn up, as is well known, bj
the evaporation of sea-water, and thus present the reaction of

soda, without it being necessary to seek for the carbonate of

soda in the deserts of Tartary, or the lakes in the interior of

China, as Mr. Piddington suggests. If, further, the extreme
frequency of fogs in the China Sea, and their density, be

remembered, which caused the autlior of the history of Lord
Macartney's embassy at the end of the last century to relate

that in the Yellow Sea it was difficult to see from one end of

the ship to the other, it is to be presumed that the phe-

nomenon observed and described by Mr. Bellott is not unfre-

quent, and that there will very probably be opportunities of

studying it anew and in a more complete manner.

It appears to me then, if not entirely demonstrated, at least

very probable, that the Tricliodesmuim, which colours the

waters of the China Sea to the south of the canal of Formosa,
colours those also to the north of the same canal, and that this

phenomenon is produced on a large scale. But it is pos-

sible that this phenomenon extends further still, and that it

occupies in the sea a region limited to the south by the 15°

of latitude, and to the north by the 38°, or in other words an

extent of nearly 25°. It is quite natural to suppose that the

name of Hoang-Hai {^Yelloio Sea), which the Chinese give to

the sea that washes the northern shores of China and the

western shore of the peninsula of Corea, is attributable to the

existence of similar phenomena. All geographers attribute

the colour of this sea to the existence of a yellow mud carried

into its waters by the Yellow River (^Hoang-Ho). Sir G.
Staunton, who has given us the account of Lord Macartney's

embassy, relates that, during the voyage of the English

squadron through this sea, the vessels, although they had 6

fathoms water, carried away such a large quantity of mud that

they left a trace of yellow brown in their wake for nearly half

a mile. Now, that is precisely the appearance of the muddj-

deposit which was formed in the glass where I kept the water,

the study of which forms the subject of these remarks.

All authors who have written on the geography of China,

speak of the shallowness of the Yellow Sea, and of its shoals,

formed in part of sand, and in part of the mud of which we
are speaking, tlie deposition of which appears to be con-

stantly going on. They cite, as an example of its rapid in-

crease, the little island of Tsung-Ming, situated at the mouth
of the Yang-tsc-Kiang. This island is not marked upon the

map of China, preserved at Venice, which was drawn from

the rough (haught of the celebrated traveller Marco Polo ;

whilst the island of Chusan, situated in its neighbourhood, is
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to be found in it. It appears, then, probable that the island

of Tsung-Ming, formed entirely of deposits of mud and sand,

is of recent origin, and that it only existed as a shoal at the

period when Marco Polo wrote the curious recital of his voy-

ages. If, as might be thought, the mud of the Yellow Sea
were almost entirely formed by the decomposition of our

microscopical Algae, we should have a new instance of geolo-

gical formations due to microscopical organisms, the know-
ledge of which forms one of the most curious discoveries of

our times, and one of those which will contribute the most to

immortalize the name of M. Ehrenberg.

These are only conjectures, but they appear to me to possess

a certain degree of probability. I hope that our increasing

relations with China will give us before long the opportunity

of clearing up all these questions.

One more question presents itself : one of the largest rivers

in China and in the world, the Yellow River, or Hoanq-Ho^
which empties Its waters into the Yellow Sea, and the over-

flowing of which has played such an important part in the

history of China, since the earliest periods up to the present

day, is itself of a yellow colour.

I have looked, in works treating on the geography of China,
for some remarks on this coloration. The only important

ones are to be met with in the following extract from the

Geography of Asia, by Carl Ritter :

—

" The evident meaning of the word Uoang-Eo is that of Yellotv Biver.

It is found aheady 200 years a. c. ; for in the Chou Kintj, this river is

called Uoang (yellow), emblem of the earth ; and Hoang-Ti, the God {Ti)

upon the earth : or, in other words, the Sovereign Master, one of the titles

of the emperor of China, as Lieutenant of the God of Heaven, Shang-Ti.
In the upper part of its course, as far as the place where it leaves the wall
of China, above Lautscbeon, in the Kanson, the river has, like all alpine

currents, perfectly transparent waters. When it washes the country of

Ordos, it becomes muddy, of a thick yellow colour like tlie Tiber or the
Maine : it is from that, that it takes its Chinese name Boang, yellow
or yellow-saffron (the missionaries call it Saffron lliver), as well as its

Mongolian name Karamoran (from Jcara, dark, thick), under which it is

described by Marco Polo. It sometimes happens, under extraordinary
circumstances, that the water in the middle region of its coiu-se changes
its nature. It is reported in the Annals, tliat in the year 1295, after a
violent earthquake, the waters of the Hoang-Ho, which even at Lautchcou,
usually begin to be tliick, became during three days perfectly clear and
transparent over an extent of 300 li, which was considered a happj"-

prestige, and caused many congratulations to be sent to the court. But
six months afterwards there was a great famine which cost the lives of

many people."

However incomplete these documents are, they indicate the

existence of a natural phenomenon. But what is the cause of

it? Ought we to trace in it the record of microscopical vege-
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tation ? does there exist, as all geographers pretend, a relation

between the coloration of the river and the sea ? I can only

place these questions before other naturalists who may have

the opportunity of exploring these interesting districts.

Nouvelles Observations sur le developpement et la vie de Nema-
toides. Par MM. Ercolani et Louis Vella. (From the

Comptes Rendus, July 3, 1854.)

1. The embryos of the ovaviparous Nematoid worms do not

attain a complete development (that is to say are not furnished

with reproductive organs) in the locality in which they are

deposited by their mother, however favourable the conditions

for their development may appear. The ova of the oviparous

Nematoid wonns, as well as the embryos of the ovaviparous,

must quit the situation in which they have been deposited, and
live in a state of liberty during a certain period, for their com-
pletion on re-entering the bodies of animals.

2. The ova of certain of the Nematoidea remain stationary

in the intestinal mucus of the animals in which they were

deposited by the parent ; the phases of the development of

these ova removed from the mucus ensue with great rapidity

immediately they are placed in water.

3. The development of the ova of Strongylus auricidaris

(Zeder) has been obtained with tolerable facility in from two
to five days, notwithstanding the complete state of putrefaction

into which the bodies of the parent worms had fallen, and

which had been collected at the same time.

4. The embryos thus produced have lived for twenty days

in the water, but without growing or developing any repro-

ductive organs.

5. Analogous Nematoid embryos are often presented in the

little puddles of water in places where fowls are kept, and the

excrements of domestic animals are collected.

6. Certain Infusoria, referred by Ehrenberg and other natu-

ralists to the genera Vibrio and Anr/uillula, are nothing but

nematoid worms in the embryonic condition ; some, in fact,

belonging without doubt to the genus Oxyuris.

Such, adds the Reporter (Prince Bonaparte), are the conclu-

sions of an important memoir which the authors are hastening

to communicate to tlie Academy of Sciences. Naturalists, he

observes, will be struck by the analogy between the embryos

above adverted to, and other embryos commonly found in

stagnant waters, and which have been regarded as perfect

animals. Rut how many of the putative (jenera of Infusoria,

he asks, should be eliminated from science? Should the
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whole class of Infusoria disappear or be split up into several ?

Such is the vast field opened to the meditations of Zoologists.

In the same number of the Comptes Rendus, M. de Quatre-

fages gives extracts of letters from M. V. Beneden, commu-
nicating the new and most important results at which he had
arrived in prosecuting his researches on the Canuri.

M. Kuchenmeister had a dog which had been fed upon the

Ccenuri of a sheep at the beginning of March, and which
passed the taenioid " Proglottis^^ developed in its intestines

from the Ccenurus.

The dog was killed on the 24th May, and M, Kuchenmeister
sent some of the TcenicB of the Ccenuriis to Louvain, Copen-
hagen, and to Giessen. They arrived at Louvain on the 27th,

contained in the white of g^^^ and were kept alive for eight

days, the white of egg being renewed daily.

On the same day (27th^ at 9 a.m. two lambs, about two
months old, took each of them half a Proglottis ; in the after-

noon each took a whole Proglottis, and on the 3rd June one of

the lambs swallowed another whole Proglottis.

On the 13th June, the first symptoms of ' staggers ' showed
themselves, and on tlie 15th one of the lambs was killed.

The head was burning hot, the eyes red ; the legs bent under
the body, the animal ran with its head against the railing, and
turned round and round in one direction.

The surface of the hemispheres of the brain above and
below presented very irregular grooves, of which there were
about a dozen. At the end of these tubes were found as many
Ccenuri, almost all lodged in the cortical substance of the brain.

Some were removed with the membranes. These Canuri were
constituted of a simple vesicle of a milky white colour filled

with fluid. At that stage they presented no heads {Scolex).

They represented the hexacanth embryonic form (^Proscolex\

a little more developed than it is when it quits the ovum.
Yellowish-white corpuscles were subsequently found in the

muscles and especially in the diaphragm, and which could be
distinguished very well by the naked eye among the red

muscular films ; and which, as stated by M. Kuchenmeister,
are nothing more than errant individuals, and incapable of

further development.
M. Eschricht gives a similar account of his experiments

with the Proglottides sent to Copenhagen, and some interest-

ing observations on the mode of development of the Scolex

lorm horn the simple vesicle above noticed.

Frojn Ciiessen, also, Leuckiirt reports results of his experi-

ments with the same Proglottides, in all res})ects identical

with the above.
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REVIEWS.

Lectures ok Histology, delivered at the Eoyal College of Surgeons of

England in the Session 1851-52. By JoiiN Quekett, Professor of

Histology. Vol. II. Bailliere. London,

In pursuance of the plan laid down in his first volume,

Professor Quekett has in this work presented us with another

instalment of the histology of organic beings. The subject

here taken up is the structure of the skeleton of plants and
invertebrate animals. Although we hoj)e Mr. Quekettt may
be encouraged to proceed with the publication of his lectures,

we think he has very judiciously selected his present subject

as supplying a want of the physiologist and the microscopic

inquirer. The fact is, at the present day, there is little to be

added to our knowledge of the histology of the human body,

and what we really want to complete our knowledge of the

structure of organized beings, is more extended researches

upon the lower animals. Our knowledge of vegetable struc-

ture, also, is much more extensive than it is of the lower

animals. To all inquirers, then, in the field of comparative

histology, this volume of Mr. Quekett's lectures will be found

very acceptable. We cannot commend Mr. Quekett's volume
as a comprehensive treatise upon all that is known with

regard to the hard parts of plants and invertebrate animals
;

but, like that which renders all his other writings valuable,

it bears the impress of original observation, and in all cases

the reader may rely upon the accuracy of the author. Mr.
Quekett nowhere commits himself to physiological inferences

or speculations, leaving those who follow him to form their

own opinions with regard to the functions and relations of

the parts he describes.

We shall now endeavour to give our readers an idea of the

general contents of this volume, and are enabled, through the

kindness of the publisher, to present specimens of the illus-

trations with which the work abounds. The first lecture is

devoted to some general remarks on the nature of the skeleton,

and to the skeleton of plants and sponges. The propriety of

the application of the term skeleton to any part of a plant

may, perhaps, be douljted. It is very certain that we have

no organ, or set of organs, in plants, whose homologuos we
can point out in the vegetable kingdom. Every tissue in the
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plant, in its time, becomes hard, and to no definite combina-

tion of cells can we apply the term skeleton. Nevertheless,

the deposition of inorganic matters in the interior of the cells

of plants, in a manner resembling the process of ossification in

the animal kingdom, is a fact of great interest. Here, as in so

many other instances of vegetable structure, we see the com-

mencement of the processes which have great significance

when carried on in the animal kingdom. The following

observations on the siliceous deposits in the cells of plants

will illustrate this remark.

" In plants, as I have before stated,* inorganic salts occur in a crystal-

line form, under the name of rapWdes ; these, however abundant, may be

re>-arded as accidental deposits, since it has been shown that they can be

produced by artificial means. For the benefit of those who may not have

been present on former occasions, I will give a few examples of the dermal

siliceous skeleton of plants.
" The first specimen is a portion of the Equisefum hyemaU, hg. I, whicli

has been boiled for a long time in nitric acid, and not only exhibits the

cells of the cuticle, with their serrated edges, but also longitudmal rows ot

oval bodies, which are the stomata. Another good example is a portion ot

tlie husk of the Wheat, fig. 3, in which, in addition to the cells of the

Fig. 2.

A portion of the cuticle of Equi-
setum h'jemale, after long boiling

in uitric acid.

A portion of the husk of a grain

of Wheat.

cuticle, the spiral vessels, recognized by the coiled-up fibre, also have a

skeleton of silica. In the husk of the Rice the peculiar cells of the cuticle

are seen, with bundles of woody fibre and vessels below them. Tlic

specimen is composed entirely of silica, and there may be noticed in one

spot, where the cuticle has been torn, a series of elongated fusiform bodies,

with serrated edges, fig. 4, which are all that remain of the woody fibres,

proving that in this plant the silica is not confined to the cuticle. All

the fibres, however, are not thus serrated ; some, as represented at h, may
be seen in bundles, which are both longer and thinner than the first

mentioned, with perfectly smooth edges.
" On the upper surface of tlie leaf of a plant common in our gardens

—

the DeiUzid scabra—there are numerous stellate hairs, which much
resemble Star-fishcs in miniature, fig. 5 ; these arc covered with little

* Histological Lectures, Vol. I., p. 42.
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tubercles, each star Initio; attaclicd to the cuticle by its centre. If the
cuticle be removed, and boiled in nitric acid, the stellate hairs may be as

Fig. 4.

:?l

Fig. 5.

IQ-V

Siliceous cuticle from
the under surface of llie

leaf of Deutzia scabra.

Portions of woody fibres from
the husk of the Rice.

plainly seen as in the natural condition of the leaf; the crenated lines

found in all parts of the object representing the cell-walls of the cuticle.

This specimen will serve to show, which it does in a striking manner,
that silica is not confined to the cells of the cuticle, but is equally

abundant in the hairs and spines developed upon it."

The most definite forms assumed by the hard parts of

plants, are undoubtedly those found in the DiatomacecB ; but

as these have been so copiously illustrated in our pages, we
may now pass them over. The Corallines are examples of

plants having hard parts, closel}' resembling those to which
we do not deny the name of skeleton in animals. Professor

Quekett treats of these in his tenth lecture, with the hard parts

of Zoophytes.

" As the Lithophytes occur in the greatest abundance upon coral reefs,

where it would appear that the water is highly charged with carbonate of

lime, and, as in former times, they were considered to be Zoophytes, I

have thought proper to speak of their minute structure at this time, in

order that you may have an opportunity of comparing it with that of the

stony axis of the Corallida;, and 1 must therefore beg of you to bear in

mind that the comparison is of the greatest interest ; for in both instances

we have a great abundance of calcareous material which has been sepa-

rated from the water by a vital process, that in the one case being effected

by a vegetable, the other by an animal basis requiring the presence of
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digestive sacs, or polypes, to maintain its integrity. If a vertical section

be made of any Coralline, such for example as the C. officinalis, fig. 85, a,

we shall find that, on examination with the lowest powers, it will exhibit

two kinds of structure, both of which are essentially cellular—that on the

exterior being composed of small cells of hexagonal figure, whilst in the

interior they are more elongated, and generally of a brownish colour ; this

is especially the case if a section should include a joint. In the fresh

state the contents of the cells can be easily made out, and the central ones

are not uufrequently full of greenish granules like Chlorojihylle. The
lime is not in the interior of the cells, but appears to be on the outside of

the cell-walls, which are rendered opaque and thick in consequence. A
portion of the vertical section, as seen rmder a power of 200 diameters, is

represented at c : the dark parts on the outside of the cells there shown are

the calcareous material ; the cells in the centre, as before noticed, are of

an elongated figure, having little or no lime about them ; these also are

exhibited at c, but the loose cells on the right side of the lower part of the

figure, formed part of the articulation, and are entirely destitute of lime.

A transverse section of one of the joints of the same Coralline, as shown at

b, is wholly made up of cells, those on the margin being rather larger

than the central ones ; both have an abundance of lime around them, as

represented under a power of 200 diameters at d. The cells seen upon the

upper portion of this figure having been deprived of their lime, are in

consequence rendered very apparent. All the Corallines exhibit nearly

the same structure, the outer }iortions being composed of cells of hexagonal
figure, and the central of elongated ones ; the former are always coated

with lime, whilst the latter are only partially so, and it is by the absence

of the lime from these cells, at particular points, that the articulations are

formed.

Fig. 85.

a, a vertical section of a joint of CoralUva ofl'icinalis maginnod 60 (iiamoters />, a transverse

Roction of the satnc. c, a iiortion of the vertical srrtion m \piifiotl 2nn di inioters. d, a portion

of the transverse section miiRTiificd 200 diamptors.
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** A very striking specimen for exhibiting the strnctnre of the articula-

tions is CoraUinu incrussuta ; a vertical section of this plant is represented

by A in fig. 86. The joints, as there shown, are composed of elongated

cells, and from having no lime about them, are soft and flexible, and
even of a green colour. A magnified portion of one of the joints is shown
at B, and a transverse section at c, both are made up of cells, of which the

central ones are much elongated. That the calcareous investment of the

Lithophytes is not a mere precipitation from the water, as happens with
many of the Clmracece, is, I think, very evident ; for I have never yet seen

any specimen of Coralline in which the part forming the articulation was
coated over, nor has any section shown that the calcareous matter is ever

present except as a coating to the cell-walls or the spaces between them.
In the NuUipores, which have no joints, the cellular structure is of the

same nature throughout ; there are no elongated cells in the centi-e, as in

the Corallines, consequently it would appear that the articulation is the

result of a vital action in some of these cells, whereby they are deprived
of the power of selecting a calcareous coating from the surrounding water,

their energies being entirely devoted to the function of growth."

The lectures devoted to the Sponges contain a large number
of illustrations of the peculiar forms assumed by the siliceous,

calcareous, and cartilaginous matters of which their hard

parts are composed. As illustrative of some of the forms

assumed by spicula in sponge, we extract the following :

—

" Other spicula are very peculiar, consisting of a central portion, or

shaft, the extremities of which are furnished with two or three branches,

each of these again subdividing into two or three still smaller branches.

These spicula interlace with each other, and produce a sort of coarse net-

work ; they are generally foimd in small sponges, attached to masses of

coral ; two specimens of the largest kind are shown at g g, in fig. 14. In

Fig. 86.

A, a vertical section of CoralUna incrassata, showinf; tlio juints. n, a portion of one of the

joints, c, a transverse section of the same, botli maRiiificd 130 diameters.
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the same sponge were others of smaller size, and with fewer branches, as

represented by d, e, and/; to such spicula the term branched may be well

applied. Another sponge contains spicula of the form I have termed

tuberculated ; they are of large size, and covei-ed with rows of flattened

tubercles, as shown at c, in fig, 14. The si;onges to which they naturally

Fig, 14.

a, bi-curvate spiciiliim ; 6, curved spiculum ; c, tuberculated spiculum ; d, e, f. g g, branched
spicula ; h, bi-curvate aachorate spicula ; i, stellate spicula ; k, I, m, multi-radiate spicula.

belong I have never seen, but all nly specimens were obtained from the

root of an Alcyonium, Alcyoniumfavosum, from Sumatra, and were mixed
with grains of sand and spicula of various kind.s, from other sponges. A
similar species, from a different part of the world, in the possession of a
friend, when boiled in nitric acid yielded spicula of precisely the same
kind ; so much so, that when a specimen was shovm me, I pronounced
from whence it came.

" The siliceous remains of a small sponge, attached to the root of a

Gorgonia, Isis ochracea, I found extremely rich in peculiar forms of

spicula. The most striking was of a reticular figure, covered with minute
spines, as shown at a, in fio;. 15. It forcibly reminded me of the siliceous

skeleton of the Dictyochalix pumiceiis, before alluded to, and probablj^

may be a portion of a siliceous s])ongc. Other spicula occur in the same
specimen, the most remarkable of these are in the form of scales, as shown
at n, c, E ; they may be known hy their flattened figure, and by having

l)lack dots in the centre. The edges of some of these spicula arc smooth,

but in most cases they are serrated. Another very singular form of I

spiculum is also found in the same sponge : it is of small size, and pin-j|

shaped at one extremity, and at the other is rounded, but in the centre ofjj

the rotundity there is a short conical spine ; two of these si)icula arej'

shown at d d. Spicula of the shape termed curved are occasionally met
with in certain small sponges ; one of these, of peculiar figure, is repre

sented at h, in fig. 14. In another s[ionge from the South Seas, hi-cwvatt

8])icula, of the .shape shown at n, are very common. Mr. Shadbolt, how-
ever, has detected some still more curious s])icula than these last ; the}
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are twice curved, like that shown at a, but each extremity is expanded, so

as to resemble the fluke of an anchor ; to such form, the term hi-curvafe

A, portion of the skeleton of a siliceous sponge, b, c, e, flattened spiciila. d n, pin-shaped
spicula. F, tri-radiate spicula in Grantia compressa. h, gi-anules of sand imbedded in homy
fibre of Dysidea,

anclwrate has been given ; two of these spicnla are represented at h. The
sponge in which they occurred, like that of the preceding, was of small
size, and brought from the South Seas."

From the skeletons of Sponges we pass to those of Diato-
maceae, Desmidieae, Foraminifera, and Nummulites. The fol-

lowing observations on the structure of Oolitic rocks are not
perhaps generally known.

" Before I leave this part of my subject, I must say a few words on the
Oolites, which were formerly supposed to consist of the remains of

organized beings of a globular figure, like the roe or eggs of fishes, but
which are usually nothing more than grains of sand, each surrounded by a
globular deposit of carbonate of lime and cemented together so as to form
masses of limestone rock. The Oolites make up no inconsiderable part of

the strata of this island ; according to Ure,* they form a zone 30 miles
broad in England, and are divided by geologists into the upper, middle,
and lower Oolites. Tliey furnish a most valuable material for archi-

tectural purposes ; and are exceedingly rich in fossil remains, especially

those of reptiles and corals.

" The egg-like particles vary considerably in size, being in some cases

almost invisible to the naked eye, whilst in others they are nearly as

large as peas ; this last form of Oolite has received the name of Pisolite,

differing, however, from the true Oolites only in the relative size of the
globular concretions. Bath stone, Portland stone, and the slate of Stones-
field, near Oxford, are all examples of Oolite. In fig. 52, a, is represented

portion of that form of Oolite termed Pisolite of its natural size ; the

Diet, of Arts and Manufactures, Art. Oolite.

VOL. III.
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granules are ^th of an inch in diameter, one of them, shown in section at

c, is magnified 12 diameters, and the concentric laminaj of which it is

composed are well displayed.

" In Germany there is an Oolite in which the granules are nearly as

large as they are in the Pisolite, but the concentric laminated arrange-

ment, as shown at d, and the presence of a central nucleus, are more
strongly marked ; the. rock supporting the Britannia bridge is a fiiTQ

Oolite, in which the granules are remarkably small, those represented by
B being magnified 40 diameters. The specimens just described are all

very compact, the granules being firmly cemented together by the cal-

careous material forming the matrix : it sometimes happens, however, in

oolitic districts, that the granules are separated from the matrix, and the

soil will be seen to be in a great measure made up of them. This is

especially the case in the neighbourhood of Bath ; the soil of High Barrow
Hill, I found to be so rich in oolitic granules, that when turned up by the

plough, it appeared as if thickly sown with minute yellow seeds."

Fig. 52.

A, Portion of oolite termed Roe-stone or Pisolite, b, Granules from Britannia rock, magnified

40 diameters, c, Granule of Pisolite magnified 12 diameters, d, Granule of Oolite from
Germany, magnified 20 diameters.

After the examination of the Nummulites, &c., we come to

the great group of Zoophytes. These occupy several lectures,

and contain many valuable observations. The structure of

the skeleton of the Echinotlermata is then gone into very

carefully. From this part of the work we extract the following

passage on the very curious bodies called Pedicellarieae :

—

'* We now come to other organs found upon the external surface of

some of the Echinodermata, and these are the curious bodies termed
Pedicellarice. They Averc first described by Muller the Danish naturalist,

and have been since investigated by Sars, a Norwegian clergyman.
Muller believed them to be parasites, wliilst Dr. Sharpcy and others

regard them as parts of the animal, which they undoubtedly are. On
most Echini there are three kinds of rcdicellaria! ; being considered as

distinct animals, they liave been tcnned PctUrellaria tridevs, Fediccllar/a

trijihylld, and rcdiccllaria ylohifcra, according to their form ; but what
ever this may be, each consists of a solid part, or skeleton, and a soft
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transparent flesh. The skeleton, as shown in fig. 140, is composed of

three calcareous jaws, having a sharp recurved tooth at the apex and an

internal serrated edge, while the tissue surrounding the jaws is strength-

ened by minute bicurvate spicula ; it is seated on a cylindrical stalk

placed in the centre of the fleshy stem.
" All these parts, when highly magnified, present the cliaracteristic

structure of the shell of the animal ; the soft tissue, on the contrary, is

traus]\T.reut, contractile, and, like that of the cirrhi, is capable of con-

siderable elongation and flexion. While the Echinus is living, the

Pedicellaria3 are always in active movement from side to side, the jaws

are continually opening and shutting, and if a small body be placed within

them, it is held with tolerable force. They are attached to the soft fleshy

covering of the shell by a dilated base, and are not confined to any par-

ticular part of the shell, but many may be seen on the thin membrane
closing the oral aperture. The part which I have called the stalk is

somewhat dilated at each extremity ; its structure resembles that of a

small spine, and it is stated by Sars that each stalk, like a spine, is

articulated to a minute tubercle ; but of the truth of this I have never yet

been able to satisfy myself, as in all cases after their removal the soft

stem has been found to completely invest the whole of the calcareous

matter.
" If the Pedicellaria3 be removed from the Echinus, they Avill continue

in active movement for some time, and if one of them be touched with a

needle or pin, those in the neighbourhood will all bend towards the one

that has been irritated. In the Asteriadaj the Pedicellarife are of a

difi"erent form to those in the Echini— in the Asterias rubeiis, for example,

in which they are very abundant, as shown at a a, in fig. 109, the

calcareous jaws are like the two valves of a

mussel, as represented at b, in fig. 140, two of

the edges being serrated, whilst the other two,

which are not closely approximated, have a

semicircular notch, leaving an opening between
them when in ap^Dosition, and the stem is short

and flexible, but not provided with a calcareous

axis as in the Echinida?. When magnified

130 diameters, as shown at c, the characteristic

reticulated structure is exhibited. Mounted
specimens, taken from the outer surface of the

shell of EcTdnus miliaris, as represented at a,

in fig. 140, show very distinctly the three jaws
and the axis or stall?, but being in a state of

contraction, the soft parts appear very short

and puckered up, so that a species of neck is

formed between the jaws and the axis ; this,

however, is not the case in living specimens.

All the parts composing the skeleton of the

PedicellarijB exhibit the characteristic reticu-

lated structure of the Echiuodermata. The
jaws are thin, flattened below, sharp above,

and bent nearly at right angles, so as to form a

tooth ; the axis is about ^th of an inch in

length and dilated at both extremities, and in

shape and structure is very like the spine of an Echinus. On cither side

of the jaws may be seen a row of small bicurvate spicula, somewhat
resembling those in the disc of the cirrhi of the Echinida>, but differing

from them, as represented at d, in Plate XIV., fig. 19, of the first volume

G 2

a, Pedicellaria of Echinzts
miliaris. b, skeleton of one of
the PedicellarifE of Asteria
rubens. c, portion of the

skeleton of the same magnified
130 diameters.
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Fig. 141.

PedicellaruE of Spata/igus
purpureus

of the ' Histological Catalogue,' in having more than one hooked process

extending outwards from the point where the curved portion commences.

Under a^power of 40 diameters, as shown at a, in fig. 109, numerous
Pedicellariaj are distinctly visible on the

upper dermal surface of Asterias riibens, even

after having been dried ; but as the soft fleshy

stalk is vcrj^ short and has no calcareous

axis, little can be seen except the jaws.

Pedicellariae also exist in the Spatangi, but
they are not so evident as in the Echini ; the

principal varieties found in S. purpureus,

according to Forbes, are represented in

fig. 141.
" The Pedicellariae then, without doubt,

belong to the animal on which they are

found ; they are not parasites, but it is diffi-

cult to determine their true office ; they are

probably useful in keeping the shell free from all intruders of a parasitic

nature, and may be supposed to perform an analogous function to that of

the so-called ' Bird's-head processes' of the Ilryozoa.'''

The Mollusca and Articulata are treated of after the

Echinodermata. The shells of the principal families of the

Mollusca are examined in detail, and many new points in

their structure described and illustrated. The Articulata are

not treated so much in detail. In these concluding lectures

we had marked some passages which we should have liked

to have transferred to our pages. We have, however, given

sufficient for our readers to form an estimate of the work,

which we are sure will be of such a kind as to lead them
to feel that it is one of great value to the microscopical

student. The illustrations are very copious, and every one

will be able to form an opinion of their excellence from those

we have given above.
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NOTES AND CORRESPONDENCE.

On the Aperlnre of Object-glasses.—It appears to me that your

correspondents on the subject of the aperture of object-glasses

for microscopes, and the methods of measuring the same,

have left the simple means of ascertaining the angle of aper-

ture, and taken up with such complex methods, that they

have been led into very considerable errors ; and hence the

erroneous results, in my opinion, of Professor Robinson and
Mr. Wenham, particularly with regard to objects mounted in

balsam. My method of measuring the angle of aperture is,

to use the object-glass of the microscope as the objective of a

diminishing telescope, making use of a single lens of an inch

and a half focus for the eye-piece of the telescope, and then

fixing this little telescope on a divided circle with the focus

of the objective over the centre of the circle, or else by placing

two candles so that each of them may be at the extreme edge

of the field of view of the telescope. In the first case, the

angle of aperture is accurately measured by the circle, when
the image of the flame of a distant lamp or candle is made to

traverse the field of view of the telescope ; in the second case,

lines drawn from the objective to the two candles form the

angle of aperture, which may be easily measured by a com-
mon protractor. Now, by taking either of those methods,

and measuring the angle of aperture with nothing intervening,

with a slider containing an object mounted dry, or one with

an object mounted in balsam ; the results were (as they ought

to be from the laws of light) in all cases exactly the same.

Had Professor Robinson's and Mr. Wenham's results, with

regard to balsam-mounted objects, been correct, the two

candles placed at the extreme edge of the field of view, in a

lens of 150' of aperture, would have required to have been

brought more than four times as near together,* when the

slider with the balsam-mounted object was interposed, as

when it was not ; but the candles did not require moving, but

remained at the edge of the field, whether the slider was

there or absent. Again, two sliders were taken of exactly the

same thickness, the one containing objects mounted dry, the

other objects mounted in balsam ; one of these being placed

on the stage of the microscope, was illuminated with such

* The proportion of the tangents of 75° and 40°, or half the angle of

aperture.
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extreme oblique light, that only one-half of the field of view
of the microscope was illuminated ; the line of demarcation

between the illuminated part of the field and the black-ground

part, passing directly through the centre of the field, and this

division of the field remained constant when no slider was on
the stage, when the one with the objects mounted dry was
placed there, and when the one with the balsam-mounted
objects was used. Had the angle of aperture been at all

altered or lessened, by the interposition of the sliders, it must
instantly have become visible by the change of illumination

in the field of view of the microscope.

When I first read the account of the results obtained by
Professor Robinson and Mr. Wenham, it struck me forcibly

that they must have committed some great error ; for, in

experiments with the fine linear objects, I had never been
able to see the markings on the iV. rhomhoides with an angle

of less than 120°, when it was mounted dry : now, if it cannot

be seen with less than 120" when mounted dry, it would be
impossible with any angle to see the markings on it when
mounted in balsam ; as an angle of 150" (according to the

results given in your Journal) would be reduced to less than
80^ when emplo} ed to examine an object in balsam ; but in

opposition to this, I always consider that with my l-12th of
150° of aperture, I can see the markings on N. rhomhoides
better in those specimens which I have in balsam, than in

those which are mounted dry ; and Mr. Wenham himself
stated to me that he had never seen the markings on N.
rhomhoides so well as he saw them on one of my dry speci-

mens, and yet at least they are equally as distinct on those

which I have in balsam. I should advise both Professor

Robinson and Mr. Wenham to go over their experiments
once more, and I think they will be able to determine how
tliey have fallen into error.—J. D. Sollitt, Gi^ammar-School,
Hull.

Illumination of Microscopic Objects. 1 beg permission to

insert in the next number of the ' Quarterly Journal of Micro
scopical Science' a short comment on Mr. Rainey's remarks or

my paper on microscopic illumination. I have no desire tc

raise a controversy that must in the end be perfectly useless

but as Mr. Rainey misquotes my sentences, and implies tha

I am " dogmatical," a few words in reply may perhaps bi

allowed, with the understanding that I feel all due deferenc<
and respect for Mr. Rainey's long experience as a micro
scopical observer.

In the first place, where can be the " ambiguity and com
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plexity" of my assertion, that light cannot be totally reflected

either externally or internally from refracting bodies with

parallel sides, when this is a well-known and simple optical

fact, yet Mr, Rainey again states that the total reflection he

alludes to " is supposed to be from one surface only, namely,

from that on which the rays are incident?"

I have stated that the undulatory theory of light has very

little or nothing to do with the illumination of microscopic

objects. Mr, Rainey has cleverly turned these four short

words, and assumed that I, with great presumption, have

ventured to deny the undulatory theory being a correct one,

and then proceeds to argue and defend the case as if I had
really done so. My meaning (which will be easily under-

stood by referring to my paper) was simply this.—When we
view a house, a tree, or a distant landscape, I think that it

will be admitted that there is no occasion to refer to the un-

dulatory theory to account for their visibility. The same
reasoning may also be applied to objects of minute size, as the

point of a needle, fibres of a piece of textile fabric. All these

conditions are still in existence when a magnifying lens is

used, which in effect merely serves to shorten the focus of the

eye. I cannot see the utility of attempting to endow minute
objects with exclusive properties %ohen under the microscope ;

their illumination and visibility are simply a question of quality

and direction of light, the same as in all ordinary cases,

Mr. Rainey will, I trust, pardon me for stating that I have

not " invented any new theories" to explain the action of my
parabolic condenser, for, to use his own words, " these facts

allow of an easy and obvious explanation upon long- esta-

blished principles." The whole of this implied theory rests

upon my making use of the term " radiated light." If Mr.
Rainey will distinctly contradict the fact, that an illuminated

atom does in reality radiate light in all directions, I shall be

better able to answer the question.

I must remonstrate against Mr. Rainey 's assertion that I

myself " evince great dissatisfaction with the term radiated

light." This refers to a note at the end of my paper, stating

that I had adopted the term because it was descriptive and

convenient, though perhaps not philosophically correct. Mr.

Rainey's application of this remark only serves to show me
it| that this is an admission that I ought not to have made.—F. H.
Wenham.

New Achromatic Condenser,—Having invented a new kind of

achromatic condenser of general utility, for all kinds of illu-

mination, and finding it much superior to anything of the
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kind I have yet seen, I feel desirous that others should avail

themselves of the advantages attendant on its application to

the microscope.

This condenser consists of two achromatic lenses, one of
four and the other of two inches focus. The four-inch lens

has an aperture of an inch and a quarter, the two-inch lens

an aperture of three-quarters of an inch ; they are placed at

one inch and three quarters asunder, and the compound focus

is an inch beyond the smaller lens. This condenser is placed
below the stage of the microscope, but contrived to revolve in

the arc of a circle, so as to vary its position from perfectly

direct light, to the greatest obliquity of position that may be
required for illuminating the most delicate linen objects. Its

distance from the stage when used with the higher powers
being such, that in every position a perfectly well-defined

image, either of the flame of the lamp, or the bars of the

distant window, is depicted on the slider holding the object.

The two achromatic object-glasses, which form the condenser,

require to be accurately made, and when so formed the light

from it is most intense and of the purest kind, at the same
time producing a degree of definition superior to that of any
other method of illumination that I have seen : in addition to

this, the illumination is equally perfect for the most oblique

light ; so much so, that when the axis of the condenser is

inclined to the axis of the microscope, for the most extreme
angle required with lenses of 150° of aperture, there does not

appear any diminution either of light or definition.

For microscopes furnished with this condenser no concave
mirror would be required ; and for illumination with the low
powers it is only necessary to slide the condenser further from
the object, so as to illuminate it by a broader part of the pencil

of light.

The light may be either admitted directly through the con-

denser, or reflected through it by means of a plain mirror.

By the use of this condenser I have resolved many of the

delicate test-objects with a l-4th of an inch lens of 95° of

aperture, that would be found under ordinary illuminations

very difficult to resolve with a l-8th object-glass and 130^^ of

aperture.

Tlie two lenses used in this condenser are constructed on
the same principle as all achromatic combinations for the

microscope, their plain sides being turned towards the object,

and the wider lens of course placed next the liglit. A good
workman will easily contrive an elegant method of fixing the

condenser to the microscope, and it may be adapted so that

<hp axis of the condenser may be brought to the required angle
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with the axis of the microscope, by rack-and-plnion movement,
as well as varied in its distance from (he stage by the same kind
of motion. It may be further observed that when the angle,

which the axis of the condenser makes with the axis of the

microscope, is greater than half the angle of aperture of the

object-glass, the black-ground illumination is produced in the

most perfect manner. Provided this condenser be attached

to the stage of the microscope by a circular arc divided into

degrees, the angle of aperture of the object-glass under all

conditions can be accurately ascertained, for the limit of aper-
ture will be when the illuminated field is just passing into

the black-ground illumination.—J. D. Sollitt, Grammar-
School, Hull

microscopical Examination of Deep Soiindingji from the Atlantic

Ocean.—The soundings examined were as follows:—
1080 fathoms, Latitude 42^ 04' North, Longitude 29^ OO' West, July 25, 1853.

1360 ,, ,, 44^41' ,, ,, 24^35' ,, ,, 18 ,,

1580 ,, ,, 49= 56' 30"
,, 13^ 30' 45" Aug. 22 ,,

1800 ,, ,, 47=38' ,, ,, 09=08' ,, No date.

2C00 ,, ,, 54= 17' ,, ,, 22= 33' ,, ,,

As these soundings are believed to be the deepest ever

submitted to microscopic examination, and were obtained at

localities far remote from those previously noticed, they were
studied very carefully, and the following are the facts ascer-

tained :
—

1. None of these soundings contain a particle of gravel,

sand, or other recognizable unorganized mineral matter.

2. They all agree in being almost entirely made up of the

calcareous shells of minute, or microscopic Foraminiferae

{Polythalamia, Ehr.), among which the species of Globigerina

greatly predominate in all the specimens, while Orbulina uni-

versa, D'Orb., is in immense numbers in some of the sound-

ings, and particularly abundant in that from 1,800 fathoms.

3. They all contain a few specimens of non-parasitic or

pelagic Diatoms, among which Coscinodiscus lineatus, C. ex-

centricus, and C. 7'adiatus of Ehrenberg, are much the most
abundant.

4. They all contain a few siliceous skeletons of Polycis-

tineae, among which are several species of Haliomma, Litho-

campe, &cc.

5. They all contain spicules of sponges, and a few speci-

mens of Dictyocha Jibula, Ehr.

6. The above-mentioned organic bodies constitute almost

the entire mass of soundings, being mingled only with a fine

calcareous mud derived from the disintegration of the shells.
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7. These soundings contain no species of Foraminifera

belonging to the group of Affathister/ues {Plicatilia, Ehr.), a

group which appears to be confined to shallow waters, and

which in the fossil state first appears in the tertiary, where it

abounds,

8. These soundings agree with the deep soundings off the

coast of the United States, in the presence and predominance

of species of the genus Glohigerina, and in the presence of the

cosmopolite species of the Orhulina universa, D'Orb., but

they contain no traces of the Marghiulina Backeii, B., Textilaria

Atlantica, B., and other species characteristic of the soundings

of the western Atlantic.

9. Examined by chromatic polarized light, the foramini-

ferous shells in these soundings showed beautiful coloured

crosses in their cells, and the mud accompanying them also

became coloured, showing that it is not an amorphous che-

mical precipitate. It in fact can be traced, through fragments

of various sizes, to the perfect shells of the Foraminiferae.

10. In the vast amount of pelagic Foraminiferae, and in the

entire absence of sand, these soundings strikingly resemble

the chalk of England, as well as the calcareous marls of the

Upper Alissouri, and this would seem to indicate that these

also were deep-sea deposits. The cretaceous deposits of

New Jersey present no resemblance to these soundings, and
are doubtless littoral, as stated by Prof. H. D, Rogers (Proc.

Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. 1853, p. 297).*

11. The examination of a sounding, 175 fathoms in depth,

made in latitude 42° 43' 30" N., longitude 50° 05' 45" W.
(near Bank of Newfoundland), by Lieut, Berryman, gave
results singularly different from those above stated. It proved

to be made up of quartzose sand, with a few particles of horn-

blende, and not a trace of any organic form could be detected

in it. This exceptional result is important, as it proves that

the distribution of the organic forms depends on something
else beside the depth of the water,

12. Connecting the results above mentioned with those fur-

nished by the soundings made in the western portions of the

Atlantic, it appears that, with the one exception above men-
tioned, the bottom of the North Atlantic Ocean, as far as

examined, from the depth of about 60 fathoms, to that of more
than two miles (2,000 fathoms), is literally nothing but a mass
of miscroscopic shells.

13. The examination of a large number of specimens of

ocean water taken at different depths by Lieut. Berryman, at

situations in close proximity to the places where the sound-

* American Journal of Science and Arts.
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iiig^s were made, shows that even in the summer months, when
animal life is most abvmdant, neither the surface water, nor

that of any depth collected, contained a trace of any hard-
shelled animalcules. The animals present, some of which are

even now alive in the bottles, are all of a soft, perishable

nature, leaving- on their decay only a light flocculent matter,

while the Foraminiferae and Diatoms would have left their

hard shells if they had been present.

As the species whose shells now compose the bottom of the

Atlantic Ocean have not been found living in the surface

waters, nor in shallow water along the shore, the question

arises. Do they live on the bottom at the immense depths
where they are found, or are they borne by submarine currents

from their real habitat? Has the Gulf-stream any connection

by means of its temperature or its current with their distribu-

tion ? The determination of these and other important ques-

tions connected with this subject requires many additional

observations to be made. It is hoped that the results already

obtained will induce scientific commanders and travellers to

spare no pains in collecting deep-sea soundings. If such
materials are sent either to Lieut. Maury, U. S. Observatory,

or to myself at West Point, N. Y., they will be thankfully

received and carefully studied.—J. W. Bailey.

On some new Ijocalities of Fossil Diatomacese.—Some interesting

specimens of fossil Diatomacese from California and Oregon
having come into my possession, I am induced to publish the

following brief notices of them, in hopes to direct the atten-

tion of travellers in those regions to those remarkable deposits,

and thus acquire more information concerning their position

and extent.

1. The first specimen of fossil Diatomacese from California,

I found among specimens of minerals collected two or three

years ago in California by Washington Chilton, Esq., of New
York. It was from Suisun Bay, 25 to 30 miles above St.

Francisco, where Mr. Chilton says a large bed of similar ma-
terial exists. It consists of a light white clay-like substance
made up entirely of fossil marine Diatoms, many species of

which are identical with species occurring fossil in the tertiary

diatomaceous deposits of Vii;ginia and Maryland, while a

number of the species found in these latter deposits do not

occur in the California beds.

2. In a box of minerals, collected in Oregon and California

by Lieut. Robert Williamson, of the U. S. Topographical
Engineers, I found four specimens of fossil diatomaceous
earth, evidently from different localities, although unfortu-
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nately the precise locality is mentioned for but two of the spe-

cimens. I will designate them as specimens A, B, C, and D.

Specimen ^.— This is a very light white substance, made
up of the siliceous shells of fiuviatile Diatoms. The predo-

minant species are a small GalUonella and a Discoplea, mingled

with a few species of Epithemia, Cocconema, Gomphonema,

and Spongiolites. This specimen was without a label, but is

believed to be the specimen referred to in the following

extract from a letter received from Lieut. Williamson :
—" You

will find some of the light white clay from Pit River, which

I spoke of to you." This is, I believe, the same substance

which has given rise to the newspaper accounts of cliffs in

California composed of carbonate of magnesia.

Specimen B.—This is a light white chalky mass, whose
locality is not given. It consists of fiuviatile species, among
which various species of Biblarium are quite abundant. The
species of this genus have been found living in Siberia, and

fossil in Oregon. Lieut. Williamson's specimen resembles

the Oregon mass found by the U. S. Exploring Expedition

under Captain Wilkes, but presents a different group of forms

and therefore must be from a different locality.

Specimen C.—This is also a chalk-like mass, whose precise

locality is not marked. It is composed chiefly of a minute

species of GalUonella, mingled with sieve-like discs, which at

first would be referred to the marine genus Coscinodiscus ; but

the entire absence of all other marine forms, and the presence

of several decidedly fiuviatile species, make me believe that

the deposit is a fresh-water one, and careful examination of

these discs show that they are more nearly allied to the fresh-

water genus Stepkanodiscus than to the marine Coscinodiscus.

Specimen D.—Is an ash-coloured earth, marked as from
near the Boiling Spring, Pit River. It is chiefly remarkable
for containing a great number of Pliytolitharia, or remains of

the siliceous portions of plants, mingled however with nu-
merous minute fiuviatile Diatoms.

It is hoped that travellers in California and Oregon will

keep a look-out for specimens of light white clay-like sub-

stances, and carefulhj marking the locality at the time of collec-

tion, send them to me for microscopic examination. Even a

minute portion sent by mail will be very acceptable.

—

J. W. Batley.—American Journal of Sciences.

Powell and l.enland'8 New Condenser.—In the last October
number of the ' Microscopical Journal,' I observed a notice

of Powell and Lealand's new condenser, by Dr. Inman of

Liverpool, in which he mentions his having demonstrated the
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markings on the Ceratoneis fasciolata {Pleurosigma fasciold),

by means of using a l-8th-inch ol)ject-glass, which power
I presume he considered necessary for that purpose. I have
now the pleasure of stating that with the same kind of con-

denser, but with one of Powell's recently-made l-4th-inch

objectives, I have brought out the markings of this species in

the most satisfactory manner ; also with the same poicer the

markings, rather difficult of detection, of the Pleurosigma
delicatulum, intermedium, nuhicida and ^stuarii, and of Nitz-
schia sigmoidea, using, however, in place of the achromater,

Shadbolt's Annular Condenser, with the light direct from the

lamp—a method of illumination which seems to be especially

adapted to the demonstration of delicate test objects. The
same result has been obtained, but I think in a more perfect

manner, by means of the prism furnished by Powell and Lea-
land, which should be so adjusted for this purpose as to give

the object illuminated on a perfectly black field.

The above facts may be interesting to some of your readers,

should you deem them worthy of insertion in the next number
of your Journal.—E. Bleakley, M.D., Norwich.

New Species of Uiaiouiacese.—The species of DiatomacesB
here described as new, together with others, were detected

either as parasites upon Algae, or entangled in mud adhering
to shells. Algae, &c., brought home by the Exploring Expe-
dition under the command of Capt. Wilkes, U.S.N.

1. Amphitetrasfavosa, Harvey et Bailey. Loricis tabulari-

bus ; lateribus vix concavis, primario ; secundario quadran-
gulo, angulis fere rectis vix productis, superfice cellulis magnis
hexagonis tessellata. Hah. Mindanao.

2. Amphitetras Wilhesii, H. et B. ; loricis prismatico-tabu-

laribus, lateribus concavis, primario longitudinaliter striato-

punctato medio transversim zonato ; secundario quadrangulo,

angulis productis rotundatis, superficie cellulis minutis in

lineas simplices furcatasque dispositis notata, prominentiis

iugalibus punctulatis. Hah. Puget's Sound.

3. Aulacodiscus Oreganus, H. et B. ; lorica prominentiis

redecim intramarginalibus instructa, a quibus tot radii fere

ad urabonem procurrent ; superficie prseter umbonem glaberri-

mum, minute punctata iridescente. Hah. Puget's Sound.
4. Campylodiscus Kiitzingii, H. et B. ; sella^forrais, late

marginata, sulcis subquinquaginta transversis continuis curvatis

impressa. Hah. Mindanao.

5. Cocconeis parmula, H. et B. ; late elliptica, linea media
longitudinali notatfi, utroque latere costis (vel sulcis) trans-
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versis magnis 10-12 irregularlbus impressa ; superficie trans-

versim striato-granulata. Hah. Tahiti.

6. Cocconeis rhomhifera, H. et B. ; late elliptica vel sub-

orbicularis, linea media oblique-longitudinali sigmoidea

areolam glabratam percurrente quae apice et basi attenuata

est, et versus umbonem in rhombi formam ampliata ; super-

ficie decussatim et transversim punctata. Hab. Puget's Sound.

7. Cocconeis sulcata, H. et B. ; late elliptica vel suborbicu-

laris, transversim sulcata, sulcis 30-40 arcuatis. Hab. Puget's

Sound.

8. Hyalosira punctata, H. et B. ; loricis magnis in catenas

longas co-ordinatis rectangulis subquadratis transversim inter-

rupts vittatis ; vittis medio loricae alternantibus granulatis,

alternis serie punctarum insignium ornatis. Hab. Tahiti.

9. Isthmia minima, H. et B. ; zona transversali subtilissime

decussatim punctata, lateribus (secundariis) cellulis magnis
granulata. Hab. Rio Janeiro and Sooloo Sea,

10. Triceratium concavum, H. et B. ; lorica lateribus valde

concavis angulis rotundatis, superficie triquetra cellulis minutis

in lineas radiantes simplices furcatasque co-ordinatis notata

;

prominentiis jugalibus punctulatis. Hah. Tahiti.

11. Triceratium gihhosiim., H. et. B.
;
parvum, fere inflato-

globosum, lateribus valde convexis, angulis prominentibus,

superficie ut in T. concavum notata. Hah. Tahiti.

12. Triceratium orientale, H. et B. ; magnum ; lateribus

convexis angulis productis obtusis, superficie triquetra cellulis

magnis hexagonis favosa. Hah. IVIindanao.

13. Triceratium Wilkesii, H. et B. ; lorica lateribus con-

vexiusculis angulis rotundatis, superficie ut in T. concavum
notata. Hah. Puget's Sound.

Appendix.

14. Lagena Williamsoni, H. et B. ; testa biceliulosa, cellulis

diversis, infcriore ellipsoidea longitudinaliter costata in isth-

mum infundibuliformem attenuata, et ad cellulam superiorem
glabram somi-lagenaeformem (vel inverse infundibuliformem)
ferruminata ; collo breviusculo recto, ore subampliato. Hah.
Mindanao.—Professor W. H. Harvey and Professor J. W.
Bailey, in Proceedings of Academy of Nat. Sciences, Phil.

Oct., 1853.
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Geological Society.

On the Microscopical Structure of Freshtvater Marls and Lime-
stones. By H. Clifton Sorbet, F.G.S.

The author first described the general conclusions he had arrived at

with respect to the condition of the mineral portion of calcareous

organisms, which he considered is first deposited in the form of

crj'stalline granules of variable size, that afterwards undergo more or

less of crystalline coalescence. In some cases this scarcely occurs at

all ; but in others it does to a very considerable extent during the life

of the organism, and this produces a great difference in the character

of the particles into which it is resolved by decay. The falling to

powder that then takes place is the result of the oxidization and

removal of the organic portion, and, if no crystalline coalescence

had occurred, the shell or other body might be resolved into the very

minute, ultimate, crystalline granules ; whereas, if much coalescence

had taken place, it would break up into much larger ones, showing
in many instances its minute organic structure.

The particular forms of the particles into which the Limnaeans

and Paludinse, found so plentifully in many fresh-water marls, are

resolved by decay, were then described and shown to present' such

definite characters as to render it easy to distinguish them with cer-

tainty from most others at all likely to occur in ihem. Soft, loose

marls can of course be investigated by mixing the particles in water

;

but thin sections of harder limestones must be prepared, and the facts

which may be learned from them are in many respects very superior
;

and from them the relative proportion of the various constituents

may be determined with great accuracy, by carefully drawing their

outline on strong even paper with a camera lucida, and afterwards

cutting out the several portions and weighing them. This method
the author terms " physical analysis." To fully describe all the

necessary particulars would occupy too much space for this abstract

;

but, by attending to them, very great accuracy may be attained, and
the true physical constitution of the specimen stated in a manner
quite different from what could be ascertained by chemical analysis,

which, for the purpose of these inquiries, is often greatly inferior,

though often most valuable in addition.

Proceeding to the application of these methods of research to

particular cases, some white marly deposits found in some of

the filled-up lakes of Holderness were described, and sliown to be

composed of such particles as result from the decay of Bithinia

tentaculata, mixed with a small but variable proportion of such as

are derived from decayed Limnaeans. In confirmation of this it

may be stated, that though no entire shells are found in them, yet
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numerous opercula of the Bithinia occur, which therefore appear to

have been less prone to decay than the shells themselves. Other

similar marls of post-tertiarj'^ age were also described, and shown to

have resulted from the decay of similar shells in variable proportion.

The soft marly portions of the Isle of Wight tertiary fresh-water

limestone were stated to be of precisely the same nature as the above,

being composed of such particles as result from the decay of Lira-

nseans, in which term are included Limnceus and Planorbis. The
examination of thin sections of the harder varieties of the same
limestone also shows that they were derived from the same source,

mixed with a variable, sometimes very large proportion of fragments

of Charse ; but they have undergone more or less of crystalline

consolidation. As examples of them, two physical analyses may be

given of specimens from Binsted, which will also serve to show the

character of such analyses.

1. A hard, marly-looking specimen, with numerous cavities due
to the removal of the shelly matter of more or less entire Limnseans :

Empty cavities ..... 16'

3

Fragments of Limnaeans . . . . 15'6
Fragments of Chara . . . . 11 •

Fine grains of decayed Limnaeans and Chara 57 '

Peroxide of iron - . , . .
* 1

55
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

AuDFTORY Apparatus of the Culex Mosquito. By Chris-
topher Johnston, M.D. Baltimore, United States.

It is more than presumable that creatures endowed with the

faculty of producing and voluntarily modifying distinct sounds,

should also possess organs for the apprehension and ap-

preciation either of rhythmic or irregular sonorous vibrations.

The insect tribes are precisely in this category ; the apparatus

by which is produced their song, their hum, or their chirp, is

extremely varied, and the sounds which emanate from it offer

a great diversity, even in the larger individuals, or, in other

words, so far as our own auditory organs permit our sense to

follow the rising scale. That these sounds are in some way
perceived by insects themselves we have abundant evidence

in the Cricket (^Gryllus\ the Grasshopper {Cicada), and espe-

cially in the Bee, which responds to another individual in a

particular note.* Some insects are supposed to be silent

;

while the smaller varieties, from the exceeding minuteness

of their parts, give rise to vibrations so rapid as to be in-

appreciable by our ears.

It will readily be admitted that if there be a limit for acute

sounds, corresponding with the smallest number of vibrations

capable of producing an auditory impression, there must also

be a limit to the development of an acoustic apparatus ; and
" we cannot," as Duges remarks, " conceive of a true micro-

scopic ear." In the Protozoa, therefore, and possibly in the

most diminutive insects, we may abandon the idea of a cen-

tralization of the faculty of perceiving vibrations, and feel

assured that the sense of touch, generally distributed, stands

in the stead of a " sensorial speciality."

From analogy, pursued downwards, we might expect to

discover the localization of the " sensorial speciality," when
it exists, in the head of insects, or else from analogy, pursued
upwards, might we sometimes look for its seat elsewhere. In

fact we find numerous descriptions of an auditory apparatus

situated in the head of certain species, and in parts connected

with the thorax of other species ; but many of the observers

have failed to convince others than themselves ; and other

writers have assigned, in some instances, a different function

to the organs spoken of as being concerned in audition.

* Duges. Physiol. Comp.

vol. III. H
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Treviranus* describes the "organ, probably of hearing" of

the Blatta orientalis, as consisting of an oval opening, situated

immediately behind the insertion of the antenncB, and covered

with a convex white pellicle, and supposes it possible that the

club-like antenna of the diurnal Lepidoptera contains an

auditory apparatus.

Ramdohif presumes that the vesicles placed at the root of

the maxilla', in bees, have a similar function,

Straus-Durckheim locates the seat of hearing in the foliated

antenncp of the May-bug.

CarusiJ: considers it possible " that the membrane, which, in

the Lociista viridissima, unites the antenna with the head, and

offers a tolerablv extended surface, is a sort of memhrana
tympani, or membrane of a kind oifenestra vestibularis, which

the movements of the antennce may relax or render tense."

De Blainville,§ finding certain ajoertures like stigmata in

the posterior part of the head of Grasshoppers, supposes that ,

they lead into a cavity which appears to him an auditory ap- 1

paratus; and Carus admits the probability of this presumption, /

" as deriving support from the evidence of analogous facts in j

the higher classes." But Duges found the " apertures" to be i

simply " depressions ;" and he denies positively the existence

of communicating trachecB and vesicles, and also of an acces-

sory nervous expansion.

L. W. Clarke
II

describes at the base of the antenncB of

Carahus nemoralis, an auditory apparatus composed of an

auricle, an internal and external auditory canal, a tympanum,
and a labyrinth.lf

Newport** believes that X\ie antenncB serve as well for touch

as hearing.

Siebold tt opposes the opinion of Treviranus concerning the

two white convex plates existing at the base of the antennce

of Blatta orientalis, and declares them to be simply rudi-

mentary accessory eyes. The same author gives an account

of an auditory apparatus belonging to the Acridida?, consisting

of a tympanum, and a membranous labyrinth supplied with jtli

an auditory nerve proceeding from the third thoracic ganglion, in

Tlie Locustida and AchetidcB have similar organs situated

,
* Cited in Traits Elem. d'Anat. comp. C. G. Carus. Paris, 1835.

J ^ 'dera. % Idem., loc. cit.

\\ \T^^^^- corap. dcs Animaux artic. Paris, 1828.
i ^'^Si 'azii.e of Nat. Hist. 1838.

r
j<^P

-
"""^

'V 'f none of which, according to Siebold, is there the least trace.

—

ft
v'''''"At(Jctionsof Entom. Society, II.

m^ili 1 ""^"'"A ' Manuel d'Anatomie compare'e. Artic. T»ar M. C. Th. v.

tt
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in their anterior legs immediately below the coxo-tibial arti-

culation. These organs are composed of a foasa on each
side, or of two, more or less capacious, cavities (auditory

capsules) with orifices opening forwards ; and each having on
the inner side an elongated oval ft/mpamim ; and the two
tympana are in close contact with a dilatation of the large

tracheal tube of the leg, whose upper extremity is in con-
nexion with an acoustic nerve which derives its origin from
the first thoracic ganglion. A neighbouring portion of the

tracheal system he supposes to serve the purpose of a Eus-
tachian tube.

And finally, J. Miiller, as quoted by Carus,* regards as

organs of hearing " two depressions or pits, in Grylhia
hierogh/phicus, situated, one on each side, of the metathorox,
on the dorsal aspect, above the attachment of the last pair of

legs upon and closed by a delicate membrane, behind which
there exists a vesicle, filled with liquid, which receives a nerve
from the third thoracic ganglion."

While bearing in mind the difference between feeling a

noise and perceiving a sonorous vibration, we may safely assume
with Carus—for a very great number of insects, at least—that

whenever true auditory organs are developed in them, their

seat is to be found in the neighbourhood of the antenncp.

That these parts themselves are, in some instances, concerned

in collecting and transmitting sonorous vibrations, we hold as

established by the observations we have made particularly

upon Culex mosquito; while, we believe, as Newport has as-

serted in general terms, that they serve also as tactile organs.

The male mosquito differs considerably, as is well known, from
the female; his body being smaller and of a darker colour, and
his head furnished with aiitomcB and palpi in a state of greater

development. (Plate VI.. fig. 1.) Notwithstanding the fitness

of his organs for predatory purposes he is timid, seldom enter-

ing dwellings or annoying man, but restricts himself to damp
and foul places, especially sinks and privies. The female, on

the other hand, gives greater extension to her flight, and, attack-

ing our race, is the occasion of no inconsiderable disturbance

md vexation during the summer and autumn months.

The head of the male mosquito, about 0* 67 mm. wide, is

provided with lunate eyes, between which in front superiorly

ire found two pyriform capsules nearly touching each other,

ind having implanted into them the very remarkable antennae.

Tlie capsule, measuring about 0-21 mm., is composed of a

borny substance, and is attached posteriorly by its pedicle,

while anteriorly it rests upon a horny ring, united with its

* Loc. cit.

II 2
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fellow by a transverse fenestrated band, and to which it is

joined by a thin elastic membrane. Externally it has a rounded

form, but internally it resembles a certain sort of lamp shade

Avith a constriction near its middle ; and between this inner

cup and outer globe there exists a space, except at the bottom

or proximal end, where both are united.

The antenncB are of nearly equal length in the male and the

female.

In the male the antenna is about 1-75 mm. in length, and

consists of fourteen joints, twelve short and nearly equal, and

two long and equal, terminal ones, the latter measuring

(together) 0-70 mm. Each of the shorter joints has a fene-

strated skeleton with an external investment, and terminates

simply posteriorly, but is encircled anteriorly with about forty

papillce, upon which are implanted long and stiff hairs, the

proximal sets being about 79 mm. and the distal ones

• 70 mm. in length ; and it is beset with minute bristles in

front of each whorl.

The two last joints have each a whorl of about twenty short

hairs near the base.

In the female the joints are nearly equal, number but thirteen,

and have each a whorl of about a dozen small hairs around

the base. Here, as well as in the male, the parts of the an-

tennce enjoy a limited motion upon each other, except the

basal joint, which, being fixed, moves with the capsule upon
which it is implanted.

The space between the inner and outer walls of the capsule,

which we term confidently the auditory capsule, is filled with

a fluid of moderate consistency, opalescent, and containing

minute spherical corpuscles, and which probably bears the

same relation to the nerve as does the lymph in the scaloi of

the cochlea of higher animals. The nei've itself, of the antenna^

proceeds from the first or cerebral ganglion, advances towards

the pedicle of the capsule in company with the large trachea

which sends Its ramifications throughout the entire apparatus,

and, penetrating the pedicle, its filaments divide into two
portions. The central threads continue forwards into the

antenna and are lost there ; the peripheral ones, on the con-

trary, radiate outwards in every direction, enter the capsular

space, and are lodged for more than half their length in sulci

wrought in the inner wall or cup of the capsule.

In the female the disposition of parts is observed to be

nearly the same, excepting that the capsule is smaller, and that

the last distal antennal joint is rudimental.

Tiic pruhoscis does not differ materially in the two sexes
;

but the palpi, although consisting in both instances of the
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same number of pieces, are very unlike. In the female they

are extremely short, but in tlie male attain the length of

2 7o mm. ; while the proboscis measures but 2 '16 mm.
They are curved upwards at the extremity.

If an organ of hearing, similar to that described by Trevir-

anus as belonging to the Blatta orieutalis, exist in the head
of the Mosquito, the tympanum must be of exquisitely minute
proportions, because the head, which has a diameter of only
0*67 mm., is almost entirely occupied by the corneal plaques,

the capsules, and the attachments of the neck and of the

buccal apparatus. The membrana tympani must therefore

be so small as to preclude the idea of its being put in vibra-

tion by any sounds other than those infinitely more acute

than are pioduced by the insect itself, and the use of such an
organ for the purposes of inter-communication must be highly

problematical. But no trace of such a disposition is to be
found in the head, nor very certainly, also, in the body ; and
we are obliged to look for some organ which may answer the

requirements of an efTective auditory apparatus.

The position of the capsules strikes us as extremely favour-

able for the performance of the function which we assign to

them : besides which tliere present themselves in the same
light the anatomical arrangement of the capsules, the disposi-

tion and lodgment of the nerves, the fitness of the expanded
whorls for receiving, and of the jointed antennae fixed by the
immovable basal joint for transmitting vibrations created by
sonorous modulations. The intra-capsular fluid is impressed
by the shock, the expanded nerve appreciates the effect of the

sound, and the animal may judge of the intensity, or distance,

of the source of sound, by tlie quantity of the impression : of

the pitch, or quality, by the consonance of particular whorls
of the stiff liairs, according to their lengths ; and of the direc-

tion in which the modulations travel, by the manner in which
they strike upon the antenna, or may be made to meet either

antenna, in consequence of an opposite movement of that part.

That the male should be endowed with superior acuteness

of the sense of hearing appears from the fact, that he must
seek the female for sexual union either in the dim twilight,

or in the dark night, when nothing save her sharp humming
noise can serve him as a guide. The necessity for an equal

jierfection of hearing does not exist in the female ; and,

accordingly, we find that the organs of the one attain to a

development which the otliers never reach. In these views

we believe ourselves to be borne out by direct experiment,

in connexion with which we may allude to the greater diffi-

culty of catching the male Mosquito.
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In the course of our observations we have arrived at tlie

conclusion, that the antenncB serve, to a considerable extent,

as organs of touch in the female ; for the palpi are extrOTiely

short, while the antennae are very movable, and nearly equal

the proboscis in length. In the male, however, the length and
perfect development of the palpi would lead us to look for the

seat of the tactile sense elsewhere ; and, in fact, we find the

two apical antennal joints to be long, movable, and com-
paratively free from hairs ; and the relative motion of the

remaining joints very much more limited.

On the NocTiLUCA Miliarjs, By Woodham Webb, M.D.,
Lowestoft.

Mu. Huxley's interesting paper in the last number of the

Journal on the structure of the Noctiluca miliaris, led me to

review a few notes I had by me upon the subject, and to

follow up certain points of inquiry which he indicated.

Unfortunately, 1 am not able to complete the history of

this anomalous creature, though it has been under continuous

examination since last July. It may, however, be worth

while to record the few steps made in advance of the existing

accounts, in order to save other observers some labour, and to

serve as a sequel to Mr. Huxley's more elaborate communi-
cation.

The extraordinary prevalence of this creature during the

present season seems to have excited general attention, and it

was stated by Mr. Byerly, of Liverpool, at the last meeting ol

the British Association, that in consequence of their numbers
the waters acquired a rose colour. This was not the case on

the eastern coast, though the unusually brilliant iridescence

of the water has been the subject of remark. From the month
of July to the beginning of Deconber, there has been no
(lifficulty in obtaining an uninterrupted supply of specimens,

ind during that period the water has shown incessant alter-

nntions of luminosity and darkness. These conditions, there-

lore, depend not merely u])on the presence or absence of the

animal, but on some peculiar conditions of its organs, or the

media acting uprm them.

As a caution to those who may undertake the further exa-

mination, I may state that the buoyancy of the Noctiluca is

such as to bring it to the surface of traucjuil water without

any apparent effort ; and tliat the best way to ellect its capture

is, not as is most frecjuentl} done, to use the muslin net, by

which means the greater number of the creatures are lost or
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destroyed, but to skim the top, and especially those parts

near the sides of the vessel in which the water has been
standing. If removed in this way and kept by themselves in

a test-tube, they may be preserved for two or three weeks
without a fresh supply of water. Even at the end of that

time, if they die, it does not appear to be Irom having reached

the natural term of their existence, but as the result of some
accidental cause ; they will not, however, bear carriage to any
great distance in closed vessels.

The following paragraphs refer to various matters, accord-

ing to the order in which they occur in Mr. Huxley's paper.

The groove or depression on the body is divided into two
portions by a fold of the external membrane stretching across

between the protuberant and rounded masses which form its

boundaries. It ends posteriorly in an acute angle, outlined

by the bifurcation of a more superficial marking or channel.

The stem of this forked structure is of a rigid horny nature,

and is connected at the point of division with a reduplication

of the internal membrane, or a prolongation of the central

visceral mass. I have not been able at any time to detect an
aperture at this spot, but there is some reason to believe there

may be one. When the ruptured integument collapses, this

straight spine may still be seen retaining its rigidity, and is

the centre about which the folds arrange themselves.

The investing membrane distinctly consists of two layers.

The external one is minutely reticulated, and has somewhat
the appearance of pavement epithelium on a small scale. The
interspaces contain granular matter. With this excej)tion it

is perfectly smooth, and 1 can find no trace of cilia. Illumi-

nated by a parabolic condenser, the whole surface is seen
studded with brilliant glittering points, apparently at the

junction of the reticulations of the internal fibres with the

integument. I have never been able to develope luminosity

under the microscope.

The internal layer is at all points in union with the whole
system of reticulations spreading from the central organs.

This was made manifest by the action of indigo. None of

the colouring matter entered the body, but death ensued in

about an hour's time. Irregular jerking movements took
place, the oral aperture and parts about it became distorted,

though the motions of the ciliurn and tentacle still continued.

The internal fibrous reticulations gradually contracted, drawing
the " vacuoles" together, and with them the inner membrane.
This was detached without rupture, but after a time fell into

folds, which so included the otlier structures as to have the

look of a wrinkled tube with a series of pouches ending in a
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arger membranous sac. The external layer distended by
degrees till it suddenly burst. I should mention that a new
supply of water had been given before most of these changes

happened. I have also been successful in separating the two
layers mechanically, by means of pressure slowly and steadily

applied to the animal under the screw compressor. The whole

internal network of fibrous tissue, with the manner in which
it invests the so-called " vacuoles," is most beautifully demon-
strated by the effect of iodine. The creature dies suddenly
without collapsing. The progress of the fluid can be traced

along the fibres into the minutest meshes ; and there remains
for a long time a transparent ball, traversed in every direction

by the brown fibres, beaded with the vacuoles and granules,

and having every reticulation on the surface sharply defined.

I am inclined to regard the tentacle as tubular, with an

orifice on the inner side at its base. At any rate, I have seen

the colour, when iodine has been used, proceed slowly towards

the distal extremity ; and under the influence of indigo poi-

soning, the granular matter of which the striation consists,

has been disarranged, scattered up and down the interior of

the organ, and in the end has aggregated together in small

globules without much impairing the power of motion. I

recognize no trace of striation in the external membrane ; and
when seen in the normal condition by transmitted light, there

is always a clear substance surrounding the dark centre. This
gives the impression of being made up of a series of discs or

rings. The tentacle is extremely brittle, and breaks with a short

fracture. I have never perceived any tendency to restoration

of the lost part, nor any independent movement in tlie de-

tached fragment. The stump continues active, and readily

comes off at the base. The point is a little flattened. When
the animal is killed in such a manner that this organ has free

play, it always shows a disposition to coil up spirally. The
cilium may be found in every instance in which it is looked

for with a quarter-inch glass,* or even with the half-inch, pro-

vided the creature is left at perfect liberty, and is made to

move, if not in the right position. It often remains at rest

for some time, and then from above looks like a small bright

spot at the base of the " tooth ;"' or it may occasionally be

seen extended over the S-shaped ridge, or even the base of

the tentacle. 1 have many times detected it in motion from

behind through the intervening substance of the body ; and
have noticed it vibrating vigorously long after rupture of the

integument and partial discharge of the contents. A Chara

* I use a quarter-inch glass of Pillischor's, or a l-5th of Smith and
Beck's make.
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trough or shallow concave cell is most convenient for obser-

vations on this part, as the animal swims close to the under

surface of the thin glass, and may be made to turn in any

direction.

The ridge and tooth can scarcely be overlooked. This

ridge is of fibrous structure, and may sometimes be observed

in regular contractile action. Corresponding with these con-

tractions, I have witnessed a to-and-fro motion of the tooth,

as though working on an axis, in a direction towards the base

of the tentacle. A good illustration of this performance is

given by bending the fore and middle fingers and flexing

them on the palm of the hand. The tooth when seen in profile

has the appearance of a conical papilla (Plate VI., fig. 6),

or with a slight change in the point of view, of a hooked
process terminating in a sharp nib (figs. 8, 9). It readily

yields to pressure, and I have seen it become shrivelled up
from the use of astringents, before motion ceased in the cilium

and tentacle.

The " vacuoles" are alimentary sacs. When empty, they

are usually contracted and grouped near the membranous tube

which leads from the oral aperture, a iew only being scattered

among the internal reticulations. Their situation is constantly

changing, sometimes Avith a steady advance, at others by jerks
;

while the fibrous meshes with which they are connected

undergo a relative alteration in shape. Gentle pressure will

occasionally expel them through the oral or anal aperture
;

but I have seen them spontaneously ejected without rupture,

and float away from the body. In one instance where this

occurred, and where the contents consisted of granular matter,

fragments of Diatomace2e, and particles of sand, the sac re-

mained entire for some time. When it burst, the membrane
doubled up, the contents escaped, and the bits of silica were

characteristically shown with the polariscope. I have never

known these gastric pouches, or alimentary substances to be

voided by any other outlet than those connected with the

central depression.

The position of the second aperture, or anus, communica-
ting with the gastric pouch, appears to me to be at the pos-

terior end of this depression, on the side opposite to the

tooth, and somewhat further back (fig. 7).

The mode of reproduction is at present far from being

satisfactorily made out. I have never met with a double in-

dividual, but on one occasion witnessed the process of division,

without, however, noting any proof of its connection witli

that of fissiparous nmltiplicati(m. Contractions of the in-

tegument took place in such a way as to cut off a globular
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mass from the body, about one-fourth of the whole. The two

portions afterwards retained their form with a puckered mark
at the point of separation. The nucleus was not involved in

this operation, which occupied about two hours.

It is also a matter of every-day observation, that when the

body has been torn and nearly all the contents have been lost,

the animal continues to live in a deformed state, if the nucleus

and central parts are left together. They acquire a new in-

vestment, or a portion of the original integument gathers up
round them, while the ragged shreds are cast off.

When several of these creatures have been kept for some
time in still water, it is not unusual to find two of them in

apposition ; but 1 have never discovered any indications of

conjunction, and look upon the condition as one of mere
adhesion. It may, however, have given rise to the mention

of double individuals, as the adhesion is tolerably firm. It

may easily be broken up without injury to either animal.

The nucleus may be demonstrated as a nucleated vesicle,

sometimes solitary, more frequently with several similar, but

smaller nucleated vesicles grouped around it. By careful

manipulation it may be removed from the other structures.

As it floats about, the true form is displayed. Seen in one

position, you have a view of a round vesicle with a smaller

vesicle attached to it by a sort of hour-glass contraction ; in

another, of a round vesicle with a central spot, a nucleated

cell.

I have found the nucleus enclosed in a second membranous
envelope, with a granular yelk-like fluid, which could be seen

pouring out when the membrane gave way (fig. 10).

Beyond this point \ have not been able to trace the nucleus.

On the Nature of the Toreaneh ill and other Varieties of

Coal. By Peter Redfern, M.D., Lond., Lecturer on An-
atomy and Physiology, and cm Histology, in the University

of Aberdeen.

(Read at the Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science at Liverpool, 1854.)

The substances to which 1 intend to allude in the following

paper, under the name of coal, are such as, known commonly a

coal, consist of compressed and chemically altered vegetable

matter, associated loith more or less of earthy substances, ana

cajtable of beiny used as fuel.

Tliough I shall confine myst'lf chiefly to tlie structural cha

raclers which coals present, 1 shall refer briefly to their chie;

I
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geological and chemical relations ; for it is my firm conviction,

that if" the geological, chemical, and microscopical characters

of such substances do not mutually illustrate and confirm

each other, the truth has not been arrived at.

It is my chief object to bring forward a number of facts,

which I have arrived at after a prolonged investigation, and

to detail the method which I have followed in such a way as

to enable every reader to repeat my observations, and either

to confirm or disprove them.

1 have taken the greatest care to obtain authentic speci-

mens, if possible, from different sources, and I have examined
none of the perfect authenticity of which I had not the most
certain evidence. I have caretuUy examined complete sec-

tions of the beds of coal of most importance in the inquiry.

I have broken up these masses, and examined the beds with

the naked eye from top to bottom. In the case of the Tor-
banehill coal I have made thin sections horizontally, and in

two directions vertically, at distances of a few inches through

the thickness of the bed, to determine the structure of the

whole ; and I have likewise examined the coals when reduced

to powder and coke. I have examined upwards of 200 sec-

tions, and other microscopical preparations of diffei'ent coals,

of which 180 were prepared hy my own hand from speci-

mens, the perfect authenticity of which I can easily prove.

In the whole examination I have endeavoured to make out

every fact as it presented itself, and to adopt no explanation

not consistent with the whole, and with the evidence derived

from every means of observation. 1 et I have no wish that

anything which I may advance should be taken for granted.

I am prepared to prove every statement of facts by the pre-

parations on which my observations were made.

The Torbanehiil coal, which has recently excited so much
attention, owing to the well-known jury trial, Gillespie v.

Russel, is found in the coal-measures of the lands of Tor-
banehiil, in the parish of Bathgate, county Linlithgow. It

forms a bed, varying in thickness from 1 foot 4 inches to

1 foot 11 inches, becoming daiker in colour, coarser in tex-

ture, and less valuable as a gas coal, at Bathvale, on the west

of the lands of Boghead ; and very much coarser, and less

valuable still, at Barbachlaw, about half a mile to the north-

west of Boghead, where the seam is worked by the Monk-
land's Iron Company.

The position of the bed does not differ from that of a bed

of coal. It has a thin layer of cement-stone immediately

,.
above it, varying in thickness from half an inch to two inches.
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Above that is a bed of shale, varying in thickness up to

four feet. Immediately below the bed is a stratum of

fire-clay, with occasional ironstone-balls, about two inches

thick, and very full of the impressions of plants. Under that

is a layer of good bright-looking coal of six inches in tliick-

ness. Occasionally a thin layer of common coal runs through

the cannel, and is variable in thickness. It appears, there-

fore, that the bed is in a similar geological position to that of

other cannel coals.

In working the coal, it is got in rhomboidal blocks, ex-

tending through the whole thickness of the scam, and mea-
suring from six to sixteen inches in breadth, and from five to

fifteen in depth (back). The fractui'e perpendicular to the

plane of stratification is conchoidal, that parallel to the same
plane is slaty. The colour is of a light brown, and the streak

yellow and dull in the upper part of the seam ; in the lower

part the colour is, in many specimens, as dark and lustrous as

that of many other cannels, and the streak varies in a like

proportion.

When viewed chemically (I now quote from the evidence

of Dr. George Wilson, one of the pursuer's witnesses at the

late jury trial), " There is no ingredient in common coal that

is not at all present in the Torbane mineral. There is no
ingredient in Torbane mineral that is entirely absent from all

known coals."

But there are some chemical peculiarities. The quantity

of earthy matter is large, 1 8 per cent. ; but many well-known
coals contain a still larger quantity. The fixed carbon is

small in quantity, but analyses of other coals have shown less ;

and the total carbon is quite equal to that in other cannel

coals— 65^^ per cent. (Hoffman and Stenhouse). The hydro-

gen is in very large quantity (7i to 9 per cent.), but even in

this particular the Methill coal approaches very closely ; for

Professor Anderson found 7*54 per cent, in it.

The following tables, copied from a paper by my esteemed
friend Dr. Fyfe, published by the Royal Scottish Society of

Arts, will be found of great value in comparing the Torbane-
hill with other coals. To the whole of that paper I may refer

as a statement of a mass of facts, unquestionably proving that

the Torbanehill mineral is similar in every chemical relation

to other coals.

(^n this table Dr. Fyfe remarks: "That tlie proportion of

volatile matter of the coals varies from about 37 to nearly G7
per cent. ; of course the coke varies from about 33 to 63. The
proportion of fixed carbon and of ash in the coke also varies

;
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the former l)ein2^ from about 18 to 52, the ash from 3"6 to

28-5."

Table of the Proportions of Volatile Matter, of Coke, of Fixed Carbon,
and of Ash, in 100 parts of different Coals, and in the Torbane Mineral.

Coals.

c. cannel.

h. household.

Wigan, Ince Hall . c.

,, ,, c.

Torbane household
Kinneil. , • . c.

Donibristle . . c.

Capledrae (2ud) . c.

Knightswood . . c.

Balbardie . . . b.

Lochgellie . . . c.

Disco Island . . h.

Monkland . . . c.

Lesmahago . . c.

Specific

Gravity.

In 100 parts of
Coal.

1255

1237

1310

1384

Methill . . . . c.

Capledrae (1st) . c.

Wemyss . . . c.

1238

Volatile
Matter,

37
37
38
44
46
47
47
43
50
50-6
54-2
57-4
58-3

59
59-1
66*6

Coke.

62-4
62-3
61-7
55-6
53-5
52-8
52-5
56-4
49-6
49 4
45'8
42-6
41 7

41-0
40-9
33-4

I
In 100 parts of

I
Coke.

56-0
50-5
52*5
44-4
49-2
24-3
48 '5
29-8
36-2
39-6
39-5
39-0
35-3
18-5
33'2
21*9

Ash. Carbon,

6

11

9

11

4
28'

4'

26
13
9-8
6-3
3-6
6-4

22-5
7-7

11-5

89-7
81-0
85*0
80-0
92-0
46-0
92-4
52-8
73-0
80-0
86-2
91'5
84-6
45-0
18'8
65-5

10"3
19-0
15-0
20-0
8-0
54-0
7-6

47-2
27-0
20-0
13*8

8 5
15-4

55
81-2
34-5

Torbane 66-9
68-1
68-4
69*0
69-8
69-8
70*1

33-1
31-9
31*6
31-0
30-2
30-2
29-1

17-5
17-4
23-0
21 '7
17-1
23-2
12-8

47-1
45-4
27-2
30-0
43-3
29-8
56-0

average 1199 68-8 31'2 11*9 18-3

Tree in Torbane . 68 8 31'2 10'8

38-4

26-4 34-6

52*9
54-6
72-8
70-0
56-7
70-2
44-0

61-6

65-4

"The average per-centage of these ingredients in Torbane
nineral is 69 of volatile matter, 31 of coke, 12 of fixed car-

ijon, and 18 of ash. It does not, therefore, differ from coals

excepting in two particulars : viz., that it yields more gaseous

products and less fixed carbon. But even in these the diifer-

?nce is very trifling ; being only about 2 '4 per cent, inore

;han that of the former from Wemyss' coal, and 8*5 less of

;he latter than from Methill coal : indeed, some of the samples
)f Torbane contain only 2 per cent. less. The per-centage of

p
ish in some of the samples is less than in several of the coals

;

ind the average quantity is not so great as that of Methill
ind Capledrae."
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Taele showing tlie average projiortiou of the different (ultimate) ingre-

dients of Coal and of Torbane Mineral.

Coals.
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In every part of the coal very evident fossil plants are

'ountl. Some are in the shape of large trunks of trees, fluted

t'ertically on the surface, and one to two feet in diameter.

The most numerous are Sti2;mariae, of various sizes, flattened,

ind sending^ off abundant rootlets into the mass. I do not

3elieve that a single fractured surface can be shown which

loes not present portions of fossil plants, and these are in

jvery respect similar to those found in other coals, but far

nore numerous than they.

Every fractured surface likewise shows a number of an-

ular, flattened facets, on different planes from that of the

general surface of the fracture. Tliese occur everywhere in

he bed. Not a cubic inch of the coal can be got without

hem ; they, too, are impressions or portions of fossil plants.

^Vhen examined with a pocket-lens, or a low power of the

nicroscope, these surfaces, and the larger surfaces of the more
)bvious fossils, present similar appearances, and show, over

paces not unfrequently of many inches in extent, the scalari-

brm tissue so abundant in ferns, or some closely allied vege-

able tissue. The vessels of this tissue present themselves

)n their sides, and in various oblique and transverse sections

n the different parts.

If it be borne in mind that a very large portion of the whole

)ed of coal is made up of such easily recognisable vegetable

tructures, and that 65g per cent, of the mass is carbon, I think

)ut little difficulty will be experienced in arriving at the con-

tusion that it owes its origin almost entirely to the vegetable

cingdom.

Before leaving these fossils, it is to be carefully noticed

hat it is only when the fracture has exposed them in a par-

icular way that they are thus distinguished from the mass in

vhich they are imbedded. For the most part, the appear-

inces they present on any but their natural surfaces are exactly

hose presented by the mass. When a fossil stem is carefully

eparated from the coal, and its surfaces are recognised as

latural faces presented by the plant, one is surprised to find

hat the structure of thin sections made through it does not

lifFer from that of thin sections of the whole bed, except

vhere scalariform vessels appear. Now, there is no ground

or the belief that there ever was a plant containing scalari-

orm vessels, of which the greater part was not composed of

softer and cellular mass ; and there is just as little reason

or supposing that, where the shape of a plant and its scalari-

(orm vessels have been so perfectly preserved, there would be

jio trace of its other structures. So, when it is shown that

here is a very remarkable arrangement of the parts of these
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fossils, and that the same arrangement, in all its essential fea-

tures, exists in all of them and in the substance in which they

are imbedded, I think that good, if not altogether conclu-

sive, evidence is offered, that the bed of coal which contains

fossil vegetables, and has everywhere the same essential cha-

racters of structure and chemical composition as those fossils,

is itself a bed of vegetable matter.

Let us now pass from these general observations to more
special ones, less easily made and understood. Cut a small

block of coal from the Torbanehill bed, say of one inch long,

two-thirds of an inch wide, and half an inch thick, so that its

upper and lower surfaces shall be exactly parallel to the sur-

faces of the whole seam
;
polish its faces, and having coated

them with varnish, or covered them in turn with a drop of oil,

examine them with magnifying powers from 5 to 100 diameters

as opaque objects. The upper and lower surfaces of such a

block are alike, and the sides and ends are alike, but widely

different in appearance from the upper and lower surfaces.

The top and bottom of the block are studded with more or

less rounded yellow spots, closely set in a darker mass ; the

sides and ends present a number of elongated yellow spots

in a darker mass. Such appearances are presented by the

surfaces of all such blocks, from whatever parts of the bed of

coal they may have been taken ; but they are least obvious in

the upper part of the seam, and are more easily recognised

the lower the part examined. These appearances I believe

to be produced by rounded yellow masses, flattened above and
below.

There are also to be seen on all such blocks irregularly

elongated and angular black patches, and branching black

lines, which run in various directions on the upper and IowctiIk

surfaces, but for the most part in the direction iu which the Q(

coal splits on the sides and ends. Near the top of the seam, n
crystals are seexi scattered on all the surfaces of the blocks. In

The appearances presented by the surfaces of small blocks, ih

I think, have been mistaken in the case of other coals for
]

evidence of their consisting of woody tissue, whereas they are aj

merely the result of the laminar aggregation of the structures k^

of which beds of coal are formed. t|i

Let us for a moment examine the differences presented by
llie

a block of wood and one of coal. If we take such a block as iji

that of which 1 have spoken from the trunk of a tree, so thai rj^

its upper surface would look towards the branches, and the m^

lower towards the root, these surfaces will present us with rHjn

number of rounded openings and rings, which are the cut ex-
je^

tremities of the vertical fibres and vessels of which the wooc ij

k

til
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is made up ; whilst the sides and ends of the block will be
striated verticallif, because they show the sides of the fibres

and vessels, which have been sepai'ated from each other in

their course.

The block of coal presents rounded yellow spots above and
elow, and horizontally striated sides and ends. Now, there

is this wide difference between the wood and coal—that wood
s composed of a multitude of fibres and vessels, arranged
v^ertically in a tree, and therefore cut across by a horizontal

section, and separated from each other so as to produce a ver-

tical striation on every vertical section, make it where you
may. Coal, on the other hand, consists of a multitude of

thin laminae, applied upon each other like the leaves of a
book. These laminae are made up of rounded yellow bodies,

flattened above and below, imbedded in a darker mass, and so

3n every horizontal section these bodies are separated as one
ivould lift off t!ie coins of a pile from each other ; whilst a

i^ertical section passes through them as such a section would
;hrough the pile of coin.

There is, therefore, as much resemblance between a block
jf coal and one of wood as there is between a substance com-
posed of a series of laminae, and another made up of a number
)f fibres closely packed, together.

We now turn to the appearances of thin sections of the Tor-
banehill coal, when examined by high powers of the micro-

cope,

I think it will be obvious, from what has been said, that

he nature of any substance which can be examined by sec-

ions may be made out if such sections are made horizontally

it different depths, and vertically in several directions, so that

;he planes of these vertical sections are at various angles to

ach other. Or, if we cut sections from the top or bottom,

ind from the side and end of such small blocks as those be-

"ore named, these will enable us to judge of the nature of the

structures of which the mass is coinposed.

Pieces of coal may be split horizontally from a block with a

Lnife and hammer with great ease for making thin hoi'izontal

lections ; but, for vertical sections, a saw or the diamond-
vheel of the lapidary must be made use of. All sections of

he Torbanehill cannel may be ground sufficiently thin by the

land without being cemented to a slip of glass in the ordinary

atvay. This plan is far more satisfactory in its results than

iny other I have tried, and is much less likely to lead to error,

"rom destruction of tissue or obliteration of it by the materials

ised in making the sections. I have 26 sections, horizontal

nd vertical, which I prepared in this way from the same
VOL. III. I
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block of coal. To ensure accuracy, I made sections in three

places, at different depths, in half an inch of cement-stone at

the top ; and others in the coal, at distances of 2, 4, 6, 10, and

16 inches from the top of the seam. The results were pre-

cisely similar to those which I obtained from sections prepared

from numerous other blocks of the coal obtained from a great

variety of sources. At each part of a bed of coal examined

I have made at least three thin sections, and distinguished

these from each other by the letters H. S., for horizontal sec-

tions ; V. S. a., for vertical sections taken from the side of a

small block ; and V. S. b,, for vertical sections cut from the

ends of such blocks. Having bestowed the greatest care in

the investigation, from beginning to end, I feel assured that

other observers will corroborate my facts and the correctness

of my drawings, from which the accompanying plates have

been executed, however different their conclusions may be

from my own.

Horizontal sections taken from all parts of the Torbanehill

coal, except about the upper two inches, show:

—

1st. A number of irregularly rounded spots of a lemon-
yellow colour, varying in diameter from about 1-2 50th to

l-800th of an inch, and bounded by dark- brown matter, which
separates them from each other (Plate VII., fig. 3), or from,

2nd, smaller yellow patches, of a distincdy angular and poly-

gonal shape, having a very uniform diameter of 1-1 500th of

an inch, and a dark-brown outline, which in many places is

distinctly double.

Vertical sections show these yellow spots elongated, mea-
suring about l-300th to l-1200th of an inch horizontally, or

in the direction of the laminae of bedding, and from l-500th
to 1-1 900th of an inch perpendicularly to these laminae and
the whole bed (Plate V II., fig. 4). In whatever direction a ver-

tical section is made, the appearances which it presents are

the same. In everyone there is a general horizontal striation
;

i. e., having its striae parallel to the laminae of bedding. In
horizontal sections there is no striation whatever.

Here are two points of such primary importance in the in-

quiry into the real nature of the Torbanehill and other coals,

that I cannot do them suflicient justice without a slight

digression from the preceding account of the appearances of
sections.

I have before stated that a small block of coal with six

surfaces presents two appearances when examined as an
opaque object : one on its upj)er and lower surfaces, and the

other on its sides and ends. One appearance is that of a
number of rounded yellow spots in a black mass; the other,
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that of a number of elongated yellow spots, so close together

in the same mass that the black matter between them forms

black striae parallel to the laminae of bedding. I have now
shown that thin horizontal and vertical sections of the coal

differ in the same manner and degree : horizontal sections

showing rounded yellow spots with dark-brown boundaries ;

and vertical sections, elongated yellow spots with dark-brown
boundaries, like dark striee running in the direction of the

laminae of bedding of the coal.

I stated at the outset that the coal will split with great ease

horizontally, but in no other direction. I would now point to

such vertical sections of coals as have been prepared without

having been cemented to the glass slide, for the most positive

proof that all such sections break up with great ease in the

direction of the striae parallel to the laminae of bedding, whilst

such a tendency to split is never observed in horizontal

sections.

1 explain the tendency to split, which exists in all vertical

sections but never in horizontal ones, by the wide differences

in the microscopical characters of such sections ; and I think

it need scarcely be observed, that the characters presented by
the whole bed of coal, by small blocks when examined by low
powers of the microscope as opaque objects, and by thin

sections examined by high powers, mutually illustrate and
explain each other.

The only professedly complete account of the structure of

the Torbanehill as compared with other coals was given about

nine or ten months ago, in a paper read before the Micro-

scopical Society of London, and published in the last volume
of its Transactions. This paper, it is stated, was founded on
an examination of sections of most of the well-known varieties

of British coal, and supported by drawings and an extensive

series of preparations. Its conclusions, moreover, appear to

have received the assent of the Society ; for the President

stated in his published address that " the paper clearly de-

monstrates the presence, not merely of the remains of plants,

but of a peculiar woody structure in every description of coal,

and the absence of this peculiar structure in the mineral in

question."

There appear to be two very important statements in that

paper, on which its conclusions are founded :— 1st. That in

the Torbanehill coal there is " no flifFerence in structure

whichever way the section is made ;" and, 2nd, that a cubical

fragment of coal " on four of its six sides, in certain lights,

will exhibit a fibrous appearance, like a longitudinal section

of wood ;" again, that " transverse and longitudinal sections"

I 2
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of coal '• are totally different, but both agreeing with cor-

responding sections of wood."

First, the Torbanehill coal shows " no difference in struc-

ture whichever way the section is made," My conclusion is

exactly the reverse:—That there is always a remarkable dif-

ference in horizontal and vertical sections of Torbanehill coal

;

and to this I add, that that difference is of the same kind as

the difference which exists between horizontal and vertical

sections of other coals.

In evidence of the correctness of my observation 1 refer,

1st, to the illustrations accompanying this paper ;
2nd, to

confirmatory^ photographic representations of different sections

which I exhibited at the last meeting of the British Associa-

tion ; 3rd, to all horizontal and vertical sections prepared in

the way I have directed, as they all show a very marked
difference even to the naked eye ; and, 4thly, to the fact that

the Torbanehill coal will only split in one direction ; in it-

self furnishing undeniable evidence of there being some
difference in the arrangement of the structure in different

directions.

Second, a cubical fragment of coal " on four of its six sides,

in certain lights, will exhibit a fibrous appearance, like a

longitudinal section of wood \' and " transverse and longitu-

dinal sections" of coal "are totally different, but both agreeing

witli corresponding sections of wood." My conclusion is, that

a culiical fragment of coal on four of its six sides exhibits a

striated appearance altogether unlike that presented by a

cubical fragment of wood, and produced by the laminar

aggregation of the structures of the coal. To support my
conclusion, I simply draw attention to the fact, that if I cut

a piece of wood across the direction of the striae on one of its

surfaces I see a number of rin^^s, which are the cut ends of

the woody fibres and vessels ; but if I cut a piece of coal in

the same way, I only find other striae produced by its laminae,

as if I were to cut in various directions across the leaves of a

book. Again, it is stated " that transverse and longitudinal

sections" of coal " are totally different, but both agreeing
vvitli corresponding sections of wood." I conclude that,

though horizontal and vertical sections of coal differ, both are

also entindy and essentially different from corresponding sec-

tions of wood ; for, whilst all vertical sections of coal present

the same horizontally-striated appearance, corresponding sec-

tions of wood present striae arranged vertically. If we cut
across the striae of wood we see the ends of its fibres and
vessels ; but when sections arc made a( ross the direction of

the striae of coal, other stria* aj)pear ; for the simple reason
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that the striae of wood are produced by fibres and vessels, but
the striae of coal are due to its formation of laminap.

We now return to our examination of the appearances of

thin sections of Torbanehill coal :

—

Many of the larger yellow spots of horizontal sections

(Plate VII., fig. 1) are lobed, as if compounded of three or more
smaller spots joined together. In the greater number of these,

more or less distinct double lines, which radiate from the

centre of the spots, divide them into a number of polygonal

spaces, more highly coloured than the spaces between the

double lines, and often presenting at some part a still darker
spot in each. This delicate division of the yellow matter

into polygonal masses is most obvious when preparations are

preserved in Canada balsam, and almost entirely disappears

when sections are preserved and examined in fluid. A similar

radiate striation exists in the corresponding reddish-yellow

bodies of the ^Yemyss coal (Plate VII., figs. 5 and 6). But it

happens very commonly that the dark-brown matter of the

boundary of these spaces stretches into them for some distance

in lines at times reaching to their centres, where there are

other dark-brown lines arranged in a radiate (often a tri-

radiate) manner. These lines are quite permanent in whatever

medium the sections may be examined.

The action of heat offers great assistance in the determina-

tion of the nature of the yellow spots. It dissipates the whole

of the vellow colour, and leaves angular and polygonal open-

ings in the thin section, bounded by the dark-brown matter,

which it has slightly blackened (Plate IX., fig. 2). It can now
be determined, even upon a single section, that the boundaries

of the yellow matter form definite walls for all the smaller

spaces, for where the section has passed directly through the

wall, this is shown by a broad, sharp, black line; but where

it has cut the yellow mass near its upper or lower wall, there

is a shading from the edge of the spot towards its centre, as

would be the case if the boundary were formed of vegetable

membrane. But further, in such yellow spots as present no

very clear indication of the existence of membranous septa in

their interior, heat often renders the existence of such septa

as obvious as in other parts. A yellow spot is shown in

fig. 2, from half of which the yellow matter has been entirely

driven off, whilst it remains in the other half. In the half

least acted on by the heat, this agent has blackened septa

which before were scarcely visible ; and, in tlie other iialf, such

septa are seen to form the boundaries of spaces of a regularly

angular and polygonal shape, and of the same size as those

which constitute the smaller yellow patches of fig. 3, Plate VII.
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The appearance of the sections to which heat has been

applied is quite sufficient to determine the fact that the gas-

giving power of this coal depends upon the yellow matter, the

amount of which is indicated generally by the light colour of

the coal. No coal is so yellow as this in thin sections, and

there is none which approaches it in gas-giving power.

Torbanehill coal produces 15,000 cubic feet of gas per ton,

and the best of the other known coals will not yield more than

12,000 cubic feet per ton. It may be suggested, that the dark

boundaries of the spaces from which the yellow matter has

been driven off by heat consist of earthy matter ; but I think

no one would arrive at that conclusion who had tested their

strength by pressure and friction between two glasses when
the preparation was immersed in viscid balsam, I do not

doubt that the earthy matter has been left by the heat with

the free carbon of the texture, and I think the absence of all

crystalline or other obvious earthy particles in the middle

and lower portions of the seam sufficient proof that the

18 per cent, of earthy matter which chemistry proves to be
present in the coal has got there in a state of solution, or of

fine molecular subdivision.

Now, what conclusions can be drawn from these facts as to

the nature of the yellow spots ? They are more or less circular,

flattened, solid bodies, containing a large portion of the gas-

giving substance of the coal, and bounded by vegetable fibres

and membranes often in a fragmentary state. Heat drives off

their yellow matter in the shape of gas, and shows in their

very substance polygonal cavities with definite walls, where,

without heat, such cavities and septa could not have been

supposed to exist. I cannot explain the nature of these bodies

otherwise than by supposing them to have had their origin in

a mass of vegetable cells and tissues which have been disin-

tegrated and otherwise changed by maceration, pressure, and
chemical action, and subsequently solidified. Moreover,
exactly similar bodies make up a large portion of cannel

coals generally. I would especially refer to the Wemyss,
Methill, Capledrae, and Rochsoles coals. Of these the Wemyss
coal is especially remarkable in showing the radiate striation

of the yellow masses of the Torbanehill coal ; and, if I am
not greatly mistaken, it demonstrates a clear relation between
the yellow bodies just named, and the dark rings of horizontal

sections of Lesmahago, Kinneil, Lochgelly, Wigan, and other

cannols, which have been described as transverse sections of

vessels or fibres.

Hut there are smaller and more regular yellow spaces,

liaviiig far more definite walls, sometimes double (Plate VII.,
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fig. 3). These are found in every part of the coal, in greater

or less number, and they occur also in patclies in the cement-

stone covering it. They are almost exactly of the same size

as the polygonal spaces shown in Plate IX , fig. 2, to illustrate

the action of heat. I can conceive no other interpretation of

these spaces than that they are actual vegetable cells, much
less changed than those before named.

3rd. The dark-brown material between the yellow masses

is very scanty and granular where these masses almost merge
into each other ; elsewhere it is in considerable quantity, and
is studded at slight intervals with patches of a yellow, red,

brown, or almost black colour, in shape elongated, angular,

rounded, bifurcate, and bent or even coiled. These make up
a large portion of the whole substance between the yellow

masses.

In vertical sections, this dark-brown matter forms lines

which traverse the section in the direction of the laminae of

bedding, and are obviously the same lines as give the striated

appearance to the surfaces of small blocks examined as opaque

objects. The edges of vertical sections (Plate VII., fig. 4),

are very instructive, for on them the vegetable fibres and shreds

of membrane which are seen indistinctly in the substance of

the sections project boldly, so as, I think, to compel the

observer to one conclusion, that they are vegetable tissues.

The dark-brown matter separating the yellow or reddish-yellow

masses of other cannels is of a similar kind to that in the

Torbanehill.

The general structure of the Torbanehill coal is further

illustrated by occasional opportunities of examining the rela-

tion which exists between it, as shown in Plate IX., figs.

3 and 4, and portions of easily recognisable vegetable struc-

ture. In fig. 3, an irregularly elongated, brownish-red mass,

without obvious structure, lies in coal having the same ap-

pearances as that found in the lower part of the seam, and

shown in Plate IX., fig. 4 ; and it will be observed, that from

this mass the septa between the yellow bodies of the coal

appear to radiate. In other parts similar masses are seen in a

structure more like that observed in the upper parts of the

seam. In these, too, the brownish-i'ed matter stretches into

the yellow, and marks it out into a number of spaces. Again,

in Plate IX , fig. 4, a band of reddish and apparently fibrous

matter spreads out over a considerable quadrangular space,

dividing it into polygonal yellow spots ; and, on leaving it at

the opposite angle, what appear to be fibres are again col-

lected into a narrow band.

From the general description of the structure of this coal,
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I excepted about the upper two inches of the bed, because

the yellow spaces there are much less visible, and there is

more uniformity in the appearances of various parts of sections.

Yet thouo-h the yellow matter of the upper part is not so ob-

viously marked out into spaces by the dark-brown substance,

that part being, I presume, less carbonised than those lower

in the seam, the mass consists of alternate patches of yellow

and reddish-brown matter, and presents a very marked differ-

ence on horizontal and vertical sections. The vertical sections

of this part always show reddish-brown bands or patches,

sometime^:; branching, and always extending in the direction

of the lamince of bedding, like the dark-brown bands of ver-

tical sections in the lower part of the seam (Plate VII., fig. 2).

A very gradual change of appearance is noticed on passing

from the upper to the lower parts of the seam, and in each of

these parts there are occasional patches which present the

ordinary appearances of the other, so I have no doubt that

originally both were formed nearly in the same way.

Crystals which polarise light very highly exist in all the

higher parts of the bed, but they are not found in the lower.

One is shown in Plate VII., fig. 2.

4th. Every horizontal section presents a number of more
or less rounded or angular bodies, in colour yellow, red, or

brown, and in size measuring from l-500th to l-2000th of an
inch (Plate VIII., fig. 5). Most of them occur singly, but oc-

casionally two, three, or more lie close together ; and I have a

preparation in which is a group of fifty or sixty of the smallest

of these bodies. When they occur singly, I think four or five

may generally be seen in a field of the microscope of about

l-60th of an inch in diameter. Sections taken from the upper
part of the bed are most favourable for their examination,

because such sections are of a lighter colour than others, and
can be made much thinner than they without breaking.

In vertical sections, such bodies are always found elongated

(Plate VIII., fig. 6), their length being equal to the diameter

of the spots shown on horizontal sections, and their bi'eadth

varying from l-4000th to l-1300th of an inch. Some of them
present the appearances of coiled fibres, and I believe that

such are either fragments of scalariform vessels, or portions

of filjre, probably from spiral vessels or cells. Others are

circular, both on horizontal and vertical sections, and are

undoubtedly spherical cells. Many whicli are somewhat
angular have an obviously double outline, like cells with thick

walls, and they have small conical or blunt projections stud-

ding them externally. Some liave lost their definite outline

at j)articular spots, as if they had suffered from pressure or
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chemical changes. I know of no interpretation of these ap-

pearances, except that they are produced by free vegetable

cells, such as spores or pollen grains ; but yet I cannot con-

fidently affirm that they are such. Whatever they are, they

are always to be found in other cannel coals.

5th. Scalariform tissue. Wherever a stigmaria is large

enough to admit of removal from the coal, scalariform tissue

may be found in it by thin sections, or the places where the

tissue exists may be selected by a common pocket lens from
any piece of coal containing fossils, as before pointed out.

In some places, the side view of these vessels shows their

ladder-like character nearly as well as a section of a fresh

fern, as in the section from which Plate IX., fig, 1, was taken
;

but generally only very small portions of the vessels are found
in a tolerably entire state, the rest being bent or broken into

fragments of such small size, that of themseh'es they could

not be recognised as belonging to such tissue at all. Such
are some of the fragments found in the dark matter bounding
the yellow bodies of the coal. The influence of the agent

which has broken up this tissue may be distinctly traced in

my preparations from parts which show distinct scalariform

tissue, to others which present a uniform brownish-red mass
devoid of all appearance of structure. The absence of scala-

riform tissue in a large number of sections by no means
proves that its occurrence in the coal is merely accidental, for

I have already pointed out that on all pieces of the coal con-

taining stigmarize, scalariform tissue can be seen in great

quantity by a common pocket lens. Why it does not appear
more commonly on sections, made promiscuously in the coal,

will easily be understood by all who have experienced the

difficulty of obtaining thin sections of pieces of coal contain-

ing a structure so different in density from its other parts as

scalariform tissue. This tissue exists plentifully in other

cannel coals, I have a piece of Capledrae coal, which has a

surface of three or four square inches covered with it.

6th. I found in horizontal sections, reddish-coloured mem-
branes or expansions, as shown in Plate IX., fig. 6, giving off

from one of their surfaces a number of elongated and blunt-

pointed processes, not more than l-2()0th of an inch long, and
at their base about 1-lOOOth of an inch broad. And on ver-

tical sections I noticed bodies similar to that shown in fig. 5

of the same plate. These differ greatly in size, and vary in

colour from a bright yellow in thin sections to a briglit or a

dark-red in thicker ones. They present .almost uniformly the

appearance of reddish or yellow bands, bent so as to enclose

irregular elongated spaces, which are always narrow and
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sometimes of scarcely perceptible breadth. On their opposed

edoes the bands are smooth ; on their exterior, they are almost

uniformly tubercular or pilose. I believe that the various

appearances presented by such sections as those from which

fio-s. 5 and 6 were drawn, result from bodies of a similar kind,

presenting themselves in different aspects in horizontal and

vertical sections. That they are vegetable membranes I have

no doubt, and I believe that they are the remains of more or

less globular and membranous vesicles, studded exteraally

with tubercles or hairs, and nearly smooth within. Are they

spores ? W hatever they are, they increase the similarity

between the Torbanehill and other coals, for in the latter, in

house coals especially, they are very abundant. Very good

preparations of them may always be obtained from a thin

layer of house coal below the Parrot of Bathvale, west of

Boghead.
7th. Occasionally patches of dark-brown fragments are

met with. They, 1 think, are such as appear frequently

in small detached portions in the dark matter of the coal.

One of the patches seems to be a portion of a vessel contain-

ino- a fibre ; if a fragment of a scalariform vessel, its colour

is totally different from that generally existing in that tissue

in the coal. Similar patches (as far as I can judge) occur

quite commonly in other coals.

Saivdiist and Powder.—When reduced to small fragments,

as in the form of sawdust or powder, the Torbanehill coal

separates in the position of the dark matter into rounded and

flattened yellow masses, surrounded by a dark outline, or into

groups of these masses. There are also numerous elongated

fragments, yellow, reddish-brown, and dark-brown in colour,

and rounded or angular in different instances. I believe all

these appearances to be the result of an accumulation of vege-

table membranes, cells, and fibres, which originally formed

the mass. At any rate, whether vegetable or not, there is no

essential difference in the microscopical appearances presented

by small fragments of this coal and those of the Methill and

Capledrae cannel coals.

Coke.—Tlie coke of the Torbanehill coal is greyish, dis-

tinctly laminated, of the same bulk as the coal from which it

is formed, and of but little use as fuel, from its containing so

small a quantity of fixed carbon. When reduced to frag-

ments, and examined microscopically, the coke of the upper

layers of coal presents a number of iiTegularly rounded black

masses, some of which have round or angular openings in

them. The coke of the lower layers presents a greater

numi)er of elongated and angular fragmeiits, such as might
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be produced bj woody fibres. These characters of the Tor-

banehill coal are such as belong to the coke of the jNIethill

and Capledrae cannel coals. 1 feel satisfied that there are no

essential differences between them, and that they are not

distinguishable from each other by their microscopical cha-

racters.

Asli.—Xeither in this coal, nor any other, is there a trace

of vegetable structure in the ash, except where a very rare

silicification has taken place. Care must be taken, however,

that the mistake of confounding coke and the popular term

ashes with the scientific word ash be not repeated. The ashes

of coal (using the popular phrase) always contain vegetable

structures unconsumed; but from the ash of coal, as spoken

of by scientific men, all the organic matters have been driven

off by careful combustion, and nothing but earthy matter

remains.

It is important to distinguish the appearances first de-

scribed, which are general in the bed of coal, with some of

those last noticed, as only occurring occasionally in it. What-
ever explanation of the structure and mode of formation of

the bed may be adopted, it must be based on the appearances

which are delineated in Plate \TI., figs. 1 to 4, rather than upon
those which are rare, selected from a number of specimens,

and shown in some of the other figures. It is always desira-

ble that the chemical composition of any body examined mi-

croscopically be taken into account ; because where the micro-

scope alone will not enable us to decide at once as to the

nature of an object, the microscopical and chemical charac-

ters, taken together, will often do so. This is precisely such

a case ; for the conclusions which, I think, are to be drawn

from the structure of this bed of coal, are in a most important

manner corroborated and strengthened by the evidence of its

nature which chemistry supplies.

Were we to arrange and classify the known coals chemi-

cally and histologically, it would be found that anthracite

would take its position at one end of the scale and Torbane-

hill cannel coal at the other. Anthracite is almost pure car-

bon ; Torbanehill contains less fixed carbon than any other

coal. Anthracite is very difficult to ignite, and gives out

scarcely any gas ; Torbaneliill coal burns like a candle, and

yields 3,000 cubic feet of gas per ton more than any other

known coal ; its gas being also of greatly superior illuminating

power to any other. Below the Torbanehill come the Wigan,

Capledrae, and Lesmahago coals. In lightness in colour of

the streak, Torbanehill stands highest, then come Methill,

Rochsoles, and Capledrae,
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Structurally, I place cannel coals at one end of the scale

and anthracite at the other, common coals intervening. In

anthracite it is very difficult to show vegetable structure of

any kind ; in common or house coal this can be done more
easily ; and in cannels most readily of all. The cannels I

should arrange as follows :— Torbanehill, Bathvale, Bar-

bachlaw, Wemyss, Methill, Capledrae, Lesmahago, Wigan,
&c.

Space Vi^ill not permit me to enter upon a detailed descrip-

tion of the appearances presented by other coals when ex-

amined microscopically. I may state, however, that those

which the cannels present are essentially similar to those

which I have described in the Torbanehill coal. I refer, for

confirmation of this statement, to the figures of Methill,

Wemyss, and Capledrae coals. The house coals differ more
widely in structure from the cannels than these do amongst

themselves
;
yet I think the essential features of the structural

arrangements are nearly the same in all.

I know of nothing whatever to countenance an idea put forth

in the paper before named,—that all our coals are formed of

soniferous wood. On the other hand, I join geologists and
naturalists in admitting the obvious and constant presence of

fossil stigmariae, lepidodendra, ferns, mosses, &c., as evidence

that coal-beds were formed of such plants. 1 think the mi-

croscope affords the most conclusive evidence that the struc-

tural arrangements of coal are totally different from those of

wood ; and that it points to the formation of coal, especially

of cannel coal, from a more or less fluid pulp, resulting from

maceration and chemical changes taking place in large masses

of vegetable tissues, such as are now going on in peat bogs,

especially in those which are semi-fluid and quaking. Every

one knows the effect produced upon the potato, apple, turnip,

&c.— masses of vegetable cells—by boiling. The individual

cells are isolated, and a soft pulp results Tlie anatomist

knows that maceration produces precisely similar results on

animal and vegetable tissues ; and it is in this way that I

believe the elements of the tissues of plants have been sepa-

rated from each other, partially disintegrated, and re-arranged

in a laminar form preparatory to their solidification into a

mass of coal. Whether such coal contain an enormous per-

centage of fixed carbon, and give out scarcely any gas, as in

anthracite; or have but a small quantity of fixed carbon, and

give out a large quantity of gas, by the union of its hydrogen

with other carbon, as in the Torbanehill coal, seems to de-

T)end ui)()n the nature and amount of chemical change to

which it has been subjected in its formation. In parts of
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many coal-beds, no crystalline or other aggregation of earthy

matter is detected by the microscope ; and yet chemistry de-

termines the presence of a considerable amount per cent, of

such matter. In such cases, I believe, the earthy matter has

been added to the vegetable part in a state of solution, or

fine molecular subdivision ; whilst, where in other instances

crystals and earthy particles of considerable size occur, it is as

plain that many of these have been deposited as such origi-

nally, as is likely to be the case in the instances in which
beds of coal are formed in the beds of large rivers,

I will now endeavour to state very briefly the facts which
I believe to have been made out In this investigation, with the

conclusions which, I think, they warrant, as to the nature of

the Torbanehill coal.

1st. That the whole seam is laminated— a sufficient expla-

nation of its tendency to split horizontally, and of its slaty

fracture.

2nd. That it abounds in fossil plants, especially Stigmariae,

which present well-preserved scalariform tissue on their sur-

face, in whatever part of the bed they appear.

3rd. That the small angular facets, seen in different planes

on every fractured surface, are produced by vegetable tissues,

easily recognised under low powers of the microscope.

4th. That small blocks examined as opaque objects with

low powers present rounded yelloAv spots on their upper and
lower surfaces, and elongated yellow spots on their sides and
ends, bounded by dark-brown matter—appearances which are

produced by circular masses of yellow matter flattened ver-

tically.

5th. That thin sections, made horizontally, show rounded

yellow patches, often lobed ; but similar sections, made ver-

tically, show yellow spots, elongated in the direction of the

laminae. These yellow spots are bounded by dark matter, in

great part made up of fiagments of vegetable fibre and mem-
brane. The addition of heat drives off the yellow matter as

gas, and leaves polygonal spaces, like the remains of vege-

table cells, in the mass generally, and in some of the yellow

bodies.

6th. That, besides the circular-flattened yellow bodies,

there are much smaller polygonal and flattened bodies of the

same colour, more uniform in diameter, sometimes with double

walls, resembling vegetable cellular tissue.

7th. That other appearances, such as would be produced

by masses of vegetable tissue sending off" fibres or membranes
into the spaces between the yellow bodies, to constitute their

boundaries, occur here "and there in the mass, confirming the
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conclusions before drawn from the examination of the yellow
bodies of the coal.

8th. That circidar or an2:ular-flattened bodies, or spherical

ones, from l-500th to 1 -2000th of an inch in diameter, occur

in considerable numbers in all sections of the coal, separate or

in gfroups, and resemble free vegetable cells, as spores, pollen

grains, &c.

Other bodies, of all sizes, up to the l-20th of an inch, ap-

pearing more or less rounded and tubercular, or pilose, on one
surface, as seen on horizontal sections, and linear and bent on
vertical ones, appear here and there. Such appearances would
be produced by membranous capsules or cells, tuberculated or

pilose on the outside and smooth in their interior.

9th. That whatever opinions may be entertained as to the

interpretation of the appearances presented by this coal, it is

impossible, consistently with the facts, to deny that its sec-

tions present a remarkably regular arrangement of their parts,

quite different on horizontal and vertical sections, and only

capable of explanation by supposing it to have been the re-

sult of crystallisation, or of animal or vegetable organisation.

That the coal is not a mass of crystals, is shown by the ab-
sence of the crystalline form, and, to some extent, by the fact

that it does not polarise light. Neither its structure nor
chemical composition offers the least countenance to the

supposition that it is of animal origin ; whilst every par-

ticular of its structure, and the fact that it is mainly com-
posed of carbon, point to its being a mass of vegetable
matter.

10th. The Torbanehill resembles other cannel coals in its

geological position, its lamination, its variable thickness and
value in different parts of the seam—in 65j per cent, of it

being carbon ; in burning like a candle when lighted at a
flame ; in crackling in the fire ; in containing every chemical
ingredient found in other coals, and none but such as exist in

them ; in its great gas-giving power ; in possessing a remark-
al)ly regular structure, differing widely on horizontal and ver-

tical sections, similar in every essential feature to that existing

in other coals, and only capable of explanation on tlie suppo-
sition tliat it is produced by vegetable tissues ; and in being
everywhere full of fossil plants, easily recognised by the

naked eye.

11th. The Torbaneliill differs from other cannel coals,—in

its colour l)eing ligliter ; in its streak being lighter in colour
and dull ; in its giving out far more gas than any other cannel

;

in containing less carbon and more ash than most other coals,

and more hydrogen tlian any known coal ; and in its being
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tougher and more easily reduced to thin sections than other

coals.

The differences it presents from other coals are, therefore,

non-essential ; not differences in kind, but in degree. The
Torbanehill coal differs from other gas coals in being the best

gas coal ; it differs from other cannel coals in being the best

cannel.

On the Enamel aiid Dentine of the Teeth. By T. H.
Huxley, F.R.S.

The first part of the sixth volume of Siebold and Kolliker's

' Zeitschrift fiir Wissenschaftliche Zoologie,' published in

July of the present year, contains a paper by M. Edouard
Lent, ' On the Development of the Dentine and Enamel of

the Teeth.' It could only be a source of gratification to me
that any one should have been led fairly to investigate a sub-

ject, by the perusal of a paper of mine published in this

Journal, even if his results were totally opposed to those at

which I had arrived ; and I do not think that, as a general

rule, controversial writing is worth the paper it is printed on
— assuredly, it is not worth the time it wastes. I should,

therefore, have had nothing to reply to M. Lent's unfavourable

expressions with regard to my labours, were it not for two

circumstances. In the first place, M. Lent is a pupil of Pro-

fessor Kolliker's, and appears to have worked under the eye

of that distinguislied investigator. Indeed, the paper is so

completely sanctioned by Professor Kolliker, that I must regard

him as responsible for it. And in the second place, owing,

as I suppose, to M. Lent's inexperience as an author (though

truly the superintendence of so practised a writer as Pro-

fessor Kolliker should have obviated this difliculty), his

paper is curiously inconsistent with itself, being in form a

severe criticism and refutation—but, in fact, a confirmation

—of the views I ventured to promulgate.

My paper was intended to establish two main points

—

1. Tliat there is no evidence that the dentine is formed by
direct conversion of pre-existing elements of the pulp. 2. That
the enamel is not developed externally to the so-called base-

ment membrane, or membrana preformativa of the pulp, but

internally to it ; Nasmyth's membrane, Avhicli lies over the

enamel, being in fact continuous with the membrana pre-

formativa.

1. On this head, M. Lent adds no new fact or argument of

any kind. He simply repeats and confirms the statement

already made by Professor Kolliker— that minute gelatinous
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processes may often be found passing from the surface of the

pulp into the dentinal canals (a statement which no one de-

nies), and then takes for granted Professor Kolliker's purely

hypothetical interpretation of this fact

—

i. e., that these pro-

cesses are outgrowths of the " cells" of the surface of the pulp

—an hypothesis which is not supported, so far as I am aware,

by a shadow of direct evidence ; and it is to be remembered
that the fact is as well accounted for by my hypothesis as by

any other.

So much for the formation of the dentinal tubules. With
regard to the substance of the dentine, M. Lent does not seem
to have seen much more than myself; for he says that " it is

more probable— indeed certain" that the " grund-substanz
"

is an ^^ excretion of the cells and their processes." (p. 127.)

That is to say, M. Lent {i. e. Professor Kolliker) admits

that there is no new evidence to be brouglit forward as to the

formation of the dentine tubules, and that the substance of

the dentine is formed as I have stated it to be. Truly, then,

I do not see where the " irriye ansicht" with which I am
charged lies.

At page 128 there is a very careless misstatement, which
one might be disposed to overlook in a student, but which is

utterly unpardonable in a production which has the advantage

of Professor Kolliker's deliberate imprimatur.
" As regards Huxley's erroneous view as to the formation of

the dentine, I will only briefly remark, that Huxley has been

so unfortunate as to have seen the dentine from above only."

(p. 128.)

This is truly astounding, considering that at page 160 of my
paper I give particular directions how to obtain a profile view

of the dentine in undisturbed connexion with the pulp ; tliat

figs. 3 and 4 are careful representations of such profile views
;

and that I lay particular stress upon the advantages to be de-

rived from this mode of examination.

2. With regard to the development of the enamel, M. Lent

{i, e. Professor Kolliker) affords a confirmation of my views

;

all the more valuable, as it is evidently most unwillingly

wrung from liim.

At page 129, M. Lent, after stating the ordinary theory of

the development of the enamel, says: "Tliis simple theory

must, however, I believe, be given up, since Huxley has

made a discovery whose truth I must (onfirm—a discovery

which greatly enhances the difficulty of accounting for the

formation of the enamel."

Again, at page 133 :
" From what has been said, it is pretty

clear tliat the membrana preformativa, which may be detached
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from the enamel in the foetal tooth, subsequently becomes the

so-called cuticle of the enamel, as, indeed, Huxley states."

Again, at page 130 :
" When, however, I tested Huxley's

new statements, the matter appeared in quite a new light

—

the more as I could never succeed in disfovering a trace of a

nucleus in an enamel prism. Huxley, in fact, asserts 'that

the enamel is formed beneath the membrana preformativa,

and that the membrana preformativa and cuticle of the enamel
are identical. In this point—as I have found by examining
the fresh teeth of a new-born child and those of a six months'
fcetus—he is about right."

I wish I could give the entire force of M. Lent's exquisite

and polite acknowledgment of the truth of a fundamental fact

for all further theories of dental development, but here is the

original, for those who can appreciate it :
" Hiermit hat es

seine Richtigheit.''''

In this part of M. Lent's paper a second misstatement

occurs, somewhat more gross, if possible, than that which I

have already had occasion to notice.

At page 131 he says :
" Of nuclei, such as Huxley describes

and figures (in the membrana preformativa), I have seen

nothing."

I have carefully re-examined my own paper, to see if I

could find any excuse for a statement so utterly contrary to

fact as this ; and, for the sake of MM. Lent and Kolliker, I

really almost regret to say I can find none whatever.

I invariably call the membrana preformativa a structureless

membrane. I state that Nasmyth's membrane is " about
l-2500th to l-1600th inch thick, perfectly clear and trans-

parent, and, under a high power, exhibits innumerable little

ridges upon its outer surface, which bound spaces sometimes
oval and sometimes quadrangular, and about l-5000th of an
inch in diameter." And I go on to say that this membrane
is nothing but the altered structureless membrana prefor-

mativa. I am equally at a loss to discover any figures of

these " nuclei ;" though it is possible that in consequence of

the reticulation not having been carried evenly all over
Nasmytil's membrane in fig. 2, a very careless person might
misunderstand the figure—the text, however, would at once
correct this misapprehension.

I have neither space nor inclination to follow M. Lent fur-

ther ; as what has been said proves abundantly the only point

worth discussing at all : viz., that the two main facts asserted

in my paper are admitted to be bondfide additions to our know-
ledge ; in fact, one might almost fancy M. Kolliker address-

ing to M. Lent, Balak's famous reproach to Balaam— " \

VOL. III. K
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called upon thee to curse this people, and, lo ! thou hast blessed

them these many tunes."

So far as I am personally concerned, I care little enough
about being absorbed, after Professor KoUiker's ordinary

fashion, in the next edition of the ' Mikroskopische Anatomie,'

where we shall, I doubt not, read, "I and Huxley have made
out that the enamel is formed under the membrana preforma-

tiva," &c., &c. But I think that Professor Kolliker will do
well to reflect whether he is likely to increase his most de-

servedly high reputation, by encouraging in a student a dis-

ingenuonsness of which he himself, I hope, would be heartily

ashamed.
I may add, in conclusion, that there are, I believe, two very

good minor grounds of cavil in my paper. One is at page 159,

where I state incidentally that Professor Kolliker does not

mention Nasmyth's discovery in his ' Mikroskopische Ana-
tomie '—an error for which I cannot account, and for which I

can only apologise, as a complete oversight. The other is the

description of the cement of the calf's tooth at page 162 ; in

which, a subsequent examination has led me to think there are

errors of interpretation. I have had no leisure to re-examine

this point, and I recommend it to MM. Lent and Kolliker, if,

as it would seem, they have some unaccountable source of

satisfaction in finding me wrong—a thing I do myself, quite

without satisfaction, every day.

On the Determination of Species in the D iatomace jE. By
the Rev. Wm. Smith, F.L.S., Professor of Natural History,

Queen's College, Cork.

It has been said, that " Synonymy is the opprobrium of

Science," and not without reason ; for synonymy owes its

existence to imperfect knowledge, imperfect observation, or

imperfect judgment.

Still, as few authors can be required to possess a thorough
acquaintance with the literature of science, and still fewer can

be supposed to exercise perfect accuracy of eye and unei'ring

powers of judgment, synonymy is, to a certain extent, unavoid-

able.

Facts or circumstances first received by one student, will

be again rediscovered by a subsequent observer ignorant of

the former record, and registered as new ; and known pro-

perties or characters, liitherto regarded as of transient or

inferior importance, will be seized upon by a new writer, and
made the basis of important distinctions.
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The multiplication of synonyms may, however, be restrained

within moderate limits, if the scientific observer will exercise

due caution in the creation of new names, carefully abstaining

from designating- the subjects of his study, until he has made
himself, as far as possible, acquainted with the labours of his

predecessors in the same field ; and until he has acquired,

from a wide examination of allied forms, in every stage and
condition of growth, sound and invariable rules, by which to

determine how far certain differences are to be regarded as

specific distinctions, or as accidental or transitional varia-

tions.

In a branch of study to which many are attracted by the

excitement of novelty, and the laudable desire of discovery,

there is some danger that these important cautions may be
overlooked or neglected ; and if the student of larger experi-

ence can, by his remonstrance, curb the impetuosity of such

inquirers or impose upon them safe and certain rules of

observation and discrimination, so that the new science shall

not be burthened with an unnecessarily extended nomenclature,

he will be doing some good service, and saving future ob-

servers much painful and unprofitable labour.

It is with this view that I venture to make a few remarks
upon the discrimination of species in the DiatomacefP, a

department of nature now inviting and receiving much atten-

tion, and in which it is probable many real and presumed
discoveries, as regards new forms, will rapidly be made by
the host of observers who have been attracted to the study.

Several years of close observation of these organisms have,

I believe, enabled me to clear up some of the more difficult

points in their structure and growth, and led me gradually to

the adoption of certain views, as to specific characters in their

regard, that it may be of some utility at the present moment,
and in anticipation of the contents of the second volume of

my Synopsis, to lay before the public.

The ordinary Diatomaceous frustule seems to owe its

reproduction to the protoplasmic contents of the sporangial

frustule, formed by the process of conjugation. These spo-

rangia, like the seeds of higher plants, often remain for a long
period dormant, and are borne about by currents, or become
embedded in the mud of the waters in which they have been
produced, until the circumstances necessary to their develop-

ment concur to call them into activity. At such times their

silicious epiderms open to permit the escape of the contained

endochrome, which is resolved into a myriad of embryonic
frustules ; these either remain free, or surround themselves

with mucus, forming a pellicle, or stratum, and in a definite,

K 2
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but unascertained period, reach the mature form of the

ordinary frustule.

The farther growth of the individual cell seems now to be

almost entirely arrested by the formation of the silicious

valves, and the multiplication of these forms, of the size thus

reached, goes on with inconceivable rapidity, by means of

self-division.

The size of the mature frustule before self-division com-
mences, is, however, dependent upon the idiosyncracy of the

embryo, or upon the circumstances in which its embryonic

growth takes place ; consequently a very conspicuous diversity

in their relative magnitudes may be usually noticed in any

large aggregation of individuals, or in the same species col-

lected in different localities.

It may also be easily conceived, that while a typical outline

of its cell must be the characteristic of a certain species, such

outline may to some extent be modified by the accidental

circumstances which surround the embryo during its earlier

growth and development. A lanceolate form may become
linear, elliptical, or even somewhat oval, by the pressure of

surrounding cells ; and acute ends may be transformed into

obtuse or rounded extremities.

Those who understand the process of self-division will see

here a sufficient reason for the occurrence of multitudes of

frustules, deviating from the normal form, or even for the

existence of myriads, at one spot, all having a form different

from the type, the single embryo from which they have all

sprung by self-division (which process stereotypes the shape

with which it commences), having from some accidental cir-

cumstances become modified in its outline.

It follows then, from these considerations, that neither size

nor outline are sufficient to enable the observer to determine

the species of a Diatomaceous frustule. If he has the means
of comparing specimens in sufficient numbers, and from
various localities, lie may fiix with tolerable certainty upon
the magnitude and form which may be regarded as the

average and type of the species ; but without such oppor-

tunities, a reliance upon such characters will inevitably lead

to the undue multiplication of species, and to a confused and
erroneous nomenclature.

There are three circumstances which seem to me to be of

essential importance as regards the specific character of the

diatom : first, the structure of the valve ; second, the habitat

;

and third, the arrangement of the endochrome in the living

frustule. I have placed the structure of the valve first in

order, because this is a feature which can be ascertained in
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every condition under which these forms present themselves,

whether in a living-, dried, or fossil state ; and also because it

appears to me to be the most constant and obvious character

of such organisms. These varieties of structure arise from
the modes in which the silex combines with the cellulose of

the epiderm, and this combination seems to follow certain

and invariable laws which are subject to no derangement from
the external circumstances in which the growth of the embryo
may take place. The structure of the valve reveals itself in

the striation, in the character of the striation, may there

fore be found a good specific distinction. Whether the striae

are costate or moniliform, parallel or radiate, reach the

median line, or are absent from a greater or lesser portion of

the valvular surface, and numerous other features which may
exist, separately or in combination,—these appear to me to be
circumstances which the observer who wishes to discriminate

and determine the species should most carefully regard. The
relative distances of the striae, and their greater or less dis-

tinctness, (which are not, by-the-bye, always identical cha-

racteristics,) are also features which may be safely and
properly recorded ; but I am not certain that these features

may not, to a slight extent, be modified by localities and age,

and am disposed to believe that they are certain guides only

when we have made allowance for these conditions ; and that,

while they are constant in frustules originally from the same
embryo, they may slightly vary in those which owe their birth

to different embryonic cells.

In describing a species, we should therefore carefully note

the character of the striation, and state as nearly as possible

the average number of the striae. The dry valve will frequently

aid in such determinations, the presence and extent of the

striation being usually indicated by the colour of the valvular

surface, even when the power employed fails to detect the

striae themselves ; the differences in colour not unfrequently

answering to the relative distances, or distinctness of the

markings.

Next to the striation of the valve I have placed locality,

as a means of arriving at a specific distinction. Where forms

are closely allied, this circumstance will often aid in their dis-

crimination ; for not only do I regard it as established that no
fresh-water species will live in a marine habitat, nor a marine

species flourish under the predominating influences of springs

and rivers ; but I believe that certain species are far more
special in their tastes, some selecting mountain torrents, others

clear and !?till waters ; some rejoicing in the deltas of rivers,

and others fixing their habitations in boggy pools, or alpine
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lakes ; some being littoral, and others only found in the

deeper parts of the ocean. When structural diiFerences are

not obvious, such circumstances as these will not unfrequently

assist the inquirer to resolve his doubts, and assign to a form,

a position and a name.
And lastly, the arrangement of the endochrome, in the living

frustule, will be found to confer a specific character, one far

more certain than habitat ; but from its being less easily, or

less frequently within the observer's notice, not so practical

in its application.

Those who have the means of examining the living cell are

well aware that there is in every species a distinct feature

conferred by the position of the cell contents ; in one the en-

dochrome is closely applied to the inner surface of the valve
;

in another aggregated in the centre of the frustule ; sometimes
spai'ingly diffused throughout the interior ; or again exhibit-

ing a radiate or stellate arrangement ; at all times having one

or several oily globules, which occupy in different species

different positions, but are constant in number and situation

in the same species.

These characters are not always within reach of the ordi-

nary microscopist, who contents himself with an examination

of the silicious valve in a dried or prepared condition ; but

the systematist, who desires to define and discriminate, will

not neglect these features, and will hesitate to decide between
closely allied forms until he has the means of scrutinizing the

living frustules, and noting the differences which exist in the

position and arrangement of their cell contents.

It will be apparent from these remarks, that the determina-

tion of species in the Diatomacea^ is at all times a task of

difficulty, and tliat this difficulty is much enlianced when the

observer does not enjoy the opportunity of examining these

organisms in their living state, or has only prepared or fossil

specimens, within the reach of his observations.

In such a case the student is disposed to rely too much
upon the obvious characteristics of size and form ; now it

often requires a careful examination of specimens collected in

various localities, and in every condition of growth, to enaljle

the observer to fix upon tlie size which may be regarded as

an average, or upon the outline which ought to be accepted

as typical of the species.

To adopt as s})ecific a shape or size that occurs in but

one gathering, whether the individuals therein be more or

less numerous, is, I feel persuaded, a most fallacious method
of procedure. And although the striation is at all times an

important guide, it often happens that this feature is so nearly
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alike in allied species of the simpler forms, such as Coccoitema,

Cymbella and Naviciila, that our determination must be in-

fluenced by less important considerations, and the habitat,

outline, and arrangement of the cell-contents, all require to be

brought under review before we should feel justified in con-

stituting a species.

It may be said that, to describe and figure every variety

that presents itself to our notice, will aid future observers in

the study and determination of these forms. If practicable,

this course might be a desirable one ; but this is no more
possible in Diatoms than the representation of every leaf,

whit h varies however slightly in form and size from another,

would be possible in our description of a forest-tree ; and the

elevating of such diversities into specific distinctions, and the

conferring a distinct name upon each aberrant individual, seems
to me a course more likely to confuse and to embarrass tLan

to lead to a clear arrangement or satisfactory system. Besides,

it overloads a scientific arrangement with a cumbrous nomen-
clature, which unduly taxes the time and patience of future

observers to simplify or remove.

It is, therefore, far better to expend our labour in endea-

vouring to combine, unite and harmonize the interminable

varieties of nature, and thus in a few brief and simple
terms to embrace a number of seemingly different, but truly

identical, specific forms, than to encumber science with a

phraseology which alarms the general inquirer, and enhances
the labour of the more studious observer.
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TRANSLATIONS.

On the Structure and Systematic Position of the Rotifera.

(Abstract of Dr. F. Leydig's observations.)

In the ' Zeitschrift f. Wissenschaftliche Zoologie' of Siebold

and Kolliker, Vol, VI. Part 1, is a valuable Memoir by Dr.

F. Leydig, upon the structure and systematic position of the

Rotifera ; illustrated with four plates of most elaborate and

beautiful figures, displaying the structure of, or other parti-

culars relative to Steplianoceros Eichhornii, Floscularia appen-

diculata, Tuhicolaria nojas, Pterodina patina, Polyarthra

platyptera. Scandium longicaudum, Notomraata Sieboldii, AT.

centrura, Eosphora najas, N. aurita, N. tardigrada, Euchlanis

triquetra, Stephanops lamellaris, Ascomorpha germanica, No-
tomniata myrmeleo, Euchlanis triquetra, Noteus quadricornis,

Bracliionns Bakeri, B. rubens, Euchlanis unisetata, &c.

The first part of the paper embraces descriptions of the

various species observed by the author, as occurring in the

neighbourhood of Wurzburg ; to which succeeds an exposition

of the condition of organization of the class in general ; and

the last part of the essay is devoted to a determination of the

systematic position of the Rotifera.

The new species described by the author are—
Floscularia appendiculata.

Notommata Sieboldii.

„ tardigrada.

Ascophora germanica.

The second part of the paper, or that embracing the descrip-

tion of the structure of the Rotifera in general, though too

long for insertion in this Journal, is a most valuable contri-

bution to our knowledge of the structure, both histological

and general, of those creatures; and must, of necessity, be

studied by all who pay attention to tlic subject.

Though not agreeing with Dr. Leydig in his views respect-

ing the alliance of the Rotifera with the Crustacea, believing

with Mr. Huxley that they are more closely related to the

Annelids, we have thought that the Chapter on the Systematic

position of the Rotifera might be interesting to those who
wish to see both sides of the question ; and tlie more especially

as it contains many interesting and important observations on
the subject to which it is devoted.
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We have also appended the author's Systematic arrangement
of the Rotifera.

ON THE SYSTEMATIC POSITION OF THE ROTIFERA.

Formerly placed among the Infusoria, of wliicli they formed the second
class in the classification of Ehrenberg, it has been latterly admitted by
all systematic writers, that the Rotifera possess nothing in common
with the animals truly belonging to that class, or the polygastrica of the
Berlin Professor : but that, in respect of their complex structure, they
represent a higher type of organization. Opinions, however, are still

divided on the question, whetlier the Botifera, as Burmeister believes,

belong to the Crustacea, or should be referred to the Annelids, in accord-
ance with the opinion of Wiegmann, Wagner, Milne-Edwards, Berthold,
V. Siebold, and others.

If the truth were always with the majority, we should undoubtedly be
obliged to place the Rotifera in the class of Annelida ; but I believe,

nevertheless, that Burmeister is in the right, though opposed to all the
other observers above named. / also conceive that the liotifera are much
more closely allied to tlie Crustacea than to the worms ; and, by comparing
the conditions of organization of the two classes, shall venture to support
this view in the following observations.

It may first be mentioned, that so far back as 1824 Nitzsch asserted,

that the Rotifera resembled the Entromostraca ; and, what certainly

deserves attention, Ehrenberg himself, though placing them with the
Infusoria, frequently remarks upon their resemblance to the Crustacea
and Entomostraca ; thus, in his great work, p. 410, he says, that the
" spicules, beards, and setaj" of many species might be compared with the
arms of the Daphnix ; and in p. 411 he remarks, that many Rotifera carry
about their eggs attached to them, " like the Crustacea ;" and speaks to
the same effect in many other places. Dujardin also notices similar resem-
blances with Cyclops, Cypris, &c. ; as, for instance, at pp. 574 and 575
of his work.

If the systematic position of the Rotifera were to be determined mainly
from their external figure, the result would certainly be more in favour of
the Crustacean than of the Annelid'type. No annelid has articulated motile
organs, whilst, on the contrarj^, the possession of such organs in a per-
fectly symmetrical form is a fundamental character of the Arthropoda.
The majority of the Rotifera are not furnished, it is true, with a pair of
feet, although they have a single annulated, or jointed foot, containing no
part of the viscera, but which is applied solely to the purpose of loco-

motion. Furthermore, if the rest of the conformation of the body be
regarded, it is obvious at once that a EucMaras, Salpina, and, in short,

all whose cuticle has acquired the hardness of a lorica, are more closely

approximated to a crustacean than to a worm. For in the whole vermi-
form division I am unacquainted with any form whose cuticle is indurated
to the same extent.

The muscular structure also apijroximates, in many Rotifera, more
nearly to the Arthropoda than to the Annelids. In no animal of the
latter class have genuine transversely striped muscles hitlierto been seen

;

that is to say, muscles whose contents are divided into minute quadran-
gular particles, like those of the muscles of vertebrate animals.

That the motions of the body of many s[)ecies recall in a striking

manner those of the Crustaceans has ali-cady been noticed.

If the nervous system be considered, its similarity with that of the
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lowest Crustaceans cannot escape recognition. In the Eotifera it consists

simply of a cerebral ganglion, with branches radiating from it ; there is

no abdominal chord, nor any chain of ganglia, Bnt is the nervous system

of the Lophyropoda more developed? In the Dapbniae, even, we are

acquainted only with a cerebral ganglion and nerves proceeding from it

;

and, consequently, know of no grounds upon which to estabUsh the law,

that a central nervous system, consisting of a ganglionic ring surrounding

the pharynx, and of a chain of abdominal ganglia proceeding from it,

belongs to the Crustacea as a fundamental character.

Moreover, the manner in which the sensitive nerves terminate peripher-

ally in the Eotifera coiTcsponds precisely with what I have described,

regarding this point, in the Crustacea and Insecta ; and nothing like which
is at ijresent known to exist in the class "Vermes." Lastly, I shall not

repeat at length, but merely remark, that the eye-spots apparent on the

nervous centre of the Eotifera approximate most closely to the similar

structures of the Crustacea, as Ehrenberg has not failed to indicate.

The disposition and texture of the alimtntary canal, in an inquiry into

the systematic position of the Eotifera, afibrd no decisive evidence in

favour of one view or the other, since many Annelids also have a complex
horny masticatory apparatus ; still, with respect to this I would remark,

that the masticatory apparatus of young Daphnia (I have examined, for

this object, the deep yellow-red young of a very large species, Baphnia
maxima ?) presents a pretty close similarity -with that of many Eotifers,

inasmuch as the two opposed jaws expand into a plate, which is toothed

with numerous transverse ridges, exactly like the corresponding plate in

Lacimdaria.
The glandular lobate appendages pjlaced upon the stomach in the Cirri-

peds, which have been explained as '• salivary glands," might, perhaps, be
regarded as analogues of the ventricular glands of the Eotifera. Similar

organs, however, also exist in many of the dorsibranchiate Annelids
;

many Annelids also, like many of the lower Crustaceans, are alike in the

circumstance that the liver is represented simply by large cells, with
peculiar contents, situated in the wall of the stomach or intestine. Should
any one find an objection to the arthropodous type in the deficiency of an
intestine in some Eotifers {Notommata anglica, N. Sieboldii, &c.), he may
recall the neuropterous larva of Myrmeleon, in which, as is well known,
the fasces are also discharged by the mouth ; the rectum being transformed

into a spinning organ. But with respect to the intestinal tract of many
Eotifers (as Euchlanis, Stejihanoceros, &c.), what especially recalls the

condition of that part in the lower Crustacea, is its peculiar bell-like

movement, which is precisely similar to that with which we are acquainted
in the intestine of certain parasitic Crustaceans {Achthenes, Trachdiastes,

&c.)
As to the substance which I have pronounced to be a urinary secretion,

the close relations which obtain, with respect to it, between the Eotifers

and the larva of Cycloitf, cannot fail to be recognised ; whilst anything
allied to it is wholly wanting in the Annelids.

Lastly, the anatomical and physiological phenomena relating to the

sexual life sjieak loudly enough in favour of the proposition that the Eoti-

fers should be ranked with the Crustacea. 1 would not lay much stress

upon the circumstance that they produce two kinds of ovay—the so-termed
" summer" and " winter-eggs" (the latter in Triarthru, in the structure

of their shell present much similarity with the ephippian eggs of Duphnia),
or that many species carry their ova about with them ; for, as regards

these jiarticulars, the genus ('Icjisiriv among the Annelids might be named
as one in which the same thing takes jilacc. The coloured oil-globules
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also, met with in the vltellus of many Rotifers, and indicative of a Crus-
tacean type, may be left out of consideration. But of greater importance,
perhaps, is the striking analogy existing between the male Rotifers

—

which in a certain sense may be said to be aborted—and those of many
Crustaceans. Who will not remember the diminutive, male parasitic

Crustaceans, which Nordmann discovered on the female individuals of
Achtheres, Brachiella, Chondracanthus, and Anchordla, and Krdyer in
other Lernaeopoda and Lerneae?
And the reason that we are only just beginning to become acquainted

with separate males of Rotifers is probablj' due to the same circumstances,
—appearance at a certain time of year, diversity of figure from that of the
female—as those owing to which we have not yet discovered the males,
for instance, of Ergasilus, Polyphemus, lAmnadia, Apus, &c.

If the develojmient also of these creatures be regarded, it will be found
in favour of our view ; for, with respect to several species, it has been
sho-wn that the young, at its liberation from the ovum, has not got the
form of the adult animal, and, consequently, must undergo a metamor-
phosis. And is not the subsequent diminution, and even complete dis-

appearance of the eyes, which exist in the young condition of the animal,
a farther indication of an approach towards certain Crustacean forms ?

Whilst the structural conditions hitherto mentioned more or less power-
fully support the view of the Crustacean nature of the Rotifera, they are,

on the other hand, separated from the Crustaceans by the condition of the
respiratory organs and the presence of vibratile cilia, and approximated to

the Annelids ; but iu both these respects they equally approach the
Echinodermata ; for, as has been said above, the proper vibratile organs of
Synapta digitata appear to me to be structures equivalent to the " vibra-
tile organ" of the Rotifer.

But in the determination of the systematic position of an animal, the
question must depend, as it seems to me, upon the fact, whether the sum
of the resemblances is greater than that of the differences, as respects the
animal groups with which the animal might be supposed to be associated.

In applying this law to the subject under discussion, we find that the
number of conditions allying the Rotifers with the Crustaceans far exceeds
that of the properties possessed by them not in common with the Crus-
tacea. I consequently regard it as fully justifiable to rank the llotifera

as a specicd order of Crustacea, and propose, from the distinctive character
exhibited iu them, to denominate them " ciliated Crustaceans" (Wimper-
krabse). They necessarily stand at the commencement of the Crustacean
class ; since, in the structure of their respiratory organs, they continue to

be allied with the Annelids. Huxley (1. c.) has regarded them as Annelids
possessing permanently the form of the Echinoderm-larva, and has ex-
pressed this comparison in diagrammatic figures (I. c, Plate HI.), in
Avhich he places Lacinularia opposite an Annelid larva, Melicerta opposite
to that of Asterias, Fhilodina to that of Ilolothnria, Bruchionus to the
larva of Sipunculus, and, lastly, StejJianoceros to the larva of Echinus.
Although the ingenuity of this attempt must be admitted, still I am
imable to adopt the view of the English observer, but am compelled, from
the considerations above detailed, to declare myself an adherent to Bur-
meister's view, as the only one agi'eeing with my own.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE CILIOCEUSTACEA.

It is obvious that the arrangement of the Ciliocrustaccans, or Rotifers,

as proposed by Ehrenherg, ni'.ist be changed, inasmuch as the principle
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ui)on which it is founded rests upon an erroneous basis. Folytrocha

and Zyyotrocha do not exist, nor is it at all admissible, that in many
species the gelatinous envelope should be termed a lorica, whilst in others

the hardened cuticle should be understood under the same term. Similar

criticisms upon Ehrenberg's sj'stem have before been made from other

quarters, although no one, except Dujardin, has proposed a new arrange-

ment. The latter naturalist has endeavoured to arrange the Rotifers by
taking the mode in which the movements are effected as the basis of his

system ; in accordance with which he has erected the following orders :

—

Ordre I.—Sj'stolides fixe's par un pedicule.

1. Famille. Flosculariens.

2. Famille, Melicertiens.

Ordre II.—Systolides nageurs.

3. Famille. Brachioniens.

4. Famille. Furculariens.

5. Famille. Albertiens.

Ordre III.—Systolides alternativement rampants et nageants.

6. Famille. Eotiferes,

Ordi'e IV.— Systolides marcheurs,

7. Famille. Tardigrades.

With the exception of the Tardiyrada, I decidedly prefer Dujardin's

system to that of Ehrenberg, founded as it is upon a correct jirinciple of

arrangement, and recommended by its simplicity.

Probably, however, the Eotifera may be arranged according to their

forms ; whether they are cylindrico-conical, or sacciform, or compressed,

together with which, as further characters, the condition, presence, or

absence of the foot, may be employed. Proceeding upon this idea, I

would venture to propose something like the following arrangement.

ClLIOCRUSTACEA.

Animals with a jointed body and a ciliary apparatus at the cephalic

extremity. The nervous system consisting of a cerebral ganglion, and
filaments radiating from it. Digestive and respiratory systems much
developed. No heart or blood-vessels. Sexes separate. The female pro-

duces " Summer " and " Wiuter-ova." Many midergoing metamorphosis.

A. Figure between clavate axd cylindrical.

I. With elongated, transversely-ringed, attached foot.

1. Floscularia jiroboscidea, Ehrenberg ; ornata, Ehr. ; apj>e9i-

diciduta, n. s.

2. Stephanoceros Eichhornii, Ehr.
;
glacialis, Perty.

3. (EciSTES crystallinus, Ehr.
4. CoNOciiiLus volvox, Ehr.
5. Lacinularia socialise, Ehr.
6. LiMNiAs ceratophyUi, Schrank.
7. TuBicoLARiA najas, Ehr.
8. Meliceuta rinyims, Schrank.

The genera rtyynra and Ohnophora, Ehr., which, according to their

forms, would also belong to this division, do not appear to me to be fully-

grown animals at all, but undeveloped forms ; and it is not improbable,
as Ehrenberg himself was at one time disposed to believe, that I'iyyura is

the young of Meliccrla rhiycns.
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The genus Cyphonantes, instituted by Ehreubersj; uptm two animalcules
found in water from the Baltic, is certainly not a Cilio-crustacean at all.

From the figure alone, and still more from the description, it is obvious
that this creature has no alliance whatever with a Rotifer, except in the
ciliary movement. It is probably the larva of some marine animal, and
I should suppose that of an acephalous mollusc.

II. With elongated, jointed foot, retractile, like a telescope.

1. Callidina elegans, Ehr. ; var. rosea, Perty ; cornuta, Perty.

2. Hydkias cornigera, Ehr.
3. Typhlina viridis, Ehr.
4. PiOTiFER vulgaris, citrinus, erythrceus, inacrurus, tardus, Ehr.
5. AcTiNURUS neptunius, Ehr,
6. MoNOLABis conica, Ehr.
7. Philodina erythrophtJudma, roseola, macrostyla, cltrina, acii-

leata, megalotrocha, Ehr.

III. With elongated, jointed, non-retractile foot.

1. ScARiDiUM longicaudum, Ehr.

2. DiNOcnARis Pocillum, tetractis, paupera, Ehr.

IV. With a short foot and long pedal forceps.

1. NoTOMMATA (?) tigris, longiseta, Ehr.
2. MoNOCERCA rattus, hicornis, valga, Ehr.

3. FuRCtJLARiA gibba, Forficula, gracilis, Ehr.

4. MiCRODON clavus, Ehr.

The genus Microdon, which I have never seen, would appear, from the

observations respecting it communicated by Ehrenberg and Perty, to be
worth attention. I imagine it may represent a male Cilio-crustacean.

V. With short foot and pedal forceps, which are of equal length with, or

somewhat shorter or longer than the foot.

1.. Hydatina senta, hrachydactyla, Ehr.

2. Pleurotrocha gibba, constrida, leptura, Ehr.

3. FuRCULARiA Eheinhartii, Ehr. (probably not a Furcularia,

but a Notommata).
4. Notommata tuba, petromyzon, saccigera, copeus, centrum,

brachyofa, collaris, najas, aurita, gibba, ausata, decipievs,

felis, parusita, tripus, Ehr. ; tardigrada, n. sp. ; vermicu-

laris, Duj. ; roseola, onisciformis, Perty.

5. LiNDiA torulosa, Duj.

6. Synch^ta pectinata, baltica, oblonga, tremula, Ehr.

7. DiGLENA grandis, forcipata, aurita, catellina, conara, capi-

tata, caudata, Ehr.
8. Rattalus lunaris, Ehr.

9. DiSTEMMA forficula, setigerum, marinum, fmxipatum, Ehr.

10. Triophthalmus dorsualis, Ehr.
11. EospoRA najas, digitata, elongata, Ehr.

12. Cycloqena lupus, elegans, Ehr.

13. Theorus vcrnalis, uncinatus, Ehr.

Ehrenberg's genus, Enteroplea hydatina, is the male of Hydatina senta

;

and his Notommata granularis stands in the same relation to Notommata
brachionus, which latter genus, however, is ]ilaced iar more correctly

under the genus Brachionus thin under Notommata. Diglena granularis,

Weisse, lastly, is the male of D. catellina, Ehr.
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The genus Lindia, Duj., is said to be without cilia ou the head, which

I much doubt.

VI. Without foot.

1, Albertia.

Includes the A. verrnicnlus, found by Dujardin in the abdominal cavity

of the Earthworm, and in the intestine of the Limacina ; and A. crystal-

Una, discovered by Schnltze in the intestine of Nais littoralis.

I have long ago noticed a similar Alhertia in the intestine of Nais elin-

guis. On comparing the drawings I then made with the figures given by
Schultze, I perceive the closest cori'espondence with his fig. 13. (Beitrage

zur Naturgesch d. Turbellarien, Taf VII. &c.) So that it may probably

be the same species.

B. Figure sacciform.

I. Foot short.

1. NoTOMMATA clavalata, viyrmeleo, syrinx, Ehr.

2. DiGLENA lacustris, Ehr.

II. Foot absent.

1. NoTOMMATA anglica, Dalrymple ; Sieholdii, n. sp.

2. PoLTAKTHRA platyptera, Ehr.

3. Triarthra loncjiseta, mystacina, Ehr.

4. AscoMORPHA hdvetica, Pertj'
;
yerraanica, u. sp.

C. Figure compressed.

a. Depressed from above downwards.

I. With a foot.

1. EucHLANTS triquetra, Hornemanni, luna, macrura, dilatata,

lynceus, Ehr. ; unisetata, n. sp. ; hicarinata, n. sp. (E.
bicarinata, Perty, I consider a Salpina).

2. Lepadella ovalis, emarginata, saljnna, Ehr.

3. MoNOSTYLA cornida, quadridentata, limaris, carinata, Ehr.

4. Metopidia lepadella, acuminata, triptera, Ehr.

5. Stephanops lamellaris, muticus, cirratus, Ehr. (Dujardin
declares that St. muticus is Lepadella ovalis).

G. Squamella hractea, ohlonya, Ehr.
7. Notogonia Ekrenbergii, Perty.

8. NoTEUS quadricornis, Ehr.
9. Brachionus pala, amphiceros, urceolaris, ruheus, Miilleri,

hrevispinis, Bakeri, polyacanthus, oniUtaris, Ehr.
10. Pterodina patina, elliptica, clyjjeata, Ehr.

II. Foot absent.

1. Anurea quadridentata, squamula, falculata, curvicm-nis, bi-

remis, striata, inermis, acuminata, foliacea, stipiiata, tes-

tudo, serrulata, acideata, valya, Ehr.

/3. Laterally compressed.

1. Salpina mucronata, spinigera, ventralis, redunca, hrevispina,

bicarinata, Ehr.
2. Mastigocerca carinafa, Ehr.

3. MoNURA colurus, dulcis, Ehr.

4. CoLURUS uncinatus, biciispidatus, caudatus, deflexus, Ehr.
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REVIEWS.

Ueber den Organismtjs der Polythalamien (Foraminiferen), nehst
Bemerkun^en iiber die Ehizopoden in AUgemeinen. Von Max Sig-
MUND Schultze, Griefswald. Mit vii. color. Kupperft. (On the Organi-
zation of the Polythalamia (Foraminifera), together with Eemarks on
the Rhizopoda in general.) Leipzig, 1854 : pp. 68 ; with 7 coloured
Plates.

Naturalists in general, but especially those whose attention

is more particularly given to microscopic research, will at

length be gratified with the appearance of a satisfactory work
upon the Rhizopoda. And the more so as it would appear
to be but the precursor of further labours in the same field

by the author, who has already proved himself a most able,

assiduous and conscientious observer, by his valuable memoir
on the Turbellariae, published in the Wurzburg Transactions,

and by other papers, in IVIiiller's Archiv. and elsewhere, on
different subjects of natural history.

He intends apparently to devote himself particularly to the

study of the Rhizopoda, and has made large collections of

recent and fossil forms for this purpose. From this source,

therefore, in addition to the promised work on British Fora-
minifera to be published by the Ray Society, and upon which
Drs. Carpenter and Williamson are, we believe, now at work,
we may expect very great additions to our knowledge of this,

as yet, obscure and confusing class of creatures ; the study of

whose remains, however, is of the utmost importance, par-

ticularly in a geological point of view, from their vast range
in both time and space throughout nearly all geological for-

mations. And their importance appears to be much enhanced
by the consideration of the astounding fact recorded by Pro-
fessor Bailey, and noticed in the last number of this Journal

(p. 89), with respect to deep soundings in the Atlantic, which,

it is believed, are the deepest ever submitted to microscopic
investigation. The results of this examination go to prove
that the bottom of the North Atlantic Ocean, from a depth of

60 fathoms to that of more than two miles, is literally nothing

but a mass of microscopic shells ; which it is shown must
have lived at the depth where they are found, and not in the

superincumbent water—these shells are almost all those of

Foraminifera.

The present work of Dr. Schultze, which, as we have ob-
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served, is only the commencement of his labours in this de-

partment, is limited to the object of communicating faithful

observations with respect to the structure and vital phenomena

of the testaceous marine Rhizopoda, and to bring our know-

led"-e of them, so far as possible, au niveau with the rapid

advances which have of late years been made in that of the

other Protozoa.

One obstacle experienced by all who have addressed them-

selves to the study of the soft part of the Rhizopoda, and

which has probably altogether deterred many from it, has arisen

from the difficulty of procuring those creatures in the living or

well preserved state. Professor Schultze mentions, as an en-

couragement to the study, that he found no difficulty in

bringing numbers of Polystomella strigilata, several Gromice,

RotalicB, and MiliolidcE, from Venice and Ancona to Griefs-

wald ; nor in keeping them alive for more than twelve months,

in as useful a condition for observation as on the first day.

He had, moreover, partially changed the sea-water but once

during the whole time. The water, however, contained living

Ulvce. He has also found that specimens from abroad, pre-

served in spirits of wine, served extremely well for the purpose

of studying the soft parts.

Owing to the general similarity which exists apparently

throughout the rhizopodous class in the intimate structure of

the soft part, their systematic arrangement can only be founded

upon the shells, which exhibit an astonishing diversity of

form. Out of these forms it would appear, that the labours of

various naturalists in the last 100 years have made known
nearly 2,000 species of recent and fossil Foraminifera ; and

although the observations of Dr. Carpenter tend to show the

probability that very many of these supposed species are

merely varieties, still the number is sufficiently great to prove

the importance and interesting nature of tlie subject. Dr.

Schultze remarks upon the difficulties attending the study of

the Rhizopoda, and insists very properly upon the necessity

of viewing them in all positicms, and under diffi^rent modes of

illumination and of preparation, in order to arrive at a due
conception of their conformation.

The work commences with a copious literature of the sub-

ject, and then, after a short historical introduction, pro-

ceeds to general considerations on the structure and vital

phenomena of the Rhizopoda, commencing with a description

of the hard part, or sliell, followed bv tli.at of the soft tissue

contained therein. An account is then given of their nutrition,

reproduction (confessedly imperfect), and growth ; to which
succeed observations on the nature of the Polvthalamia, as
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individuals or as colonies, and on the occurrence and the col-

lecting of living marine Rhizopoda.
To this part of the work are added remarks upon the classi-

fication of the Rhizopoda, including a tabulated view of the

families and genera, and the description, with beautiful

figures, of the species observed by the author in the living

state, of which we subjoin a list :

—

Gromia. Botalia. Textilaria.

Lagynis. Bosalina. PolystomeUa.
SquamuUna. Polymorphina. AcervuUna.
Miliola.

Dr. Schultze commences his description of the structure

and vital phenomena of the Rhizopoda by referring to the

well-known protozoon Amcpha, Ehr, (^Proteus, O. MUller)

;

which may be thus briefly described :— Its body consists of a

transparent, colourless, contractile substance, whose individual

life is manifested by various changes of form, bearing the

character of voluntary movement. This contractile substance

has the property of throwing out from any part of it a

rounded or pointed, longer or shorter process, in consequence

of which this simplest of animal forms presents the utmost
diversity of shape. No distinction can be perceived of mem-
brane and contents, and no cilia are ever observable. The
utmost powers of the microscope disclose merely a homo-
geneous, occasionally fine-granular, transparent (protein-) sub-

stance, with irregularly scattered molecular granules, with
sharp contours and of strongly refractive properties, imbedded
in it, together with some larger, clear, pale vesicles. The
former are either fat-drops, soluble in ether, or corpuscles,

soluble in a solution of caustic potass, but not so in ether or

acetic acid ; and the latter often resemble simple vacuities in

the substance, having no walls and filled with a homogeneous
fluid. The homogeneous matrix, as well as the imbedded
granules and "vacuoles"—as the cavities above described

have been termed—are in a continual kind of flowing motion.

The substance appears to be throughout equally capable of

movement and equally sensitive ; and any part of it appears

also to be equally capable of assuming the function of a mouth
or vent.*

In the Adriatic Sea, Dr. Schultze met with an Amaba,
differing from the known species belonging to fresh and salt

water by the extraordinary extensibility and active motion of

the contractile substance of the body. He terms this species

* Vide Description of Actinophrys Sol, by Kbiliker, in ' Quartorly
Journal of Microscopical Science,' Vol. i., p. 25 ; and Siebold's Observa-
tions on UniceUular Plants and Animals. (lb., p. 111.)

Vol. lit. L
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A. porrecta, and gives a figure of it (Plate VIII. fig. 18). In

this form filamentary processes are sent out from all parts of

the colourless body. These processes are of some width at

their commencement, and soon subdivide into branches. Their

length is sometimes eight or ten times that of the body, and

they ultimately become so fine that their terminations can

only be distinctly seen with a magnifying power of 400
diameters. The form and extension of the body changes

every moment, according as the diffluent substance is thrown

out into these processes. If two of the processes come in

contact with each other they coalesce, forming broadish plates

or reticular meshes, which, the change of figure never ceasing,

are either retracted into the common mass of the body or are

enlarged by additional protrusion of its substance. A con-

tinued current of the granules imbedded in the contractile

substance accompanies all these phenomena ; and in the pro-

cesses this current follows two directions. On one side the

globules may be seen advancing towards the end of the pro-

cess, where they turn round, and are carried with a compara-
tively more rapid motion again towards the base of the fila-

ment, where they are lost in the substance of the body, unless

they may happen to meet another stream, by which they are

reconveyed through tlie same circuit.*

This creature, which resembles in many respects, as will at

once be obvious, the well-known Actinophrys, may be taken

to represent the type of the Rkizopoda ; and the soft part, or

animal as it may be termed, of all the numerous forms in-

cluded in this class, is constituted in accordance with it. The
only essential difference, so far as is at present known, con-

sists in the nature and form of the more or less hard test or

shell. Where this test exists, it follows, as a matter of course,

that the body itself of the animal cannot change its form, but

the sliell is always furnished with an opening, en- with open-

ings, through which motile processes, exactly like those above
described, are protruded and moved. Thus, in the ArcellcB

and Diffiugice^ abounding in fresh water, finger-shaped pro-

* The same apparent circulation of granules is observable in the reti-

cular filaments in the body of Noctiluca miliaris, first pointed out by M.
de Quatrefagos ; Imt the reality of which, in the uninjured condition of

the animal, Mr. Huxley (' Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,'

Vol. iii., p. 51) seems inclined to dispute. Our own observations, how-
ever (though not very numerous), would lead us to imagine that M. de

Quatrefages' account is correct. If so, the remarkable similarity of the

movement in those filaments in Noctiluca witli that observed in the

IJhizoiiods should not be lost sight of, nor the ai)]iarent correspondence of

the motions of the particles in or on them, with that wliioh may be wit-

nessed in the nuclear currents, or raucous strings, in the cyclnsis in certain

vegetable cells ; as, for instance, in the hairs of Tnulescaiitia.
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cesses are protruded through a large opening in the mem-
branous, chitinous test. In Arcella this test is soft and

flexible, and in Difflugia it is impregnated with silex (in tbe

form of arenaceous particles, Diafomacecr) ; whilst in other

forms, apparently living only in the sea, the body is enclosed

in a calcareous shell, though the filamentary processes exhibit

exactly the same phenomena as those described in Amceha
porrecta. These filaments are protruded either from a single

large or from numerous minute openings, and are characterised

by the active stream of minute globules. Their length is occa-

sionally twelve times the diameter of the body ; they branch

repeatedly in their course, and are united by delicate bridges

and plates. The network of sarcode-substance thus produced

not unfrequently covers an area of several lines in diameter, in

the midst of which is seated the body of the animal enclosed in

its saccular flexible test, or in a delicate chambered shell,

like a spider in the centre of its web. These forms constitute

the testaceous Rhizopoda, and are the subject of the present

work. On account of their nautilus-like and chambered shell,

they were formerly arranged with the Cephalopoda, but were
placed in a distinct class by D'Orbigny, under the name of

Foraminifera. From Breyn (1732) and Soldani (1789-98)

they received the name of Folythalamia, under which desig-

nation they were described by Ehrenberg as a sub-order of

the Bryozoa. But neither of these appellations, strictly inter-

preted, is applicable to the entire protozoan class of Rhizo-

poda ; inasmuch as they are unsuitable to the naked forms,

which, as we have seen, must be included in that class.

Either, however, might be used to designate that subdivision

of the class in which the soft animal is included, in a fora-

minated or chambered shell.

Owing to the opacity of the shell in many of the Forami-

nifera, and the strong refractive poAver of the earthy con-

stituent, it is but rarely that satisfactory observations have

been possible in uninjured individuals. It is requisite, there-

fore, either by breaking the shell, or, what is better, by the

careful removal of separate portions of it, to expose the body

of the animal. And the same end may also be attained by

the careful application of diluted acid. By these three

methods it is not difficult to obtain a satisfactory view. It

need scarcely be remarked, that the parts external to the shell

can be observed without any extraneous aids of the above

kind, and that the observation should be made in the living

creature.

The sliell with which the soft substance is closely invested

is eitherJiexibky or ri(]/id, being rendered so by the deposition

L 2
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of calcareous salts. The only two marine genera in which the

shell is flexible are Gromia and Lagynis, in which it would

seem to resemble that oi Arcella, Exiglypha, and Trinema. In

chemical constitution it approaches chitin. The flexible shell

of these genera and of their fresh-water allies have but one

opening, and are not furnished with the minute pores which

are found so generally in the calcareous-shelled Rhizopods.

All the other Foraminifera are characterised by having a rigid

calcareous shell ; though there seems to be, at any rate, one

exception to this, in a new species described by Dr. Schultze,

under the name of Polymorphina silicea, in which the shell is

constituted of minute granules and angular tables of silex, and

which might, therefore, be compared with that of Difflugia.

When recent Foraminifera are dissolved in dilute acid, an

organic basis is always left after the removal of the calcareous

matter, accurately retaining the form of the shell, with all its

openings and pores. The earthy constituent is mainly car-

bonate of lime ; but Dr. Schultze has satisfied himself of the

presence of a minute amount of phosphate of lime in the

shells of recent Orbiculina adunca from the Antilles, and of

Polystomella strigilata from the Adriatic.

As respects the intimate structure of the shell, the calca-

reous Foraminifera may be arranged in two series ; in one of

which the shell is perforated by numerous minute openings or

canals, and in the other appears to be solid and homogeneous.
In the latter the animal communicates with the external world,

either through a single large opening, or, instead of that, there

may be several smaller openings grouped together.

Dr. Schultze has never been able to detect any trace of an

organic envelope on the surface of the shell, as described by

Carter in Operculina arahica.

The chambers of the shell communicate by similar pores

and canals through the dissepiments ; but of the " interseptal

spaces" described by Carter in Opercxdina arahica, and by
Williamson in a species oi Faiijasina (neither of which forms

had come under his observation). Dr. Schultze has never

seen any appearance in other Polythalamia belonging to nu-

merous genera.

With respect to the classification of the Polythalamia, Dr.

Schultze takes the mode of disposition of the chambers as the

basis of his arrangement. Three principal types are in this

way afforded, according as the chambers are disposed in a

straight (or slightly curved) line ; or in a spiral direction ; or

in confused heaps. The first corresponding with the Stichoste-

giens of D'Orbigny ; the second with his Stelicostcgiens,

Entomostegiens, Erallostegiens, and Agathistegiens ; and the
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third including a small number of species hitherto over-

looked, and united by Dr. Schultze in the genus Acervulina.

In Dr. Schultze's arrangement these three divisions constitute

as many groups, under the names of Rhabdoidea, Helicoidea,
and SoROiDEA.

The Monothalamia he subdivides into three families. The
first embracing all the forms having a sacciform, solid, cal-

careous, or membranous test, with a single large opening.

The second is constituted of the single genus Orbulina, D'Orb.
{Miliola, Ehr.), and is distinguished from the preceding by
the globose, calcareous test, having no large opening, and per-
forated all round hyjine pores. The third family, lastly, in-

cludes the genus Cornuspira (Schultze), having a monothala-
mous, calcareous shell, convoluted like that of a Planorbis,

and furnished with a large opening.

The following tabular arrangement of the Rhizopoda is given
by Dr. Schultze, with which we must conclude this notice

of his most valuable work.

RHIZOPODA.

A. NUDA.
Gen. Amgeba (NoctilucaV)

B. TESTACEA.

I, MONOTHALAWIA.
Test one-chambered ; animal undivided.

1. Fam. Lauynida.—A sacciform, calcareous, or membrauous, uon-jjorous

test, with a large opening.

Gen. Arcella, Difflugia, Trinema, Euglypha, Gromia, Lagj'^nis,

Ovulina, Fissurina, SquamuUna, &c.

2. Fam. Orbulixida.—A globose, calcareous test, without a large oi^en-

ing, and finely porous throughout.
G«n. Orbulina.

3. Fam. Cornuspirida.—A calcareous test, convoluted like the shell of a
Planorbis, with a large opening.

G^n. Cornuspira.

II. POLTTHALAMIA.

Shell polythalamous ; the animal constituted of segments, connected by
slender processes.

1. Group Helicoidea.
The chambers disposed m a spiral.

4. Fam, Miliolida.—Each chamber occupies a half-spiral ; the spires

developed either in one plane or in various planes.

The shell has only one large ojicning at the

extremity of the last spiral. No pores.

Gen. Uniloculina, Biloculina, Miliola, Spiroloculina, Articii-

lina, Sphaeroidina, Adclosina, Fabularia.
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5. Fam. Turbinoida.—The spiral formed by the chambers resembles

that of the shell of Helix or Turbo. The spiral

is only visible on one side of the shell. Some
are so much drawn out that the chambers are

disposed alternately, as it were, in two con-

tiguous rows. The shell has a large opening

in the last chamber, and the surface is almost

alwaj's finely perforate.

1. Subfam. Botalida.—Shell depressed or conical ; chambers not

embracing each other ; shell glassy, trans-

parent ; finely perforate.

Gen. Rotalia, Rosalina, Truncatulina, Anomalina, Planorbu-

lina, &c.

2. Subfam. Uvellida.—Shell in the form of a longer or shorter raceme.

The chambers frequently almost completely

embracing. Shell usually thick and coarsely

perforate, or solid.

Gen. Globigerina, Bulimina, Uvigerina, Guttulina, Candeina,

Globulina, Chrysalidina, Pyrulina, Clavulina, Poly-

morphina, &c.

3. Snbfam. Textilarida.—Spire so much produced that the chambers
lie alternately in two contiguous rows.

Gen. Gaudryna, Textilaria, Virgulina, Vulvulina, Sagrina,

Bigenerina, &c.

4. Subfam. Cassidulinida.—Textilaridans, curved once in a direction

perpendicular to the original spiral.

Gen. Ehrenbergina, Cassidulina.

6. Fam. Nautiloida.—The spiral formed by the chambers has a general

resemblance to the shell of an Ammonite or

Nautilus. The spire is visible on each side of

the shell, or not visible on either side. The
anterior wall of the last chamber is furnished
with one larger or several smaller openings

;

the remainder of the shell is usually finely

perforate.

1. Subfam. Cristdlarida.—Shell thick, finely perforate, colourless,

transparent ; chambers embracing, with
a large opening at the upper angle of
the anterior waU of the last chamber,
to which the communicating openings
between the separate chambers corre-

spond in jwsition.

Gen. Cristellaria, llotalina, Marginulina, Flabellina.

2. Subfam. Nonionida.—Shell thick or thin, colourless, transparent,

finely perforate ; chambers either em-
bracing or not. I'hc ojiening in the
anterior wall of the first cliamber at the
side looking towards tlio jienultimate

s|)iral ; the communicating openings of

the separate chambers in the correspond-
ing position.

Gen. Nonionina, Haverina, Orbignyna, Fusulina, Numraulina,
Assiiina, Sidcrolina,, Anipliistegina, &c.

3. Subfam. PeneropUda.—Usually thin, always brown, transparent
siiells, with or without fine jiores ; the
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chambers very narrow, embracing or

not. Numerous openings, scattered over

the whole of the anterior wall of the

last chamber ; or, instead of these, a

large opening produced by the coales-

cence of numerous smaller ones.

Gen. Peneroplis, Dendritina, Vertebralina, Coscinospira, Spi-

rolina, Lituola, Orbiculina.

4. Subfam. PolystomelUda.—Shell tolerably thick, colourless, trans-

parent, finely porous ; chambers em-
bracing ; the anterior wall of the

last chamber, besides the fine pores,

has either no larger opening at all, or

a few very minute, irregular fissures,

on the side towards the penultimate

whorl. On the surface of all the

chambers, rows of fissure-like, often

perforating depressions, running at

right angles to the direction of the

dissepiment.

Gen. Polystomella.

7. Fam. Alveolinida.—Globose, ovoid, or cucumber-shaped shells, com-

posed of spiral tubes, each resembling a Cor-

nuspira, and furnished with a special open-

ing at the end of the whorl. The tubes all

communicate by connecting openings, and

besides this, are all subdivided by incomplete

dissepiments, in the same manner as in the

Nonionina. The situation of these dissepi-

ments, which are but few in number, and of

the connecting openings, is indicated by me-
ridional lines, which are seen on the surface

of the shell.

Gen. Alveolina.

8. Fam. Sobitida.—Discoid, multicellular shells, exhibiting only in the

centre an indication of a helicoid spiral, otherwise

cycloid ; that is, growing uniformly at the whole

border of the disc. The brown, transparent,

finely porous shell, is formed of minute chambers,

connected together in the direction of straight or

curved radii, and at the border of the disc, each

presenting a large opening.

Gen. Sorites, Amphisorus, Orbitulites (Orbitoides, Orbitulina,

Phaculina, Marginopora), Cyclolina (chambers per-

fectly annular, with numerous openings on the border

of the disc).

2. Group Rhabdoidea.

The chambers arching one over the other, in a straight or slightly curved

line, in a single series.

9. Fam. Nodosarida.— Rod-shaped shells, whose chambers arc super-

imposed one upon another in a series, and

communicate with each other by a large open-

ing ; a similar opening in the last chamber.

(Except in the genus Conulina, where there
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are numerous openings instead.) The shell

usually thick, perhaps always perforated by
fine pore-canals.

Gen. Glandulina, Nodosaria, Orthocerina, Dentalina, Frondi-

cularia, Lingulina, Rimulina, Vaginulina, Webbiua,
Conulina.

3. Group SOKOIDEA.

Chambers grouped in irregular masses,

10. Fani. AcERVULiiaDA.—Chambers usually globose, disposed very iiTe-

gularly one upon another, and of pretty

uniform dimensions ; shell finely perforate,

and "nitli a few larger openings at indeter-

minate i^laces.

Gen. Acervulina.

MiKROSKOPISCHE UnTERSUCHTJNGEN UEBEB DIE POKOSITAT DER KoRPER,
Xebst iSrc. F. Keber. (Microscopical Eesearches on the Porosity of
Bodies. Together with a Memoir on the entrance of the Spennatic
Cells into the Ovum. By F. Keber.)

We shall, on the present occasion, confine our remarks to the

former of the subjects treated on by Dr. Keber, an abstract

of whose Memoir on the Porosity of Bodies, furnished by the

Author and translated by Dr. Barry, appears in the ' Philoso-

phical Masrazine ' for October and November, 1854. Dr.
Barry has also appended to it what he terms ' Confirmations

'

of Dr. Keber's views.

Dr. Keber states, that after many fruitless attempts, he has
been so fortunate as to discover in the substance of all

organic bodies already formed (though what that means is

not very obvious), microscopic spaces from 1-1 2000th to

l-48000th of an inch in diameter ; and generally, in all bodies
which he has examined, to recognize signs of an optically de-
monstrable and measurable microscopic porosity.

It must be understood, however, before going further,

that this porosity is not to be confounded with the spaces
between the fibres or other constituent elements of organic
tissues. The porosity of Dr. Keber is of a much finer kind
than this, and is to be sought for in the substance of which
the fibres, tScc, themselves are composed. To observe such a

condition as this, it is obviously requisite that the substance
to be examined should be divided into infinitely small por-
tions. Several methods of pro(;eeding are indicated by which
particles sufiicicntly small may be obtained for examination

1
. A very successful method, according to Dr. Keber,

consists in the examination of the dusty particles whicli settle

upon glass when left uncovered ; though tliis mode would
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seem to be open to the objection that the observer cannot

possibly tell what he is looking at.

2. The surface of the body to be examined may be scraped

very gently with a knife.

3. As some bodies are too hard for this purpose, the minute
particles required are procured by the attrition of two por-

tions of the same substance against each other.

4. The particles may be procured simply by gentle but
continued tappings upon the glass with the body to be ex-

amined. ' This method, it is true,' the author observes,
* takes more time than the others, but is very sure and easy of

application.'

5. With bodies that are fresh, and still moist, the mode of

proceeding consists in passing the knife most gently over their

surface, and laying the detritus upon glass, which must be
examined without the addition of water, and without a

covering of glass. And it is to be observed that the particles

of dry substances are also to be examined in the dry state, but
that they should be covered with thin glass.

Among the organic and inorganic bodies examined in this

way by Dr. Keber, he mentions :

—

The shell and membranes of the e^^ ; the epidermis and
cutis of man and many animals ; horny substances ; hair ; the

cell-membrane ; the mucous and vascular membranes ; the

walls of capillaries, lymphatics, blood-corpuscles ; serous

membranes, ligaments, bones and teeth. All parts of plants,

and most definitely in the roots ! Charcoal, pitcoal, and brown
coal

;
gold, tin, silver, lead, iron, granite, many crystals,

&c. The pores of granite (which constituent?) measure in

diameter 1-14400th inch ; those of iron, 1- 24000th to

1-36000th inch ; those of steel, which however are very

difficult of demonstration, appear to be still smaller. The
average size of the pores in all vegetable formations may be
taken at l-18000th inch, among which there occur individual

variations of from l-12000th to l-24000th inch. The pores in

animal formations are about the same size as those of

plants. In the membranes of the ovum of man and the rabbit

they measure l-14400th to 1-1 9200th inch, and the same in

the human cuticle and skin.

The evidence upon which Dr. Keber relies in support of

his assertion of the existence of pores of the above kind in all

bodies, is this : that in the most minute particles of any kind

he perceived, on close examination, what he supposes to be

exceedingly minute spaces and clefts, varying in diameter

from 1-1 4000th to 1-1 8000th inch, the colour of wliicli, but

principally with bright illumination, mostly exhibited a
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reddish or greenish tinge. Upon long examination he also

noticed that the borders of the dust-particles, as well as their

finer indentations and inlets, frequently presented exactly the

same reddish and greenish edges. This accordance in the

colouring of the borders, with that of the apparent spaces in

the substance of the dust-particles, could not, in the Author's

opinion, do otherwise than serve as a confirmation of his belief

that he had before him real spaces and minute orifices. More-
over, with the alternate elevation and lowering of the object,

and with alternately increased and diminished illumination, he
distinctly saw the light flash through them. To the above, which
really includes the whole of Dr. Keber's discoveries, we would
merely add that his observations were usually made with a

magnifying power of 200 diameters and with an aplanatic

eyepiece, and with full transmitted light. With this power he
was able to perceive in all bodies whatsoever examined by
him—including metals, minerals, &c.—the following parti-

culars : 1. As it would seem, that they are composed of

scales, all of which are constituted of a delicate net-and-

lattice-work of variously interlaced fibres, with lamelJcB more
or less covering one another, which however, partly between
them, partly in their substance itself, present a multitude of

minute, irregularly-shaped roundish, elongated, indented and
angular orifices, spaces or rifts which are sometimes dendriti-

cally branched, and form a system of communicating hollow

interstices or passages. All to be seen and measured with a

linear magnifying poAver of 200 diameters, and with an object-

glass, by Dr. Keber's confession, very far from corrected for

chromatic aberration ; as we have reason to believe is the case

with many object-glasses used by German observers !

The absurdity of these assertions, and of the pretended
discoveries of Dr. Keber, will be so glaringly manifest to any
one who has had the slightest experience with the microscope,

that we should not have occupied a page of the Journal with

tliem had it not been for their appearance in a periodical of

such high scientific repute as the ' Philosophical Magazine,'
and under the auspices of one who, with all his obstinacy in

the retention of exploded views, deserves the greatest respect

from every physiologist and microscopical observer. We are

sorry to say, however, that Dr. Barry's reputation as an
observer will not be enhanced by his fostering of Dr. Keber's
extravagant notions ; nor do we perceive either that that

imaginative microscopist has much to thank Dr. Barry for,

in what the latter terms his * Confirmations' of the dis-

coveries. For, according to the 'Confirmations,' the German
observer's pores are not pores at all, but the nucleoli of a flat
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or discoid nucleus, that has divided into many still adherent

parts, each part being itself a nucleus, and having its single

nucleolus. It would seem, therefore, that bodies are not porous
at all, but solid ; and moreover, that gold, tin, silver, lead,

iron, granite, and many crystals, are composed of scales, each

of which is a flat or discoid nucleus, divided into many still

adherent parts, &c. !

Dr. Keber's views on the porosity of bodies, and his mode of

demonstrating it, require no comment. Any one, with a mode-
rately good object-glass, can of course at once satisfy himself of
their fallacy ; and we would merely request him, should he ever

see our pages, to notice that the old Florentine experiment
by no means proves the porosity of gold any more than does

the translucency of gold leaf, and that though the irregular

fragments of bodies which he has examined with a defective

instrument may exhibit the colours and appearances he
describes, and though some of them may present actual

openings of the size he mentions, it is absurd to deduce from
that that all bodies are pervaded by pores, in general not less

than l-24000th of an inch in diameter. The mere inspection

of such an object as a scale of Pleurosigma angulatum, for

instance, in which dots of infinitely less size than that can be
seen and measured, and yet in which no pores of any kind are

perceptible, is sufficient to demonstrate that all bodies are not

necessarily porous. Dr. Keber should also remember that

although some stones may imbibe water when immersed in it,

all do not do so any more than do metals ; though according to

him all are equally furnished with pores and passages of pretty

nearly uniform size.

A Makttal of Pathological Anatomy. By C. Handfield Jones,
M.D., and Edward H. Sieveking, M.D. London. Churcliill,

This will be a very acceptable volume to the medical pro-

fession, because we have no work embracing, in a compressed
form, the results of recent researches in the science of

pathology. Within a few years, also, the character of much
of our pathological anatomy has been rendered much more
accurate and comprehensive by the use of the microscope.

The authors had thus presented them a very wide field ; and if

we find defects in this volume, we must rather put it down to

the magnitude of the subject, and the necessity of bringing out

the work speedily, tlian to any want of industry and capability

on the part of the authors. We have to thank them that they

have done so much. Although the whole work is a joint pro-
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duction, the authors have taken separately their various especial

parts of the work. Thus Dr. Jones has written the department

of General Pathological Anatomy with that of the Alimentary

Canal and other viscera ; whilst Dr. Sieveking has given the

Pathology of the Nervous, Circulating, Respiratory and Osse-

ous systems. We think the work would be improved by extend-

ing the general department so as to make it embrace all patho-

logical conditions, without the necessity of repeating under the

head of each system much of what has been previously stated.

This would reduce the bulk of the special department, and give

the authors the opportunity of going into greater detail in their

account of microscopical pathological conditions. The chapter

on parasites, for instance, might thus be greatly extended,

especially the portion devoted to their vegetable forms, and
the results of such researches as those in Robin's volume on
' Vegetaux Parasites ' given.

The volume forms one of Mr. Churchill's medical manuals,
and is illustrated with a large series of well-executed wood-
cuts.

A PopuLAE History of British Mosses. By Egbert M. Stack.
Eeeve. London.

There are few departments of vegetable anatomy that offer a

less trodden field for the microscope than the family of Mosses.

As yet we are very imperfectly acquainted with the history of

their development and the mode of their reproduction. They
afford an interest, not only on account of their present distri-

bution on the earth's surface, but also on account of their

previous history in connection with the extinct vegetation

presented to us in the coal and other strata. This little book
does not profess to give an account of the microscopic struc-

ture of British mosses ; but all those who are studying this

subject will find it of great assistance in furnishing the names
of particular mosses, and enabling them to identify their spe-

cimens. Tills work is one of the best of the series to which
it belongs, and is a very useful addition to the literature of

our native botany.

Etudes PnYSiOLOoiQUES sur les Animalcules des Infusiores Vege-
tates. Par Paul Laurent. Tome L Nancy. 1854.

M. Laurent is known for his microscopical researches ; but,

unfortunately, the author has adopted theories which evidently

intcrlcre with liis power of making accurate researches. In

the first place, he maintains that tlierc is no distinction be-
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tween the animal and vegetable kingdoms, and then proceeds

to demonstrate the fact by showing that infusoiy animalcules

are produced from the tissues of plants. His observations are

undoubtedly curious, but from his having a preconceived notion

to establish, they must all be taken with considerable caution.

One of the great objects of the work is to show that the ordi-

nary cells of the cellular tissue of plants become converted

into true infusory animalcules. Not only does M. Laurent
attempt to demonstrate this fact, but having thus procured

his animalcules, he proceeds to give a detailed history of their

habits and functions, very different, indeed, from any that

has hitherto appeared. The work is illustrated with twenty-

two quarto plates, giving coarse though graphic views of all

sorts of animalcules ; but in these the experienced niicrosco-

pist will meet with many forms that are familiar enough in

ordinary vegetable infusions, whilst in others he will not fail

to observe the workings of an imagination bent on supporting

a particular view of the facts presented.
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NOTES AND CORRESPONDENCE.

On a mode of ivashing and concentrating Diatomaceous Eartha

and Clays.—The following method which I have adopted, with

tolerable success, consists in making the deposits fall through

a constant depth of water, in various periods of time ; thus

dividing the diatomes, according to their sizes, into portions

of several different gravities.

Rule.—Take about a cubic inch of the clay to be examined,

digest it for about four hours in strong nitric acid at a mode-

rate temperature ; now add gradually an equal quantity of

hydrochloric acid, effervescence takes place, a further action

on the clay ensues ; keep boiling for about three hours more,

occasionally stirring, and then allow the mixture to cool and

settle down, which it will do in about an hour ;
pour off the

superfluous acid and wash the residue repeatedly with water,

so as to get rid of the remaining acid.

The next operation is to divide the sediment into portions of

various specific gravities ; for this purpose it is necessary to

have several beakers, about 3 or 4 inches in height, and about

It to 2 inches in diameter; also one very large beaker, about 6 to

9 inches in diameter : we will call the large beaker A. Now
transfer the sediment into one of the small beakers, and pour

in water till there is just 2 inches depth of water in the glass.

Stir and let stand half-a-minute by the watch, and then pour

off c arefully into the large beaker A ; repeat this about half-

a-dozen times, each time pouring off into A all that does not

fall through the 2 inches of water in the half-minute, and at

last the small beaker will contain only what falls through

2 inches of water in half-a-minute. Now let A stand about

half-an-hour, pour off carefully, and transfer the sediment in

A to another small beaker
;
put 2 inches of water with it,

stir and let stand for 2i minutes, then pour off into A. Re-
peat this about six times, and there will now be another small

beaker containing all that falls through 2 inches of water in

2i minutes ; while in A is all that does not fall through that

distance in that period. Let A stand half-an-hour, pour off

and transfer the sediment to another small beaker, stir and let

it stand five minutes, pour off into A as l)cfore, and repeat

this as before about six times. There is now another beaker,

containing all that falls through 2 inches of water in 5

minutes. After this I do not divide them any further, but
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call the last remainder, or what remains in A after it has

stood its half-hour, " Not in five minutes." Thus we have
four different glasses, containing diatomes and clay mixed, of

four different densities : thus to ^ ;
i to 2i

; .2? to 5 ; not

in 5. There is now a method of concentrating the coarsest of

these sediments, namely, the to ^, the ^ to 2i, and some-
times the 2^ to 5. It consists in taking the beaker containing
the sediment and pouring about an inch of water on it. Let
it settle about 5 minutes and then place the glass on a table,

and impart a whirling motion to the whole by moving it

round and round, when the greatest portion of the diatomes
will rise up in a sort of eddy, while the particles of mud or

sand will remain at the bottom, even though they are of the

same specific gravity as the diatomes, and have fallen through
the same distance of water in the same time. This is because
the diatomes are mostly jiat and thin, while the particles of

sand and mud are round ; in the same way, if we take a round
pebble and an oyster shell both of the same weight and throw
both horizontally into the water, the pebble will reach the

bottom sooner than the oyster shell. So when the whirling

motion is imparted to the glass, the thin flat shells of the

diatomes will rise up in a cloud, while the round particles of

mud and sand will remain behind ; when the cloud rises up,

pour it off quickly and dexterously into another glass, and, if

necessary, repeat the process, and a little practice will enable

the operator to separate all the diatomes most effectually. I

have said before that this process will only apply to the

to i, i to 2i, and sometimes the 2i to 5 sediment, but not at

any finer one
;
practice may soon teach this. The " not in 5"

cannot be concentrated, it is too fine, and the whole rises

together on imparting the whirling motion to it.

It is not necessary to abide invariably by the divisions of

time which I have given here.

These must be varied, of course, according to the nature of

the clay to be examined. For instance, in a clay I have re-

cently tried from 34 feet below the bed of the river at Cardiff,

nearly the whole of what was left after the to ^ fell in the

\ to 2^. I, therefore, divided it thus : to i, i to 1^, and
1^ to 2^ ; a little practice will soon teach this.

The advantages of the plan are, I think, obvious. In the

first or coarsest sediments we get all the larger and finer

Diatomes by themselves, unmixed with and consequently un-

obscured by the innumerable smaller ones, and the fine

particles of mud and sand ; while if any of them, such as the

Evj)odisci or Camjiyhdisci are rare, they are sure to be found
in either the first or second division of densities, and by their
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being- concentrated and brought as it were into a small com-
pass the detection of them is easy and certain.

In the next division, or the 2^ to 5, we shall find the

moderate-sized diatomes ; and lastly, in the " not in 5," we
get a mass of the remaining and smaller diatomes, all of

which small ones are themselves the more readily seen and
identified when separated from their larger brethren.

I would venture to add, moreover, that I think the exami-
nation of these deposits for the various species is much faci-

litated, as the slides containing the to 1^ sediment may be
examined with the inch objective ; the ^ inch will do to

examine the H to 2^, and 2t to 5 ; while the i inch need
not be used till we come to the " not in 5," whereas were
they all mixed the i inch would be required to examine the

whole.

I should add, that what is poured off the large beaker A,
after it has stood the half-hour each time, may be flung away
and the sediment only transferred to the small beakers, as

from the large size of it there will rarely be more than

2 inches depth of water in it, and half-an-hour is ample time
to ensure every diatomaceous particle atom falling to the

bottom and being preserved and detected in one or the other

of the divisions.—F. Okeden, C.E.

Aperture of Object-glasses.—As my friend Mr. Sollitt Consi-

ders the principle that I have proposed, for measuring the

angle of aperture of object-glasses, is both complex and
erroneous, I may briefly remark, that he himself supports me,

with the most substantial evidence possible, of his own per-

fect conviction of its utility. Simply, because the very

method that he has proposed as a substitute, both in its

action and use, is absolutely identical with my own ; which

is, " to use the object-glass of the microscope as the objective

of a diminishing telescope." This I accomplished by placing

a biconvex lens over the eye-piece.

The next point in question is, with respect to the angle of

aperture being reduced upon an object, immersed in balsam
;

wherein Mr. Sollitt is of opinion, that both the results of

Professor Robinson and myself are erroneous.

The methods of measuring apertures under the latter con-

ditions must, of necessity, be altogether different, and form a

distinct branch : at present I know of no principle that will

serve tlie purpose so well as that proposed by Professor

Robinson. The experiments that Mr. Sollitt has brought

forward to prove that it is an error to suppose, that the angle

of aperture is reduced in l)a1sam, amounts to no proof at all,
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merely because they form no representative of the conditions

of an object, mounted in the substance of a refracting medium.
Mr. Sollitt imaguies that the theory, as I have explained it,

is tantamount to this,—that when a parallel plate of a refract-

ing body is interposed between the object-glass to be mea-

sured and the candle, it should reduce the aperture. How
he could interpret my meaning thus I am at a loss to conjec-

ture, when I stated distinctly, in my paper in the ' Micro-

scopical Journal,' page 213 :
—"That a parallel plate of glass,

over an object mounted dry, has no effect in reducing the

aperture, for the rays, after being deflected by the first sur-

face, emerge again from the second one, parallel to their

original direction, and all converge to a point, at the same
angle as at first ; consequently, the object is seen through the

glass, with an angle of aperture the same as if it was not

interposed." This is also the case, if several parallel plates

of substances of different refractive powers be interposed.

That the candles which Mr. Sollitt made use of exactly

represented objects mounted dry, there can be no question ;

and his results are as they should be. But if each candle

had been a body contained in the substance of a solid block

of glass, extending from the object-glass ; then a very different

indication, or a diminished aperture, would have been ob-

tained.

I imagined that my explanation would have been very

easily understood, considering that it strictly depended upon

the first law of refraction, contained in any elementary work

upon optics. The annexed cut may serve as a particular

illustration of the method of measuring the loss of aperture

on objects in transparent media. In diagram 1, let a a repre-

sent a parallel plate of glass, or other medium. Suppose an

object to be immersed just within its substance at b, to be

viewed with an object-glass, whose aperture is c c. Now,
according to the laws of refraction, the aperture, or angle of

rays, collected from the object must be represented by the

lines taken from b to the points of incidence of the exterior

rays of the object-glass, at the upper surface of a a. This is

the theoretical explanation of the loss of aperture on an object

thus mounted.
The practical method of obtaining the actual measurement

of the refracted and reduced angle of aperture is demonstrated

by diagram 2. Let c c again represent the aperture of the

object-glass, which is focussed exactly on to the upper surface

of aa ; the rays, cc, will be refracted to dd, forming an angle

exactly similar to that at diagram 1, but inverted. It is

therefore evident, that if we measure the base or diameter

VOL. III. M
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of the cone of light, at the under surface at d d, the apex

being taken from the upper side of a a, it will truly represent

the losB of aperture caused by the first refraction of the one

surface of the medium.

The section of the cone of light ai d d may be rendered

visible by breathing on the under surface of a a; but for

accuracy 1 have used a thin film of bees'-wax, as this allows

the diameter to be marked with a needle-point with great

nicety.

In giving this additional explanation I do not, in the

remotest degree, intend to insinuate, that Mr. Sollitt is not

perfectly familiar with the theoretical facts upon which this

method of measuring apertures is based ; but I entirely blame

the want of perspicuity, which prevented me from making

myself understood in the first instance.

Tliere is a remark contained in my paper, which subsequent

observation has induced me to recall, or at least to modify,

the very general interpretation to which it is liable. The

expression that I allude to was this :—" I have invariably

found, that when very difficult tests are mounted in balsam I

cannot discover the markings." In contradiction to this, I have

lately succeeded, in many instances, in bringing out the striae

on some, of what may be termed very difficult tests when in

balsam ; but I do not see tliat this is to overturn the fact, that

we are actually seeing such objects with a diminished aper-

ture. But, however, the subject requires an investigation

that I have not yet had time to devote to it. I have thought

this noti(re due from me, as I asserted that the statement made

by Professor Bailey, of his employing no other than balsam

mount(!d tests, recpiired some furtlicr explanation I may here

mention, that it is my opinion, that if an aperture of 125' is

reduced to 7 T on an object in balsam, it will still have a
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great advantage over a clear aperture of 7P on the same

object mounted dry ; because, if it is really as I have stated,

that the visibility of the markings depends upon their opacity,

we shall, In the former case, not only obtain more light

through the object itself, but there will also be no appreciable

loss from the reflection of the containing glass surfaces, as

there is in a dry mounting.

To those who may still doubt the question of the loss of

aperture, on objects immersed in refractive media, I will

recommend a trial of the following simple and instructive

experiment, bearing reference to the point in question.

Spread some moistened Diatomacece on a glass slip, and

when dry cover the deposit with a piece of thin glass
;
place

the slide under the microscope, and with an eighth object-

glass, select a specimen that may be considered as a test,

adjust and focus carefully, and so let it remain. Next, take

a drop of oil, or thin Canada balsam, at the end of a wire,

and drop it on to the edge of the thin glass cover. If the slide

is warm this will rapidly insinuate itself between the glasses.

Look through the microscope, and wait for its passage across

the field of view ; directly that it has passed, it will be found

that everything that was visible on the slide, the moment
before, has vanished from sight ; because the oil, or balsam,

has caused a different refraction of the rays from the object-

glass, the focus of which has, in fact, become lengthened ;

for, in order to bring the object again into view, the objective

must be brought back a farther distance from the test ; it will

then be found, if this was at all difficult, that the striae are

now totally invisible, under the same conditions of light, and

it will require a different arrangement of illumination to bring

them out again, together with an alteration in the adjustment

of the object-glass. It may be supposed that these effects are

analogous to those which would be produced by the interpo-

sition of an extra thickness of glass ; but just the same phe-

nomena are observed if the objects are adherent to the thin

cover itself.

With this example I conclude my remarks. I consider

that the main point, that balsam or fluid mounting does

create a diminished aperture, still remains an untouched fact.

The inquiry is one of considerable interest ; and, as it may
end in an application of much utility, should be prosecuted

farther.— F. H. Wenham.

On the ITIcaMiremeul of the Aperture of Objectives. In yOUF

last number I see that Mr. Sollitt proposes a new method

for measuring the apertures of objectives, in discussing which
M 2
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he controverts some opinions expressed by Mr. Wenham
and me. On both these I wish to make a few remarks.

I have stated in the paper to which Mr. Sollitt refers that if

rays nearly parallel be sent through the eye-piece of a micro-

scope down its axis, their extreme divergence, after passing

through the objective, will equal its angle of aperture, which

therefore is correctly ascertained by measuring that divergence.

The only methods, as far as I know, which do this are the two
which I have proposed,* all others depending on the dis-

appearance of a light seen obliquely. Of these Mr. Lister's

(Mr. Wenham's, which is similar, I have not tried) is alone

correct in principle, but it fails practically in extreme cases.

In Mr. Sollitt's, and all of the same type, the process is by no

means so certain ; on the contrary, they are liable to two serious

objections : firstly, that when a pencil of light is inclined at a

considerable angle to the axis of an objective, its ultimate

angle of divergence is less than the aperture ; and secondly,

that this angle is not bisected by the ray which is parallel to

the original direction. These are obvious from the theory of

oblique pencils, and it follows, as a necessary consequence,

that we thus measure, not tlie true aperture, but twice an angle

which is greater than the half of an angle loliich is less than the

aperture. Up to 45° there is no difficulty in seeing that these

two errors nearly compensate each other ; but it would be no
easy problem to determine their effect at 80° or 85°. To this

I may add, that in Mr. Sollitt's method he obtains not the

aperture of the objective which he tries, but the sum of it, and
that of the lens which he uses as an eye-piece.

I expressed a belief that objectives of large apertures receive

less light from an object in balsam than from one which is dry,

and 1 do not see how it can be avoided witliout also denying
the elementary principles of optics. A valve of a diatome

(for example) in air disperses light in every direction, as is

proved by illuminating it in a dark room with a naiTow pencil

of sunlight transmitted perpendicularly through it. It is

perfectly seen out of the direct beam till its markings disappear

by foreshortening, but continues brilliantly visible till the eye

comes almost to tlie very plane of the glass on which it is

placed. Now, of this light, so dispersed, all (except what is

lost by the reflection of tlie cover) can come through it to the

* In measuring an objective of 17G°, made by Spcnce, for my friend,

T. F. I'eri^jiu, I'",s(i., tlio diainoter of the cone's section was ao great that

I was obli;;o(l to modify the method, by receiving the light on a screen

made to travel in a cylindric surface concentric with the focal jioint.

This is a decided imjirovement, but requires the use of a graduated circle.

The result must, of course, be eorrecteil for penumbra, S:c.
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objective, even with 180^ of divergence. In balsam there

must be the same dispersion of light ; but beyond a certain

obliquit}', it cannot emerge. The refractive index of Canada
balsam is 1 540, and that of such flint glass as I use for

covers 1*550 ; with these Mr. Sollitt will find that the limit is

40^ 30' from the perpendicular, and that below this all the

rays must be reflected back and be absorbed or escape at the

edges of the slide. How much is thus lost cannot be assigned

without knowing how the intensity of this dispersed light

varies at different obliquities ; but if it be uniform, then the

balsam unquestionably cuts off a portion of it whose quantitv

is measured by the difference between a hemisphere and a

segment whose amplitude is 81°, or 0"76 of the whole. In

air the light will pass almost to 90^^.

The first argument by which Mr. Sollitt endeavours to

overthrow this inference is, that he finds his measures of

aperture the same, whether he interposes in the course of the

light a plain slide or one with balsam. This must be the

case ; for every one knows that a ray incident on any system
of media, bounded by parallel surfaces, emerges parallel to its

original direction.* But though it will pass the media, even
up to 90°, its course in them is always within the angle of total

reflection, and the light whose loss I have described comes not

by direct transmission, but by dispersion. How that disper-

sion is produced I do not now inquire ; but its existence is a
fact.

His second argument is, that test objects are as well seen in

balsam as when dry. This is not in accordance with my
experience, and I believe is not generally admitted. It is

true that a body of irregular surface and high refractive power
is (especially as to its internal structure) best seen in balsam

;

but this is a special case, and does not apply to one which,
like the valve of a Pleurosiyma, is thin and flat. Indeed,

besides the point in question, this medium may be expected
to injure vision by weakening the dispersion and reflection of

the light. The refractive index is nearly that of quartz for the

ordinary ray, which is probably the same as that of silica, as it

exists in these valves, having no active or polarized light ;t if

it were exactly the same, neither the valve nor its markings
could be seen at all, and as it is, its action makes the latter

* It is shifted a little sideways, which is the reason that we can use
these large apertures with covers oi" a certain thickness, but this can
make no change in the measure.

+ In this respect they contrast strongly with undoubted vegetable pro-

ductions, such as the siliceous integuments of grasses and Eijm'seta, the
hairs of Dentzia, &c.
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finer and fainter. If Mr. Sollitt will repeat one of my ex-

periments, select a single valve, whose details are barely

visible when dry (the objective may be of moderate aperture ),

successively introduce under its cover, water, alcohol, and

balsam, and use very deep eye-pieces, which are the sure tests

of deficient light, he will probably find reason to change his

present opinion as to the effect of dense media.

It may be of use to some of your readers to know that I have

ascertained the nature of the irregularity which injured

the circumference of the objective described in my paper as

No. 4. (Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, vol. ii.

p. 296.) I sent it to a distinguished optician, Mr. Grubb, of

Dublin, to have a graduation put to its compensation, who, on
taking it asunder, found that a little of the cement which

unites the lenses was visible round the edge of <me: this he

very cautiously removed I was struck witli the improved
performance of the objective, but referred it to the superior

action of a new microscope which he had made for me, till I

happened to use it for the purpose of shewing the nature oi

this defect to a friend. To my surprise it was gone, and the

disc of light was unbroken to the edge, giving 129° instead of

102°, which had been the really effective part of the aperture.

I do not pretend to say that the same occurred in the others

which I examined (in No. 6 the case was certainly different) ;

but it is, at least, desirable that when such a defect is found,

this probability should be kept in mind.* J. R. Robinson,
D. D., Armagh.

On an improved Finder for the ITIicroscope. —The accompanying
plan for a Jinder, I have used for some time, and as I have

found it to work very well, and as it has moreover been seen

and approved of by two or three veteran microscopists, I have

ventured to send a description of it to your Journal.

The drawing I send is a view of Ross's stage to his best

microscope, which is the instrument I use, and to wliicli 1

have adapted the finder.

* This microscope deserves to be known : amono; oilier valuable im-
provements it has anticipated, and in a Letter form, one proposed in your

last nnmber, as " a new achromatic condenser." Mr. Grubl)'s iihmiinator

is a prism whose aberrations are corrected for a lamp placed at a given

distance in the i)lane of the static;. It travels on a graduated arc of 120°,

and throufi;li this ranL:;e its focus continues on the object, sufficiently bright

for the higliest jiowers. 1 have used it at 50" with 8200, and find the

power of examining tissues at various oblicjuities very useful. If 7'aised

above the stage it gives at once a capital illumination for opaque objects
;

it acts well with liieberknhn and Nicol's jn-isiu, and trifling additions

make it equally effective with Mr. Bergin's parallel illuminator, which
shows some objects witli peculiar distinctness.
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This consists of two scales ; one of them, the vertical. A,

is attached to the main bed-plate of the stage ;
the other,

or horizontal one, B, is attached to the arm carrying the

pinion which works the vertical stage. These scales are

made on thin paper, and on examining a Ross's microscope,

it will be found that there is ample room for each stage to

work over its respective scale. The horizontal scale B is

carried on a little way, and fixed on the plate of the \ertical

stage, as well as to the arm before mentioned.

The only thing else required is a small brass stop, fixed on

the sliding plate at G. This is for the slides always to

abut against ; and also two little pegs, or stops, at D D ;
these

are fixed into the revolving plate, and are for the sliding plate

to abut against. These three stops are removable at pleasure.

The mode of using the finder is obvious :—If, for instance,

I am about to examine a slide of any deposit, for dlatomes,

I place it on the stage, close up to the stop G, and bring the

sliding plate down on the stops D D, and set the revolving
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plate square to the axis of the microscope ; on sweeping

through the slide, if any particular form occur worthy of

note, its position is at once read off on the two scales, and

noted thus, " Triceratium favus |g ;" the upper numbers
referring always to the horizontal scale, and the lower num-
bers to the vertical.

If I wish at any time to find T. favus, I haA'e merely to

bring the horizontal stage over 40 on its scale, and the vertical

stage over 20 on its scale, when T. favus must appear. Thus
the whole contents of a slide may he speedily catalogued and
registei'ed, and as speedily found again when required. A
small arrow scratched upon each slide serves to show the

direction in which it is Uiid, for registry or reference. The
divisions I use are l-5ths of an inch ; each is again divided

into 10 parts: each of these may be divided by the eye into

half, so that when the stages do not come exactly over a divi-

sion, I register them thus : T. favus ^. It is obvious, that

when working at night these scales will be in the dark ; I

then use a small silvered reflector, about two inches square,

which fits into a handle, and throws ample light upon either

of the stales, with a little management.
In the study of diatomaceous deposits this method of

registering is especially serviceable, as the whole contents

of a cabinet may be registered in a book, and any specimen
referred to in a moment, without the least trouble or loss of

time.

I am indebted to my esteemed friend, B. Brodie, Esq., for

the suggestion of the above contrivance.—F. Okeden, C.E.

Oh the presence of Starch in the blood of au Epileptic Patient.

—

During the latter part of last year (1853) a gentleman, re-

siding in Toronto, troubled with epilepsy, stated to me that

he was desirous of having his blood examined by means of

the microscope, hoping thereby that something might be clis-

covered in it which might explain the cause of his complaint.

Being fully aware of the great influence which the delayed
excretions of the system exercise when retained in the blood,

I readily acceded to the request, thinking it possible that I

might find some changes in the blood corpuscles, or in the

deportment of the fluids, that might assist in the investigation

or serve to explain the nature of the affection. Having ob-
tained some blood by j)uncturing the finger with a lancet,

I took a drop and placed it in the field of the microscope
—my microscope is a Nachet's, magnifying from 450 to 500
diameters. To tlie drop ol blood I added some pure well-

water, liic led (orpuschs rapidly absorbed tlic fluid, and soon
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broke up ; after a short time I found left under the micro-

scope many white corpuscles, and a nuniber of cellaeform

bodies which I compared to starch corpuscles ; these bodies

were of irregular size, with a minute nucleus, presented an
apparent lamination, were generally ovate, flattened and some
what iri'egular in their outline, and bore all the appearance of

these vegetable corpuscles. Fancying that they might be
some foreign matters obtained from the water, which had been
mixed with the blood, I requested a fresh supply of water in

perfectly clean utensils, and used every precaution to obviate

any accidental introduction of starch. Still upon placing

some more blood under the field of the microscope I observed

these bodies. One fact was evident, that if I put some of

the blood under the microscope without the addition of water,

the blood corpuscles ran together and broke up, without

showing any of the bodies I imagined to be starch corpuscles.

When developed to their ordinary size, they were about

l-500th of an inch in diameter, which would make them too

large to pass the generality of capillary vessels ; after some
water had been added to the blood these corpuscles, not at

first remarkable, after a time became very conspicuous, and
were evidently fully developed by the water they had absorbed.

The dense medium in which these bodies previously existed

was certainly not favourable to their increase of size, but, as

soon as a finer fluid had been added, they quickly enlarged

and eventually assumed the appearance which attracted my
notice.

Greatly surprised, I mentioned the fact to my patient,

telling him that I must be deceived by some unaccountable

accident, and that the introduction of the starch into the blood

must depend upon some fortuitous circumstances, as I had
never before heard of such a case, and did not believe that a

vegetable product like starch could exist in the blood of man.
So convinced was I that the product observable in the field

of the microscope was starch, that I obtained some flour and
placed it under similar circumstances in the field of the

microscope, its apparent identity was sufficiently manifest

;

still fearing that there must be some mistake, I did not ven-

ture to imagine that there could be any reality in my discovery

of starch in the blood of man, and consequently passed the

matter over without further observation. At a subsequent

period I discovered with my friend. Dr. Barrett, similar bodies

during our microscopic observations of the matter contained

in the eye of a boy, which had been removed in consequence

oi funr/us hcematodes^ and 1 have continually observed similar

corpuscles in specimens of urine submitted to the same test.
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Having lately observed (15th June, 1854) that Rudolph
Virchow had published in Virchow's Archiv. Bd VI., H. 1,

page 135 (Sept. 4, 1853), an account of his discovery of a sub-

stance presenting the chemical reaction of cellulose found in

the brain and spinal cord of man, I mentioned the fact to my
patient, told him that it was possible that the discovery which

I had made of starch in his blood might be a reality, and

consequently I thought it would be well to make another ob-

servation of the matters contained in his blood. Upon placing

a drop of the patient's blood under the microscope it exhibited

the same corpuscles, and I now resolved to test them with

iodine ; accordingly I made a watery solution of iodine, and

applied it to the drop of blood instead of the water previously

employed, and found that every one of the bodies I fancied

to be starch-corpuscles became blue—some were of a light

purplish-blue tint, while others became opaque, and of a per-

fectly blue colour. To satisfy myself as to the precise

character of these bodies, I now took some flour and mixed
it with the weak watery solution of iodine, and precisely

similar results were produced, therefore I consider that I am
warranted in believing that the bodies I observed under the

microscope, in the blood of the patient afflicted with epilepsy,

were corpuscles of starch ; and that under ordinary circum-

stances, while floating in blood of the usual consistency, these

bodies are scarcely more than granules, and continue as such

so hmg as they remain in the circulating system ; but when
they have been removed from the blood, or submitted to a less

dense fluid, that they then rapidly take up fluid, and are

readily developed into full-sized starch-corpuscles, and may
be shown as such in the field of the microscope.

While adverting to this singular fact, I will not presume
myself to offer any reasons as to the physiological or patho-

lf)gical value of the conclusions that may be drawn from the

circumstance, save that it seems to confirm the opinion

advanced by Virchow, when he states that " In the brain of

the child I have as yet sought for it (the cellulose) in vain, so

that like the brain-sand it appears to arise in a later stage of

development, and probably may have a certain pathological

import." Is not this evidenced by the starch-corpuscles

occurring in the blood of a patient subject to epileptic

attacks? It is not impossible that the starch corpuscles

found in the l)rain, and other abnormal structures of the body,

may have been derived from the blood, and have been dejjo-

sited in the diseased structures, as one of the products of

innammatory action ; at that period they were scarcely more
than nuclei, but after thev had l)een removed from the circu-
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lating system, and obtain a thin serous fluid for their nourish-
ment, they then become so far developed that they may be
readily diagnosed in the animal structures as corpuscles of
starch.—S. J, Stratford, M.R.C.S., England ; Editor of the
' Upper Canada Medical Journal,' Toronto, Canada West.

Structure of ciosteriuni.—A paper in the last number of the
' Microscopical Journal,' by the Hon. and Rev, S. G. Osborne,
on the Economy of Closterium Lunula, induces me to offer a

few remarks on the same topic, as, though my observations

have been trifling compared with the labour which Mr. Osborne
has devoted to those beautifully interesting objects, some draw-
ings and jottings in my note-book entirely coincide with his

illustrations, and afford (me or two additional details.

In February 1853, I first noticed around the margin of a

C. Lunula the appearance of a double circulation passing in

opposite directions through canals or vessels, one of which
was, probably from refraction, of a bright pink colour, the

other a pale green. The motion of the currents was nearly

uniform, but occasionally intermittent ; and sometimes for a

few moments the direction of the currents would appear to be
reversed. The circulating liquid carried with it minute
granules by which its course and velocity were apparent ; and
on carefully observing these, it was evident that the marginal
vessels poured their contents into a diffused cavity, free from
endochrome, surrounding the hyaline vesicle witli its per-

plexingly active group of moving bodies. These vary in number
from sixteen to twenty or thirty at each extremity of the frond

;

and a supplementary vesicle is sometimes added, c(mtaining a

single granule in equally brisk activity. The transparent

membrane of this terminal cavity of the frond appears covered

with cilia, which I have also distinctly seen fringing the inner

margin of the crescent, and less clearly also on its outer edge.

The appearance of a marginal circulation, which passes

uninterruptedly across the central band of the Closterium, may
or may not be due to ciliary motion, or currents thereby in-

duced. But besides this (apparent) circulation in marginal

vessels, there is a frequent irregular movement of granules of

endochrome more resetnbling imperfect cydosis ; and a de-

tached granule is occasionally seen to stray into tlie marginal

current, and to be carried by it to the terminal cavity, where it

appears to have lost its way and to seek in vain for a resting

place.

Another point to which I would ask attention is the occur-

rence of remarkable circular marks or apertures, which arc

observed more or less distinctly on many specimens of Clos-
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teriuvi. They are alluded to by Mr. Osborne, and are depicted

in several of Ralf's figures, particularly in C Ralfsii, and

were even more definitely displayed in several fronds of

C. didymotocum, sent to me among some mud from near Beau-

maris, of one of which I took an outline with the camera in

my note-book, in July 1853, resembling the sketch enclosed.

This frond seemed nearly, or quite dead ; it was partly trans-

parent, the endochrome contracted, and some portion had

escaped. Several apertures penetrated both layers of the

investing membrane at irregular intervals, the inner circle of

the aperture being the more distant from the eye in all save

one (marked x ), in which the larger orifice seemed in the

opposite direction. All around the apertures and over the

entire space not occupied by endochrome, were crowded
myriads of excessively minute atoms in active motion. Are
these perforations accidental or belonging to the economy of

the Closterhim ; and have they any affinity with the mysterious

hyaline globule at its extremity ? I have noticed groups of

bus}' granules in apparently hyaline vesicles on the dark

surface of the frond, though I could not identify them with

the spots here designated as apertures.

l^he application of iodine was merely a repetition of Mr.
Dalrympleand others' experiments, and, like his early attempts,

failed to denote the presence of starch in the endochrome.

And yet the Closterhim. seemed a fully mature specimen.

I have not had leisure to watch tlie process of division

observed by jNIr. Osborne, but have noticed the motion of the

Closterium from side to side, recorded by him, a movement
which appeared to me perfectly spontaneous ; and, indeed,

without some means of spontaneous motion it is difficult to

conceive how the frond (I had almost said the anivialcule)

becomes removed from the bottom to the sides of a glass, a

fact I have especially noticed in some of the kindred species,

Dvcidiiim.

'I'iie above observations were made chiefly by the light of a

camphine lamp, or of a sperm candle intensified by a Ross"

i-ondenser, and with one of Ross' l-8th of an incli objectives,

of 150^ angle of aperture. I have not yet used the direct

sunlight recommended by recent observers, but shall certainly

ado[)t it when the return of spring gives further opportunities

for the re-investigation ni these very beautiful and interesting

objects.— V. (i. \\'i!i(;iiT. M. I)., li'tihrjield.
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PrerentioH of Olare from Artificial liight.—The following very

simple plan for correcting the painful glare of artificial light,

particularly gas light, in microscopical investigations with

low powers may have been adopted by others, but as none of

my microscopical friends are aware of it, and as 1 can find no
allusion to it in any works on the microscope with which I

am acquainted, a short note on the subject may not be out of

place amongst your ' Memoranda.' 1 have had slips of bluish-

grey glass of various shades cut to the size of an ordinary

glass slide three inches by one. One of these blue slips I

place upon the stage under the glass slide bearing the object,

or, if more convenient, place the object to be examined upon
the blue glass itself. This little contrivance renders the

observer quite independent of a blue chimney-glass to his

lamp, and enables him readily to change tlie tint of the light

and adapt it to the particular object he is examining at the

moment. By this plan the yellow light of common gas is

converted into a pure and white light, approaching very closely

to that of daylight. The blue glass may be obtained from
any working optician, being the glass used in the manufacture
of blue spectacles, and I am confident the observer will derive

real comfort from its use in the manner indicated.

—

Ferguson
Branson, M.D., Sheffield.

iWagiieric Stage.—I Send you a drawing and description of

a magnetic object-holder, not liable to an objection incidental

to the otherwise excellent arrangement described by Mr.

Busk, in the July number of the ' Micro-
scopical Journal, inasmuch as it is ap-
plicable to the stage of any microscope,

whether simple or not, and also requires

no new live-boxes or object-holders, being applicable to those
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already made. The arrangements requires the upper edge of

the aperture in the brass plate of the stage to be turned down
(in a lathe) so as to form a cell l-8th of an inch or more broad,

and of sufficient depth to allow of a slight shoulder on the

lower edge of tlie plate. Into the cell thus made a soft iron

ring, cut or turned out of sheet iron, is firmly pressed, being

so made as to fit tightly. If required, small adjusting screws

may be introduced beneath to regulate the requisite projection

of the soft iron ring above the surface of the stage. The
magnets are attached to the lire-hox or ohject-/tolder, and as the

surfaces of adhesion are by this plan large, they may be much
reduced in weight and moie easily made, being punched or

cut out of soft sheet cast steel l-16th inch thick, and after-

wards hardened in the usual way. The subjoined drawing

shows the mode of attachment to the under surface of the

brass live-box or object-holder, and which may be effected either

by screws or solder, taking care that the opposing and dissi-

milar poles of the magnets are brought as near as possible

without contact. As magnets always lose power by frequent

breaking contact, this anangement allows them to be remag-

netized without any disturbance of the stage of the microscope.

Both magnets and soft iron ring require to be ground flat.

—

J. B. Spencer, 9, Kidhroohe Terrace, Blachheatli.

•

Curious rffect of molttturr on the iiinrkiiigs of Ihe PIcuroslgnia.

—

In the Introduction to the ' Micrographic Dictionary,^ now
publishing by Van Voorst, and of wliich Dr. Griffith and

Mr. Henfrey are the authors, it is stated, page xxxiii, " In the

valves of the more delitate Diatomacea? i^Gyrosigma, &c.),

the point is important that the line of fracture of the broken

valves passes through the rows of dots on the dark lines cor-

responding to them, showing that they are thinner and weaker
than the rest of the substance ; had these dots represented

elevations, the valves would have been stronger at these parts."

This appears very conclusive, but a phenomenon has recently

come under my notice which, to my mind, is easily explicable

on the su])position that the <lots are elevations ; not so, liow-

ever, on the hypothesis that they are depressions. On a slide

containing the Pleurosigma hippocamjms, mounted dry by the

late Poulton (whose recent loss many microscopists will I am
sure dej)lore), there is one specimen of a Pleurosigma which I

am unable to identify with any in the Rev. W. Smith's

Synopsis. Some moisture has gradually insinuated itsell

between the thin glasses of the slide, and has almost entirely

ob.scureri tiu; markings which 1 used formerly to see most

beautifully as dots all over the surface of the shell. However,
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on submitting: the slide to a fjentle heat, I found that the

moisture slowly retreated, leaving patches of the shell dry,

and with the markings as distinct as before. But what I

particularly desire to draw attention to is, that I have observed

the dry part of the shell is uniformly bounded by straight

lines, which are parallel to the two directions of least dis-

tance of the dots. This will, perhaps, be better understood

on referring to the figure, which is an enlarged diagram of a

portion of half the shell, and in which the portion in dots is a

careful copy of a dry part of the

shell, where the markings are

clearly seen ; whilst the shaded
remainder of the figure is intended

to represent the parts obscured

by the damp, in which only a

very slight trace of the markings
is visible. In the figure it is

evident tliat there are two lines,

AB and AC, in the directions of

which the dots are at a minimum
distance, and I find that the tj,

s'traight lines of demarcation be

tween the moist and the dry portions are almost universally

parallel to tliese two directions.*

Now upon the supposition of these little dots being eleva-

tions, the phenomenon appears to me easily explicable, on the

principles of capillary attraction. We can readily conceive

tlie moisture clinging from one dot to another, and it would
always have a tendency to arrange itself in lines parallel to

the directions of least distance. I am, however, quite at a

loss to imagine how the same principle would apply on the

hypothesis that the dots are depressions ; nor, on that hypo-

thesis, do I see upon what principle the phenomenon is expli-

cable. The examination has been made throughout with one

of Ross's recent l-8ths (1854), and a carefully centered acliro-

matic condenser, with stop to cut off tlie central rays. I always

observe that when I have the most distinct vision of the dots,

if I very slowly turn the fine adjustment so as to depress the

object-glass, the dots suddenly become white on a black

ground, and under these circumstances I have sometimes

thought I could see the white dots having an hexagonal form
;

but even with the third eye-piece, I have not command of

* From <;eonietiical considerations it is evident, that if tlio angle BAC
be "greater than 120", the straight lines parallel to the straight line AD are

in tlie directions of the niininium distance of the dots, but by a careful

drawing with the camera lucida. I have found that the angle BAC is less

than 120".
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sufficient power to be assured on this point. The fact of these

delicate markings being almost entirely obscured by moisture

appears to me remarkable, and calculated, if investigated by

experienced microscopists, to throw much light on a subject

still I presume involved in obscurity, namely, the precise

nature of these markings. I may observe that I have

another slide of the Pleurosigma angulatum, in which, from

the same cause, the phenomenon is very visible.—G. Hunt,
Birmingham.

Xoles to Mr. Currcy's Paper on the Threads of Trichia.— 1 he

following misprints occur in this paper. At p. 20, the word
" accurate" is printed instead of " arcuate," which renders

the sentence unintelligible. In two places Trichia is printed,

where tlie word should be TrichirP, and in one place Arcyria

is printed instead of ArcyrifP.

—

Frederick Currey.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Microscopical Society. June 2Sth, 1854.

Dr. Carpenter, President, in the Chair,

T. H. Huxley, Esq., Joseph Payne, Esq., E. B, Pitcliford, Esq.,

and F. Spurrell, Esq., were elected Members.
Dr. Lankester made some remarks on the circulation in Closterium,

Lunula, and read portions of a communication to the Microscopical

Journal, from the Rev. S. G. Osborne, on the subject.

A paper on the Parasitic Borings in Fossil Fish-scales, from

C. B. Rose, Esq., was read (Transactions, vol. iii., p. 7).

Mr. Quarlas Harris made a communication on the disease affect-

ina: the Vine.
October 28M, 1854.

The President in the Chair.

Three separate papers from Professor Gregory, of Edinburgh,

on Diatomaceas, were read (Transactions, vol. iii., p. 10).

November 22nd, 1854.

The President in tlie Ciiair,

H. Rutt, Esq., and Fitzmaurice Okeden, Esq., were elected

Members.
A paper was read from Mr. Wenham, entitled, "Some Remarks

on obtaining Photographs of Microscopic Objects," &c. (Transac-

tions, vol. iii., p. 1).
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

On ^/ie Occurrence among the Infusoria of peculiar Organs
resembling Thread-cells. By George J. Allman, M.D.,
F.R.S. (With a Plate.)

(Read at the Meeting of the British Association at Liverpool, Sept. 1854.)

In an important monograph by Cohn on the Paramcecium
Bursaria,* this author maintains that the cilia with which the

whole surface of the animalculae is covered are in reality much
longer than their appearance in the living animal would lead

one to believe. He founds this opinion on the fact, that

when the animal is allowed to dry on the glass object-holder

it is seen to bristle with long rigid filaments, which he be-

lieves to be the cilia, really unaltered in length, though then

for the first time become visible in their entire course ; and,

in accordance with this vievv, he figures the Paramo'cium
covered with cilia very much longer than the inspection of

the living animal alone would justify.

Stein, in his remarkable work on the development of the

Infusoria,t refers to this opinion of Cohn, whom, however, he

considers in error, in supposing the long bristle-like pro-

cesses of the dead animalcule to represent the natural length

of the cilia in the living. He maintains on the contrary that

these processes are the cilia abnormally lengthened under ex-

ternal influences ; and he states that he has witnessed the

same phenomenon in many other Infusoria in which he has

always been able to induce it by the application of strong

acetic acid, when the cilia suddenly extend themselves to

three or four times their original length.

While recently engaged in examining the structure of a

nearly allied animalcule, the Bursaria leucas, Ehr.—a green

variety of which was developed during the present autumn in

great profusion in a small pond in the county of Essex—

I

witnessed an appearance exactly similar to that described by
Cohn and Stein ; but it soon became clear to me that the

German naturalists had erred in their explanations of it ; and

I am now satisfied that the filaments in question have nothing

whatever to do with the cilia, but are peculiar and very re-

markaVjle organs, hitlierto undescribed in the Infusoria.

When this animalcule is examined under a sufficiently

* Siebold u. Kolliker Zeitschrift. Bund III. 260.

t Die Infusionstbiere auf ihre Entwickelungs gcscliiclito. (' Quarterly
.Tournal of Microscopical Science,' Vol. ii., p. 272.

VOL. III. N
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high power, minute fusiform bodies may be detected thickly

imbedded in its walls. (Figs. 11 and 12 and 14^, Plate X.)

These bodies are perfectly colourless and transparent ; they

are about the l-2500th of an inch long, and may easily, even

without any manipulation, be witnessed at the margin, where

thev are seen to be arranged perpendicularly to the outline

of the animalcule, while on the surface turned towards the

observer their extreme transparency and want of colour render

them invisible against the opaque back-ground, and it becomes
necessary to crush the animalcule beneath the covering-glass

so as to press out the green globules which it contains, in

order to bring the fusiform bodies into \dew. To these bodies

I propose to give the name of trickocysta.

As long as the animalcule continues free from annoyance,

the trichocysts undergo no change, but when subjected to ex-

ternal irritation, as occurs during the drying away of the sur-

rounding water, or the application of acetic acid or other

chemical irritant, or the too forcible action of the compressor,

they become suddenly transformed into long filaments, which
are projected from all parts of the surface of the animalcule

(fig. 13); and it is these filaments which, being mistaken for

cilia by Cohn and Stein, gave rise to the erroneous views just

mentioned.

The rapidity with which this remarkable change is effected,

joined with the great minuteness and transparency of the ob-

ject, renders it extremely difficult to follow it, and for a long

time I could only satisfy myself of the fact that the fusiform

bodies were suddenly replaced by the projected filaments.

After continued observation, however, I at last succeeded in

witnessing the principal steps in the evolution of the fila-

ment.

It is not difficult, by rapidly crushing the animalcule, to

force out some of the trichocysts in an unchanged state.

(Fig. 15.) If the eye be now fixed on one of the isolated tri-

chocysts, it will most probably be seen after the lapse of a

few seconds to become all at once changed with a peculiar

jerk, as if by the sudden release of some previous state of

tension, into a little spherical body. (Fig 16.) In this con-

dition it will probably remain for two or three seconds longer,

and then a spiral filament will become rapidly evolved from

the sphere, aj)j)arently by the rupture of a membrane which
had previously confined it, the filament unrolling itself so

quickly that the eye can scarcely follow it (fig. 17), until it

ultimately lies straight and rigid on the field of the micro-

scope, looking like a very fine and long acicular crystal.

(Fig. 18.)
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This remarkable body when completely evolved (fig. 18/.)

consists of two portions—a rigid spiculum-like portion acutely

pointed at one end, and continuous at the opposite end with

the second portion, which is in the form of an excessively fine

filiform appendage less than half the length of the spiculum :

this second portion is generally seen to be bent at an angle on
the first, and is frequently more or less curved at the free end.

The form of the evolved trichocysts is best observed in such

as have floated away towards the margin of the drop of water,

and are there left dry by the evaporated fluid. In many of

them the filiform appendage was not visible, and they then

merely presented the appearance of a simple, long fusiform

spiculum. (Fig. ISk.)

The resemblance of the organs now described to the well-

known thread-cells of the Polypes, and of certain other lower

members of the animal kingdom, is obvious. That they are

entirely homologous, however, with these bodies we can

scarcely yet assert. Their origin, at least, appears to be
different ; for if we admit the unicellular structure of the

Infusoria, we have the trichocysts apparently developed in the

substance of the cell-wall, instead of being produced in

special cells, as we know to be the case with the thread-cells

of the Polypes.

Snow Crystals in 1855. By J. Glaisher, Esq., F.R.S.

(Read before the Greenwich Natural History Society.)

The many snow crystals which fell during the late severe

weather, attracted such general attention, that I ventured to

announce a paper on the subject for the present evening.

Never do I recollect such an infinity of crystals as have lately

fallen beneath my observation. Generally speaking, they fall

at rare intervals and very sparingly, in cold and calm weather,

and frequently at the commencement of a thaw. In the

piesent year they have fallen under all circumstances of wind
or calm, with snow, and alone, during the continuance of the

late severe weather when the temperature varied from a few
degrees above zero to the freezing point, and up to the precise

moment of the thaw, with a temperature of from 34° to 37°. The
size of these beautiful objects was by no means unappreciable,

and might be said to vary from 0* 05-inch to 4-lOths of an
inch in diameter. Their forms were so varied, that it seemed
scarcely possible for continuous observations to exhaust them
all. I therefore endeavoured to secure observations of those

which might be considered types of their class, trusting to a

N 2
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future opportunity to extend my acquaintance with the

separate varieties which each class included. In accordance

with the law that water crystallizes at an angle of 60', the

base of every figure was a hexagon of six rays. These rays, in

passing through successive stages of crystallization, become

encrusted with an endless variety of crystalline formations,

some consisting of ttiin laminae alone, otiiers of solid but trans-

lucent prisms, heaped one upon another, and others gorgeously

combining laminge and prisms in the richest profusion.

At the beginning of the frost, the kind which was most

common, and attracted universal attention, was of simple six-

rayed stars, with a central molecule of snow. These fell in

clusters of several in a group, and in their descent had the

appearance of tolerably large and fleecy snow-flakes. The
ground had for some days been covered with snow ; but where

the soil was visible, they lay like ravellings of fine white

cotton, knotted here and there, an effect produced by the

large white molecule, the centre of each star, I chanced

to be in the neighbourhood of Abbey Wood, when a shower

of these fleecy-looking groups began to fall. The air was

calm, the snow lay upon the ground, and the sky was over-

cast. The surface of the snow was soon covered with clusters

of these figures, beautiful in their simplicity. They were

certainly 4-10th,s of an inch in diameter, and could be readily

distinguished. The temperature at this time was at or near

32^. After falling about a quarter of an hour, they became

intermingled with a variety of very complex crystals. Some
of these last exhibited all the rigidity but harmonious pro-

portions of geometric figures ; others the fanciful luxuriance

of the fronds of the Lady fern ; others, again, exhibited an

arrangement of trefoils, and some there were, with pinnae of

unequal size, three being large and fully-developed, of fern-

like character, and three being little more than spiculae. The
air, during the continuance of the shower, was considerably

cooled, and was at its coldest when these beautifully-varied

figures were falling. Towards the close of the shower, fleecy

groups of stars were again prevalent, the air was less cold,

and lialf an liour after, when the shower ceased, the sun was

endeavouring to penetrate the gloom which before prevailed.

I will endeavour briefly to describe the departures from

the ordinary or primitive form.

On I-'ebruary 8, the day of the first lieavy and continued

snow, 1 secured drawings of some of the most remarkable

figures wiiich fell in numbers throughout the day, and accom-

pani(Ml the snow. The minimum temperature of tlie preceding

night liad been 21)''
; at 9 o'clock the thermometer in air was
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32°, and the maximum during the day was only 32°. During
the early part of the moi'ning there foil an immense number
of hexagonal plates of ice ; some of these were of simple

laminae, but others were marked very beautifully with inner

lines, and resembled in form arid character many of those seen

by Scoresby in the Arctic seas. Towards noon, I perceived

several of more complicated figure, of which the hexagon of

the morning formed the nucleus. Figs. 1, 2, 3 (PI. XIII.)

are a few of several that I sketched at this time, and were
viewed through a lens of somewhat less power than a Cod-
dington. Fig. 1 exhibits an airangement of pi'isms, set upon
rays of which two were longer than the remaining four. I

have only once since met with this arrangement.

Fig. 3 was small and intensely glistening. Fig. 2 is com-
posed of two distinct figures, of which the second or inter-

mediate is the more simple ; I met with each singly more than

once during the morning.

Towards the afternoon, this class of figures was exclianged

for others of an arborescent character, the six-sided laminae,

however, still continuing to fall, but more sparingly. At long

past midnight when I went out of doors, the crystals sparkled

in the snow, like mica in a piece of granite, and every cobweb,
every leaf, and knotty projection was laden with countless

myriads of crystals, which seemed to defy every effort to

individualize their character, or group them into classes.

On February 13, I made further observations. Fig. 4 is

the only drawing I have yet completed of the several which
fell on this day. Its diameter was about 05-inch. It

glistened brightly, and was highly crystalline. Its general

effect was similar to the drawing, and the clusters of prisms

round the outer boundary of the figure chiefly arrested the

attention ; the nucleus appeared a glistening speck.

February 16 afforded me another opportunity of continuing

my observations. The minimum of the preceding night had

been 23°, at 9 o'clock the temperature in air was 25°, and the

maximum for the day was 33 8°, The arborescent form
chiefly prevailed.

Figs. 5, 6, 7, are well illustrative of their class, of which
they are among the most simple types that could be selected.

In figs. 5 and 7, the nucleii, it will be perceived, are prisms

set around the centre, with great formality of arrangement

;

the spiculae are surmounted with leaves ; these, for the most
part, are serrated and slightly curved, and are set upon the

main radii, at the same angle (that is 60'') with that of ti»e

j)risms, with which, in figs. 6, 7 they are intermingled.

Fig. 6 is well illustrative of an intermediate stage of
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crystallization ; three of its prisms, it will be perceived, are

in a more advanced stage of formation than the other three.

Sir Edward Belcher informs me that he intends to adopt this

as an example of intermediate crystalline formation in his

appendix to the work he is now preparing on the meteorology

of the Arctic seas.

On February 17, there fell an inconceivable variety of

crystals, at times accompanied with light snow, but, for the

most part, alone. The minimum of the preceding night was

18°, the temperature at 9h. was 22°, and the maximum of the

day was 33°. Figs. 8 to 15 are some among the large

number that I was able to sketch at intervals throughout the

whole of the day. Figs. 8 and 9 were very minute, but

exhibited, as seen through a Coddington, a considerable degree

of solidity, the prisms being either cubes, hexagonal, or cut

with many facets. I sketched nearly twenty varieties on this

day, and was surprised at their similarity ; they were evidently

formations under nearly identical conditions.

On February 21, I was fortunate enough to secure some

good observations of double crystals. I had observed many
previously, but had not before been in a condition to record

them with success. The minimum of the preceding night

was 20 9% the temperature at 9h. was 21°, and the maximum
for the day was 30 2°.

I particularly noticed the two specimens, figs. 16 and 17,

which were at least 0* 4-inch in diameter, and were composed
of solid prisms grouped around the radii of the crystal. I have

endeavoured to communicate solidity to these figures, which

struck me as being intensely beautiful and rich in point of

effect. I should, perhaps, mention, in the event of the

drawings not sufficiently explaining themselves, that a double

crystal is that in which two crystals are united by an axis

at right angles to the plane of each. The rays of the under

crystal most frequently fell intermediate between, and a little

projected beyond those of the upper.

I have yet to speak of an order of crystals, more complex
and exhibiting a more graceful arrangement than any I have

yet shown to you. I refer to those which combine laminae

and prisms with the leafy or arborescent formation. I am
indebted for drawings of two sj)ecimens of this (lass to a lady

of my acquaintance, Mrs. King, who, it will be remembered
l)y the readers of the ' Illustrated London News,' on a former

occasion, kindly supplied to me the fruit of her observation.

(See fig. 8.)

The first to which I shall refer is as graceful a combination

as can possibly be imagined, and exhibits a nucleus com-
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posed of two hexagons, so centred as to present a double
set of angles ; from six of these spring the main radii of

tlie figure, surmounted by crystalline plates or laminae of

(Mrs. King informs me) the greatest transparency. From
these laminae spring leafy tufts, which as it were, crown the

structure. The lower part of the ray, near the nucleus, serves

as an axis for an elongated prism, near the apex of which
spring on either side, leaflets of graceful form. Intermediate,

and springing from the angles of the under hexagon, are a

set of shorter rays, the axes of similarly elongated prisms,

surmounted on the top by three others, the one of similar, the

other two of dissimilar figures. It is hardly possible to imagine
a more graceful composition, which is greatly enhanced by
the delicacy and admirable execution of the drawing.

The one to which I now refer, is also drawn by Mrs. King,
and, like tiie other, was observed under a microscope. It

is composed of leaflets and laminae, and its nucleus is a

single hexagonal star. It is less elaborate, but scarcely less

graceful than the former. The drawing of the figure claims

equal merit with the preceding. I am greatly indebted to

Airs. King for having two such graceful and elaborate

specimens to add to the several which I have received

from various sources, and which claim no competition with
them, in regard to the grace and intricacy of their structural

details.

The last morning of the frost presented me with the means
of accurately observing a few more facts in connexion with
tliis most interesting subject. When I commenced observing

at 9h., the temperature was a little above 32°. A fine snow
was then falling, accompanied with thick snowy, ill- defined

figures, such as are frequently to be met with at the com-
mencement of a thaw. 1 examined several of these with my
Coddington, and found them to consist of an assemblage of

short, half-formed prisms, set on and around a nucleus, at

various angles. The prisms themselves were hardly angular,

were of irregular length, and notched here and there. With
these figures fell innumerable spiculae, which, under the glass,

resolved themselves into prisms, with blunted angles, which
had much the character of the icicle, and terminated in a

spike. They fell singly, and were of variable length. To
the naked eye they appeared of snowy consistency, but undei

the glass of crystalline transparency. The temperature was
rapidly ascending.

After a while, these figures almost entirely disappeared,

but a leaf-like pinna was here and there to be detected : a

remarkable calm and silence pervaded the air. At 11 o'clock.
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with a still ascending temperature, the snow was replete with

simple, stellated forms, chiefly of laminae. Double crystals

were very numerous, and I secured sketches of several which
I have not yet had time to complete. Fig. 18 represents a

double crystal of the prevailing character. I am also again

indebted to Mrs. King for another very beautiful and charac-

teristic figure, which she observed on this morning ; the

minute sets of markings around the edge, have reference to a

frosted effect, which communicated additional beauty to the

original.

Owing to the high temperature, the figure of the crystals

continued rapidly to change ; collapsing in the most curious

and kaleidoscope manner possible, the upper groups of prisms
collapsing first, the next in order next, and so on. When I

say collapsing, I mean the sudden dissolving of three or more
prisms into one, a change effected with instantaneous rapidity.

The next stage of dissolution was the rounding of every angle

that remained, and the next stage to that, the thickening and
elongation of spicul^e, which had served as axes to the prisms,

and which derived accession from the dissolving and half-fluid

matter of the prisms.

In this manner they continued to exchange one simple form
for another still more simple, until the pristine drop of water
occupied the site of the former crystal.

Whilst sketching fig. 18, I saw it undergo a variety of

changes, until the several groups of prisms, of which it was
composed, collapsed into the figure before you, when every

trace of inner markings had disappeared, antl the crystal re-

mained of a watery transparency, until it finally dissolved.

Figs. 19 and 20 are specimens in a partially dissolving state.

From fig. 20, the upper prisms have all but disappeared ; and
in fig. 19 midway up the pinnae it will be perceived that some
of the j)risms have already dissolved, and given place to an
irregular and serrated spike, which somewhat impairs the

original harmony of the figure.

At noon the snow had all but ceased. The temperature
attained to 37°. Cocks crew as anticipating a change ; the

birds, which for six weeks previously had been silent,

answered each other from tlie trees; icicles two feet in length,

which 1 had noted for sixteen days previously, were fast

melting away : all nature but the birds seemed motionless,

as waiting the advent of a change ; and, what is rarely seen,

the; trees were (lrij)j)ing moisture while the snow lay like a

lime; upon their branches and bended stems. Half an hour
after, the therniomctcr rose to 38\and a conij)lete thaw set in.

At 2 oMock, the thermometer was 35 '5° small and fine
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SHOW was falling, water was dripping everywhere, the birds

were singing joyously, and a dead calm prevailed.

T am not prepared at the present time to enter into any
discussion respecting the circumstances of these formations.

Tliey involve, I have reason to believe, very compound con-

ditions. As anything that I could say at the pi'esent time

would require the confirmation of repeated observations and
experiment, I am prepared to follow out the investigation as

far as possible, and to defer all conclusions for the present.

An Investigation into the Structure of the Torbanehill
Mineral, and of various kinds of Coal. By John Hughes
Bennett, M.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of the Institutes of

Medicine in the University of Edinburgh. (From the

Transactions of the Royal Society at Edinburgh.)

The investigation, of which I am now about to give an ac-

count, was undertaken with the view of determining whether
the structure of the Torbanehill mineral was similar to or

unlike that of coal. I was aware that the subject would
be brought before a court of law, and that many scientific

persons of great eminence had already spent much time in the

inquiry. With the understanding, therefore, that my evidence,

should it be required, was to be limited to the structure of

coal and of the mineral in question, I gave directions to Mr.
Bryson, the optician, of this city, to make thin sections of

attested specimens of various coals and of the mineral, con-

ceiving that a careful examination of them would easily deter-

mine the point. It was soon apparent, however, that a far

more extended series of researches was necessary than I at first

anticipated ; but as it was also evident, from the marked
structural differences which were observed in the sections, that

the investigation would not be destitute of positive results, I

determined on pursuing it to a conclusion.

Tlie plan adopted was, in the first instance, to make myself
familiar with the structure of the ordinary household coals

used in this city, of which those called the Zetland and the

Dalkeitli or Buccleuch coals may be considered as the types.

I then examined the structure of the Wallsend, Newcastle,
and various other kinds of household coal, in every case ob-

serving, with magnifying powers of various diameters, thin

sections made horizontally and longitudinally with the line of

stratification. I next examined similarly-made thin sections

of the TorljanchlU mineral, and was struck with the remark-

able dissimilarity which existed between them. I now had
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numerous sections prepared of various cannel coals, and having

previously determined the appearances presented by true coal

and by the mineral, I was readily enabled to distinguish the

various shades of differences between them. I saw that

although the cannel coals, and especially one of them, the

Brown Methil, approached in structural character to that of

the Torbanehill mineral, it could still be distinguished from

it by a practised eye ; and that although gradations existed

between these different substances, there was at least one

element which served readily to characterize all the different

kinds of coal I had hitherto examined, and which was not

present in the mineral. I now went over the sections of coal

in the rich collection of Mr. Alexander Bryson of this city,

and subsequently carefully examined the numerous sections

made by Dr. Adams of Glasgow. Before the trial of Gillespie

versus Russel came on, Dr Adams, Mr. Quekett, and myself,

spent nearly an entire day together, examining each other's

specimens, and carefully reinvestigating the whole subject.

It was then tliat the character of the ashes in the various sub-

stances we had examined was pointed out to me by Dr. Adams,
who, in my opinion, is entitled to the greatest credit for the

laborious, skilful, and successful efforts he has made in deter-

mining the structure of numerous coals, and pointing out the

differences they exhibited, when compared with the Torbane-
hill mineral. At this meeting, also, we compared the structure

of coal with various kinds of recent woods ; we incinerated the

mineral and certain coals, and carefully examined the ashes
;

and there was established, as the result of this conjoined in-

vestigation, as well as from the independent researches made
by Dr. Adams in Glasgow, by Mr. Quekett in London, and
by myself in Edinburgh, the most perfect accord with regard

to all the facts which had been elicited during the inquiry.

At the commencement of the present session, I brought the

subject under the notice of the Physiological Society of this

city, who appointed a committee, composed of four gentlemen

in addition to myself, all of whom had long been accustomed
to the use of the microscope, and were familiar with vegetable

and animal structures. Three of these gentlemen, viz.. Dr.

Cobbold, and Messrs. Barlow and Kirk, made farther inquiries

and researches, which served to elicit additional facts, and to

demonstrate, in the language of their report, that " the Tor-
baneliill mineral is widely different from every kind of coal."

Lastly, with a view of meeting certain theoretical objections

which have been advanced, 1 have carefully examined the

structure of various kinds of peat, as well as the stems of recent

ferns and several fossil ])lants, wliich have <mly served to
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establish the entire absence of connexion between these sub-

stances and the Torbanehill mineral.

In now endeavouring to place in a condensed form the

results of this extended investigation before the Society, I

pro})ose, in the first place, to describe the facts, as thej may
be easily demonstrated in the field of the microscope.

Secondly, to deduce from these facts the structural element
which distinguishes every kind of coal from the Torbanehill

mineral, and explain the cause of the differences which are

recorded in the proceedings of the recent trial. Lastly, to

offer a few speculations as to the nature of this mineral, as dis-

tinguished from various kinds of household and cannel coals.

I. When we examine a piece of undoubted coal, such as of

the Zetland or Buccleuch coals, it presents to the naked eye a

fibrous structure, and has a black shining streak. It has been
found difficult to make thin sections of it, as in the grinding

process it readily crumbles down. But when a tolerably thin

slice, made in the direction of the fibres, is with great pains

obtained, and examined with a magnifying power of 200
diameters linear, it is then also seen to possess a fibrous struc-

ture. These fibres may be observed to be composed of a

reddish-brown coloured substance, in the centre of which is

sometimes a dark streak. Oval and elongated transparent

masses of a light yellow or reddish-brown colour may also be
seen running parallel with the fibres, and here and there are

colourless spaces, which strongly reflect light, and which are

evidently filled with a crystalline mineral substance.

On examining a section horizontal to the former one,

parallel with the plane of stratification, a bistre-brown or

blackish opaque mass is seen, containing a number of rings of

a transparent yellowish or reddish colour, with an opaque
centre. These rings are from the 1000th to the 1500th of an

inch in diameter, and resemble the transverse sections of tubes

running at right angles to the fibres of the coal. There may
also be observed larger masses of a reddish-brown transparent

material, varying in size from the |th to the guoth of an inch

in diameter. There are also visible, circles or rings of a rich

golden yellow matter, much larger, and varying in size from
the 50th to the 6th of an inch, which have been described by
some as seeds or spore cases.

Similar appearances may be observed in the Wallsend,

Newcastle, and all the other household coals I have examined,
although in some of them, especially Newcastle coal, this

structure is more obscured, than in the Scotch coal, by dense

black opaque matter. Here and there, however, in the New-
castle as well as in the Hamilton and some other coals, it may
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be found to present a highly fibrous fracture, minute chips of

which exhibit at their edjjes distinctly dotted or porous ducts.

On examining the Torbanehill mineral with the naked eye,

it is destitute of a fibrous structure, and presents a homoge-

neous appearance in whatever way it is fractured or cut. It

is tough and hard to break, when compared with toal, has a

dull brown streak, and is readily ground down into thin slices

of any degree of tenuity. Some specimens are of a dark, and

others of a light brown colour. The section of a dark speci-

men seen under a magnifying power of 200 diameters, presents,

first, a number of yellowish and reddish-brown transparent

masses, of a rounded form with an irregular outline, varying

in size from the ^^'ooth to the ^iuth of an inch in diameter.

These are surrounded by a dark opaque substance, in which

they appear to be imbedded, and in which no trace of struc-

ture can be detected. These light and dark substances vary

in relative amount in different specimens of the mineral, and

according to the thickness of the section In some specimens,

the rounded transparent masses are more widely separated by

the opaque substance, but in others, they are often so close,

that a very thin section presents a homogeneous appearance of

yellowish or reddish-yellow matter, resembling bees-wax, with

only a few irregular spots of the black matter. In some sec-

tions, especially of the light-brown specimens, the rounded

masses, as they are ground thinner, may be seen, as it were, to

melt into one another. In such sections, no difference what-

ever can b2 made out, whether they be made in a longitudinal

or in a horizontal direction.

In some thin sections, these rounded transparent bodies can

be separated from one another, and be distinctly seen to

possess a radiated crystalline appearance, strongly reminding

one of the crystals of carbonate of lime which occur in urine.

At certain angles, also, a few of them refract light, and become

strongly tinted with the orange ray when polarized,— a cir-

cumstance perhaps dependent on the admixture of mineral

matter. When a section of the mineral, presenting both the

substances described, is held over the flame of a lamp, the

yellow matter evaporates in the form of thick smoke, leaving

the black matter unaffected, witli large holes or loculi in it. It

must be clear from this experiment that the yellow matter is

some bituminous or resinous substance, easily decomposed by

the heat of a lamp, and that tlie black matter is an earthy

material, which resists the same amount of heat. We can

have no doubt, therefore, that an easily volatilized and highly

in(lammal)le matter has concreted in the form of rounded

masses, and constitutes the light-coloured portion of the mi-
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neral formerly described. Whether this be chemically the

same as, or only allied to bitumen, resin, or amber, I leave to

be determined by chemists. But we may at least correctly

denominate it a Bitiiminoid substance, that is, one which
closely resembles, even should it turn out not to be identical

with bitumen. The matter in which this is imbedded seems
for the most part to be composed of clay, or earthy matter

which leaves a white ash, altogether destitute of structural

traces, and is equally amorphous in whatever direction the

section of the mineral is examined.
Some portion of the Torbaneliill mineral, however, has a

tendency to split up into thin laminae, and presents smooth or

irregular depressions, dependent on the presence of Stigmaria
or other fossil plants, which, in these places, come in contact

with, or are imbedded in, the substance of the mineral. Thin
sections of such portions exhibit masses of a rich-bro^vn colour,

composed of scalariform ducts in great numbers, and occasion-

ally the woody fibres and rings of coal. These latter are

most common where the mineral forms a junction with coal,

and where the one is more or less mingled, or alternates with

the other. In these places the great difference in structure

between them is easily recognised both by the naked eye, and
by microscopic demonstration. By the naked eye, the black

shining layers of coal are easily distinguished from the brown
dull appearance of the mineral, and wherever such coal exists,

the streak is dark and lustrous ; wherever the Torbanehill mi-
neral is pure, and unmixed with vegetable matter, it exhibits the

dull-brown streak. In such places, the mineral is characte-

rized, under the microscope, by its yellow masses and black
basis ; the coal, by its rich-brown fibrous structure. Occa-
sionally sections at the point of junction, prove that the scala-

riform tissue, like the substance of coal, is very friable and
easily broken down. This fact, which was pointed out to me
by Mr. Kirk, induced him to think that the amorphous basis

might be composed of such tissue disintegrated, a supposition

negatived by the absence of all trace of structure through
the mineral generally.

From what has been said it must be evident, that there is a

wide distinction between all kinds of household coal and t!ie

Torbanehill mineral ; and the correct discrimination between
the fibrous, woody texture of the one, and the granular bitu-

minoid, and eartliy substance of the latter, will enable us to

understand the more confused texture presented in certain

cannel coals, which it has been contended are identical in

structure with the mineral.

I have examined a large number of cannel coals, and in
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every case have been enabled to recognise the fibrous structure

of the longitudinal section, and the appearance of rings in the

transverse sections, as they are seen in household coal. They
contain, however, a greater or less number of the bituminoid

masses, identical with those which constitute the principal

substance of the Torbanehill mineral.

The Capeldrae and brown Methil coals are especially rich

in these bituminoid bodies, and in consequence have been
regarded as identical in structure with the mineral. In some
sections of the latter coal, they are almost as numerous as those

in the dark specimens of the Torbanehill mineral ; but a

careful examination will show that it also possesses the same
organic structure as coal, and may be at once distinguished by
its reddish fibres, when cut in one direction, and by the distinct

rings, though few in number, observed on a transverse section.

I consider that this proof of structure in the brown Methil

coal, is decisive of the question as to the distinction between
coal and the Torbanehill mineral. Every one allows, that of

all the cannel coals, the brown Methil is the one which most
closely resembles it. It has also been reported that no differ-

ence can be detected between them by the aid of magnifying
glasses. To this I may reply, that I have always been able

to distinguish them at once ; that I have never been deceived

in doing so, although the attempt has often been made ; nor

do I believe that any histologist who has made himself ac-

quainted with the structure of coal on the one hand, and of

the Torbanehill mineral on the other, could easily confound
the two together.

There are two other modes of examination which also indi-

cate the broad distinction in structure between coal and the

mineral. Tliese are by reducing them to powder and to an ash.

The powder of household coal contains numerous short

black fibres, separated or aggregated together, mingled with

mineral particles and fragments of cells. That of the Tor-
banehill mineral is composetl of transparent yellowish masses,

evidently tlie same as those seen in section, but more broken

up, and without any trace of an envelope, mingled with frag-

ments and the debris of the dark amorphous mineral matter.

This mode of examination, though distinctive between the

household coals and the mineral, is not so much so, when the

brown Methil coal is chosen as the subject of comparison.

An examination of the ash, however, is still more character-

istic. In the brown or blackish ashes of coals will be found,

1st, A greater or less number of mineral spicula, evidently

the skeletons of the woody fibre ; 2n(l, Siliceous masses of
various irregular forms, obtained from the interstices of the
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organic substance ; Srd, Black fibres, separated or in masses,

evidently the woody fibre carbonized ; 4th, Flat carbonaceous

plates, presenting round apertures corresponding in size to

the woody cells which passed through them, and exhibiting at

their margins sections of larger circles, which doubtless

bounded the large resin cells in the recent wood. None of

these appearances are visible in the ash of the Torbanehill

mineral, when care is taken to exclude such portions of it as are

free from the stigmaria or other plants imbedded in it. Indeed

I myself have never seen such appearances in the ash, even

when no such precaution has been taken. Dr. George Wilson
gave me a considerable quantity of it, which everywhere ex-

hibited nothing but an amorphous material, such as might
result from the incineration of clay or other earthy non-organic

substance. In all the cannel coals, traces of these forms,

though not so numerous or abundant, can be seen. Mr.
Quekett has even applied this test to Welsh anthracite, in

which substance no rings or fibrous structure can be made out

in sections, yet where, he says, the ash gives unmistakable
evidence of the presence of woody tissue.*

U. Such, then, are the facts which an investigation into the

structure of coals on the one hand, and of the Torbanehill mi-
neral on the other, has elicited. If the account I have given of

them be correct, it must be evident that the differences tliey

present are marked and distinctive; that the one is essentially

a woody structure, whilst the other is not. Every kind of coal,

including the brown Methil, may be at once distinguished

from the Torbanehill mineral, by the rings contained in a

well-made transverse section. I further contend that such an
appearance constitutes, in the majority of cases, a practical

and evident test, distinctive of genuine coal, and that by means
of it all kinds of known coal, whether household or cannel,

can at once be distinguished from the Torbanehill mineral.

Now if this be the case, it may well be asked how it hap-
pened that, at the late celebi'ated trial, so many persons, all of

whom represented themselves as being skilful observers with

the microscope, should have been made to give diametrically

opposite evidence, not only as to matters of opinion, but as to

what appeared to be matters of fact ? In endeavouring to

place the remarkable histological controversy which has origi-

nated out of the trial of Gillespie versus Russel on its correct

basis, it must be remembered that unquestionable organic

structure is only present in tlie Torbanehill mineral at certain

places. No one, for instance, can doubt that the scalariform

ducts seen by all parties are of vegetable origin ; but it is no-

* ' Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,' No. VI., p. 43.
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where pretended that these were everywhere present in the

mineral. It is of great importance, therefore, not to confound

the organic plants imbedded in a substance with the substance

itself. The occurrence of Stigmaria or other vegetable remains

in coal, or in the Torbanehill mineral, no more constitute

those substances coal, than they convert sandstone and lime-

stone into coal, in both which rocks they are also found. Nor
do I imagine it can be generally maintained that because

animal substances, such as teeth, jaw-bones, or the skeletons

of fishes and lizards, are occasionally found imbedded in

stone, that therefore they form an essential and necessary

part of the stone itself. At the trial, great amount of

confusion resulted from not keeping this distinction clearly

in view.

Thus when Mr. Quekett stated that all that which may be

supposed like vegetable structure in the Torbanehill mineral

disappears when the structure is thin, he was asked by the

Dean of Facult}', " When you speak of that which appears as

vegetable structure, you mean those isolated fossil plants ?" to

which Mr. Quekett unfortunately answered, " Yes ;' for what
he really meant was, not the isolated imbedded plants, but the

structure of the mineral itself. In consequence, the counsel

for the pursuer and for the defender truly played at cross-

purposes throughout the whole of the structural evidence

;

for, notwithstanding the clearness of Dr. Balfour's statement,

he was asked, after saying that the mineral consists of a plant,

whether he had seen fossil plants in stone ? to which he an-

swered. Yes. But then being asked whether he considered

that an example of such an appearance, he very correctly, ac-

cording to his views, answered, No.
From the pul^lished report of the trial, howevei", by Mr.

Lyell, it is evident that the eminent gentlemen who contended

tliat the Torbanehill mineral was a vegetable substance

abounding in cells, did not adopt this idea because various

plants were imbedded in it, but because they believed the

clear rounded masses I have described were themselves vege-

table cells. Unfortunately, the possibility of this theory being

adopted had not been anticipated, nor was it perceived by the

counsel for the pursuer. In consequence, the witnesses on
the one side were made to dec lare that the Torbanehill mineral

was not vegetable, and on the other that it was, without the

true reason of this discrepancy ever having been made to

appear.

Dr. Balfour stated in court, that he believed the yellow part

of the Torbanehill mineral to consist of vegetable cells ; that

it was not the mcue impression of a foreign fossil, but the
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actual structure of the mineral at that place.* In the same
manner Dr. Redfern, when asked, f " AVhat do jou think

these yellow spots indicate ?" replied, " They indicate tlie

existence of vegetable cells." The reasons he gave for so

considering them were, " That they can be perfectly isolated

—they project upon the edges of all sections of the mineral—
they are rounded—they are as uniform in size as the cells of

other vegetable structures—the general appearance of the sec-

tion is that of a piece of vegetable cellular tissue—the yellow

spots do not act upon polarized light, or act upon it very

feebly."

Dr. Greville, also, speaking of the same bodies, said,! that

" he had no more doubt of their being vegetable cells than he

had of his own existence ;" that " in one specimen it was so

unequivocally marked, and so regular, that it might be com-
pared to that of a recent plant;" and that "no person accus-

tomed to botanical sections would hesitate in believing it to

be cellular tissue."

Fi'om these quotations it must be evident that both parties

saw the same things, but that while on one side it was con-

tended that they were not vegetable cells, but bituminoid

masses imbedded in clay, on the other it was strongly asseve-

rated, in the language I have quoted, that because they were

vegetable cells, therefore the Torbanehill mineral was a fossil

plant. But in consequence of the reason of this difference in

opinion not having been distinctly brought out in examination,

the greatest confusion seemed to prevail in the minds of judge,

counsel, and jury ; and it was thought that the witnesses

for the defender being skilful botanists, were enabled to see

what the witnesses for the pursuers did not see. This result,

as well as the confusion occasioned by the examination of the

witnesses, is evident from the observations made by the learned

Judge to the jury, from which I shall take the liberty of

quoting :

—

" One general remark may be made on the microscopic

testimony, and it is, that there are those who see a thing, and
also those who do not see it—those who do see it, cannot see

it unless it is there, and those who cannot see it do not see it

at all. But very skilful persons looking for a thing and not

seeing it, creates a strong presumption that it is not there.

But when other persons do find it, it goes far to displace the

notion that it is not there. But there is another ol^servation

on the microscopic evidence that occurred to me. 1 do not

know whether I am under any misapprehension, but I think

* Mr. LvcU's Report, pp. 168-9. t Ibid., p. 170.

t '1'ifh, I'p- ni--.
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that three, certainly two, of those examined by the defenders

are botanists also ; and I do not think that any of those ex-

amined for the pursuer, three of them from London, repre-

sented themselves as botanists. Now the defenders' witnesses

are accustomed to look for plants, and can understand them
when they see them. The gentlemen on the other side, again,

looking for woody fibre or tissue, are not, as I understand,

conversant or skilful in fossil plants."*

Now, so far from the botanists seeing what the histologists

did not see, it is nowhere made to aj>pear in their evidence
that they ever observed those rings on a transverse section,

which I have endeavoured to show are distinctive of true coal.

On the contrary, they contended that coal and the Torbanehill
mineral were similar in structure, the elements of the one
existing in the other, both containing vegetable cells ; that

the numerous yellow clear masses observed in the latter were
in point of fact such cells, and constituted the proof of vege-

table organization.

I think it of great importance to rescue the mode of inves-

tigation by means of the microscope from all reproach in this

case, and to point out that the discrepancy which existed is

not one of fact, but one of inference. I hope then it will be
evident that the true scientific controversy is altogether con-

nected with the question of whether these yellow masses,
which both parties saw, described, and figured, are or are not

vegetable cells.

Now the view taken up by myself from the first, and which
was also taken up by Dr. Adams and Mr. Quekett, indepen-
dently of each other, was that they are not cells, but masses
ot a concrete bituminoid or resinoid substance, imbedded in

earthy matter. We could nowhere discover in them any trace

of cell-wall or contents. Their mode of fracture was more
crystalline in its character than anything else ; they occurred
confusedly together, and nowhere presented that definite

arrangement to one another, or to ducts and woody tissue,

which exists in })]ants. Numbers of them present no envelope
or definite boundary, but are scattered tlirough a substance
often more than two feet deep, extending for acres, and it may
be lor miles. If these yellow masses be cells, what is their

origin ? They cannot come from the woody tissue of the

neighbouring coal, for, as we have endeavoured to show, such
coal is destitute of them. The rings in coal are much smaller

in diameter, are of regular size, and present the character of a
tube cut transversely. Such rings could never be confoundeil

with the yellow masses of the mineral. But supposing these

* Mr. Lyell's Report, ]>]>. 238-9.
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latter to be cells, could such multitudes of them be derived

from the g^igantic ferns of the coal formation, or such as are

imbedded in the mineral ? I think not ; because the amount
of scalariform and woody tissue is too disproportioned to the

number of the cells to favour such an idea. Besides, what

kind of force or power could have been in operation that would
have separated and collected the delicate cells, and left the

ducts and other tissues of the plants by themselves, and out of

sight throughout such enormous masses. I have carefully

examined the cells in large ferns, and observed the singular

markings of cellular tissue, woody fibre, and scalariform ducts,

many of them present, visible even to the naked eye,—than

which nothing can be more unlike the Torbanehill mineral.

The cells themselves are also larger, of more uniform size, and
contain numerous starch granules ; whilst the true resin cells

are exceedingly large and distinct, strongly analogous, indeed,

to what I have described as existing in the woody texture of

coal, but wholly dissimilar to anything observable in the Tor-

banehill mineral. Such a view, indeed, would, it seems to me,

lead to the extraordinary conclusion that this mineral is com-
posed of a vegetable tissue, more cellular than any plant ever

yet met with, recent or fossil, and so rich in cells as to be

wholly dissimilar to what we can even imagine to have existed,

taking its size and bulk into consideration. Such masses of

cells could not have been formed or nourished without ducts

passing through them, in various definite directions, to convey

a nutritive fluid ; and yet we find such ducts only to be acci-

dental, and only distinctly connected with plants imbedded
here and there in the general mass.

Whilst, then, the notion of these yellow masses being vege-

table cells, seems to me opposed to every known or conceiv-

able fact yet ascertained to exist in vegetable histology, or

from such as are demonstrable in the Torbanehill mineral, the

theory of their being bituminoid masses imbedded in clay,

appears to be in perfect harmony with all of tliem, and espe-

cially answers the reasons given by Dr. Kedfern.

With a view of determining whether the Torbanehill mineral

could by any possibility be produced by a process similar to

that of the formati(m of peat, which was described at the last

meeting of the Society by Dr. Fleming,* I liave examined

various specimens of peat, and have confirmed his description.

They consist of mosses, especially of the Sphagnum, the spiral

cells of which plant are peculiar, and easily recognised, asso-

ciated witli broken-down woody tissue, root-stalks, and

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Session 1853-4,

p. 216.
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bundles of simple ducts, more or less carbonized and con-

densed together. The deeper the peat is taken from the hog,

the more condensed, broken up, and altered these textures

are ; still, however, sufficiently retaining their characters to be
readily distinguishable. The peat of Scotland between this

and Glasgow, and that of the north of Ireland, of which I

have examined numerous specimens, taken from mountain
bog, as well as the flow bog, are identical in structure. One
specimen of peat, however, given to me by Dr. Traill, which
he obtained in Lancashire, and which answers in description

to what is called Pitch Peat, is blacker in colour, the carbo-

nizing process is more complete, and the vegetable tissues less

distinct. But here and there, in a thin section of this peat,

there exist rounded masses of the same bituminoid character

as are found in the cannel coals and in theTorbanehill mineral.

This fact confirms the theory formerly advanced, that these

bodies are not cells, but a concrete bituminoid substance, pro-

bably derived from the beds of coal in Lancashire, in the

immediate neighbourhood of the peat.

We may therefore conclude that every kind of coal has a

distinctly woody basis, which is easily demonstrated by its

longitudinal and transverse sections ; that the cannel coals

have, in addition to this woody structure, a greater or less

number of the bituminoid masses imbedded in it ; and that the

Torbanehill mineral has no such woody texture, but is essen-

tially composed of the bituminoid masses imbedded in clay.

in. In the third place, the theory which I am disposed to

put forward as most in harmony with the various facts and
arguments previously stated, is as follows :— 1st, That the

various organic appearances found in the sections and ashes

of coal aie explical^le by the supposition that coal is wood
chemically altered, and for the most part coniferous wood, or

wood allied to it in structure, because, from a careful compa-
rison of recent fir-wood with the various kinds of coal, I find

the structural apjjearances of the cellular tissue, resin cells,

and ducts, to be very similar. Further, no lir-wood growing
in this country contains spiral ducts ; and it is remarkable that

no traces of such ducts are to be found in any of the coals I

have examined. Further, the assumption that coal is formed
from fir or allied woods, not only explains its structure, but

accounts for the large amount of bitumen, resin, or inflamma-
ble matter it contains, resin being a well-known abundant
product of the coniferous tribe of plants.*

* In tlie above passa<^c, T have carofnllj' avoidofl any cx]>rcssion which
woTild su;ii2;cst the notion tliat in my opinion the wood from wliich coal is

formed, Ib rxclHsivehj coniferous wood. J behcve that, with regard to the
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2nd, The Torbanehill mineral, although it presents essen-

tially no traces of vegetable structure, is rich in the bituminoid

substance ;—a circumstance, I think, explained by the fact

that it is found in the neighbourhood of coal, so that the bitu-

minoid or resinoid matter formed in the partially-woody struc-

ture of the latter has flowed out, mixed itself with, and
solidified in the essentially earthy substance of the former.

It is easy to conceive how enormous pressure, conjoined with

chemical change and heat, may have effected this, and how
sometimes such fluid bituminoid matter may have run into

neighbouring beds of peat, of clay, or even of sandstone.

Facts, indeed, are not wanting to show that occasionally large

collections of such substance, almost pure, may be formed,

unmixed with either peat or clay, of which the remarkable

specimen I now exhibit to the Society, taken from the Binnie

Quarry, and for which I am indebted to Dr. Chvistison, is an

example. Fragments of this substance, under the microscope,

closely resemble the yellow masses which exist in the Tor-

banehill mineral.

In conclusion, I would remark that the controversy on this

subject is only an example of a far more extensive one which
is now everywhere taking place throughout the natural sciences,

in reference to the influence which more improved methods
of research in chemistry and histology should exercise on our
thoughts and nomenclature. Those who, with myself, recog-

nise that differences in structure indicate differences in func-

tion, and that these should be studied as the foundation for a

correct classification, will recognise in the question, what is

coal ? an analogue to the questions, what is wood or coral ?

—

what is bone or tooth ?—what is a fibrous or a cancerous

tumour ? The progress of science, and especially of micro-
chemistry, has already answered some of these questions, and
will ultimately determine others ; and in doing so, will over-

throw the more vague and incorrect views and terms which
previously prevailed. At the trial, indeed, it was very plau-

sibly argued, that, in a bargain between man and man, scien-

tific terms were of no value, and that a whale among whalers

was still a fish.* But in this Society, as no naturalist, con-

varieties and even genera of the plants of the coal-formation, there is still

much to be discovered. But so far as my examinations have gone, the

appearances observed warrant the general inference stated in the text, one
which has also been arrived at by Mr. Quekett. (' Mic. Journal,' No. vi.,

p. 42.) The important fact to be kc))t in remembrance is, that coal is

fossil or transformed wood, whilst the Torbanehill mineral, and all the

shales which I have examined, arc not.
* Mr. Lyelfs lieport, ]>. 231.
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versant with the structure and functions of a whale, would for

a moment suppose it to be a fish, because it inhabits the

water and resembles one ; so I contend no histologist, ac-

quainted with the structure and properties of the Torbanebill

mineral, ought to maintain that it is coal, because it is dug
out of the earth and burns in the fire.

J
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TRANSLATIONS.

Observations on Noctiluca {miliarisf). By Dr. W.
BuscH.*

The following observations upon the structure and repro-

duction of a species of Noctiluca were made by Dr. BuscFi in

the year 1849, and will be found in his work cited below,

which was published in 1851. With respect to the structure

of the animal, they perhaps present nothing in addition to

what has already been made known to our readers in the

Papers by Mr. Huxley and by Dr. Webb, in the present Volume
of the ' Journal ;' but as regards the reproduction and de-

velopment of the Noctiluca, they afford several new points,

and it is for that reason that we have thought it might be
useful here to introduce them, and the more so, as it would
seem these remarks by Dr. Busch had escaped the notice of

Krohn,t as well as of Mr. Huxley \ and Dr. Webb.§ The
species noticed by Dr. Busch occurred in great abundance in

the Bay of Malaga, and is regarded by him, but we think,

perhaps, erroneously, as distinct from N. miliaris. He
terms it N punctata, from the circumstance that the integu-

ment was covered with very numerous minute pigment-points

;

but the resemblance of his figure to N. miliaris is so striking,

and the structure, so far as he describes it, so closely identical

with that of the latter, that no doubt can be entertained as to

the identity of the two forms.

" These animals, as is well known, consist of a rounded disc of a gela-

tinous consistence, like that of the Medusae. At the upper part (fig. 1, a,

PI. X., Mic. Jour.), the borders are curved inwards and downwards, so

that, whilst on the under side the contour is continued uninterruptedly,

a sort of hilus is formed above, from the middle of which a straight, sharp-
bordered rod, h, extends directly inwards and downwards, being prolonged
into an acute point. At the point where the above-mentioned curved
borders meet is situated a brown, round body, c [nucleus], from which
numerous branched fibres extend towards the periphery. The solitary

motile organ of the animal arises from about the same point. This is a

band-like filament, d, about as long as the diameter of the body of the

creature, and exhibiting numerous transverse lines, which give it a striated

appearance, but never extend across the entire width of the filament. The

* Abstracted from ' Beobachtung. iib. Anat. u. Entwickl. einiger wir-

bellosen Seethiere,' p. 103. . lierliu, 1851.

t Wiegmann's Archiv., 1852, p. 77.

X
' Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,' Vol. iii., p. 49.

\ Ibid., p. 102.
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animal moves this sort of proboscis slowly backwards and forwards.

Opinions are much divided as to whether an opening, or sort of mouth,

exists in this hilus, or whether the creature is unfurnished with such an

organ,"

Though he has not seen it, the author believes there must

be an entrance.

" From the few data," he goes on to say, "afforded by the study of the

development of this curious creature, it may, however, be shown that an

inversion or invagination takes place in this situation, and consequently

that an entrance must exist.

" As regards the interior of the disc ; in some individuals it was per-

fectly empty, but in others, several brown bodies existed, as seen in fig. If,

sometimes of a rounded, sometimes of an oval or hour-glass shape. Occa-

sionally they were in such close apposition with the nucleiform body, that

the latter appeared to be continued into them ; but they might also be
noticed perfectly free in the interior. The structure of these bodies is

shown in fig. B : it represents a cell with homogeneous walls, and contain-

ing a large, coarsely granular nucleus. Among numerous ]ierfect Nocti-

lucce, some were met with composed apparently of nothing but an empty
membrane, and whose true nature could only be recognised from the

presence of the 2^rohoscis. In the interior of these sacs were found minute
corpuscles, such as are represented in fig. 2 ; viz., oval discs, with a

nucleus occupying nearly the whole interior. The colour of these bodies

corresponded with that of the minute globular bodies, which were noticed

in the interior of the old Noctilucce, but from which they were distin-

guished by the homogeneity of the substance of the nucleus. Occasionally,

though more rarely than the above, these sacs contained germs somewhat
farther advanced in their development (fig. 3). The most important
change apparent in these is the existence of a process as yet obtuse.

These bodies occurred more abundantly in the free state, swimming about
among the other Noctilucce, than those contained in the sacculi ; and their

farther development was observed to take place as follows. The obtuse
process becomes pointed, and on its side is formed a minute appendage,
arising from the opaque nucleus, and resembling in structure and relations

the proboscis of the adult animal (fig. 4). It is thence evident that the
nucleus represents the brown nodule in the hilus of the mature Noctiluca,

and that the motile filament arises from it. It might now be exjiected

that the round disc simply increased in size, and that the other organs
were developed in its interior ; but it would appear that the entire organism
is subjected to remarkable transformations before this result is attained to.

As the disc increases in size, the ])ointod process becomes elongated out-

wardly (figs. 5 and 6) ; and in its interior appears a structure resembling
the ' rod ' which we have described as existing in the Noctiluca ; but the

direction of the rod at tliis time is exactly the reverse of that in which
it is placed in the adult animal. For whilst in the latter, starting from
the brown nodular body, it stretches towards the perijihery of the disc

farthest from the nucleus, in the ibrmer it projects straight out from it.

*' At the same time also the border of the disc loses its evenness, and
acquires angular processes of the same colour and consistence as the disc

itself (figs, f) and G). Viewing all these figures, it seems most probable
that the form of the large animal is developed out of them in the follow-

ing way. As the disc continues to grow, the ' rod' must be reverted on
itself, and the processes of the disc having at the same time become longer

and broader, must close over it and unite. The animal would thus be
jierfected ; and, upon any other supposition, it is not easy to see how the
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* rod ' sliould come into the proper position ; or what function is performed
hy the j^rojecting processes."

The full elucidation of this very interesting point was pre-

vented by the interference of the highly enlightened port-

officials, who feared that the author's researches in Marine
Zoology would be injurious to the interests of the Spanish
people.

The fragmentary observations in development made by the

author were too scanty, as he considers, to lead to any de-

finite result. " The most important point appears to be
to determine whether the genus found in the empty sacculi

are identical with the bro^vn corpuscles met with in the

interior of the old Noctiluca. From their size, this might
certainly be supposed ; but in that case, the originally granular

contents of their nucleus must be transformed into a homo-
geneous substance. It is probable, therefore, that the brown
bodies, which at first make their appearance on the nodular
mass, may be gemmcB, which are subsequently detached, and
after remaining for a time in the interior, undergo further

development." (?)

In fig. 7 is represented an animal apparently referrible to

Noctiluca, and which might readily be imagined to represent

a gemmule fully developed on a perfect Noctiluca, which had
pullulated on tlie disc itself, and only required to be detached
to become an independent individual. But the author is

rather inclined to believe that it is only an abnormity, a double
monster ; for if a germination of this kind really took plat e in

this class of animals, it would be very remarkable that only a

single instance of it should be presented, among the innu-

merable multitudes of individuals brought under the author's

observation.
" Among the NoctiluccB taken during the three days," in

which he was permitted to continue his researches, " there

occurred bodies of another kind still (fig. 9), which, like the

Noctiluca;, floated on the surface of the water, and were of

exactly the same size and consistence, although they presented

organs of far smaller dimensions. Some specimens also shone

in the dark like the Noctilucce. They were minute gelatinous

discs, nearly perfect spheres, quite transparent, without fibres

or filament ; the greater part of their bulk was entirely homo-
geneous, except that on a very small segment of the upper
surface might be remarked numerous yellowish processes.

Most of these processes were rounded, but some had a very

fine point, into which they were prolonged above, being

attached by a wider base below (fig. 10). The only indica-

tion of structure in them were minute round granules. That
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these bodies were animal existences, is perhaps indubitable,

from their phosphorescence ; but in what connexion they

stand with respect to the Noctilucoe, associated with which

they occurred in large number, cannot at present be deter-

mined."

Untersuchungen ueber die Entwicklungs-geschichte der

MiKROSKOPiscHEN Algen uiid PiLZE. Von Dr. F. CoHN.
(Researches on the Development of the Microscopic Algae

and Fungi. By Dr. F. Cohn
; pp. 1 53 ; 6 Plates. Bonn,

1854.

The importance of the study of unicellular organisms, as

leading in the most ready and complete way to a knowledge

of the " cell," the foundation of all scientific acquaintance

with the real nature of plant life is so obvious, as to have

attracted a great number of followers.

The fresh-water Algae, especially, afford abundant and
readily attainable materials for this study, and have, conse-

quently, formed the subjects of numerous writings. Amongst
those who have distinguished themselves in this field, the

name of Dr. Cohn will ever be held in deserved honour.

He has, for many years, as he says, devoted himself to this

study ; and, especially, to the remarkable propagation of

most of these Algae by means of motile cells (swarm-spores)
;

a mode of reproduction which has been observed in most of

the fresh-water species. The same phenomenon has also at-

tracted the attention of numerous other observers, and been the

subject of several memoirs. Among the more important of

these, exclusive of Dr. Cohn's, may be noticed the observations

respecting it contained in Dr. Braun's remarkable work on
' Rejuvenescence in Nature,' of which a translation by Mr.
Henfrey has lately been published by the Ray Society ; and
the ' Recherches sur les Zoospores des Algues et les Anthe-

ridies des Cryptogames ' of M. Thuret. The appearance of

these independent memoirs appears to have turned Dr. Cohn
from his original intention of publishing a special treatise on

the 'Swarm-cells of the Algap,' and to have decided him
merely to give separate essays on those points appearing to

him to demand further attention ; his former monograph on
the ' Development of Chlamydococcus {Protococcus) pluvialis,'

of which an abstract has also been published by the Ray
Society with figures ; and his Memoir in Siebold and

Kolliker's Zeitschrift f. wiss. Zool. ' On a new genus from the

family of the Volvocina,' of which a translation has appeared
in the ' Annals of Nat. History,' 2nd series, Vol. x., p. 321,
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are the more important of these essays that have yet appeared,

and should be attentively studied by all who are desirous of

becoming acquainted with the matter.

The present work is, in fact, a collection of shorter essays

having more or less direct reference to the same subject, and
will be found to contain a vast amount of important and
interesting information.

The subjects treated of are

—

1. On the relation of the microscopic Fungi to the microscopic Algcv.

2. On Chytridmm, and some allied genera.

3. Observations on Oonium pectorale, and the Volvocina in general.

4. On the projiagation of Hydrodictyon Ktricidatuni, togetlaer wilh
some remarks on *' swarm-cells " in general.

5. On the germination of Zygnema and Anaboena.

These papers are illustrated by figures of

Anthophysa MiUlerl.

Zuoglcea (vibrio) termo.

Spiridina plicatilis (Spirochcfte, jh,

Ehr.)

SpiruUna Jenneri.

Synedi'a putrida, n. s.

Chlamydomonas hyalina (Polytoma
uvella, Ehr.)

Chytridium globosum, A. Braiin.

Peronium aviculare, Cohn.
Achlya prolifera.

Spirogyra nitida.

Zygnema steUinum.

Closterium Lunvla.
Mougeotia genuflexa ?

Anaboena in tricata ?

Achlya cajyitidifera.

Chlamydococciis pjhivialis.

Goniuni pectorale.

Ohlamydomonas pulvisculus.

Hydrodictyon utrictdatmn.

(Edogonimn capillare.

Cladophora glomerata (monstrous
spores of).

1. On the relations of the microscopic Fungi to the micro-
scopic Algae.

The result of his study of the lowest forms has led Dr.
Cohn to the conclusion, that no sufficient reasons derived from
morphological and developmental considerations exist for the

separation of the Algae from the Fungi. Though the distinc-

tion between the Thallophytes and Cormophytes of Endlicher

is sufficiently definite, the three classes into which the former

have, since Linnaeus, been subdivided, viz., the Algae, Fungi,
and Lichens, are by no means so well defined as, for instance,

the Mosses from the Ferns, or the Equisetaceze from the

Lycopodiaceae. It would seem as if the multitudinous class

of Thallophytes constituted, organologically, but a single

indivisible kingdom, and that the above three provinces

were characterized merely by the more or less developed, and,

it must be confessed, widely different forms, and in no v/ay

by any intrinsic difference of type in the vegetative or repro-

ductive organization.

The Algae, as usually understood, like most other plants,

are capable of appropriating, by an innate power, the materials
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requisite for the maintenance of their organism, from the

elements carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, and some

oxides and salts, which are afforded to them in the surround-

ing medium, in the form of carbonic acid, ammonia, and

water ; they do not, therefore, require any organic nutriment,

but are enabled to vegetate in pure water ; they can decompose

the water or the carbonic acid, and evolve oxygen in the

sunlight, acquiring at the same time a green or red colour,

from the development of chlorophyll or some analogous

colouring matter. The Fungi, on the other hand, like

animals and most parasitic plants, have not the power of

spontaneously producing, from inorganic nutriment, the

materials requisite for the maintenance of their vital pro-

cesses—these must be afforded to them in the form of already

organized compounds ; they cannot, therefore, flourish where

this nutriment is not afforded to them, either in a living or in

a dead and decaying organism, or at any rate in water in

which a considerable amount of organic matter is not dissolved,

as in an infusion ; they evolve no oxygen, and do not become
green in the light. Partly, from the latter circumstance,

Nageli distinguishes the Fungi from the Algae by the want of

chlorophyll, or some analogous colouring matter. But that

the presence or absence of chlorophyll affords no sufficient

character to distinguish the one class from the other, is suffi-

ciently obvious, when we consider the variableness exhibited

in this respect, in several classes of plants, especially in those

of parasitic habits, many of which, it is true, are colourless,

but others, such as the Santalaceae, Rhinanthaceae, and Loran-

thaceae, have chlorophyll in abundance ; whilst others again,

not of parasitic nature, or not known to be so, as many of the

Orchids, are colourless. Tfie presence also, of chlorophyll in

many of the ' Protozoa,' as Hydra viridis, Bursaria viridis,

&c., is sufficient to indicate the uncertainty of any character

thence derived. The circumstance of the plants growing in

water, or in the air, has been employed to distinguish the

Algae from the Fungi—it being stated that the former inhabit

water, and that the latter flourish only in the air; but that

this distinction is untenable is at once obvious, when it is

remembered that it often happens that of species even in the

same genus, as Vaucheria, Ulothrix, Protococcus, «Scc., some
vegetate in water and others in the air.

The difficulties which attend the separation of the lower

AlfffS and JFuiif/i have led several authors, as Kiitzing, to

propose, for some of tliem, the erection of a group termed

Mijcoj)hifce(i\ under which he includes those Tliallophytes

which agree with the rest of the Fungi in tlieir vital con-
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ditions, and consequent want of colour, and are only distin-

guished from them by the unessential circumstance of their

living in water. But a close investigation of the genera

included under the above term, will show, beyond any doubt,

that nearly all the forms of water-fungi are so closely allied

to algan genera, that, with the exception of their wanting
colour, scarcely even a generic distinction can be drawn
between them, and much less one of family.

Thus the only difference between Hygrocrocis, a so-termed

water-fungus, and Leptothrix, consists in the circumstance

that the immotile filaments of the latter contain phgcochrorriy

whilst in the other the contents are colourless. But whilst

Leptothrix is, perhaps, inseparable from some forms of

Oscillaria, notwithstanding the motility of the latter, so in

the same way do the colourless immotile filaments of the

genus Beggiatoa come under the class of water-fungi, close to

the various forms of Hygrocrocis. It has already been
remarked by Nageli that the yeast-fungus corresponds in

form and mode of germination with the algan genus Exococcus,

Sarcina is morphologically identical with Chroococcus, and
that, in its vegetative and reproductive condition, Achlya
corresponds with Valonia or Bryopsis-

With respect to the genus Stereonema, Kutz., Dr. Cohn
proceeds to show that the filamentous growth so named, is

not an Alga or Fungus at all, nor in fact any kind of inde-

pendent organism, but that they are the stems of an infusorium

—the Anthophysa Miilleri, Bory.

The bunches of apparent spores at the extremities of these

filaments are regarded by Dr. Cohn, though apparently not

without hesitation, as identical with the Uvella uva of Ehren-
berg ; and, consequently, they are in his view to be looked

upon as belonging to the animal kingdom, for he seems, like

many other German observers, still to adhere to the exclusively

animal nature of many of the Ehrenbergian Monadina.
The loss thus inflicted upon the vegetable kingdom by Dr.

Cohn, is, however, compensated by the addition to it of part

at least of the Vihriunia. The animal nature of these minute
creatures has, hitherto, never been disputed ; but Dr. Cohn
sees reason, and affords what appear to be good grounds for

it, to believe that several forms of tlie Vibrionla may be
certainly shown to belong to the vegetable kingdom.

The form which seems to have constituted the principal

subject of Dr. Cohn's researches in this respect, is that known
as Vibrio lineola, Ehr., but which was separated from the other

Vibriones by Dujardin, under the name of Bacterium termo.

The result of his investigations is, that the corpuscles of
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Bacterium termo, Duj. (Vibrio lineola, Elir.), represent the

developmental condition of a plant ; that they .are, in fact, tlie

liberated, self-motile cells (swarm-spores) of a MycopJiycean,

closely allied, morphologically, with Falmella and Tetraspora.

He has been unable, however, as yet to discern any motile

cilia in them. He proposes a new name for this form

—

ZooglcBa, with these characters.

Cellulje minimas, bacilliformes, hyalina3, gelatina liyalina in massas

mucosas globosas, uvasformes, mox membranaceas consociatae, dein singulee

elapsse, per aquam vacillantes.

Syn. Palmella Infusionum, Ehr. ; Micraloa teres, V. Flotow ; Bacterium

termo, Duj. ; Vibrio lineola, Ehr.

The general results of his researches on the subject of the

Vibrionia are thus summed up.

1. The Vibrionia all appear to belong to the vegetable kingdom,

since they exhibit an immediate, close relationship with manifest

Alijce.

2. From their want of colour, and their occurrence in putrifyiug

infusions, they belong to the group of Mycoiiltyceoe.

3. Bacterium termo is the motile swarming form of a genus (Zooglcea)

closely allied to Palmella and Tetraspura.

4. Spirochcete 2ylicatllis Ijelongs to the genus Spirulina.

5. The elongated, motionless vibriones ( V. hacillu^, &c.) are allied to

the more delicate forms oi Begfjiatoa (Oscillaria).

G. The sliorter Vibriones and SjArilli correspond, in form and in

their movement, with the Oscillarixe and Spirulirice; but no
definite opinion can be given as to their true nature.

The relationship of the Oscillarise with the Vibrionia was
noticed even by the earliest observers. Tfius O. F. Miiller

termed a Spirulina, Vibrio serpens ; nor has the analogy

between them been overlooked by Ehrenberg and Perty.

Dr. Cohn goes on to describe the great resemblance between

Ehrenberg's Monas prodir/iosa, the cause of the phenomenon
termed " blood in bread," and Bacterium or Zooylcca termo.

The main difference between the two consisting in the shape

of the former, which is more spherical or ovoid tlian bacilli-

form, and its purple-red colour.* Allied with this are the

masses of Vibriones, which, according to Mitscherlich's

observation, appear on rotten potatoes, as a kind of ferment,

and have the j)ower of dissolvin/j cellulose (Monatsb. d. B.

Ak., March 1850). All these forms apjx'ar to be closely

allied to Zoofjla-a termo, if not generically identical with it.

According to Cohn there is not the slightest difference

between Boli/toma u.v/'l/.a, Ehr., and Chlamydomonas pulvisculus.

Tlie general summary of his inquiries may be thus stated

—

That most of the Mi/cophi/cea', agree in family, and even in

' Upon this subject vide Frcscniiis, ' Bcitragc zur Mycologic.' Part I.
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genus with certain fresh-water Algce. Whence it follows that

that class in general is not a natural group, but an assemblage
of plants of various natural families and genera, joined
together by a single artificial character.

In this way the Cryptococcaceae will be arranged under the

Palmellaceae ; the Septomiteae, under the Oscillarieae and
Septotricheae ; the Saprolegnieae under the Vaucherieae ; some
genera would be abolished altogether, such as Hygrocrocis,

whose species must be regarded as colourless species of

Leptothrix, and those of Beggiatoa as colourless Oscillarice

:

and as Spirochcete, which is identical with Spirulina plicatilis ;

Vibrio bacillus would probably be termed Oscillaria bacillus.

Sec.

2. Cohn's observations on the subject of Chytridium and
some allied genera are of particular interest in several respects,

and especially with reference to the important matter of the

comiexion between parasitic Fungi and certain diseased condi-

tions in plants. The extraordinary prevalence, of late years, of

epidemic diseases attacking nearly all cultivated plants, and
many of which have been observed to be accompanied with
the development of Fungi, renders the determination of the

true relations of the one to the other a point of extreme
interest and importance, not only in a scientific, but also in an
economical sense. To the ancient and well-known pests of
' rust ' and ' smut ' have been added, it may be said, within

a few years, the more destructive potato—and vine—disease
;

but other important cultivated plants, as the olive—orange

—

beet-root, as well as timber-trees, belonging to the Coniferous
family especially, have also suffered in a similar way.

Disease of this kind has been by no means confined to

cultivated plants—these epidemics are not limited to plants

useful to mankind— their ravages may be witnessed among
the useless and noxious members of the vegetable kingdom,
to an almost equal extent with the highly-prized objects of

human cultivation.

A remarkable instance of this is afforded in the present

Memoir of Cohn. And his observations will go very far to

solve any remaining doubts as to the true nature of the

relations between the parasite and the disease. Inasmuch as

the victim and the destroyer are both plants of the simplest

kind— in fact, unicellular alga?, in which the whole process of

the invasion and its effects is plainly submitted to the eye.

The main question to be determined is, whether the fungus is

to be regarded as the cause of the disease, or whether the

<lisease is, as it may be termed, the cause of the fungus. In

the former case, the appearance of the Fungus or its spores
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would be seen to precede the outbreak of any morbid pheno-

menon, and in the latter, the reverse would be observable.

Other influences of a more general, external, chemical,

physical, or it may be, cosmical nature, must, doubtless,

concur, to render the disease, however produced— truly

epidemic—but these are not now the subject of inquiry.

The decision of the question as above stated is obviously

extremely difficult, if not wholly impossible, in the higher

plants, owing to the complexity of their structure, and the

inability we labour under of tracing microscopically the entire

course of the disease, from its first appearance to its termina-

tion.

An observation, therefore, which Cohn states, he made in

the year 1852, of a disease attacking xinicellnlar plants, is ot

the greatest interest ; he observed a sort of epidemy to break

out among some Desmideae which he had kept in a flourish-

ing condition for some time. The consequence was, that the

Closteria, especially, were nearly all destroyed with great

rapidity. He discovered that the cause of this remarkable

epidemic was a peculiar microscopic plant, which attached

itself to healthy Closteria, living at their expense, and con-

suming or destroying their living contents, and thus killing

sthem. The unicellular nature of the victim and of its de-

troyer allowed the whole proceeding to be observed through-

out all its stages ; and thus, at any rate, one certain fact was
established with respect to the significance of epiphytes in

epidemic diseases.

The matter is thus described :
—" In the beginning of

April he observed upon the dead Closteria of every species,

spherical vesicles of very various dimensions, the smallest

being scarcely 1-300", and the largest more than 1-50'" in

diameter. These vesicles were filled with opaque, fine-gra-

nular but colourless contents. They were seated either

singly, or in larger or smaller numbers upon the cell-wall
;

on some Closteria as many as twenty might be counted."
The granular contents of the vesicles were seen to become
gradually transformed into motile spores or 'swarm-cells,'

which escaped through openings or perhaps ruptures of the

parent vesicle, and moved about very actively in the water by
means of a single ciliiim. When all had escaped, the vesicle

was left as a colourless, hyaline membrane.
The spores themselves resembled in shape the minute

monofles, and equally resembled the 'swarm-cells' of Achlya
]>r()lif('ra, l)ut from which they differed in their very remark-
ai)le motility. From this, and from their <orrespondcnce in

fonn an<l size, Cohn regards it as probable that these Cliytri-
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dium-spores may be identical with Bodo saltans of Ehren-

bero-.

These ' swarm-cells ' continued to move about in the water

until they reach a situation suited for their further develop-

ment,—that is to say, until they arrived at a new Closteinnm

.

And, what was especially remarked, they invariably attacked

a perfecth/-healt/iy, briskhj-vegetating individual, in which the

o:reen endochrom was in close opposition with the cell-wall.

Having attained to its goal, the spore enters into a new stage

of development—it becomes quiescent, affixes itself, and begins

to germinate ; that is to say, the cilium disappears, and the

spore, surrounded with a rigid membrane, assumes the aspect

of a spherical, colourless cell, whose opaque mtclens is still

distinctly recognizable, in close contact with the membrane
of the Closteritim.

The ' swarm-spore ' now rapidly expands into a large

vesicle. The nucleus undergoes a remarkable change ; it

disappears, and is replaced by a highly-refractive drop of

fluid, probably oil, which at first occupies the greater part of

the cell ; this drop divides into two, then into several, and

ultimately breaks up into numerous granules or droplets.

When the vesicle has reached a diameter of about 1-100 '",

its contents are seen to be divided into two portions—

a

darker placed on the side at which the vesicle is attached, and

a lighter at the outer periphery. The former, or dark portion,

is produced from the metamorphosis of the micleus, and con-

sists of numerous larger or smaller granules. This darker or

granular part of the contents gradually increases at the expense

of the other, until at last the whole cell is filled uniformly

with it. When tliis has taken place, the reproduction com-

mences, the granular contents of the vesicle being broken up
into a vast number of spores, by which the parent cell is

completely filled, as is the case in Pilobolus and other Mu-
corineae. In most of the fresh-water Alga3, however, the

development of spores takes place in the protoplasma lining

the wall of the cell.

The parasitic growth thus described, belongs to the genus

Ckytridium, instituted by A. Braun in his Work on ' Reju-

venescence in Nature.'*

The most iinportant point, however, is with respect to the

influence exerted by the Cligtridium, in the course of its

development upon the Closterium.

When the 'swarm-spore' has reached a certain size, tlie

contents of the Closterium begin to exhibit a morbid change.

* Translated hy A. Hcnfrey, and published by the Ray Society in a

vohime of Botanical and l*hysiological Memoirs, p. 185. A collection of

great value to the microscopical observer.

VOL. III. P
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The primordial utricle retreats from the wall and contracts,

expelling the water from its interior. The peculiarly-arranged

Chlorophyll is detached, and begins to be discoloured ; at the

same time, the two vacuoles, filled with granules at each end of

the Closterium, disappear ; ultimately, the cell appears colour-

less and empty, merely some remains of the chlorophyll

being left, in the form of an irregular contracted saccular

mass or masses in the middle of it. That this morbid change

of tlie cell-contents is due solely and wholly to the influence

of the parasite, may be shown beyond all doubt. For the

contraction of the primordial sac begins at the spot where the

Chytridium spore was attached ; and according as the parasite

has germinated at the middle of the frond, or at one or other of

the ends, it is there that the contents first appear to suffer.

It is clear, therefore, that the Chytridium is nourished at

the expense of the Closterium ; and it may readily be con-

ceived, that a parasite of this kind may produce a most de-

structive epidemy among the millions of inhabitants in a

glass of water, when it is considered tliat each Chytridium

may contain 4,000 motile spores, each of which is capable of

destroying a Closterium, and after a few hours may itselt

reproduce the same number of spores.

As regards the mode in whicli the fatal influence of the

Chytridium is exerted, it would seem to consist not simply in

an endosmotic action through the walls of the two cells, but

by means of a kind of radical fibres which insinuate them-

selves into the Closterium, and which may probably be re-

garded as equivalent to the mycelium of a fungus. Dr. A.
Rraun (1. c.) expressly describes these radical fibres, as they

appear to have occurred several times to Cohn's observation,

who has given figures of what he saw. It would thence

seem, that the Chytridium-vesicle is atta(;hed to its organic

Ijasis, not simply by adhesion, but by a myceloid tissue,

which penetrates the membrane of the Closterium, and ramifies

in its interior.

The systematic position of this parasitic funyus, for such it

must obviously be regarded, unless all the Myc<)j)hyceaB are

merged in the Algan order, is clearly in that order, in the

family of the Sa])rolegnie<T, itself a set tion of the Vaucherieaf.

With respect to the relations of the ' swarm-cells ' of the

aquatic fuuyi to the monades. Just as the green ' swarm-
ccUs ' of the true algcB so closely resend)le certain astomatous

green infusoria, that it is impossible in many cascjs to deter-

mine wiiether a doubtful form belong to the animal or to the

v('g(!table kingdom ; so do the colourless numads in form and

colour precisely correspond with the ciolourless ' swarm-spores'

of the Mycophycecc . It is even probabh? that tin; number of
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motile cilia is the same in each gT-oup ; for whilst all green

swarm-spores have at least two cilia, the colourless monads
and the swarm-cells of Chytridium certainly have but one;*

in Achh/a also, Pringsheim observed but one, which accords

with Cohn^s own observation, though Thuret and De Bary
assert positively that they have seen two.

To this it may be added, that a great part of the Infnwria,

and in fact not merely of the lowest, but also of those standing

comparatively high in the scale, enter into a quiescent state,

in which they lose all perceptible vestige of movement and
organization, and become invested with a rigid, perfectly-

closed membrane ; apparently in precisely the same way that

vegetable swarm-cells, when germinating, secrete a tough

cellulose-membrane. And in particular, do the true monads
present a condition of encysting, in which they cannot be dis-

tinguished from colourless, quiescent {fungus-^ cells. Conse-

quently, since neither the ' swarm-cells' of the a(\\x?d\c fungi
exhibit any tenable criterion by which they can be distin-

guished from monads, nor the encysted monads any by which
they can be distinguished from the germinating aquatic /?/w^z,

there is no wonder that, in many cases, it is almost impossible

to determine to which category a given organism may belong.

Cohn, however, seems still indisposed to regard all the

Ehrenbergian monads as developmental states oi fungi, as he

has convinced himself, he says, of the correctness of Ehren-
berg's observation, that many, even very minute species, when
kept for some time in coloured water, take up particles of

indigo. This circumstance, Cohn regards as sufficient proof

of the existence of a mouth, and consequently, of the animal

nature of the organism ; in neither of which points, however,

do we coincide with him.

3. The family of the Volvocina affords so many points

of interest and importance, that the study of it may, to a cer-

tain extent, be regarded as a fundamental basis for the know-
ledge of microscopic organisms in general.

The vegetable nature of these organisms, first distinctly

recognised by Siebold, and at present admitted by nearly all

observers, has already been copiously discussed in the pages

of this Journal, and the subject need not here be further

adverted to.

The Volvocina, in general, may be said to consist of two
parts, a colourless hyaline investing cell (Hiillzelle), consist-

ing of cellulose [?], and of green jj7-i77iordial cells.\ The
* In Englena, however, whicli is deeply coloured, there is but one

cilium.

f For the explanation of these terms, vide Cohn, Protococcus j^lnviulis

(' Jjotanical and Physiological Memoirs,' published by the Kay Society,

1853).

p 2
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latter vary in number, from one to any number in the same
envelope, beino- single, for instance, in Chlamydococcns {Proto-

coccus) and Chlamydomonas, eight, as in StephanosphfBra, or

innumerable, as in Volvox. In either case, the primordial

cells present the character of simple j)rimordial sacs, which
are not immediately surrounded by any rigid cellulose mem-
brane ; consisting merely of a fine-grained protoplasm, co-

loured red or green by chlorophyll, or a peculiar oil, and often

prolonged into mucoid filaments. The primordial cells

themselves are pn)duced peripherally into a colourless point,

from which arise two vibratile filaments, which penetrate the

investing sheath through two openings, and project into the

surrounding water. The reproduction is effected by the divi-

sion of all, or, as in the case of Volvox, of some of the pri-

mordial cells, which, in this case, come eventually to resemble

the parent organism ; or the contents of the germinating
primordial cell are more minutely subdivided into motile

zoos})ores of much smaller size (termed mic7'0(/onidia), whose
ultimate destination is unknown ; the other or larger form are

termed macrogonidia. The latter, lastly, may assume the

'quiescent' state, each primordial cell within the delicate
' investing membrane' secreting around itself a second, more
dense cellulose membrane, which is not perforated by the

motile cilia, but is in close opposition with tlie primordial cell,

just as in the common plant-cell the cellulose membrane
encloses the primordial sac or utricle. In this, manifestly

vegetative, prutococcus-YiVe condition, the cells may remain
torpid and without any movement for almost any length of
time, until iheir dormant energies are re-awakened by the

addition of water. It would even appear that in many cases,

a previous desiccation is required, to render these winter-

spfjres capable of germination. (These winter-spores, in dif-

ferent states in Volvox, have been supposed by Mr. Busk to

be represented in the forms termed V. aureus, and V. stellatus.)

In speaking of Goniiim, a genus referred by Cohn to the

Volvociiia, he remarks, that his own ol)servations have led him
to perf:eive that its structure is somewhat more complex than

it is usually described as being.

In the first place, the entire tablet is surrounded by a

perfectly colourless, transparent envelope, presenting the form
of a flattened sj)lieroid, the axis of rotation l)eing shorter than

the other two. This envelope is not surrounded by any firm

or ccllidose coat, and appears to ])e simj)ly gelatinous or

mucoid ; and it is, consecpicntly, not very readily visible.

As in other similar cases, it is best brought into view by the

addition of some colouring matter to the water. The green
globules are simple or primordial cells—properly of an
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octagonal shape, or of a quadrate form with truncated anp^les
;

and each of the sixteen cells is enclosed in a colourless,

hyaline, delicate, but at the same time rigid membrane.
Cohn, however, has hitherto been unable to determine
whether this tunic contain cellulose or not. The polygonal

(/Onium-ceWs, thus surrounded by a rigid membrane, are in

contact with each other at the angles formed by the trans-

parent, colourless wall, and these conjunctures have been
variously understood by different writers. Such as " brides

blanches muquenses contractiles," of Turpin, and the
" band-formed, tendril-like connecting tubes," of Ehrenberg.

In other respects, the gonium-spores resemble the usual
' swarm-spores,' like which, they contain chlorophyll vesicles,

starch, &c. They also present a variable number of spaces

or vacuoles, filled with watei", which are sometimes so

numerous as to give the contents a frothy, vesicular aspect

.

With these variable vacuoles, however, must not be con-

founded one, two, or three constant, sharply-defined vesicular

spaces, situated close to the origin of the vibratile cih'a. The
reproduction is effected in the usual way by the division,

several times repeated, of the contents of the cells. Into the

particulars of which, resulting as it does in Goiiiiim in the

production of sixteen cells, Cohn enters at considerable

length. He then proceeds to discuss the relation of Gonium
to other Volvocinae, and shows, notwithstanding some dis-

crepancies, that it may properly be there placed.

After this, he returns to the subject of the vacuoles in

the Gonium-ceWs^ and carefully distinguishes the vacuoles,

formed apparently by watery secretions in the protoplasma,

such as may be observed in all plant-cells, especially

when young, from others of a particular kind. In Gonium,
he observed two or three vacuoles which disappeared and

reappeared periodically or rhythmically at short intervals—
and which he thence terms contractile vacuoles. He states

that tliese vacuoles are always placed near the point of

insertion of the vibratile cilia, and that they contract

alternately at regular intervals of so many seconds. Con-
tractile vesicles of precisely-similar kind have been observed

in numerous infusoria, and were even seen by Ehrenberg long

ago, in the zoospores of Gonium and of Volvo.v, who entertained

the extravagant notion tliat tliey were seminal vesicles. Re-
ferring to these facts. Dr. Cohn, however, imagines tliat lie was
the first to discover the rliytlimical nature of the contractions of

these vacuoles, and enters at very great length, and in great

detail, into an account of his observations. Not being aware,

we presume, that he was anticipated by more than a year in
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this discovery, by Mr. Busk,* who noticed the fact of the

existence of rhythmical contractions in the single vacuole in

the zoospores of Vohox ylobator. But the most remarkable

circumstance connected with this is the apparently precise

resemblance of the phenomenon in the two cases. Mr. Busk

states, that in Volvox the contractions occur very regularly at

intervals of 38'" to 41'"
; and Cohn's observations would show

that where two vacuoles exist in the same cell, the interval

for each vacuole varies between 25'" and 48'"
; and in a case

where but one existed, as in Volvox, the intervals, by observa-

tion, were 45, 43, 45, 42, 43, 40, 42, 41, 41'". The suddenness

of the contraction, and the gradual expansion of the vacuole,

are noticed by both observers ; in fact, the observations agree in

every particular, save only in the circumstance of the situation

of the contractile vacuole or vacuoles, Cohn says that he

always found them to be situated at tlie base, as it were, of

the cilia—whilst Mr. Busk states that, " it may be situated

in any part of the zoospore, or not unfrequently in the base,

or even in the midst of one or other of the bands of proto-

plasm, connecting it with its neighbours."

This rhythmical contraction is, certainly, a remarkable

phenomenon in the vegetable kingdom, and worthy of attentive

consideration. It does not, as yet, appear to have been

observed, except in the above two instances, but will, doubt-

less, be found to exist in much more numerous cases.

4, Tlie observations on Hydrodictyon do not appear to

contain more than a very good summary of what is known on
that subject, and are illustrated by good figures. We shall

return at a future opportunity to this, perhaps, most interest-

ing of all vegetable productions. Upon which will also be

found very valuable information in A, Braun's work, above

referred to. At the conclusion of this part of his work, Dr,

Cohn proj)ounds the following axiom :—That in the lowest

forms (fresh-water algae) a motile, primordial cell, is at the

same time the seat of germination (swarm-spore), whilst in

the higher cryptogamia, it is the fertilizing organ (swarm-
filament) ; on the other hand, in the latter a quiescent cell

(spore) is the seat of germination, whilst in tlie highest

phanerogams, an equivalent cell (pollen-cell) discharges the

function of a fertilizing organ,

5, J'he observations contained in this part of the book

relate to the germination of Zyynema and Anabaina. They
are of considerable interest, and will, with the preceding,

form the sul)ject of a future notice or abstract.

* 'rraiisactioiKs of tlio Microscopical Society. ' 'Quarterly Journal of

Microscopical ficicucc,' Vol. i., p. 31.
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REVIEWS.

Principles of Comparative Physiology, By W. B. Carpenter, M.D.,
F.E.S. Fourth Edition. London. Churchill.

Although it be an ample apology for the use of the micro-

scope, that he who records a new observation by its aid has

added another fact to science, yet we would fain hope that all

who use this instrument are more or less impressed with the

truth, that by its employment large departments of human
knowledge are being moved on. If we wanted an apology for

the use of the microscope, we could not do better than point

to the works of the learned and laborious President of the

Microscopical Society on the various branches of the great

science of Biology. Let any one compare the manuals of

Physiology that were in use twenty-five years ago with the

last editions of Dr. Carpenter's beautiful volumes, and they

will see not only how our knowledge of the laws which govern

vital phenomena has advanced, but they will see that it has

been mainly by the aid of the microscope. They will see too

in Dr. Carpenter's volumes how the labours of the humblest

observers become in time part and. parcel of the great body
of special and general facts, which constitute the principles of

science. This should be an encouragement to all to persevere

in a course of observation, and to record what they have ob-

served. Few perhaps know the whole value and significance

of the facts which are presented to their senses ; but if they

record them, they become appropriated by those whose special

and peculiar gift it is to generalise, and thus to give a form

and body to science. Of modern writers and workers few

possess this gift to so great an extent as Dr. Carpenter, and he
may be justly regarded as the most successful exponent of

Physiological science in this country, and one of our most
elegant scientific writers. The volume, whose name stands

at the head of our article, is intended as a companion to two
others, the ' Principles of Human Physiology' and the ' Prin-

ciples of General Physiology.' The latter work, which is not

yet published, together with the present volume, formed the

basis of the author's ' Principles of Physiology, General and
Comparative,' which will henceforth cease to appear as a

single volume.

In the present volume, which is devoted to the department

of comparative anatomy and physiology, the author has
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evident! V taken the greatest pains to bring it up to the

standard of knowledge of the present day. We are glad to

find no indications that the author is inclined to rest on his

wide-spread reputation and tlie popularity of his works, but

that he has in every department laboured to give the fairest

possible exposition of his science. The principal additions

and alterations in this volume, as we learn from the author's

preface, occur in relation to tbe water-vascular system of

some animals, and the sexuality of Cryptogamic plants. We
subjoin Dr. Carpenter's account of the water-vasculr.r system,

as its existence and peculiai'ities have been determined by

the aid of the microscope.

It is among the Vermiform members of the articulated series, that we
fiud the ' water-vascular ' system acquiring its highest development. But

it will be desirable first to study it under the simpler form it presents in

the I'lotifera, which have no rudiment of a sanguiferous system, the chyl-

aqueous fluid of the general cavity of the body being the medium alike

for conveying nutriment to the sohd tissues, and for effecting respiratory

changes in them. On either side of the body of these animals, there is

usually found a long flexuous tube, which extends from a contractile vesicle

(common to botli) that opens into the cloaca, towards the anterior region

of the body, where it frequently subdivides into branches, one of which

may arch over towarfls the opposite side, and inosculate with a corresix>nd-

ing branch from its tube. Attached to each of these ti;bes are a number
of peculiar organs (usually from two to eight on each side) in which a

trembling movement is seen, very like that of a flickering flame ; these

appear to be pear-shaped sacs, attached by hollow stalks to the main tube,

having a long cilium in the interior of each, attached by one extremity to

the interior of the sac, and vibrating with a quick undulatory motion in

its cavity ; and there can be no doubt that their purpose is to keep-up a

continual movemeirt in the contents of the aquiferous tulxss.—Similai

lateral vessels, furnished internally with vibratile cilia, and often ramify-

ing more minutely (especially in the head and anterior part of the body)
are found in many of that group of Vermiform animals, clothed over the

whole surface of their bodies with cilia, to which the designation Turhel-

larm has of late been given. These ves.sels have been commonly regarded

as sancjuiferous ; and it is certain that the fluid which they contain is

sometimes coloured, Uke the (so-called) blood of Annelida ; but it is

certain, ah-o, that they have usually, probably always, external orifices,

these being sometimes numerous. In Nais, instead of actually opening

into the cloaca, one set of them comes into close relation to the rectum,

the interior of which is richly ciliated ; tluis reminding us of the parallel

distrilmtion of the tracheal system in the larv;e of Libdlulidce. la fact,

it seems not inqirobable that the ' water-vascular ' system of the lower

Articulata (which are all a(iuatic) is the homologue of the tracheal sj^stem

of the air-breathing Myria]>oils and Insects; and that, where it does not

convey water directly introduced from witliout, the fluid which it contains

is .s|iecially subservient to resjiiration, establishing a communication be-

tween the aerating surface and the tissues of the body generally. There is

an almost comjilete absence among the Tiirbc/ldriw of any more si»ecial

respirat^jry organs. The whole tegumeTi of the body, being soft and
clothed with cilia, is probably subservient to this function ; but there arc
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Fig. 1.

occasionally to be observed about the head (as in Nemertes) particidar
groups of cilia longer and more closely set than the rest, reminding us of
the ' wheels ' of the Rotifera.

This ' aijuiferous ' system of vessels presents its greatest complexity and
most elevated character in the group of Entozoa ; whilst at the same time,
there are certain tj'pes even of that class, in which it exists under its most
simple and least doubtful aspect. It is only, in fact, by tracing it throuoh
its principal forms and gradations, that the real import of some parts of this

system can be ascertained. In the Cestoid worms, we find four principal
canals, two on each side (fig. 1, a b), running along the body at or near
the margins of the segments, and connected toge-

ther by transverse branches ; these anastomose
with one another freely in the head, those of the

opposite sides being generally connected by an
arched canal ; whilst at the opposite extremity

they all terminate in a single contractile sac opening
externally. Besides these tnmks (of which the

two larger, a, have been considered as a double
alimentary canal), there is a superficial .system

of vessels more minutely distributed, which has

been regarded as sanguiferous ; but these may be
traced into connection with the preceding, and
their parietes are furnished with vibratile cilia,

which keep up a movement of their contents.

There is, then, no true sanguiferous system in

the Cestoid Worms, any more tlian there is an
alimentary canal ; both being replaced by the di-

rect absorption of the nutritious juices from with-

out, in a state ready for assimilation. Yet it is

probable that, as in the cases last cited, the
' water- vascular ' system contains some other fluid

than pure water ; and it may even serve, as Pro-

fessor Van Beneden has suggested, for a urinary

apparatus. The fluid contents of these vessels, Segment of Tcenia solium.
V , ,1 • , 1 1 i • i- CO, the larger and smaller
whatever their nature may be, are kept m motion longitudinal trunks ; c

])artly by ciliary action in their interior, and partly ovary; tZ, genital orifice.

'

by the contractility of their walls ; the former method seems to jirevail in

the smaller trtmks, the latter in the large.—In the Tremutode Worms, we
find a regular gradation from wliat is unquestionably a ' water-vascular,'

system homologous with that of the Cestoidea, to an apparatus which
nearly a])proaches the reputed sanguiferous system of the Annelida. One
of its most interesting forms is that presented by the Distoma tereticolle ;

in which we find an elongated contractile canal, terminating posteriorly in

an external orifice, giving off two contractile trunks, which pass along the

two sides of the body without any change of dimension, and imite in an
arch above the mouth. I'he fluid of these vessels is colourless, and
contains some minute corpuscles. But besides these, there are a consider-

able number of smaller trunks, giving-oft" brandies that form a net-work
resembling tliat shown at fig. 2 ; these trunks, liowever, have been dis-

tinctly found by M. Van lieueden to discliarge themselves into the two
principal lateral canals, so that tliey must be considered as forming one
system witli them, although the fluid whicli they contain is coloured.

This system of vessels, therefore, although usually described as sanguiferous,

cannot be jiroperly regarded in that light; and it is obvious, that even
when (as liajii ens in the I'^cliitioiliyncl, which are closely allied to the Tre-
matodu) there arc no pale, ciliated, non-contractile aquiferous vessels, ter-
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minating in an external orifice, but only red, non-ciliated, contractile
vessels, which cannot l;e traced into connection with the exterior, we must
abstain from regarding the latter as a true ' sanguiferous ' sj'stem, since
they are obviously but an ofTset (so to speak) from the 'aquiferous,'

Fig 2. sijccially developed in this particular

group of animals.—The nature of the
vascular system in the Nenuitoid worms
has not yet been made out but there

appears strong ground for the belief that

in this order also, what has been usually
regarded as a sanguiferous system really

belongs to the ' aquiferous ' type.

An arrangement of a difierent kind,

but one that seems refeirible to the
' water-vascular ' system of inferior Ar-
ticulata, is fovmd in the Leech and Earth-
worm, which, with their allies, constitute

the Monaciovs group of Annelids. In
the medicinal Leech, there is found on
either side of the posterior part of the

body a series of seventeen pairs of sacculi,

lying between the digestive caeca, and
opening by narrow external orifices ; al-

though these were long ago considered

as respirator}^ organs, yet they have been
of late more generally regarded as organs
of secretion, their homological character,

however, as a ' water-vascular ' system,
appears to be demonstrated by the exist-

tence of intermediate forms, which con-
nect it with the aquiferous system of

Entozoa. Thus in the Branch iobdella

there are but two pairs of external ori-

fices, one at the anterior and the other at

the posterior extremity of the middle
third of the body ; each of these leads

Anatomy of Fasciola- hepaticum (Bis- to a trunk, which, after dilating into an
toma hepaticum), enlarged, showing ami lulla, gives off several tortuous canals,
the ramifications of the digestive cavity iti-- c v-i -i-i-i i ii.

through the whole body of the net-work the Imnig of which is ciliated. In the
connected with a median trunk, a, the Earthworm, again, there is found in each
"*""*• segment, and on either side of the diges-

tive tube, an entcroid vessel which returns upon itself, and which is lined
with cilia; and in other Lumbricida^ these vessels have ca^cal terminations
in the general cavity of the body, furnished, like the water-vessels of Ro-
tifera, with long cilia.—Nothing similar to this has been found among the
branchiferoiis Annelida ; and it would seem as if the water-vascular system
were sujierseded in them by the ajjparatus provided for aquatic respiration,

which will be hereafter described.
—

'i'he close resemblance which seems to
exist between the multiple sacculi of the Leech, and the air-sacs of the
lower Myriapoda, strengthens the I'casons already advanced for regarding
the ' water-vascular ' system as the real lioniologue of the tracheal system
of Myriajiods and Insects. And if the suggestion already thrown out,
re.sjiecting the real nature of the sup])o.sed .sanguiferous system of Annelida,
should prove well-founded, this also would find its jiarallel in the cloned

tracheal ai)paratue of certain Insect-larva', which is coiniected, like it, with
a branchial apparatus ; the <liffeience between the two being tliat the latter
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contains and distributes air, whilst the former is filled with an aerifvrous

fluid, which can scarcely be called blood, the distribution of nutritive ma-
terials being accomplished in both cases by the fluid of the ' general cavity

of the body.'

In his account of the sexuality of the Cryptogamia, Dr.
Carpenter has embodied the most recent researches on this

highly-interesting subject. Every lover of natural history,

every student of biology, should be possessed of this new
volume by Dr. Carpenter.

The Mickoscope and its application to Vegetable Anatomy and
Physiology. By Dr. Hermann Schacht. Edited by Frederick
CuKREY, M.A, Second Edition. Highley. London.

The fact of this book having reached a second edition justifies

the good opinion we have expressed of it on two previous

occasions. Mr. Currey has taken the opportunity of adding

some new matter, which has very considerably improved this

edition. Four chapters have been added at the beginning of

the book ; the first of which relates to some elementary prin-

ciples of optics essential to a proper comprehension of the

microscope ; the second contains a description of different

kinds of English microscopes, including as far as is necessary

the details of their different parts ; the third contains an
account of the accessory apparatus and chemical reagents

necessary for microscopical investigations in botany ; and the

fourth relates to the preservation of specimens. Besides these

chapters by the editor, Dr. Schacht has furnished a quantity

of new matter in manuscri])t, being the result of his investi-

gations since the last German edition of liis work was pub-
lished in 1852.

The whole of the new matter of this volume will be found

interesting to the vegetable microscopist ; and we select as

examples of the value of the added matter, one extract on in-

struments and another on microscopic structure,

Di^4t«(;cli!lg Microscope.—There are many different sorts of dissecting

microscopes, which vary according to the fancy of the makers ; but us the

principle of all must be the same, it will be sufticient to refer to tlie

accompanying fig. 15, which represents one of the best construction by
Mr. lioss. The principal points to be attended to in selecting a dissect-

ing microscope are to see that the stage is of suflicient size and strength,

and that the arrangements for holding the lenses and moving them
in different directions, are convenient. In the inslrumcnt in fig. 15,

the arm at the top which carries the lens- holder has a forward motion by
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rack and pinion, and a traversing motion on a pivot, by which means
the lens can be carried in any direction over the stage. The adjustment

of the focus is effected by the hirge milled head at the side. This instru-

ment is usually furnished with lenses of 1 inch, 2 inch, 5 inch, and 1-lOth

inch focal lengths, and sometimes with a WoUaston's doublet. The doub-

let may well be dispensed with, if the observer is possessed of a compound
achromatic microscope. In carrying on delicate dissections with this

microscope, it is advisable to make use of the arm-rests, which will be

described hereafter in the chapter on accessory instruments. Mr. Eoss's

1 inch achromatic object-glass may be used in dissecting with this instru-

ment, and will be found most agreeable.

Figs. 16, 17, and IB, represent another form of dissecting microscope,

called " Quekett's Dissecting Microscope," lately produced by Mr. High-
ley. Fig. 16 shows the instrument
folded up with an Indian-rubber band
roimd it, in a manner which admits of

its being carried in the ]Hicket. The
two wedge-shaped jjieccsof wood under-

neath unfold and form the legs (see figs.

!7 and 18). Fig. 17 shows the internal

arrangement and the manner in which
the mirror, lenses, and lens-holder are

packed away. The straiglit, flat bar,

on the riglit in fig. 17, serves to keep
tlie logs from closing together (.see fig.

18), and also as a support for the mirror,

wliicli slides into a piece of brass tubing attached to the flat bar. The
circular hole at the lower end of fig. 17 is another jiiece of brass tubing,

into which tlie lens-liolder slides. Tlie instrument is furnished with three

lenses, and is to lie had al a moderate price.
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Fig. 18.

Amongst the new material in this editi(m are three chapters

on the embryogenj of the Ccniiferse, taken from Dr. Schacht's

recent work, entitled " Beitriige 7Air Anatomic und Physiologic

der Gewachse." From these (haj)tcrs we extract the follow-

ing remarks on the pollen of Conifera? :

—

Fig. 109 represents a young pollen-grain of Abies pectinata seen in

water, and fig. 110 a somewhat older jioUen-grain, also seen in water,

where (x) is the place of the tliiu spot in the cuticle.

Fig. Ill represents a mother-cell of Abies pectinata with four young
pollen-grains. At the beginning of May the ])ollen-grains of Ticea vul-

garis, if placed in water upon the stage of the microscope, frequently
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swell up and escape from the mother-cell ; when this takes place, cells

called special mother-cells (which exist also in certain other plants, as, for

instance, Lavetera) are found to be present.

Fig. 109. Fig. 1 10.

Figs 112 and 113 represent mother-cells of Picea vulgaris, which have
become quadrilolucar by the formation of special mother-cells ; the young
pollen-grains having been swollen by water
have escaped from the mother-cells. These Fig. 112. Fig. 113.

special mother-cells, which were first observed

by Niigeli, are nothing more than a primary
la3'er of cellulose secreted bj^ the jmraordial

utricle of the pollen-cell, the pollen-cell itself

having originated by division of the primordial

utricle. This layer of cellulose, like the mother-
cell, is afterwards either absorbed by the pollen-grains themselves, or appro-
priated in some other way to the perfecting of them. When the four young
pollen-cells of Picea escape from their mother-cells, the latter appear, to a
certain extent, to be divided by the special mother-cells into four partitions.

(See fig. 113.) The young pollen-grain is then generally no longer round
;

the two lateral excrescences, which at a subsequent period characterize

the pollen-grain of Picea, Abies, and Larix, are already more or less per-

ceptible.

Fig. 114. Fig. 115. Fig, 116.

f^j (M)

Figs. 114 and 115 represent young pollen-grains at this period, showing
the commencement of the formation of the two lateral excrescences. Fig.

116 shows a young pollen-grain of Picea vulgaris, somewhat further de-

veloped, seen under water
; (j) is the place of egress of the pollen-tube.

A laige nucleus, surrounded by granular matter, lies apparently free in

the middle of each pollen-grain. P"'rom this time the lateral protuberances
continue to increase in size, the cuticle, ^. e. the outer membrane of the

pollen-grain, which does not consist of cellulose, becomes stronger and
stronger, and delicate markings, streaks, and lines appear upon it, esjiecially

upon the protuberances.

Figs. 117 and 118 represent respectively ri[)e pollen-grains of Abies
pectinata and Picea vulgaris which have been soaked for half an Inmr in

oil of lemons ; in each figiu'e {a) is the terminal cell of the cellular body
;

(b) and (c) the pedicel-cells ; in both (c) jias the a[ipearance of a fissui-e, as

is the case in Larix
;

(,'r) is the place of egress for the ])ollen-tubc. The
processes going on in the interior of the pollen-grain are at tliis time con-

cealed, more or less, by the granular contents ; nevertheless, 1 believe that

in Abies 1 have seen the formation of a cell-membrane, that is the origin

of a cell, around the central nucleus. When tlie anther of the above-
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mentioned Conifers opens, which takes place about the end of May or the

beginning of June, every perfect pollen-grain of Larix Europa?a, Abies

Fig. 117. Fig. 118.

Fig. 119.

pectinata, Picea vulgaris, and Pinus sylvestris, exhibits the cellular body

mentioned bv Meyer ; there may also be seen the fissure between the outer

and the inner membrane, i. e., between the pollen-cell and the cuticle
;

the latter seems to consist of two layers, on which account Meyer speaks of

three pollen-membranes. There is also to be seen above this fissure the small

pedicel-cell, and over this again a larger cell, which encloses a very mani-

fest large nucleus. Fig. 119 rej^resents a ripe pollen-

grain of Lari.x. Europaja seen in water
;
(n) is the

terminal cell of the cellular body ; (V) the larger

pedicel-cell
;

(c) and (fZ) the smaller pedicel-cells,

having the appearance of fissures in the membrane
of the pollen-grain. In Larix the cellular body seems

frequently to be composed of four cells instead of

three. {See figs. 117 and 118.) The above-men-

tioned celhilar body lies opposite to either side of

the arcuate space Avhich is found between the two

lateral excrescences, and out of which at a later

period the pollen-tube emerges. At this place there

is to be found in the cuticle of Abies pectinata an

attenuated spot, which is rendered manifest in fa-

vourable positions of the pollen-grain by the use of

sul])huric acid ; the same kind of spot probably exists in Picea vulgaris

and Pinus sylvestris, and it may be seen also in the cuticle of the Larch,

in which plant also the cellular body is situated opposite to this place of

egress of the pollen-tube. According to Geleznoff, both the outer mem-
branes, and therefore the cuticle, are com-
jiletely stripjwd off. Fig. 120 represents a

ripe pollen-grain of Larix Europa>a under

concentrated sulphuric acid. The contents

of it, as well as the true pollen-cell, have dis-

\<i appeared ; some oily drops (?/) are to be seen

in the middle of the cuticle {ct), which is un-

injured, but which has become rose-coloured,

and now exhibits two layers ; (') is the thin

spot in the cuticle intended for the egress of

the j)ollen-tube. 'J'lie above-mentioned cel-

lular body may be seen most clearly and
beautifully in the pollen of the Larch, which

is round or nearly so, and in which, as is well

known, the two lateral excrescences are wanting ; but nevertheless I have

derived more information from the study of the pollen-grain of Abies

jKJCtinata, I'icea vulgaris, and Pinus sylvestris, for which it is necessary to

niake use of acids and volatile oils.

Fig. 120.
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By meaus of the continued action of oil of lemons or oil of turpentine,

the contents of the above-mentioned pollen-grains are rendered so trans-

parent that the construction of hotli tlie small pedicel-cell, and of tlie

larger terminal cell, as well as their attachment to the wall of the pollen-

cell, may be clearly seen. (See figs. 117 and 118.) This mode of observa-

tion, however, aifords no information with regard to the fissure underneath
the pedicel-cell. If, however, one or two drops of common sulphuric acid

be applied to the ])ollen when quite fresh, and a thin glass cover be placed

over it, the immediate appearance of the pollen-cell may be observed at

the spot destined for the egress of the pollen-tube ; it swells and protrudes

itself moi'e or less rapidly, and in a more or less perfect condition, through
the cuticle, and lies exposed before the eyes of the observer.

Fig. 121 represents a ripe pollen-grain of Picea vulgaris under nitric

acid, at the moment when the true pollen-cell (?/) emerges at (.r) : {ct) is

the cuticle showing two layers. Fig. 122 repre-

sents a similar pollen-grain under concentrated

sulphuric acid ; the i")ollen-cell and its contents

have disappeared, leaving only some drops, pro-

bably of oil, behind in the cuticle. Figs. 123
and 124 represent the pollen-cell of two ripe

jjollen-grains forced out of their cuticle by the

operation of nitric acid
;
(a), (b), and (c) are the

cells of the cellular body.
The empty cuticle now exhibits its markings

still more beautifully. It is now seen that, as

well in Abies pectinata as in Picea vulgaris and
Pinus sylvestris, the cuticle is very strongly developed at the two excres-

cences, and still more so between them, opposite to the place of egress of

Fig. 122. Fiff. 123. Fig. 124.

the pollen-tube, at the point of attachment of the cellular body. At
the places where the cuticle is thus strongly developed, two layers may
frequently be clearly seen. The fissure between the pollen-cell and the

cuticle has now disappeared ; but three cells (and not two only, as in the

earlier stages) are always to be seen in the emergent pollen-cell, and these

three cells form the cellular body in its interior. (See a, h, and c, tigs.

118, 123, and 124.) The lowest of these cells (c) is generally the smallest,

and becomes united in its growth to the wall of the ]iollen-cell ; which fact

is clearly seen by pushing the covering-glass backwards and forwards : it

was this cell which at an earlier period formed the apj)arent fissure between
the cuticle and the pollen-cell. The contiguous cell (h), which is some-
what larger, and which has been hitherto called the pedicel-cell, supports a
third cell, viz., the terminal cell of the cellular body (n). I have never

seen more than three cells in Abies jiectinata, Picea vulgaris, and I'inus

sylvestris ; but I have never failed to see any one of these three cells in

the perfect pollen-graiii.

Although I have not been able to trace the development of the cellular

VOL, in. Q
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body, it may perhaps be assumed that its three cells originate from the

one cell which I have observed iu the pollen-graiu of Abies pectinata, and
probabl}' by repeated divisions of the primordial utricle. The two pedicel-

cells, Avhen once formed, do not seem to increase in size, but the terminal-

cell grov.'s visibly : in Pinus sjdvestris I have met with instances in which
the latter cell has completelv displaced the granular contents of the pollen-

cell, and become distended to such a size as to fill up completely the hollow

of the latter. The true pollen-cell appeared about this time to be much
decayed, and of a gelatinous consistency ; at the apex it was completely

absorbed. I cannot, therefore, at present subscribe to Geleznolfs opinion,

that the pollen-tube is formed of two membranes.

Fig. 125. Fiff. 1-26. Fig. 127.

Fig. 12,5 represents a ripe pollen-grain of Pinus sylvestris viewed dry :

at (x) the ])lace of egress for the pollen-tube, it is folded together. Figs.

12(5 and 127 represent similar pollen-grains after long soaking in oil of

lemons ; (a), (/>), and (c), are the cells of the cellular body, which has

already displaced the contents of the pollen-cell ; the latter is gelatinous

and distended
;

(a;) is the ])lace of egress for the jioUen-tube.

Figs. 128 and 129 represent the pollen-cells of two ripe pollen-grains of

Pinus sylvestris forced out of the cuticle by nitric acid
;
(a), {b), and (c:),

are the cells of the cellular body
; («/)

Fig. 129. is the swollen wall of the j^oUen-cell.

.^-rzz:::^ I have observed the terminal cell of

Pinus sylvestris, which at a latter

period makes its appearance as a pol-

len-tube, to be in some cases tilled

with granular matter, corresponding

chemically to the earlier contents of

the pollen-cell ; the two pedicel-cells

then a]i]ieared to be in a dead or dying

state. In Picea vulgaris, Abies pectinata, and Larix Europa\a, I have not

lx;cn so fortunate as to be able to trace fully the subsequent develojiment

of this terminal cell into the pollen-tube. From the results of prior observ-

ations, it scenes to me to be not improbable that in other Conifera; besides

the Larch, the cuticle is completely stripped uif by the tubular prolongation

of the pollen-cell. In the Larch this fact has already been observed by
GeleznofF.

In the Autumn of 1853, Encc[)lialartos Altcnsteini produced two male
blossoms at Hamburgh. I examined the pollen whilst fresh, but did not

discover the above-mentioned cellular body. '^I'he pollen of the Cycadcai?

is round, and is, like that of the Conifer;e, furnished with only one jilace

of egre.ss for the ]iollen-tube. The pollen of Fnce])halartos, when dry, is

folded. In that which I examined, I did not meet with the gianular

contents which in the Conifera? arc coloured yellow liy iodine, and which
arc; matle to burst, or become transformed into oil-drops, on the application

of sulplnn'ic acid. 'I'his pollen s(!ema to me, therefore, to be abnoinial,

and, coii.sc(pieiit]y, 1 do not attribute any im[iortance to the circumstance

of the non-existence of the cellular body. It remains, therefore, to be

ascertained by further examinations of the pollen of the Coniferac and
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CycadeiB, whether the above-mentioned cellular bodj- in the interior of the

pollen is common to all the plants of these families ; and whether the

terminal cell of this bodj"- is intended in all cases to serve the same ] air-

poses as in Pinus sylvestris. If it be so, a new and important characteristic

of these families will have been obtained. The examination of the pollen

should, however, be made only whilst it is fresh ; after it has become
dry, the fissure to which I have referred may still be seen, but not the

cellular body. Gelezuoff's careful observations on the impregnation of the

Larch deserve to be carefully repeated.

If, as may confidently be expected, the appearances which have been
here described are found to occur in all the Coniferee and Cycadeaj, the

reproductive organs and the formation of the embryo of these plants will

differ from those of all other phanerogams in the three following essential

particulars.

1. The ConifercT and Cycadeae have naked ovules, that is to say, their

ovules originate in an open frxiit-scale, whilst in all other (phanerogamous)
plants they make their appearance in the interior of a special organ, that

is in the hollow of the ovary.

2. The embryo-sac of the Coniferse and Cycadea? produces corpuscula,

which are large cells of the albumen, varying in number, and sitiiated at

the ajiex of the embryo-sac, into which the pollen-tube enters, in order

that after having extended itself wthin the corpiiscidum, it may form the

first cells of the embrj'o. In all other plants the corpuscula are wanting,

the pollen-tube simply enters into the embryo-sac, and forms therein the

first cells of the embryo.
3. The pollen-tube of the Conifera^ and Cycadeae is not (as is the case

in other phanerogams) a j^rolongation of the inner true pollen-cell, but an
extension, of the terminal cell of a small body consisting of several cells,

which body originates in the interior of the pollen-cell, the contents of

which it appropriates to the purposes of its own development.

This work is now more than ever one that we can recom-
mend to the botanical student, as an introduction to the use

of the microscope.

Lettsomian Lectures on Pulmox-^ry Consumption. By Theophilus
Thompson, M.D., F.R.S. London. Highley.

This work consists of three lectures devoted to the subject of

pulmonary consumption and its treatment. In the first lec-

ture there are some very good remarks on the microscopic

appearances afforded during the progress of tulierculous

disease of the lungs. It has oftentimes been denied tliat the

microscope is of any value in the diagnosis of tubercle ; and

on this subject we subjoin the remarks of Dr. Thompson,
whose opinion no one will doubt is that of a thoroughly

practical man :
—

As respects the progress of consumiition, the principal appearances of

the expectoration may be described under three divisions :

—

1. Frothy ; characterising irritation, Avhich, however, may be produced
by various causes, besitles the presence of tubercular de^xtsit in the

cells,

y 2
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2. Gelatinous. This variety is transparent, resembling a drop of isin-

f^lass, not stringy. It is indicative of a chronic form of irritation,

unlike that from bronchitis or pneumonia, and is usually tubercular.

3. The purulent, of which there are three marked varieties :

—

(a) Simple purulent.

(b) Flocculent ; characteristic of secretion from a vomica, modified

by absorption of the thinner constituents ; very rarely occurring

from any other cause.

(c) Kon-coherent. This is thick, scanty, rather firmer than common
pus ; sometimes brought up without cough ; often accompanied

with slight hajmoi^tysis. It indicates a chronic form of tuber-

cular afiection, in which the diseased action is checked.

Can we, by the aid of the microscope, obtain more definite and positive

information regarding these different kinds of exj^ectoration ? Micro-

scopical observers have hitherto given us little encouragement in this

attempt. Eainey concludes his paper on the minute structure of the lungs

with the remark, that the expectoration in the phthisical " most probably

is not to be distinguished from that in ordinary bronchitis." He adds,
" It will be only during the breaking up of a tubercle that matter truly

tuberculous will be expectorated, ; and this, I believe, can be recognised

with certaiutj' by no other character than its containing fragments of the

membrane of the air-cells." Dr. William Addison, in an interesting

work,* published only five years since, observed—" Great attention used

formerly to be paid to the expectoration, wdth a view to determine whether
it was pus and came from a cavity in the lung, or whether it was only

mucus from the air-tubes. More recently it has been supposed that a

microscopical examination would determine the point. But it is now
known that the inquiry is useless, mucus and pus being only varieties of

the excretion natural to all mucous or granulation fabrics." Only last

year I published a discouraging oinnionf as respects the prospect of de-

riving any practical advantage from this apj^lication of the microscope.

Since that time, however, I have been induced to change that opinion, and
I now hoi)e to show that, with careful attention, the microscope will atlbrd

definite and conclusive information regarding the disease in its progress,

and open views of peculiar interest respecting its origin.

Frothy expectoration contains string}^ mucus and the outer layer of

epithelium, cilia beint; often observable. A gentleman whom I visited a

few weeks since with Dr. Crosse was alTccted with obstinate cough. There
was some hereditary temlency to consimiption ; his asjiect was rather un-
promising, and there was dull percussion in the right subscapular region.

It was doubtful whether this dull iicrcussion depended on tubercular con-

solidation ; but the absence of any tubercular element in the purely

lironchial frothy S[)utum, when microscopical!}^ examined, encouraged us
to give a favourable prognosis, which has happily been confirmed by the

successful issue of the case.

The second variety—namely, the gelatinous, is transiiarcnt, not stringy,

and resists jiressure Ixjtween tbe glasses of the microsco]ie. It contains

granules, molecules, not aggregated, cells partly devoid of granules, and
oil globules. (Sec fig. 3.)

A more advanced stage is seen in fig. 4.

Of the third kiiid—namely, the purulent—the fiocculent is so chiirac-

teristic of phthisis, that from its external appearances alone we may ahnost

* On Healthy and Diseased Structure, y. 159.

t (Minical Lectures on I'liimonary Consumption, p I'J.
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venture _ou a diagnosis. Under the microscope the correctness of tliis
opinion IS usually established bj the appearance, mixed with pus corpus-

Fi-. .3. Fig. 4.

cles, of the unmistakable shrivelled cells, sranules, molecules, and oil

globules (see fig. 5), not uufrequently also of the curled elastic tissue

surrounding the pulmonary vesicles.

Fig. 5.

Every one must feel, after reading this passage, that how-
ever imperfect the assistance yet obtained by the practical

physician from the use of the microscope, that in the course

of a short time it will form one of his important means of

diagnosis.

Fig. G represents the same after tlie application of acetic acid.
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NOTES AND CORRESPONDENCE.

Feet and Wings of Insects.—In confirmation of the opinion

of Mr. Hepwortli and other naturalists, that the use of the

cushions beset with hairs terminating in glands secreting a

glutinous substance, is to attach the foot to what it walks on
by means of such secretion, and not by suction, I would
suggest that the hooks on the feet of flies are intended not to

attach the fly to anything, but to be used as fulcrums (fulcra,

Mr. Editor, " if you think it better English," as Lord Plunket

said when corrected for using the word memorandums), or

props which the fly can push against when it wishes to detach

the cushions. Without these hook-shaped props, the fly,

when once stuck fast, must remain so.

Some Hymenoptera, Messrs. Kirby and Spence state, have

booklets on their wings. These are used to attach one wing
to the adjoining wing during the insect's flight. My observa-

tion leads me to think that these hooks are a distinguishing

characteristic of all Hymenoptera ; but I throw out the sugges-

tion for the investigation of naturalists. The hooks vary

very much in number. In some minute Hymenoptera, we find

but three, while on the wasp I think there are twenty-four,

and on the hornet, twenty-eight. They are invariably on the

smaller wing, and the margin of the other is folded back, and
thickened at the edge to give the hooks a firm hold of it.

So far as my experience goes, these hooks are confined to

the Hymenoptera, with but one exception—the aphis. Every
aphis possesses one or more hooks on the smaller wing for the

same purpose of attachment ; but while in the Hymenoptera,
they are arranged separately along the margin of the wing,

in the aphis, on the other hand, the hooks, however numerous,
spring from one point, or at least are placed as closely as

possible together. Tlie number of hooks differs, in the difibrent

varieties of aphis that I have examined, from one to seven.

An aphis found on the Box and on tlie Hawthorn appeared
at first to have none, but after a careful inspection, the hook
was found of a different shape from what is usual, inserted in

the wing not quite at the edge, and standing out perpendicular

to the })lane of the wing. The Box- and the Hawthorn-aphis
have this further peculiarity, that to compensate for the absence
of hooks in their usual position, they have a row of hooks
near the insertion of the wing in the insect's body, and the

larger wing has a corresponding fold at the same place to re-

ceive them.

—

John Tyrrell, Newcourt.
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Hooka on tho Sycamore-apliis, magnifiefl iibout 800 diameters.

Fig. 2.

^»^S#^-<SJk-«55;V.^^>-^'^ ^

a. Wing of Sycamore-aphis ; b, c, Wings of Box-aphis.

Fig. 3.

Wings of Sycamore-aphis, held together by the hooks.
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The lUai-kings of the pieiirosigrma, &c.—In the ' Memoranda'
of the last number of your interesting Journal, a short notice

was inserted on the " curious effect of moisture on the mark-

ings of the Pleurosigma,^' in which I spoke of the subject of

the markings as one, " still, I presume, involved in obscurity."

When this was written, I had not seen the following quotation

from the ' Philosophical Magazine' for January, 1855, which

occurs in an abstract of a paper read before the R03 al Society,

"On the Structure of certain Microscopic Test-objects, and

their Action on the Transmitted Rays of Light." By Charles

Brooke, M.A., F.R.S. The passage is as follows :
" The

' dots' have by some been supposed to be depressions ; this

however is clearly not the case, as fracture is invariably ob-

served to take place between the rows of dots, and not through

them, as would naturally occur if the dots were depressions,

and consequently the substance thinner there than elsewhere."

Now when writing the former notice, and quoting a passage

from the introduction to the ' Micrographic Dictionary' now
publishing, in which a diametrically-opposite view is main-

tained, I was not prepared to find such eminent observers as

t!ie authors of the above-mentioned work, and Mr. Brooke,

taking such wholly irreconcilable views, and each, moreover,

basing his view upon icholly iiTcconcilable statements of the

same fact, namely, the course of the line of fracture of the

shell. The observation of this fact is, I should think, simple

and easy to an experienced observer who possesses our most
powerful objectives, and I am not without hope that the juxta-

position of two such contradictory statements made by such

experienced observers, will induce some one qualified by ex-

perience, and possessed of sufficient instrumental means, to

bring forward such undeniable evidence of the truth of either

one statement or the other, as may set at rest the question of

the course of the line of fracture ; which will be a step, and an

important step, towards ascertaining the precise nature of the

markings. I may add, that in those species of the genus
Pleitrosigma^ which have tlie " strite transverse and longitu-

dinal," such as the P. Ilii)pocam])Us, I have observed that

when moisture has insinuated itself between the glasses in

which they are mounted, the boundary line between dryness

and moisture has always a tendency to arrange itself in lines,

either transversely across or along the sliell, which In this case

are manifestly jiarallel to the two directions of least distance

of tlie (lots, (i ranting that the Diatomaceai belong to the

Veg(;'abl(; Kingdom, the nature of these dots, may, I think,

be added to the list of qucslioncs vcxatai in vegetable anatomy
adduced by Mr. F. Carrey, in his paper in the ninth number
of this Journal, " On thoS])iral Tlireads of the Genus Trichia,"
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in which he says, " tlie opinions of observers not only differ

Irom one another, but are so utterly and diametrically at

variance, that if one side be right, the other must be altogether

wrong."—G. Hunt, Handsicortli, Birmiwjham.

definition of Delicate Test Objects. With Powell and Lea-

land's l-4th objective, and the A eye-piece, the magnifying

power being 200 diameters, using also their improved achro-

matic condenser. No. 8 aperture, without the stop for the

central rays, I have clearly defined the double set of lines at

the same time oi Navicula cuspidata and Pleurosigma Fasciola,

also the fine markings of Navicula ohsciira and P. delicatida^

and the still more difficult ones of Nitzsclna sigmoidea.

With the l-8th objective and the same eye-piece, the mag-
nifying power being 400 diameters, I have brought out the

dots of Pleurosigma ohscuTa and P. delicatula as plain as in

the p. angulata^ and also the very delicate markings of the

Amician test, Grammatopliora subtilissima, and Navicula
rhomhoides and {Pleurosigma ?) macrum. In fact the Diato-

macese generally are brought out in a most distinct manner.
The angular aperture of the l-4th objective is 95°, of the

l-8th, 125°, and of the condenser, 105°.

The microscope is placed at the polarizing angle 56° 45'.

The illumination is that of the small campliine lamp, the base

of the flame being 7| inclies from the level of the table, the

flat side of the mirror being uppermost, and nearly horizontal,

and 2^ inches below the base of the flame, and at a distance

from it of about If inches. The achromatic condenser is

racked up very near to the object : with this preliminary

arrangement, by a slight movement of the mirror and con-

denser, a small triangle of brilliant light is obtained at the

base of the field ; above the bright light is a deep yellow,

filling the space of more than half the remainder of the field,

the remaining portion at the top being very dark ; on the yellow

portion of the field the object is so airanged, that the intense

light from the bright angle may be thrown upon it, and then

the delicate markings immediately appear. This diagram
may explain it more clearly.

A, the angle of bright light. B, yellow

ground. C, dark ground.

The objects are placed in cither position

as placed in the diagram.

The markings of (^Pleurosigma ?) maaiim,
N. rhomhoides, the Amician tost, and Gram-
matojdiora, are made still more distinct by

placing stop 1 as marked in the portion A of the diagram.

—E. L.
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Cheap Microscopes,—The President of the Microscopical

Society in his late address drew attention to the general in^-

pression, that in order to make good observations it was

necessary to have a high-priced microscope. He denied this,

and stated his conviction that all the arrangements necessary

for accurate investigation might be obtained at a very much
lower price, than is given for the very perfect and beautiful

apparatus of our first makers. The drawback on purchasing

cheap microscopes is the want of knowledge of the properties

of good glasses on the part of beginners. As the use of the

microscope is now becoming a matter of educational import-

ance, and as in order that it may be used by all, it must be sold

at a price to be attained by all and at the same time a good

instrument insured, the Society of Arts has offered two prizes

for the best microscopes at stated prices. We have much
pleasure in drawing attention to the following announcement

of this Society. The Council has determined to offer special

prizes

—

1. For a School 3Iicroscope, to be sold to the public at a

price not exceeding 10s. 6rf.—Prize

—

The Society s Medal.

To be a simple microscope, furnished with powers as low

as those of a pocket-magnifier, for the purpose of observing

flowers, insects, iS:c., without dissection. The lenses should

range from two inches to l-8th of an inch ; the focal adjust-

ment to be by rack-work, extending sufficiently above the

stage to allow a thick object to be brought under the lowest

power. It should be furnished with plyers, a concave mirror,

and an illuminating lens, also a live box, or, instead of it, two
or three glass cells of diftcrent depths, a few slips of common
glass, and a few pieces of thin glass for covers.

Makers are requested to state at what additional price

they will undertake to supply a doublet of l-16th or l-20th

of an inch, applicable to any instrument as above described.

2. For a Teacher s or Sfudeufs Microscojie, to be sold to

the public at a price not exceeding 3/. 3i'.—Prize

—

The
Society\H Medal.

To be a compound Achromatic Microscope, with two eye-

pieces and two object-glasses, one magnifying 120 diameters

with the lower eye-piece, the other magnifying 25 diameters

with the lower eye-piece. It should be furnished with a dia-

phragm, having various-sized openings, mirror, side illumi-

nator, live box, forceps stage and case.

In the event of the medal being awarded, the Council is

prepared to take 100 of the smaller and 50 of the larger micro-

scopes, at the trade discount.
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The instruments for which the medals shall have been
awarded will be retained by the Society as standards ; and the

successful competitors must enter into a guarantee to supply
their microscopes at the foregoing prices, and of equal quality

with those retained, and to change them if not found satis-

factory.

The Council, in all cases, expressly reserves the power of
withholding the premium or medal altogether, should the

essays and articles sent in competition not be considered

worthy of reward.

The essays and articles intended for competition must be
delivered, addressed to the Secretary, at the Society's house,

free of expense, on or before the 1st of May, 1855.

Cilia in Diatomacca;.—During my examinations, near the end
of the last summer, of the ciliary motion in the Desmidieae, I

frequently noticed in many of the more commonly met with
forms of the Diatomacese a similar arrangement of cilia. I

have attentively watched Diatomaceae moving slowly and
steadily across the field of the microscope, when upon meet-

ing with any obstacle to their progress they have changed
their course, or pushed the obstruction aside, as if conscious

of an impediment. I have repeatedly satisfied myself that

their motive power is derived from cilia, arranged around
openings at either end ; in some
around central openings, which
with those cilia at the ends act

as paddles or propellers. This
ari'angement is indicated merely
in the very rough sketch I made
at the time, as I then antici-

pated other opportunities for

the purpose of rendering them
more perfect. Before I had
made out the cilia, I thought it very remarkable to see these

little bodies moving along, and steering their course by a

power which they were evidently able to call into action and
restrain at will, I was therefore agreeably surprised to find

this motive power due to cilia, llie position assigned to the

cilia, it will be observed, differs much from the ciliary pro-

cesses found in the Desmidiea', and which is only, I believe,

a physical force acting independently of any coiitrollinq power ;

on the contrary, with the Diatomaceae their cilia appear to

act in obedience to some will, for intervals of rest and motion
are most clearly to be distinguished ; and this knowledge
would naturally induce a doubt, or cause one to inquire once
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more, whether the Diatomaceap are properly classed in the

vegetable kingdom ?

I would take this opportunity of impressing upon the atten-

tion of those microscopists, who wish to examine for them-

selves the ciliary movements of the lower forms of life, the

necessity of using only very shallow cells for the purpose, say

of from l-50th to 1-lOOth of an inch deep, and glass covers of

from 1-1 50th to l-250th of an inch thick. The objective

must be l-4th or l-8th, with a good eye-piece; the objects

themselves should be carefully illuminated, by using for the

purpose a parabolic reflector, or a Gillett's condenser, and the

examination be conducted during very bright weather or in

sunlight,—J. Hogg.

New Jiode of EUuinination.—Your obliging insertion in the

last number of the ' Microscopical Journal,' of my note on
' Closterium,^* tempts me to send you another Memorandum,
in the hope it may be found worthy of a similar corner in

your next.

Those who, like myself, do not happen to possess either a

Wenham's or Shadholt's parabolic condenser, will find the

following plan an efficient substitute, perhaps even superior

to those instruments for defining certain structures.

With a steady clear lamp-light throw a strong background

illumination, according to the method of the Rev. Mr. Reade,

rendered more intense by using a bull's-eye lens placed near,

and with its convexity toward the light, and a smaller con-

densing lens (on a separate stand), focusing the bright light

on the object beneath the stage, and at an angle beyond the

range of the angular aperture of the objective. Then let the

rays which have passed tlirough the slide be received above

the stage, on either a side-reflector or a Lieberkuhn, placed

so as to reflect them on the object from the side opposite

to tl)e light. A brilliant illumination on a dark or black

ground is thus produced, which displays many objects with

extrf-me distinctness and beauty, and, as in all background

illumination, with the great advantage of preserving their

natural form and colour.

Among those best adapted for illustration by this method,

are the coloured spicule of Gorfjonia ; recent and fossil

Foramviifera ; partially-transparent injected preparations

;

j)alate of Mylivhates ; hair of Indian Bat; scales of Lepisma,

of Amathusia Horsfeldii, and of many other butterflies and

* Allow me to correct a mistake of your printer, in inserting the last

l)ara^riiii]i but two at page 17'J, which was not intended for tlic ijrcss, but

to account for the erasure of some experiments narrated iu the original MS.
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niotlis, all of which may be beautifully seen under an ordinary

1-inch lens. With a i^-inch of moderate aperture (57°), and
Lieberkuhn, the markin2:s on several Diatomacese, as JV.

formosa, elontjata, Hippocampus, Baltica, and Stauroneis

Phoenicenteron are splendidly shown in distinct ridr/es ; and
by using the draw-tube, a clear definition may be obtained

of P. am/uJatum. I have, even with the same lens, exhibited
palpable indications of the lines on an (American) Amician
test, P. gracilis.—T. G. Wright, M.D., Wakefield.

Anothe:- Finder.—The best description of " Finder " for the

microscopist appears still to be an open question.

It has been made abundantly evident that a strong pre-
dilection exists in favour of the ring, or circle around the
object, although the methods of effecting it have hitherto

been most uncertain in their results, as well as both difficult

to accomplish, and disfiguring in appearance to the slide

when required for the cabinet. To produce this ring by
"machinery" had occupied my attention long before Mr.
Tyrrell's description of a " Finder " appeared in your third

number, but, on reading that, a new idea was suggested by
the rectauf/idar scale. The result has been the cross lines

near the edge of the slide, as shown in the accompanying
diagram ; but as it was soon made apparent that, in addition to

these, some definite indication of the precise spot was
absolutely necessary, the original idea was fallen back upon,
and has been put into practice with the most perfect success.

The annexed sketch is the full size of the original, attached
to a " quarter " of Ross.

A, a brass cap, fitting upon the end
of the object-glass, which it entirely

covers up and protects from injury.

The upper end is thin and slit so as to

move round easily without shaking.

B, a stem soldered to the side of the

cap, with the upper end having two
projecting sides to steady the ends of

C, e, andy, which are firmly screwed to

it.

C, an elastic arm of hammered brass,

which carries at its lower end, D, a

lever of thin brass plate, having a frag-

ment of diamond inserted in its thinner

end, and directly under the centre of

the cap A.

c and / are two springs, pressing upon the shorter end of
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the lever D, the longer one,f, has a hole, to allow the screw,

h, to pass without touching it.

g, a screw, holding the two springs and the elastic arm to

the arm of the cap,

h, a milled screw, to adjust the elastic arm C, so as to

bring the diamond point away from the centre, according to

the size of the ring required.

I have one attached to a half-inch, but the quarter is by
far the most useful, as this is the power I generally employ
in searching any new material.

Before commencing the examination of a slide, the latter

should be firmly fixed to the stage, by bringing the slip to

press tightly on its edge. Having now found any particular

specimen and brought it into the centre of the field, and
having been careful to adjust the mirror in a line with the

tube, if not using a condenser, the body of the instruinent

may be run up and the cap A slipped on to the end of the

object-glass, with the upright arm, B, either directly in front,

or behind, in a line with the stem. The whole may then be

moved down again till the scratching-point touches the surface

of the cover, which can easily be seen by the movement of

the lever when looking at it horizontally, and applying the

finger to the side of the screw h, the cap may be turned

round on its centre, making a neatly-turned circular scratch

on the cover, with the object perfectly central. By working
the slide upwards or downwards, and making a straight line

at the side, either up to the edge itself, or crossing a longer

line parallel with the edge, and produced by using the other

movement of the stage, any particular circle may always be

found at once, and may also be registered on the end of the

slide. After the circle has been completed, the vertical

motion of tlie stage will produce a line luitli a loop at the end,

which is, perhaps, the most ready guide to the object sought

for.

After a number of trials and various alterations, the present

arrangement is the simplest and most effective 1 have been
able to devise ; but being only an amateur workman, it does

not contain so many *' perfections," perhajis, as any of our

celebrated opticians may be able to add to it should it become
an article of " manufacture ;" as, for instance, a wheel and
pinion to give the circular motion, and again, by a graduated

scab; on the lever D, tlie size of the circle, which ranges up
to an eightli of an inch, might be determined beforehand with

the greatest nicc^ty. Slides thus marked are by no means
conspicuous, and retjuirc to be se(!n by rellected light to

detect the rings. Their a])pcarance may be judged of by tlie
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accompanying duplicates, one of which being mounted dry,

that is, with the cover merely supported by its edge, will

show the delicacy and little risk there is in cracking the thin

glass. In examining a slide, it will, of course, be necessary

to focus for the upj)er surface of the cover first, until the

circle be found, when, on lowering the object-glass, the

specimen will be seen in the field, if tlie light in both cases

has been central.

—

W. K. Bridgman, Norwich.

On the Aperiiire of Objfct-glasscs.—Having read over the re-

marks in your last number on the Aperture of Object-glasses,

by my friend Mr. Wenhara and Dr. Robinson, I sliould wish
to offer a few remarks ; not that I shall attempt to take up the

valuable pages of your Journal by discussing the matter in

the two papers, but I should wish to call attention to a par-

ticular fact connected with a well-conducted experiment
named in my last communication, and which neither Mr.
Wenham nor Dr. Robinson have noticed. For if it be a fact

iti one case that the angle of aperture of an object-glass be re-

duced when brought to bear on an object mounted in balsam,

it must be so 171 ever?/ case. Tlie experiment which I refer to

is one which I have again tried with great caution, and with

the same result.

Let a a be a pencil of light falling upon the under-surface

of the anterior lens of a set of wide aperture, say 152°, and
let the central ray of the pencil a a make an angle of about
75° with the axis of the lens b b ; take two sliders, the one con-

taining an object mounted dry, and the other an object mounted
in balsam, and let them be so selected that the object in both

sliders may be exactly in focus when placed under the ob-

jective, without having occasion to move the adjusting screw.

Now, when the pencil of light makes an angle so great as

above stated, a part of the field of view will not be perfectly

illuminated
;

place the slide with tlie dry object under the

objective, and it will be found that the field is still partly

illuminated as before ; then remove this slide and place the

one below containing tlie object mounted in balsam, the field

is still invariably illuminated in the same manner, there being

no difterence in the illumination, however the rays may have
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been refracted before thej reach the objective, either by the

glass in the first slide or by tlie glass and Ijalsam combined in

the second : it being thus proved that however the rays may
have been refracted bv the different media, and however we rnay

reason from theory upon those refractions, the actual working

aperture of the objective remains, under all conditions, exactly

the same ; for if it were reduced by any of those refractions,

not one single ray of the pencil a a could ever reach the eye of

the observer at the upper part of the microscope. Indeed, I

have tried this experiment witli a set of lenses of l-12th of an

inch focus and 152^ of aperture, and on removing those from

the instrument, and placing on it another set of the same
power, but of 148° of aperture, the field was unilluminated

,

and the effect of the black ground immediately produced, at

once pointing out that if by any refraction the aperture of the

lens had been reduced only 2° on each side of the perpen-

dicular, the effect of each refraction would have been imme-
diately seen. With respect to the markings on the Diato-

macege, and the manner in which they are effected by balsam,

I think Dr. Robinson has forgotten that none of those minute

and beautiful forms are without some portion of colour ; and
although balsam makes objects rnore transparent, and con-

sequently appears to rob them of a part of their colour, it still

leaves sufficient even in the smaller forms of the Diatomaceae

to render both them and their markings perfectly visible.

Who would ever contend that the markings on the larger

Pinnularia are not much better seen in balsam than when the

object is mounted dry ? and, as I stated in my last communi-
cation, I have two slides of the N. rhomhoides ('Amician test),

the one mounted dry and the other in balsam, and I can at all

times see the delicate markings on this object quite as well,

or even better, on the specimens in balsam than on those

which are mounted dry. To an uneducated eye the markings

on the dry objects may appear more striking, on account of

their stronger colour ; but to a well-educated eye the superior

sharj)ncss and exquisite beauty of those objects when balsam-

mounted is sucli as it would be vain to look for when they are

in their natural state. Again, I think it rather an unfair way
of testing the visilnlity of tlie markings, either in or out of

balsam, by the use of high eye-pieces ; for at the same time

that you reduce the light by the eye-piece, you destroy the

effect of tlio difference of colour, and therefore, of course, when
this difference is small, as it is in balsam-mounted Diato-

macea«, you might as well blot out the object altogether. To
see objects well when they are so very trans})arent, you want

all tlie liglit you can obtain, as the greater tlie light the
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greater will be any dissimilarity in colour of the various parts
;

but if you destroy the intensity of the light, by using a high

power eye-piece, you might as well try to see it with the low
power, and a telescopic sun-shade over it, I have a five-feet

achromatic telescope which will show the fifth star in the

trapezium of Orion very well with a power of 100 ; but with

higher powers you cannot see the small star, because the

telescope has not sufficient light to show the difference in the

colour of the faint star and the nebula by which it is sur-

rounded. This equally applies to microscopic vision, par-

ticularly where the object is very transparent, and the difference

in colour between the object and the balsam comparatively

small.

With regard to the diminished aperture, as made apparent

by the methods employed by Mr. Wenham and Dr. Robinson,

when applied to balsam-mounted objects, I think it is very

easy to account for the conclusions they have been led to
;

for every one conversant with optical instruments knows
that the larger the aperture in proportion to the focus, the

greater will be the aberration of the rays passing through or

from the edge of such aperture, as, in a telescope of large

aperture, one angular inch in the centre will give as much
light as eight or ten angular inches taken in the form of a

ring round the extreme edge of the glass ; no wonder then, that

in the objective of a microscope, where the diameter of the

aperture is seven and a half times that of the focus (which it

is when the aperture is 152°), the aberrations from near the

edges of the glass should be so great as to cause the rays not

to be visible after having passed through balsam.

I recollect that the last time I had the pleasure of seeing

Mr. Wenham he told me he had made a l-8th, the aperture

of which was somewhere between 170° and 180°, but on
account of the weakness of the rays at the edges, arising from
aberration, he would not undertake to say within 4° or 5° what
the exact aperture really was.

With these observations I shall conclude my remarks, being
fully persuaded that when objects are mounted in balsam that

medium has no effect in reducing the aperture of the objective,

and that no external cause, except a fluid or other medium
in actual contact with the objective, can, consistently with

the known laws of optics, produce such an effect.—J. D,
SOLLITT, Hull.

On Washing and roncrnlrating Dintoninct se.—Having read in

your last Journal the excellent paper by Mr, Okeden "On a

mode of Washing and Concentrating Diatomaceotis Earths,"

VOL. III. It
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and having lately used a similar process with some success, by

allowing the Diatoms to fall through a given length of water,

I beg to forward you the method I have adopted.

I first boil the deposit in strong hydrochloric acid for five

or ten minutes, then allow it to subside, pour off" all the

acid, and by a few washings get as much of it away as pos-

sible. Then treat the deposit in the same way with strong

nitric acid, washing the deposit by repeated washings to get

rid of the remaining acid. When this is done, I then separate

the Diatoms according to their different gravities by allowing

them to pass through a column of water in the following

manner :

—

I take a long glass tube about four feet long and half an

inch in bore. At the bottom of this tube is fixed a stop-cock

to enable me to let out any of the Diatoms during any stage

of the process. Having nearly filled this tube with distilled

water, I pour in my deposit washed free from the acids. I

watch the deposit as it falls slowly and gradually down the

tube, and with a Codington lens can easily detect the larger

Diatoms as they are precipitated. In about a quarter of an

hour, many of the larger forms will have descended to the

bottom of the tube. By turning the tap at the bottom of the

tube, I let out a drop of the mixture on a slide, and examine

it with a low power (J-inch) ; and if it be tolerably clear, and

the Diatoms of one character, I then let off five or six inches

of the mixture into a test-tube, and set it aside for re-

examination after the Diatoms have subsided. In a quarter

of an hour more, I again let off into another test-tube six

or eight inches more of the mixture, and place it aside to

settle. In half an hour more I let off into another test-tube

six or eight inches of the mixture, which will contain the finer

Diatoms by themselves, generally free from all mud and

sand. I then pass each of these washings again through

the long tube of distilled water ; and by examining the

mixture during the process of its subsidence, I am enabled

to let out the heavier particles of sand or mud, and to obtain

pretty clean all those Diatoms which are alike in size, or at all

events in specific gravity. Some Diatoms take a longer time

than others in settling to the bottom of the tube, and separat-

ing themselves from extraneous matter, such as the Nitzschia

closterium, &c. ; but, by a little patience, and an extra washing
through the tube, these difficulties may, in a great measure,

be overcome. By this metliod, I have found the Pleurosic/mata,

PinnularicB, SurireUa; and Synedrce^ very well separated, those

of a like character being found together. I have been

stimulated to send jou these few remarks on the washing of
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Diatomacese, on account of the great difficulty I have hitherto

experienced in procuring slides free from mud, sand, and
other extraneous matters.—H. Munro, M.D., M.R.C.S., &c.,

Hull.

Campyiodiscus ciypeua.—On September 6, 1 found in brackish

water, near Yarmouth, what I took to be Campylodiscus bicos-

tatus, specimens of which so named I distributed amongst
several members of the British Association, at the Liverpool
meeting. I now find it should have been named C. clj/peus,

and which I understand is new to Britain.—R. Wigham,
Norwich.

Cilia on (he surface of Conferva.—Although I am aware that

the existence of cilia on the Oscillatorice has been inferred

from the motion of particles of matter in the water in their

neighbourhood, I am not certain whether any observer has

distinctly seen them. It may be of interest to some of your
readers to know that by using a dark stop with the achro-

matic condenser, the whole surface of a large species of

Oscillatoria (found in brackish water) may be seen covered
with cilia moving in a circular sweeping wave round the

axis of the organism : this motion is particularly distinct

and beautiful at the sutures of the segments, where the

cilia may be seen en profile, and seem to form a distinct

fringe. At the "smaller end," which one occasionally finds

on the longer pieces, the motion is very lively, as well as that

peculiar "vermicular" waving which is so characteristic of the

.

species. The ciliary movements are only to be made out
clearly (in the specimens which I have examined) whilst they

are in a state of progression, which inclines me to suppose that

that motion at least is produced by their agency.

The object-glass used was a l-4th, of Mr. Pillischer's make,
with a large angle of aperture, and the shallow eye-piece.

—

G. H. KiNGSLEY, M.D., Glossop Hall, Derbyshire.

On an easy method of -fviping Thin Olass Covers.—As many of

the readers of the 'Microscopical Journal,' like myself, may
have found great difficulty in wiping the thin glass covers for

microscopic objects, by the ordinary method of holding them
between the thumb and finger, without occupying considerable

time and frequently breaking them ; may I venture to suggest

that the following method, which I have adopted for some time,

will, I think, be found a much easier, and at the same time

a much safer way of effecting the above object?

After having washed the covers, I take two or three out of

K 2
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the liquid and lay them on a piece of calico spread out on a

table or other flat surface. I then remove most of the liquid

from one of the pieces by rubbing it on the extended calico.

Having removed most of the moisture in this way, I place the

cover on a piece of buff about 10 inches long and 2 inches

wide, fastened on a jiat piece of wood of the same size, and

by means of an old cambric handkerchief or bit of leather

twisted round my fore-finger I rub it towards the other end,

turning it in its course, when it will generally be found to be

quite clean and fit to be put away ready for use at any time.

With a little practice this method will be found to be a

very easy one, and attended with very little risk of breakage.
—William Hodgson, 62, York Street, Lambeth.

ITIetalUc impressions of microscopic Objects.—The transparency

of some microscopic objects frequently renders it a matter of

difficulty to determine satisfactorily the details of their surface

structure, or whether indicated lines, dots, or markings, are

really dependent upon exterior configuration. Many of these

objects, from their translucency, refract and reflect light, in

such various directions, that their superficial formation becomes

almost a matter of conjecture ; neither is this doubt always

to be resolved by viewing them as opaque objects, for in this

case also, the same transparency prevents them from intercept-

ing ajid dispersing a sufficiency of light, to render the question

a conclusive one.

The siliceous valves of the Diatoniacece are a class of

objects peculiarly possessed of the above characteristics. It

has long been a point of dispute, whether the markings

which nearly all these objects display are invariably caused

by projections on their surfaces, or by the mechanism of

their internal structure. I have long been of the former

opinion. A careful study of the coarser varieties will

distinctly prove that the markings are raised ribs or promi-

nences on the surfaces ; in some instances occupying one

side of the scale only, as seen in the Carnpijlodiscus spiralis,

and others. Though the microscope proves this fact satis-

factorily in the large species, it fails to do so in the most
difficult specimens, chiefly on account of the above-named
deceptive appearances, arising from the irregular refraction

and reflection of light.

It occurred to me that it might be possible to obtain a

perfect cast or impression of the structure, and by viewing
this as an opaque object, the errors of refraction would be
avoided, and a discovery might be the reward of the experi-

ment. I have succeeded in effecting this, by means of the
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electrotype process, which, for many reasons, is to be pre-

ferred, as it does not distort the object, and is so minutely

faithful, that even the mere trace of organic matter left by a

slight finger-mark is perfectly copied. The method that I

have adopted is this—procure a small plate of metal highly

polished (a piece of daguerreotype plate answers extremely

well), and after gently heating it, rub a piece of bees'-wax

over the surface ; while this is still melted, wipe it nearly all

off again with a piece of rag, so as to allow a very thin film

to remain. When the plate is cold, arrange the DiatomacecB

or other objects, previously moistened, upon the waxed
surface, heat the plate again to at least 212°, in order to

cement the objects on to it. The wax serves a twofold

purpose—first its interposition prevents the possibility of a

chemical union of the metallic deposit with the plate ; and

secondly, the object is securely held thereto by its agency.

The objects are now ready to receive a coating of copper.

If the battery is in good working order, three or four hours

will give a film sufficiently strong to bear removal ; when this

is stripped off, if the process has been properly managed, the

objects will be seen embedded in its surface. Whether they

are siliceous or organic they may be entirely dissolved out,

by boiling the cast in a test-tube, with a strong solution of

caustic potash, and afterwards washing with distilled water
;

the copper film may then be mounted in Canada balsam.

By these means I have obtained distinct impressions of the

markings of some of the more difficult DiatomacefE, such as N.
Balticinn, P. IIijjpocampus,&(.c.,\eaYing no doubt of their promi-

nent nature. Care must be taken not to leave too much wax on

the plate, or either a clean deposit will not be obtained, or the

objects will be obscured by it. On the other hand, if too little

is left, the copper will insinuate itself underneatli the structure,

and raise it from its place. Upon one occasion,! dried a section

of wood on to a metal plate by heating it. In this state it

appeared to be firmly adherent by its own resinous exudation.

On placing it in connection with the battery over night, in

the morning I found the bare section on the outside of the

metallic deposit, upon which it had left a slight, though by

no means a good impression. Even when a thin film of a

non-conducting substance intervenes, the tendency of the

deposit is to get as near as possible to the conducting plate,

and in its endeavours to do so, it will fill every cavity and

pore, however minute.

There is another method of obtaining metallic casts of minute

objects that gives some curious results, and is, therefore, worthy

of mention : it is done by stamping, or the same process in
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miniature as that by which the plates of Auers' " nature-

printing " are formed. Take some perfectly clean and bright

tinfoil, three or four times doubled, and lay it upon a smooth

block of metal. On the upper surface of the foil place the

object ; hold upon this a short steel punch with a highly-

polished face, and strike it a smart blow with a hammer. In

this way fish-scales, feathers, and sections, may be fairly

impressed in the tin. For delineation of surface this process

is not much to be depended upon ; for if contiguous parts of

the object are hard and soft, or more or less elastic, it will

develop markings where they do not really exist. As an

example, when a mouse hair was copied by the electrotype,

it was shown to be nearly smooth, but when stamped into the

foil, all its characteristic pigment-cells were displayed in the

metal in a very beautiful manner. It has often been thought

that these cells are real external cavities ; which appearance is,

doubtless, a deception of refraction. The last operation also

displays some singular pecvdiarities in other animal hairs. I

think that it would be an improvement to make use of a

fly-press instead of the hammer and punch.—F. H. Wenham.

Note on Dr. Oriffilhs' Paper on Angular Aperture.—Vv e have

received a communication from Dr. D'Alquen, containing
" Further Remarks on Dr. J. W. Griffiths' Paper, on the

Angular Aperture of Object-glasses, &c.," in which that

gentleman complains in very strong terms of the way in

which his objections are noticed by Dr. Griffiths in the

Micrographic Dictionary, Art. Diatomaceae, p. 203. And in

support of his own views, he states that they had elicited

the spontaneous approval of one of the best authorities on the

subject, who had written to him to the following effect :

—

" I have, however, to congratulate you upon the plain and
matter-of-fact method by which you refuted Dr. Griffiths'

visionary theory, and which I think he will find it difficult to

answer, even if he should feel so inclined."

—

Editors.

K U 11 A T A.

Page 1 10, line 35, I'ur ndlit/, read sold.

„ 111), „ 36,/o/- I'late JX. mr/i! I'lafc VJI.

,, 124, ,, 22, /o/' soniferous, )•««/ conilcrous.
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

MiCRoscopiCAi, Society. December 21th, 1854.

Dr. Carpenter, President, in the Chair.

A paper was read by the President, on the Development of the

Embryo oi Purpura lapillus (Transactions, vol. iii., p. 16).

J. Shuter, Esq., was balloted for, and elected a Fellow.

January 24th, 1855.

N. B. Ward, Esq., in the Chair.

A paper was read from JNIrs. Herbert Thomas, on Cosmarum
margriatiferum, and other Desmideae.

Dr. Herapath, of Bristol, and J. E. Smith, Esq., were balloted

for, and duly elected.

February 28/A, 1855. Anniversary Meeting.

Dr. Carpenter in the Cliair,

The Report of the Council was read. The President delivered

an address.

F. C. Hills, Esq., Charles L. Leaf, Esq., Dr. F. Degrave, and

R. C. Griffiths, Esq., were balloted for and elected.

The ballot for officers resulted in the re-election of Dr. Carpenter,

President ; N. B. Ward, Esq., Treasurer ; and J. Quekett, Esq.,

Secretary.

The following gentlemen were added to the Council :—J. N,
Furze, Esq., H. Perigal, Esq., Jun,, Rev. J. B. Reade, and J. B.

Simonds, Esq.

Royal Society.

" Micro-chemical Researches on the Digestion of Starch and Amy-
laceous Foods." By Philip Burnard Ayres, M.D., Lond.

Communicated by John Bishop, Esq., F.R.S. Received Janu-

ary 11, 1855.

After some general historical remarks on the methods hitherto

employed in the investigation of the complicated phenomena of the

process of digestion, the comparatively small results obtained by

chemical analysis of the contents of the stomach, intestinal canal, and

of the evacuations, by Tiedemann and Gmelin, Berzelius, and others,

the author proceetied to demonstrate tlie necessity of a minute ex-

amination of the contents of the alimentary canal by the microscope,

and such chemical tests as we possess for the determination of the

chanoes of such articles of food as exhibit definite structure.

In^rder that we may ultimately arrive at a complete exposition

of the phenoniena of digestion, he is of opinion that it will be neces-

sary to examine,— first, the structure of particular kinds of food,

then the changes produced in them by cooking, and lastly to trace

the changes they undergo at short intervals, through the alimentary

canal from the stomach to the rectum. The results of a series of
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researches of this character on the changes in starch, and starch-

containing foods, are presented in this memoir.

The method adopted for the examination of the changes in starch

and starch-foods was as follows :—an animal was kept fasting

twenty-four hours, and afterwards confined to a diet consisting of

the starch or amylaceous food, with water, for five or six days, until

the debris of all other kinds of food previously taken were cleared

from the alimentary canal. At a determinate time, after a meal,

the animal was killed, the abdomen laid open as quickly as possible,

and ligatures placed at short intervals on the intestinal canal, from
the pyrolus to the rectum. The contents of the stomach and each

portion of tlie intestinal canal included between the ligatures was
then carefully examined. This mode of examination sufficed to

determine tlie changes which occur in the food during normal diges-

tion ; but other questions as to the particular secretion or secretions

by which the changes observed were effected.

The fluids poured into the alimentary canal are five in number,

—

the saliva, gastric juice, bile, pancreatic juice, and finally, the intes-

tinal mucus.
The influence of the saliva is easily determined, by chewing the

particular food subjected to experiment, and keeping the mixture at

about 98° Fahr. The combined action of the saliva and gastric

juice is seen in the contents of the stomach. To determine the

action of the bile, the common bile-duct was tied, and to ascertain

the action of the intestinal mucus, it was necessary to ligature the

bile and pancreatic ducts. If the digestion of the substance is not

effected in the stomach, it is evident that it cannot be attributed to

the saliva or gastric juice ; if the (lig-estion is still effected in the

intestinal canal after ligature of the bile-duct, it cannot be attributed

to the action of the saliva, gastric juice or bile ; if it still go on
after liuature of the bile and pancreatic ducts, the digestive power
must of necessity be referred to the action of the intestinal mucus,
provided no change has previously taken place in the stomach ; but

if the food passes unchanged after cutting off the supply of bile and
pancreatic juice, but proceeds after ligature of the bile-duct alone,

the act of digestion must be referred to the pancreatic juice.

The author first briefly describes the structure of the starches and
starch-containing vegetables employed in his experiments ; then the

changes produced by cooking, and finally enters on a minute descrip-

tion of the changes observed in the experiments he performed on

normal digestion, and after cutting off' the supply of bile and pan-

creatic juice.

The correct appreciation of the structure of the starch-granule is

of considerable importiince in relation to these investigations, and
the author believes that he has been able to afford a satisfactory

solution of this vexed question. The changes observed during the

digestion of starch favour the original opinion of Leuwenhoeck, that

the starch-granule consists essentially of an investing membrane or

cell-wall, encloi^ing an amorphous matter, the true starch, which
strikes an intense blue colour with iodine ; and these changes also

support the opinion of Professor Quekett, that the concentric circles
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seen on the starcli-granules of many plants are simple foldings of

the investing membrane, leaving it still doubtful, however, whether

these concentric circles are not in the starches of some plants com-
posed of linear series of dotted elevations or depressions of the in-

vesting membrane.
By these experiments it was determined that the concentric circles

remain after the whole of the starch matter, colourable by iodine,

was removed, and that even then the characteristic cross and colours

were still seen when the granules were viewed by polarized light,

although more feebly than before ; this result being probably due
to the lessened power of refracting light, after the removal of the

starch matter.

After describing the structure of the wheat-grain and flour, the

changes occurring in the wheat-starch during the manufacture of
bread are given in detail ; but the most interesting of the changes
produced by cooking are those seen in the boiled or roasted potato

and in the boiled pea.

In each of these the act of cooking effects two purposes :—it

causes great enlargement and physical change of the starch-granules,

and dissolves the intimate adhesion of the starch-cells, which after-

wards appear as ovid or globular, slightly adherent bodies distended

by the swollen starch granules, tiie outlines of which are indicated

by more or less irregular gyrate lines, produced by the mutual com-
pression of the starch-granules within an inelastic cell-membrane.

The starch-granules of the pea possess a much thicker investing

membrane tiian those of tiie potato, which causes their outlines to

remain mucli more distinct after the removal of the true starch sub-

stance during the process of digestion. The other structures seen

in the pea are carefully described ; the most curious among them
being the cells composing the external layer of the testa, which
bear so strong a resemblance to columnar epithelium of the intes-

tine, that they might be mistuken for the latter by an inattentive

observer.

The sul)stances submitted to experiment were,— 1, boiled wheat-
starch ; 2, wheaten bread ; 3, uncuoked tons les mois ; 4, boiled

tous les mois ; 5, boiled potato ; 6, uncooked peas ; 7, boiled peas

;

8, boiled peas after ligature of the bile-duct ; 9, boiled potatoes

after ligature of the bile and pancreatic ducts. Several subsidiary

experiments were made to determine the action of the intestinal

mucus, the saliva, and the substance of the pancreas, on starch.

The conclusions at which the author arrives from the experiments
are,

—

1. That the starch-gran ide is composed of two parts, chemically

and histologically distinct,—a cell-membrane and homogeneous
contents. The markings seen on many varieties of starch are re-

ferred to folds or markings of the investing membrane.
2. No perceptible change occurs in the starcli, whether raw or

cooked, during its sojourn in the stomach of quadrupeds or the

ventriculus succenturiatus and gizzard of birds ; all the granules
preserve their perfect reaction with iodine and their pristine ap-
pearance.
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3. The conversion of boiled starch into dextrine and glucose is

chiefly effected in the first few inches of the small intestine, but it

continues to take place in a less degree throughout the entire intes-

tinal canal.

4. In the digestion of boiled wheat or other starch, or of wheaten
bread, the bulk of the mass rapidly diminishes in its passage through

the small and large intestines, so that it ultimately yields only a

small quantity of faecal matter. After being deprived of their con-

tents, the membranes of the granules shrink and shrivel up into a

minute granular matter, which constitutes the chief bulk of the

fa;cal evacuations after an exclusive diet of starch food.

5. The digestion of raw starch food (peas) in the pigeon or other

granivorous birds goes on much more slowly, and progresses pretty

equally throughout the entire intestinal canal. The starch-granules,

whether free or included in cells, become intersected by radiating or

irregular lines or fissures, more or less opaque or granular ; they

also gradually lose their characteristic reaction with iodine ; and
this important change, commencing at the surface, progresses

towards the centre, until the whole of the starch matter is removed,
leaving the starch-membranes often apparently whole, retaining

their characteristic markings. The fissured and granular condition

of the starch-granules is not due to their trituration in the gizzard,

but to the action of the intestinal fluids, since it was often seen in

granules enclosed in and protected by perfect starch-cells. In the

digestion of raw starch food, a considerable quantity always escapes

change, for many starch-cells and granules in the fseces perfectly

retain the characteristic reaction with iodine.

6. As the starch remains unchansj^ed in the stomach, its conver-

sion into glucose cannot be attributed to the saliva or gastric juice,

unless we suppose these fluids to remain inactive in the stomach,

and suddenly to regain their activity in the first part of the small

intestine. The author found that the saliva was capable of eflPecting

the conversion of starch into glucose, but that the mixture of saliva

and gastric juice in the stomach did not possess that property even

after being rendered alkaline by carbonate of soda. It is probable

that the converting power of the saliva, as it flows from the mouth,

depends not on the true saliva, but on the buccal mucus ; for Ma-
gendie found that saliva taken from the parotid duct was wholly in-

active, M idle the mixed saliva from the mouth effected the conversion

with great facility. Unless, then, the sublingual and submaxilliary

glands secrete a different fluid from the parotids, it is evident that the

activity of the saliva must be attributed to the buccal nuicus.

7. The difference between the digestion of boiled and raw starch

in dogs is seen in the experiments on the digestion of boiled wheat-

starch, boiled tons les mois, and bread. In all these, some starch-

granules escape the action of heat and water, and remain in nearly

their pristine condition. These un<!ooked starch-granules undergo

slow and imperfect changes, being fissured, broket), and more or less

altered, but, in general, retaining their characteristic reaction with

iodine.

8. The conversion of starch into glucose is not effected by the
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bile, since after ligature of the common bile-duct, the changes occur

to as great an extent as when the bile passes freely into the intes-

tinal canal.

9. It is not due to the pancreatic juice, inasmuch as after ligature

of the bile and pancreatic ducts in the same animal, the digestion of

starch is still effected.

10. The only remaining secretion is the intestinal mucus, which

is especially abundant at the upper part of the intestinal canal ; and

a further proof is afforded of the activity of the intestinal mucus
taken from the upper part of the duodenum above the entrance of

the pancreatic duct after ligature of this duct and the common bile-

duct, by its capability of converting a large quantity of fresh-boiled

starch into glucose out of the body.

11. In the cooking of starch-containing vegetables, such as pota-

toes and peas, the adhesion of the starch-cells is dissolved or weak-
ened so as to render them easily separable and amenable to the

action of the intestinal fluids. At the same time the starch-granules

undergo a large increase in bulk, distend the cells, and by their

mutual compression, their outlines present the appearance of gyrate

lines beneath the cell-wall. The cells seldom burst so as to emit

their contents, or present any appreciable opening through which
the intestinal fluids can directly penetrate. The author cannot

positively affirm so much of the starch-membranes, because these

are so extremely delicate that fissures might be invisible, but he

believes that in a great number the membranes remain entire.

12. If this be the case, the conversion of starch matter into

glucose must be effected by the permeation or endosmose of the

intestinal fluids through the invisible pores of two membranes, in

the digestion of the jiea, the potato, and other similar foods, and the

glucose must escape through the same membranes by exosmose.

13. Before the conversion of starch into glucose, the amylaceous
matter contained in the starch is more dense than the intestinal

mucus in immediate contact with the cells, and an inward current

or endosmose is established ; but after that conversion the syrupy

fluid is less dense than tlie mucus, and then an outward current or

exosmose occurs, by which the glucose escapes from the cells into

the intestine and is absorbed. If this be the case, as the details of

the experiments tend strongly to prove, a new and important func-

tion is assigned to the intestinal mucus.

14. In normal digestion, chyme escapes very slowly from the

stomach into the duodenunj, in small quantities, as it is detached

from the alimentary mass by the muscular movements of the stomach,

and this gradual propulsion often occupies several hours after a meal.

This slow propulsion is evidently intended to expose the commi-
nuted food fully to the action of the intestinal jinces, and produce
an intimate mixture with them. Tiie comparatively empty condi-

tion of the upper part of the small intestine, even during active

digestion, is thus fully explained.

15. If the food be too finely divided or incapable of a second

solidification in the stomach, it passes too rapidly info the first part

of the small intestine, is insufficiently mixed witii the intestinal
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fluids, and a considerable part escapes digestion. On the other

hand, if it enters the small intestine in masses incapable of reduction

by the muscular action of the parts or solution in the fluid, it tra-

verses the intestinal canal unchanged, except at the surface, which

is then alone exposed to the action of the intestinal fluids.

16. It is not necessary for the conversion of starch into glucose

that the fluids in the duodenum or other parts of the intestinal

canal should be alkaline, or even neutral, for in several of the expe-

riments the contents of every part of the alimentary canal had an

acid reaction.

17. The greater part of the intestinal mucus is not excremen-

titious, for little, if any, mucus is perceptible in the faces in normal

digestion, except at their surface, whereas the greater proportion of

the contents of the small intestine consists of mucus. A consider-

able quantity of mucus is seen in the caecum, but it rapidly dimi-

nishes in the colon, and is scarcely detectible in the faeces, except

that on the surface, which is probably derived from the mucous
membrane of the rectum. The author raises the question, whether

one of the chief functions of the caecum is not to effect the conver-

sion of the intestinal mucus into some other substance capable of

re-entering the blood, and performing some ulterior purpose in the

animal economy.
18. In normal digestion, the separation of the epithelium of the

mucous membrane of the intestine is the exception instead of the rule,

as stated by some physiologists. The author questions the tlieory of

the detachment of the epithelium of the villi in each act of absorp-

tion, on the grounds that the presence of detached epitlielium was

unfrequent in the whole course of his experiments ; that epithelium

is readily detached by manipulation ; tliat the continual reproduc-

tion of such a vast amount of cell-tis-ue must necessarily be accom-

panied by a vast expenditure of vital force ; and finally, that it is

not nece.ssary, because fluids readily penetrate epithelial membranes.

19 Tiie passage of a given food tlnough the whole length of the

intestinal caual may occupy a comparatively short time, especially

when the animal is fasting. In one experiment, where a pigeon

refused food until the faces contained no visible debris of previous

food, starch-granules \Aere detected in the faeces within two hours

after a meal, and this although the intestine of this animal is ex-

tremely narrow, and about a yard in length.

20. A remarkable circmnstance in the digestion of starch or

starch foods is the constant presence of myriads of vibriones in the

lower part of the intestinal canal. They are generally first observed

in tlie lower [)art of the small intestine, as minute brilliant points,

just visible with a power of 600 diameters, in active move-

ment. They increase in numbers towards the cacum, in which a

large number of fully-developed vibriones are constantly seen.

These miimte organisms increase in size and length in the colon

and rectum, and their fissiparous mode of propagation, first described

by the author in the ' Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,'

may be distinctly traced by examining the contents of these por-

tions of the intestine.
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ZOOPHYTOLOGY.

Under the above not very scientific term, it is our intention

to devote in each number of the Journal one, two, or more
plates, as occasion may require, illustrative of new forms
belonging to the various classes of animals included under the

vague though popularly well understood term of Zoophytes;
or, more particularly, of those among them which from their

size are necessarily subjects of microscopic research. These
are principally the Hydrozoa or Anthozoa hydroida of Dr.
Johnston, The Asteroid and Helianthoid divisions, scarcely

requiring the microscope for their determination, are not in-

cluded in our design.

In this department of the Journal we shall give—1, Figures
and descriptions of new or hitherto undescribed species from
any part of the world, as they may come under our observa-

tion or be furnished to us by others. We should therefore be
obliged to those who take an interest in this branch of Zoology
to aid us by the communication of such observations, with
respect to new forms, as they may be desirous of presenting

to the world. 2. Observations on the anatomy and physiology,

&c., of the creatures comprised in the scope of our design,

illustrated or not. And 3. Notices of new species or original

observations published elsewhere.

As one very important, if not the most important, object of

this undertaking is to assist in the arriving ultimately at some
correct notions with respect to the geographical distribution of

these creatures—a problem apparently of the most curious

kind ; it is highly desirable that any localities should be
assigned only upon good authority, and, if possible, accom-
panied with particulars as to the depth, bottom, and nature of

the surface upon which the polypidom or polyzoary grows.

Specimens for the purpose of representation, or drawings, will

be duly preserved and returned.

In the present number we commence with an enumeration

of Zoophytes of the two classes of animals above mentioned,
collected in the Arctic seas. The majority were brought
home by Dr. Sutherland, surgeon to H. M. S. Sophia ; others

by Sir E. Belcher, in what niay perhaps be the last of Arctic

voyages ; and for two specimens we are indebted to our friend,

Mr, C. Peach, whose well-known accuracy is a sufficient

guarantee for the correctness of the habitat.

Even in this limited though interesting collection, it will

be seen that several new and remarkable forms are contained,
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and that other wide-spread species, though extending through

the torrid, despise the utmost rigours of the Arctic zone.

The arrangement of the Polyzoa, which it is purposed here

to adopt, is that according to which the marine Polyzoa are

disposed in the catalogue of those in the British Museum,
drawn up by Mr. Busk ; the names of already-known species

are those there employed, where also figures of every species,

and the synonymy will be found.

Class. POLYZOA.
Order I. P. infundibulata.

Sub-order 1. Cheilostomata.

§ 1. Articulata.

§§ 2. Bi-multiserialaria.

1. Fam. Salicornariad^.

1. Gen. Salicornaria, Cuv.
1. S. horealis, n. sp. PI. I., fig. 1, 2, 3.

Front of cell elongated, slightly contracted below, arched above ; surface

and raised margin smooth ; avicularinm on the front of the cell near the

bottom ; mandible triangular, acute, pointing downwards.

Hab. West Greenland, 73° 20' N. 57° 20' W., 6 to 10 fms. Dr. Suther-

land.

A very distinct and well-marked form. The polyzoary, which is com-
posed of club-shaped internodes, varying greatly in size, is irregularly

dichotomous, and from one to two inches in height.

Fam. CELLULARIADiE.

2. Gen. Menipea, Lamx.
1. M. arctica, n. sp. PI. I., fig. 4, 5, 6.

Cells 3—9 in each internode, rhomboidal ; aperture oval, contracted

below ; a marginal spine on each superiorly ; central cell at a bifurcation

mucronate at the summit. Ovicell smooth.

Hab. W. Greenland, 73° 20' N. 57° 20' W., G to 20 fms. Assistance

Bay, 74° 50' N. 94" 16' W., 15 fms. Dr. Sutherland.

This species, which at first sight much resembles a Cellularia, differs

from all its congeners with which I am acquainted in the absence of any
avicularium on the anterior aspect of the cells. The lateral avicularium

is also frequently absent, and fragments thus unfurnished could only be
distinguished from the genus Cellularia by the rhomboidal form of the

back of the cells, and the absence of the perforations which exist on the

back of the cells in all species properly belonging to that genus.

Gen. 3. Scrupocellaria.

1. ,S'. scrupeaf \\. M. Cat., p. 24. PI. XXI., fig. 1, 2.

Hab. Arctic sea. Sir E. Belcher.

The determination of this form having been made from only a very

minute si)ecime.n, growing on tlie inside of a valve of Terehratula psittacea,

is not absolutely certain, but I have little doubt of its correctness.

§ 2. Inarticulata sen continua.

§§ 1. Uniscrialaria.

Gen. 4. Hippothoa, Lamx.

1. //. (Uvaricuta, Lamx. B. M. Cat., p. 30. PI. XVHL, fig. 3, 4.

Hab. Arctic sea. On valve of Terehratula psittacea. Sir E. Belcher.
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Fam. Membranipokidje.

Gen. 5. Membranipora, Johnst.

1. M. Sophice, n. sp. PL I., fig. 7.

An avicularium on either side, on the margin of the aperture. Two mar-
ginal spines on either side "below the aviciilaria.

Hab. Assistance Bay (ut supra). On fucus. Dr. Sutherland.

The species to which the present form most nearly approaches are

—

M. Flemingii, B. M. Cat., p. 58.

M. lineata, Linn.

M.fallax, Fleming.

From the first of these it is distinguished by the position of the avicu-

laria and the number and situation of the marginal spines. From the
second by the small number of the spines, and the position of the avicu-

laria. From the third, about whose distinctness Dr. Johnston, as I think
erroneously, appears to have doubts, by the number and situation of the
avicularia, and the number and situation of the marginal spines. Of the
three it most nearly approaches M. Flemingii, but I entertain no doubt of

its distinctness.

2. 31. Flemingii. B. M. Cat., p. 58. PL LXI., fig. 2 ; PL LXXXIV.,
fig. 4, 5, 6 ; PL CIV., fig. 2, 3, 4.

Hab. Arctic sea. Sir E. Belcher.

Gen. 6. Lepralia, Johnst.

1. L. hycdina, Linn. B. M. Cat., p. 84. PL LXXXIL, fig. 1, 2, 3
;

PL XCV., fig. 3, 4, 5 ; PL CI., fig. 1, 2.

Hab. Assistance Bav and W. Greenland (ut supra). On fucus. 6 to

20 fms.

This species, which is liable to numerous varieties, ranges from the
Arctic almost to the Antarctic seas, and abounds in all intermediate lati-

tudes. Its longitudinal range appears to be nearly equally extensive. It

occurs, for instance, in the Falkland Islands, Darwin ; Cape of Good
Hope, Harvey ; California, Br. Sinclair ; and is common in the seas of
Europe.

2. L. scutulata, n. sp. PL IT., fig. 1, 2.

Cells ovate ; a scutiform or ovate space on the front, bounded by a
raised line, within which the surface is punctate. Mouth rounded above,
lower lip straight ; a projecting rostrum below the mouth, sometimes
absent. Ovicell

Hab. W. Greenland (ut supra). On fucus. Dr. Sutherland.

A very peculiar and distinct form. It is remarkable by the circumstance
that the cells gradually diminish in size from the centre to the periphery
of the patch formed by the polyzoary.

Fam. EscHARiD^.

Gen. 7. Eschara, Eay.

1. E. cervicornis, Ellis and Soland. B. M. Cat. PL CIX,, fig. 7

;

PI. CXIX., fig. 1.

Hab. Arctic sea. Sir E. Belcher.

The fragments collected, wliich are of some size, indicate that this
species flourishes in full vigour in the Arctic ocean.

2. E. ? n. sp. ?

Hab. Arctic sea. Sir E. Belcher.

This form, the determination of which has not been made as yet with
sufficient certainty, appears to be new. The polyzoary is composed of
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slender cylindrical branches. Its description and reiiresentation are ,

reserved for a future occasion.

Sub-order II. Cyclostomata.

Fam. TuBULiPOEiD^.

1. Gen. Tubulipora, Lamk.

1. T. ventricosa, n. sp. PI. II., fig. 3, 4.

Polyzoarium sub-erect or recumbent attached by a contracted stem,

which rapidly expands above into a hollow calcareous vesicle, from which
the tubes project irregularly and of various lengths.

Hab. W. Greenland (ut supra). On fucus. Dr. Sutherland.

Some of the simple forms of T. serpens, or flabellaris, might on occasion

perhaps be confoimded with the present species ; but it nevertheless, from

comparison of several specimens, appears to me to be quite distinct.

The polyzoary, which, though recumbent, is usually wholly unattached

above, is about l-8th of an inch in length. It arises by a contracted por-

tion or stem, which is usually more or less curved or contorted ; and
speedily expands into a wide veutricose dilatation, in which the upper
tubes are immersed for a considerable part of their length. The tubes

project irregularlj^ from all parts of the exposed aspect of the polyzoary,

and are themselves smooth or faintly ringed with lines of growth, whilst

the surface of the vesicular dilatation, which doubtless corresponds with
an ovicell, is finely punctate. When perfect the orifice of the tubes

exhibits a tooth-like projection on one or two sides.

2. Gen. Discopora, Fleming. PI. III., fig, 1.

1. J), ciliata, n. sp.

Orifice of tubes furnished with numerous slender spines.

Hab. Assistance Bay and W. Greenland. On fucus. Dr. Sutherland.

The figure of this minute species will be given in a subsequent plate.

It bears a reuiote resemblance to Discopoi'a Idspida (Tuhidipcrra hispida,

Johnst.), but differs in the numerous slender spines with which the orifice

of the tubes is furnished.

Class. HYDEOZOA.
Fam. Sebttilariad^.

Gen. 1. Sertularia, Linn.

1. S. polyzonias 1 PI. II., fig, 5, 6.

Hab. Greenland. Peach.

From the small specimen thus characterized, and which is unfurnished
with the ovicell, it would appear that this cosmopolite sjjecies extends
even into the Arctic circle. It seems to abound in all parts of the world.

2, F. -imhricata, n. sp. PI. II., fig. 7, 8.

Cells sub-opposite, very close, urceolatc, wide and deeply immersed
below ; contracted and free for a short distance above ; margin of mouth
slightly raised on each side. Polypidom simply pinnate

;
pinnse sometimes

forked, long and drooping. Ovicell ?

Hab. Greenland. Peach.

I am tmable to reconcile this form with any other, and therefore venture
to give it the above designation.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

On the Structure of the Cutaneous Follicles of the Toad,
with some Experiments and Observations upon the Nature
and alleged Venomous Properties of their Secretion. By
George Rainey, M.R.C.S., Lecturer on Anatomy, &c. &c.,

St. Thomas's Hospital.

From time immemorial a venomous quality has been attributed

to one or other of the secretions of the toad. Scarcely any one
who has spent much time in the provinces of this, and other

countries, has failed to hear of instances of supposed poisoning

by this reptile : these accounts, however, have always been so

vague and imperfectly attested, as to obtain credit only among
the uninformed and superstitious classes of the people, so that

by enlightened persons the belief in the venomous powers of

the Toad has been regarded only as a vulgar prejudice. Such
were the doubts and opinions entertained upon this subject

as late as 1851, when they were said to be set at rest, and the

poisonous nature of the cutaneous secretion of the toad de-

monstrated by two French philosophers, MM. Gratiolet and
S. Cloez, who^ by inoculating various animals with the secre-

tion in question, produced, according to the account given of

these experiments, most decided results, and, in some in-

stances, almost immediate death.

The experiments performed by these gentlemen were de-

scribed in many of the periodicals of this country. The
following are recorded in the ' Zoologist ' for November 1852 :

"The first experiment was prosecuted on a little African

tortoise, which was inoculated with some of the toad-poison in

one of the hinder feet ; paralysis of the limb supervened, and
still existed at the expiration of eight months, thus demon-
strating the possibility of local poisoning by the agent. In

order to demonstrate whether the poisonous material spoiled

by keeping, these two gentlemen procured about twenty-nine

grains of the poison on the 25th of April, 1851, and having

placed it aside until the 16th of March, 1852, they inoculated

a goldfinch with a little of this material ; the bird almost

immediately died. Subsequently the investigators succeeded

in eliminating the poisonous principle from the inert matters

with which it is associated in the skin-pustules, and they

found that when thus purified, its effects are greatly more
intense than before." Although the only way to investigate

VOL. III. s
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this subject so as to lead to the decision of this long-contro-

verted question, is to repeat the experiments of these investi-

gators under, as nearly as possible, the same circumstances as

those under which they were performed, and note carefully

the results, still there are some objections to the conclusions

to which they seem to have arrived, which deserve to be

noticed. With respect to the first experiment, as an isolated

example, it, in my opinion, proves nothing positive, nor can

it have any weight, unless a similar effect can be produced

upon the same species of animal whenever the secretion is

applied in sufficient quantities. The alleged facts of this

secretion being, as it were, only a diluted kind of venom, and

containing a poison separable by chemical reagents, seem at

variance with the nature of organic animal venoms generally,

such as that of the Viper, the Bee, &c., which, in their natural

state, are sufficiently concentrated to produce the most unequi-

vocal effects as animal poisons. Besides, organic poisons of

this kind are most probably so easily decomposed, that the

chemical means employed to isolate their poisonous principle,

could scarcely fail to destroy its specific properties. But
before describing the experiments which I have performed

with the secretion of the toad's skin, with a view to test the

accuracy ef the above statements, I will give an account of

the structure of the follicles by which it is secreted, this

being the especial object of this communication, as I am not

aware that these organs have ever been described. 'I'hese

bodies (Plate XI., figs, 1 and 2) exist in the form of vascular

sacks, of various sizes, but largest about the sides of the head

and back ; they are situated in the very substance of the skin

of this reptile ; the vessels supplying them are altogether

distinct from the capillary network on the surface of the skin,

and have an especial arrangement and form of distribution by
which their presence can be recognized. These follicles,

though sufficiently characteristic, are difficult of demonstra-

tion, in consequence of being seen with perfect distinctness

only in the skin of the Toad when injected with colouring

matter and dried, and afterwards rendered transparent by im-

mersion in turpentine or Canada balsam. This difficulty

proceeds from the opacity of the portion of skin situated

behind the follicle, preventing, whilst it is wet, the deep part

of the follicle from being seen, whilst the cutaneous capillary

network conceals the part of it nearest the surface. They are

of a globular form when distended, but somewhat flask-shaped

when empty (fig. 2). They range from l-50th to l-16th of

an inch in diameter. About the centre of the cutaneous sur-

fa(;e of each follicle there is an opening by which its cavity
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communicates with the skin : this opening is small, compared
with the size of the follicle, in the collapsed state of which it is

partially closed, in consequence of the approximation of the

folds of the internal membrane. This membrane, especially

in the larger follicles, is seen in a horizontal section to be
folded upon itself in a direction perpendicular to the surface of

the skin (figs. 3 and 4), so as to present a number of imperfect

septa projecting from the circumference of the follicle towards
the centre, with lateral depressions, or saculi, between them.

The whole of the internal surface of this membrane is lined

with epithelium, consisting of delicate, lozenge-shaped, very

flat cells (fig. 5), connected together by their edges, but pre-

senting each a very sharp and well-defined margin, and one
large nucleus. The nucleus contains minute granules, which,

as the cells degenerate into a state of decay, can be seen to in-

crease in size and distinctness, and ultimately to become broken
up into the minute oily-looking granules (fig. 1), of which the

secretion of the follicles is chiefly made up. Tlie vessels of

these follicles consist of capillaries of a larger size than those

forming the plexus on the surface of the skin, and with much
smaller areolae ; they do not follow accurately the folds of

membrane projecting into the cavity of the follicles, but

simply pass over, and on the outer side of these folds, so as to

encircle the entire sack with a single layer of capillaries. The
afferent and efferent blood-vessels of this plexus are connected

with its deep surface, which, being generally only two in

number, an artery and a vein, and give to the follicles, when
minutely injected, very much the appearance of a Malpighian
body highly magnified.

These follicles are entirely surrounded with the white fibrous

tissue of which the skin is composed, excepting where they

open on the surface. These fibres are disposed in two

planes, one parallel with the surface, the other perpendicular

to it ; the former are by far the most numerous, and constitute

the chief thickness of the skin ; the latter are comparatively

few, and only partially distributed, being collected into bands
placed at nearly equal distances apart, which, extending through
the entire thickness of the skin, from its deep to its superficial

surface, draw, as it were, the fibres of the first set in these

situations more firmly together ; and thus producing a closer

approximation of the fibres, and a corresponding diminution

in the thickness of the skin at these parts, they cause the

horizontal cellular fibres to take an undulating course.

Between the part of the true skin just described, and its

epidermic surface, and immediately beneath the cutaneous

capillaries, there is a layer of earthy matter, varying in thick-

s 2
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ness in different parts of the animal, but present, I believe, in

all. This part of the dermis is composed of irregularly-

shaped masses of a semitransparent and highlv-refractive

material (fig. 4), looking like broken fragments of crystal or

glass, lodged in cellular depressions of the true skin. Where
the secreting follicles are situated, this earthy matter is placed

superficial to them, so that their openings have to penetrate a

layer of earthy substance, in order to reach the surface of the

dermis. This part of the skin, when acted upon by acids, under

the microscope is seen to effervesce briskly, and after all the

earthy material is dissolved out, a raeml«'anous or animal

basis is left. Probably this part of the skin in the Toad is

analogous to the scaly covering of the Chelonian reptiles.

According to Dr. Davy's analysis of the skin of the toad, it

contains phosphate and carbonate of lime, and carbonate of

magnesia. No organs like those which I have described as

the cutaneous follicles of the Toad, exist in the integument of

the Frog or Water-newt. In tliese reptiles the skin is much
more simple, and all the vessels supplying it go into the com-

mon superficial plexus of the dermis. I have not examined

the skins of those lizards whose habits resemble those of the

toad, for the purpose of determining whether the same kind

of follicles exist also in them.

With respect to the chemical and physical properties of the

secretion of the Toad's skin. Dr. Davy observes, in a paper

contained in the ' Philosophical Transac tions,' for 1826, that

the greater part of it is soluble both in alcohol and in water

;

that the substance obtained by evaporation, both of the

aqueous and alcoholic solution, is slightly yellow, and has a

faint and peculiar smell ; that when heated it readily melts,

and burns with a bright flame, but without emitting an am-
moniacal odour ; also tliat the secretion is slightly bitter,

and very acrid, acting on the tongue like the extract of

aconite, and even occasioning a smarting sensation when
applied to the skin of the hand, which lasted for two or three

hours ; that it docs not affect the colour of litmus, or tur-

meric paper. This secretion, though possessed of these

decidedly acrid properties, even in a much greater degree than

the poison of the most venomous snakes, was not found by
Dr. Davy to produce any injurious effects when applied to a

wound on a Chicken, made with a lancet dipped in it ; and
hence it seems to be endowed merely with irritating qualities,

and not to j)ossess the venomous properties attributed to it by
the Frent'h investigators.

The experiments which I have performed upon living ani-

iiials with this secretion, have in no instance agreed in their
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results with those recorded by Gratiolet and Cloez. I ap-

plied some of the fresh secretion to a recent wound on the ear

of a Kitten, but it produced no sensible effect. I also inocu-

lated Toads both with their own secretion, and that taken

from other toads, but it did not affect them. White mice
were inoculated with it in various ways, but they sustained no
apparent injury. In order to secure the perfect contact of the

secretion Avith the wounded surface, I immersed a piece of

thread in the fresh fluid of a follicle, and passed it through

the skin of a Mouse in the manner of a seton, where it re-

mained for several days, but without producing any perceptible

harm to the little animal. It is remarkable that such differ-

ent results should be obtained from the same description of

experiments, and it is very difficult to reconcile these dis-

crepancies. It is true that the single example which Dr.

Davy has recorded, and those which I have mentioned, are

on the nejjative side of the question, and th.erefore cannot be

looked upon as so conclusive as those on the positive side.

However, I think these experiments are sufficient to throw
considerable doubt upon the accuracy of the conclusions of the

French investigators, and to bring the question into the same
state of uncertainty that it was before their observations were
published, where it must remain until these authors shall be
able so to conduct their experiments, as at all times to pro-

duce the effects they have described, or, in case of failure, to

give a satisfactory explanation of its cause. There is one

consideration which, as mere circumstantial evidence, may be
mentioned in opposition to the view of the intensely-venomous

power of the secretion of the Toad's skin, and that is its gene-

ral diffusion over a large part of the body, whilst in all those

animals which are decidedly provided witli a specific venom,
and not a mere irritant, the frightful apparatus which produces

and applies it, is well known to occupy only a very confined

locality.

From wliat has been stated it appears, then, that though the

specific character of the secretion in question, as a venom, is

very questionable, yet that it certainly does possess an irri-

tating quality, as was apparent from its action when applied

to the skin, and more especially to the tcmgue ; hence Dr.

Davy thinks that its principal use is to defend the reptile

against the attacks of carnivorous animals. The extremely

dense structure of its dermis, approaching in its composition

to that of bone, is, I think, somewhat in favour of this opi-

nion, as affording also, more or less, a means of protection

and defence. Dr. Davy also considers tliat, as the secretion

(contains an inflammable substance, it may serve to carry oft'

a
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portion of carbon from the blood, and thus be auxiliary to the

function of the lungs. In support of this idea the same
author observes that each of the pulmonary arteries of the

Toad divides into two branches, one of which goes to the lungs,

the other to the cutis, ramifying most abundantly where the

largest follicles are situated, and where there is a large venous

plexus, seeming to indicate that the subcutaneous distribution

of the second branch of the pulmonary artery may further aid

the office of the lungs by bringing the blood to the surface to

be acted upon by the air. However, it seems to me that if

these follicles aid at all the lungs, it can only be by elimi-

nating carbon set free in other organs of the body, and then

conveyed into the blood, from whence they afterwards ex-

crete it ; as the deep position of their capillaries, and the

secretion with which they are always more or less thickly

covered, will make them inaccessible to the atmospheric

air, and therefore, in this respect, render them altogether

different from the cutaneous capillaries which are placed su-

perficial to the earthy layer of the dermis, and in which the

blood is perhaps acted upon, as above intimated. But I

cannot help thinking otherwise than that these follicles have

something to do with the absorption, and more especially

with the retention, of the fluid which, in this class of reptiles,

is taken into the system by the skin. In the Frogs there is a

superficial plexus of capillaries the same as in the Toads, by

which the absorption of the fluid in contact with the surface,

can take place equally in either case ; but in the former ani-

mal there are no cutaneous organs which could in any manner
aid in the retention of that fluid, so that this reptile requires

more frequently than the toad a fresh application of moisture

to its surface ; and besides, if the Frog be exposed to the

absorbent power of dry mould, as the Toad frequently is, the

greater part of the fluid contained in its vessels will imme-
diately pass off through the skin into the dry earth in conse-

quence of its greater capillary attraction, and the animal will

very soon die fiom a kind of inanition. This fact I have

verified by placing fine dry sand in contact with the skin of

PVogs, which so rapidly absorbs their moisture that they die

in a few minutes. The contents, also, of the follicles of the

toad, mixing with the dust and other extraneous substances

<onstantly in contact with its skin, especially as this secretion

is of a very glutinous nature, and has a tendency to coagulate

when wetted, may possibly forni a coating on its external sur-

face, and thus tend to diminish cvaporaticm ; and in this way
it may assist in retaining the fluids absorbed into the body,

n{n\ in preventing its desiccation, and thus furnish another
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means of adapting this animal to the physical and physio-

logical states and conditions under which it is constrained to

live, and to perform its part in the accomplishment of that one
universal and wise purpose for which this much-despised rep-

tile, in conjunction with all other living beings, was designed
and created.

On the Reproductive Organs of certam Fungi. By Frede-
rick CuRREY, Esq., M.A.

The existence of sexual organs in the lower orders of plants

is a question which of late years has attracted much attention

amongst botanists, and it is one upon which the powers of the

microscope have been brought to bear with the happiest

results.

The investigation has already been carried sufficiently far

to show that many of the plants hitherto ranked in the Order
of the Cryptogamia can with difficulty be denied the right of

being considered phanerogamic ; and there seems good reason

to hope that before many years have elapsed, the term crypto-

gamic will have ceased to be applicable to any portion of the

vegetable world.

It is hardly too much to assert that sexuality is already

established in the FucacecB and Characece amongst the Tlial-

logens, and in the Liverworts, Scale-mosses, Urn-mosses,
Club-mosses, Horse-tails, and Ferns amongst the Acrogens^

although there are not wanting botanists of eminence who
either deny the fact, or, at least, admit it only with the doubts
of an imperfect faith.

In Lichens, M. Tulasne has demonstrated the existence of

certain organs to which he has given the name of spermogonia.

These spermogonia are the small black specks seen on the

shields of Lichens, and are small conceptacles, or cases, con-
taining a prodigious quantity of minute spore-like processes,

to which the name of sperniatia has been given. The sper-

matia are very minute linear bodies, sometimes curved and en-

dowed with molecular movement. They are produced either

upon the apices of the cellules which form the walls of the sper-

mogoniuin, or sometimes laterally from moniliform filaments

or other processes which line the cavity of the spermogonium.
Tlie functions of the spermatia are as yet unascertained,

although from their universal presence, and the circumstance
of their appearance prior to the perfect, or the casporous
fructification, it is suspected that they may eventually prove
to be the male organs of that class of plants.
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There are many Fungi in which bodies analogous to the

spermogonia and spermatia of Lichens are found to exist, and

as far as present observation has extended, these bodies are

found to precede the formation of the perfect spores. The
genus j^idium is very favourable for an examination of these

organs. The spermogonia occur in spring upon those parts

of the plants upon which perfect J:Ecidia are afterwards

found ; they are in the form of minute punctiform specks,

covering the pale or red spots upon which the ^cidia are at

a later period produced. A microscopical examination of

these specks shows them to be globular bodies, open at the

top, having their walls composed of densely-interwoven

threads originating from the mycelium, and containing in

their interior other threads converging towards the centre of

the spermogonium, and bearing spei'matia at their apices.

The spermatia are produced in great abundance, and form a

granular mass, filling the hollow of the spermogonium. The
upper threads of the walls (namely, those which are situated

next to the apicular opening of the spermogonium) are some-

what more upright tlian the others, and are directed towards

the epidermis of the surface of the leaf; and l>y the growtli

of these upper threads and the increase of the granular mass

of spermatia, the spermogonium increases in size, raises, and

eventually breaks through the epidermis, the outermost

threads forming a small red funnel-shaped tuft, through

which the spermatia eventually escape, and are dispersed

arouxid the spermogonium. After the ripening of the sper-

mogonia, the perithecia of the true y^cidia are formed on the

same mi/celium, and the spermogonia tlien decay.

Spermogonia, such as those just described, are not confined

to tlie genus j^cidiam ; they are common to other genera in

the tribe of the Uredinca', occurring in Cceoma, Ra'stelia,

Peridevjnium, Phrafpiiidium, Triphragmium^ and Pxiccinia.

In Cystopus, Melampsura, Coleosporium, and Uromyces, they

have not as yet been ascertained to exist. Nor are s])ermo-

gonia peculiar to the tribe of the Uredinecc ; they occur with

certain, but not essential differences of structure, in many
other Fungi. It has been shown by the observations of Fries,

Tulasne, and other mycologists, that several sorts of Fungi,

long supposed to form distinct genera, are, in fact, only early

states of other well-kncnvn plants : thus the genera Septoria,

Cijtispora, Neviaspora, Ilcndersoiiia, and others, are now con-

sidered to be the sj)ermogonia of species of Spharice ; Mclas-

mia is supposed to be the spermatiferous state of Rhytisma ;

Leptostroma probably ol Hysteriiun, Phacidium, etc. . . .

In a paper published in the ' Annales des Sciences ' for
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1853, AJ. Tulasne has given a description of a considerable

number of Fungi belonging to the order of the Discomycetes,

in which he has observed spermatia ; and he states that ho

has also discovered them in several of the Pyrenomycetes.

The details of his observations on the latter tribe have not, as

far as I am aware, been yet made public, although referred to

in a paper in the 15tli volume of the 3rd series of the
' Annales des Sciences.'

I have already stated that the functions of the spermatia of

Lichens are not yet ascertained ; and as in the vast family of

the Fungi there are as yet comparatively few species in

which these organs have been certainly observed, it is

obvious that we are not yet in a position to hazard an
opinion as to the otfice which they fulfil in the latter tribe.

All mycologists will, 1 am sure, agree with M. Tulasne, who
has remarked that the present aim of observers should be to

ascertain whether spermatia exist in a sufficient number of

species to consider them constant or common to all. The
subject of tlieir action, supposing them to be male organs,

might be afterwards tonsidered.

Whilst the observer is occupied in investigating the nature

of the spermatia, he will naturally and necessarily be led into

an inquiry into the nature of two kinds of reproductive organs

distinct from the spermatia, and which are called stylospores

and conidia.

It has been found that in some ascigerous Fungi, that is,

Fungi in which the normal fructification consists of spores

contained in asci or thecae, there are produced other naked
spores which are borne upon pedicels of greater or less

length, and it is these naked spores to which the name of

stylospores has been given. The cellules or pedicels upon
which the stylospores are borne, are analogous to the basidia

of the Ayaricini : they are sometimes enclosed in a concep-
tacle, or case, which is called a Pycnidium.

Size and complexity of structure generally distinguish the

stylospores from the spermatia ; but there is no very definite

line of demarcation, so far as regards structure, between sper-

matia and small simple stylospores.

The term conidia was applied by Fries to all reproductive

bodies not being normal spores.

Tulasne restricts it to Gemince properly so called, that is to

sa}', reproductive cellules growing directly from the my-
celium.

1 will now proceed to state the result of some observations

with which T have lately been occupied, bearing upon tl;e

matters above alludeil to.
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1. Sphceria herharum Pers.—This very common but beau-

tiful Sphceria is to be found abundantly in spring in the form

of small black specks upon the dead stems of herbaceous

plants. About the beginning of March in the present year,

I observed that the dead stems of some plants of Senecio

Jacoboea were covered with a Fungus, the perithecia of which

formed minute black spots so small as not to be visible with-

out close inspection. In Plate XII,, fig. 1, one of these peri-

thecia is represented with its mycelium magnified 110 dia-

meters, aud fig. 2 represents a transverse section of a similar

perithecium, the interior being filled with small spore-like

bodies proceeding from the somewhat-pointed cells which

lined the cavity of the perithecium. According to the prin-

ciples of classification hitherto adopted, the plants would

have belonged to the genus Sphceropsis ; but being desirous of

ascertaining whether it might not in fact be only an early

state of some other Fungus, I placed some pieces of the dead

stems upon damp Sphagnum moss, and covered them with a

bell-glass. In about a fortnight I found the under surface of

the stems {i. e., that part of them which had lain in contact

with the damp moss) covered with a crop of small black

SphcBrice. There was, therefore, some reason for supposing

that the Sphceropsis was only a predecessor of the SphcericB ;

but as there were three, if not four, different species* of the

latter, it would have been impossible to determine to which of

them the Sphceropsis belonged, had it not been for the form of

the mycelium. In examining the Sphceropsis, I had particu-

larly observed its mycelium, which was unusually large com-

pared with the size of the perithecium, and had moreover the

peculiar knotty appearance shown in figs. 1 and 2. Upon
comparing this mycelium with that of Sphceria herharum, the

two appeared identical ; and as the same mycelium was not

to be seen in connection with the other SphcericB, it seems

fair to conclude that the supposed Sphceropsis was the sper-

mogonium of Sphceria herharum. The question then arises

whether the spermogonium in this case be a distinct organ on

the same mycelium, or whether the same perithecium pro-

duces in the first instance the spermatia, and subsequently

the perfect fructification, that is, asci containing sporidia. In

the j^cidia, as we have seen, the spermogonia are quite

* The species appeared to be the following; :

—

Splioerkb comata, ca/pil-

lata, hcrbdriim, and complanata. I doubt if the two former are distinct

;

I found the .S]ioridia precisely alike, and the only difference was in the

colour of the liairs on the perithecia, which were black, or nearly so, in

.S, cimntn, and f<;rcenish in .S'. capi/lnta. The difference in (he colour of

the hairs wouUl hardly justify a separation of the species.
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distinct from the true ^^cidineous perithecia ; but there are

some discomycetous Funcri, for instance, Peziza beiiesuada,

Cenanc/ium Fran(jul(P, and Dermatea carpinea, in which the

spermatia and the perfect fructification occur in the same
part of the plant. From what will be stated hereafter, with

regard to SphcEria complanata, it would seem that in the latter

plant the same perithecium produces spermatia and asci suc-

cessively ; and if it be allowable to assume a law for the genus

from what occurs in one species, it would follow that the

spermogonium in Sphceria herharum is not distinct from the

true perithecium.

It will be proper here to mention certain other reproductive

bodies which I have observed in Spharia herharum ; they

are somewhat irregular in colour, shape, and size, and grow
directly from the mycelium. In colour they differ much
amongst one another, varying from a dull brown to the bright

yellow of the normal sporidia. In fig. 3 several of these bodies

are represented ; some of the larger of them strongly resemble
the spores of a Stemphylium or Sporidesmium, and others again

are hardly distinguishable from the regular sporidia of Sphce-

ria herbarum. These bodies come under M. Tulasne's defini-

tion of conidia, being gemmae or buds proceeding directly

from the mycelium.
Those represented in fig. 3 occurred in company with full-

grown, ripe perithecia ; but their growth commences at a very

early period, and contemporaneously, or nearly so, with the

appearance of certain other bodies, which may also, perhaps,

have to be ranked amongst the varieties of fruit of Sphceria

herbarum; these last-mentioned bodies are globular vesicles,

which proceed from the end of short branches of the myce-
lium in its earliest stage.

The sporidia of Sphceria herbarum appear to have a great

facility of germination, throwing out filaments from several

different partitions of the sporidia. On the 2nd of May in the

present year, I had placed a section of a perithecium upon a
slide under a piece of thin glass, for examination in the usual

way, and the fruit being particularly fine, I put the slide upon
damp moss under a bell-glass, with the view of keeping the

object moist until a drawing could be made. The weather
was very unfavourable for germination, for the long-prevalent

east wind was on that day more than ordinarily harsh and
cutting, and Fahrenheit's thermometer fell at night to 26°

;

moreover the room in which the slide was kept had a northern
aspect, no fire, and the character of being at all times cold.

Notwithstanding these circumstances I found, upon examining
the slide the next morning (May 3), that the sporidia had ger-
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minated in the greatest abundance ; and not only had the free

sporidia—those which had escaped from their asci— thus

sprouted, but those which Avere still enclosed had also sent

forth their germ-filaments, which had penetrated the mem-
brane of the asci in all directions.

In fig. 4, I have represented one of the asci in which nearly

all the sporidia have begun to grow, and other asci in the

neighbourhood were even more densely covered with filaments

than the one shown in fig, 4. On the following morning
(May 4) the germ-filaments had reached a considerable length,

and had become branched and indistinctly septate in several

places (see figs, 5 and 6), as indeed was the case on the pre-

vious day with some of the more advanced shoots. At one
point the germ-filament had protruded short branches at right

angles to the main filament on either side (see fig. 5), and at

the end of each of these short branches was seated one of the

globular vesicles above mentioned. The nature of these

vesicles is uncertain ; but it is not improbable they may be
homologous to what have hitherto been called the spores of

Tubercularia vulgaris, this latter plant being now considered

to be nothing more than the mycelium of a Sphceria (^S. ciiina-

larind), and the so-called spores to be, in fact, only conidia

of that Sphceria. I have as yet only seen these globular vesicles

in the two instances shown in fig. 5, but I have observed other

branches of the mycelium which became rounded at the apex,

and in which a nucleus was formed. After the formation of

the nucleus a fresh germ was thrown out (see fig. 7). Some-
thing similar to this has been observed by M, Tulasne in the

Urediuecc, in which the germ-filament has become inflated,

and ttien thrown out a fresh shoot.*

In fig, 8 is represented a cellular body, which was attached

to the mycelium by a delicate stalk, the stalk itself being

attached to the side of the body. There seems no reason to

doubt that this body, differing as it does from some of those

shown in fig. 3, only in being of a much paler colour, repre-

sents a young state of one of those organisms. I first observed

it about nine days after the commencement of germination, at

which time also the germ-filaments had in places begun to

form a network by a kind of conjugation, which had taken

place between the germ-filaments proceeding from different

sporidia.

It follows from what has been said, that if we consider the

spermatia as reproductive bodies, in the proper sense of the

word, as it is applied to seeds or spores, i. e., as frnit., then

Sphferia herharxim has four distinct sets of rej)roductive organs.

* See vol. ii. of the * Annalcs dcs Sciences' lor 1854.
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If, on the other hand, the function of the sperniatia is not re-

productive but sexual, or impregnative, we still have three dis-

tinct forms of fruit, viz., the sporidia contained in the asci

(see fig. 9),* and the two forms of conidia (figs. 3 and 5),

which grow directly from the mycelium.
2. Spliceria ? complauata, Tode.\ This Sj)hceria is as -com-

mon as the preceding one, growing abundantly in spring upon
the dead stems of umbelliferous plants. The spermogonia, or

rather spermatiferous perithecia, are shaped like a dome, with

a pointed conical ostiolum. They are distinguishable from
the ascigerous perithecia by their full, rounded appearance,

the latter being depressed or collapsed, ajfaisse, as the French
say.

It would hardly be possible in this case to prove directly

that the spermogonia and perithecia proceed from the same
mycelium. In the ^cidia, which grow upon the soft parts

of plants, it is possible by maceration and careful dissection

to obtain ocular demonstration of the occurrence of the sper-

mogonia and perithecia upon the same mycelium ; but this

cannot be effected with the hard, dead stems of Umbellifers,

and the proof of the connexion between the spermogonia and
perithecia must therefore be sought for in other evidence.

Now I found both in the spermatiferous and ascigerous

perithecia some peculiar-shaped organisms, the nature of

which I am at a loss to conjecture. These bodies consist of a

stem, crowned by three cellular, sometimes septate, prolonga-

tions, with a seta on either side. One of them is represented

at fig. 11, which will give a better idea of them than any
written description. But irrespective of these curious pro-

cesses which, occurring as they do in both the spermatiferous

and ascigerous perithecia, seem to point to a connexion
between the latter, I found in one instance the spermatia

and asci, contained in the same perithecium, a direct proof that

* The asci anrl sporidia of Sphceria herbarum vary much in size. In
fig. 9 are represented two extremes. In the one the asciis is short and
broad, and the sporidia fill the whole of it. In the other the ascus is

much elongated, and the sporidia, which are smaller, are collected at the

upper end of the ascus. I find the latter form the most frequent.

f I am doubtful whether I have named this Spharia rightlj'. I find

two plants, in which the perithecia are precisely alike, both answering the

description of Sphceria comjilanata, but the sporidia are widely difierent.

In fig. 10 I have represented an ascus, with sporidia, of the plant to which
the alx)ve observations relate. The asci of the other SpJiaru; are narrower,

and the sporidia are curved, acuminate at each "end, triseptate, with a
swelling at the second joint. The description of the sporidia of S. compla-
nata, given in the Annals of Natural History luider S. 7vo(l<sfa, docs not
accord with that in the English Flora, where the sporidia are said to be
oblong-elliptic.
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both of these latter bodies are the produce of the same con-

ceptacle or case. Can it be that the cellular processes above

mentioned (such of them at least as are not septate) are younp^

asci, to be fertilized by the action of the spermatia ? This
is a mere speculation, but it is not an impossibility.

The spermatia of S. complanata are elliptical, about l-4300th

of an inch long, with an indistinct sporidiolum at each end,

3. SphcBria sinopica ; Fries., Elenchus Fungorum, vol. ii.,

p. 81. This SphfBria, one of the Ccespitosre, grows in tufts

upon a stroma which is not always perceptible, and which
Fries considers to be identical with Tubercularia sarmentorum.

If this be so, the spores of this latter fungus must be looked

upon as the conidia of the Sphceria, in the same manner as

the spores of Tubercularia vulgaris are considered to be the

conidia of Sphceria cinnabarina. The sporidia of Sphceria

sinopica are elliptical, uniseptate, and slightly constricted at

the septum. They frequently have a sporidiolum in each

partition. Besides these normal sporidia, I have found in

many plants of S. sinopica an immense mass of minute
bodies, which I do not hesitate to consider as spermatia.

These bodies are excessively minute, elliptical or sub-cylin-

drical, many of them not exceeding l-6500th of an inch in

length, and endowed with molecular motion. In most of the

plants which I examined, these spermatia occurred in conjunc-

tion with the regular sporidia, but some specimens contained

spermatia alone. In these latter specimens the perithecia were
rather of a pyriform shape, not depressed as is the case with

the perfect perithecia of S. sinopica. This fact is precisely

analogous to what occurs in S. complanata, where the per-

fect perithecia are, as we have seen, flattened or collapsed,

whilst the spermogonia are swollen and shaped like a dome.
The spermatia of S. sinopica appear to be born upon fine,

simple, densely-crowded filaments, which line the cavity of

the spermatiferous perithecia. This S]>h(Bria, it will be seen,

affords another instance, in which it is clear that what might
be called the spermogonium is, in fact, the true thecasporous

perithecium of which the spermatia are the primary produce,

and the asci and sporidia a subsequent fructification, whether
produced or not by the fertilizing influence of the spermatia

time will probably show.*

* In the ' Annals of Natural History' for June, 1854, Messrs. Berkeley

and Broome have described, as a new species, a Sphwria to wliich they

have given the name of Sjihceria (Nedria) inaurata. It is stated to have
V)een found near Bath by Mr. Broome, and at Shooter's Hill by myself

;

but there has been some mistake. The Sphcerm on holly which 1 found
at Shooter's Flill, and of which I sent specimens to Mr. Berkeley, is

certainly Sjihcpria ninopirn ; at least tlie |)IaJits which T retained have not
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4. SphcBria Cryptosporii, n. s.—This species has not, as far

as I am aware, been hitherto described, and may be thus

charactei'ized.

Obtectae ; Peritheciis sparsis vel aggregatis globosis aut

sub-globosis, collo elongato corticem perforantibus ; nucleo
albido ; ascis late obovatis, sporidiis simplicibus linearibus,

utriusque obtusis plus minus arcuatis circiter "00036 unciae

longis.

I believe this SphcBria to be the perfect state of Cryp-
tosporium vulgare^ on the evidence of the following facts. In
April of this year I placed in damp moss some twigs of alder

upon which Cryptosporium vulgare was growing ; in about a
month afterwards the long black ostiola of the above SphcBria

had protruded themselves through the bark. Upon examining
the fructification under the microscope, the resemblance of

the sporidia of the Sphceria to some of the naked spores of

Cryptosporium vulgare (viz. those which were least strongly

curved) was so striking that a possible connexion between the

Sphceria and the Cryptosporium naturally suggested itself.

Some of the perithecia, which were in a young state, con-
tained an immense quantity of oily matter, and small granules

in a state of active motion, some densely interwoven threads

attached to the walls, and a very few sporidia resembling those

of Cryptosporium vulgare, and which had probably formed the

terminal joints of the threads just mentioned.

In another of these young perithecia I observed the terminal

joint of two of the threads, which had assumed the shape
shown in fig. 12 {b, c). One of them contained a moniliform

row of oil globules, and was evidently the earliest state of

other young asci, fig. 12 (a), which occurred in the same
perithecium. In the more advanced plants the perithecia con-

tained perfect asci, which, with one of the escaped sporidia,

are shown at fig. 13 {a, b). Even when the asci within the

perithecia were still young, or at least not fully ripe, the
ostiola were surrounded with a milky substance ejected from
the perithecia, which consisted principally of free sporidia.

the dimorphous ascigerous fructification, they have no tails to the sporidia,

and differ in no respect from Spharia sinopica. From the description of
Sphceria inaurata it seems to be identical in its external characteristics

with Sphceria sinopnca, but the fructification of the former is very peculiar.

It consists of two sets of asci differing in form, and containinp; difierent

sporidia ; the larger asci are clavate, and contain small curved sporidia
not exceeding • 00015th of an inch ; the smaller, cylindrical asci, contain
eight elliptic uniseptate sporidia "0005—•0006th of an inch long, fur-
nished with a tail at either end in the form of a delicate hyaline ap{)endage.
The two sorts of asci are figured in the ' Gardeners' Chronicle' of the 22nd
July, lft.')4, where a full description of the plant will be found.
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with an occasional ascus intermixed. Again, upon taking a

section of one of tlie plants of Cryptosjjorium vulgare which

occurred upon the same twig, I found a very few asci, iden-

tical with those of the Sp/i(Bria, intermixed with the naked

spores of the Cryptosporium.

One of these asci, which is in a very early stage, is shown,

fig. 13 (c). The membrane was of extreme tenuity, and in

the middle was a linear mass of granular protoplasm, partly

divided in a longitudinal direction by a dark line, which,

Jiowever, did not traverse the whole length of the granular

matter. Another of the asci, fig. 33 {d), contained a much
larger quantity of granular matter, still apparently in one

mass, but deeply marked and furrowed. There can be no
doubt that in the two asci just mentioned the sporidia were in

process of formation, and that the lines and furrows pointed

to the directions in which the granular mass was eventually to

become separated, so as to form the eight perfect sporidia.

The above observations would be conclusive as to the iden-

tity of the SphcBria and the Crytosporinm, were it not for the

possibility that the sporidia, forming the milky mass around
the ostiola, might have been contained in asci which had been
dissolved within the perithecium, although from the young
state of the included asci this is not probable ; and in the case

of the section of the Cryptosporium, inasmuch as I did not

see the asci in situ, it is possible that the few which occurred

might have been adhering to the scalpel or brush used in a

previous examination, although I have no reason for supposing
that such was tlie case.

I think it will be admitted that the above facts afford strong

evidence to show that Cryptosporium vulgare and Sphceria

Cnjptosporii are states of one and the same plant. It is difficult

to suppose that the former is the young State of the latter; it

would rather seem that the same conceptacle has the faculty

of producing both naked spores and asci, and that it depends
upon circumstances, possibly atmospheric, whether the one or

the other be produced. It seems to me not improbable that

the spores of the Cryptosporium may in some instances be
converted into tlie asci of the Sphceria. 1 have seen what
seemed to be a common spore of the Cryptosporiiim, but which
had a very delicate hyaline investment, and the bodies shown
in fig. 13 (c) and (</) may be only more advanced steps in the

process of conversion. Some objection might be raised to this

view on account of the shape of the Cryptosporium spores, most
of which are strr)ngly curved and acuminate at either end, but

on the other hand the spores vary greatly in size and shape,

and some occur plentifully, which are quite undistinguishable
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from the sporidia of the Sph(Pria, see fig. 13 {h, J") ; the

former of which represents a sporidium of the Sphceria, the

latter a spore of the Crt/ptoiqjorium*

Cryptosporium vulgare is a plant not unfvequently found

upon beech and alder twigs, and I much hope that some
reader of this paper will repeat the above observations, which
may be done without difficulty or trouble. The simplest plan

for keeping the bed of moss in a proper state is to fill a com-
mon flowerpot about one-third full of crocks for drainage,

and to fill the rest of the pot with damp (not icet) sphagnum
moss ; the moss should be kept damp by occasionally putting

water into the pan in which the pot stands, and not by pouring

it over the top of the moss ; the pot should be kept covered

with a bell-glass. Many a fungus may be grown in this

manner which would not have a chance of coming to maturity

in such cold dry weather as we have had this spring. By a

similar process I ripened two large plants of Reticularia

maxima, which were brought to me in the early stage, of a

cream-coloured mucilage.

f

I think it worth while to mention as a somewhat singular

circumstance, that on the same alder twigs upon which S.

Cryptosporii was produced, there occurred another SphcEria.^

the perithecium of which was so amalgamated as it were with

the perithecium, or stratum proliferum, of the Cryptosporium,

as to be hardly, if at all, distinguishable from it. The spo-

ridia of this latter Sphfvria were quite different from those

of S. Cryptospojii, iDcing broadly elliptic and indistinctly

triseptate, I think occasionally quadri-septate. One of the

asci of this Sphcsria is represented at fig. 14.

There are several other fungi which have afforded me
materials for interesting observations, bearing upon the ques-

tions to which this paper relates. It would, however, take too

much time and space to discuss them now, but they may I

hope form the subject of a future communication.

* I had found Sjihceria Cryptosporii on one previous occasion in the

course of last autumn. It was then unaccompanied by the Cryptosporium.

I am unable to determine the wood upon which it occurred, having only

one small fragment.

t These plants of lieticularia tnaxima took nearly three days to come
to perfection. The length of time was probably much greater than it

would have been in their natural state, lieticularia atra passes through

all its phases in about eight or ten hours.

VOL. III.
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On Ciliary Action as the cause of the Circulation in the

Cells of Plants. By Ferguson Branson, M.D., Sheffield.

The cause of the circulation of the granules of chlorophyll

in the cells of certain plants has hitherto been involved in

mystery. I have spent many hours in examining the circula-

tion in the cells of the Anacharis alsinastrum^ the new water-

weed ; and in October, 1854, I first observed a distinct ciliary

wave at the edge of the outermost cells. Repeated examina-

tions have satisfied me that the rotatory movements depend
upon cilia attached to the inner surface of the cell-wall. The
cilia are extremely minute, and require the highest powers of

the microscope, combined with very " happy " illumination,

to display their waving motion. The ciliary wave can only

be seen under very good daylight, or by means of the best

artificial illumination. In the Anacharis the cells best cal-

culated to display the ciliary wave are those at the edge of

the leaflet ; for here a single layer of cells exists, and no
deception can occur from the movements in the cells beneath.

A leaflet should be selected in which the granules are just

beginning to move, or rather have not got into rapid motion ;

the ciliary movement is then less active, and, consequently,

can be more readily seen. The microscope must be very

accurately adjusted in order to define the wave, and even

then the observer's patience may be severely tried before he
is rewarded with a sight so interesting and remarkable. A
cell in which a large number of granules are circulating

should not be selected for observation; the greater the number
of granules the more will the view be obstructed and confused.

I have used an eighth of an inch object-glass, by Powell and
Lealand, aided by their improved achromatic condenser, and
a No. 2 eye-piece. A power less than this will not define

the ciliary wave. The diaphragms used are numbered 4 and
5 on the condenser. A diaphragm with a central stop—ab-

solutely necessary for resolving the more difficult Naviculae

—

will not display the cilia. I am the more minute on this

point, for without great attention to the manipulation the

wave will not be seen. The cilia are extremely minute, pro-

bably not much larger than the dots on some of the Naviculae,

and much more difficult to illuminate satisfactorily. It may
be said that cilia so minute could not draw to the side of the

cell, and then impel around it the large granules of chloro-

phyll which float within it. Let any one place a small

portion of cork or paper in the centre of a large basin of

water, and when the water is perfectly at rest gently agitate

it in one direction at the side of the Imsin, and the cork
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or paper will very soon be drawn to the edge. Now the

cork in this case bears about the same proportion to the basin

of water which the granule of chlorophyll does to the cell in

which it floats. In the latter case, however, instead of a

single gentle wave at one point of the edge of the basin, we
have a wave surrounding the whole cell, formed by innu-

merable very minute cilia ; and this multiplication of minute
forces produces a current of considerable velocity. Of course
the current once established becomes quicker and quicker,

and is helped onward by its own impetus. This exactly

explains the appearance presented on the first starting— so to

speak—of the circulation in a cell : a granule of chlorophyll

is slowly drawn to the edge of the cell, and then slowly moves
round it ; another granule follows, until all are at length

drawn to the edge, and pass round ; the motion then becomes
quicker and quicker, until it reaches the limit of its speed.

But the ciliary motion is occasionally irregular—slower in

some parts of the line, or perhaps interrupted altogether
;

and the consequence is, that the granules accumulate at the

weak, or interrupted point, until the re-established ciliary

wave again urges them forward. Any one accustomed to

watch the circulation in plants must have frequently observed

that the granules of chlorophyll become crowded together, and
then slowly and singly again move onward. Ciliary action

satisfactorily explains this movement. In the cells of the

Anacharis the cilia are arranged in lines around the cell
;

occasionally, however, the granules of chlorophyll, instead

of passing round the cell, turn off at an abrupt angle, and

cross it ; when this is the case a bright line may be observed

on the cell wall, and along this bright line the granules pass.

This line may be distinctly seen on the cell-wall before the

gi'anules are in motion, and, if accurately examined, will even

then give an indication of a minute current passing along its

course. This bright line is doubtless the base of a line of

cilia, but the ciliary wave cannot, under these circumstances,

be seen, for the cilia are not in profile. The Anacharis is

better adapted to display the ciliary wave than the Valisneria.

In the latter it is difficult to slice off a single layer of cells,

whilst in the former Nature has prepared a single layer most

suitably arranged for observation. The currents seen in the

hairs of certain plants differ somewhat from those in which

the granules of chlorophyll circulate ; they are more minute,

irregular, and weaker. Even whilst observing a hair of the

Groundsel currents start into view, which a moment before

were not in existence, and as rapidly pass away—others follow

a more definite course, and sometimes the whole hair appears

T 2
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covered with a complete network of currents. I have ex-

amined many varieties of the hairs of plants, and few have

been the specimens in which—in some of the hairs at least

—

indications of currents could not be detected ; so frequently,

indeed, have I found these currents, as to lead to the inference

that all the hairs of plants are furnished with an apparatus

adapted to the production of currents. Now this apparatus

is most probably identical with that which ^ives rise to the

circulation in the Anacharis, viz., minute cilia. I say most
probably, for the extreme minuteness of the currents render

the demonstration of cilia in many cases very difficult. In

one of the hairs from the leaf of a scarlet Pelargonium a

waving current was very evident. In the hairs of the common
Primrose a ciliary wave was detected at the edge of the cells

;

the waving current was particularly well seen in this instance,

as no granules were floating in the cell, which, when carried

along in the current, interfere much with the view of ciliary

action. The whole internal surface of the cells of some hairs

is probably lined with a minute waving pile. At least this

will account for the varied and irregular direction of the

currents. In one cell, in the hair of a Polyanthus, I watched
a flocculent line, or wave, passing diagonally along the whole
of the cell ; the current at the same time setting in the direc-

tion of the length of the wave. This is difficult to explain

without a diagram.

A, nrrow indicating the conv.se of the wave across the cell. B, arrow
indicating- the direction of the current along wliich floating granules
were carried.

Curfents are well seen, not only in tlie hairs, but also in

the cuticle of the leaf of the London Pride ; although the

ciliary wave is not well seen in this plant, in consequence of
the great number of minute granules which float in the cells.

The currents seen in the leaf-cells of the London Pride, and
also in the leaf-cells of the Primrose, are precisely similar to

those seen in their respective hairs ; they are equally minute,
irregular, and weak. Although the current is very distinctly

seen, the motive force is not sufficiently powerful to move
any granules of chlorophyll which nia_y liaj)pen to be in the
cell ; occasionally, however, a granule of chlorophyll may be
seen slowly moved by the current, just as the granules are
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moved in the Anacharis, showinji; that the force is the same
in both cases. In a hair of the Primrose I watched an octo-

hedral crystal of oxalate of lime carried by the current several

times from end to end of the cell. By the term ciliary wave
it is not intended to imply that individual cilia can be seen.

All that can be shown is a waving motion, such as would
undoubtedly be attributed to ciliary action if seen in an

animal structure. I will not at present attempt to offer any

suggestion as to the use of these currents, though they must
play an important part in the vegetable cell. Observations

made with microscopes of high power and of recent construc-

tion are as yet too limited. Other observers will doubtless

be led to investigate the subject, and the accumulation of

additional facts may lead to a solution of this difficult pro-

blem.

Observations on tlw Circulation of the Sap in the Leaf
Cells o/* Anacharis Alsinastrum. By F. H. Wenham.

There is no known plant in which the sap-rotation has been

discovered that displays the phenomena of the circulation

more distinctlv, or in such variety of detail, as the newly
imported water-weed, Anacharis Alsinastrum. Having ob-

served some peculiar features in this, which I have not dis-

covered in the circulating sap of any other plant, 1 venture to

announce them. I must, however, premise that I have not

made a special study of this department of vegetable physio-

logy, and may therefore be excused from drawing any con-

clusions, or for showing a defective acquaintance with techni-

calities ;—I have simply to relate what I have seen.

Those who are not already familiar with the plant may
readily recognise it by its peculiar characteristics :—Its form

of growth is in long slender stems, which bear a series of

three narrow leaves, of a pale-green colour, at intervals of

Finr. 1.

about a quarter of an inch asunder ; these, when full grown,

seldom exceed a length of three-eighths of an inch (see fig. 1).
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The thickness of the leaf is composed of two layers of cells,

irregular both in form and position, as shown in fig. 2. The

Fig. 2.

margin of the leaf consists of a single layer of cells of great

transparency ; it is in these that the remarkable phenomena
accompanying the circulatory movement are best seen. To
observe this satisfactorily a good eighth is necessary, having
an aperture of from 120° to 130°; if it extend beyond this

the object will be less perfectly shown, on account of the

close approximation of the front lens, and the difficulty of

adjusting for thickness of cover. For illumination I prefer

the achromatic condenser with a series of stops, and for con-

taining the object, a compressor having thin glass both over

and under the object. The best leaves for examination are

those which have slightly changed colour from age ; the

young and vigorous specimens oftentimes displaying the cir-

culation but very feebly.

Upon first seeing the object under these conditions, it

appeared to me that there was something very remarkable in

the structure of the immediate surface of the walls of those

cells in which rotation could be seen : I immediately removed
the microscope into direct sunlight. As thus illuminated the

whole interior of the cell appeared to be lined with cilia, each

developed in a most distinct manner, and altogether exhibiting

the wavy undulating appearance usually caused by ciliary

motion. The movement of the green chlorophyll granules

also tended to favour this deception ; for by the action of the

supposed cilia they were occasionally collected together in a

mass at one end of the cell, and the particular manner in which
the preceding ones were again disentangled, one by one, at

the point of least resistance, seemed to be due to the mecha-
nical or sweeping power of the cilia.

If the existence of cilia in plants of this description could

be established, it would no doubt serve to explain many
obscure points in vegetable physiology ; but sul)sequent ob-

servation has shown me that the appearance of these in the
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Anacharis was a deception, caused by oblique sunlight, which
though favourable for discovering the existence of minute
markings is entirely unsuited for the purposes of truthful

investigation. The mobile investment round the margin of
the cells has a well-defined boundary : in an instance where
the progressive circulation was very rapid I measured the

thickness of the layer, and found it not more than 1-25,000th
of an inch (in general it is rather more than this, or about
l-20,000th). Now if this should represent the extreme length

of each ciliary filament, in order to possess the requisite

elasticity and tenuity, the proportion of length to diameter
should be at least ten to one ; this would at once place the

thickness of the filament beyond the limits of microscopic
vision, and clearly proves that if a series of cilia really existed

of these dimensions it would be impossible to see them. By
examining detached portions of the cell-walls with the largest

apertures and most careful illumination, I cannot discover any
rugose indications in its apparently uniform outline.

1 have made numerous examinations of this marvellous and
beautiful object, under different cii'cumstances and conditions,

and will now describe the facts I have observed relating to

its structure and vital functions. The thickness of the di-

vision between the cells is about l-14,000th of an inch. In

certain stages of disease, or decay, this sometimes becomes
equally divided, showing that each cell has its own inde-

pendent membrane. No particular structure can be dis-

covered in the cell-wall : all the cells are filled with a thin

fluid, and contain a number of chlorophyll granules, varying

from three or four to upwards of fifty. The granules very

much resemble those of the Valisneria, but are rather larger.

Their dimensions are from l-3000th to l-5000th of an inch.

They are somewhat irregular in shape, some being of an oval

form, and others a nearly circular, flattened disc. Each
spherule has a granulated appearance, arising from six or

eight separate nuclei ; they are rendered more apparent by
a solution of ammonia, which also changes the green colour of

the granule to a yellowish tinge.

The chlorophyll granules are entirely dissolved by dilute

sulphuric acid. Treated with tincture of iodine they are

changed to a brown colour, with a nucleus of a darker shade,

and the apparent development of an exteinal membranous
envelope.

When the rotation is active the greater number of the gra-

nules travel round the margin of the cells. A few remain
fixed in the centre, chiefly consisting of those whose form
approaches to that of a round flattened disc-.
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T[ie deportment of the granules during their passage has

already been described in the Microscopical Journal for Oct.

1853, page 54, by Mr. Lawson, to whom we are indebted for

the discovery of the sap-rotation in this interesting object.

When the rotation is moderately active, the speed of the

granules is about l-40th of an inch per minute ; a motion

apparently small until magnified to 800 linear, when each

granule is seen to travel round its containing cell, with suf-

ficient rapidity, several times during one minute.

The rotation in one cell does not exert any influence upon
the direction of the granules travelling in the immediately

adjoining one. The motion is sometimes the same way, but

quite as often in the contrary direction.

Tlie question now is, what is the agent that gives motion

to these otherwise inactive granules ? I have before remarked
that the whole interior of each cell is lined with an investing

layer in rapid motion, of a thickness varying from l-20,000th

to l-25,000th of an inch. This stratum I have ascertained to

be entirely composed of a multitude of active corpuscules,

differing in size from l-60,000th to l-90,000th of an inch.

I am not quite positive about their exact dimensions, for, on

account of their gelatinous nature, they do not possess a very

definite outline, and are, in consequence, somewhat difficult

of measurement. They are not, however, in general, much
larger than I have stated.

If one of the leaves of the Anacharis be placed on a piece

of thin glass, with a very small quantity of water, and then

torn into minute fragments with two needle-points, and
finally covered with another piece of thin glass, on viewing the

fluid with an eighth object-glass, it will be seen that it is

entirely filled with these active corpuscules, exhibiting that

vigorous isochronal motion characteristic of molecular ac-

tion.

A weak solution of ammonia rather increases the activity

of these bodies, but dilute alcohol and acids immediately

destroy the movement.
These combined corpuscules are essentially the principle

of the vital movement in the plant, and also the vehicle that

causes the rotation of the chlorophyll granules, which are of

themselves perfectly passive, and move only in obedience to

the direction and control of the corpuscular current ; neither

is the presence of the granules at all necessary for the excita-

tion of the active principle of circulation, for I liave repeatedly

seen cells containing not a single granule, in which the circu-

lating layer was in a rapid state of progressive motion— in

fact, the presence of numerous granules ratlier tends to retard
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the cell current than otherwise. When a stoppage occurs,

the corpuscules of the circulating layer become piled against

the back of" the last granule ; in some instances almost to

overflomng ; but the disentanglement is generally effected by
the tractive influence of the moving investment releasing the

preceding granules in succession.

The chlorophyll granules do not appear to possess any

affinity for the active investment ; they seem to be attached to

it only by simple adhesion. When a granule has been

impelled against an obstacle, it is sometimes thrown out from

the cell-wall, and, during the first instant of its rise, I have

seen it draw up a column, or thread, of the glutinous corpus-

cules. If the granule becomes quite detached, it will remain

stationary in its position, close to the investment, till it is

forced again into the line of march by the contact or motion
of succeeding ones.

The investment of active corpuscules is strongly attracted

by the cell-wall, and the progressive activity of the one

appears to be dependent upon the vital condition of the other.

If the continuity of a portion of the surface of the cell-wall is

impaired, the active layer will not travel over the part thus

differing in substance. Fig. 3 represents one of tlie hollov/

spines, or hairs, at tlie margin

of the leaf; in these the granules

are sometimes seen in active mo-
tion. When they arrive near the

apex, where the cell-wall is in-

durated, shown by a brown dis-

coloration, indicating a loss of

vitality, they are invariably car-

ried across the circulating layer,

taking a short cut over, as at b

in the figure. A few stray gra-

nules are sometimes thrown into

the dark-coloured hollow end of

the hair, but these are motionless.

Although there is undoubtedly

a principle of attraction existing

between the active investment

and the cell-wall, yet 1 am led

to conclude that there is nothing

peculiar in the structure of the

surface of the latter to determine

tlie direction of rotation of the

travelling current. Wlien a plant of the Anacharis has

been kept in a cold, dark place for one or two days, usually

Fig. 3.
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not a symptom of circulation can be discovered : if a leaf

suitable for examination be now viewed under an eighth,

selecting the more transparent single thickness of cells at

the margin of the leaf, it will sometimes be found that the

layer of active corpuscules has collected, or run together,

on the cell-wall into one, or sometimes two heaps or mounds,
being in a torpid and quiescent state. After having care-

fully adjusted the object-glass, if the achromatic condenser be
focussed on one of these heaps, a bright sky being used for

the source of illumination, the slight degree of heat thus ob-

tained is sufficient to call into existence the dormant vitality

of the active coi'puscules. At first, a few atoms on the

summit of the mound appear to be loosened, exhibiting their

peculiar tremulous motion ; next, a few will start off and take

the lead, generally across the cell, the movement of vibration

being apparently converted into one of direct progression

;

immediately, a single file of particles will follow in rapid

succession, in a wavering direction from side to side, much
resembling a torrent of bubbles arising from a spherule, or

small shot, at the bottom of a glass vessel of water, at the

commencement of ebullition. Sometimes another line of

particles will start off in a different quarter, and, as the heap
of corpuscules becomes more fluid and melts down, a very

singular commotion takes place ; currents are seen traversing

the cell all ways, without apparent rule or order, and two are

sometimes seen travelling on the same side of the cell-wall m
opposite directions : at last, the united numbers and strength of

one current will gain the mastery, and determine the ultimate

direction of rotation, which will then go on steadily for hours,

the chlorophyll granules being duly arranged, and performing

their traverse in proper form.

So far as I have ascertained, heat seems to be the best

excitant of the circulatory movement. It is slightly accelerated

by the transmission of an electric current ; but this effect may
also be due to the creation of a rise of temperature. The leaf

of tlie Anacharis is very sensitive to the application of

external reagents ; weak alcohol, ammonia, or acids, instantly

destroy the motion of the sap-current.

There is yet another collection of bodies found in all the

various forms of cell composing the leaf of the Anacharis ;*

they are oblong spicular-looking particles, of a light-brown

colour, having an average length of 1-1 1,000th of an inch ;

they mostly congregate together in the most vacant part of

the cell, either at the centre or one end, and exhibit that brisk

* ytcn also in t|jc Valisneria.
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vibratory motion peculiar to molecular action. This also

occurs when there is no symptom of rotation in the cells whicli

they occupy, and in instances where the rest of the cell con-

tents appears to be dead. They are quite independent of the

active investment, and are oftentimes so numerous as to be
tangled together in a mass, forming a kind of nucleus, which
is occasionally kept in rotation by the movement of the

chorophyll gi'anules. Some cells are free from them, but
frequently it is difficult to find one in which they do not exist

;

they are not "parasitic," but form one of the constituents of
the growth of the plant.

I have now recorded my observations on this remarkable
plant ; though I am still of opinion, from the variety of the

phenomena displayed, that a careful series of examinations
will bring fresh facts to light, and that the Anacharis
(although denounced as a " pest") may possibly prove to be
one of the keys for unravelling some of the mysteries of
primary vegetable organization. I have entered upon the

inquiry without learning what has been done by others in

this department of microscopical investigation, and therefore

refrain from expressing opinions or from drawing any con-
clusions from the result. I only offer it as a query, with
respect to the elementary principle of the circulation of the
sap in plants. May not their growth and vitality depend
upon what is known as "molecular action?" I make the

remark, because I have observed that the sap of many dif-

ferent vegetable species exhibits this peculiar motion ; and I

would further inquire, whether the ciliary movement dis-

covered in several organisms, decidedly belonging to the
vegetable kingdom, may not also be a modification of mole-
cular action, and governed by the same exciting power?
For it appears to me that there are many points of analogy

;

and it is difficult to imagine that a single cilium, of perhaps
unicellular structure, and so minute as to be almost beyond
the limits of microscopic vision, should derive its vibrations
from an internal mechanism. Experiment tends to prove
that the acting stimulus of motion exists externally.

I have finally to remark that this is one of those com-
paratively-few subjects which requires the use of large

apertures, and the highest powers for its investigation (I

have found a twelfth extremely serviceable), combined with
considerable care in the illumination ; for many of the pheno-
mena are on so minute a scale as to be classed among very
difficult tests.
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TRANSLATIONS.

On the Cellulose [in Animals) Question. By R. Virchow.
Arcliiv. f. pathol, Anatomie, ii. Physiologic, &:c., vol. viii.,

H. 1, p. 140.

Since my former communications respecting the substance

met with in the human body resembling vegetable cellulose,

I have taken much pains to ascertain more precisely its

nature. In now recurring to the subject, it is not that I have

been altogether successful in the inquiry, but rather because I

perceive that it is becoming more and more involved in con-

fusion. There are some even who, whether from superficiality

or for other reasons, appear to regard what I have said,—as I

believe with sufficient distinctness—as unsaid, and have

busied themselves in associating with the amyloid bodies

described by me, bodies of all kinds, only morpltologically

analogous with them. The reaction of iodine and sulphuric

acid having once been established, nothing can be described as a

corpus amylacemn ichich does tiot exhibit this reaction. At
most can such bodies be termed corpora amylacea spuria.

To this class of false amyloid bodies, which have been

explained as true, belong

—

1. The brain-sand, noticed by Cohn (Bericht, iiber das

Allerheiligen-Hospital zu Breslau, 1854, p. 14). Except
that Busk (Quart. Jour. Mic. Sc, 1854, January, No, 6), in

one instance, under particular circumstances, found in the

corpus striatum calcareous bodies, whose external soft layer

assumed a peculiar reddish-yellow colour under iodine alone,

which induced him to compare it with the immature cellulose

of many plants, as of Ihjdrodictyon.

2. Various gelatinous granules, whicli have of late been fre-

quently comprehended under the ambiguous name of " colloid

granules." Many of these are decidedly of an albuminous

nature, as I have said before (vol. vi., p. 580). It is possible

that the bodies described by Gunsberg (Zeitsch. f. Klin.

Med., v., p. 297) from a coHoid tumour of the abdomen
belong to this class, although the description is not suffi-

ciently clear ; and in a cerebral tumour occurring at tlie same

time, arenaceous corpuscles are described as of an amyloid

nature.

?). The concentric epidermis globules (globes epidcrmiques),

which arc met with most abundantly in cancroid tumours,
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and which Gunsbers: places with the corpora amylacea. To
this category also belono;, as I first stated (Arch., vol. iii.,

p. 222), the concentric bodies of the thymus-gland, of which
Funke (Wagner's Physiol., 4th ed., 1854, p. 127), supposes

that they are identical with the corpora amylacea of the

brain. I have expressly stated (vol. vi., p. 138), that they

do not exhibit the peculiar reaction with iodine and sulphuric

acid. The same may be said of the so-termed colloid bodies

of the hypophysis cerebri.

4. The so-termed Hassallian corpuscles in coagulated

blood, but which should properly be named after Gulliver,

since they had previously been described and figured by him
in his translation of Gerber.

5. The medullary matter described by me (vol. vi., p. 562),

and identified by Henle with the Hassallian corpuscles, not-

withstanding that its analogy with the nerve-medulla had not

escaped his notice, and which is placed by Meckel under his

" lardaceous substance" (Speckstoff), although it is a normal

constituent of most tissues. I had already stated that this

substance does not exhibit the peculiar reaction with iodine

and sulphuric acid, that it is soluble in hot alcohol, in ether,

and other substances, in which the corpora amylacea are in-

soluble, and also that it resists concentrated acids and
alkalies, which at once destroy the corpora amylacea. In

short, this medullary matter (MarkstofF) has nothing in com-
mon with the corpora amylacea.

6. Leucin-gramdes, which are so readily separated par-

ticularly in extract of milk, and which have also been de-

scribed by Meckel as a kind of fat, and placed under the

lardaceous substances. These bodies also, do not exhibit the

reaction with iodine and sulphuric acid.

Among all animal substances there is but one, so far as

our present knowledge extends, which can be brought into

question, and this is cholesterin. The great difference

which exists between cholesterin and the corpora amylacea,

I have already (vol. vi., p. 420) pointed out in a cursory

manner. It will be sufficient, here, to remark that the cellu-

lose-like or amyloid substance, whenever it is met ivith, exhibits

changes under iodine alone icithout any addition ; thus the

corpora amylacea of the nerve substance exhibit a bluish,

and those of the spleen, liver, and kidney, a yellowish-red

colour. Were this not the case, it would have been quite

inconceivable how Donders and Busk should ever have
thought of such a thing, as at once to declare them to be of

the nature of starch. No sort of cholesterin upon the simple

application of iodine presents any change of the kind, and
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still less is it witnessed in situations where cholesterin in the

combined state exists abundantly ; as, for instance, in the

nerves and in the spleen, of which I have shown that when it

has not undergone the amyloid change, still it contains a very

large amount of cholesterin (vol. vi., pp. 425, 565). On the

other hand I would again remark, that sulpliaric acid hy itself

changes cholesterin-crystals into brown or brownish-red drops

(vol. vi., p. 420, vid. ; also Wiirzb. Verb., B. i., p. 314),

whilst the corpora amylacea are destroyed without any change
of colour.

Busk, in his researches, besides iodine with sulphuric acid,

also emplojed Schultze's reagent,—chloride of zinc and iodine,

—and obtained also by its means the blue reaction, I can
confirm this as regards the brain, as well as with respect to

the waxy degeneration of the spleen, liver, and kidney. This
reagent even is to be preferred, from its greater convenience

of application, to the iodo-sulphuric acid, only it must be very

carefully prepared. At first I had hoped that it would afford

a new test by which to distinguish cholesterin, but it was soon

apparent that it also induced the most beautiful blue colour

with that substance, although very slowly. At the same time

I perceive, with much astonishment, that in England many
conceive that the amylaceous nature of the bodies is proved

by this reaction. This is altogether erroneous, for it is pre-

cisely this which is to be regarded as especially characteristic

of cellulose.

In the impossibility of completely isolating the substance

in question, I have repeatedly sought to produce its charac-

teristic decompositions. My endeavour to change it into

sugar, by means of sulphuric acid failed (vol. vi., p. 426). I

then experimented with saliva, and of course with saliva

which was proved to be capable of readily decomposing vege-

table starch. But these experiments also afforded no satis-

factory result, either with normal saliva or with the secretion

of a person under mercurial salivation, which possessed very

energetic decomposing properties. Another series of experi-

ments appeared to afford more favourable results ; but 1 was
unable to arrive at any definite conclusion, owing to the cir-

cumstance that, latterly, fresh materials were wanting. In any

case the question remains in this state, viz.:—that of all

known substances none appears to be so closely allied to these

bodies as are starch and cellulose.

In respect to the situation in which the degeneration may
be demonstrated with certainty, they are as follows :

—

1. The nervous system. Besides the situation before noticed

may be mentioned the liyamentum spirale cochleoi (Wurzb. Ver-
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hand., Bd. V., p. 18), and numerous points in the atrophied

substance of the brain and spinal cord. I have myself re-

peatedly found them in astonishing quantity in the gelatinous

and cellular softening of the brain, and particularly of the spinal

cord. Busk found them, in one case, throughout nearly the

whole brain. Willigk (Prager Vierteljahrsch. 1854, Bd. IV^.,

p. 93) discovered them in cicatriform spots in the brain ; and
Rokitansky (Sitz. Ber. der Wiener Akad, 1854, Mai. Bd.
XIII., p. 122), in various parts in a state of atrophy, particu-

larly in the brain. Like Busk I have also seen them in the

choroid plexus, although I am not quite sure whether they

may not have been accidentally introduced.

2. The spleen. In this organ the change exists both in the

cells of the follicles and of the pulp. The arteries, as has

been stated before by Meckel, exhibit the degeneration in

their thickened walls throughout all the coats, and, in par-

ticular, there is no doubt that the annular fibrous coat also par-

ticipates in it, Sanders (Monthly Journal, 1854, Nov., p. 468)
rightly remarks that the trabecules likewise are changed

;

I have seen them thickened and rendered blue throughout by
the action of reagents. If the deposit is not quite pure, the

colour is more of a violet tint, or perhaps of green or greenish

blue.

3. The liver. In the true waxy degeneration it is chiefly

the hepatic cells which undergo the change, although it some-
times happens that the interstitial connective tissue as well is

implicated in it.

4. The kidneys. In these organs the amyloid condition is

of the most frequent occurrence. The change commencing
most usually in the Malpighian coils and in the afferent arteries,

which are enormously thickened and have their walls infiltrated

throughout. Next to these the connective tissue, surrounding

the papillary tuhuli urinij'eri, is chiefly affected ; far more
rarely the portions seated higher up.

Further investigations will show whether a simple infiltra-

tion exists in these cases, or a direct degeneration. The case

related by Stratford (Quarterly Journal Mic. Sci., 1854,

p. 168) of an epileptic patient, in whom corpora amylacea are

said to have existed in the blood, is not so certain that the

matter can be regarded as decided by it. In any case, in

most organs we have to do with an indubitable change in the

structural elements ; and should my original view be farther

confirmed, this change might briefly be described as a ligni-

fication of them.

It is of especial interest to consider the finer varieties of

this substance in connexion with the corresponding vegetable
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matters. The corj)ora umylacea of the nervous centres, both

morphologically and chemically, approach the nearest to the

aniylox-granules of plants. They have the same concentrically-

striated structure, the comparatively strongly-reflecting sur-

face, the bluish colour, upon the simple application of iodine,

and lastly, their swelling in hot, and their ultimate solution,

although with chemical change, in boiling water. Busk even

says, what Donders and myself have been unable to perceive,

that some of the smaller corpora amylacea exhibit, in polarized

liglit, a sharply-defined dark cross, the lines forming which

decussate in the centre of the granule at an angle of 45*^,

though it must be allowed that most of them exhibit only a

single dark line. The same observer also believes that in

one case he perceived minute particles of the amyloid sub-

stance enclosed in cells, whose cavity they only partly oc-

cupied.

Widely different from the above is the amyloid degeneration

of the vessels, of the connective tissue, and of the cells in the

spleen, liver and kidney. In these situations I have never

obtained a blue, nor even a bluish colour, by the addition of

iodine alone ; on the contrary, the peculiar yellowish-red is

exhibited, which has from the first surprised me (vol. vi.,

p. 269), and which Meckel has since described as "iodine-

red," and proposed as a characteristic of his lardaceous sub-

stance. But at the same time care must be taken with respect to

this, since, especially all parts containing blood, often assume a

very similar appearance. At present it appears to me that

we are in no case justified in admitting the existence of

an amyloid substance, where a violet-blue or bluish-green

colour is not produced upon the subsequent addition of sul-

phuric acid or of chloride of zinc. But in all such cases it is

advisable by the simple addition of concentrated sulphuric

acid, to satisfy oneself tliat similar colours are not produced

by that reagent, as may very well be the case, especially in a

series of animal colouring matters.

Whether the yellowish-red, or iodine-red appearance of the

parts indicate any specific substance, is still to be shown.

Busk seems inclined to compare with it a kind of immature

cellulose, such as is said to occur in the lower plants. In any

case, however, the deposition of the substance presents a close

resemblance to true lignification—the formation of cellulose

in plants. But in the vegetable kingdom, as is well known,

the most numerous combinations of cellulose with nitrogenous

substances are met with, so that, as Mulder in particular has

shown, on the addition of iodine with sulphuric acid all sorts

of impure colours .are presented, constituted of a mixture of
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blue and red, or of brown and yellow. A similar play of

colour may be witnessed particularly in the spleen, and espe-

cially in the amyloid procured from the pulp and from the

follicles, whilst nowhere do the blue and bluish-red colours at

once appear so distinctly as in the Malpighian coils and the

afferent arteries of the renal parenchyma. It appears, there-

fore, scarcely to admit of a doubt, that sometimes sooner, some-

times later, the albuminous substance of the tissue disappears

and is replaced by the amyloid.

In those cases, in which the substance differs still more
widely from starch, and more close approaches cellulose, the

organs affected exhibit the peculiarly pale, transparent, reddish

or yellowish, or even brownish aspect, together with the cha-

racteristic, as it were, cedematous consistence, which, as I

conceive (vol. vi., p. 426), should be described as " waxy,"
and not as lardaceous. I see with pleasure that the same
idea, independently of me, has been adopted in Edinburgh,

and the process been at once described as " waxy degeneration"

(Monthly Journal, 1854, February and March). In the

majority of cases the indurated organs are at the same time

enlarged, so that no doubt can be entertained that new matter

must have been taken up.

The coexistence of amyloid disease in the liver, spleen,

and kidneys, which has been so often observed, though not

so frequently as many believe, of course leads to the suppo-

sition of the existence of a common cause—of a constitutional

disturbance. A humoral pathologist would naturally suppose

a corresponding crasis. But a more cautious observer would
be satisfied with saying, as I have done in my former com-
munication on the subject of the " waxy spleen," that the

common factor is a cachectic condition, whose more special

nature remains to be elucidated.

On the Action of a Concentrated Solution of Urea upon

the Blood-Cells. By A. Kolliker. (Zeitsch. f. Wiss.

Zool., vol. vii., p. 183.)

In the prosecution of a series of researches, respecting the

influence of various reagents upon the spermatic filaments,

I have almost always employed the blood-cells as a test of

the degree of concentration of the fluids experimented with.

I was thus led to observe, in the Fiog, a remarkable change

produced in the blood-cells by a concentrated solution of

urea (30 per cent.). The blood-cells gradually acquired an

irregular, jagged outline, and were rapidly transformed Into the

VOL. III. u
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most beautiful stellate cells, usually having 3—6 tolerably

long and somewhat clavate processes, so as to be brought to

resemble very closely the irregularly-stellate pigment-cells of

the laminafusca of the sclerotic. This elegant form, however,

was not long retained ; for the processes now began speedily

to become melted down, sometimes disappearing by a gradual

process of fusion commenting at the border of the cell, and
occasionally in detaching larger or smaller droplets, which
immediately became pale and disappeared. TFius, at last,

the nuclear part of the cell only remained as a minute, round,

dark-red, brilliant globule, which, ultimately, also lost its

colour and disappeared up to the imcleus without leaving a

trace.

In order to ascertain the causes of these extraordinary

changes in the blood-cells, I began now to try the effect of

weaker solutions of urea. These experiments showed, that

solutions containing 15 per cent, produced the same changes

as those above described, and this was the case also, though
more slowly, with solutions containing 12 per cent., or having a

specific gravity of about 1 • 043. In solutions of 1 • 026 sp. gr.,

the cells remained almost without change, whilst in others still

njore diluted, down to a sp. gr, of 1*004, they were ren-

dered spherical and pale, with distinctly-visible nuclei^ just as

they appear upon the first addition of water. These pheno-
mena, as well as the considerations which are opposed to tlie

assumption of a chemical influence being exercised by an
indifferent substance, such as urea, upon the blood-corpuscles,

induced n>e to try the effect of other concentrated solutions

upon the blood-cells of the Frog, whence it appeared that in

solutions containing 30 per cent, of " sugar of milk," nume-
rous blood-cells were rendered so pale, that nothing remained
visible except the nuclei. The same thing takes place in all

the cells in a concentrated solution oi glyceriiiy except, that in

this instance^ many of the nuclei exhibit a very delicate border

due to the cell membrane. A similar effect follows the ap-

plication of mucilage of quince seeds. But in none of these

solutions did the blood-cells assume the stellate form, nor

exhibit the extraordinary fusion, and breaking up intx) sphe-

rical drops, which is manifested in solutions of urea; upon
which, however, the less stress, perhaps, should be placed,

since human blood-cells, in a solution of urea containing 30 per

cent simjdy diminish In size, become rounded and lose their

colour, without previously exhibiting any other phenomenon.
Of salts I have hitherto only tried solutions of common salt

and of acetate of soda (Na O A). When concentrated solu-

tions of these salts arc mixed with frog's blood, and the
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mixture is left to itself for a few minutes, most of the cor-

puscles lose their colour entirely, scarcely anything remaining

visible except the nuclei. If the changes are followed more
closely, the corpuscles will be seen at first to become wrinkled,

in which condition also many remain for a long time ; but this

is succeeded by a stage, in which they become smaller and

rounded, and perhaps also throw out a few rounded protru-

sions, until at last they are rendered quite pale. On the

prolonged action of common salt, the corpuscles may often be

seen surrounded with a complete cloud of liberated particles

of hoimatin, and it would even seem that the cells frequently

disappear altogether under the energetic influence of the con-

centrated solution.

From the above it is allowable to regard the whole pheno-

menon as one of a physical nature, and to assume that, as

dilute solutions remove the colour of the blood-corpuscles by
endosmosis, so do concentrated solutions produce the same
effect by causing an excessive exosmotic current from the

blood-cells into the surrounding fluid. The very energetic

action of wrm, may perhaps be explained by the high value

of the endosmotic equivalent of that substance, with respect

to which I hope at some future time to be able to communi-
cate more precise observations.

qa aiii^:-

Notice respecting the Occurrence of Lymph-Corpuscles in the

commencements ofthe Lymphatic Vessels. By A. Kolliker.
(Zeitsch. f. Wiss. Zool., vol. vii,, p. 182.)

The recent researches of Virchow on the one hand, and of

Briicke, Donders, and myself on the other, have shown that

the lymphatic glands are the principal seat of origin of the

cellaeform elements of the chyle. The further question arises,

as to whether lymph-cells are formed in other situations

besides those organs, and particularly, whether the inde-

pendent formation of such cells, in the commencement of the

lacteals, which has recently been almost universally assumed,

be really deducible from well-ascertained facts. This question

is of the greater interest, that the formation of lymph-cells in

the commencement of lymphatics has hitherto been regarded

as one of the most certain instances of the formation of cells

around isolated nuclei contained in a fluid, whilst the more
recent results of histological inquiries have tended more and
more to limit the occurrence of a free cell-formation inde-

pendent of pre-existing cells. Consideration of the foregoing

facts, would certainly, at first sight, appear to render the

u 2
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question now in discussion superfluous, inasmuch as it has

long been proved that the lacteals of the small intestine, even

at their commencement between the intestine and the mesen-

teric glands, contain lymph-corpuscles ; but here the possi-

bility arises, that the cells may be derived from the Peyerian

and solitary follicles, whose connexion with the lacteals is

asserted by Briicke, and which on this account have been

regarded as a kind of lymphatic glands. In this state of

things, it is above all necessary to investigate the conditions

under which, and the situations in which, the lymphatics

contain cellGeform elements previously to their reaching the

lymphatic glands, and where not; an investigation which,

when carried out sufficiently, is more difficult than it appears

at first sight. Although I have had neither opportunity nor

leisure of instituting detailed researches on this subject, still

I am in a condition to communicate some facts, which may
serve as an introduction to further inquiries.

;/. In a large Dog, which had been copiously fed a few hours

"before death, and in which all the lymphatics of the abdo-

minal organs were distended, H. Miiller and T found, in all

the lacteals proceeding from the Peyerian glands, (which in

such cases are always enlarged,) in every preparation, a con-

siderable amount of colourless cells. The chyle from the

other vessels of the small intestine, however, also contained

cells, but these were in general less abundant, though in one

case likewise the number was not inconsiderable. In the

same way also the lymphatics arising from the large intestine

contained a certain number of cells in the pale-coloured

lymph. On the other hand, we were unable to discover a

trace of cellaeform elements in the lymph taken from the

much-distended vessels of the liver.

Upon the supposition, therefore, that the solitary follicles

of the small and large intestine communicate with lymphatic

vessels, these facts would appear to correspond with the

hypothesis, that the lymphatic glands and tlie analogous

follicles of the intestines are the only sites of formation of

the lymph-cells.

On the other hand, again, I invariably found in the large

lymphatics of the spermatic cord of the Bull, close to the

epididymis, in several very carefully-examined cases, a certain,

though it is true but small, number of cells, which were in-

distinguishable from lymph-corpuscles.

Further investigation, for which I would recommend the

lymphatic vessels on the exterior of the gastric mucous mem-
brane of the Pig, and those of the uterus and liver in the

large mammalia, will show in what cases lymph-cells exist
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in lymphatics, which have no connexion of any kind with

glandular organs. Should it thus appear, of which I can

scarcely doubt, that the occurrence of these corpuscles, ob-

served by me in the lymphatics of the testis, is a frequent

event, the origin of these lymph-cells will have to be traced

further, and above all, it will be requisite to consider whether,

perhaps, the epithelial cells of the smaller lymphatics may
not participate in this cell-formation more than we have

hitherto been inclined to believe.

On the Influence of Caustic Alkalies upon tlie Motions of
the Spermatic Filaments. By A. Kolliker. (Siebold

and KoUik. Zeitsch. f. w. Zool., vol. vii., p. 181, March 26,

1855.)

Setting out with the well-known observation of Virchow
(Virch, Archiv., vol. vi., p. 133, 1853 ;

Quart. Journ. Mic.

Sci., vol. ii., p. 108), with respect to the action of caustic

potass and soda on the cilia, I have in the last winter inves-

tigated their action upon the spermatic filaments. To my
agreeable surprise a perfect correspondence was exhibited

between these two motile bodies, except that I noticed an
influence from ammonia upon the spermatic filaments, which
had not been observed by Virchow in the cilia. In order to

observe the action of caustic alkalies upon the spermatic

filaments, the best mode of proceeding is to allow them to

become perfectly quiescent in a dilute solution of sugar or of

albumen, and afterwards to introduce the caustic in small

quantity beneath the covering glass. It will then be seen

wherever the potass or soda reaches that the mass is again

put into the most lively motion, fully as active as that of

the perfectly-fresh spermatozoids ; but after a short time

{\—1—2 minutes) a total quiescence takes place, from which
the spermatic filaments cannot in any way be again roused.

This phenomenon is best witnessed on the application of a

solution containing from 1 to 5 parts in 100 of caustic soda
or potass. In stronger solutions it undoubtedly takes place,

but in this case the movement is soon over, nor does it occur

in all the filaments, many of which, and especially those which
first come into contact with the stream, exhibit, instead of

active vibratile and locomotive movements, only a few rota-

tions on the axis, and then become quiescent in the extended
posture. Concentrated solutions of caustic alkalies, contain-

ing from 10 to 50 in 100, also produce the phenomena of

revivification in a mass of quiescent spermatic filaments, and
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in a well-marked manner, but in this case care is still more
requisite than with more dilute solutions.

The above phenomenon is witnessed not only in the Mam-
malia in which I first observed it, but also in the Amphibia,

except that in the latter (Frog) far more dilute solutions of

caustic alkalies are required to produce it, the spermatic fila-

ments of these animals being much more readily destroyed

than those of the Mammalia. As respects the Birds and
Fishes, my observations in these classes are not concluded.

When the action of caustic alkalies upon the spermatic

filaments is observed farther, it is obvious that they are

powerful excitants, not -only in concentrated solutions, but

that they also exert an influence in dilute solutions also. If a

solution of sugar, which does not affect the movements of the

spermatic filaments, be mixed with a small quantity of caustic

potass, so as to make a solution containing 1-1000 to 1-5000

of the alkali, it will be seen that a fluid of this kind not

only maintains the motions of the filaments for hours together,

but that it renders them even more lively than in the pure

syrup itself, so that it would seem as if very weak alkaline

fluids of a certain strength are the most favourable to the

movement of the spermatic filaments.

On tJie Eestoration of the Motions of the Spermatozoids

of the Masdialia. By MM. Moleschott and J. C.

RlCCHETTI. (Comptes rendus, No. 13, Mars 26, 1855.)

The author's researches were made on the spermatozoids of

the Bull, taken in each experiment from the epididymis.

These spermatozoids have a lynx-shaped head, the depression

in which is small and situated towards the inferior third, and

a very long tail, furnished with a minute appendicular

nodosity, which is soluble in the alkalies, and is usually

placed in the middle of the filament, though in some indivi-

duals it is situated nearer to the head.

When the testes have been procured from an animal recently

killed, the vitreous humour, diluted with three parts of water

an<l filtered, is very appropriate for the observation of the

movements of the spermatozoids ; but this fluid is no longer

sufficient when the testes have been kept fur one or several

days. In order, then, to revive the spermatozoids, we are

acquainted with nothing which succeeds better than solutions

of common carbonate or phosphate of soda, containing 5-lOOth

of the salt. By this means, even after the lapse of two days,

all the characteristic movements of the spermatozoids may
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be excited. At first, on\y a few exhibit trembling vibrations,

but which are soon communicated to others, and in two or

three minutes the whole are in motion as actively as in the

recent secretion. We have several times succeeded in re-

animating these motions of the spermatozoids, in the secretion

which had been retained in the epididymis three or four days

after the death of the animal, at a temperature varying from
5° to 20^ Cent. If, instead of solutions of the above strength,

more concentrated ones are employed, the action is commonly
slower, weaker, and, above all, less general ; nevertheless we
have occasionally seen movements produced quite as rapid,

and also quite as general by means of a solution, containing

1-lOth of the salt ; a solution containing l-lOOth of the salt is

usually inert. cuJuIoa
Chloride of sodium, is less efficient than the phosphate or

the carbonate of soda, inasmuch as its action is only very

feeble beyond 48 hours after the death of the animal. But
it is extremely remarkable, that a solution containing not

more than 1-lOOth of common salt produces the greatest

effect, whilst solutions containing 5, 10, and 26*4 per cent,

have none at all, and even solutions of 3 to 4 per cent, are far

less active than those with 1 per cent. The latter surpasses

in efficiency the solution of sulphate of soda, which, like the

carbonate and phosphate, ought to be of the strength of

5-lOOth. Solutions containing 1 to 10 parts of the sulphate

in 100 have a feeble action, and the concentrated solution

produces none at all. Ordinarily the solution of sulphate of

soda, containing 5 parts in 100, is less certain in its effects

and less active and durable than the carbonate, phosphate, and
chloride, particularly if the secretion is not recent.

As for the salts of potass, we have compared the carbonate

in a solution containing 5 in 100, and the chloride in one con-

taining 1 in 100. Their action is less constant, slower, less

lively and less general than that of the salts of soda.

What has been said of the semen of the Bull does not apply
to that of the Frog {^Rana esculenta). According to our observ-

ations, common salt retards the movements of the spermato-

zoid of the latter animal ; the phosphate and the carbonate

cause them to cease altogether. The spermatozoid of the Frog
coil up in solutions of the same salts, and at the same degree

of concentration, as revive those of the Bull with the greatest

energy. This difference recalls a fact observed by M. Moles-

chott, that the blood-corpuscles of birds (Fowls, Pigeons) are

less corrugated under the action of saline solutions than are

those of the Mammalia and of the Frog.
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On the Vitality and Development of the Spermatic Fila-

ments. By A. KoLLiKER. (From the Verhand. d. phys.

med. Geseilsch. in VViirzb. Bd. VI., 1855.)

Heferring to a former communication (vide p. 293), con-

taining the observation, that caustic alkalies are powerful

excitants of the spermatic filaments, the author belicA'^es that

he has now arrived at certain results, of which the present

paper gives a preliminary account, the more detailed

exposition of his inquiries being reserved for a future

occasion.

The results which he has obtained, with respect to the

motile phenomena of the spermatic filaments, are embraced
in the following propositions, which have reference to the

Mammalia.

1. In j;iw/-e semen, taken from the epidermis and vas deferens, motile

spermatic filaments exist in very great abundance.
2. In ivater and aqueous solutions of aU innocuous, indifferent substances

aiul salts, the motion of the filaments ceases, and they form loops.

3. These filaments, thus furnished with loops, are not dead, as has
"hitherto been generally believed ; for, on the contrary, they revive com-
pletely upon the subsequent addition of cvncentrated solutions of innocuous,

indifferent substances (sugar, albumen, urea), and of salts.

4. In all animal fluids, when considerably concentrated, or highly

saline, which are not too acid nor too alkaline, nor too viscid, the motions
of the spermatic filaments are unimpaired ; this is the case, for instance,

in blood, lymph, alkaline or neutral urine, alkaline milk, thin mucus,
thick bile, the vitreous humour,—but not in saliva, acid, or strongly-

aramoniacal urine, acid milk or mucus, the gastric juice, thin bile, and
thick mucus. When the proper degree of concentration of the latter fluids

18 successfully attained, and their reaction is rendered neutral, they are

innocuous.

5. In all solutions of indifferent wganic substances moderately concen-

trated the filaments move with perfect facility—thus in all kinds of syrup,

in albumen, urea, glycerin, salicin, amygdalin. More concentrated solu-

tions of these substances cause the motion to cease, but it is restored upon
their subsequent dilution with water. Too dilute solutions act in the

same way as water (^vide 2 and 3).

6. Certain solutions, as tliey arc termed, of indifferent organic substances

act like water, however much tlicy may be concentrated, such as solutions

of gum arable, vegetable mucus (gum tragacanth, mucilage of quince-

seeds), and of dextrin, (.'oncent rated solutions of other substances, in

this case also, restore the motions.

7. Many or(/anic snlistanccs cause the motions of the filaments to cease,

owing to their chcruical action upon them, such as alcohol, creosote,

tannin, and ether ; others owing to their niechanical cfl'ects, as most oils.

Narcotics, in certain degrees of concentration, are not injurious.

8. Metallic salts are injurious, even in extremely dilute solutions ; 8ucb«

for instance, as a solution contaiiiiug j^Jij^ of corrosive sublimate.

9. Most of the alkaline and iditlnj salts arc innocuous in certain degrees

of concentration, which in some is greater and in sonic less ; so little

hurtful, in fact, are they, that the filaments may be kept alive in them for
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from one to four hours. Among these may be enumerated solutions of

—

common salt ; cliloride of potassium ; sal ammoniac ; nitrate of soda
;

nitrate of potass, containing 1 part to 100 : moreover, solutions containing

from 5 to 10 parts in 100 of phosphate of soda ; sulphate of soda ; sulphate
of magnesia ; chloride of barium. As regards some of these salts, the fact

had been previously noticed by older writers, and more recently by
Quatrefages, Newjwrt, and Ankermann. Solutions unduly diluted have
the same effect as water, and cause the formation of loops, but the filaments
are revived wpon the addition of a concentrated solution of the same salts

and of indifferent suhstances (sugar, urea, &c.). Stronger saline solutions

than are required, also interfere with the motions ; but, in this case like-

wise, the filaments are capable of revival upon the addition of water.

These salts can scarcely be regarded properly as revivifiers, as was asserted

not long since by Moleschott and Eicchetti {vide p. 294), for filaments

which have become quiescent in indifferent substances, as sugar, for

instance, are not reviviiied again by them ; and their action is widely
different from that of the real excitants—the caustic alkalies. It cannot
be denied that their influence is very favourable, and that (but perhaps
owing only to their rapid diffusion in the water) they produce motion in a
seminal mass more rapidly than other less diffusible substances, such as

sugar and albumen ; on which account the above-named authors ascribe

revivifying properties to them— a fact which, before them, had been made
known, as regards common salt, by Quatrefages, and by Newport, for

carbonate of soda and potass ; which latter salts, moreover, in my experi-

ments, caused the motion to cease in 10' or 15', almost like the caustic

alkalies.

10. Acids, even iu verj' small quantity, are injurious ; such as hydro-
chloric acid, in the proportion of ^.

11. Caustic alkalies (soda, potass, and ammonia, not lime and barytes),

iu all degrees of concentration, from jr to -^ ^^^ special excitants of the
spermatic filaments. Whether the latter have become quiescent spon-
taneously, as in old semen, or have ceased to move in indifferent solutions,

the above substances recall the most active movements which are not dis-

tinguishable from the vital. But these motions cease after two or three

minutes, and from this quiescence the filaments cannot be roused by any
means. When mixed with indifferent substances in small proportions

(from j^ to 5^), as, for instance, in syrup, the caustic alkalies afford

a means by which the motions of the spermatic filaments may be main-
tained for a long time.

12. Semen dried in indifferent substances, and in saline solutions, may,
in certain cases, have its motion restored by dilution with the same fluid,

or \vith water.

So much, as regards the Mammalia, with which, so far as

the author has had an opportunity of observing, the Birds
correspond in all essential particulars. In the Amphibia,
as, for instance, in the Frog, a difference was so far observable

that the spermatic filaments, owing to their chemical consti-

tution, required less concentrated solutions, in order to exhibit

their natural motion On this account water and aqueous
solutions have very slightly-deleterious effects on them ; and
greater dilution is requisite in tfie saline solutions, in order
to exhibit the movements, than in the Mamnialia. That is

to say, one- half per cent, solutions of common salt ; chloride
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of potassium ; chloride of ammonium ; nitrate of potass ; nitrate

of soda; carbonate of soda; and solutions containing yioth of

phosphate of soda ; sulphate of soda ; sulphate of magnesia
;

muriate of lime ; muriate of barytes, &c. All the other con-

ditions are alike : thus, in particular, the revivification from

concentrated saline solutions, except that the alkalies act as

excitants only in very weak solutions, and are destructive in

stronger.

The spermatic filaments of Fish, in their behaviour towards

water, correspond more with those of the Amphibia, but they

are by no means so long-lived. They are distinguished also from

those of the Amphibia, and of all other vertebrate animals,

by the greater delicacy of their structure, and by the difficulty

which exists in the finding of media favourable to their motion.

In general the same degree of concentration in the solutions

should be employed with them as with the spermatic filaments

of the Frog, except that it seems there are but few substances,

such as phosphate of soda in the proportion of 1 per cent.,

and of sulphate of magnesia of the same strength, which are

altogether favourable to them ; but in these media I have seen

them in active motion for from six to twelve hours ; and such

solutions are perhaps adapted for the prolonged maintenance

in an active state of the seminal fluid of Fish. The revivifi-

cation after the action of water and of too concentrated solutions

takes place in them in the same way as in the spermatic filaments

of the Mammalia. The caustic alkalies also act upon them as

excitants, though only in dilute solutions of ^ to ^ per cent,

for in stronger the filaments are immediately destroyed.

When these facts are carefully considered, it is obvious

that it is impossible, with Ankermann, to regard the motions

of the spermatic filaments as the effect simply of endosmosis.

I consider that they are induced by molecular changes in

the interior of the filaments, Avhich, though unknown, may
at present be compared with those in the muscular fibres,

and still more aptly to the ciliary organs of the Infusoria,

and to cilia in general. Should any one be inclined to the

opinion, that the revivification of filaments which have been

treated with water, by the application of concentrated solu-

tions, as of sugar, salts, albumen, &c., as well as the restoration

of motion by means of water, after treatment with too concen-

trated saline solutions, are circumstances in favour of Anker-
mann's views, I would remark, that tlte Infusoria and cilia

also behave in the same way towards saline and other solutions.

The O/jalina^—minute Infusoria from the rectum of the

Frog, and the cilia of the Frog's tongue—move in a solution of

common salt of 1 per cent., and of phosphate of soda of the
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strength of from 5 to 10 per cent. In a solution of salt of

5 per cent,, and of sugar of from 10 to 15 per cent., they

shrink up and become quiescent, though reviving upon the

addition of water : I have even succeeded in reviving the

OpalincB, after they had been treated with a solution of

common salt, in the proportion of x'sth-

With respect to the development of the spermatic filaments,

I will here say only this much, that, from my latest observa-

tions, they are not developed in the nuclei of the spermatic
cells and cysts, but out of them. These nuclei, which occur
either singly in small cells, or in numbers together, free in

larger cells and cysts, become elongated, and push out from
one end a filamentary process, whilst the principal mass con-
stitutes the body of the filament. The spermatic filaments

are at first coiled up in the cells and cysts, and are afterwards

liberated by the perforation of these receptacles, in doing
which they frequently carry with them portions of the walls,

forming the appendages and hood-like cauls which have been
already pointed out by other observers.
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NOTES AND CORRESPONDENCE.

B«plT to some Remarks by F. H. li^'enham.—In an article by

F. H. Wenham, Esq., of London, published in the 'Quar-

terly Journal of Microscopical Science' for July, 1854, 1 have

noticed the following paragraph :

—

"These experiments [made by Mr. Wenham] will readily

account for the difficulty of discovering the markings or struc-

ture of a severe test when mounted in balsam ; for as thus

seen it may be inferred that no aperture exceeding 85° can

be made to bear upon it, and this is even supposing that the

largest aperture object-glass that has ever been constructed is

used. Such being the case I am somewhat puzzled at an

announcement that appears to contradict this fact, coming
from one that must be considered as authority in these

matters. I refer to Professor Bailey, who, in a letter addressed

to Matthew Marshall, Esq., dated January 20, 1852, first

speaks of an American object-glass of very large aperture

(172:^°), and its performance on the t7iost difficult tests knoxcn,

and then proceeds to say, 'In all these cases (and in fact

whenever I allude to a test-object) I mean the balsam-moxxnieA

specimens. The dry shells 1 never use as tests.' This asser-

tion seems to me to be extraordinary, and very like saying

that an aperture of 85° or 90° will do everything that is re-

quired. I have invariably found that when very difficult tests

are mounted in balsam I cannot discover the markings, and
certainly the reasons herein given will account for it. It is

to be hoped that the American opticians have discovered

some new and peculiar principle in object-glasses, that will

render a smaller amount of aperture serviceable ; but however
this may be, I think that Professor Bailey's statement requires

some explanation,"

—

Journ. Mic. Science, Jnh/, 1854, p. 215.

It is apparent from the above that Mr. Weuliam has con-

vinced himself, both by " reasons" and experiment, that I

oufjht not to have seen the markings on delicate test-objects

when mounted in balsam ; and that as he invariably found
tliat he could not discover these markings, therefore some
new and peculiar principle in object-glasses must have been
discovered to account for the success of American opticians.

In answer to this I would state that both in print, as well as

in ])rivate letters, I stand fully committed to the statement

that I can resolve the most difficult tests known even when
mounted in balsam. In ]^^4'J I stated in this Journal, vol. vii.,

p. 268, that 'Mtic resolution of these tests mounted dry is so
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much easier than when in balsam, that objects thus mounted
are of little value in testing the powers of lenses, although

they may answer well when the end is to make out the real

structure of the object itself." In fact I have up to this time

met with no object which, when mounted dry presents suffi-

cient difficulty to rank as a severe test-object, while there are

many which when balsam-mounted become very satisfac-

tory.
^

It is certainly no duty of mine to explain why Mr. Wenham
has failed in his attempts to resolve the balsam-mounted spe-

cimens, particularly as the resolution of such tests is a matter

of every-day amusement with microscopists in this country,

and I believe Mr. Wenham does injustice to the microscopists

and microscopes of London, in representing the English

glasses as incapable of doing as much. That the English

lenses are capable of performing well on balsam-mounted
objects of considerable difficulty I know by my own trials, some
of which are referred to in the following paragraph from a

paper recently published in the ' Smithsonian Contributions

to Knowledge/ vol. vii., p. 14 :
—" I would here state that in

the spring of 1853, I resolved the Greenport Grammatophora
[balsam-mounted] unmistakably by a l-4th of an inch objec-

tive made by Spencer, and subsequently by a l-4th recently

made by Powell of London for Dr. Varnarsdale of New
York."

"^"f As Mr. Wenham does not mention the names of the test-

''^Ijjects employed by him, I cannot say that they may not be
more difficult than any known to me

;
yet I feel no hesitation

in challenging him to produce an object resolvable when dry,

which I cannot resolve when balsam-mounted. I will also

state that I at present know of no test-object more difficult

than a supposed variety of Grammatophora stricta, Ehr., from
Halifax, N. S. This is as much more difficult than the Pro-
vidence Grammatophora, as the latter is more difficult than

the Greenport specimens. As a supply of the last two
varieties has been in London for two years they are probably

known to Mr. Wenham, and may have been subjected to

experiments by him. That the balsam-mounted specimens

of all these objects can be satisfactorily resolved is well

known to American observers ; and the following statement

given by Judge A. S. Johnson, in vol. xiii., p. 32 of this

Journal, is fully confirmatory of my own experience. Speak-
ing of a new object-glass of 174^^°, made in July, 1851, by
Spencer, the following remarks are made :

—

" The light failing us as evening was approaching, we did

not try in this way either the Amici test or the Providence
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Grammatophora, but in the evening we saw both these

objects [balsam-mounted] satisfactorily resolved into dots by
unreflected oblique light from one wick of a common bed-

chamber lamp, burning oil, a homely but very effective

method of illumination for objectives of large apertures."

It appears then that the resolution of balsam-mounted spe-

cimens of difficult test-objects can be accomplished, in spite

of Mr. Wenham's arguments and experience to the contrary.

The error in his arguments will be sufficiently obvious to any
one who will trace the course of a divergent pencil of rays

out of the balsam instead of into it, as in Mr. Wenham's
experiments, and it will then be seen that large angles of

aperture are as useful for balsam-mounted specimens as for

others. I leave the defence of large angles of aperture to the

professed optician, being well satisfied that, notwithstanding

the extraordinary attempts made by certain writers in Eng-
land to underrate the value of the improvements made in this

direction, no one who has once employed a properly-corrected

object-glass of large aperture will ever be satisfied with one
of a different construction.— Professor J. Bailey, in Ame-
rican Journal of Science and Arts.

Aperture of Object-Olasseti in relation to Objects in Canada
Balsam.—In Continuation of this subject I have to bring for-

ward a few experiments recently made, for the purpose of

viewing objects with the full aperture of the object-glass,

when mounted in Canada balsam.

The fact that balsam does diminish the angle of aperture

of the microscopic object-glass when in action for viewing a

structure, mounted in the substance of that or any other

refractive medium, has already been sufficiently demonstrated,

both theoretically and practically, in the papers of Professor

Robinson and myself; and 1 consider that no further proofs

are requisite for establishing the truth of a position, which a
few simple experiments can be made to convey the most
direct conviction to unassisted eyesight, and which is so

strictly based upon the very first laws of incidence and
refraction. A fact so ol)vious as this can only he disputed

for two reasons—either ignorance of these laws, or a doubt of

their accuracy. To argue the point on one or both tliese

grounds would be beyond my province or capacity ; I, there-

fore, take this as a reality not to be disputed, and as such
proceed on the strength of it.

The sharpness anfl beauty with which aome test-objects are

displayed under the diminished aperture, consequent upon
balsam-mounting, is upon first consideration rather surprising,
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and tends to show analogically the very great increase of

distinctness that would be obtained if the object could be
seen in the same medium with thefull aperture of the object-

glass. Having been rather curious to know if objects in

balsam could be observed under such an advantage, I have
tried a few experiments, which were successful in their

results.

I first took a small hemispherical lens, of about l-90th of an
inch radius, and cemented it over a selected specimen of one
of the Diatoviarerc {N. sigmci) with Canada balsam, in the

manner represented by the annexed diagram. A, the object

;

b b, slide upon wtiich it is mounted ; c c, hemisphere of glass

covering the object ; d d, pencils of rays diverging from the

object—these may also be considered to represent the aperture

of the object-glass. It will be seen from the position of the

object, that each ray of light passing from that point through

the surface of the hemisphere, will be transmitted in straight

lines, in a radial direction, without undergoing any refrac-

tion ; the consequence of which is, that the full and undi-

minished aperture of the object-glass is made to bear upon
the object.

If an object is already covered with thin glass, it may be
surmounted witli a lens, so far short of a hemisphere as the

thickness of the cover, which of course amounts to the same
in effect as if the lens were hemispherical. I have a specimen
of P. formosum, mounted in this manner, by which the

markings are remarkably well displayed. A more simple
method of obtaining a similar result is by the following

course of proceeding :—Spread some of the desired forms of

Diatomacea; upon a glass slip while in a moist state, and when
dry, scatter a number of small fragments of hard Canada
balsam upon the same surface ; apply heat very (gradually, and
these will each run into the form of a spherule ; they will
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next slowly sink into a shape approaching to that of a hemi-

sphere. Before this figure is quite completed, place the

slide under the microscope, and ascertain if any one of the

nodules of balsam exactly covers a fair specimen, if not, the

trial must be repeated with a fresh slide. Having found an

object properly situated under the particle of balsam, the

next step is to bring the latter down to the form of a hemi-

sphere, by the further aid of heat very cautiously applied.

The nodule of balsam, having been too spherical in the

first instance, will now gradually sink, and must be re-

peatedly tested under the microscope till the perfect hemi-

sphere is obtained, without any refraction being produced on

the rays from the object in the centre. The criteria for

knowing this are :—First, the object under the balsam must

be in the same plane of focus as similar dry objects outside;

secondly, the balsam object must not appear magnified more
than its uncovered fellows ; and thirdly, the balsam-covered

object should not require a different adjustment from the dry

ones on the same slide. The existence of these combined
conditions indicate a perfect hemisphere.

When an object is seen under these circumstances, it at

once shows the great increase of distinctness that is to be
obtained in the structure of the more difficult Diatomaceous
tests when they are thus viewed in Canada balsam, with the

full aperture of the object-glass. Markings, which in the

neighbouring dry objects of the same character are scarcely

discernible, are sharply and distinctly visible under the

balsam hemisphere with the same illumination.

The luminosity of the field of view around the balsam
object is many shades darker than in the uncovered portion

of the slide, which appearance is caused by the diminished
angle or cone of rays of the illuminating pencil. From this

fact it is evident that the theoretical perfection of mounting
objects in this manner would be to enclose them exactly in

the centre of a minute sphere of balsam. In this case the

pencil of rays, both from the achromatic condenser and object-

glass, would pass directly to the object without refraction or

diminution ; but I must confess that I have not been success-

ful in effecting this. It is very easy to form a sphere of

balsam at the end of a needle-point of any required degree

of minuteness, but very difficult to coax an object into the

centre of such a spherule.—F. H. Wenham.

iTiicroscopicni c'onrentazioncs.—Few events have ex( ited more
interest amongst microscopical observers than two soirees,

given by Mr. N. B. Ward, as Master of the Aput'^ecaries'
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Society. Those who have used the microsrope for many
years in London will not have forfjotten the pleasant reunions

at Mr. Ward's house in Wei I close-square, when this instru-

ment was in its infancy, and when it required some courage

to confront those who maintained that at best it was a toy,

and its use a loss of time. The s«)irees of March 7th and
April 11th might well be regarded by Mr. Ward and his

friends as a vindication of their early zeal, and a triumphant

demonstration of the value and importance of the instrument

whose first successes they had witnessed, and whose influence

on human knowledge has more than realized their warmest

anticipations. The rooms at the disposal of the Apothecaries'

Society were well adapted to entertain a large audience, and
perhaps in their history were never more gracefully employed
than in presenting what has been effected by an instrument

that has so largely contributed to the advancement of medical

science. On each occasion the walls of the large hall

were hung round with diagrams and drawings, exhibiting

enlarged representations of various objects observed by the

microscope. They were arranged according as these were

from the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms. Each
kingdom was again subdivided into particular groups ; and
beneath these diagrams, on tables, were placed microscopes,

by which could be examined either the objects themselves

which were represented, or others allied to them. On both

occasions nearly one hundred microscopes were exhibited.

All the best forms and the newest apparatus might be seen

at work. Mr. Shadbolt, Mr. Brooke, Mr. Furze, and Mr.

Wenham, were superintending their respective methods of

illumination. The ingenious machine of Mr. Peters', de-

scribed in the Transactions of the Microscopical Society, in

the present number of our Journal, was exhibited at the

second soiree for the first time ; and writing produced upon
glass which defied the highest powers of t'le best microscopes

to decipher. Mr. Rainey and Professor Quekett exhibited a

large number of very beautifully injected specimens of animal
tissues. Amongst a variety of other objects Mr. Rainey
exhibited the curious glands in the frog's skin, descril)cd by
him in the present number of the Journal. Mr. Mununery,
of Dover, to wliom science is indebted f«»r many valuable

observations on marine animals, brought with him a quantity

of living specimens, and thus enabled a large nnudier of

persons to witness, for the first time, the beautiful movements
of the Cilio-brachiate Polyps, the currents in the Sponge,
and other objects. Mr. Cook, the artist, whose Fern cases

are almost as celebrated as his pictures, exhibited a great

VOL. III. X
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variety of spechnens of the fructification of Ferns and Mosses.

The same class of objects were exhibited by Mr. Loddiges.

Mr. Bowerbank exhibited a series of the anchor-like processes

from the Holothuriadae and Polyps. Mr. Varley exhibited

Chara, Valisneria, and living Animalcules. The Rev. J. Reade
exhibited a series of crystalline bodies ; whilst Mr. Woodward
threw a new light on every object by his beautiful polarising

apparatus. Plants, pictures, and objects of general interest

crowded the tables ; but these were rather the adornments

than the substantial entertainment of the evening. Were we
to give an account of all that was worth seeing, it would take

up too large an amount of our space. We have felt ourselves

justified in giving these soirees this notice, both on account

of the respect we feel for the Master of the Apothecaries'

Society, at whose suggestion these interesting soirees were

arranged, and for the intrinsic benefit which must arise from

presenting to the mind at one time so large a number of the

facts which have been discovered by the aid of the micro-

scope. We are glad to be able to add that the friends of

Mr. Ward are raising a subscription for the purpose of pre-

senting his portrait to the Linna?an Society, to be placed

amongst the collection of portraits of distinguished naturalists

in the meeting-room of that Society.—E. L.

Cheap iTiicroscopes.—We announced in our last number that

the Society of Arts had offered two prizes for cheap micro-

scopes. From the following extract from the Report of the

Committee of that Society it will be seen that it has succeeded

in obtaining this desirable object :

—

" The important position which the Microscope now holds,

not only in relation to pure but to applied science, and its

great value in assisting to form those habits of observation

which it is the object of all sound education to impart, in-

duced the Council to believe that the promoting the pro-

duction of a good instrument at a price which should render

it more readily accessible to the many, was an object worthy

of the Society ; and, accordingly, under the advice and with

the assistance of a Committee, composed of Mr. Busk, F.R.S.
;

Dr. Carpenter, F.R.S. ; Mr. Jackson ; Dr. Lankester, F.R.S.
;

Mr. Quekett; and Mr. W. W. Saunders, F.R.S., the follow-

ing prizes were offered :

—

For a School Microscope, to be sold to tlic pulilic at a juice not exceeding

lOs. (id.— llie Socicty^s Medal.

For a Teacher^s or HludenVs Mkroscope, to be sold to the jniblic at a

price not exceeding 3^ 3s.

—

The Socidi/s Medal.

The Council undertook to purchase 100 of the smaller, and-
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50 of the larger instruments for which the medals should be

awarded.
" The members will be glad to learn that for these prizes

there have been numerous competitors. After most careful

examination of all the instruments by the Committee, they

unanimously reported to the Council that the instruments

sent in bv Messrs. Field and Co., of Birmingham, fulfilled

all the conditions required, and the Council have, therefore,

awarded to that firm the medals offered, on Messrs. Field and

Co. entering into the necessary undertakings to comply with

the requirements of the Prize List. The Council congratulate

the members on this result. Those members who are desirous

of securing any of these instruments, which will shortly be

supplied to the Society by Messrs. Field, at a discount of

10 per cent., should at once send in their names to the

Secretary."

—

Excerpt Annual Report of the Council of the

Society of Arts to the Members, presented at the General Meet-

ing, June 13, 1855.

On " impedes " of Diatomacece.—In your Journal for January
Professor Smith has made some valuable observations on what
is a species among Diatomacese, in which he enforces the

necessity of studying these beings in the recent state before

one can decide on what ought to be reckoned distinct. This
is the more necessary as it appears to me that neither size of

the frustules or distance of the striae are sufficient to distin-

guish species, unless we allow to each a very considerable

range of variation.

What are called " species " in Diatomaceae may be viewed
under a twofold aspect :—1st. A species as it exists in nature,

requiring a study of every state from the sporangium to the

sporangium-bearing individual : 2nd. As serves the purposes

of the microscopist, who gives names to every difference of

form or size he observes that is not already figured. To the

latter class may be referred most of Elirenberg's, Kiitzing's,

and Gregory's species ; and it would be preferable to indicate

them by 1, 2, 3, &c., to giving names to each, until Smith or

some other naturalist can ascertain to what genuine species

such forms mav be referred. It is a natural species alone

which is worthy of the attention of scientific men.
A diatom increases in two different ways—by sporangia,

and by self-division. The length of time before a diatom

produces sporangia probaljly varies considerably in different

genera, and even in different species, but seems rarely, if ever,

to be less than three or four months. On the other hand tlie

power of self-division, altliough supposed by some to belong

X 2
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only to the mature frustule, seems really to exist at a very

early age, as soon indeed as a frustule is formed from the

sporangium. Between the young state and the fully-formed

or sporangial one there must thus be a considerable difference

in size ; and, as the number of frustules (the produce of one

sporangium by self-division) increase in a geometrical pro-

gression, we may always expect to find many more of the larger

than we did a short time previously of the smaller size, in the

same pool. All the frustules from the same sporangium

exhibit probably nearly the same size at the same age ; but in

the same locality other sporangia may have been deposited, so

that we find the same species of different ages or sizes mixed
together. The minimum and the maximum state is therefore

one of the points that require to be decided on by naturalists

before we con form a definite idea of any one species.

-<t. The striae on the valves of a species requires also to be

studied; and here the question arises, is the distance between

the striae, or their number in "001 inch, constant? or does

the distance vary with the size of the valve, the number on

the entire valve being constant, when the frustules are all the

produce of the same sporangium ? So long as this remains un-

determined by actual observation, it is of no use counting the

number of striae in a given space, or of talking of any species

being a test for object-lenses. Mr. Sollitt, of Hull, in giving

the number of striae of Pleurosigma quadratum and angxilatum

(Microscopical Journal, II., p. 62, when by P. angxilatum he
meant P. quadratum, and by P. strigosum is meant P. angu-

latum of Smith), points out a considerable difference between

the distance of the strise in small and large specimens, and
that they are more distant in the latter ; as however he does

not give the exact length of the frustules, nor say that the

valves were found in the same gathering, or if obtained frorai

the same locality at some weeks' distance of time, no positive

conclusions can ho drawn from his measurements. So far as

my own observations go, the number of stria> in the entire

valve is tolerably constant, whether small or large, when ob-

tained at the same season and from the same locality j and
consequently the actual number in '001 in. is of less conse-

quence than generally sup])osed, unless we multiply that

nurnb(;r by tlie length of the valve. Smith's /j and y of Pleu-

roaiqma JJa/tiruni seem to have nearly the same total number
of stri;r, as in his «; but the first is al)out half the size of y,

and the otlier about cme-third ; so the striae in these ought to

be from two to three times closer than in a, and this agrees

•well with observation : these two, then, cannot be considered

in the light of varieties of a, but merelv a vounger state of the
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same diatom. Other instances might be mentioned in vvhicl)

the total nundjer ol" striae is more constant than the number in

,'001 in. It is obvious that if the number in 001 in, be constant

at all ages, we must allow that in passing from the youngest
state to maturity the valves have the power of adding new
stria? as they grow larger, but whether these additions are at

the extremities or at tlie centre no one has taken the trouble

to investigate. It may be alleged that the new valves formed
by the process of self-division acquire more numerous striae

than before ; but while it is generally conceded that one of

the old valves remain in each frustule, this explanation can
scarcely be admitted, unless we are prepared also to allow

that there may be a great dissimilarity in the striae between
the two valves ol the same frustules. If the total number of

striae in the valves remain constant, we must suppose the striae

to separate slightly as this valve enlarges ; and this supposi-

tion appears to me more in accordance with observations

hitherto recorded, although, no doubt, such observations have
not been made directly in reference to this point.

If the number of striae on the entire valve be found more
constant than the number in a given space (and here some
allowance must be made for the produce of different sporangia

not being identically the same either in size at the same age,

or in the precise number of striae to each valve), we may often

have a criterion whereby to decide whether a frustule be the

young state of a species or a distinct species or variety. I

have alluded to the /i and y of P. Balticuiu not being

entitled to rank as varieties, any more than a lamb is a distinct

variety of a sheep ; but, on the other hand, if we examine
"Nitzschia dubia of Smith, we shall find not only that his /3

is much smaller than tlie a, but that while the stria? of a are

difficult to be resolved by a \ those in ft are readily made out,

laeing more distant. The small state here has more distant

striae than, the large one, and although sometimes mixed in the

same gathering cannot possibly be the young of the other ; it

may form a peculiar variety, but my observations tend lo

allow it the rank of a species, if indeed it do not belong to a

different genus. "^ ."'!",'

Sufficient attention lias not yet been paid to the sporangial

state of the diatoms ; from tlie observations recorded l)y

Thwaites, Smith, and others, different genera seem to follow

different laws on tlie subject. In Navicula this state appears

to be always accom})anied by a great dilation ol the frustule,

and the formation of a strong line or band between the median
line and the margin ; sometimes the new line is nearly straight

ami parallel to tlie median line exce})t near the mxlule, wiili
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which it seems connected ; sometimes it is curved ; but whether

both structures occur in the same species, or are indicative of

different species, no evidence has hitherto been adduced.

Smith's figures 152a*, 154a, and 274a, may be taken as

examples of the one, and 152a, 153a, and particularly 153a

and 154a*, of the other. The striae appear, however, to pre-

serve nearly the same inclination to the new or intermediate

lines wliich they did in the non-sporangial state to the median

line; and hence the direction of the striae is not sufficient of

itself to distinguish species, however good a character it may
afford, unless regard be had to the peculiar state of the frustule.

Perhaps I may be allowed here to remark that from the

days of Linnaeus it has been a maxim, although specimens be

distributed or figures given with names, such names are held

to be unpublished unless clear and precise specific and generic

characters be given along with them ; and that he who gives

such characters is not bound, except through courtesy, to

adopt or refer to the names attached to new figures. The
reason is ol)vious ; specimens or figures only exhibit one form

of the species, and afford no information as to its limits, and

consequently the same author may, from ignorance of the laws

on whicli s{)ecies are to be founded, give representations of

several forms of the same species ; such names, if all the

forms were specifically distinct, may be good, but bad when
they are to be united ; the describer or naturalist must, there-

fore, not be hampered by the errors of the artist or microsco-

pist who preceded him. In Ehrenberg's Mikrogeologia, the

most un])hilosophical work ever published on Diatomaceae,

not one species, although supposed new, is characterized ; and

unless one has samples of the same deposit he has depicted,

it is quite impossible to guess with any degree of certainty

what he intends, unless in some very rare instances. His

Biblarium f//ans is readily seen, no doubt, to be the well-

known Tetr(jLci/clus lacustris, of which Ehrenberg appears

ignorant, and his Si/iiedra ? hernicijclus to be Kunotia faJ^; of

Gregory, but few others can be so readily made out. In this

respect Kutzing's works have an advantage over Ehrenljerg's
;

but in many cases Kutzing merely derives his specific cha-

racter from I'^hrenberg's figures and not from the diatom

itself, thus adding to the confusion. In the same way in your

Journal are several papers by Dr. Gregory, accompanied with

figures, but as no specific characters are assigned the figures

lose tlieir value, as no one is bound to adopt the names there

In characterizing spe( ies a great mistake has crept in of

late years not onlv as to diatoms, but as to flowering plants:
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a species is defined, and then we get /8, y, ^, &c., noticed as

varieties, each with characters at variance with the character

of the species. A genus must be characterized so as to

include every species referred to it ; and in the same way a

species must have a character that will include all its varieties,

or at least not exclude any one of them. No one has a right

to say which variety is the type of a species, when all may
have arisen from the same original seed ; the primitive form

may be ^, or e, or X, of that we are totally ignorant. All we
can do is to arrange the varieties according to some arbitrary

rule, and to define each, a as well as 0, or tt ; the peculiar

character of a cannot be incorporated with the diagnosis of

the species without doing violence to the other varieties, and
in fact separating them as distinct species, although the author

has not had the courage to do so, from indeed feeling con-

vinced they are not so.

Although I consider the distance between the striae to

depend considerably on the age and size of the frustule, I

wish it to be distinctly understood that as yet we have not

sufficient information whether the number of striae may not

also vary slightly in the same way. It is possible that both

variations take place ; but until the law connecting them be

ascertained, all attempts to derive specific characters from the

striae are futile, if not injurious, to the science, unless we
allow a very considerable range, so great indeed as to destroy

the utility of such characters. If, as some microscopists

think, the striae are the walls, and dots the angles formed by
the walls of mirmte compressed cellules, the surface of the

valve of a diatom ought to be compared with the cuticle of a

flowering-plant, which consists of cellular tissue so highly

compressed that the upper and lower walls touch each other,

leaving the lateral ones in the form of reticulating veins, these

vein-like reticulations having a certain thickness as well as

height : in viewing these by direct light, we see only the

breadth of each line, while obliquely, or by oblique light,

causing an oblique shadow or picture to enter the object-glass,

we see also its height, and therefore a greater surface of the

reticulating lines reaching the eye by oblique than by direct

light, we see these lines more distinctly. If the striae of

diatoms be formed in that way, we might easily understand

that the ease of making them out does not depend on the

distance from each other so much as on the breadth of the

lines or dots in connexion with their elevation ; and therefore,

although the actual distance of such be the same, we may
resolve some frustules of the same species more easily than

others. Diatomacea3 are thus not so good tests for the micro-
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scope as supposed, unless the same slide be used hy all

observers.—A.

On a New liocaltty of ITIicro!<«copic Test-objects.—In a omith-

sonian memoir published in February, 1854,* I have described

and figured a species of Hyalodiscus from Halifax, Nova
Scotia, which appeared to me to be admirably fitted for a

test-object, inasmuch as its circular form, with radiant and
curved lines of great tenuity proceeding in all directions,

renders it unnecessary ever to change the position of the

shell when in the field of view in order to secure the best

possible direction of the light. Whatever its position, on
account of the perfect symmetry of its form and markings,

some portion must always be in the best possible position with

reference to the oblique light used for its examination. Unfor-
tunately, the Halifax specimens of this beautiful object

appear to be quite rare, I am therefore happy to announce
the discovery upon various Algae from Monterey, California,

of an inexhaustible supply of a species of Hyalodiscus closely

allied to the Halifax s])ecies, and answering equally well as a

test-object. I find it so convenient as a test-object when
balsam-mounted that I am sure it will find favour with lovers

of the microscope.

—

Professor J. Bailey, in AviericdU

Journal of Science and Arts.

lUemoraudn on Flics' Feet. In the Journal, Vol. iii., p. 230,
Mr. Tyrrell, of Newcourt, remarks, " In confirmation of

Mr, Hepworth and other naturalists, that the use of the

cushions beset with hairs terminating in glands secreting a

glutinous substance, is to attach the foot to the surface upon
which the insect walks by means of such secretion, and not

by suction, I would suggest that the hooks on the feet of flies

are intended not to attach the Fly to anything, but to be used
as fulcra, or props, which it can push against when it wishes

to detach the cushions. Without the hook-shaped props, the

Fly, wlien once stuck Jast, must remain so."

Mr. Tyrrell alludes to a paper in the previous Volume on
tlie ' Fly's Foot,' in which I stiite that this fluid is not essential

for that j)urp()se (of attaching the foot), and 1 speak of the

tubules as suckers. My oI)S('rvations have led me to tlie fol-

lowing conclusions : viz, : that the termination of each hair or

tubule is a sucker, and the secretion is only to increase its

• ' Notes on New SpocifJK and Localities of Micr(isco|iicaI ()r<;fiiuisiiis,'

hy .J. W, liiiiley, in ' tSiiiith.s<jniaii Coiitiilnilioiis to Knowledge,' Vol. vii.,

r- 1^- nit 81 ^.
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power, on the same principle as that on which the boj wets

his leather to attach it to a stone ; that the fluid is not of a

glutinous nature, as it evaporates very rapidly, and I Lave not

been able to detect anything on the glass afterwards, when
the foot has been perfectly clean : that each sucker is under
the influence of the will, and has either muscular fibres or

other elastic tissue, which answers the same purpose {vide

Professor A. Ecker's paper, Journal, Vol. ii., page 111). If

the secretion were glutinous, and the foot were to be attached

for some time (twenty or thirty minutes, as I have often seen

it) to the same spot, it would get so firmly fixed, that if forci-

bly raised by the leverage of the hooks, these exceedingly

delicate structures would be destroyed. The Dytiscus, when
under water, is able to hold himself so firmly on glass, as to

require the weight of many pounds to overcome the power
with which he is attached ; whereas when the glass is dry,

there is no difficulty. I have seen a Fly (under the microscope
feet upwards) make one foot the centre of motion, and move
the body so far round it, as to cause the leg to form a consi-

derable angle (15 to 25 degrees). I conceive that, to overcome
the adhesion, if produced by a glutinous secretion, which is

sufficient to fix the foot under these circumstances, it would
require such an amount of power by means of leverage, as

would readily tear through the delicate ends of the tubules.

At other times, I have seen the insect so far loosen its hold, as

to allow the flap (cushion) to drag along the glass, and refix it

firmly, without lifting it off the glass. The round portion of
the flap of the blow-fly is about the 1-lOOth of an inch in

diameter, which contains upwards of 6,000 suckers ; the trian-

gular part, extending for attachment up to tlie leg, will be about
a quarter more of that area : the flaps of one foot, then, will

have 15,000 or 16,000 points of attachment. Diagrams, Nos.
1 and 2, are furtlier illustrations of the same principle. No.
1—Hairs from the pad of the foot of a small Curculio beetle

;

they expand into the form of a trumpet, and where tjie expan-
sion commences they appear corrugated, and the corrugation

is continued to their extremities; the expanded parts are ex-
tremely attenuated, so much so, as to require a high power
and oblique light to make them out. Tliose insects (not

being aquatic) also secrete a fluid for the same purpose as the

Fly : and I can imagine that if, after the ends have been at-

tached and moistened, these folds could be put upon the stretch,

thereby lengthening the tubes, and consequently having a
tendency to produce a vacuum, they would form an excellent

apparatus for attachment.

No. 2 is tlu! ])ad of a variety of Cyuibex lutca, which has
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hairs similar to those of the flap of the Fly ; the wing of this

insect possesses hooklets.

No. 1.—Hairs of Curculio Beetle, a, a, a, shaft of hair;

h, b, b, expanded ends. 400 diameters.

No. 2.—Leg of Cymhex lutea. a, b, c, d, cushions at each

joint. 24 diameters.

No. 3.—Enlarged view of c, showing hairs on the under

surface. 110 diameters.

John Hepworth, Crojt's Bank, May 31, 1855.

On FimUTK.—Contributors to these Notes have suggested

many su( cessful contrivances for indicating the exact position

of an object in a slide, but they all involve an amount of

complex arrangement which is inconvenient in their practical

application under a mod(?rately-high power. A small, narrow

ring, painted round the object on the surface of the thin glass

«over witli Prussian blue water-colour, will at last prove the

most serviceable, l)ecause it can at once ])e seen, when in the

field, without altering the focus, and more readily than a ring
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marked by a diamond, to which the focus must be first

directed. A little practice will soon lead to dexterity in

estimating the position of the object when the slide is on the

stage, and in making a touch or a line of colour thereon as a

guide for the position of the ring ; the work can be examined
under the microscope, and corrected and finished in any

convenient position. A red ring painted outside the blue

will render it more conspicuous, and assist observation when
under the microscope ; the colour should be used rather thick,

and the whole should have a slight protecting coat of gold size

or varnish. As objects are mounted for other purposes than

to furnish neatly the drawers of a cabinet, the facility in

using slides thus permanently marked will outweigh the

objections to the unsightly appearance.—J. H.

ITIenioranda on the Eiuployment of Artificial Sea-Water in IVIarine

Aquaria. —Early in the summer of last year I commenced some
experiments on artificial sea-water, made according to the

formula proposed by Mr. P. H. Gosse ; the ingredients in

the proper proportions having been procured from Mr. Wm.
Bolton, 146, Holborn Bars, London. In it I have successfully

maintained alive the following marine productions :

—

Mollusca,

26. Cynthia raomiis.

27. Pecten opercularis.

28. Doris pilosa.

29. ,, tuberculata.

30. Eohs coronata.

31. Nucula cristata.

32. Lamellaria perspicua.

33. Nerita ?

34:. Littorina littorea.

35. Rissoa ?

36. Trocbus zizyphinus.

37. Purpura lapillus.

38. Chiton fascicularis and C.

IsBvis.

Cirrhipedes.

39. Balanus balauoides.

40. ?

Vegetation.

41. TJlva latissima.

42. Enteromorpha coniiircssa.

43. Cladopora ?

44. Phyllophora rubens.
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The only accommodation provided for the whole of the

above is a series of glass jars and vases placed on shelves in

the windows of an ordinary London dwelling-room, the largest

glass not exceeding three gallons capacity. It is not pre-

tended, however, that those animals, which are notoriously

short-lived in confinement (such for instance as Nos. 27 to 32)
even under the most advantageous circumstances of space, had
their existence more prolonged with me : I would merely state

that I have met with no more difficulties with the artificial than

with the actual sea-water, under the same conditions. Nos. 1,

(this is now in the gravid state represented in Johnston's

Zoophytes, Plate 1), 2 and 16, made their appearance, spon-

taneously as it were, on some empty shells and other debris

placed in the water six months before, and which had not been
changed during the whole of that period. Nos. 3, and 5 to 10,

are very hardy with me, but No. 4 is in general precarious.

Nos. 13, 14, 15 lived in a quart jar for three months, at the

end of which time I disposed of them, after they had added
hundreds of new cells to the polypidoms. Nos. 19, 20, 21
added considerably to their tubes, the new portion being in-

dicated in No, 20 by its superior whiteness, and the rate of

increase being about a third of an inch in six months. Oh
the 1st of May, I counted ten young of this species, the parents

having been in my possession since September 4. Colonies of

No. 23 are very vigorous and active, but I find that they have
a period of rest from soon after midnight to about 4 or 5 p. M.

Many of the Actinice mentioned in the above list are the

same individuals which I had at the commencement of my
experiments, and most of them have brought forth young
abundantly. Tiie development of Nos. 16 (this especially),

17, 18 have afforded nie many weeks of most interesting ob-

servation. In Nos. 39 and 40, I have noticed that frequently

the cirrhi liave began to J)lay as quickly as ever, even after a

period of inaction so long that I have supposed the animals to

be dead.

In the vegetation, I find that No. 42 is the most effective in

the evolution of oxygen. No. 41 stands next. No. 44 is apt

to decay if not j)laced in a shaded spot, but it is always inte-

resting from the quantity of parasitic animals usually found
upon it.

I trust that these desultory oljservations, hastily thrown to-

gether, but scrupulously containing nothing that I have not

personally witnessed in my own collection, will have the effect

of increasing the domestication of tlie interesting j)roductions

of our shores.

—

William Alkukd Llovj), 164, iSt. John Street

Road, Islington, London, Juno 6, 1855.
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Royal Society.

Mr, Savory, " On the Development of Muscular Fibre in Mam-
malia"

The author's observations were made chiefly upon foetal pigs ; but
fhey have been confirmed by repeated examinations of the embryos
of many other animals, and of the human foetus.

If a portion of tissue imraeiliately beneath the surface from the

dorsal region of a foetal pig, from one to two inches in length, be
examined microscopically, there will be seen, besides blood-cor-

puscles in various stages of development, nucleated cells and free

nuclei or cytoblasts scattered through a clear and structureless

blastema in great abundance. These cytoblasts vary in shape and
size ; the smaller ones, which are by far the most numerous, being

generally round, and the larger ones more or less oval. Their out-

line is distinct and well defined, and one or two nucleoli may be

seen in their interior as small, bright, highly-refracting spots. The
rest of their substance is either uniformly nebulous or faintly

granular.

Tiie first stage in the development of striated muscular fibre con-

sists in the aggregation and adhesion of the cytoblasts, and their

investment by blastema so as to form elongated masses. In these

clusters the nuclei have, at first, no regular arrangement. Almost,

if not quite as soon as the cytoblasts are thus aggregated, they

become invested by the blastema, and this substance at the same
time appears to be much condensed, so that many of the nuclei

become ol^scnred.

These nuclei, thus aggregated and invested, next assume a much
more regular position. They fall into a single row with remarkable
uniformity, and the surrounding substance at the same time grows
clear and more transparent, and is arranged in the form of two
bands bordering the fibre and bounding the extremities of the nuclei,

so that now they become distinctly visible. They are oval, and
form a single row in the centre of the fibre, closely packed together

side by side, their long axes lying transversely, and their extremiiies

bounded on either side by a thin, clear, pellucid border of apparently

homogeneous substance.

It is to be observed how closely the muscular fibres of mammalia
at this period of their development resemble their permanent form
in many insects.

The fibres next increase in length and the nuclei separate. Small
intervals appear between them. The spaces rapidly widen, until at

last the nuclei lie at a very considerable distance apart. At the

same time the fii)re strikingly decreases in diameter; for as the

nuclei separate, the lateral bands fall in and ultimately coalesce.
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This lengthening of the fibre and consequent separation of the

nuclei is due to an increase of material, and not to a stretching of

the fibre.

Soon after the nuclei have separated some of them begin to

decay. They increase in size ; their outline becomes indistinct ; a

bright border appears immediately within their margin ; their con-

tents become decidedly granular ; their outline is broken and inter-

rupted ; and presently an irregular cluster of granules is all that

remains, and tliese soon disappear.

It sometimes happens that the nuclei perish while in contact,

before the fibre elongates ; but the subsequent changes are the same.

The striae generally first become visible at this period, imme-
diately within the margin of the fibre.

The fibre is subsequently increased in size, and its development

is continued by means of the surrounding cytoblasts. These attach

themselves to its exterior, and tlien become invested by a layer of

the surrounding blastema. Thus, as it were, nodes are formed at

intervals on the surface of the fibre. These invested nuclei are at

first readily detached, but they soon become intimately connected

and indefinitely blended with the exterior of the fibre. All its cha-

racters are soon acquired ; the nuclei at the same time gradually

sink into its substance, and an ill-defined elevation, which soon dis-

appears, is all that remains.

Lastly, the substance of the fibre becomes contracted and con-

densed. The diameter of a fibre towards, or at the close of intra-

uterine life, is considerably less than at a much earlier period.

At the period of birth muscular fibres vary much in size.

The several stages in the development of muscular fibre, above

mentioned, do not succeed each other as a simple consecutive series ;

on the contrary, two, or more, are generally progressing at the same
time. Is or does each commence at the same period in all cases.

Stoke Newington Natural IIistouy and Scientific Society.
April 24, 1865.

A PAPER was read by Mr. Richard Moreland, jun., ' On the pro-

bable Structure of the Starch Granule.' *

After pointing out the extensive occurrence of starch in the

vegetable kingdom, and its importance in an economical point of

view, and adverting to its chemical properties, the author proceeds to

di.scuss the structure of the grain itself. He illustrates his views

on this point by reference to the form of starch termed * tous les

mois arrowroot,' the large grains of which are particularly fitted for

ol)servation.

Noticing tiie views of Leuwenhoek, Rastail, Fritzsche, Schleiden,

* Tlii.s ])a))er, accompanied with elaborate fij^urcs, has been forwarded
to us lor insertion ; its l<!ngth, however, renders this inijiossilile, and we
have been comiielleil to content ourselves with the above .abstract of ]\Ir.

'

Moreland's views.— Editors of Quarterly Journal of Microsco[>ic:d Science.
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Martin, &c., Mr. Moreland declares himself in favour of ilio^e who
conceive with Schleiden and others, that the starch granule is con-

stituted of successive layers or laminae, inserted one within the other,

and whose edges are represented by the concentric mai kings seen

on the surface of the grain. He advocates, in fact, the view pro-

pounded in a late number of the ' Quarterly Journal of Micro-

scopical Science,' by^ Professor Allman.

The principal additional argument relied upon by Mr. Moreland
in STipport of this opinion, appears to be derived from the use of

polarized light in the examination of the grain, whilst undergoing

solution in sulphuric acid. Observing that the crop of polarization

continues to be well defined after the dissolution, or, as he terms it,

the disintegration of what he regards as the outer layers by the action

of the acid, he conceives that this circumstance is sufficient to indi-

cate that the grain is constituted of a succession of such laminae of

like consistence throughout.

He also notices the effect of chloride of zinc upon the starch

grain, which, he says, " instead of disintegrating the vesicle, causes

it to expand slowly in the form of a thin membrane."

The paper concludes in nearly the following words :

—

" That all starch grannies, which exhibit elliptical or striated

markings, and are also capable of polarizing light, are composed of

a series of vt-sicles (hollow ellipsoids), any deviation from this form

being produced by circumstances attending their formation. These
vesicles are thicker at that extremity of the granule from which

they receive their sustenance [addition to tlieir substance], conse-

quently the nucleus is situated at the opposite extremity. The gra-

nules are attached to tlie cell- wall by that extremity which is

farthest from the nucleus ; the thickness of the vesicles being indi-

cated by the distances between the markings. They are, moreover,

enclosed one within the other, and it may be proved [tlie author

conceives] by sound reason and observation that these vesicles are

deposited and formed upon the exterior surface of the one previously

existing, and that each vesicle, upon its final development, is a hard,

colourless, transparent, homogeneous substance, all being chemically

and physically identical, save that a portion of any foreign substance

may be deposited with any of the vesicles," &c.
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ZOOPHYTOLOGY.

Class. POLTZOA.
Order I. P. ixfundibulata.

Sub-order 1. Cheilostomata.

§ 1. Articulata.

§§ 2. Bi-multiserialaria.

Fara. Salicornariad^, Busk.

Gen. Onchopora, n. sp., Busk {"OyKos).

Cells ventricose, coalesceut ; not bordered by a raised margin. Ovicells

inconspicuous.

1. O.hirsuta, n.s]).? Busk. PI. III.

A long jointed corneous tube arising on each side on the front and upper

part of the cell ; a raised median pore, below the mouth, which is produced

and subtubular.

? Cellaria hirsuta, Lamx. Hist, des Polvp. cor., p. 126. PI. II.,

fig. 4, a, B:
Hab. New Zealand. Dr. Lyall.

The outward aspect of this s]iecies so closely resembles that of C. ^tV-

suta, Lamx., that, notwithstanding the apparent differences in the minuter

details, so far as they can be ascertained from the imperfect figure above

cited, I am strongly inclined to regard them as most probably identical.

The polyzoaiy forms small tufts, constituted of short truncated internodes,

united by a single large corneous tube, and having a hairy aspect from

the curious, jointed corneous tubes springing from each side of the cell.

The little median pore sometimes appears like a very minute avicularium,

but it is by no means clear that it is an organ of that kind. ITie corneous

tubes are clearly not vibracula ; and as the perfect ones are closed at the

end, and free, they do not seem to be of the nature of radical tubes, such

as exist, for instance, in Cauda arachnoidea.

2. 0. tubulosa, n. s., Busk. PI. IV., fig. 1.

Mouth of cell—very much produced, tubular ; a median pore in front

of the cell.

Hab. iEgean Sea. E. Forbes.

The much-produced tubidar i)rolon<:ation of the mouth in this species,

at the end of which there is no indication of a moveable lip, might at first

sight lead to tlie supposition that this form belongs to tlie second sub-

order of the Polyzoa ; but further examination, and especially where the

tubular portion may lie larlially broken off, will detect the lip, at the

bottom of the tube, in the usiial situation. The absence of the corneous

tubes at once sufiices to distinguish this from the jireceding species, from

which it also differs very widely in external aspect. The polyzoary is not

constituted, as in that case, of short internodes, arising from each other in

a dichotomous arrangement, but is formed of cylindrical branches some-
times an inch or more in length, from which others arise at irregular

distances, and nearly at right angles, to that from wliich they spring, and
to which they arc articulated, not by a single, wide corneous tube, but by
a bundle of smaller tubes, in ninnber corresponding to the initial c«]ls of

the new branch. It m.ay be suj<f)Osed to bear some resemblance to the

CfUarin cereoidrs of KIlis and Solander (PI. V., fig. h, A, B, C, I), E) ;
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and perhaps may represent a variety of the same species, which is also

stated to come from the Mediterranean.

3. 0. mutica, n, sp., Busk. PI. IV., figs. 2, 3.

Mouth plain ; crescentric above, with a straight inferior margin.

Hab. Philippine Islands ? or Australia ?

A minute form, sufficiently distinguished from its congeners by the

above character. The polyzoary is constituted of short internodes, con-

nected by a flexible horny tube. The only specimen I have is very small,

and it is constituted of short internodes, composed of 8 or 10 cells. Its

habitat is doubtful, but I believe it to be one or other of those above
assigned. It is growing on a fragment of coral.

Some apology is requisite for the proposal of a new generic

term, to a form which has probably been long known under
another name ; but in the present case it appeared justifiable,

from the consideration that the term Cellaria, which is the

only one that could have been taken, has been understood in

so many senses ; and that the species at different times in-

cluded under it have been so frequently subdivided into other

groups, as to render its continued use likely to produce much
confusion.

The species having articulated polyzoaries composed of

cylindrical internodes, in which the cells are disposed around
an imaginary axis, were originally confounded by Pallas under
his genus CeUularia, and by Solander under that of Cellaria,

with many others, not possessing that peculiar characteristic.

The term Cellaria, however, was subsequently restricted by
Lamouroux to those polyzoaries, which had cylindrical

branches, or rather in which the cells were disposed around
a central axis ; but as this restricted sense of the term has not

been adopted by many subsequent writers, nor especially by
Lamarck, and as it has long since ceased to be applied to the

genus Salicornaria, it seems as well perhaps to dispense with
it altogether.

Other forms again have been confounded under the same
term Cellaria by several writers, among whom may be noticed

Reuss, in his account of the fossil polyzoa of the Vienna
tertiaries, who includes under it Vincularia, Defrance {Glati-

conoma, Goldfuss). Whilst Hagenow, on the other hand
(Die Bryoz d. Maastrich, Kneidebildung), adopts Vincularia

and ignores Cellaria. In Vincularia, proper, however, the

polyzoary is continuous throughout, and not subdivided into

internodes by flexible joints ; so that there appears to be no
reason whatever for associating the two.

The following fossil forms might be referred to the genus
Onchopora ; and it would appear that no species belonging to

it occur in formations anterior to the tertiary, unless the

VOL. III. Y—

Z
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Ceriopora oculata, Goldf. (Petref. Germ,, PI. LXIV., fig. 14,

p. 217), from the transition limestone, may be included

in it.

CeUaria dujilicata, Eeuss, 1. c, p. 62, T. vii., fig. 34.

„ Idbrosa, Reuss, 1. c, p. 63, T. vii., fig. 35.

„ Michelini, Reuss, 1. c, p. 61, T. viii., figs. 1 and 2.

(^Vinculuria fragilis? Defrance), also in the Paris basin

(Michelin, p. 46).

,, coronata, Reuss, 1. c, p. 62, T. viii., fig. 3.

„ scrobiculata, Reuss, 1. c, p. 63, T. viii., fig. 4.

„ Schreihersi, Reuss, 1. c, p. 63, T. viii., fig. 8.

,, Haueri, Reuss, 1. c, p. 63, T. viii., fig. 9.

., stenosticha, Eeuss, 1. c, p. 64, T. viii., fig. 10.

We have here also given the figures of a species of Eschara^

which would seem to correspond very closely with the Mille-

pora cervicornis of Ellis and Solander, or with the Eschara

cervicornis of Lamarck (An. s. Vert., 2nd ed., t. ii., p. 267),

though not to that described by M. Edwards (^Sur les Eschares,

p. 15, PI. I. and PI. II., fig. 1), under the same name, from

which it is undoubtedly different, as it is also from the

E. cervicornis in the British Museum Catalogue. Neither

does it correspond with the E. gracilis of Milne-Edwards.

From the former it differs widely in the shape of the mouth,

and in its tubular projection, and from the latter in the

absence of the median pore, and of punctation of the surface

of the cells.

But as I have not been able to refer to Marsigli's figure

(Hist, de la Mer., tab. xxxii., fig. 152), with which Ellis and

Solander's Millepora cervicornis is said exactly to agree, I find

it impossible at present to come to a definite conclusion in

the matter.

Provisionally, it would seem right to regard the present

form as the true Millejwra (Eschara) cervicornis of Ellis and

Solander, and it might be thus characterized :

—

E. cervicornis, Solander. PI. IV., figs. 4, 5, 6.

E. ramosa, ramis subcylindraceis per angustis ; osculis prominalis tubu-

losis ; labio inferior!, medio denticulato.

Ilab. ylCgean Sea. E. Forbes.

The polyzoary is composed of slender, cylindrical branches,

in the older and tl)icker parts of whicli tlie colls l)ec()me

deeply immersed, and the mouth aj)])ears like a raised nipple,

but within it may always bo porcoivod tlit; median donticle on

the lowor lip.
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PLATE I.

Illustrates Mr. Gorham's Paper.

DESCEIPTION OP PLATE XL

Illustrating Mr. Currey^s Paper.
Fig.

1.—A thread of Trichia chirysosperma.

2.—The end of a similar thread acted upon by sulphuric acid. The
spiral appearance has vanished for a short space from the end.

3.—The end of a similar thread which had been soaked in oil of lemons.
The tip appears to have become flaccid, and the spiral marking
has partially disappeared.

4.—A thread of Trichia nigrijyes.

5.—A portion of a thread of Trichia Neesiana, acted upon by Schulz's

solution.

6,—The tip of the same.

7 and 8.—Portions of threads of Trichia serpula.

9.—Portion of a thread of Trichia pyriformis.
10.—The membrane of Trichia pyriformis, unrolling spirally.

All the figures are highly magnified.



DESCRIPTION OF PLATE III.

In illustration of Dr. Allman's Paper.

Figs. 1—8. Aplianizomenon Flos-aquae.
Fig-

1.—Riscicles of filaments, natural size.

2.—Three primary fascicles imited into a larger bundle, magnified.

3.—The fascicles have broken up into their component filaments, which
have rearranged themselves into parallel wavy curves, slightly

magnified.

4.—A filament ^ith two sporangia.

a, a, ordinary cells.

h, h, sporangia.

5.—A filament with a heterocyst.

a, a, ordinary cells.

b, h, heterocyst.

6.—Filament with a heterocyst after the application of a solution of

iodine.

a, ordinary cells.

h, heterocyst.

7.—A sporangium after the application of a solution of iodine.

8.—Portion of a filament in which several ordinary cells seem to be in

process of coalescence, in order to form a sporangium.

Figs. 9—17. Peridinea uberrima.

9.

—

P. iiberrima in the act of summing, viewed from the side of the

vertical furrow. The ocelliform spot and nucleus are visible

through the walls.

10.—The same viewed from the opposite side.

11.—Ihe animalcule after having passed from a motile to a quiescent

state.

12.—The animalcule with the external vesicle ruptured, and the contents

escaping.

a, a, oil-globules.

b, nucleus,

c, c, brown granules.

13.

—

The nucleus isolated.

14.—The animalcule undergoing transverse division.

15.—Tlie same after the application of a solution of iodine.

16.—Outline of nucleus, with commencement of transverse division.

17.—Transverse division nearly completed.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE IV.

Illustrating Prof. Gregory's Paper on the Glenshira Sand.

Fig.

1.

—

Eunotia Falx, n. sp,

(Found in the deposits of Liineberg and Lillhaggsjon. See A''ol. II.,

p. 104, of this Journal.)

2.

—

Nitzschia Sigmatella, n. sp.

(Found as above, but also in the Mull deposit, and, with all the

following figures, in the Glenshira sand.)

3.

—

Cymhella truncata, n. sp.

4.

—

Amphora Arcus, n. sp.

5.— „ incurva, n. sp.

6.— „ angularis, n. sp.

7,

—

Cocconeis transversails, n. sp.

8.— „ speciosa, n. sp.

9.— „ distans, n. sp.

10.— „ costata, n. sp.

11.

—

Eupodiscus Ralfsii ) var.

12.

—

Surirellafastuosa, var.

13.

—

Tryhlionella constricta, n. sp.

14.

—

AmpMproa Vitrea, var. ?

15.

—

Navicula birostrata, n. sp.

16.— „ rhomhica, n. sp.

17.— „ gastroides, n. sp.

18.— „ crassa, n. sp.

19.— „ maxima, n. sp.

20.

—

Pinnularia Gastrum, Ehr.

21.— „ apiculata. n. sp.

22.

—

Synedra Vertelra, n. sp.

23.— „ undidans, n. sp.



DESCRIPTION OF PLATE V.

Illustrating Mr. Huxley's Paper on Noctiluca.

Fig.

1.

—

Noctiluca miUaris, from above.

2.— The animal viewed from behind, showing the groove.

3.—A latero-inferior view, displaying the oral aperture, the cilium, the

tooth, a gastric pouch, and the Anal (?) aperture.

4-.—The oral aperture on a larger scale.

5.—Antero-superior view, showing the nucleus, the fibres and fibrils, the

tooth and the reproductive (?) granules.

6.—The superficial network of granules and fibrils.

a, Tentacle, b, groove, c, nucleus, d, tooth, e, gastric pouches.

/, anal aperture, g, radiating fibres and fibrils. A, repro-

ductive (?) granules.
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DESCRIPTION OP PLATE VL.

Illustrating Dr. Johnston's Paper on the Mosquito.

1.—Head of male mosquito, magnified 20 diameters.

—Orbital rings supporting the capsules.

—Auditory capsule (sectional view),

—Two joints of antenna.

—Diagram of auditory (?) and ant«Dnar nerve.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE VL,

Illustrating Dr. Webb's Paper.

T).—Is a side view of tlie Noctilnca miliaris. The conical appearance of

the tooth is seen in this ix)sition.

7.—A front view of tlie same parts, a, the outer surface of " the tooth ;"

b, the oral aperture ; c, position of the supposed anal aperture.

8.—View in profile of the central depression.

0.—Sectional view of the central depression and tooth, from behind.

1<>.—Tlie nucleus enveloped in a membrane •with yelk-like matter.
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EXPLANATION OF THP: PLATES

Illustrating Dr. Redfern's Paper.

Tlie drawings from which the Plates were executed were made by the

c.niiera hicida, under a j^ower of 140 linear diameters. Scales having
reference to the different figures are appended to each Plate. The whole
ijf the figures in Plates VII. VIII. and the first four in Plate IX. are

represented in the lithographs as magnified 180 diameters. Figs. 5 and 6
if Plate IX. are only enlarged 50 diameters, and have a separate scale

below them.

PLATE VII.
Pi-.

1.—Horizontal section of Torbanehill coal, 2 inches from the top of the

seam, showing a three-lobed yellow patch with its radiate lines,

and a mass of substance in which the yellow matter is imperfectly

marked out into rounded or angular spaces by darker bands.

-.—Vertical section at the same part, showing irregularly elongated

yellow and reddish patches, bounded by dark lines, running in

the direction of the laminae of bedding ; also a crystal, which
polarises light very powerfully.

.;.—Horizontal section of the same block of coal 16 inches from the top,

showing irregularly rounded yellow bodies with dark outlines
;

much smaller polygonal spaces of more uniform size ; and a sec-

tion of a rounded vegetable capsule like a spore.

4.—Vertical section at the same part as the last, showing the yellow

bodies elongated in the direction of the laminae of bedding, with

their dark-brown boundaries projecting at the free edge, like

pieces of membrane or fibre.

'. —Horizontal section, and 6, vertical section, of Wemyss coal, showing
yellow bodies with radiate lines, similar to tliose in the Torbane-

hill coal, and like them rounded on horizontal sections and
elongated on vertical ones.

PLATE VIII.

1 and 2.—Horizontal and vertical sections of Methill coal.

'.'' and 4.—Horizontal and vertical sections of Capledrac coal, showing, as

well as the sections of Methill coal, t^imilar yellow bodies to tho.se

in the Torbanehill coal, rounded on horizontal sections, and

elongated in the direction of the laminas of bedding on vertical

sections.

'.—Shows spherical or polygonal membranous capsules, tubercular or

pilose on the surface (spores.?), found in great numbers on all thin

horizontal sections of Torbanehill coal.

''. —Similar bodies seen on vertical sections of the same coal.



PLATE IX.

TOBBANEHILL COAL.

1.—Scalarifoi-m tissue abundant in the Stigmariae.

2.—Horizontal section, showing the action of heat on the upper edge of

the section.

3.—Vertical section, showing the relation which exists between dense

masses of vegetable tissue and the general structure of the coal.

4.—Horizontal section, showing what appear to be bands of fibre with a

reticulate arrangement.

5.—Vertical section passing through what appears to be a membranous
capsule, tubercular or hairy on the external surface, and smooth
within.

6.—Horizontal section, showing another view of a similar body to tlie

last.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE X.

Figures illustrating Dr. Busch on Noctiluca.
Fig.

1.

—

Noctiluca punctata, Busch (miliaris, E. and G.). a, border turned

in at the hiliis ; b, sliarp bordered rod ; c, brown body {micleus,

Quatref.) ; d, proboscis ; f, brown corpuscles seen in the interior.

2 and 3.—Germs of Noctihicce found in emjity sacculi.

4.—Farther development of the geiTn. c, brown body (^nucleus) ; d, ^rro-

boscis.

5 and 6.—Young Noctihicce. b, rod ; c, brown body (^nucleus') ; d, pro-
boscis.

7.—-Monstrous Noctiluca.
8.—The granular body from the interior of the Noctiluca (tig. 1/) highly

magnified.
9.—Luminous discs found among the Noctihicce.

10.—The minute bodies seated on the upper border of these discs.

Figures illustrating Dr. Allman's Paper.

11.—Bursaria leucas, Ehr., magnified about 90 diameters.

a. Nucleus.

b. Contractile space.

c. Digestive vacuole filled with food.

d. Mouth.

12.—Ideal Section of Bursaria leucas.

a. Nucleus.

e. Dermal layer containing trichocysts, and covered with cilia.

/. Green globules fonning a distinct stratum beneath the

dermal layer.

g. Granular colourless contents.

13.—A portion of the outline of the animal after the application of acetic

acid, 'i'he trichocysts have become changed into long acicular

bodies, some of which radiate from the surface, to which they
still partially adhere, while others are scattered over the stage of

the microscope.

14.—A greatly enlarged view of the margin, to show the position of the

trichocysts.

/. Green globules.

g. Granular contents.

h. Trichocysts.

i. Cilia.

15.—Isolated trichocysts in a quiescent state.

16.—First stage of evolution—the trichocysts have become transformed
into spherules.

17.—Second stage of evolution—the spherules are I'eplaced by a spiral

filament, which rapidly unrolls.

18.—Final stage of evolution—the com]iletely unrolled filament lies as a,

transparent spicuiiun in the field of the microscojie.

k. Spicula with a filiform appendage at one extremity.

I. Spicula without the filiform appendage.
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ZOOPHYTOLOGY.

Description of Figures.

PLATE I.

Fig.

1.

—

Salicornaria borealis (natural size.)

2.—The same, magnified about 40 diam.

3.—The saiiie, magnified ahuut 80 diam.

4.

—

Menipea arctica, magnified about 40 diam,

5.—Front view of a cell, with avicularium, magnified 80 diam.

G.—Back view of part of a branch, magnified about 80 diam,

7.

—

Memhranipora Sophioe, magnified 80 diam.

PLATE n.

i.—Lepralia scutulata, magnified 40 diam.

2.—The same, magnified 80 diam.

3.

—

Tubulipora ventikosa, magnified 40 diam.

4.—Extremities of two tubes magnified about 80 diam.

5.

—

Sertularia polyzonias f (natural size.)

6.—The same, magnified about 40 diam.

7.

—

Hertalaria bnhrkatn (natural size.)

8.—The same, magnified about 40 diam.

9.—The same, magnified about 80 diam.
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ZOOPHYTOLOGY.

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES.

Plate III.

Fig.

1.—Portion of polyzoary of Onchopwa hirsuta in the younger condition.

2.—Ditto, older.

3, 4, 5.—Disposition of the cells at an articulation.

6.—Natural size.

Plate IV.

1.—Portion of polyzoary of Oncliopora tululosa.

1 (a).—Natural size.

2, 3.— 0. mittica,

3 (a).—Natural size.

4.

—

EscJiara cervicornis f in the younger part of the polyzoary.

5.—An older portion.

6.—One still older, in which the cells are quite immersed,

7.—Natural size.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XL

Illustrating Mr. Rainey's paper on the Structure of the

Cutaneous Follicles of the Toad.

I ,—Skin of toad injected, showing cutaneous capillaries.

2.—Opposite side of the same piece of skin, showing one of the cutaneous
follicles.

5.—A vertical section of the skin, showing some follicles cut perpendi-

cular to the surface.

a. One cut at its middle, where it conamunicates with the
surface.

b. b. FolUcles cut on one side of their centre.

c. A layer of earthy matter lying over the follicle, between it

and the surface.

These three are magnified 20 diameters.

1 .—Horizontal section of a follicle, showing the folds of internal mem-
brane.

o. The layer of capillaries.

b. Internal membrane.
c. Epithelium covering the follicles of the internal membrane.

Magnified 50 diameters.

5.—A. Deep portion of the epidermis, showing the form of the epidermic

scales, and the clear, homogeneous nuclei.

B. Epithelium of a cutaneous follicle, showing the character of the

epithelic cells and the granular nuclei, with some of the

granular contents of the follicle.

Magnified '600 diameters.



DESCRIPTION OF PLATE XII.

Illustrating Mr. Currey's paper on the reproductive organs of
j

Fungi.
Fig.

1.—A perithecium of the spha3roi3soid form of Sphceria herharum with
its mycelium, attached to a fragment of the cuticle of a dead stei

of Senecio Jacohcea, magnified about 110 diameters.

2.—Transverse section (magnified 110 diameters) of a similar peritheciumj'

showing the spermatia in its interior. The knotty mycelium is

still attached.

3.—Reproductive gemma3, or conidia, which grow directly from the

mycelium of Sphceria herharum, magnified 220 diameters.

4.—An ascus and sporidia of Sphceria herharum. The sporidia havl

germinated in the interior of the ascus, and have broken througl^

the membrane. Magnified 220 diameters.

5 and 6.—Germinating sporidia of Sphceria herharum. In fig. 5 are seen

globular vesicles at the extremity of short lateral branches. Mag-
nified 220 diameters.

7.—Fragment of a germ-filament of a sporidium of Sphcei-ia herharir.n

.

At the extremity of a short lateral branch a nucleus has been

formed, and a fresh germ-filament thrown out.

8.—A germinating sporidium of Sphceria herharum, showing the fomia-

tion of a lateral bud similar to those shown in fig. 3. Magnified

220 diameters.

9.—Asci and sporidia of Sphceria herharum, magnified 220 diameters.

10.—Ascus and sporidia of Sphceria {ccmiplanata «), magnified 220 dia-

meters.

11.—One out of a number of similar bodies found in the interior of the

perithecia of Sphceria complanata, magnified 220 diameters.

12.—Young states of asci of Sphceria Cryptosporii, magnified 220 diameters.

13.—(a), perfect asci, with sporidia of Sjihceria Cryptosporii. (b), a spo-

ridium from one of the asci. (c), a very young ascus. (d), an

ascus rather more advanced, (e), the most common form of spore

of (Jryptosporium vulgare. (/), another form of spore of the

same plant. All magnified 220 diameters.

14.—Asci and sporidia of Sphcci'ia found growing with Ci'yptoaporivm

vulgare, magnified 220 diameters.
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PLATES XIII. AND XIV.

Figures illustrating Mr. J. Glaisher's Paper on Snow
Crystals.

Figs. 14 and 19 are not referred to in the paper : on these Mr. Glaishev

adds the following notes :

—

Fig. 14.— On Fehruary 8th, the mean reading of the barometer at the

l\cight of 82 feet above the sea was 29 ' 730 inches : the highest reading of

the thermometer during the day was 32°, the lowest was 271°, and the

mean temperature for the whole day was 30°, being 8" below the average

of the same day. The temperature of the dew point was 29°. Snow was
falling the whole of the day, with scarcely any intermission.

Fig. 19.— On Fehruary nth, the mean reading of the barometer at the

height of 82 feet was 29*880 inches: the highest reading of the ther-

mometer during the day was 335°, the lowest was 22°, and the mean for

tlie whole day was 25^°, being 13^° below the average for the day. The
mean temperature of the dew point was lO^'. The sky was overcast till

ncion, and snow was falling occasionally.
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Some Remarks on obtaining Photographs of Microscopic
Objects, and on the Coincidence of the Chemical and
Visual Foci of the Object Glasses. By F. H. Wenham.

(Read November 22nd, 1854.)

In this communication it is not my intention to give a detailed

description of the well-known methods of obtaining micro-
photographs, which have already been explained in the papers
of Messrs. Delves, Shadbolt, and others, but merely to point

out a remedy for some of the difficulties that have hitherto

been connected with the process.

The main points in this paper were read at the last meeting
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, at

Liverpool, but I have thought it proper to bring them forward
again, as I believe that the principal number of those who
have entered into the practice of this department of photo-

graphy are members of the Microscopical Society.

As it is now upwards of two years since the announcement
was first made, and from the few specimens that have been
produced since that period (many of which are in the hands
of our Society), it may fairly be assumed that the practice of

microscopic photography has not become by any means uni-

versal, and, in fact, there are some amongst us who doubt
whether the art can ever be usefully applied, or prove a sub-

stitute for the camera lucida. I should regret to see this

application of the microscope abandoned, while it is still

under the march of improvement, and while science can
furnish us with new facts to facilitate the process. The con-

clusion that I have arrived at, derived from my own practice,

is, that it is in general both easy with respect to manipulation,

rapid in production, and faithful in delineation, and I have a

favourable opinion of its utility. There are some exceptional

cases, which 1 shall notice. How far the specimens that I

herewith present to the Society will bear me out in this assur-
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ance, others will probably be better able to judge than myself.

I have not worked at it with sufficient diligence to make a

choice selection, but have taken them as they came. I should

judge that the whole of them, to the number of twenty-two,

had occupied about six hours of sunlight, of course including

some failures.

If the photographs are intended for Illustration, it is re-

quisite that they should each be included in a given space

The position of the sensitive surface must in consequence bf

made to vary, more or less, for every different object, accord-

ing to its size. A range of from five to ten feet is oftentimes

required. A box of this length is both inconvenient anc

cumbrous, and it is a matter of some difficulty to get access to

the furthest end for the purpose of focussing the object acca

rately. For these and other reasons, I have altogether aban-

doned the use of the microscope camera, and given th<

preference to the method herein described.

In the first place, it may be proper to offer a few remarks

on the subject of the illuminating source, as I have tried man}
experiments with the view of obtaining an artificial light suit

able for photographic purposes. A light may appear stronglj

luminous, and yet possess but a feeble degree of photographi<

intensity ; and I have not yet succeeded in producing a satisfac-

tory result from either gas, oil, or camphine lamps. Burning

phosphorus will give a more rapid impression, but its use is

both inconvenient and expensive. Fine zinc turnings, burnt ii

atmospheric air, equal or surpass this ; a ball of about three-

quarters of an inch in diameter will last a sufficient time tc

give a distinct impression. As it is of no consequence whethei

the light is intermittent or not, I have produced an imag<

from a succession of electric sparks, arising from the spott

taneous discharge of a small Leyden jar, containing about thirt}

inches of coated surface, the discharging knobs being placec

in the axis of the lenses for condensing the light upon th<

object. The electric spark contains a large proportion of the

actinic rays ; I found that about one hundred discharges pro
duced a good impression. The electric light between charcoa!

points I have not yet tried. In a few instances I have use<3

the hydro-oxygen, or lime light, but I consider that it doej

not possess that degree of actinic intensity which its brilliancy

and appearance would seem to indicate.

It has been proved that the two latter may be successful!)

applied for obtaining pliotographic impressions, but they art

both troublesome and too mucli out of the way of the micro-

scopist to be generally useful.

I liave merely mentioned these experiments with the viei*
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of recording them for the guidance of other experimentalists,

for I have a strong belief that such an investigation may end
in a useful result. There can be no doubt that it is a desi-

deratum to discover a composition for a photographic fusee, so

to term it, that will burn for a sufficient period of time, and
with the requisite actinic intensity for obtaining, not only

microscopic impressions, but also nocturnal, or underground
photographs. I trust, therefore, that this subject may be taken

in hand by some one more practically conversant with the

details of pyrotechnic chemistry than myself.

There is no light that has hitherto been found that will give

results at all equal to those to be obtained by the use of sun-

light. The method that I have adopted for applying it, is simply

to use the ordinary table microscope as a solar one. A room is

selected, to the window of which sunlight must have free

access ; this is closed by a shutter, having an aperture at the

lower end of about three inches in diameter ; below this is

placed a level table or bench at a convenient height, so that

when the microscope body is in a horizontal position, its axis

may coincide with the centre of the aperture in the shutter.

Outside the latter is fixed a solar reflector, which may be

adjusted from the inside, or more simply through a sleeve

fastened around a hole in the shutter ; in this case the mirror

may be mounted entirely in a wooden frame.

VVith this arrangement the course of proceeding is as fol-

lows : having clamped and adjusted the object on the stage

of the microscope, place it horizontally against the aperture

in the shutter, remove the eye-piece, and throAv sunlight

through the object by means of the solar reflector ; lay a black

cloth around the microscope so as to stop out all extraneous

light ; then, by properly focussing, a distinct image may be

obtained upon a paper screen held at various distances.

The stand for supporting the collodion plate consists of a

vertical piece of board with a heavy base ; the excited plate

is held on to this by means of two undercut fillets at right-

angles to each other. The stand may be set at various dis-

tances along the horizontal bench, which also serves as a

support for the microscope.

The operation of taking the photograph is, first to adjust the

mirror for light, and then to focus the image on a card placed
in the plane of the collodion surface ; next remove the card and
lay it against the body of the microscope, so as to stop off all

Hglit; then drop the sensitive plate into its place, snatch the

' ard away, and quickly replace it again, so as to let the image
of the object fall upon the plate : a fraction of a second is

oltentimes sufficient. I prefer a rather slow collodion, and if

b 2
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the weather is warm develop with a half-grain solution ol

pyrogallic acid.

For the lowest powers, it is oftentimes not necessary to use

any arrangement for condensing the sunlight upon the object

the simple reflection from the plane mirror being sufficient

but the half-inch object-glass, and upwards, requires a bull's-

eye lens of about three inches in diameter. If the objects arc

small and delicate, such as the Diatomacece, the achromati<

condenser must be used in combination. I should mentioi

that a piece of yellow glass must be let into the vippe

portion of the shutter, transmitting enough light to manipu
late by.

Having briefly described the method of operating, I wil

state what I consider to be its peculiar advantages. Th
object is focussed with great facility and certainty. We are

in some cases, enabled to obtain an impression of an objec

mounted so as to be out of a flat plane ; in some instances, b

the convenience afforded for inclining the sensitive plate a

every angle relative to the optic axis, and in others by focus

sing two or more separate times. For example, suppose tli,

object to be a Fly's foot, one of the pads of which lies in ,;

lower plane, and is consequently out of focus ; while the iinii

pression of the first half is being taken, the next which is ov

of focus can be stopped off with a card ; the second focus i;

then taken, anel the first impressed portion of the object oh,^

scured : thus by a diversified series of paper stops, we majr

approximately represent the entire form of an object, thi'

whole of which cannot be seen, except by a series of three c>

four focal adjustments.

A very great number of microscopic preparations are gji

organized as to be composed of parts which recjuire differe

periods of exposure to produce a perfect impression ; somif

parts will be barely defined, while others are utterly solarise!

anel lost from over exposure. The method that I have ej

plained affords especial facilities for stopping off the mo!

tender porticms.

As it is requisite for the purpose of ensuring quick an

accurate focussing, together with the most distinct impression

that the actinic and visual foci oi the objective shoulel be coir

cident, I give the result of my investigations on this poin

For the highest powers the difference is sometimes so small i

to render the correction a matter of trifling imj)ortance ; bi

with the ^ inch, 1 inch anel 1^ incli, the distance is ver

consielcrable ; in fact, the more perfect the object-glass f(

microscopic j)urposes, the less is it suiteel for a photograph!

lens. The object-glasses are invaria])ly what is technical)

3
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termed " over corrected ;' for the point of convergence of the

chemical rays near the most refrangible or blue end of the

spectrum, lies beyond the visual focus. I have an objective

corrected specially for these rays, and though perfect for pho-

tographic purposes, yet on account of its being non-achromatic,

it is unsuited for microscopic investigation.

The simplest and cheapest way of producing the required

degree of " under coiTection," is to screw a biconvex lens into

the place of the back stop of the object-glass, acting as part

of its optical combination For Smith and Beck's 1^ inch, I

have used a lens of 8 inches focus, and for the 2-3rd, one of

5 inches, which also serves for the 4-lOth inch ; these bring

back the actinic to the exact position of the visual focus.

The combination used as an objective shows some colour, but

the additional lens does not affect the spherical correction to

anv material extent, and the increase of distinctness in the

photographs obtained by means of the application of this

additional lens is most striking.

It must not be supposed that the focal lengths that I have

here given of the correcting lenses will in all instances serve

for the objectives above named, for the correction will probably

require a lens of a different focus for every different object-

glass ; it is, perhaps, best to be provided with several of them,

as their cost is but trifling. Those that I have made use of

have been selected from ordmary spectacle lenses, most care-

fully centered and turned down to the required size.

Some remarks have been published on the possibility of

a obtaining stereoscopic pictures of microscopic objects by

means of the " binocular microscope," but the ordinary in-

strument will answer every purpose without any optical

addition whatever, for it has been shown* that if the object

itself be viewed alternately with the right and left half of the

object-glass without any altering of its position, the difference

in form of the resulting images assimilates to the effect of a

different angle of vision ; and if two photographs of the object

obtained by the separate halves of the object-glass be placed

in the stereoscope, they will give an appearance of solidity

e to the object. The only addition that is required to produce

ij- this effect is to fix a sliding stop close behind the objective,

having straight edges that will cut off either the right or left

>i hand sides ; a photographic impression being taken at the two

'i.\ extremes. If the object-glass be one of considerable aperture,

i\ about one-third only of the diameter may be cut off, which

M will be sufficient to give the difference of form required for the

stereoscopic image.
* ' Qviarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,' for July, 1853.
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It is most remarkable how an impression of the finest details

of an object, or the markings on even the most difficult tests,

may be obtained by means of the photographic microscope,

and so definitely that I have used it for proving their struc-

ture.*

The application of photography to the delineation of

microscopic objects is somewhat limited, not by any diffi-

culties or defects in the process, but by occasional peculiarities

of colour, or transparency in the objects themselves. Many
insect, animal, and vegetable structures, though sufficiently

transparent to the eye, are absolutely opaque to the actinic

rays. I possess a specimen of a parasitic insect of a dark red

tinge, and in which a splendid internal tracheal system can

be discerned. I have tried every means of obtaining a pho-
tographic representation of this, but without success. With
all periods of exposure the object appears as a mere blank

space, or like a hole cut in a sheet of paper. Until further

discoveries have removed these difficulties, the application

of microphotography must be to some extent restricted, as

many objects are for this reason excluded. All structures

dependent upon outline or opacity, such as sections of bone
and wood, vegetable fibres, &c., may be delineated with ease

and certainty.

In conclusion, I will enumerate the peculiar advantages of

my method : first, the use of the ordinary microscope as

solar one, a dark room serving as a substitute for a camera

:

the additional apparatus required will cost but a few shillings.

Second, the method of obtaining the combination of the che-

mical and visual foci, which I have found to be of great

practical utility ; third, the mode of obscuring for a time the

parts of the object either easily solarised and lost, or out of

focus. I have not advanced these as mere speculations, but
have submitted them successfully to the test of repeated trial.

I may also remark that when sunlight is to be obtained, I

have found tiie practice of microscopic photography to be one
of particular certainty, for unlike other branches, the con-

ditions of light are so favourable and definite, that an imj)res-

sion may always be obtained ; and though the present state of

the science in this department is admitted to be im])erfect,

yet there can he no question that it is still progressive,

* Within the last few days I have succoedcd in obtaming a ])hoto-

grayihic impression of the ./'. unyidalum, magnified ahout Jifteen i/ioiisand

diameters, sliowing the configuration of the markings iierfcctly hhick and
distinct in a far greater degree than we can ever hope to see tliein through
the compound microscope ; and it is my opinion, that if ever tlio structure
of these difficult tests is to he proved it will be by tlio aid of ijhotograyihy.
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and in my proposals for removing some of the defects of pre-

vious methods, I venture to hope that the results may here-

after show that I have contributed my mite towards the

advancement of the art.

On the Discovery of Parasitic Borings m Fossil Fish-

scales. By C. B. Rose, F.G.S., &c.

(Read June 28th, 1854.)

The subject of the communication which I bring before the

Microscopical Society, through the favour of my friend Pro-

fessor Quekett, is the discovery of parasitical borings within

the delicate structure of fossil fish-scales.

The history of my detection of these workings is as follows :

—In the winter of 1851, when examining fossil fish-scales

from the chalk strata of this neighbourhood, it struck me

—

as many of them were thin and translucent, particularly those

of cycloid fishes—that they might make interesting micro-

scopic objects ; and I sent up to Norman, in the City Road—

-

a well-known preparer of specimens for the microscope—

a

small piece of chalk with scales adhering to it, requesting him
to put a few upon glasses for me. In consequence of their

thinness and brittle texture, he succeeded in affixing a por-

tion of two scales only. Upon examining them, I observed

that one of them exhibited elegant arborizations, extending

over a large portion of the scale ; in the other scale no such

branching figures were visible ; nothing, indeed, was seen

but a yellowish, translucent substance, traversed by equidis-

tant lines, evidently the lines of growth ; similar lines were

also seen traversing the portion of scale containing the beau,

tiful arborizations. (See Plate I., fig. 1.)

I at first thought the ramifications were on the surface of

the scale, and imagined they might be minute coralloid bodies
;

but upon applying to them a power of l-8tb, I became satis-

fiied that they were tubes of some kind within the texture of

the scale ; and by varying the focus, and passing in review

different parts of the scale, I ascertained that they were situ-

ated between its lamina?. Still, I could not conceive their

origin ; for I was convinced they had nothing to do with the

natural structure of the scale, from there being nothing of the

kind to lie seen in the other scale, and both of them cycloid

scales (Osmeroides ?).

Not very long after meeting with this interesting specimen,

I was so fortunate as to receive from Mr. Wetherell, of High-

gate, a paper, published in the ' Annals of Natural History,'

by Mr. Morris, of Kensington, entitled " Pala?ontological
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Notes," in which he described, under the name of Talpina,

branching bodies, or rather the casts of branching tubes, met
with in the Belemnite from the upper chalk, adding also ex-

cellent lithographed figures of them. On the perusal of this

paper, and inspection of the illustrations, I was instantly

satisfied that the ramifying tubes I had found in the fish-

scales were of the same nature as those met with in Belem-

nites,* although the former are so much more delicate than

the latter.

The illustrations accompanying this communication will

afford vou a better idea of the course and configuration of

these borings than any description which I can give ; still, I

may say, that they proceed between the delicate laminae of

the scale in a graceful curve to their extremities, branching

off on either side, and terminating in a symmetrically-formed

dilatation or cell, and they do not frequently inoscolate. The
beginnings of the tubes are occasionally confluent, as seen in

fig. 1 a, at c ; in other instances they commence solitarily, and

the parasite, having formed a few lateral branches, has appa-

rently terminated its labours abruptly. It seems, also, that it

has sometimes passed from one lamina into another ; thus

taking a transverse direction, or one perpendicular to the

laminae, which is made manifest by the microscope, now and
then detecting a transverse section of a bore. Fig. 1 a ex-

hibits a detached fragment of the original specimen ; viz.,

the one in which the borings were first discovered ; upon it

the lines of growth are well marked.

The discovery of the above interesting fact led me to the

examination of fossil scales from other fishes, and the next I

selected were the scales of Priunolepis angustus, tl ganoid fish,

from the lower clialk. I was not long in meeting with the

depredations of its parasite ; but, you will observe, on ex-

amining fig. 3, that its operations are of a very different

character to those in the osmeroid scale exhibited in fig. 1

;

for, in this instance, the tubes proceed in a slightly wavy
form, with the lateral branches passing off at a consider-

able angle, and occasionally at right angles ; they extend also

to a greater length than those in the first specimen ; still, there

cannot be a doubt of their having a similar origin.

Proceeding with my researches, I took another scale from

the lower chalk, of a thicker substance, therefore, possibly

from n. placoid fish, but being a very imperfect specimen I

cannot say whicli it is, f/anoid or placoid ; it is, at least, from

a different genus to Prionolepis. Here, again, I met with

* It is singular that no traces of them have been observed in the

Belemnites of the Jmassic series.—Von Ha^enow.
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borings, and so g^i-eatly resembling those in the last-examined
scale (fig. 3), I must, therefore, consider its parasite but a
variety of t"he one which infested that scale. This specimen
is represented by fig. 4 ; the decussating lines shown are

probably markings peculiar to that kind of scale.

Pursuing this interesting inquiry, I next took a scale found
in the shale of the Kimmeridge clay, and in it I met with
another form of the parasitic workings ; for, in the first

place, they are of a larger calibre, and their form is more
decidedly dichotomous. See fig. 5. The figures given from
this scale clearly show that the parasite inhabited layers

deeper than the external one ; indeed, this circumstance was
manifest in some of my first specimens. With the view
of determining whether similar depredations are committed
upon the scales of living fishes, I have carefully examined
numerous scales of several different marine and fresh-water

fishes ; and I have not met with a vestige of borings of any
kind in a single instance.

To what form of organism, vegetable or animal, are we to

attribute these remarkable operations ? We are, I am aware,
fully cognizant of the invasion of recent corals, shells, and
bones, by boring sponges (Clionae) and Confervae.* But those

intruders, although comparatively small, have their workings
in most cases visible to the unassisted eye ; whereas, in the

instances which I have brought before you, most of them
require a magnifying power of l-4th to enable us to trace

their course with any degree of distinctness. In my first

specimen (fig. 1, Plate I.), the borings of which I took great

pains to measure, I estimated their calibre at about one
: 2-lOOOth to 4-lOOOth of an inch.

I learn from Mr. Morris's paper, before referred to, that

-M. von Hagenow has, under the name of Talpina, " arranged

certain problematical branching bodies, which traverse the

spathose guard of the Belemnite, and whose position in the

animal kingdom has not been defined, whether as belonging
to the Annelides or to the boring-sponges." From the mi-
nuteness of the agent effecting the borings within the fish-

scales, I am more disposed to attribute them to the operations

oi infusorial parasites, rather than to the growth of sponges or

confervae
;

particularly when I consider that the ocean de-

positing the calcareous mud must have been the habitat of

myriads of Infusoria of infinitesimal calibre. |

* See Professor Quekett's Lectures on the Histology of Animals, vol. ii.

I'l'. 42, 153, &c.
t Since reading the above paper, I have found abundance of borings in

^ scale from the mud of the river Oi'an, in Algeria.—C. B. R.
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On a Remarkable Group of Diatomaceous Forms, with

Remarks on Shape or Outline as a Specific Character

in the DiATOMACEiE. By William Gregory, M.D.,

F.R.S.E., Professor of Chemistry.

(Read October 28th, 1854.)

About a year ago I first noticed, in a gathering from Dud-
dingston Loch, a Navicula of nearly an oval form, with broad,

obtuse apices, which differed from all the Naviculze known to

me. The striation was peculiar and strongly marked, the

striae being about 16 in -001", highly inclined everywhere,

except just about the middle, where the inclined striae seemed

to decussate, leaving, of course, a triangular space on each

side of the centre, while in these triangular spaces the striae

were parallel and transverse. This arrangement, as we shall

see, occurs in several species of Navicula and Pinnularia.

The form here alluded to was referred to different species,

and even to different genera, by different friends whom I con-

sulted ; some regarding it as a form of Navicula semen, while

others supposed it to be related to Pinnularia gracilis, or to

P. radiosa. But its aspect was totally distinct from that of

the species named, which, moreover, all have from 24 to 26
striae in '001".

Meantime other forms occurred, with the same number
and arrangement of the striae, and with the same peculiar

aspect, but of different outline. Some were nearly rhombic,

short, and rather broad ; some were longer, also nearly rhom-

bic, but with a contraction and subsequent expansion at the

apices, thus becoming more or less subcapitate. Others were
nearly linear, with obtuse ends ; others linear and subcapitate.

Some were found with nearly straight sides, and acuminate,

ending in small apiculi ; while others had curved sides, con-

tracted to narrow and produced ends. In some cases these

produced ends terminated in round knobs ; in others in acute

points. Some again had straight sides, with contracted ends
terminating in round heads.

In the whole of the forms now mentioned, I observed the

same cliaracters, tlie same number and arrangement of the

stri;e, and the same aspect. On examination it appeared that

the striae were really monilifonn, though not obviously so to

the eye, having ratlier a smooth soft aspect than any appear-

ance of granulation.

During the whole year new forms, agreeing with those

ahc^ady mentioned in every point but that of outline, were
from time to time observed. In anotlicr Duddingston Loch
gathering, I found in al)undauce a very fine one, acxompanied
by others, such as those rcjiresented in figs. 1, 18, 28, PI. II.
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1

In a gathering from the vicinity of Oban I found several

;

one very near the original oval form, but vi^ith flattened apices,

and a slight tendency to constriction just within them. These
last, which closely resemble Pimiularia ohlonga, shortened,

and rather broader in proportion, are frequent in a Norfolk
gathering sent me by Mr. Bleakley, in which occur also

several others.

The Oban gathering contains also various other forms of

this group, one of which has precisely the form and size of

Pimiularia acuta, and as that species occurs along with it, the

two forms are easily compared and distinguished. Here also

-occur forms approaching nearly to that of Pinnularia pei^e-

grina, although in a purely fresh-water gathering.

In another similar gathering from a bog in Ayrshire, there

is abundance of a form not to be distinguished from P. pere-

grina, along with others of the outline of P. acuta, P. radiosa,

&c.

I now began to suspect that these forms might all belong to

one species, for on close inspection I found a very large num-
ber of intermediate or transition forms. I, therefore, named
the supposed type Navicula varians, and continued to search

for its modifications.

In the Glenshira sand, although not very abundant, it ex-

hibits all the forms as yet enumerated, but chiefly those which
have an outline allied to that of Pinnularia gracilis, but twice

or thrice as large, and to that of P. peregrina. These forms

and several others I have since found abundantly in the recent

mud or sand deposited by the Dhu Loch, near the mouth of

the Glenshira, the lake which when at a higher level in the

valley, deposited the Glenshira sand described in the last

number of this Journal.

Having received from the Rev. Professor Smith, in Sep-
tember, a slide, of fresh-water origin, in which Navicula
varians, of the type of Pinnularia -peregrina, was very abun-
dant, I begged Mr. Smith to examine the form, which he
found, as in all the other types of N. varians which he had
seen, to have moniliform stri2C. He then extended the inquiry

to the ty\)icn\ Pinnularia pereg7'i?M, and found that it also bad,

at all events in many instances, moniliform strice. From this,

I concluded, that in all probability Pinnularia peregrina was
at all times only a type of N. varians. I believe Mr. Smith
intends to change the generic name oiP. peregrina to Navicula.

It seems to me in the highest degree probable, that Pinnu-
laria ohloiK/a is nothing else than another type of N. varians.

For the form (fig. 1) does not differ from P. oblonga, except

in length, every other detail being identical in the two forms ;
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and although I cannot saj that 1 have seen the moniliforra

character of the striae either in fig. 1, or in P. oblonga, I believe

that this has been seen in the former. If so, any one who
compares the two forms which occur together, both in the

Oban gathering, and in Mr. Bleakley's gathering from Norfolk,

will see that the latter can hardly fail to exhibit the same
character. I have not myself been able as yet to attempt the

resolution of these striae with any refinement of appliances,

and therefore I must leave this point for future examination.

I have still to notice one more type, which I first observed

in a gathering from Lochleven, where it is very scarce, but

which is frequent in a second and distinct gathering of Mr.
Bleakley's from Norfolk. It is rather small, and either of a

short and very broad oval form, or absolutely discoid, but has

all the characters of the group. It is seen in fig. 17- At first

I supposed it to be distinct, but 1 have since been led to

suspect that it is only a form of the group I have described.

This, however, is by no means certain. On the one hand,

it seems to be certainly a Navicula, although in this point of

view its orbicular form is very remarkable. It also varies to

ovals of different proportions, and it has exactly the striation

of the first observed form of N. varians (fig. 25), to which,

indeed, in shape, the oval varieties approach very closely.

On the other hand its variations are, so far as I have yet seen,

confined within rather narrow limits ; and its form is so striking,

that I had named it at one time Navicula orbicularis. Since

the preceding sentences were written, I have been informed
that this species was some time since named by Mr. Smith
Navicula scutelloides. So far as I know, it has only occurred

as yet in the two localities I have mentioned ; namely, Norfolk

and Lochleven.

We have now mentioned most of the observed types of N.
varians, so far, at least, as they present the characteristic stria-

tion and aspect ; and although all the forms I have named
may not be found to belong to it, yet it appears that there

exists a large group, characterised by a very peculiar aspect

and striation, the number of striae varying only from about 14
in "OOl" in the larger to 18 in 'OOl" in the smaller forms,

the usual number being 16.

This group seems to include several which have been con-

sidered as distinct species, such as Pinmdaria {Navicula)

jicreffvina, and other forms, referred to Navicula semen, N,
rktjncocephala, Pinnularia f/racilis, P. radiosa, &c., although

in these three species the normal striation is 26 in '001".

But there are even more of the forms of this group which are

undescribcd, such as tlie round and oval forms ; that which
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resembles a shortened P. ohlonga ; that which occurs in Dud-
dingston Loch ; the subcapitate forms ; the capitate forms
with straight sides ; that having the form of P. acuta ; and
various others.

If these two classes of forms, the known and the unde-
scribed, really constitute one group, we find in that group
nearly every shape which is seen in the genera Navicula and
Pinnularia ; and also transition form>s, connecting together the

various types.

The question naturally arises : Can all these varied forms
belong to one species ? Now, at one time, certainly, each
marked type of form would have been regarded as a distinct

species. But the more extended observations of recent times
have proved that form, shape, or outline, is not nearly so

permanent a character as had been imagined. In a paper on the
Mull Deposit (' Journal,' January 1854,) I pointed out, and
illustrated by some figures, the remarkable tendency to variety

of form in three species, namely, Eunotia biyibba, Kiitz

:

Pinnularia divergens, W. Smith, and Himantidium hidens.

I alluded also to the same tendency in Eunotia triodon ; and I
again returned to the same point in this last species, in a
short paper in the 'Journal' for July, 1854. Other examples
are not wanting ; and the more the Diatomaceae are studied,

the more do we perceive that, in many species at least, the

shape or outline is subject to endless variations. It certainly

appears at present as if, inmany species, the form were constant

:

but we must be cautious in affirming this, for in two species

which I adduced as examples of constancy in outline, namely,
Navicula rhomboides, and N. serians, we have now good reason
to believe that important variations of shape occur. Just as

N. peregrina seems to belong to the group of iV". varians,

so it appears that N. Crassinervia will prove to belong to N.
rhomboides ; and that a form, apparently yet more widely
differing from the latter, namely, that which I have lately

described* under the name of JV. interrupta, which is linear,

narrow and obtuse, may be found to be another modification

of N. rhomboides. The Revd. Professor Smith has also very

recently detected a modification of N. serians, most remarkably
different in shape from the usual type.

It will probably be found necessary, looking to the

uniformity of markings and aspect in the forms here described,

and to the existence ol such numbers of transition forms con-
necting the various types of outline, to form a species,

Navicula varians, including these forms as sub-species ; or

* In a paper read to the Microscopical Society, 25th of October last,

which will appear iu the next Number of the ' Journal.'
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else to form a subgenus, characterised by its markings,

that is, by its structure, including, as species, the chief types

of outline to be found in the group. Some system of sub-

division must be employed, in order to avoid confusion. I

dare not venture, in the present imperfectly investigated con-

dition of these forms, to prepare a permanent nomenclature

for them. I content myself with directing attention to the

subject, merely using the name N. varians as a convenient

symbol for the group. T entertain no doubt that other

analogous groups will be detected by careful examination.

It is quite plain that in such groups form, shape, or outline

cannot be regarded as a trustworthy specific character,

although it is probable that many species exist in which the

form, being constant, may be safely used in this way.

It is an important question how far other characters, such

as the number of the stria^, or their arrangement, or the

general aspect, may be depended on as specific characters.

In this case, as in that of form, there seem to be many
examples in which the characters are constant. But yet other

cases occur where the tendency to vary seems to extend to

these characters also. Thus, I have more than once pointed

out that Pinmdaria divergens, W. Smith, which, as it occurs

in the Premnay peat, has, according to W. Smith, 11 striae in

•001", occurs abundantly in the Mull deposit, and in many
recent gatherings, with every detail, and especially the very

peculiar arrangement of the striae, which have three centres of

divergence, precisely as figured in the Synopsis, while the

number of striae is from 24 to 26 in -001". I have now
repeatedly met with both varieties, and although the number
of striae seems never to fall so low as stated by Mr. Smith, yet

there is a very marked difference.

It would be out of place here to enter minutely on this

question, which, however, is well worthy of attention. It will

probably be found that in certain cases none of the characters

above alluded to are constant ; wliile in many they appear to

have a great degree of uniformity.

But it is strictly within the scope of this paper to notice a

group allied to that of N. varians, and differing from it chiefly

in the number of striae.

I have already stated that some of the forms now figured

had been referred to such species as N. semen, N. rhyncocephala,

P. f/racilis, and P. radiosa, in all of which the normal number
of strife is from 24 to 26 in -QOl."

Now, 1 find, occurring generally with those forms which I

refer to the group of N. varians, others, having, like them, all

or most of the varied shapes I have alluded to, and yet having
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much finer striae ; in fact, agreeing in this respect with the

four species just named. To this group belong the form
figured in my paper on the Mull deposit as Pinnularia exigua ;

that figured in the same paper as a doubtful form of JP.

radiosa, or between that species and P. j)ei'€grina, and a

considerable number of other forms, which not only have the

striae inclined and otherwise arranged exactly as in N. varimis,

but pass into one another by intermediate forms. Their
aspect is quite distinct from that of N. variajis, because the

striae, being much finer, cease to be conspicuous, as they are so

remarkably in JV. varians. To this group belongs also a form
I lately described * as iV. latiuscnla, and I am inclined to

believe that the group includes iV. semen, N. rhyncocephala,

p. gracilis, P. radiosa, and others, just as I suspect that the

group of JV. varians includes N. peirgrina and P. (qy JV ?)

ohlonga. In favour of this supposition, I may mention that a

friend informs me that the striae of P. gracilis have been
found by him to be moniliform, although the fact may not yet

be thoroughly established. This, it will be observed, corres-

ponds to Mr. Smith's observation on the striae of P. peregrina.

It is well known that the striae in P. gracilis are somewhat
obscure, and that in this, as well as in number, they differ from
those of N. varians. But we can now see how it was that

several of the forms of N. varians were referred to P. gracilis.

The latter, with its normal striation, appears to belong to

the second group which I have mentioned, and which,
for convenience, may be called N. mntahilis.

It will be observed that if, in the case of N. varians, the

two characters of variableness of outline and variableness in

the number of striae should be found united, N. varians and
N. mutabilis would then constitute but one group, divided, in

the first instance, into those Avith 16 stric'E in '001" or N.
varians, and those with 26 striae in -001," or N. mutabilis,

whether these divisions be regarded as species, or as subgenera.

I have only farther to add, at present, that both these

groups are widely distributed and often abundant, whether in

the shape of the known species, such as P. peregrina, P.
gracilis, &c., or in that of the types now first pointed out. I

have named those gatherings or deposits in which they occur

most abundantly ; but there are few mixed fresh-water gather-

ings in which some of them do not occur. I have it,

fortunately, in my power to supply observers with some of the

most interesting gatherings, and I shall be happy to forward

small portions of these, or slides, where the material is very

scanty, to such microscopists as may wish to examine them.

* In the paper already alhided to iu a preceding iictc.



DESCRIPTION OF PLATE I.

In illustration of Mr. Rose's Paper on Parasitic Borings

in Fossil Fish-scales.

Fig.

1.—Borings in a cycloid scale (OsTneroidesf), from the lower chalk ol

West Norfolk.

1 a magnified 35 diameters. At c, in this figure, is shown the

confluence of two tubes at their commencement. 1 i, a por-

tion more highly magnified.

2.—Borings in another scale, magnified 135 diameters.

3.—Borings in a scale of Prionolepis angusius, from the lower chalk

;

magnified 135 diameters.

4.—A variety of the last, from another scale, perhaps placoid, obtained

from the lower chalk.

5.—Borings in fragments of a Fish-scale, from shales of Kimmeridge
clay.

a, a. The specimen from which these are taken has lost the

external lamina, therefore the l)orings lie between the two

laminse, or in an inferior one.

h, b. This specimen has the external lamina on it.

c. The external lamina is in this figure situated at d.
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On the Development of the Embryo of Purpura lapillus.

By William B. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., Presi-

dent of the Microscopical Society of London, «Scc. &c.

(Read December 29th, 1854.)

Notwithstanding the large amount of attention which has
been given by Microscopists, during the last twenty years, to

the development of the ova of Gasteropod Mollusks, and the

completeness with which, in particular cases, its successive

stages have been observed, much still remains to be learned

respecting it. And this is more especially the case with re-

gard to the Pectinihranchiate order, which includes not only a

very large proportion of the entire class, but also comprehends
those forms which, by general consent, would be regarded as

its types. For nearly all the most complete series of observa-

tions yet made, have had for their subjects either Niidihran-

zhiate or Pulmonated Mollusks; the ova of the former pre-

senting peculiar facilities for examination, in virtue of their

xtreme transparency, and the rapidity with which they undergo
some of their most important changes, so that these can be
watched while in actual progress ;* and those of the latter

baving attracted the attention of that large class of naturalists,

who, not having the opportunity of sojourning at the coast,

ire glad to avail themselves of the opportunities afforded by
the universal diffusion of Helices, LymncBi, &c., for the prose-

3ution of this kind of research. -|"

* On the embryonic develojiment of Niidibranchiate and TeciibrancMate
iasteropods, see especially the admirable memoir of Vo2;t, on Actceon
'irldis, in 'Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' 3ieme Sen, torn. vi. (1846) ; also Sars,

111 Triton ia, Doris, Aplysia, and Eolis, in ' Wiegmann's Archiv.' 1837,
H40, 1845 ; Van Beneden, on Aplysia, in ' Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' 2ieme
^er., torn. xv. (1841) ; Nordmann, on Tergipes, in ' Ann. des Sci. Nat.,'

ieme Se'r., torn. v. (1846) ; AUmau, on Actceoii, in 'Ann. of Nat. Hist.,'

ul. xvi. (1845) ; and Reid, on Doris, Polycera, &c., in ' Ann, of Nat.
list.,' vol. xvii. (1846).

t On the embryonic development of the Pulmonated Gasteropods, nix-

111 reus memoirs have been published, of which the following are the most
mportant:—Provost, on Lymnceus, in 'Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' torn. xxx.
1833) ;

Quatrefages, on Lymnceus aiid I'lanorhis, in ' Ann. des Sci. Nat.,'

ienie Ser, torn. ii. (1834) ; Laurent, on Umax and Avion, ibid., torn, iv,

1835); jacquemin, on Planorbis, ibid., torn. v. (1836); and in 'Nova
Vcta Acad.,' torn, xviii. (1838); Dumortier, on Ijymnaus, in ' Nouv.
'Tem. de I'Acad. Roy. de Bruxelles,' torn. x. (1837); also 'Ann. des Sci.

vit.,' 2ieme Ser., torn. viii. (1837) ; Van Beneden and Windischraami,
11 Limax, in ' Bull, de I'Acad. Roy. de Bruxelles,' tom. v., No. 5 ; also

Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' 2ie,me Se'r., torn, ix. (1838), and ' Miillcr's Archiv.,'

^41
; Pouchet, on Lymnceus, in ' Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' 2ieme Ser., tom. x.

;

tathke, on Lymnceus, Planorbis, and Helix, in ' Froriej/s neue Notizen,'
'111(1 xxiv. (i84'2), and ' Wiegmann's Archiv.,' 1848 ; Fred. Miiller, on
f'h'.r, in ' Wiegmann's Archiv.,' 1848 ; and Gegenbaur, on Helix, etc., in

Sie.bold and KoUiker's Zoitschrift,' 1852.
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Tlie only detailed observations with which I am acquainted,*

that have been made upon the embryonic development of

Pectinihranchiate Gasteropods, are those of MM. Koren and

Danielssen on Buccinum undatum and Purpura lapillus ;\ and

these disclosed phenomena of so extraordinary a character,

that, if their facts and inferences are to be implicitly received,

many of the general doctrines of development which had been

considered to be most surely established, would need to be

greatly modified in their application to these animals, as pro-

bably to their congeners also.

The singular circumstance was long since noticed by Dr.

J. E. Gray, I that a capsule of Buccinum enclosing more than

a hundred ova, yielded only four or five mature embryos ; and
it was supposed by him that, as often happens in Plants, the

great increase of some ova hinders the development, and ulti-

mately effects the destruction, of the remainder. The condi-

tions under which development takes place in the two cases,

however, are so essentially different, that no parallel can be

reasonably drawn between them.

A similar order of facts is presented by Purpura. Each
capsule originally contains several hundred bodies, § having

the appearance of ova (Plate III., fig. 1); yet when it is opened at

an advanced period, no more than from twelve to forty embryos
are found in it ; these, however, being of such large dimensions

(Plate III., figs. 15, 16), that their aggregate mass equals

that of the far more numerous bodies which they replace.

In what manner, then, are the materials of the abortive

ova (?) applied to the nutrition of the embryos, whose

* The Memoir of Leydig on Faludma vivipara (' Zeitschrift fiir wissen-

schaftliche Zoologie,' 1850), referrecl-to by MM. Koren and Danielssen,

has not fallen in my way.

t
' Bitr:\g til Pectinibranchiernes Udviklingshistorie,' Bergen, 1851

!

translated in ' Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' 3ieme Se'r., torn, xviii. xix. (1852-3),

and in ' Taylor's Scientific Memoirs,' 1853.

X
' London's Magazine of Natural History,' May, 1837.

§ In both the translations of MM. Koren and Danielssen's Memoir,

these observers are made to state the number of these bodies as sixty oi

more. But it is evident, from the accounts which they subsequently give,

of the coalescence of these bodies into enibr3-os,
—" some embryos resultil^

from the union of three or four ova, while sixty or more had contributec

to form most of the otiiers,"—tliat this number is understated. As itii

expressed in fir/m-es, I tliink it probable that a has been accidentall}

omitted, and tliat the number should have been 600. This would cor-

respond well with the average of my own estimates. 1'he number is bj

no means constant, however; the capsules varying much in size. Thosi

of the same cluster, deposited by one individual, usually correspond witl

each other jiretty closely ; but the ratio of capacity of those in differen

clusters is occasionally at least 2:1; and this partly accoimts for th'

difference in the rnimber of mature embryos noticed above.
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Increase and development thus seem to take place at their

expense ?

This is the problem to which MM. Koren and Danielssen

aj)plied themselves, and of which their solution presents phy-
siological difficulties scarcely inferior to those of the problem
itself. Their account of the process is briefly as follows :

—

Each of the numerous bodies originally aggregated in the

ovigerous capsules, is regarded by them as a true ovum ; of

which the vitellus undergoes a cleavage, which is at first

regular, but subsequently irregular, dividing it into from six

or seven, to sixteen or eightecur cleavage-segments. These
segments then agglomerate inio a compact mass, in which,

liowever, the clusters formed by the separate ova may be dis-

tinguished for some time. At a later period, they describe this

conglomerate as presenting manifest subdivisions, which
l:)ecome more sharply circumscribed, and project from the

remainder of the mass. "These projecting groups soon take

a cylindrical or pvriform shape, and are fixed to the rest by
means of a peduncle. The microscope shows them to be

composed of a delicate ciliated membrane, enclosing a mass
of ova ; a transparent substance exudes from the two sides of

the peduncle, upon which fine cilia appear (the foot) ; and at

the base of this same peduncle, the first traces of the lobes

are distinguishable. Finally, many of these pvriform bodies

become detached from tlie mass, and rotate upon themselves
;

these are the embryos." Thus, according to these observers,

a number of ova, varying from three or four to sixty or more,

coalesce toform each ])erfect embryo.

But they have also observed another phenomenon, which
they consider as altogether abnormal ; namely, the develop-

ment of an embryo from a single ovum, which does not become
fused into the conglomerate mass. Such an embryo, they say,

is always to be found in each capsule, up to the eighth week
of its development ; and it is at once known from the rest, not

only by its small size, but by the very imperfect development
of its organs, the ciliated lobes and foot being the parts first

and most completely evolved, and the other organs being

nearly or entirely abortive ; this inequality giving a strange

and (at first sight) almost incomprehensible appearance to the
' monster.' Hence, then, they conclude that " for the viability

of the individual organized, more than one ovum is necessary
;

and despite the regularity and the vivacity observable in the

young product of the single ovum, we see that its development

remains in the highest degree incomplete. This single ovum
had in fact undergone all the stages of cleavage, and to all ap-

pearance united all the anatomical and physiological conditions

c 2
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necessary to its complete development ; while, on the other

hand, it appears to us to be incontestable that it had never

been in possession of the materials requisite for the formation

of organs."

Having had the opportunity, during a short sojourn at

Tenby in August and September 1854, of applying myself to

this investigation, I gladly availed myself of it ; for the pur-

pose of affording to the statements and conclusions of MM.
Koren and Danielssen, should I find them borne out by facts,

that confirmatory testimony from an independent observer,

which their aberrant nature seemed to require ; or, on tlie

other hand, to correct them, if I should find them to be in

error. I can honestly say that I entered upon the investiga-

tion without prejudice of any kind ; for whilst, on the (me

hand, there appeared to be a strong antecedent improbability

about their view of the case, yet, on the other, so many won-

derful truths have been elicated by modern research,*— " so

various" (as my friend Mr. Huxley has well phrased it) " are

the possibilities of nature,"—that its very strangeness had

almost something to recommend it.

The general result of my observations is, that the process

has been altogether misconceived by my predecessors ; that no

such departure from the ordinary plan of development takes

place, as the fusion of a number of originally distinct ova into

a single embryo ; but that each embryo originates in a single

ovum ; that it attains to a certain grade of development by the

metamorphosis of the contents of its own vitellus ; but that its

increase in size, and the continuance of its development, depend

upon its appropriation, by a process of dccjlutition or swallow-

ing, of a mass of additional or supplementary vitellus, the want

or insufficiency of which occasions its partial or complete

abortion. As to the immediate cause of the production of

'monstrous' embryos, therefore,— a phenomenon which I have

found to be far more common than MM. Koren and

Danielssen supposed,—I am in accordance with my predeces-

sors, as I attribute it, with them, to the deficiency of nutritive

material. But I differ from them essentially, not merely in

regard to the mode in which this nutritive material is appro-

priated ; but also in asserting that the production of embryos

from single ova, instead of being an abnormal and occasional

* What, for example, could have been more improbable, cL priori, than

the detachment of the arm of the male Argonaut, and its continued exist-

ence as (in some sort) an indei)endeut self-moving being, so as to have

been mistaken for a Worm, in order to serve as the instrument for the

fecundation of the female ?
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phenomenon, is one stage in the normal process of develop-

ment.

Notwithstanding my own conviction of the truth of my
conclusions,— based upon the careful and repeated observation

of certain most important phenomena in the history, which
have been altogether overlooked or very imperfectly seen by
my predecessors, whose ignorance of these facts has vitiated

the whole of their interpretation of the process,—I might have
hesitated in thus giving a somewhat confident expression to

them, since the limitation of my time prevented me from
woi king-out the investigation with the completeness I should

have desired. But during my prosecution of the inquiry, I

had the advantage of being able to satisfy my friends, Mr. G.
Busk and Mr. T. H. Huxley, of all those facts on which my
conclusions are based ; and the former of these distinguished

naturalists and excellent observers, liaving remained at Tenby
for some time longer than myself, not only verified these by
bis own independent observations, but also supplied some ad-

ditional facts of great value in regard to the earlier stages of

the process, which he has kindly allowed me to incorporate in

the history which I shall now offer. I cannot but believe,

therefore, that the joint testimony of my friends and myself,

as to what we have ourselves repeatedly witnessed, should re-

move all reasonable doubt about t\\e facts of the case ; and the

inferences from these facts seem inevitable.

Each of the flask-shaped ovigerous capsules of the Purpura
lapillus contains a large number of egrj-like bodies (usually

from 500 to 600), in the midst of a pellucid viscous liquid,

very like ordinary white-of-egg. (Plate III., fig. 1). These
do not at first present any feature of dissimilarity, one from

another. They are all spherical, or nearly so, in form ; and

their diameter is pretty uniformly 0075 of an inch. Not-
withstanding the statement of MM. Koren and Danielssen,

that they have " a delicate chorion and a vitelline membrane,"
I have not been able to detect any appearance distinctly indi-

cating the presence of a membranous investment around them.

When crushed, they are found to be composed of vitelline

matter, consisting of ovoidal particles strongly resembling

starch-granules (fig. 2.) in size, form, and general appearance,

but of albuminous composition, imbedded in a fluid loaded

with minute granular particles, many of which seem to be

oleaginous. 1 have not detected in any of them, either a

germinal vesicle, or any body which could be considered as

representing it ; but I have occasionally met with wliat ap-

peared to be the void space, which the germinal vesicle might

have formerly occupied. Having, for the sake of comparison,
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examined the unfertilized ova still contained in the ovary, but

approaching maturity, I found them to correspond in size and

appearance with the bodies which fill the ovigerous capsules,

but to possess the usual germinal vesicle and germinal spot.

As it will appear, from the details to be presently given,

that some of these bodies are true ova, whilst others are merely

yolk-segments, it comes to be a question of much interest,

whether the former can be distinguished from the latter, at

this early period of their history. Neither Mr. Busk nor my-
self, however, has been able to detect any marked difference,

previously to the occurrence of the first segmentation.

In the course of a few days, all the egg-like bodies in the

capsule begin to show signs of cleavage. In the greater part

of them, the two segments produced by the first cleavage are

equal, or nearly so ; and each of these again subdivides into

other two which are alike equal. The subsequent cleavages

take place with less regularity, so that the mass often loses its

symmetry of form ; but they commonly issue in the sub-

division of the whole vitellus into from about twelve to eigh-

teen segments, whose diameter averages "0030 of an inch

(Plate 111,, fig. 5, a, b, c, d).

Here and there, however, we may distinguish among the

rest, one of these egg-like bodies whose cleavage divides it

into two segments whose inequality is very marked (Plate III.,

fig. 6, a) ; and at one end of the line of constriction, there are

to be seen one or two, or perhaps three, minute vesicles, near

which is a clear space in each segment. These are obviously

the ' Richtungs-blaschen,' or VesiculcB directrices, which were
first observed b}' Carus, afterwards by Dumortier, Pouchet,
Sars, Van Beneden, and Reid, and more recently by Fred.

Miiller (who ascribes to them a great importance in the primi-

tive development-changes of the ovum), by H. Rathke, and by
Gegenbauer.* These vesicles were noticed by Koren and

* It is not only in the ova of Gasteropocls, that these vesicles present them-
selves. 'J'hey had been seen in the ova ofseveral Lamellibranchiata, Annelida,
and Entozoa ; and in several Vertehrata also. See the Third Series of
' Eesearches on Embryolog>' ' (' Philosophical Transactions,' 1840), by Dr.
Barry, who repeatedly figured these vesicles, but quite misapprehended
their import ; the Memoirs of Professor Bischolf, on the ' Embryonic De-
velopment of the DoL', Rabbit, and (-iuinca-pig ;' and the posthumous
Memoir of Mr. Newport, ' On the Impregnation of the Ovum, and the

Growth of the Embryo in the Frog,' in the ' Philosojjhical Transactions,'

1854, p. 234 et sei/. With reference to the idea of F. jNIiiller, that these

spherical bodies determine the line of first cleavage of the yolk, Mr. Kew-
porfc remarks :

—" My observations on the develo])ment of the embryo lead

me to believe that, though the transit of these bodies is usually in the
same line as the first cleft, the direction of the fissure is not determined
by them, but is owing to some other cau.se."
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Danielssen in the ovum of Buccimim ; and in a supplement
to their former researches, thej confirm the statement of pre-

vious observers, that in the youngest ova they exist in the in-

terior of the egg, and pass from thence to the surface. They
distinctly state, however, that they could not find them in the

ova of Purpura, although they took great pains to look for them.

There frequently appears to be but one (Plate III., fig. 3) ; but
this is probably because the second vesicle is behind the first.

When both come into view, one vesicle is almost invariably

observed to be smaller than the other (Plate III., fig. 4). It is

comparatively rare for three to present themselves. The
vesicles are very pellucid; the larger one is filled with a fine

granular material, and apparently unfurnished with a nucleus
;

the smaller is a nucleated cell, and is more transparent. The
vesicles are invariably found on that side of the ovum, at

which the head and other appendages are formed ; never at its

posterior part. Their gradual separation from the yolk-mass,

to which they seem to be connected by a kind of viscid mucus,
clearly shows that this is not enclosed by any vitelline mem-
brane.*

The difference between the two kinds of bodies, at first in-

distinguishable from each othei', now becomes apparent; the

former are nothing else than vitelline spheres (as was suspected

by M. Milne Edwards in the case of Buccinum),t whilst the

latter are true ova. The subsequent destination of the two
respectively makes this very obvious.

Shortly after the completion of the subdivision of the
' vitelline spheres' into clusters of ' yolk-segments,' the whole

aggregate Qf these shows a tendency to mutual coalescence.

Up to that time, these clusters have remained distinct from

each other, and are always separated by the intervening viscid

liquid ; and even if flattened against one another by pressure,

they separate again on the removal of that pressure, without

the least appearance of mutual fusion. But at this period they

adhere with considerable tenacity, so that it is difficult to tear

apart the aggregate vitellus into its component clusters of

yolk-segments (Plate IV., fig. 7) ; and this coalescence speedily

becomes so complete, through the mutual adhesion of the

yolk-segments themselves, that the form and demarcation of

the clusters are obscured and finally lost ; the resultant being

a conglomerate mass of yolk-segments (Plate III., fig. 10)

;

* For the knowledge of the facts stated iu this para.uraph, 1 am indebted

to Mr, G. Busk. I had myself frequently noticed the presence of the

vesicles in the course of my examinations of the contents oi" the capsule

at this stage ; but I was not then aware of their significance.

t ' Ann. des «ci. Nat.,' torn, xviii., p. 201, noU.
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liaving no definite form, and nearly filling the ovigerous

capsule.*

I am not able to detail, as fully as 1 could wisli, the mode
in which the segmentation proceeds in the true ova, and in

which the proper embryonic structures first appear ; but as far

as I have been able to gather from my own observations and

those of Mr. Busk, the subdivision of the smaller of the two

primary segments (which I shall call the anterioi') takes place,

until a collection of very minute spheres is formed along one

margin of the larger or posterior segment which has undergone

no subdivision (Plate III., fig. 6, h, c). This portion then

becomes pellucid, and is obviously bordered by a membrane
(fig. 8, a) ; and gradually a pellucid margin is seen to present

itself around the whole vitellus (fig. 8, a, b, c), the border,

however, being still much broader at the anterior part than at

any other. The pellucid membrane soon becomes clothed

with very delicate cilia ; and these are particularly abundant

at its anterior extremity, where an important change speedily

takes place. The broad margin extends itself on either side, so

as to form the rudiments of the two ciliated lobes which seem
to belong to the early embryos of all Gasteropods (fig. 8, c)

;

whilst between these, the transparent envelope seems to thin-

away (?), until an aperture is formed, leading directly down to

the cavity wherein the vitellus lies (fig. 8, d). This aperture

elongates into a canal, the whole interior of which, as well as

its margin, is thickly clothed with cilia (fig. 9, a, h). Thus
the larval Purpura becomes possessed, by such a process of

transformation as takes place in the embryo Polyzoon, of a

mouth with ciliated lobes on either side, a ciliated /Esophagus,

and a gastric cavity ; which, although at first fully occupied by
the original vitellus, soon shows a capacity for more, the walls

of the cavity itself being enlarged by material withdrawn from

the vitellus, and the space occupied by the latter being cor-

respondingly reduced by the appropriation.

This process is going-on at the same time with the segmen-
tation and coalescence of the vitelline spheres. But there

is no such relation between them, as binds them to an

exact synchronism. For I have sometimes met with a

dozen or more of embryos, developed up to the oesophageal

stage, in a capsule whose vitelline spheres had not yet begun

* Notvvitlistandiiig tlie most careful examination, I must confess myself

unable to discover in the conglomerate mass, still less in tlic bodies of the

embryos which are formed at its expense, those distinct indications of the

oriL'inal clusters, which are represented by MM. Koren and Danielssen

in their tius. 27—31 ; and since the vitellus is swallowed by the embryo

(]). '25), particle by jjarlicle, it is impossible thai any such grou[)ing ctm

be preserve<l wiliiin their bodies.
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to coalesce; whilst, on the other hand, I have found the

coalescence to have completely taken place, without any sign

ol more advanced embryonic development, than the presence

ot the clear margin around some of the vitelline bodies im-
bedded in the aggregate mass. Generally speaking, however,

I believe that by the epoch of complete coalescence of the

vitelline spheres, some of the embryos will have attained the

(esophageal stage, and will be found external to the conglomerate

mass, as shown in Plate IV., fig. 7, h, c, d, e,f, g ; whilst others,

/, not yet so far advanced, are imbedded in its superficial por-

tion, and are consequently only to be found by careful search.

That as many of these original embryos as usually come to

maturity, are to be found in some stage of development or

Dther, in every capsule whose vitelline segments have coalesced,

except in STich as are destined to failure from the want of

them,* I am satisfied, from the unequivocal evidence afforded

liy repeated observation.

The embryos which have attained the stage of development

I

List described, attach themselves by the mouth to the con-

glomerate yolk-mass (Plate III., fig. 10) ; and by the continued

iction of their ciliary apparatus the particles of this mass are

(letached, and are driven down their oesophagus into the gas-

l:ic cavity, which is gradually distended by them, until the

embryo attains many times its original size. This statement

is not a mere inference, resting on the fact that embryos of

various sizes are often found attached to the same yolk-mass
Plate IV., fig. 11, a, h, e, d, e,f); for under favourable cir-

cumstances I have been able to witness the detachment and
higestion of the particles, and to observe a sensible enlarge-

ment of the embryo in consequence. This, however, is not

often possible, since the entrance into the oesophagus is gene-

rally overlapped by the conglomerate yolk-mass on one side

or the other, so that it cannot be seen-through. On one occa-

sion, however, I witnessed a very curious occurrence, which
;ifForded a remarkably satisfactory view of the process.

Having opened a capsule, of which the contained embryos
liad almost entirely appropriated the yolk-mass, and had con-

sequently attained to nearly their full size, I observed one

* The number of true ova boars no relation whatever (as will hereafter

iplicar) to that of the vitelline spheres. Homctimcs there are not enough
if the latter for the full development of the embryos ; sometimes, on the

I her hand, there are more than are required. And I have found so many
Mjisules in which the vitellus was undergoing decomposition, apjiarently

Kir want of embryos to ajipropriate it, inters]ierKcd among those wliich

nntained the usual number of embryos in full course of development,

it 1 am satisfied that the want of true ova is not a very unfrequent

xurrence.
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of them with a peduncular elongation still projecting fronr

its mouth, as seen at fig. 13, a (an appearance which is not at

all unfrequent, and which is often due, I believe, to the de-

tachment of the embryo by the rupture of its peduncle, in tht

very act of opening the capsule) ; it happened that anothei

and somewhat larger embryo was swimming near, and the

currents produced by the ciliary action of both drew theii

anterior extremities together, in such a manner that the

peduncle of vitellus protruding from the mouth of the one

inserted itself into the mouth of the other, and the two re-

mained for some time in this close relation, notwithstanding

that I purposely agitated the \t'ater in the trough that con-

tained them, in a manner that would have caused the separa-

tion of bodies in mere juxtaposition. It seemed that the

ciliary action of the larger embryo was more powerful than

that of the other ; for I could distinctly perceive, through its

transparent neck, the detachment of particles belonging to the

projecting peduncle of the other, and their passage down its

own oesophagus ; and whilst the size of the larger did not

much exceed that of the smaller when they first came into

mutual proximity, the former, in the course of a couple of

hours, had appropriated so much of what belonged to the

latter, that their comparative dimensions became more nearly

as three to two.

Though I have spoken of distention of the gastric cavity by

the new vitellus thus strangely introduced, I do not mean to

affirm that its enlargement is solely due to such distention

from within. On the contrary, I have met with obvious evi-

dence that the cavity enlarges to receive it, by the growth of

its own walls ; for it sometimes happens that this enlargement

takes place faster than the new vitellus is introduced, so that a

void space is left. Generally speaking, however, there is an

actual distention of the walls of the gastric cavity of the

embryo, and this may proceed to sucli a degree as to involve

the ciliated lobes also ; and thus all traces of the original

form may be lost, and nothing apparently remain but an

ovoidal body, covered with a ciliated membrane, and attached^

by a peduncle to the conglomerate mass (fig. 13, c). If thi»

form only was seen by MM. Koren and Danielssen, I am not

surprised that they should have imagined it to be a pedun-J

cular segment of tlie vitelline mass. But having traced the'

embryo through ev(;ry stage, from its first appearance as an

(Mnl)ryo, to that which it here presents, I feel perfectly satis-

fied that the bodies in question arc genuine embryos, in the

act of appropriating the supplemental yolk ; and that their

variety of size merciv results from llie difference in the amount*
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vhich they have respectively ingested. In some capsules I

lave found all the embryos to present nearly the same bulk

;

vhilst in others, I have met-with nearly full-sized embryos
tttached to the same conglomerate vitellus, together with

smbryos which had made but little advance upon their original

limensions.

Another fact of no small importance, in reference to my
dew of the case, is that on crushing one of the pedunculated

mbryos, I have almost invariably found the small original

dtelline mass in the interior of the large supplemental yolk ;

he original vitellus being readily distinguished by its lighter

me, and by a very definite boundary line, although I could

lot find any evidence of a memliranous separation. And
igain, in several embryos which had only ingested a very

imall allowance of the supplemental vitellus, this was seen

lot to envelop the original mass, but to remain superposed
iponit (Plate IV., fig. 17).

During the time in which they are thus appropriating the

idditional supply of nutriment which is required for their

complete evolution, the embryos make very little advance in

;he development of new parts. This process soon recommences,
aowever, and is then carried-on vigorously at the expense of

the new material introduced. The ciliated lobes are much
nlarged, and acquire those peculiarly long cilia, which have
been distinguished as cirrhi ; the foot is evolved, and covered

(vith short cilia ; the auditory vesicles soon show themselves

it its base ; the tentacula and eyes make their appearance
;

md in the mean time the mantle and shell are being formed
it the posterior part of the body. Now this developmental
process may be arrested in any stage, for want of sufficient

nutriment ; and thus we may not only meet with advanced
smbryos much smaller than the average size, in the same
apsule with others of the usual dimensions, but may often

iind in the same capsule not only one embryo, but several

smbryos, in various stages of abortive evolution. The
original vitellus, when it receives no addition from the con-

glomerate mass, seems to be entirely exhausted by the de-

i^elopment of the ciliated lobes, which attain nearly their full

size, notwithstanding that the body behind them is no larger

;han at first, or may even have shrunk in consequence of the

withdrawal of its contents ; so tliat such a ' monster ' would
lOt be recognized as having any relationship to the ordinary

mbryo, but for the intermediate forms which are frequently

to be met-with. I have even seen the auditory vesicles in one
jf these abortive emlirvos, which sliowed no sign of having
eceived any additional vitelline material. But for the de-
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velopment of even the rudiment of i\\e foot, I am satisfied tha

some further supply is a necessary condition ; and still more

is needed for the development of the tentacula and eyes. 1

is very curious to see embryos that have attained this stag-e o

evolution, entirely destitute of the means of developing an^

of the visceral apparatus ; this being formed at a later sta.ie

and by the conversion of the large mass of conglomerat(

vitellus which has been introduced into the gastric cavity

And it is not less curious, that these abortive embryos shouh

continue to live so long, being often observed swimming
actively about, when the normal embryos have attained almos

their full intra-capsular development.

Although it is very common to meet with one or two (v

these abortive embryos among the twelve or twenty norma
embryos, which are ordinarily contained within the capsule,

—

and although we may then attribute their abortion to somt

accidental interference with the process by which they shouk
have attached themselves to the conglomerate mass, and have

appropriated a part of its materials,—yet when, as sometime.'

happens, a large number of aborted embryos are found witbir

one capsule, their abortion may be probably attributed to f

deficiency in the store of food provided for them. Thus ir

one capsule I have found twelve nearly-mature, full-sized, and

perfect embryos, twelve others decidedly under-sized, but still

having all the organs complete which belonged to their perio(

of development, and twelve embryos in various stages ol

abortion. The capsule contained no unappropriated yolk ;

and the deficient size of some of the embryos, and the abortion

of others, seem fairly attributable, therefore, to the inequalit}'

between the " supply " of nutriment, and the " demand " set

up by so unusual a number of embryos.

On the other hand it is not at all uncommon to find, in a

capsule which contains an unusually-small number of em
bryos, a portion of the yolk-mass unappropriated, even when]

the embryos have nearly reached their full development. The!

embryos, when few in number, are commonly of unusually

large dimensions; tlius in fig. 14 (Plate IV.) is shown sucli

an embryo, gorged (as it were) with vitelline spherules, and

having a residual mass of these, still unappropriated, remain-

ing attached to its anterior extremity.

1 have not attempted to follow any part of the history oi

development into its details ; the whole of my time and atten-

tion liaving been devoted to the solution of tlie one j)robl('in

which 1 originally set myself to investigate ; and the limita-

tion of my opportiuiity for oljservation having obliged me td
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ontent myself for the present with havings obtained what I

lope will be deemed a satisfactory elucidation of it. I may
nention, however, as points whicli require far more careful

examination, the mode in which the first segmentation takes

ilace in the true ova, and, more especially, the mode in which
he primary mouth and oesophagus are formed. I am not at

ill sure whether this is effected by the tliinning-aicay of the

;)evipheral membrane, so as to form an entrance to the inte-

ior ; or whether, as some appearances I have seen in later

Mnbryos would suggest (Plate IV., fig 13, a, h), the cavity

,vhich receives the additional vitellus is formed by the infold-

'iifi of the peripheral meinbrane. The relation of the original

nouth and oesophagus to the permanent organs of like kind,

constitutes another very important subject of investigation,

rt hich becomes very difficult through the obscuration of these

parts at a later period by the ciliated lobes, foot, &c. In re-

gard to the history of later stages, also, I am satisfied that

although Messrs. Koren and Danielssen have made out many
important particulars, they have at the same time committed
mistakes scarcely less serious than those which I have already

had occasion to correct. For example, the curious contractile

vesicle which they have described as the heart, is certainly

not the real heart ; as this is not formed until some time after

the contractile vesicle, and is situated deeper within the

cavity of the mantle ; and the two may, under favourable

circumstances, be seen pulsating simultaneously but not syn-

chronously.

It now only remains to inquire, whether any phenomenon,
at all parallel to that which I have described, presents itself

elsewhere in the animal kingdom. Something like it appears

to take place, according to the statement of Siebold, in the

( ase of the embryos of Planariae ; for he says of them,* that

after they have a covering of ciliated epithelium, " they do
not increase as before by the external fusion of cells j but

tliere is a muscular, discoid, oesophagus formed upon their

])erlphery, through which the remaining cells are ingested

and assimilated within the animal." It is very probable that

many similar cases will be discovered, when the process shall

have been adequately looked-for. In particular it may be
expected to present itself among the Gasteropod Mollusca,

since the enlargement of certain embryos at the expense of

the other contents of their capsules appears to be a common
j)henomenon among them.f

' Vergleicliende Anatomie, § 129.

t It seems reasonable to suppose, from the account given In' Messrs.
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But I think that we may reasonably' question whether the

process, anomalous as it seems, is really anything else than ;i

variation of the mode of introducing into the body of thf

embryo that separate stove of " food-yolk," which manv ol

the higher forms of animals require as a necessary additim

for the completion of their embryonic development, that liaj

been at first carried on at the expense of the " germ-yolk.'

Thus in the early development of the chick, the cicatricula oi

germ, formed (as appears probable) by the cleavage of the

germ-yolk, sends off a membranous expansion, which extends

itself by marginal growth, until it spreads itself around the

food-yolk, which it thus encloses in what may be termed the

temporary stomach of the embryo. And it seems to me tliat

there is an essential parallelism between the condition of the

embryo-chick at this stage, and that of the embryo-purpura
when it has distended its body with ^^olk-segments which it

has detached from the conglomerate mass, and has conveved

into its own visceral cavity.

The only difficulty that occurs to me, in regarding the great

mass of the contents of the capsules as yolk- segments, arises

from the fact of their undergoing a subdivision like that of

fertilized ova. But this subdivision has very definite limits
;

it never tends, like the subdivision of the yolk of the true

embryos, to a " differentiation" of parts ; and seems to be a

mere " fractionnement," designed to break up each body into

smaller spherules.

Koren and Danielssen of the development of Buccinum, tluit the\' have
made a like error of interpretation to that which they have committed in

the case of Purpura ; of this Professor Milne-Edwards has already ex-

pressed his suspicion. See ' Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' Sieme S^r., torn, xviii.,

p. 201.



TRANSACTIONS OF MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE II.

Illustrative of Dr. Gregory's Paper, " On a remarkable Group
of Diatomaceous Forms."

The figures here given do not represent all the forms which may jjrovfc

to be referable to Navicula varians, as described in the ' Transactions,'

but are intended to show several of the more striking types, as well as

some of the many transition forms by which these appear to be coimect^d

together.

Thus, starting from fig. 1, which, as well as fig. 14, has the aspect of

Pinnularia ohlmiga much shortened ; we find that in fig. 2 it becomes
larger and broader, and in fig. 4, still larger and longer, retaining the

broad obtuse apices, while it acquires something of the character of P.
peregriiM. In fig. 6, it is again shorter and bi'oader ; but in figs. 3, 3 J, 5,

5 6, and 7, we observed it becoming narrow, sonietimes rhombic, with

acute apices in 5 and 5 b, and a slight constriction in the others. In figs.

8, 9, and 10, the form is more elongated, especially towards the extremi-

ties ; but in 10 Z) and 11, it is again shortened, retaining however, the

constriction, which in fig. 11 is so strong as to render it subcapitate.

From fig. 11, figs. 12, 13, and 13 h, lead us to figs. 14, 15, which are, as

already stated, closely allied to fig. 1. This group includes forms either

identical with, or very similar to P. dblonga (shortened), P. peregrina,

and P. acuta. The resemblance to the latter species, however, in figs. 3,

36, 5, and 5 h, is only in shape, the striation being quite distinct.

From fig. 14, we pass by fig. 25, which is shorter and more oval, to fig.

16 {Navicula scutelloides, Sm.), which is of a short, broad, oval form, and
sometimes almost orbicular. I have some doubts whether this last be

referable to N. varians, or even whether it be a Navicula at all : it is

understood that some good observers regard it as a Cocconeis. But I have

no doubt as to the propriety of classing figs. 14 and 25 together.

From fig. 11, we pass, in another direction, to figs. 24, 23, and 22,

which are all subcapitate or capitate ; figs. 24 6, 21, 19 &, and 19, lead us

gently to figs. 18 and 18 I, and through these to fig. 17, which is more
decidedly apiculate than 18 1. This last, fig. 18 h, appears to be identical

with the form described by me in the Mull earth as Pinnularia exigua.

From figs. 23 and 22, we are led, through fig. 20 to fig. 20 1, which
seems to be a variety of N. inflata, fig. 20 c. The latter is so well marked
a species, that it may be doubted whether it can be a form of N. varians.

I would not assert that it is so, but if figs. 20 b, and 20, are to be regarded

as varieties of N. inflata, it is evident that that species is susceptible of

considerable modifications, and we have already traced the connection

between figs. 20 and 20 b, and others, which seem luadoubtedly to belong

to N. varians.

From fig. 17, we now pass to figs. 27, 28, and 28 i, wliich are very

striking forms, some of which have been supposed to be referable to N.
Semen. But the striation in these forms is remarkably strong and con-

spicuous, while in N. Semen it is quite the contrary. Indeed, in Ehren-
berg's Microgeologie, where the striation of many forms is well represented,

even where it is not easily resolvable, N. Semen is figured without striae

From the last-named group, we proceed, by figs. 29, 29 b, to figs. 30,

30 6, 30 c, and 30 d, in which the type of form of Pinnularki gracilis

appears, more or less distinctly. But the conspicuous and somewhat
coarse striation at once distinguish these forms from that delicate sjiecies.

In fig. 33, this type is fully developed in all dimensions, producing a

splendid form; while in figs. 31, 32, 32 6, and 32c, we pass tln-ough

various modifications to the form or ty])e of Navicula rhyncocephula.

Want of space prevents the introduction of larger specimens of this type.



In these the striation is strong and coarse ; but in the smaller it is not

far removed in character from that of the N. rhyncoccjjhala of Smith, so

common in our fresh-water gatherings.

In publishing these figures, and in the paper which they are designed to

illustrate, my object has been to direct the attention of observers to the

existence of a large number of fonns, very few of which have hitherto

been noticed or figured, although they are of very frequent occurrence.

There is hardly a fresh-water gathering of a mixed character, in which .

many of them are not found. But the only figured species which are

probably referable to this group are Navicida rhyncocepliala, Pinnularia

jyeregrina, P. exigua, and possibly Navicula inflata.

I would by no means be understood as asserting that all these forms

belong certainly to one species ; but it is plain that most of them are

very much inclined to vary in outline, and thus, apparently at least, to

pass into each other, retaining all the time the peculiar character of

striation, and the aspect which marks the group. I must here add, that

even in the number of stria;, and in one type of form, considerable varia-

tions occur. As the forms become larger, the strife decrease in number,
and become stronger and more conspicuous, so that no precise number can-

be fixed on, as typical of the species. I have myself counted in some of

the smaller forms, 22 or 24 stria; in -001 of an inch, while in the larger,

the number falls to 14, or even sometimes to 12. But this variation in-

the number of strije in '001 of an inch is by no means confined to these

forms. It may be seen in many species, perhaps in all those which vary

much in size.

One more fact deserves to be noticed, as favourable to the idea that these-

forms, at least in great part, are referable to one species. I allude to the

circumstance, that I have never found one of these types alone ; but that

several of them, in some cases nearly all, occur together.

The localities which best exhibit this fact, are Duddingston Loch,"

Lochleven, and the Dhu Loch in- Glenshira, the recent mud of which is

rich in several of these types. A gathering from a brook near Oban con-

tains nearly all of them, and another from Norfolk, which I owe to the-

kindness of Mr. Bleakley, also presents a large proportion of these forms.

But, as I have already remarked, they occur, more or less abundantly, in'

almost every mixed fresh-water gathering.

This leads me to observe, in conclusion, that all the forms of that series-

which appear to be identical with P. peregrina, occur abundantly in pure

fresh water ; whereas P. peregrina is described as a form of sea water, or

brackish water. The forms here described, having moniliform sti-ia;, should'

be referred to the genus Navicula, if that character be regarded as decisive ;
•

of which doubts may be entertained. But as it appears, by the observa-

tions of the Rev. Professor Smith, that he found the strias of undoubted-

P. peregrina to be, in some examples at least, monilifomi, there can be

little difficulty in regarding this form as one of the types of Navicula

varians. At all events, the form or type alluded to, as I have found it-

in Duddingston Loch and Lochleven, is one which varies remarkably in

outline and proportions.

The figures now given must be considered merely as intended to bring

under the notice of observers a very common, yet a very interesting, group

of forms ; but not as, in any respect, exhausting the subject, or as esta-

blishing with certainty the view which regards all these types of form as

varieties of one species alone. That question cannot be decided without

more extended investigation. But at least tlie figures will show that

there is, in certain forms, a remarkable tendency to variation in outline
;

and I have already found that this tendency exists in a considerable num-
ber of species, to a greater or less extent. Farther observations will also

determine how far this tendency to variation extends, and whether it

affects, not only the outline, but the character or number, of the striae, the

appearance of tlie nodule or of the median line, and the general aspect.
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Observations on Cosmartum Margaritiferum and other Des-
MiDEiE. By Airs. Herbert Thomas, Bristol. Communi-
cated by Dr. Carpenter.

(Read January 24th, 1855.)

In tlie month of February, 1851, while watching:, for the first

time, in the Zygnema, the curious phenomenon of conjugation,

my attention was attracted by a beautiful object passing with

a slow, unsteady motion over the field of the microscope ; at

the same time I observed that in its interior small granules

were moving with extreme rapidity, resembling a swarm of

:
I bees more than any other object to which I can compare it.

' ' This plant I afterwards knew to be Cosmartum margaritife-

\ 1
rum. From that period I have made this plant the object of

! ! my constant observation, and have at the time recorded by
\\ delineation anything which struck me as new, without, how-
ji ever, endeavouring to draw conclusions from my observations,

)| which, from my imperfect microscopic knowledge, I knew
U might too often prove incorrect.

The plant, as I first saw it in February 1851, is figured at
T>1 ~

I
; Plate V., fig. 3. In each half, the centre was occupied by a

f I
vesicle (as it appeared) filled with moving granules, while

{
j smaller vesicles were at the four sides. The granules did not
' appear to circulate through the plant, but kept to their own
place, which was either a bag or cavity, I could not decide

which. In fig. 1, subsequently drawn, I have recorded that

the granules were swarming over the whole plant. This may
possibly have been due to alteration of focus, bringing the

larger granules more prominently into sight ; or it may have
arisen from some difference in the early growth of the plant,

as the specimens represented in figs. 8 and 9 showed corre-

sponding differences, fig. 8 developing into fig. 1, fig. 9
into fig. 3.

I now carefully preserved the water in which my Cosma-
rinm was tolerably abundant ; and by continually changing
it, kept the plants healthy. From my recollection of certain

bodies which I have since occasionally seen, I think that con-

jugation may have taken plare during the summer ; but I was
not then acquainted with the sporangia of the Desmidiae.

As the summer advanced, many of the plants lost their spring

: beauty and active motion ; fig. 10 represents the appearance
of some ; in others the inner membrane was very much shrunk,

containing only a little of the green matter, or if in active

life, the colours assumed more of an autumn aspect, probably
from the colour of the light thrown upon them. In fig. 6

VOL. HI. d
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the contents of the inner bag had so much distended them-
selves, that the bead-like margin of the outer case was lost.*

In this figure I have represented as accurately as possible,

the appearance presented on November 12th. On this plant

I noted—" The motion very active, and the plant apparently

in a healthy condition. The outer membrane quite plain,

but certainly the same plant as the others. When fresh

water was introduced around the object, the outer membrane
remained immoveable, while the inner was pushed into a

globe. The granules escaped one night, and the plant as-

sumed much the appearance of fig. 10." In the following

spring I figured fig. 5, which appeared to me early develop-

ment of the masses of swarming granules ; and fig. 2,

which, in the same month (February 1852), was the most
usual appearance and colour, becoming darker and fuller as

the spring advanced. In the summer of 1851, I applied

iodine to fig. 3, when the granules ran with extreme rapidity

into four balls, as represented in fig. 7 ; I also tried to find

out their nature by pressing them out of the plant. In this I

was unsuccessful, as the contents mingled rapidly with the

other vegetable forms in the water. I satisfied myself, how-
ever, that they escaped at the centre of the plant, from whicli

part the contents escape to form the sporangia, as I afterwards

discovered. As I frequently found plants resembling fig. 4,

I concluded that when the plant was mature the granules

escaped of themselves.

In September 1851, I had the pleasure of observing ano-

ther change in these beautiful plants. At one o'clock tlic

two hemispheres of a plant separated, as figured in fig. 11 ;

the transparent hemispheres pi'otruded between the original

halves, containing only colourless granules. At six o'clock,

the four parts were nearly equal in size, and the green matter

evenly divided, though faint in colour. At eleven next

morning, the whole had assumed a healthy, vigorous appear-

ance, as at fig. 12. Soon after, a restless motion was visible

;

and at twelve o'clock the plants were freeing themselves from

an enclosing membrane (13), which had first appeared in

fig. 11. At one o'clock the plants had escaped, and moved
freely off into the surrounding water, leaving their old enve-

lopes, which, in the following spring (1852), when my plants

were very healthy and active, I found in great numbers in tlie

water. 1 suppose that the time taken on this occasion (twenit)f-ii|

* This observation is an important one, if it Lc quite sure that the

specimen obs(;rvc(l was G. mnrqaritlfcrum : it maybe questioned, how-

ever, whether it was not a specimen of C. RaJfsii, which had found itsj

way amidst the others.—W. B. C. >
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tour hours) might be about an average time required for sub-
division ; but the period required for the ripening of the

moving granules, I cannot in the least calculate. I took a

plant in apparently full maturity, and watched it for a fort-

night ; but I could trace no change in its appearance, nor did

the granules weary in their motion, either in sunlight or in

shade, in daytime or at night ; for in the dead of night, when
hours of darkness might have brought on them the " sleep of

plants," I suddenly threw upon them a strong light, and
found them in their usual activity of motion, while the same
light only gradually and partially roused a " wheeler " from
his slumbers. I have figured four monstrosities in subdi-

vision, which I observed in the spring of 1852 (figs. 15, 16,

17, 18). I was much inclined in 1851 to suppose, from the

figure fig. 21, that subdivision took place at various ages of

tiie plant ; I subsequently found, however, that this must
have been a plant of C Thicaitsii, which I obtained in the

spring of 1852, in a neighbouring locality, in great activity of

division and swarming motion ; and in the same autumn I

found sporangia of two species, which would lead me to sup-

pose fig. 22 a full-grown form. (See figs. 25 and 28.)

All the species of Cosmarium do not appear to have the

habit of casting off their envelopes; for in fig. 19, which I

found in great abundance, both subdividing and forming

sporangia, no loose vesicles were left from the former process,

though in the latter the empty cases were abundant and per-

manent. Being greatly disappointed at not being able to

prove the use of the moving granules, I watched as minutely

as I could the formation and subsequent development of the

sporangia. The contents of the ball, as in the division of the

plant, were at first light in colour, and containing few gran-

ules ; they subsequently became darker green, and then a

reddish-brown, as in figs. 25, 26, 27, or as in figs. 23, 24

;

and at the same time the coats became more numerous.

In the month of April 1853, I was delighted to find in the

bottle containing the sporangia of Cosmarium, fig. 24, a

many-coated ball filled with granules in the same rapid

motion as observed in the full-grown Cosmarium. The simi-

larity of the movement attracted my attention ; and I also

saw that in one part the enclosing membrane appeared tliinner,

as if giving way at that spot. On the third morning the

membrane had broken, and the granules escaped, leaving the

nearly-emptied case as represented at fig. 29. See also

fig. 30.

I will now speak of the changes visible to the naked eye,

while preserving in bottles water in which Cosmarium margari-

d 2
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tiferum and others of the same family were very numerous.

During the summer and autumn, the masses of green matter

would float to the surface, rapidly disengaging oxygen as the

sun shone upon them, and sinking again to the bottom with

the coolness of the evening. Later in the year, masses would
adhere to the inner surface of the bottle in the form of a thin

pellicle, or collect in slimy masses, which appeared to dis-

solve with the warmth of the coming spring. The green

colour changed to that of a reddish-yellow, and it might have
been thought that all was dead, did not the microscope show
the same beautiful green both in young and full-grown plants,

together with much bright red and brown, apparently the

casings of the sporangia, which gave their colour to the

wheel-animalcules that had evidently feasted on their remains,

and thriven on them. Large Cosmaria, still in active motion
(the remains of the mature growth of the preceding summer),
lay imbedded in the mass, when a small portion was sepa-

rated for microscopic observation, as well as clusters of yoimg
ones, figured at figs. 31, 32, 33. When the bottles had re-

mained more than a year untouched, except for change of

water, these masses increased in leathery hardness : green life

was not extinct, but became feeble in colour, and too much
changed to warrant further observations ; while a small por-

tion, placed in another bottle and more freely exposed to the

light, multiplied with great rapidity. Further observations

were stopped by the declining strength of the plants.

From the observations of the Rev, Mr. Osborne, on Closte'

rium lunula, published in the ' Quarterly Journal of Micro-
scopical Science,' I should feel no doubt that the advancing
motion in Cosmarium. was also caused by cilia, the two families

bearing a close resemblance to each other in their habits.

Many careful observations made on Closterium, as detailed in

the ' Annales des Sciences Naturelles,' vol. v., 1836, have been
verified here in Cosmarium, though I am inclined to differ on
the subject of the development of the sporangium. This body
would appear to me to be the winter-casing of a large number of

young plants, which escape from it by rapidly knocking against

its walls when these have been loosened by spring warmth,
or which grow up as the walls gradually decay in the midst of

those gelatinous masses previously described. In proof of

this opinion, 1 would adduce the immense increase in the

number of the plants in the springs of 1852 and 1853, in

some measure to be attributed to subdivision, as could be

seen by the empty double cases figs. 14 and 21, but yet

trifling as compared with tlie masses, of which figs. 31, 32, f|

and 33, give only a faint idea. Why should such rapid
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motion be observed in the full-grown plant, unless for the

purpose of reproduction ? for the cells of higher plants show
such powerful mechanism merely for the vegetative processes.

If these moving granules are zoospores, capable, when set

free, of developing into perfect plants, then it seems to follow

that the sporangium (which is the product of two such plants)

may also contain these zoospores, capable, when their fitting

time comes, of filling the waters with their countless progeny.
And if, as I fully believe, fig. 29 is the sporangium of a

Cosmarium, its growth by zoospores seems evident.

Address of the President at the Annual Meeting of the

Microscopical Society, February 28, 1855.

Gentlemen,
The Report of your Council cannot, I think, be other-

wise than satisfactory, as regards both the progress of our
Society in number of Members, and the state of our finances.

Including the elections which we have made this evening, we
have added twenty-five new names to our list, whilst we have
lost five by death and five by resignation ; making an addition
of fifteen to our total. The number of nominal Members,
however, has been considerably reduced by the stringent mea-
sures which your Council had thought it right to adopt, in
regard to those individuals from whom long arrears of sub-
scriptions are due. Of these, four have been taken off the list,

as never having performed the first condition of membership,
namely, payment of the entrance-fee and first subscription

;

whilst eight more who had become entitled to membership,
have been expelled, after ample notice had been given to them
of the penalty which they incurred. I am quite sure that you
will not regret the loss of those who have shown themselves so
unworthy of the advantages which membership confers ; and
that the vitality of our trunk will be increased by thus getting
rid of all our dead branches.

The financial condition of the Society affords matter for

much congratulation ; since we have been able to afford con-
siderable additions to our expenditure, without more than such
a trifling reduction of our floating balance, as we may expect
to be soon made up by that increase of contributions which is

continually going on, whilst our reserve fund has considerably
increased. Thus, we have paid to the editors of the ' (Quarterly

Microscopical Journal of Scien<;e ' a much larger sum than has
ever been before ex])cnded in any one year for the printing of
our Transactions ; wherel)y each of our Members becomes
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entitled to receive the Journal free of cost, thus getting back
more than three-fourths of the amount of his subscription.

We have borne the increased rent charged to us by the

Horticultural Society ; and we have, in addition, felt justi-

fied in laying upon the Society's funds the cost of the tea

furnished at the evening meetings, which had been previously

defrayed by private subscription.

Among the Members whom we have had the misfortune to

lose by death during the past year—namely, the Rev. J. P.

Bean, Professor E. Forbes, Mr. Finch, Mr. Ingpen, and Dr.

Soulby—there is one whose high scientific eminence claims a

special tribute on this occasion ; a tribute which, from my
own long personal friendship with him, I feel it a privilege to

have this opportunity of paying to his memory.
The unexpected death of Professor Edward Forbes, on the

18th of November, at the age of thirty-nine years, excited but

one feeling of the deepest regret, not only in the scientific

community of which he was so distinguished a member, but

also throughout a far wider circle of personal friends than it

falls to the lot of most men to possess. It was my good
fortune to have first become acquainted with him at the time
when we were fellow-students, nineteen years since, in the

University of Edinburgh ; where he went through the full

curriculum of medical study, but did not take his degree

;

having, during his sojourn there, determined to abandon the

pursuit of Medicine as a profession, in order to devote himself

to the study and teaching of Natural History, for which he
had very early shown a strong bias and a remarkable aptitude.

The enlarged and philosophic spirit in which he pursued this

science, is too widely known and too generally appreciated, for

it to be necessary for me to dwell upon it here. His admir-
able monograph on the '' British Starfishes,'^ published in

1840-1, was the first work by which he became generally

known as a Naturalist ; and very shortly after its appearance,

he commenced those laborious researches in the ^gean Sea,

on the distribution of marine life at different depths, which
first brought him prominently into notice among the eminent
cultivators of geological science of this and other countries^

by whom his investigations were most highly estimated. From
that time his scientific career was one of increasing honour to

himself, and of the most eminent service to the sciences of

zoology and geology, which he was continually enriching by
original contributions of tlie greatest value.

He was successively apj)ointed to the Professorship of

Botany in King's College, to the office of Palseontologist to the

Geological Survey, and to the distinguished j)ost of President
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of the Geological Society ; ail of which he resigned last spring,

on being chosen to succeed the late Professor Jameson in the
Chair of Natural History in the University of Edinburgh,
which he had long regarded as the summit of his ambition,
but upon the duties of which he had scarcely entered, ere his

Jife was cut short by the development of a disease, which (as

the event proved) must long have been pursuing its fatal course
without any external indication.

To know the Pi^qfessor was to know but little of Edward
Forbes. Probably no man of his generation was so many-
-sided. Not only science, but literature and art, found in him
a hearty appreciation of all that was excellent. No clique

could claim him as its own, for his sympathies were universal

;

no man was more unselfish, or used his influence more gene-

rously for the advancement even of those who might be in some
sort his rivals, than Edward Forbes. Hence no one could

know him, without not only admiring, but loving him ; and to

every one who was worthy of his regard, he freely extended it.

His genial humour and good-natured wit, joined to his other

high qualifications, caused him to be universally welcomed as

a companion
;
yet, however " petted," he was never "spoiled"

by the attentions he received, but remained the same genuinely-

good fellow, when he had climbed to the top of the tree, as he
was when, in the days of his studentship, he exercised that

wonderful power of attaching others to him, which would have
doubtless been exerted to the great advantage of his University

and of science, had it been the will of Providence that his

labours should have been prolonged in the new sphere q^
which he had so recently entered. Y

Turning, now, to our own proceedings during the last

twelvemonth, I cannot but feel some regret at not being able

to speak in a more congratulatory tone, as to the number and
importance of the communications which have been brought

before us. Considering the great number of individuals who
are occupied in microscopic research, and the large amount
of novel facts which they must be continually encountering, it

is to me a matter of surprise, as well as of regret, that so fe\y

of these should be made public through our instrumentality,

^me of the best contributors to our former meetings have, I

am aware, been kept Ijack during the last year by the pressure

of other engagements ; whilst others have entered with such
zeal into the study and practice of the Photographic art, as to

have been led away by its fascinations Irom their former alle-

giance. Moreover, during the latter part of the last session,

X understand that a dearth of papers was an epidemic disease

fey which almost every scientific society in Lontlon was more
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or less affected ; so that we were thus suffering (if this be re-

garded as any alleviation of our trouble) in the good company
of the Royal, the Linnsean, and other first-rate associations.

I would urge upon our Members, however, that the interest of

our meetings can only be sustained by themselves ; we have no -',

right to look for extraneous assistance ; and there is, I am con-

fident, no lack of power amongst us, if it be only rightly directed,

—a point on which I shall by-and-by dwell more at large.

But I would also suggest to those distant friends to micro- il

scopic inquiry, who are in the habit of forwarding their valuable '1

communications direct to the Journal, that it would much serve f

us, and would give to their discoveries a more immediate and

a wider publicity, if they would communicate them in the

first instance to the Microscopical Society (which they can
j

always do through some Member, or through the editors ofiJ

the Journal), so as to be read and discussed at our meetings.

The only communication we have received, having reference']

to the improvements of the microscope, or of any of its adjuncts, t

is Mr. Wenham's valuable paper on Microscopic Photography ;ij

which will, I doubt not, give a new impulse to the practice of

this most interesting art. Having myself been one of the

earliest labourers in this field, although circumstances havei'

prevented me from continuing to cultivate it, I can fully con- ^

firm what he says with regard to the superiority of solar light

over any ordinary kind of artificial light. With low powers,

indeed, and a sufficiently large condenser, I have found diffused

daylight much superior to the direct rays of the sun : of course,

a longer time is required for the production of a good picture

;

but no adjustment is necessary for the change of the sun's

place ; and the picture itself is much superior in tone to most

of those taken by direct sunlight. It is much to be desired i

that the experiment should be tried, how far the electric light

possesses such an amount of actinic power, as may make it art \

efficient substitute for the solar rays; the result of Mr.
Wenbam's experiments upon the effect of an intermitting dis-

charge of a small Leyden jar, being sufficiently encouraging

to render the trial of it highly desirable.

Before passing to the review of that portion of our proceed-

ings whicli will lead us to considerations of a very differetft;

order, I think it not inappropriate to make a few remarks upon
certain tendencies which I observe at present among some of

those who are most zealously devoted to microscopic research,

and which seem to me to be likely to exert an injurious influ-

ence u])()n the progress of science, if they be not kept within

due bounds. I refc-r especially to that rage, if I may so desig-

nate it, for object-glasses of the largest possible a])erture,
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fvhich causes our best makers to aim at its augmentation, as if

t were the one thing needful. Now if we examine into the

X)mparative advantages and disadvantages of such glasses, we
ball find, I think, that for all ordinary purposes, the latter

lecidedly predominate. The objects which can be seen de-

jidedly better with lenses of very large, than with those of

noderate aperture, are comparatively few in number, and of a

i^ery limited kind ; being such as are marked with very close

ines, striae, spots, or other like inequalities of surface. For
;he resolution of these, it is well known that a large angular

iperture is essential ; so that of two lenses whose performance

nay be equally good for all ordinary purposes, that which has

;he wider angle shall here surpass the otlier, and this in exact

jroportion to its excess. But this superiority is obtained at

he expense of other advantages. For even granting that there

s no sacrifice of that most important element, defining power
which can only be obtained, with a very wide angle, by the

itmost perfection in all the corrections), yet the adequate

)erformance of such a lens can only be secured by the greatest

aactness in the adjustments. Only that portion of the object

vhich is precisely in focus, can be seen with an approach to

•'listinctness, everything that is in the least degree out of it

)eing imbedded (so to speak) in a thick fog; it is requisite,

oo, that the adjustment for the thickness of the glass that

overs the object, exactly neutralize the effect of its refraction
;

ind the arrangement of the mirror and condenser must be such

() give to the object the best possible illumination. If there

)e any failure in these conditions, the performance of a lens

if very wide angular aperture is very much inferior to that of

. lens of moderate aperture ; and except in very experienced

lands, this is likely to be generally the case. Now to the

vorking raicroscoj)ist, unless he be studying the particular

lass of objects which expressly require this condition, it is a

ource of great inconvenience and loss of time, to be obliged to

)e continually making these adjustments ; and a lens, which, .

vhen adjusted for a thickness of glass of 1-100", will perform
vithout much sensible deterioration with a thickness either of
-80" or of 1-1 '20", is practically the best for all ordinary

mrposes. Moreover, a lens of moderate aperture has this

ery great advantage, that the parts of the object which are

ess perfectly in focus can be much better seen ; and therefore

Ihat the relation of that which is most distinctly discerned to

.11 the rest of the object, is rendered far more apparent. Had
lot the term ' penetration' been already applied in a different,

lid I think far less appropriate sense, I should have said that

n objective of moderate angular aperture has far more pcnc-
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trating power, enabling us to see much more into an objecl

than one of a very wide angle ; and generally speaking, iti

definition will also be found superior.

Let me remind you, further, that almost all the grea

achievements of microscopic research have been made by th<

instrumentality of such objectives as I am recommending
There can be no question about the large proportion of thu

results which continental microscopists may claim, in nearlj

all departments of minute anatomical, physiological, botanical

or zoological research, since the introduction of this invaluabii

auxiliary ; and it is well known that the great majority of thai

instruments are of extremely simple construction, and tha

their objectives are generally of very moderate angular apaj-

ture. Moreover, if we look at the date of some of the pria-

cipal contributions which this country has furnished to thk

common stock, such as the "Odontography" of Professoi

Owen, the " Researches into the Structure of Shell" carried (Mi

by Mr. Bowerbank and myself, the " Physiological Anatomy'
of Messrs. Todd and Bowman, the first volume of the " His-

tological Catalogue," by Professor Quekett, and the " Britisb

Desmideaj" of Mr. Ralfs, we find sure reason to conclude that

these researches must have been made with the instrumentality

of lenses, which would in the present day be regarded as oj

very limited capacity.

I hope that in these remarks I shall not be understood as is

any way desirous to damp the zeal of those, who are applyinf

themselves to the perfectionizing of achromatic objectives, i

regard it as a fortunate thing for the progress of science, tha(

there are individuals whose tastes lead them to the adoption

of this pursuit ; who stimulate our instrument-makers to go OB

from one range to another, until they have conquered the dif*

ficulties which previously baffled them, and then apply them^

selves to find out some new tests which shall offer a fresb

difficulty to be overcome. But it is not the oiily, nor can 1

regard it as the cliief work of the microscope, to resolve tin

markings upon the Diatomacea?, or tests of the like difficultjJ4

and altliough I should consider tliis as the highest object ol

ambition to our makers, if the performance of such lensei

with test-objects were any fair measure of their general utility

yet as I think that I have demonstrated that the very conditio!

of their construction render them infei'ior in this respect £g|ft

the purposes of ordinary microscopic research, I would mutft

rather hold out the reward of liigh appreciation {we have

other to give) to him who should produce the best toorku^

microscope, adapted to all ordinary requirements, at the lowttk

cost. It tloes not seem to me an unapt simile, to compare tUs
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levotees of large angular apertures to the gentlemen of the

turf.' It is, I believe, generally admitted, that the breeding

i) class of horses distinguished by speed and ' blood,' which is

tept up by the devotion of a certain class of our countrymen
io the noble sport of racing, is an advantage to almost every

[jreed of horses throughout the country; tending, as it does,

» develop and maintain a high standard in these particulars.

3ut no one would ever think of using a race-horse for a roadster

ir a carriage-horse, knowing well that the very qualities which
siost distinguish him as a racer, are incompatible with his

jnitableness for ordinary work. And so I think that the

breeders' of first-class microscopes (if I may so designate

feem) are doing great service, by showing to what a pitch of

jerfection certain kinds of excellence may be carried, and by
:kus improving the standard of ordinary instruments ; notwith-

rtanding that for nearly all working purposes, the latter may
be practically superior.

Turning now to those contributions which exhibit the uses

jf the microscope in scientific research, I find that the

list paper which came before us, that of Mr. Jabez Hogg on
:ke development and growth of the LymncBus. This memoir,
dthough treating of a subject which has already been studied

Bore minutely than the author seems to have been aware of,

las nevertheless added some facts which I believe to be new,

uad which are of great physiological interest ; I refer to those

viiich relate to the retardation of the developmental process, by
oasufficiently supplying the animal with food. The nourish-

ment of the embryo is obtained by means of the current

aroduced by the cilia clothing its tentacles (which is also sub-

lervient to the function of respiration), until the gastric teeth

ire sufficiently matured to enable the animal to cut by their

neans the vegetable substances growing in the water, when the

jiliary fringe disappears. But if, Mr. Hogg informs us, the

foung animal be kept in fresh water alone, Avithout vegetable

tters of any kind, it still retains its cilia, and attains only

» a small size ; and its gastric teeth are but very imperfectly

ieveloped ; and if it be confined to a small narrow cell, it will

mly grow to such a size as will enable it to move about freely.

By these means Mr. H. has been able so to retard the develoj>-

nent and growth of the embryos, that at the age of six months,

;hough apparently healthy and active, they were only as far

idvanced as ordinary embryos two or three weeks old; whilst

liher animals of the same brood and age, placed in circum-

tances favourable to their growth, had attained their full size,

md had produced young, which were of the full size of their

^er relations. The physiologist is reminded, by these curious
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facts, of the well-known experiments of Dr, W. F. Edward!

upon the development of the Tadpole, and of the more receil

experiments of Mr. Higginbottom upon the same subjectj

and as there is some difficulty in reconciling these two sets ([

results, I would strongly recommend Mr. Hogg and othfj

members of our society to follow up the inquiry, by a moil

extended series of investigations into the circumstances whicll

separately or combined, aflFect the development of the LymnoBiX

especially the influence of light and temperature, supply (I

food and oxygen, and limitation of space ; the last, I suspec

taking effect through the limitation of food and oxygen.*

. Professor Gregory has continued his interesting commun;
cations upon Diatomacece ; and one of the papers with which 1:

has favoured us has a very important bearing upon a questio

which is exciting great interest among really scientific natura

ists at the present time, viz., the range of variation within t)

limits of species. For in almost every department, both (

Zoology and Botany, it is coming to be generally felt, h

those who have devoted themselves to the inquiry in a trul

philosophical spirit, that there has been by far too great

readiness to establish new species, and to confer new name
for the sake of distinguishing forms, which, when more can
fully compared, are found to pass into one another by impel

ceptible gradations, or to be but different states of the ver

same organism. The time is now, I hope, entirely past, whe
the extent of a naturalist's acquirements in any particular dt

partment, were estimated by the number of species in hi

collection, instead of by the amount of his knowledge of a

that concerns them. Yet still we find that what I may desi^

nate as the mere collector's spirit is far too widely prevalent

* I feel it requisite to take this opportunity of correcting an error ini

wliich Mr. Hogg has fallen, in alluding to my observations on the strui

tare of Shells, and comparing them with those of Mr. Bowerbank. E
represents me (Transactions, vol. ii., p. 96) as inclining to the opinion
Reaumur, who considers Shell an inorrjanic exudation from tlie surfa<

of the dermis ; whereas the whole aim of my descriptions was to pro^

that Shell is an organized cellular tissue, being, in fact, a calcified ep
dermis. It is true that I disagree with Mr. Bowerbank (whose opinica

Mr. Hogg supports), in maintaiiung that Shell is not vascular in the ord

nary sense of the term ; that is, is not penetrated by blood-vessels froj

the subjacent tissue. But it no more hence follows that it is not endowc
with vitality, than that epidermic and epithelial structures, or cartilag'

are dead or inorganic, because they have no vessels ; and the increase an
reparation of shell may well take place, like those of the tissues jus

named, at the expense of nutriment brought to it by the vessels of th

subjacent surface, although that nutriment is not distributed throitr/h

by the extension of those vessels into its .substance. Mr. Hogg appeal

to liave laboured under the very common error, of supposing that what;
non-vascular must necessarily be inorganic also.
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iinl that the first impulse of many observers, when they meet
vitli a type which is new to them, is to give it a name and a

)lace In systematic arrangements. Hence Botany and Zoology
jecome loaded with a multitude of names, designative of what
nen a small amount of care and patience will suffice to show
ne identical species ; and almost every widely -diffused plant

n animal bears a mass of synonyms, which are extremely
)erplexing to the inexperienced naturalist, and very trouble-

>oine even to him who knows how to estimate them aright.

Piius, as Dr. J. D. Hooker remarks, tlie Pteris aquilina, one of

I.e most widely-diffused of all Ferns, has received a different

lanie in almost every country in the world; and among the

ilants of New Holland, which were at one time supposed to

^Q altogether dissimilar to those of Europe, and which were
hscribed and named as new species, no fewer than 150 have
•cen ascertained by Mr. Robert Brown to be identical with
[European plants. All such synonomy, which has been rightly

cliaracterized as " the opprobrium of science," owes its exist-

ence, as has been recently well remarked by the Rev. W.
Smith (' Microscopical Journal,' vol. iii., p. 130) " to imperfect
knowledge, imperfect observation, or imperfect judgment."

It is not, however, to the synonymy resulting from careless

liiiiorance of the identity of the supposed new forms with such
IS have been previously described, that I wish to direct your
attention at the present time ; but to that resulting from a too

^1 eat readiness to consider every departure from a certain type
\o which a particular designation has been attached, as enti-

tled to rank as a specific distinction. I believe tliat this dis-

position has often been unduly indulged, under the idea that

the making of new species was an acceptable contribution to

i\ atural History, and gave to the maker the prestige of an
orig^inal discoverer ; in other instances it has been favoured
by the preconceived notion, that the jilants or animals of

newly-discovered, isolated, or little-visited localities must
inecessarlly be new ; but even putting aside all influences of
any such kind, I think it unquestionable that a vast multipli-

cation of species has taken place, from a misapprehension of
Oic value of distinctive characters, depending upon an entire

Ignorance of, or a very Imperfect acquaintance with, the

capacity of particular species for variation. It needs to be
constantly borne in mind, that no general rules can be laid

down with respect to the value of characters, that shall be of

universal applicability. It frequently happens that in two
groups, closely allied to one another, characters of the very

same kind shall be sufficiently constant in one of them to be
luite reliable as specific distinctions, whilst in the other they
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are altogether valueless for such a purpose. Thus the family

of Felines, taken as a whole, is one in which great importanc<

may be attached to the markings of the surface ; so that

although the skeletons and teeth of the various species diflfe:

but little from each other except in size, yet the constancy o

these surface-markings in large sets of individuals, suffices t<

mark each set as specifically isolated from every other. Wi
find, moreover, that the Felines generally are but little capabL

of adapting themselves to a variety of external conditions, 8<

that each species is limited to a certain geographical ared

beyond which it has no tendency to disperse itself, and withii

which it has no disposition to vary. But when we turn t»

the domestic Cat, we find a completely opposite state of things

for we at once perceive that this species is endowed with

most extraordinary capacity for variation; in virtue of whicl

we not only find its constitution adapting itself to a grea

diversity of climates, of food, of habits, &c. ; but all thosi

nameless influences which may be included under the generai

term ' domestication,' tend to produce a special tendency ti

want of uniformity in that very particular—the surface-marfe

ing—which is so constant in the undomesticable specie*

Thus, then, we see that the capacity for variation, whici

seems inherent in the constitution of certain beings to th<

exclusion of others, not only enables the former to extern

themselves where the latter cannot follow them, but brings

them under a new set of influences, which themselves tend tx

increase the range oi their variation. As a general rule, there-

fore, we may expect that a widely-diffused species should ei

hibit a considerable extent of this range ; which may shov

itself not merely in obvious adaptations to diversities

climate and of external circumstances, but also in departure

from what we are accustomed to regard the typical character

of a kind that does not seem reducible to any known opeW
tion of causes.

Having for many years made this topic a special subje^

of inquiry, from its connexion with the much-discussed quefl-

tion of the specific unity or diversity of the human races, I afi

able to confirm the curious general principle long since lai<

down (though probably in too formal and stringent a manner
by Mr. Swainson, that in every natural group, whether larg<

or small, there seem to be some divisions which are endowet

with a remarkable degree of this capacity for variation, whiU
there are others which are as remarkably deficient in it ; anc

hence, that characters which are quite sufficient for the sepa-

ration of species in the latter case, must be regarded as merely

indicative of individual variation in the former.
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jit, then, it be asked how we are to distinguish the groups
f Jixed from those of variable character, I answer,—in no
»ther mode than by the comparison of large numbers of indi-

iduals ; and by bringing together the subjects of our com-
tarison from the widest range of external conditions under
hich they are found to exist. It is only by a very extensive

omparison of forms, even when brought from the same
ocality, that we are justified in pronouncing a probable

•pinion as to their specific isolation ; so often does it happen
bat when we have chanced first to meet with two specimens
hich we should be disposed to rank as distinct species, on
iccount of their obvious differences, the supposed boundary
>etween them is altogether done away with by the subsequent
liscovery of osculant forms, which establish a complete transi-

ion from one to the other, so that no line of demarcation can
K>ssibly be drawn between them. And when we come to com-
lare together suites of specimens from different localities, the

langer of error from reliance on a small number of individuals

8 still more multiplied ; since their divergent forms are likely

be more numerous and more strongly marked, and some of

he intermediate links may be wanting. Even where such defi-

aencies exist, if we find two sets of forms manifestly tending

aae towards another, and each of them exhibiting a considera-

le range of variation, we shall generally, I feel sure, err on
he right side in uniting them under a single specific designa-

ion, rather than in ranking them as distinct species.

The enormous multiplication of species which loads our

lystematic treatises and monographs, is in great measure due,

.sfeel assured, to the neglect of this rule of comparing exten-

ive series of individuals, and of taking particular note of the

ajansitional forms. I could give you an example in which this

! been done (within my own knowledge) to such an extent

r|is, in the naming of shells from a new locality, to make three

)r four times as many species as can really be said to exist

;

lius encumbering science with a vast number of useless de-

icriptions, and placing those who may chance to come into

possession of the intermediate forms, in the utmost perplexity

as to the naming of their specimens in accordance (which they

leel bound to do) with those descriptions. But I will adduce
m illustration, drawn from a department of microscopic in-

quiry, to which it is known to most of you that I have paid

special attention, viz., the group of Foraminifera. Very
early in my study of this group, which was commenced
upon collections that were rather rich in individuals than in

species, I came to the conclusion that it is (as a whole) jn-e-

leminently distinguished by its capacity for variation ; and
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that a large proportion of the species, and even of the genera

which have been distinguished by systematists, and especially

by M. D'Orbigny, have no real existence, being nothing

else than individual varieties. As I purpose to commu
nicate the results of my researches to the Royal Society, b;

whose liberal assistance I have been enabled to procure tbi

execution of the beautiful series of microscopic drawing

which I have exhibited to you from time to time, I am pre

eluded from entering into anticipatory details ; but I ma;

mention that having had the opportunity some time since, o

submitting my suites of specimens to a distinguished Frencl

Zoologist, and having directed his attention to a set of figure

in M. D'Orbigny's " Fossil Foraminifera of Vienna," which

though there described under different names, were clearl;

proved by the continuity of my connecting series to be but ©»

and the same, I asked him how it was possible for a naturalis

of M, D'Orbigny's experience to make such blunders. Hi
reply was, that the matter was perfectly simple, when M
D'O.'s mode of working was known ; for that, in examining ani

new collection, he set an assistant to pick out the most diver-

gent forms, and then described all that might prove new t

him as distinct species, without troubling himself in the leas

about those connecting links, the existence of which shoub

have at once convinced him that he was following an altogetbe

wrong method. Throughout the whole of his labours on tbi

group, in fact, I trace the influence of the erroneous idea

which he originally entertained in regard to the nature of tb

animal of the Foraminifera; for in the formation of hi

orders, as well as of his genera and species, he has proceedei

as if the characters of the testaceous skeleton were of the sani'

distinctive value,—when its construction is due merely to tb

solidification of the surface of a minute fragment of anima

jelly, which is subject to an almost indefinite variation hot'

in size and in shape,—as when it belongs to a mollusk of big)

organization, the plan of whose conformation is definite!

fixed. I am happy to be able to add, that having recently bsM

an opportunity of comparing the results of my observations

chiefly made upon the Australian and Philippine Foraminifera

with those of Professor Williamson (of Manchester), whid

have been chiefly made upon British forms, 1 have had tb

satisfaction of finding his conclusions to accord so closely wit!

mine, that I cannot entertain the slightest doubt of tbei

general truth. We both of us find that there are certail

species whose range of distribution is limited, and whose forn

is remarkably constant ; but we also find that in by far tb

greater number of cases, the species of Foraminifera are dis
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tributed over very wide geographical areas, and have also an

extensive geological range ; and that when a collection is

brought together containing large numbers of individuals of

one generic type, which appear, however, to belong to several

distinct species, it very commonly happens that although it

would be easy to make 6, 8, 12, or 20 species, by selecting the

most divergent forms, yet that, when the attempt is made to

sort the entire collection under these types, only a part of it

can be unhesitatingly arranged around them as centres, the

remainder being transitional or intermediate forms, for which
another set of species must be made, if the principle of sepa-

ration be once adopted. In fact, to such an extent does indi-

vidual variation often go, that (as in the case of the human
race) no two specimens are precisely alike ; and there is no
satisfactory medium between grouping them all as varieties of

one species, and making every individual a species, which is

manifestly absurd.

Now it evidently requires a much greater amount of care-

ful and laborious research, thus to ascertain the specijic unity

of forms which would undoubtedly be pronounced diverse by
a superficial observer, than to erect these into new species

;

and I cannot but think that he deserves better of science, who,

by the painstaking collection and comparison of great num-
bers of individuals, affects a reduction in the aggregate of

species, than he who, because he meets with a form that he

cannot find to have been previously described, forthwith

makes an addition to the vast mass already enumerated

;

without stopping to determine, by adequate research, whether

its features of distinction are permanently and constantly

presented, or whether they are liable to shade-off into the

characters of the forms previously known.*
I have dwelt at what may seem disproportionate length

upon this topic, because I think it is one as to which every

naturalist of the physiological school is bound to enter his

l)rotest, upon every suitable occasion, against that spirit of

* Since the delivery of this address, 1 have had the pleasure of finding

tliat the same thought had been previously expressed, ahnost in the same
language, by my friend Dr. Jos. D. Hooker ; who, in a note to his ' In-

troductory Essay on the Flora of New Zealand ' (which notice s many
flagrant examples of the mistakes of species-makers regarding Now Zea-

land plants), thus remarks :—" The botanist who has the true interests

:)f science at heart, not only feels that the thrusting of an uncalled-for

^ynonyme into the nomenclature of science is an exposure of his own
v;iiorance, and deserves censure, but that a wider range of knowledge and

1 greater depth of study are required to prove those dissimilar forms to be

identical, which any superficial observer can separate by words and a

aame."
e
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species-making, which is one of the greatest obstacles to all 1

truly scientific progress, alike in systematic Zoology and ^

Botany, in the Geography of plants and animals, and in i

Palaeontology. I am happy to say that in regard to the m

particular subject which suggested these remarks, namely, ;

the range of variation among the Diatomaceoe, I find the k

highest British authority upon that tribe, my friend Professor j

W. Smith, to be quite in accordance with me ; and strongly

recommend an attentive perusal of his paper ' On the deter-

mination of Species in the Diatomaceae ' (' Microscopical

Journal,' January 1855) to all who are engaged in the study

of that group. I would particularly direct their attention to

his remark, that to adopt as specific a shape or size that may
occur in all the individuals, however numerous, of any one
gathering, is liable to lead to fallacious results, from the

circumstance that all these specimens may have been pro-

duced by self-division from a single individual ; and that as,

in each such division, the characters of the original are

perpetuated, a modification of the outline of each individual

in the entire collection, may arise from some accidental cir-

cumstance which affected that of the primordial frustule.

Hence neither size nor outline are sufficient to mark the spe-

cies among Diatomaceae : it is requisite to compare specimens

from different localities, in order to determine with tolerable

certainty, what is the average or typical form and magnitude

of any species ; and its range of variation must be determined

by a comparison of forms brought from every known habitat,

before the extent of departure which should be held to consti-

tute a distinct species, can be even approximately determined.

Thus Professor Gregory shows us (loc, cit.) that under the

general category of Navicula varians may be ranked a consi-

derable numl:)er of forms, differing widely in shape, but seem-

ingly tolerably constant in number of striae (the range of

variation of these being apparently from 14 to 18 in '001",

and the usual number being 16), which have been described

under different specific names ; whilst there is another very

analogous group of reputed species, but also seeming to be

tolerably constant to a very different numljer of striae (their

range of variation being apparently from 24 lo 26 in "OOl"),

which he proposes to designate as N. mntahilis. Now it must

be considered an open question, to be only decided by the

examinati(m of collections from a much greater number of

localities, whether these two comprehensive species are not

themselves in reality but one; since it is quite certain that

there are species in which the range of variation in the

number of striae is much greater than from 18, the greatest
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number in N. varians^ to 24, the least number in N. mutahilis

;

and looking to the great capacity for variation shown by both
forms, the probability seems to me to be decidedly in favour
of their specific unity.

Passing on novv^ to the other papers which have been read
since the last Anniversar}', I come to my own ' On the Deve-
lopment of the Embryo oi Purpura lajnllus," on which, of course.

il is not for me to comment. 1 may, however, be permitted
to make one or two remarks, in relation to the general subject,

and the m ethodof the investigation:—First, that it affords

an example of what may be done with very simple means,
since the greater part of the inquiry was worked-out under
single lenses, Mr. Quekett's dissecting-microscope having
been the instrument chiefly employed, and the achromatic
compound-mici'oscope having only been occasionally resorted

to for more minute examination and for verification. Secondly,
that even a brief space of time may serve to do much, if it be
well employed ; my whole sojourn at Tenby was less than a
fortnight, and the greater part of several days was occupied in

the search for living Foraminifera, which were the objects T

had specially in view, l^hirdly, that it is of great importance
to obtain as vasny facts as possible, as a basis for reasoning;
and to trust no more to hypothesis for the connection and expla-

nation of those facts, than is absolutely necessary. The error

of my predecessors lay in imperfect observation (the most
important period in the developmental history ha.ing been
passed-over by them), and in inventing a theory to fill up the

hiatus, which proved not only to be fundamentally erroneous,

but to have given a wrong colour (so to speak) to all their

statements of fact. Now it happened to myself, that although
I had seen quite enough to satisfy me that their notion of the

process was altogether erroneous, and had formed a decided
opinion as to what was its real nature, I failed in obtaining

that positive assurance of its truth which alone would have

justified me in putting it forward as an ascertained fact, until

the very last day of my researches ; when I had the good for-

tune to alight upon a group of Purpura-capsules, at such a stage

of development that almost every one of them contained young
embryoes of different sizes, attached to the conglcmicrate

vitellus, and obviously ingesting its particles ; and these I

was able not only to observe for myself, but to exhibit to my
friends, who had previously seemed doubtful how far rnij expla-

nation of the mode in which the large embryoes were formed,

was more to be trusted than that of my predecessors, MM.
Koren and Daniellsen. I would add that any one who has
the opportunity of paying even a short visit to any shore, on
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which the egg-capsules of other pectinibranchiate mollusks

are to be met with in any quantity, will do a most acceptable

service to science, by determining how far the same history is

common to other species ; and I would particularly instance

the Buccinum undatum, or common Whelk, whose egg-cap-

sules are to be found in masses upon almost every shore

during the spring months, and the history of whose develop-

ment, though studied by MM. Koren and Daniellsen, has

probably been as much misunderstood and misdescribed by
them, as I have shown that of Purpura to have been.

With respect to the paper read at our last Meeting, on

Desnidium margaritiferum, I am in like manner precluded

from making the comments which I might have otherwise

offered, by the circumstance that its authoress is a near

relative of my own, and that it was communicated to the

Society through myself. I may remark, however, that I

preferred that it should come before the Society in its ori-

ginal simple form, rather than myself work it up into a more
formal and systematic memoir ; because I considered it to be a

good example of a style of contribution to Science which is

much needed, and which it is within the power of even the

unlearned microscopist to furnish, provided only he be com-

petent as an observer, and truthful as a narrator of facts,—

I

mean a simple record of observations upon single types oi

structure, carried on over a long period of time, so as to aid in

the determination of the changes which they present in the

course of their developmerit. This is particularly needed with

regard to the whole group of Infusorial Animalcules, our

knowledge of which may be said to be only in its infancy

;

for notwithstanding the industry with which these objects

have been studied by Professor Ehrenberg, and the prestige

he has acquired with the public as the highest authority in

regard to them, yet it is progressively becoming more and

more evident, that the whole of the great fabric which he has

erected rests upon a most insecure foundation, and that the

Anatomy, Physiology, and Systematic arrangement of the Infu-

soria, need to be restudied completely ah initio. For, in the first

place, there can be no doubt whatever, that a large proportion

of the so-called infusory animalcules belong to the vegetable

kingdom, and that a great number of the species described

by Professor Ehrenberg and other observers of the same class,

are but different phases of development of one and the same.*

Further observation will doubtless lead to much additional

light upon this subject, many parts of which are still wrapped

• See, for example, Cohn's ' Memoir on the Natural History of Proto-

coccus pluvinliii,' published by tlie Ray Society, 1853.
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in deep obscurity ; for it can scarcely be doubted that many of

the animalcule-like bodies, such as the VblvocincB, whose
vegetable nature has been made known to us by observation

of certain stages in the history of their lives, are but the

motileforms (zoospores) of some other plants, whose relation to

them is at present unknown. Hitherto it has been commonly
thought sufficient to trace the history of any of these bodies
from their first production by binary subdivision, or some
essentially-equivalent process (gemmation), to the repetition

of the same process by themselves, which was considered as

terminating their life as individuals ; and neither was any
departure from this simple plan of reproduction, nor the

origination of a new and dissimilar form in any part of the

series, at all anticipated. But now that we have juster views
of the real analogies (^or, more properly, homologies^ of these

simple plants, it becomes evident that the multiplication of

cells by binary subdivision, or by any kind of outgrowth,
really corresponds with the multiplication of elementary parts

in the embryo of any one of the higher plants or animals ;

and that the almost indefinite increase which may thus take
place, is really the growlh of the individual., which will at last

take on a new phase, sexual organs being evolved, and a true

process of generation (essentially consisting in the reunion of

the contents of two cells, by conjugation, or some equivalent

act) being performed by their instrumentality. The life of

the individual, as I long since maintained, and as is now coming
to be generally admitted, includes the whole series of pheno-
mena which intervene between one act of generation and
another ; and this series of phenomena may include the pro-

duction of two or three very distinct and apparently unrelated

forms. Hence until we have traced out this history in regard

to every distinct type of animal and vegetable life, we must
not only consider our knowledge of it to be essentially incom-
plete, but we must also admit the probability that a vast

number of our reputed species have no real existence. Many
distinguished German and French observers* have recently

been devoting themselves to this kind of inquiry, singling out
a few specific forms, and endeavouring to trace these through
all their phases of development ; and the success which has

already attended their endeavours, is the best encouragement
to more extended labours in the same direction.

* See especially the Memoirs of Professor Stein, in ' Weigraann's
Archiv.,' and in ' Siebold and Kblliker's Zeitschrift,' and bis recently-

published work, ' Die lufusionstbierc,' whicb embodies the preceding
;

also M. Jules Haimc, on Trichoda lynceus, in ' Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' 3" S^r.,
Zool., torn. xix.
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In this work I am extremely anxious to engagfe the active

co-operation of the Members of our Society. I cannot but

feel that a great deal of excellent microscope poicer, if I may
use the expression, is running to waste. Of the excellence

of our instruments, it is quite unnecessary for me to speak. Of
the acute powers of observation of a large proportion of the

possessors of these instruments, I am equally well assured.

Yet if we look at the comparative products of England and
Germany, in the field of sound microscopic observation, we
cannot but feel that there is some ground for the sarcastic

observation of Professor Schleiden, that the English carmot

possess good microscopes, since their contributions to minute
botanical research have been so trifling. I would not be thought

unmindful of the many admirable memoirs and monographs,
which may challenge comparison with those of any other

country ; they are excellent as far as they go ; but I am san-

guine enough to believe that these could easily be multiplied

tenfold, if those who spend their time in desultory observa-

tions, and in merely looking at some favourite objects over

and over again, would but concentrate their attention upon
some particular topic, and work out this with patience and
perseverance ; and I am not, I think, too ambitious for the

honour of our country, or too eager for the promotion of true

Science, in urging the Members of this Society, that they should^

both individuall} and collectively, aim at so worthy an object.

I would assure you from my own somewhat lengthened expe-

rience, that the microscopist who applies himself to work out

some particular class of observations, on which he concentrates

his chief attention, finds it gradually become to him an object

of such attractive interest, that he experiences a zest in the

pursuit, to which the mere dilettante is an entire stranger ; and
I feel confident that it is only by the assumption of some
systematic guidance as to ichat and hoiv to observe, that the

influence of our Society will be most beneficially exerted in

the promotion of microscopic research, and its own highest

prosperity be most effectually secured.
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Am Account of Mr. Peters's Machine for MrcRoscopic
Writing. By R. J. Farrants, Esq., F.R.C.S.

(Read April 25th, 1855.)

AIosT of the Members of the Microscopical Society are un-

doubtedly acquainted with Nobert's lines, and have probably
considered with astonishment the wonderfully-minute move-
ments which must have been effected in producing them.
Very beautiful specimens of microscopic writing, also by a

foreigner, Froment, of Paris, have, I believe, also been exhi-

bited in this room. I am not aware that any account has been
published of the manner in which the results are attained.

It is satisfactory to be able to state that these interesting

productions of our continental neighbours have been at least

equalled by means of a machine, entirely contrived and prin-

cipally constructed by a gentleman of our own country, Mr.
Peters, the banker, who is also a distinguished member of the

Microscopical Society : he makes no secret of the manner in

which his marvellous specimens are produced : on asking
leave to lay before this Society an account of his wonder-
working machine, and the manner of using it, permission was
at once most liberally given ; and that the description may be
the more intelligible, he has kindly allowed the machine itself

to be placed on the table. Being thus enabled to point to

the machine, the need for accurate drawings of it, is in a great

measure superseded ; still, some figures have been prepared
with a view to render the details of its construction more easy

of comprehension : these, however, are diagrams merely, and
have no pretension to be considered drawings of the instru-

ment.

The machine had its origin in the following circumstance

:

Mr. Peters, having been shown some microscopic writing,

executed, 1 believe, by Froment, of Paris, expressed his belief

that he could produce writing as small : this opinion was re-

ceived with extreme incredulity ; Mr. Peters, however, feeling

confident of the sufficiency of his plan, determined to test it

by actual trial : the result is a machine capable of executing

and recording movements of almost inconceivable minuteness

:

with it, in its present condition, Mr. Peters has written " The
Lord's Prayer," (in the ordinary writing character without
abbreviation or contraction of any kind) in a space not exceed-

ing the one hundred and fifty thousandth, 1-1 50,000th of a
s(juare inch. There are in this specimen six lines of writing

;

the length of the sides of a parallelogram, to include the whole,
would he l-250th and l-i)00th of an inch linear: the area so

included is (1-250 X 1-GOO =) l-150,000th of a square inch:
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the height of the letters is 1-10,000 of a linear inch, so that

the space occupied by the letters a or n, or such as are about

as wide as they are high, is no more than l-100,000,000th,

the hundred millionth of a square inch.

In examining the construction of the machine, it will be

convenient to consider, first, The Frame or Stand, and then

THE Mechanism; referring in succession to (1) the arrange-

ments for transmitting and diminishing motion; (2) those lor

controlling and directing the movements
; (3) and lastly, the

contrivances for preserving traces of those movements which it

is wished to record, so that they may be viewed with the

microscope.

The Stand. A rectangular table of mahogany, 18 in. by

10 in. superfices, and about an inch thick, constitutes the base

{A) ; to the surface of this is fastened a stout plate of brass,

of nearly the same size (B) ; near each corner of this is fixed

a brass column (C), a little more than an inch diameter, and
31 inches high. The four columns support a stout brass plate

{D), 15 in. by 7^ in., on which stand four smaller columns 12

inches high {£), they support another stage (F) 10 in. by 4

in., to which the principal part of the mechanism is attached.

The Mechanism : First Machine constructed in 1852. In

the simplest form of the machine, a vertical rod connected

near its superior extremity (G^, fig. 1), with the upper brass

plate (/% fig. 1), and extending from it nearly to the base,

constitutes a simple lever of the first kind (G //, fig. 1),

whose arms are in the ratio of 1 : 125 nearly. The rod tapers

downwards, its diameter diminishing from an inch to a quarter

of an inch, or thereabouts : this form of rod has been found

the most steady and least liable to tremor. It is connected

with the upper stage {F) by means of two concentric rings ;

the outer one (/) is firmly fixed to the brass plate : the inner

one {J) is connected by horizontal pivots with the outer ring,

and with the vertical rod ((?) ; the axes of the two pairs of

pivots being at right nngles to one another : by this connexion

rectilinear motion in one direction is permitted by the move-
ment of the rod {G) on the pivots of the inner ring (./), a

similar motion at right angles to this is effected by the move-
ment of the inner ring (»/) on the pivots of the outer one (/)

;

by a combination of movements determined by the two axes,

motion in any direction, rectilinear or curved, is attainable.

Every movement of the lower end of the rod (/?) is repeated

by the other end ((?), diminished in extent, and reversed in

direction. With a machine thus constructed, the diminishing

power is about 125 times, linear ; that is to say, a line one inch

in length traced by the lower end of the rod, will give at the
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other end a line onlv l-125th of an inch long, so that the

space occupied by any writing executed with this machine
will be 125^ or 15,625 times less than that in which the writing

is traced by the hand.

In the yreseut form of the machine, its power is much in-

creased by the substitution of a c(mipound lever ((7 7/, fig. 2)
for the simple one just described. Tfiis is done in th(! following

manner:—The original rod having been cut through a little

above the first stage, the lower portion is attached by its upper
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end {K) to the brass plate (Z)) by two concentric rings {L M) \

in the way already described ; the upper portion {G) remains
|

attached to the upper stage {F) as at first, but is shortened by
\

cutting off a piece from its lower end (iV) : into the space thus

caused between the two parts (^N K) of the original rod, there

is introduced a piece composed of two short rods (iP O and

O Q), united by a universal joint (O), similar to those by
which the two portions of the vertical rod are connected with

the two stages. Each of the free ends (P and Q) of this

jointed member is made to slide truly and smoothly in bear-

ings supplied to the cut ends (^ and iV) of the divided rod,

so that the position of the joint (0) may be varied at will: its

place having been determined, it is fixed by means of a screw

\R\ the end of which is made to press against one of the

sliding-pieces (O Q) ; and now, instead of a single lever con-

sisting of a simple vertical rod (^G H, fig. 1), there are twoi?

levers {GO and O H, fig. 2) united by a moveable joint (O).

The first lever, extending from the base of the stand to the

joint, has all that portion below the pivots on which it is sus-i

pended for its long arm {K H), while its short arm {K O)
extends from the same pivots to the joint (0), and varies there-

fore in length, which is determined by the position of the

joint. The second lever, extending from the joint (O) to the

upper end of the combination {Z\ has for its short arm all

above the pivots connecting it with the upper stage ; its long

arm (GO) consists of the portion between the same pivotsi

and the moveable joint (0), the position of which determines

the length of that arm. Thus it is seen that the short arm ol

the first lever (K O) and the long arm of the second one (O G),

vary in length with different positions of the moveable joint,

while the effect of their altered relations is always in the same

direction.

With this combination, any movements of the lower end o

the rod (H, fig. 2) are repeated, tlie direction reversed, and tht

extent diminished, at the end of the short arm of the first

lever (O), that is at the joint : the motion is there transferret

to the long arm of the second lever, at the end of the short

arm of which (Z ), the direction is again changed, and the e»

tent a second time diminished.

The amount of diminution which the machine is capable o;

effecting, ranges from 110 to G,250 times linear: these limiti

are determined by actual trial ; thus, if a square be drawn, the

sides of which are 5 inches long, the length may be reducec

to the 122-nd of an inch, that is 110 times, or it may be dimi
nislied to 1-1 250th of an incli, or (5-250 times. An arrange

mcnt of the levers, such that the arms are in the ratio of 12 : i
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lor the first {HK : K 0), and 9:1 for the second {OG:GZ),
will diminish 108 times linear ; an arransjement in which the

arms of the first lever are in the ratio of 500 : 1, and those of

the second as 12 : 1, will have the power of diminishing 6,000
times linear ; and though it is not easy to determine exactly by
measurement the effective length of the different members of

the combination, it is believed that these proportions are not

far from the truth. By these adaptations, the transmission

and diminution of motion are provided for.

Contrivances for controlling and directing the movements, are

next to be noticed. It is manifest that the free end (H) of a

lever suspended in the way described would move in the arc

of a circle : to obviate the inconvenience of writing on a con-

cave surface, and at the same time to provide for a greater

freedom of motion to the pen or pencil, the lever is continued

to the surface of the base of the stand by means of a rod i^S),

which passes into the lower end of the suspended tube (^),
and is connected with a second short rod {T U) by two pairs

oi rings ( V), each pair joined together in one plane, and all

moving on horizontal pivots, so as to maintain exact parallelism

of the two rods, while the second one (T U) is allowed to

move freely in a vertical direction : the second rod has at its

lower end a joint ( Z7), connecting it with a short arm which
carries a split tube ( fV) for holding a pen {X) or pencil ; by
means of this joint the pen may be made to have any inclina-

tion from the perpendicular; an adjustment in azimuth may
be made by turning the rod {S) in the vertical tube {H) : it

may be fixed in any position by a screw {V) brought to press

against it : this arrangement allows the pencil to move freely

over every part of a surface of about 5 inches square, within

which space it is perfectly under control, and on the surface of

which any writing or design may be conveniently traced.

A brass frame about 5 inches square is attached to the centre

of the plate which covers the base of the stand, by four screws

with milled heads, one at each corner ; after loosening these

screws, a card may be placed under the frame, and the screws

being then tightened, it is held firmly in its place without any
further attention on the part of the person using the machine.

Registry of the diminished design.—Tracings of the dimi-

nished movements are received on glass, that material afford-

ing the greatest facilities for the use of the microscope in

'xamining them. The distal extremity of the combined levers

is tlierefore armed with a diamond point, and in order that it

may act upon the upper surface of the glass, the vertical rod
is connected with one enti of a horizontal arm (A), from the
other end of which a piece ( p) at right angles to it rises to
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the height of about 3 inches ; the upper end of this piece is

split to receive another horizontal arm (a\ at the free end of

which is the diamond (d), with the point dowriwards, and so

adjusted that it is in the axis

of the combined levers.

As, however, the end to

be attained is the registering

(not of all the movements
made, but) of those move-

ments only which form the

writing or design, the opera-

tor is provided with the

means of suspending, resum-

ing, or continuing the action

of the diamond at pleasure.

Two uprights (1, fig. 3 and

fig. 4) are fixed near opposite

edges of the upper stage

(jp), each having a horizon-

tal pivot (or they may be

connected by a horizontal

piece with a knife edge up-

wards) : on the pivots ('2),

(or the knife edge) is hung

a thin flat plate of brass (3)

of sufficient size to hold a

glass slip of the ordinary

dimensions, 3 in, by 1 in. ; to

one of its ends is fixed a

steel wire (4) with a screw

cut upon it, on which a small

Inass weight (5) with an in-

terior screw is placed : near

one of the lateral edges of

tlie plate two small pins (6,

fig. 4) project a little above

its surface : near the opposite

edge is a spring (7, fig. 4),

which presses the glass slide

against the two projecting

pins, while one of its ends

comes up to the extremity

of a screw (8), which can bo adjusted so that the centre of the

glass be bioughi under the diamond jjoint (Z) : when the slide

has been placed on the holder and properly adjusted, the weight

(5) is to bf movetl on the screw till it accurately balances the
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glass, which should just touch, but not be pressed against the
diamond. Under the ghass holder (3) is a weak spring (9)
attached to a short arm (10), which is connected by a hinge with
a little pillar (11) fixed to the upper stage {F) ; under this arm
is another shorter but stronger spring (12), which, yielding to

the action of any force depressing the arm (10), restores it to

its place on the action of the force being discontinued. From
tlje free extremity of this arm a wire (13) proceeds to the base
ot the stand, where it is fastened to a lever (14), which is at-

tached to the lowest brass plate [B) by a hinge (15), which

Fig. 4.

illowsof motion only in a vertical direction : when the end of

his lever (14) is pressed down, it draws down the extremity
)f the arm (10), carrying the spring (9) which is then brought
o act upon the glass holder (3), pressing the glass upward
igainst the point of the diamond {Z) ; a spring (16) under
he lower lever (14) causes it to return to its position when
he pressure is removed. Two screws (17, 18) pass through
his lever, by means of which the extent of its movements,
ind consequently the pressure of the spring (9) under the glass

lokler (3) are regulated. One of these screws (18) serves to
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limit the upward movement of the lever : this is effected by
means of a moveable nut (19). above the arm, which can

be placed in any required position ; the other screw (17) is

for reo^ulatins: the pressure against the diamond ; it admits of

its end (20) being fixed at such a distance from the brass plate

{E), as to allow of any required extent of depression of the

lever : it is obvious that the more this is depressed, the lower

does it draw down the arm (10), carrying the spring (9), and
the stronger therefore is the pressure of the spring against the

glass. By connecting a second lever with the spring, and
allowing one to be depressed more than the other, two different

degrees of pressure against the glass may be secured, and the

diamond may thus be made to give marks of different depth
and thickness, so that writing may be produced with fine up'\

strokes and thick dov:n-stj'okes, as in writing with a pen.

It is unnecessary to do more than allude to the excellence

of the work, and the perfect action of tlie mechanism. These
are manifested by the fidelity with which the smallest move-
ments are transmitted and recorded, every such movement, it

will be remembered, having to be transmitted through three

joints with two sliding-pieces ; each of these joints must
admit of free and easy motion in every direction, while all

tremor, or other movements than those directed by the will ofi

the operator, must be precluded. How completely the;

object is accomplished is within the personal knowledge ofi

many gentlemen present who have themselves had the oppor-i

tunity of testing the capabilities of the machine. Were other?

evidence necessary, reference could be made to the eminentii

President of this Society (Dr. Carpenter), who, on a first trial

of the machine, produced an inscription of three lines in lessi

than the l-10,000th of a square inch. Of this space the

signature takes up not more than one-third, or less than

l-30,000th of an inch ; the small letters of the writing are

but 1 -1150th of an inch high
;

yet, notwitli standing its

minuteness, the characteristic peculiarities of the autograph

are unmistakable.

The securing of a good diamond point is a matter of first

importance : preference is given to a turned point, as a natural

splinter, though it gives fine strokes, does not mark equally

well in all directions. These points Mr. Peters prepares

himself with the same skill and delicacy of touch shown ihi

the construction of the other parts of the machine.

In using tlie macliine botli hnnds have to be employed.

While the right hand guides the pencil (A'^), the t)ther is en

gaged in managing the lever (14) by which the action of the

diamond is governed. Attention is necessary to insure the
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requisite pressure when any movement is to be registered, and

to withdraw it while any other movements are in pro<:;ress
;

for it must be remembered that all movements made by the

pencil, whether there be correspondinjr marks on the card or

not, are traced on the glass so long as it is pressed against tlie

diamond ; and, on the other hand, though the design be care-

fully and accurately marked on the card, there will be no

trace of it on the glass unless the lever has been properly

employed.

The object of this paper is to give a brief, but it is hoped,

an intelligible account of the construction and manner of

using a machine which has excited much interest, and not to

consider the purposes to which its ingenious adaptations may
be applied. At present the machine has been used almost

solely for microscopic writing ; it is not, however, to be con-

cluded that it can be used for nothing else. If, for example,

the pencil, instead of being guided by the hand only, were

directed and restrained by mechanical appliances, and the

amount of the movements regulated by a screw or otherwise,

there seems no reason why the productions of Nobert should

not be rivalled. There would be little practical difficulty in

causing the pencil to trace straight and parallel lines : regular

distances of 1-lOOth of an inch are attainable. The power of

the machine would diminish these internals 6,000 times, so

that a series of lines 1-600,000th of an inch apart would be

attainable. Whether a point could be got sufficiently fine to

trace lines so close together, or any surface to receive them,

ay be questioned. If, however, such close ruling as this is

Impracticable, the limit would seem to be supplied by the

want of a material to receive the tracings, and not to result

from the insufficiency of the machine to execute the movements.

Perhaps the machine might be made subservient to accurate

dividing in the preparation of micrometers, &c., as by its

means, errors or inequalities admit of being almost indefinitely

diminished.

On the Illumination of Objects J)y Polarized Light on a

Dark Field. By John Furze.

(Read April 24th, 1855.)

Allow me to call the attention of the Society to a method of

viewing objects with the microscope, which is, I believe, novel

its arrangement, and no doubt admits of greater improve-

ment than it has yet received at my hands, from the want of

mfficient time and opportunity to devote to that purpose.

The phenomena of polarized light have long added a charm
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to the ordinary developments of the microscope ; and the

brilliancy of colour resulting from its action has fixed the

appearance of many an object in the mind of the observer,

which, by ordinary liglit, would have made scarcely any mental

impression at all.

But with the advantage of attractive appearance two great

defects were constantly perceptible : one, the impossibility of

transmitting the light through structures of more than a cer-

tain density ; the other, that although the differing densities

of structure were separated by it, the definition of these were

disfigured in some cases, and lost in others.

It therefore became obvious that if objects could be illu-

minated by polarized light, in such a manner as to give the

structure a stereoscopic effect, by a due contrast of light and
shadow, causing the object to appear as if in relief, great

benefit would result from the application, as giving a clearer

development of the form and constitution than had before been

obtained. Tliis expression at once suggests the dark-ground

illumination, which some of our Members have so largely im-

proved by various useful adaptations. I have found it pre-

ferable to use for this purpose a plano-convex lens, three-fourths

of an inch in diameter. This fitting is of so small a size that it

can be adapted to almost any instrument. An illuminating lens

thus constructed will show intended objects on a black ground

through the low powers, and should be arranged with a

system of both central and external stop, each revolving on a

separate axis, as generally supplied. If we now put an ad-

justable cap on to the top of the lens, containing a crystal of

Herapathite mounted between thin glass, and a plate of Selenite

(also mounted on thin glass) above it, we shall find that ob-

jects of too great density for transmitted light, will appear,

under this illumination, as if in relief; and not only will the

varying density of the structure be most beautifully displayed,

but the definition of the different parts will be so accurately

given as to constitute a perfect method of viewing the object.

I do not profess to write a long article to engage your

attention here ; but I would fain occupy some portion of your

time at home in perfecting this arrangement, which, in my
opinion, is most conducive to truth in microscopic analysis,

and which will amply reward (as well in the highest as in

the lowest sense) the careful labours of those who sympathise

with me in the delights arising from those researches which it

is the peculiar province of this Society to encourage and to

stimulate.
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THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY

The Microscopical Society of London held their Fifteenth

Annual Meeting, February 28th, 1855,—Dr. Carpenter,
President, in the Chair. The Assistant Secretary read the

usual Reports of the Council and Auditors, which showed
the Society to be in a very satisfactory state of progress : the

balance-sheet is given on the following page. The ballot

then proceeded for the officers for the ensuing year.

Re-elected.

President . . . . Dr. Carpenter.
Treasurer . . . . N. B, Ward, Esq.

Secretary .... J. Quekett, Esq.

New Members of Council.

J. N. Furze, Esq.

H. Perigal, Jun., Esq.

Rev. J. B. Reade.
J. B. SiMONDS, Esq.

In the place of

G. Blenkins, Esq.

Dr. Lankester.
G. SlIADBOLT, Esq.

J. Ingpen, Esq. {deceased).

The President then delivered the Annual Address, reported

at page 37.
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TRANSACTIONS OF MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY

EXPLANATION OF PLATES III. AND IV.

N.B.—All the figures are dravm under the sam& magnifying power,

save 2, 3, 4, and 9, which are much more highly amplified.

Fig.

1. (Plate III.)—One of the vitelline spheres or ova (thei'e being then no
perceptible difference between them) from a newly-formed capsule.

2.—A small portion of the vitelline substance highly magnified.

3.— Vesicula directrix, apparently single.

4.— Vesicula directrix, double.

5.—Segmentation of vitelline spheres ; a, h, c, d, e, successive stages,

6.— Segmentation of vitelliis of true ova ; a, b, c, successive stages.

7. (Plate IV.)—Mass of vitelline segments beginning to coalesce, but
torn apart so as to show an embryo, a, in the interior ; on either

side are embryos in various stages of develoimient, found in the

same capsule, but not imbedded in the conglomerate mass.

8. (Plate III.)—Early stages of development of embryo, up to the forma-

tion of the mouth and oesophagus.

9.—Ciliated mouth, as seen laterally at a, and from above at b.

10.—Conglomerate vitellus, with attached embryos dramng-in its com-
ponent particles.

11. (Plate IV.)—Portion of a similar mass, with embryos, a, b, c, d,

attached, and others, e,f, detached, from the same capsule, of very
diflerent sizes.

12.—Embryo having its transparent peripheral membrane speckled by
small adherent particles, resembling the vitelline particles in fig. 2.

This aji^jearance is not at all uncommon.

13.—Three embryos, a, b, c, of larger size ; their ciliated lobes obliterated

bj- distention.

14.—An embryo of unusually large size, with portion of conglomerate

vitellus still adherent.

15, 16.—More advanced embryo, with ciliated lobes and foot fully deve-

loped, and the newly-appropriated vitellus in process of conversion

into other organs.

17.—A small embryo, which has apparently only just began to ingest

its supplemental vitellus ; this being superposed ujion the original

yolk-mass.
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TRANSACTIONS OF MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE V.

Illustrating Mrs. Herbert Thomas's Paper on Cosmarium
margaritiferum.

Figs. 1 to 33, illustrating various stages in the gi-owth and develoxjment

of Cosmarium rnargaritiferv/m.
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degres de rexploitation agricole
;
prescnte en Plans, Coupes, Elevations, Details en

Constructions. 60 planches avec texte . . . . . . . 1 50

EGANZIN (J.)—PROGRAAmE OU RESUME DES LECONS D'UN COURS DE CON-
Btruction, avec des applications tirees specialment de I'art de I'ingenieur des ponts et

chaussccs. 5e edit., enrichie d'un atlas volumincux, par M. Reibell. 4 vols. 4to., aveo

un atlas in folio, demi-jcsus, compose de ISO planches . . . . . 30 00

ZASTROW—mSTOIRE DE LA FORTIFICATION PERMANENTE. Ouvrage tradult de

I'Alkmand par Neuens, major d'artlllerie. 1 vol Svo. avec atlas de 18 planches, grand
format 5 00
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Blakey CR). History of Logical Science from the Earliest Times to the Present Day, by
Eobert Ijlakey, Professor of Logic and Metaphysics, Queen's College, Belfast, Author of the
Historyofthe'Philosophy ofMind, 1vol. demy 8vo . . . . .8 09

Boussiug'ault. Enral Economy ; in its Eelations with Chemistry, Physics and Meteoroiojry.
By J. B.Boussingault, Member of the Institute of France, 2d Edition, with Notes, care-
fully revised andcorroetcd, 1 vol. Svo. cloth boards. London. 1S45 . . . 4 50

Breivster (Sir SJavid.'. TheNatural History of Creatioa, inlvoL royalSvo. Dlustrated
with En^aviiigs and Woodcuts. Xu preparation.

Campbell. A Practical Text-Book of Inorganic Chemistry, including the Prepar.itions of
Substances, and their Qualitative and Quantitative Analyses, with Organic Analysis. By
DugaUl Campbell Demonstrator of Practical Chemistry to the University College. 12mo.
London, 1S49 . . 1 M

Cbapman. A Brief Description of the Characters of Minerals; forming a familiar Intro-
duction to the Science of Mineralogy. By Edward J. Chapman. 1 voL l'2mo, with 3 plates.

London, 1*J4 . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
-^——— Pr.actical Mineralogy ; or, a Compendium of the distinguishing Characters of Mine-

rals; by which the Name ofaiiy Species or Vai-ietv in the Mineral Kingdom may be speedily
ascertained. By Edward J. Chapman. Svo. Illustrated with 13 engravings, showing 270
specimens. London, 1S43 .....". . . 1 75

Cbcinical Society (Quarlcrly JTournal of tbc). vols. 8vo. London,
ISiS—53 '

. . 33 00
Published Quarterly. Each Part . . . . . . 76

Dumas and Boiissincault. The Chemical and Phvslological Balance of Organic
Nature : an Essay. By J. Dumas and J. B. Boussingault, Mom"bers of the Institute of France.
1 vol. 12mo. Loudon, 1S44 . . . . . . . . . 1 00

Fau. The Anatomv of the External Forms of Man (for Arsists). Edited by B. Knox, M.D.,
with Additions. Svo. and 23 4to. plates. 1842. Plain. . . . . . 6 00—— Colored ..... ... 10 09
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Fourier. The Passions of tne Hnman Soul. Translated from the French by the Eeverend
John E. Morrell, with Critical Annotations, a Biography of Fourier, and a General Intro-

duction, by Hugh Doherty. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1S51 t. , . . .6 00

Frazer (W.) Elements of Materia Medica, containing the Chemistry and Natural History
of Drugs ; their Effects, Doses and Adulterations, with the Preparations of the British Phar-
macopceias. Svo. London, 1851 . . . . . . . , 3 GO

Gordon (Li.) A Synopsis of Lectmes on Civil Engineering and Mechanics. 4to. London,
ls40 2 00

Graltam. Elements of Chemistry; Including the application ofthe Science in the Arts. By
T.Graham, F.K.S. L. i<cE., Professor of Chfemistry ^at University College, London. 2d

Edition, entirelr revised and greatly enlarged, copiously illustrated with Woodcuts. VoL 1,

1850. Published in London at 2!s. sterling . . . . . 3 00

Humboldt. Kosmos: a General Survey of the Physical Phenomena ofthe Universe. By
Baron A. numboldt. The origin.'jl English Edition," 2 vols, post Svo. London, IS-IS . 3 09

Kcemtz. A complete Course of Meteorology. By L. F. Kiemetz, Professor of Physics at the
University of Haile. With Notes by Ch. Martins", and an Appendix by L. Lalanne. Trans-
lated, with Additions, by C. V. Walker. 1 vol. post Svo. pp. G24, with 15 Plates, cloth boards, 3 60

Knapp . Chemical Technology, or Chemistry applied to the Arts and to Manufactiires. By F.
Knapp, Professor at the University of Giessen. Edited, with numerous Additions, by Dr.

E. EoxALDS, Professor of Chemistry at Queen's College, Galway ; and Dr. Tuomas Eichasd-
80>-, of Newcastle-on-Tvne. Illustrated with 600 large Woodcuts and 7 Colored Plates.

3 voK Svo. London, 1S4S—ISol . . . . . . 13 00
. • Vol. III. Containing Sugar, Tea, Flour, &c. With T Colored Plates. . 5 00

liCOn (Jolin A.) The Art of Manufacturing and Eeflning Sugar, including the Manufac-
ture and Revivification of Animal Charcoal. With 14 Plates, illustrative of the Machinery
and Building. Large foUo. London, 1850 . . . . . 18 00

Xiiebig'. Chemistry and Physics, in relation to Physiology and Pathology. By Baron
Justus Liebig, Professor of Chemistry at the University of Giessen. 2d Edition, Svo.

London, 1&47 . . . . . . . . . 75

Slenioirt* of tlie Iisterary and FItilosopIiical Societir of Man-
chester. (Second Series.) Yol. 9, Svo. with Woodcuts and Plates. London, 1851. . 2 00

Slitcliell (J .) Manuel of Practical Assaying, intended for the use of Metallurgists, Captains

of Mines and Assayers in General. With a copious Table, 1^ the pm-pose of ascertaining in

Assays of Gold aiid Silver the precise amount, m Ounces, Pennyweights, and Grains, of
noble Metal contained in one ton of Ore from a given quantitv. i vol. post Svo. London,
1S4G . . . . . . . . . . 3 00

Treatise on the Adulterations of Food, and the Cfiemical Means employed to detect

1 50

them. Containing Water, Flour, Bread, Milk, Cream, Beer, Cider, Wines, Spirituous

Liquors, Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, Sugar, Honey, Lozenges, Cheese, Vinegar, Pickles, Anchovy
Sauce and Paste, Catsup, Olive (Salad) OH, Pepper, Mustard. 12mo. London, ISiS

Mullcr. Principles of Physics and MeteoroIogJ^ By J. MuUer, M.D. Illustrated with 530
Woodcuts, and 2 colored Plates. Svo. London, 1S47 . . . . 4 00

Nicol. Astronomy Historically and Scientificallv developed, showing the Else ofthe Science

from its Growth, "and the Character ofthe illustrious Men who have contributed to it By J.

. P. Nicol, Professor of Astronomy in the University of Glasgow. 2 vols. Svo. Illustrated

by Plates and Woodcuts. In. ]->repamUon.
. Tlie Architectiu'e ofthe Heavens. Ninth Edition, entirely revised and greatly enlai'ged.

Illustrated with 23 Steel Engravings and numerous Woodcuts. Svo. London, ls51 . 3 60
Our Planetary System, its Order and Physical Structm-e. 12mo. with AVoodcuts. Lon-

don, 1850 . . . • . . . . . 1 75

ttuekctt (J.) Lectures on Histology, delivered at the Eoval College of Surgeons of Eng-
land. Illustrated by 80 Woodcuts. Svo. 1S52 .".".

. . 2 00
— Practical Treatise on the Use ofthe l^Iicroscopc. Illustrated with 12 Steel Plates and

Wood ICiigravings. 2d Edition. London, 1S52 . . . . . 5 00
I'ractical Treatise on Miimte Injection, and the Application of the Microscope to

Diseased Structure. Svo. Illustrated wirli Engraved Plates and Woodcuts. In the pre^s.

Rcid. Eudiments of Chemistry, with Illustrations of the Chemistry of Daily Life, by D. B.

Eeid, M.l)., Lecturer on Chemistry, formerly one of llcr Majesty's Commissioners for the

Health of Towns in England. 4th"Edition, with 130 Woodcuts. 12mo. 1850 . .0 63

Rcsrnault. An Elementary Treatise on Crystallogi-aphy. Illustrated with 108 Wood
Engravings, pruited on black ground. Svo. London, 1S4S . . .0 75

Rciclicnbacli (i.aron t'Sssirle*). Pliysico-Pliy.siological Eesearches on the Dyna-
mics of Magnetism, Electricity, Heat, Light, Crystalisation and Chemism, in their Kelations

to Vital Force. The complete Work from tlw German Second Edition, with Additions, a
Preface and Critical Notes, by John Asiibueneu, M.D. Svo. With Woodcuts and one
Plate. London, ISSO .

Ricltardsoii. Geology for Beginners; comprising a Familiar Exposition of the Elements
of Geology and its Associate Sciences, Jlineralogy, Fo.ssil Conchology, Fossil P.otany, and
Paleontology. By G. F. Kichardson, F.G.S. 2d Edition, post Svo. "Witli 251 Woodcuts. 1 26

Ricli}ird>on and IS'iiia'dN. Mctulhn-gy; and the Chemistry of the Metals. In 3
vols. Svo. lUuslruted with numerous Wodd I'.iigravings. Inthe prein

StarBand lln; » sirtli. Tlic Stars and the Earth; or. Thoughts upon Space, Time, and
Ettriiity. 4tli Edition, Eightli tliousand, 2 Parts in l,lSmo London, 1850 . . .0 26

l^toc kbar M. Tlic Principles of Cliemistry, illustrated by Simple Experimento, Translated

from the German Edition With 218 Woo"dcuts 12nio Cambridge, 1850 . .175
Tlli>niKOti. Chemistry of Organic Bodies—Vegetables By Thomas Thomson, MD,

F.K.S., L »t ]; , Ktgliis Professor of Chemistry in the University ofGlasgow Corresponding

Member ofthe Uoyal Academy of Paris. I large vol Svo. pp. 1092, boards London, 1833. 6 00
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— — Beat and Electricity. 2d Ediiion, 1 vol. Sto. lUu^tratcil vrjih "Woodcuts. Lon-
don, lv39 . . . . . . • . . S 7a

CJiemistrr of Animal Bodies. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1543. . . .2 50

Tbonison (U. I»".) British Annual and Epitome of the Progress of Science. ByE. D.
Thomson, Assistant Professor in the University of Glasgow. 3 vols. 1S-3T, 38, 39. ISmo.
cloth boards, lettered, each . . . • • • 75

Weisbaeit (J.) Principlesof the Mechanics ofMachinery and Engineering. 2vols. Svo.

lllnstrated vrith 200 "Wood Engravings. London, 1S4S . . . T 50

Anatomy, Mediciue, Surgery, and Natural History.

Bernard and. Huette. Illustrated Manual of Operative Surgery and of Surgical
Anatomy, by .MM. Bernard and Hueye, edited, ^vitu Xote.s. and Additions,'and adapted to the
use of the AJiierican student, by W. H. Van Buren, M.D , Surgeon to Bellevue Ilospital, and
C E Isaacs, M D , Demonstrator of Anatomy College of Pliysicians and Surgeons, Kew
York. Illustrated with Steel engravings, from drawings after nature, by LeveiUc, &c.
8vo. Xew Tork, 1S:)2. i Parts. Colored plates, per Part . . . . 3 00-— Plain do . . . . . . . 1 75

Canton (*.) The Teeth and their Preservation, in Infancy- and Manhood to Old Age.
12mo. with Woodcuts . . . . • . . . 1 00

Courteiiav. Pathology and Eational Treatment of Stricture ofthe Urethra in all its Tarieties
and Complications, with Observations on the Use and Abuse of UfetBral Instruments.- The
whole illustrated by numerous Cases. By F. B. Conrtenav, M.K.C 3., kc. 4th Edition, Svo.
London, 184rf . . . . " .

'
. . ; . 1 25

A Few Words on Perineal Section, as recommended by Professor Syme, for the Cure of .

Stricture of the Urethra, tvo. London, 1:50 . .
.' i . .0 23

Practical Observations on the Chronic Enlargement of the Prostrate Gland in Old
People: ^vith Mode of Treatment. By Francis B. Conrtenay Svo. with nurn'erotis Cases
and Plates London, 1889 . . . . . .

^

. 3 00
A Treatise on the Cure of Stricture of the Urethra ; with Practical Observations on the

TreatmentofSpermatorrhuea by Cauterisation. 8vo. Boards. Ic51 .
"'

. 100
Cruvelhier and Bonamir. Atlas of the Descriptive Anatomy of the Human Body.

By .J. Cruvelhier. Professor ofAnatomy to the Faculty of Medicine, Paris. "With Explana-
tions by C Bonamy. Containing b2 Plates of Osteology, Syndemology and Myology. 4to.

London. 1844. Plain . , . .
'

. . . .

"
. 15 00

Colored . . . . . . . 22 OO

Fau. The Anatomy of the External Forms of Man (for Artists), Plain.; Edited by E. Kxox,
M.D. with Additions. 8vo. Text, and 2ti 4to. Plates. London, 1849 :?» . . .GOO

Colored .... »"».,. • • .1000
Gerber and linl'iver. Elements of the General .".nd Micros_copical AnatiOmy ofMan and

the Mammalia; chiefly after Original Kesearches. By ProfessofGerber..To which is added
an Appendix, comprising Researches' on the Anatomy of.the Blood, Chyle, Lymph, Thymous
Fluid. Tubercle, aud Additions, by C. Gulliver, F.li.'S. In 1 vol tvo. Text, and an Atlas of
84 Plates, engraved by L. Aldous. 2 vols. svo. Cloth boards, 1^42 - . . .6 00

Grant. General View of the Distribution of Extinct Animals. ' By Robert E Grant, MD.
F.E.S. L. i E., Professor of Comparative Anatomy at the University College, London. In
the "British Annual," i839 itmo London, 1839 . . . . 75

On the Principles of Classification, as applied to the Primary Divisions^of the
Animal Kingdom. In the "British Annual," le3S. i8mo. Illustrated w"ith 28 AVoodcuts,
London, 1838 . . . . . . . . 75

Outlines of Comparative Anatomy. Svo. Illtistrated with 148 "Woodcuts,' boards.
London, lc33—41 . . . . . . ._. . 7 00

Hall (.llar^liall.) On the Diseases and Derangements of the Xervous System, in their
Primary Forms, and in their modifications by A^e, Sex, Constitution, Hereditary Predispo-
sition, Excesses, General Disorder and Organic Disease. By Marshall Hall, MD., F.E.S.
L&E. c!vo. with 8 engraved Plates. London, iS4l ":

. , . . £ 75
TimfoUifXcing is an Appendix to the ahote Work:

On the Mutual Relations between .Vnatomy, Physiology, Pathology, Tlierapeiitics
and the PraciHiJ- of Medicine; being the Gulstonian" Lectures for 1842. 6vo. with 2 Colored
Plates and Plain. London, 1842 . . . . . . 1 25

New Memoir on the Kervous System, true Spinal Marrow, and its Anatomy, Physio-
logy, Pathology, and Therapeutics 4to. with 5 engraved Plates. London, 1843 . . 5M

Hour q««--. Etiological, Pathologic.il and Therapeutical Reflections on the Asiatic
Cholera, as observed in Europe, A.sia Minor, and Egypt. 8vo. London, 1848 . . 8TJ

JoiK's (\V.) An Es.^ayon some of the most important Diseases of Women, with a De-
scriiilion of a Novel Invention for their Treatmcut and EelioC Second Edition, bvo. London,
1S> '" • • • • . . . .

.' 25
Practical Observations on the Df.^jaises of "Women, showing the necessity of Physical ••

Examination, and the Use and Apidication of the Speculum. Illustrated by Cases. Wood-
cuts and Colored Plates, tvo London, iSiO . . . . . 1 75

L<eb<>UfIy. The .Vnatomy of the Regions intcres-tcd in the Sur;;ical Ojiorations performed '

, upon the Human Body: with Occasional Views of the Pathological Cmiditioti, which render
the interference of the Surgeon necessary. In a Series of 24 jdutes, the Size of Life. BvJ. ,

"

Lebaiidy. Folio Loudon, 1845 » . . . .

"
. C 00

Lee. The .Vuiitouiy of tU 2 Nerves of the Uterus. By Eobert Lee, M.D., F.E.S. Folio, Ti't2 '

engraved Plates. Loa(isn, 1841
. .

'
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Maddock. Practical Observations on the Efficacy of Medicated Inhalations in the Treat-

ment of Pulmonarv Consumption. B7 Dr. Maddock. 3rd Edition. 8vo. -with a colored

Plate. London, 1846 . . • • • •
. 1 W>

Martin. A General Introdnction to the Natirral History of Mammiferous Animals :
wth a

particular Yie^v of the Physical History of Man, .and the more closely aUied Genera of the

Order "Quadrumana." or Monkeys." Illustrated -svith 296 Anatomical, Osteological, and

other Engravings on Wood, and 12 full-plate Kepresentations of Animals, drawn byW.
H.<irvey. 1vol. 8vo. London, J 841 . . . • .4 00

ffloreaii (Professor). Icones Obstetrics ; a Series of60 Plates and Text, Hlustrative of

the Ai-t and Science of Midwifery in all its Branches. By Moreau, Professor of Midivifery to

the Faculty of Medicine, Paris. Edited, with Practical Remarks, by J. S. Streeter, M.E.C.S.

Folio. Cloth boards. London, 1841. Price, plain . . . . 15 00

Colored . . . . . • . . 30 00

Otrcn. Odontographv; or, a Treatise on the Comparative Anatomy of the Teeth, their

Physiological Kelations, Mode of Development, and Microscopical Structure in the Verte-

brate Animals. By Pachard Owen, P.E S., Con-esponding Member of the Koyal Academy
Of Sciences, Paris and Berlin ; Huntcrian Professor to the Koyal College of Surgeons, London.

This splendid Work is now completed. 2 vols. royaLSvo. contamlng 168 plates, half-bound

russia. London, 1840—45 . . . . • • . 36 00

Pliillips. Scrofula: its Nature, Prevalence, Causes, and the Principles of Treatment. By
Benjamin Phillips, F.K.S., Surgeon and Lecturer on Surgery to the "Westminster Hospital.

8vo. with an engraved Plate. London, 1846 . . . . .3 00

A Treatise on the Urethi-a ; its Diseases, especially Stilctare, and their Cure. 8vo.

boai-ds. London, 1882 . . • . . 2 00

Pricliard. The Natural History of Man ; comprising Inquiries into the Modifying Influ-

ence of Physical and Moral Agencies on the difi'erent Tribes of the; Human Family. By
James Coles Pritchard, M.D , F J:l S , M.E.I.A. Corresponding Member of the National In-

stitute, of the Eoyal Academy of Medicine and of the Statistical Society of France ; Mem-
ber of the American Philosophical Society, &c &c. Srd Edition, enlarged, with 50 colored

and 5 plain IlUistrations, engraved on Steel, and 97 Engravhags on Wood, royal 8vo. elegantly

buimd in cloth. London, 184S . . . • . . 9 00
. Appending to the First and Second Editions of the Natiu-al History of Man, large 8vo.

with 6 colored Hates. London, 1845 &1S48. Each . . . .100
. Six Ethnographical Maps, as a Supplement to the Natural Histoiy of Man, and to the

Eesearches into the Physical History of Mankind. FoUo, colored, and 1 sheet of letter-press,

in cloth boards. 2d Edition. London, 1850 . . • . .6 00

Illustrations to the PiCse.-u-ches into the Physical History of Mankind. Atlas of 44

colored and 5 plain Plates, engraved on Steel, large 8vo. Bo.ards. London. 1841 . 4 50

On the Different forma of Insanity, in lieLition to Jurisprudence (Dedicated to the

Lord Chancellor ofEngland.) l-2mo. London, 1842 . . . .125
Raycr. A Theoretical and Practical Treatise on the Disesses of the Skin. By P. Bayer,

MD , Phyjician to the Ilopital de la Charite. Translated by Pv. Willis, M D. 2d Edition,

remodelled and much enlarged, in 1 thick vol. 8vo. of 1,300 pages, with Atlas, royal 4to, of2G

Plates, finely eugiaved, iind colored with the greatest care, exhibiting 400 varieties of Cuta-

neous Afi'cetions. 1S36. . . . • . • . 20 00
— The Text separately, 8vo. in boards . . . . . . 7 00

The Atlas 4to. separately, in boards • . . . . 16 00

Rj'an. The Philosophy of Marriage, in its Social, Moral, and Physical Relations ; with an

Account of the Diseases of the Genito-Urlnary Organs, with the Physiology of Generation

in the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms. By M. Eyan, M.D . 4th Edition, greatly improved,

1 vol. lS2mo. London, 1843 . . . . . . . 1 50

Sliiickard. Essay on the Indigenous Fossorial Hymenoptera ; comprising a Description of

the British Species of Burrowing Sand Wasps contained in all the Metropolitan Collections

;

with their habits, as far as they have been observed 8vo. with 4 Plates. LondOT, 1887 . 2 50
PlaU I. is u-anii7>g.

Elements of British Entomology. Pai't 1. 1839. Svo . . . .2 00

Strcctcr (J. S.) See'Mon'EW.

Trousseau and Revcil. The Prcscriber's Complete Handbook, comprising the Prin-

ciples of the Art of Prescribing, with a List of Diseases and their appropriate Eemcdies, a

Materia Mediea containing all the Principal Medicines enip'".vcd, clatsiflcd according to

their Natural Families, with their Properties Prep.arations and Uses, and a Concise Sketch

of Toxicology. By Trousseau, Professor of the Facnlty of Med., Paris, and 1*1. Reveil.

Edited, with iS'otes, by J. 151KKDECK Nevjxs, M.D. London, 1S)52. M2mo. . .150
True and False Spcrinatorrlioia. Svo. 1S52 . . . 1 25

Voifcl and Day. The Pathological Anatomy of the Human Body. By Jnlius Vogel,

M.D. Translated from the German, with Additions, by George E. Day, M.D., I'rofcs.'^or to

1 \:( University of St. Andrew's. Illustrated with upwards of 100 plain and colored Engrav-

ings, Svo. cloth. London, 1S47 . . . . • . 8 00

WaterUoiisc. A Natural History of the Mammalia. By G. E. Waterhonse, Esq., of the

]5ritish Museum. "\'ol. I, containing the Order Marsupiata, or Pouched Animals, with 22

Illustrations, engraved on Steel, and IS Engi'avuigg on Wood, royal Svo. elegantly bound in

cloth, colored plates . . . • • • • . 9 00

Plain . . . • ... 7 60
. Vol. II, containing the Order Eodcntia; or, Gnawing Mammalia; with 22 Ilhistra- •

ttons, engraved on Steel, and engiwings on Wood, royal Svo. elegantly t»und in clotli,

colored Plates London, 1S4S . .
. . • . 9 00

Plain . . . . • • . 7 »
TVio Kotural Ulstonj 0/Mammalia is intended to embrace an account of the structure and
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KaMtiof aU the known species of Quadrit'peds, or Jfamnuils ; to which wiU be added,
obserratlons vpon tJieir geographical distribution and classification. Since the fussii
and recent species illustrate each other, it is also intended to include notices of the lead-
ing characters ofthe extinct species.

The Genera, and many ofthe species, are illustrated, by Engravings on Steel, and by Wood-
cuts. Tiie jnodifications obsertalle in lite stricture of the skulls, teeth, feet, and other
parts, are almost entirely illustrated by Steel Engravings.

Williams. Elements of Medicine; Morbid Poisons. By Eobert "Williams, M.D., Physi-
cian to St. Thomas's Hospital 2 vols. Svo. London, 1S36—tL . . . 7 00

WOlis. niastrations of Cutaceons Disease : a Series of Delineations of the Affections of
the Skin, in their more interesting and frequent forms ; vrith a Practical Summary of their
Symptoms, Diamosis and Treatment, including appropriate Formulae. By Eobert "Willis,

~

M.D., Member of the Eoyal College of Physicians. The Drawings are after iv atnre, and
Lithographed by Arch. Henning. These LUnstrations are comprised in 9-1 Plates, folio.

The Drawings are Originals, carefully colored. Bound in cloth, lettered. London, isis . 30 00
» On the Treatment ofStone in the Bladder by Medical and Mechanical Means. London,

1S42 \ . . . . . . . . . 1 26

Botany.
Ba.bing;ton. Primitias Florsa Samicae ; or, an Outline of the Flora of the Channel Islands

ofJersey, Guernsey, Alderney, and Sark. 12mo. London, 1S39 . . . . 1 00

Booker. Icones Plantarum. By Sir "W. J. Hooker, Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew. New Series. Vols. I—IV. containing 100 Plates each, with Explanations, 8to cloth.

London. 1>42—1-44. Each vol . . . . . 7 00— Vol. IV. Part 2. London, 1S43 . . . . 3 50
The London Journal of Botany. Vols. I—"71 with 24 Plates each, boards. 1S12—47. SO 00

Kow reduced to $5 eaclt Vol.

Kotes on the Botany of the Antarctic Voyage, conducted by Captain Jajies Claek
Eoss, E.N., F.E.S., in H.M.S. Erebus and Terror : with obserrations on the Tnssac Grass
of the Falkland Islands. Svo. with 2 colored Plates. London, 1S4-3 . . . 1 00

~

—

Niger Flora : or, an Enumeration of the Plants of Western Tropical Africa, Collected
by the late Dr. Th. Vogel, Botanist to the Voyage of the Espedition sent by Her Britannic
Majestj' to the Eiver Niger in 1S41, under the Command Df Capt. H. D. Trotter. E.N., in-

cluding SpicUegia Gorgonea, by P. B. "Webb, and Flora Nigritiana, by Dr. J. D. Hooker and
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Hcarne, Antiquitios of Great Britain.
Heath, The Holy Gospels.
* Heideloft^ Ornement.s du Moyen Age.
Howell's .Misereres in Exeter CathediraL
Histoire des Pointrcs.

Historic Illustrations of Uio Bible.

Hittorff, Antiquitts de I'Attiqno.

Hogarth's Works.
Page 50.

* Jacob, Livre d'Or des Mfetiers.
* Jenkins and Hoskiiigs, Architect Ornament*.
* Journal of Design.
Jules Janin's Works.
Karr, Yoyatro autour de mon Jardin.
Kitto, Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature.
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Labacco, Collection of Axchitectural Plates,
Laborde, Vereailles.

Lafontaine, Fables.

Lamartiue, Girondins.
Laurent, Histoire de Napoleon.
Lavallee, Histoire des Fran^ais.
Ledoiix, Architecture.
Le Monde a Vol d'Oiseau.
Le Koius, la Ville de Paris.

Le Sage, Gil Bias, Diable Boiteux.
* Limner, Suggestions in Design.

Page 51.

Livre d'Or.

Lodge's Portraits.

London and its Vicinity.
Lurine, lines de Paris.

* Luther, Chambre de.

Memorie del Vaticano.
* Metzger, Zimmerwerkkunde.
Mexico Illustrated.

Miller, Language of Flowers.
Mithra, Keclierches sur le Culte de.
Moore, Lallah Kookh.
Moore's Melodies.
Mosalque, Magasiu Pittoresque.
Moyen Age.

Page 52.

Murphy, Church of Batalha.
ilusee dans un Fauteuil.
Nodier et Lurine, Environs de Paris.
* Page's Bceorator.
* Acanthus. *

Paris Comique.
Pascal, Eglises de Paris.

Perrault, Contes des Fees.
* Phillips, Cm-vilinear Design,
Pictorial Animated Nature.
Pltre Chevalier, la Bretagne.
* Popp, Architectur.
* Pugin, Pointed Architecture.
Eapbael, les Vierges de.

Page 53.

* Eichardson's Ornaments.
Eichomme.
liomans Illustres.

Eomberg, Der Stradtbau.
* EothmaH, Ornameute.
Pacy, les Ev.angiles.

Schimmelpenninck, Beauty and Deformity.
Schinkel, Jiaukunst.

Schmid, Contes.
Silvio Pellico.

* Skidmore, Designs for Eails, &c.

Page 54,

Stein, Krankenhaus in Berlin.

Btebbing, Christian Graces,
* Thierry, Escaliers en Pierre.
* Thomas, Designs for Monuments.
Toulmin, Lays and Legends.
* Trendiill, Monuments, Tombs, &c.
Triumphal Arch of Augustus.
Twining, Symbols of the Art.
Varin, Empire des L&gumes.
Venus, Culte de.

Versailles, ("hdtcau de.

Vie des Saints.

Village Quoon.
Voucand, Artisans Illustres,

Voyage Pittoresque en Espagne.

Pago 55,

Westwoods' Illnminntod Bible,
Wi''htwick's Palace of Architecture.
Wilson on Light and Shade.
Wright, Gallery of Engravings.
Wyatt's Industrial Arts of tho I9tb Century,

Jn/H(;e«P>on.—Vh\]\p, f'iorry.

Infection ( pnndmt) —Sedillot.

Ji\fl<iiainati<i)XA —lironssais.

JiUtlnvi —Smee, 26 ; Lesson, 30
Iron Stnccturea {Hoofs, ^c).—Dempsoy, 41

Dupny de Lome, 41 i St. Ange, 42 ; Bimpson,
42 ; Tate, 43 : Tredgold, 43 ; Valerius, 43.

Ttali/ {Climate of).—Carriere,

Itch (Galle).—Bourguignon,
Jamaica {Natural Eiiiory o;').—Gosse, 29.

JoinU {Articulations, cfcc).—Bonnet, Piorry,

Eobert, Syme.
Kidney.—Ti\\\(iv, Johnson.
Xaryyiaj—Ehrmann.
Light —Hunt, 24 ; Woodward, 26.

Liter. — Favre, Fauconneau, Dufresne, Piony,
Portal, Semanas.

Logarithms.—Vega, 43.

LiKcations.—Humbert, Malgaigne, Pravaz.
Ma<:hin4ry. — Dempsey, ii ; Progress of, 42 ;

Eennie, -12; Taffe, 43; Ti'edgold, 43. (See En-
gineering, Iron, &c.)

Magnetis7n—Becquerel, 32. (See Electricity )
Mammalia.— CvLTicr, 28; Desmarest, 28 ; Popu-

lar, 31 ; Temminck, 32 ; Waterhouse, 32

;

"White, 32.

Manuals, Compendiums, I'ormularies, &c.—
Bossu, Druitt, Foy, Langlebert, Easpail, Tar-
dieu, Velpeau, Manual of Scientific Enquiry,
Herschell, Trousseau, Homceopathic^ Griesselich,

Haas, Jalir.

Marine.—Bonnefoux, 40,

Marriage.—Mayer, Evan,
Materia Medica.—Chapman, Dierbach, Dieu,
Foy, Neligan, Perelra, Trousseau, Pidoux.

{ Honioiopathic). — Dudgeon, Dunsford,
Flora Komceopathica, Hahnemann, Lafltte,

Mathematics.—Sossut, 40 ; Cahiers de, 41J ; Cour-
not, 4].

Mechanics.—Delaunay, 41 ; Duhamel, 41 ; Good-
win, 4 1 ; Moseley, 42 ; Poisson, 42 ; Taffe, 42 ;

Tate, 43 ; Weisbach, 43 ; Willis. 4-3 ; Young, 4-3.

Medical Biography and Statistics.— Parisef^

Sachaiie.

Homoeopathio.—Croserio, EnsselL
• NaifWal Histori/.—Eichard.

Zoology.—Brandt and Eatzeburg.
Medicine {Dictionaries, L'ncyclo.).—See page 1,

also Hooper, Merat et Delens, Mysten, Valleix.

Doctrines of Chauffard.
Domestic, Homaopathic.—Bertholdi, Ghep-

mell, Curie, Hamilton, Henriques, Hering,
Laurie, Mure, Kewmau,

{History of).—Eenouard, Eenzi, SprengeL
Lrgale.—Devergie, Orfila.

Miscellaneous.—Debreyne, Haller, Histo-

ria Morboruni, Harvey Opera, Hippocrate
CEuvres and Works of, Jenner (Life of), Oribase,

Patin, Ploucquet. Eostan, Toltenyi.
IIomiBopathic.—Curie, Dessaix, Dunsford,

Evarest, Gnoyrard, Guyart, Hahnemann, Zeit-

Echrififnr, ^Mi'ire, Nivelet, Perrussell, Rosenstein,
Eoth, Simpson.

{Practice of).—Eurserius, Chomel, Frank,
Gcndrin, Labcrgc et Fleury, Langlebert, Eocho
et Sanson, Valloix.

Jlomccopalhic—Beauvais, Biblioth£qne lio-

mcEopathiquc, Curie, Espanet, Hahnemann,
Uartmann, Jahr, Simon.

Mfdecins Numismatisles.—Eenauldin,
Menstruation.—Briere do Boismont.
Mmtal Diseases, Psychology, Insanity, l(C.—
Bclhommo, Hrachet, Briere de Boismont,
Bron.ssais, Calineil, Cazeauvielh, Chardcl de
Wontallegry, Dcscurct, Ksquirol, Ferrus, Gau-
ticr, Lapoflo, Leuret, Marc (Lc"al), Michea,

Morel, Niepce, Parchappe (Asylums), Pinel,

Scguin (Idiot-s). Selection of Papers on, &c '

3Iensuration. - Dcider, 41 ; Tate, 42,

Mesmerism.—Barlh, Cahagnet, Capern, Deleuze,

Dupotct, E.arly Magnetism, Gautier, Teste,

Townsend, Zoist, Eeichonbach, 20; Maddock,
51 ; Mayo, 51 ; Eittcr. 53,

M'talluriiv —St. Ange, 42 ; Bcrthier, 28 ; Mitchell,

2.'5 ; Philipps, 47.

j[/l(coro;"i'!/.—Annuaire, 22 ; Kaemtz, 24 ; Mlillei;

20 ; Poltior, 25,
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Microscope—Eourgery, DonnS, Gerber, Gliebe,
Hassall, Laiicenbeck, Mandl, Eobin, Chevallier,
23 ; Wandl, au

;
Quckett, 31.

Military 7'acfics.—Meltbrt. 'ki ; Sellon, 42.

Surgery.— ^K^n.
Mineralogy. Mining, S^-c.—Combos, 23 : Hedley,

21 ; Popular, 31. (.See pages 35, 30.)

Mollusca.—Uuvier, 28 ; Desbayes (Algerie), 29

;

Lamarck (Animanx sans vertebres), 30 ; Popu-
!sr, 31.

Moureinent (Cure of Diseases by).—Eoth.
Natural History and Natural Sciences.—Arclilves,

27 ; 1)0U§, '^7
; Broderip, 27 ; Buchoz, 27 ; Buf-

fon, 28 ; Cuvier, 28 ; Dictionnaire classique, 23
;

Dlctioimaire des Sciences Naturelles, 2S ; Dic-
tioiinaire uiiiverselle, 29 ; Garner, 29 ; Gilbert,

29 ; Gosse (Jamaica), 29 ; Jeuyus, 30 ; Jom-dan,
30 ; Lemonnier, 30 ; Lesson, 30 ; Milner, 31

;

Naturalists' Miscellany, 31 ; Oken, 31 ; Pliny,

31 ; Salacroux, 31 ; Thompson (Passions of
Animals), 32 ; Tscbudi ^fauua peruana), 32

;

Waldhein, 32.

Navigation.—Jloore, 42.

Nerves.—Baraduc, Barras, Brachet, Cerise, Yalen-
tin (see Eneyclopedie anatomique), Fischer,
Flourens, Foviile, Guillot, Hall, Leuret, Lob-
stein, Ludovie, Hirschweld, Miiller, Piorry,
Sandras, Scarpa, Swan, Yalleix.

Neuralgia.—Hunt.
Naval Gunnery—Douglas, 41.

Obstetrics.—Andrieux, Eaudeloque, Eoivin, Ca-
zeatix, Chailly, Churchill, Crosse, Deventer,
Duges, Feigel, Hamilton, Jacquemier, Leake,
Lee, Maygrier, Mohrenheim, Moreau, Eitgen,
Selter.

Hommopathic.—Croserio.
Odontography.-—Owen, Eousscaii.

Ornithology.—Cw^er, 28 ; MaUierbe, 30; Popular,
31. (See page So.)

Ornithorhyiichi.—Meckelio, 30.

Osteography—Blainville, 27.

Osteology.—JMaclise, Brandt, 27.

Optics.— Biot, 23; Moigno, 25; Hopkins, 41:
Moigno, 42.

Ovaria.—Llzars, Piony, Tilt
Paleontology.-—Blaiuville, 27 ; Brandt, 27 ; Brown,
27 ; Descriptive Catalogue of British Museum,
28 ; D'Orbigny, 29 : Gervais, 29 : Hawkins
(Sea-Dragons), 29 ; Koninck, 30 ; Middcndorflf,

30.

Pathology.—Andral, Elondlot, Boucher, Broussais,

Chomel, Gerdy, Gliebe, GrisoUe, Haii4y, Icono-
grapbie Pathologique, Lebert, Nelaton, Piorry,

Eaimann, Eoche, Sanson et Lenoir, Theses,
Vidal.

Parturition.—Murphy.
Pelvis.—Guthrie.
Percussion.—Piorry, Skoda.
Pharmacic.—Gffibel, 24; Guibourt, 24; Kunze.
25 ; Normandy, 25 ; EepertoirC, '-'(! ; Soubeinui.

Pharmacopeia.—Neyius, Phillips, Eichard, Codes,
23 ; Jourdain, 21 ; Pharmacopa;ia, 25.

Homctopathic.—Jahr, Spillman.

Philosophy, Metaphysics, Logic—Amardh, 41

;

Andrl, 44 ; Arnault, •t4 : liailey, 44 ; Balmes,
44 ; Barni, 44 ; Bartholuiess, 44 ; Eayres, 44 :

Begble, 44; Bell, 44; Eersot, 44; Blakey, 44;
Bonald, 45 ; Bonnetaiii, 45 ; Euflier, 45 ; Caba-
nis, 45 ; Carlile, 45 ; Collin do Plancy, 45 ; Col-
lineau, 46 ; Comte, 46 ; Cournot, 46 ; Cousin,

46 ; Cox, 4(i ; Dcstutt de Tracy, 40 ; Dudley, 47
;

Dulbur, 47 ; Eclipse of Fiiitli, 47 ; Encyclopfedio

des gens du monde, 47 ; Evcuing Thoughts, 48;

Existence del., 43 ; Ferrier, 4S ; Fichte, 48

;

Fregior, 48; Fourricr, 48; Fox, 43 ; Gamier,
48 ;"Gautbier, 48 ; Genoude 48 ; Ocnoulhac, 48

;

Greg, -19
; Gruycr, 49 ; Guizot, 49 ; Hamilton,

49 ; Hare, 49 ;
Haureaii, 49 ; Hugenius, 49

;

Humboldt, 49 ; Hunt, 49 ; Javari, »0 ; Leroux,
50 ; Lewis, ,50 ; Legend, 50 ; Coleridge, 47 ;

Whately, 47; Maurice, 47; Littr6, 51; Lucas,

51 ; Mackay, 51 ; Marmicr, 51 ; Marquot-Vjsse-

let, 51 ; Martincau, 51 ; Matthias, 51 ; M«yer,
51 ; Mayo, 51 ; Montaigne, 51 ; Moralistes fran-

^ais, 51 ; Morrell, 51 ; Moseley, 51 ; Newman,
52 ; Nourrisson, 52 ; Ouvarotf, 52 ; Pascal, 52

,

Peschiers, 52 ; Piault, 52 ; I'laton, 52 ; Plisson,

52 ; Pococke, 52 ; Proudhon, 52 ; Quinet, 52

;

Eadclifl'e, 52 ; Eeghellini, 53 ; Eeid, 53 : Eemi
nlscences of Thought and Feeling, 53 ; Eemnsat,
53 ; Eenouard, 53 ; Eeybaud, 53 ; Eitter, 53

;

Eittiez, 53 ; Eobert, 53 ; Eoget, 5:1 ; Eomieu, 53

;

Eousselot, 53; Eyan, 53; Salverte, 53; Sedg
wick, 53; Smee, 53; Smith. 54 ; Southey, 54 ;

Spencer, 54 ; Stars and the Earth, 51 ; State of

Wan, 51; Stewai-t, 54; Thorpe, 51; Thurot, 54;
Tiberghein, 54 ; Tissot, 54 ; Tremadeure, 54

;

Troplong, 54 ; Truth and Error, 54 ; Vericour,

54; Vestiges of Civilization, 54; Yico, 54;
Voluey, 51 ; Waddington-Kastus, 55 ; Whewell,
55; AViglesworth, 55; Wlllm, 55; "Wiseman, 55.

photography.— Blancquart, 23; Chevallier, 23 i

Claudel, 23; Gros, Hunt, 24; Legray, 25; Lere-

bours, 25 ; Ville, 26.

Phrenologie.—Broussais, Carus, Cerise, Bruyeres,

45.

PAysJcs.— Bouchardat, Bird, 23; Grove, 24; Mai-
ler, 25; Peclet, 25 ; Pouillet, 2() ; Eegnault, 26 ,

Eeichenbach, 26 ; Schadler, 26 ; Soubeiran, 26
.,

E.xploration d'Algerie, 29 ; McGauley, 51.

Physical and Hi'slorical Geogriiphy.—Ansted and
Nicolay, Exploration d'Algerie, Gower, 29;

Hughes, 30 ; Humbold, 30 ; Johnston, 30 ; Klee,

30; Ludde, 30; Masselin (.Diet.), 30.

Physiology.—Berard, Bernard, Eremser, Ereschet,

Broussais, Burdach. Carpenter, Dutrochet, Fo-
viile, Flourens, Geoffroy, Guillot, Hall, Haller,

Lebert, Longet, ftlagendie, Matteneci, Miiller,

Nubn, Owen, Eobi"ii, Eudolph, Sojmmerina:,

Tiedeman, Todd, Todd and Bowman, Vicq
d'Azyr, Walter, Dumas and Eoussingault, 23

;

Easp.ail, 26; Blainville, 27; Elanchard, 27:

Boucher, 27 ; Delalande, 27 ; Mirbcl, 38 ; Bour
don, 45.

Poisons and Toxicology.—Adams, Chaussier,

Orflla.

Political Economy.—Annuaire, 44 ; De Villeneu-

ve, 48; Dlctionnaire, 46; Moseley, 51 ; New-
man, .'i2; Senior, 47.

Probabilities.—Cumnot, 41 ; LacroU, 41 ; Lapla-

ce, 41.

Prostitution—rarent-Duchatelct, Du/our.

Quadrumana.—Chenu's Cyclopiedia, 29.

Quadrupeds.—Bell, 27.

Reptiles.—HeU, 27 ; Catalogue, 28 ; Cuvier, 28

;

Funk, 29.

Rotation des Corps —Poinsot, 42.

Rural £coj!07?iy.—Bonchardat, 23; Bon.ssingault,

23; Girardin, 23; Guenon, 24; SoUy, 26; Sheep,

31 ; Yasey, 32.

Scarlatina—Miller.

Scientific J>!scoi'<:r(cs.—Figuiers, 23.

Scorbiit.—Theses.
Scrufu ;«.—Lebert, Phillips.

Ship Building.—Bonncfoux, 40; Jal, 41.

Skin (Diseases o/).—Eaumcs, Cazenave, Daniel-

son, Flourens. Innis, Piorry, Eayor, Schodel and
Cazenave, Willis.

Homoeopathic.—Jahr, Buckcrt,

Smell.—Soemmering,
Smoke {Art of controlling).—FoHrncl,

fil/ccificitc.—Eequin.
Spcrmatorrhaa.—Lallcm.ind.

Spine —Bernard, JIagendie, Mayo.
S'alics.—Poinsot, 42.

iitcam Engine.—Ariiztxn Club, 40; Bazaine, 40:

Eonnefoux, 40 ; Bourne, 40 ; Hodge, 41 ; Lard-

ner, 41; Pambour. 42; Paris, 42; Tredgold,

43. (See Engineering.)

Stercotomy— Loroy, 42.

Stomach.—Prout. ,

Stone and Gravel —Curalo, Deschamps.
Storms {Law of).—Ecid, 42.

Strictures of the Urethra—Coui-tenay, Terreve.
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Sugar. Baudrimont, 22 ; Kerr, 24 ; Knapp, 24
;

Spier, 26.

Surgery Anvert, Bell, Bernard et Huette, Bulle-

tin de la Society de Chirurgie, Boyer, Callisen,

Clielius, Chirurgische Kupfei'tafeln,' Cooper,
Druitt, Dnpuytren, Fergusou, Guthrie, Heister,

Holden, Houibert, Jobert, Larrey, Lebaudy,
Lisfranc, Malgaigne, Miller, Xelaton, Pare, Pe-
trequin, Piorry, Pwoux, Sabatier, Scai-pa, Scrive,

Sedillot, Skey, Syme, Theses, Velpeau, VidaL
Military. Begin, Larrey, Plaies d'armes 4

feu.

Surveying. Kecueil Folytechnique, 42; Tate,
42.

Syphilis. Dnvergier, Ducros.
Taste. Scemmering.
Taxidermy. Brown, 27 ; Lecoq, 30; Lee, 30.

Technology. FranccEur, 23; Knapp, 24; Payen,
25 ; Persoz, 25.

Telegraph. Moigno, 25.

Therapeutics. Annales de, Bayle, Bouchardat,
DebrejTie, Trousseau et Pidoux.

Honi(Eopathic. Bcenninghauseu, Fredault,
Hai'tman.

Tic Douloureux. Hunt
Tongue. Froriep, Schroter.

Topography. Marie, 41.

Trigonometry. Cagnoll, 40 ; Colenso, 41.
Ulcers. Pichard.
Urine and Urinary Organs. Acton, Becquerel,

Civiale, Courtenay, Ileisch, Johnson, Moresclii,

Perreve, Piorry, Kayer, \'enables.

Uttrus. Boivin, Dnparijue, Jenty, Lee, Lisfranc,
Kcederer, Safford.

Vaccination. Bousquet, Heim.
Venereal. Bertherand, Devergie, Ducros, Lebert,
Heisch, Hunter, Kicord.

Veterinary. Blaine, Bouchardat, Delafond, Hur-
trel, D'Arboval, Leblanc et TTousseau, Eey,
Eigot. f pooner, Percival, 81.

Humceopathic. Gunther.
Voyages. Page 32.

Warining and Ventilation. Eichardson, 26.

Weaving. White, 43.

Women (Diseases of). Batin et Kivet, Eriere d»

Boismont, Boivin, Dnparcque, Imbert, Jenty
Johnson, Menville, Murphy, Naegele, Pichard
Theses, Tilt.

Homaopatkic. Leadam.
Worms {Intestinal). Eremser.
Zoology. Brandt and Eatzeburg, Agassiz, M
Edwards, 29 ; De Quaterlagnes, 29 j Gervaia
29 ; Kock, 30 ; Middendorff, 30.

Zoophytes. Cuvier, 28. (See Zoology, page 32,^

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
.^MANUF-ICTUEED BY

CHAREIERE,
OF PARIS.
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STANDARD SCIENTIFIC \FORKS.

Medicine, Anatomy, Physiology, Surgery, Hygiene,

Veterinary Art, Comparative Anatomy, Fossils.

EXCYCLOP^DIAS, DICTIONARIES OF MEDICINE, &c.
$«

Fabre. Bibliotheque du mSdecin praticien, ou Resume general de tons les ouvrages de clini-

que medicale et chirurgicale, de toutes les monographies, de tons les memoires de medi-
cine et de chirurgie pratiqnes, anciens ct modernes, publies en France et d I'etranjrer. par
une societe de medecins, sous la direction dn doctenr Fabee, redactenr en chef de la

Gazette des JJapitausv. Ouvrage adopte par I'Universite, pour les Facultes de mcdeciiie et

les Ecoles preparatoires de medecine et de pharmacie du royaume, et par le ministere de la

guerre, sur la proposition du Conseil de sante des ai-mees, pom- les bdpitanx d'instructioii. ,

Paris, lS43-lSo'2. 15 forts volumes grand in-S de chacim 700 pag. a )i colonnes. Prix rle

chaque volume . . . . . . . " 12i
Les tomes I a 5 publics, comprennent : l"* Maladies des femmes ;

—

i'' Maladie de I'api la-

reil uriuaire; H" Maladies des organes de la generation chez I'liomme, etc.: 4° Maladies uis

enfans (medecine et chirurgie) ; c'est pour la yiremiere fois que la medecine et la chirm-gie

des enfants se trouvent remiis. Les tomes V et VI forment le traite le plus complet qui
existe sur les maladies des enfants.—Le tome ^yI le Traite des maladies veneriennes, et

resume la pratique des medecins francais et etrangers sur les diverses methodes de traite-

ment de la syphilis.—Le tome VIII le Traite des maladies de la peau, et contienne une ex-

position de ia pratique des dermatophiles frangais et etrangers.—Le tome IX Traite des
inaladics du cerveau, maladies nerveuses, maladies menteles.—Le tome X Traite des
maladies des yeux et des oreilles.—Le tome XI Maladies de Tappareil digestif et ses

annexes. Le tome XII Maladies de I'appareil respiratoire et circulatoire.—Le tome XIII
Maladies des systemes locomoteur.-—Le tome XIV Traite de matiere medicale et de Thera-
peutique.—Le tome XV Traite de medecine legale et de toxicologie..

The 15 Vols., handsomely halfbound in Paris, . . . . . 40 00

Dictiouuaired.es Dictionnaires dc medecine Francais et Etrau'
fer, ou Traite complete de Medecine et de Chirurgie Pratique. Edite par le Docteur
abre. 9 vols, grand 8vo. Paris, 1S51 . . . . . 11 25

Dictionnaire des Sciences Ifledicales, par MNL Alard, Alibert, Boyer,
Chaussier. Cuvier, Gardien, Halle Mariolin. Merat, Nysten, Pinel, Roux, Royer-Collard,

Virey. 60 vols. Svo. hatf-bouniL Paris, 1S12—22 . . . .65 00

Dictionnaire de Medecine et de Chirurgie pratiques^ par irM. An-
dral, Bepn, Blandin, Bouillard, Bouvier, Cruveilhier, CuUerier, Deslandes, Devergie,

Duges, Dupnytren, Foville, Guibourt, Jolly, Lallemand, Londe Magendie, Martin-Solon,

Ratler, Kayer, Iloche, et Sanson. Ouvrage complet. 15 forts vols. Svo. Paris, 1S29-3G 26 00

Dictionnaire Universel de ITIatiere Medicale et de Tlieraponti-
que g'enerale» contenant I'indication, la description et Temploi de tous les Medica-
mens connus dans les diverses parties du Globe, &c. Par MM. Merat et Delens, Membres
de rAcademic Xationale de Medecine. Ouvrage complet, 7 forts vols. Svo. Paris, 1829-40 9 00

Dictionnaire de Medecin, ou Repertoire general des sciences medicales consid^-

rees sous les rapports theorique et pratique
;
par MM. Adelon, Beclard, P. Berard, A.

Berard, Biett, Kache, Brescliet, Calmeil, Cazenave, Chomel, 11. Cloquet, J. Cloquet,

Coutanceau, Dalmas, Dance, Desormeaux, Dezeimeris, P. Dutiois, Ferrus, Georget, Gerdy,
Guerard, Guersant, Itard, Lagneau, Landre-Beauvais, Laugier, Littre, Louis, Marc, Marjo-
lin, Mubat, OUivier d'Angers! Orflla, Oiidet, Pellctier, Pravaz, Raige-Delorme, Keynaud,
Richard, Rochoux, Rostan, Roux, RuUier, Soubej-ran, Trousseau, Velpeau, Villernie. 2e

Edition entierement refondue. 30 forts Volumes in-8-3. Prix . . .45 00
[Dans le but de tenir I'ouvrage au courant des progi-es de la science et de I'art, des parties

supplementaires doivent etre [nibliees, a des epoques indfeterminees ct autant qu'il sera

juge necessaire : de la sorte, ceux qui possedcront le Dictionnaire de Medecine ne seront

pas exposes aavoir un ouvrage dont certaines parties doivent vieillir en quelques annees.]

Dictionnaire de Medecine, de chirurgie et d'hygiene Veterinaire; ouvrage utile

aux vetcrinaires, aux officiers de cavalerie, aux proprietairc.s, aux fermiers, aux cultivateurs

• et a toutes les personncs chargees du .soiu et du gouvernement des animaux doniestiques.

Par M. Ilurtrel d'Arboval, membre de la Societe ccntrale d'Agriculture de Paris, &c.
Denxierae edition, cntierement refondue. Paris, 1S.3S-39. 6 forts vol. ln-8 . . 12 00

[Ouvrage adopte comine cliissi<[UO dans les ecohjs veterinaires de France, et comme le

meilleur guide dans la pratique]

Acts de la Societe Medicale des IMpitaux de Paris. Paris, Svo. 1850 . . T6

Albini (B. S.) Iconcs ossium ftetushumani; accedit osteogenia) brevis historia, in-4, fig.

Leid;e.l7:i7. balfcf . . . . . . .2 00
— Acadciniearum annotationum iibri VIIT, contincns anatomica, physiologies, zoogrti-

phica, phytngraphica. Leid-.u, 17.'5, 2 vol in 4., avceSO pi. . . . .8 00
-

—

Tabula' sceleti et musculorum corporis humani, et Tabula; uteri mulieris gravida; ct

de v:wis cliiiifcris. Lcida', 1747, gr. in lolio . . . . .10 00— De sceleto liumano. Leida-, 1762, in-4. half cf.
'.

. . . 1 00

Auini"n< Klinische Dai-stcllnngen der Erankheiten des menschlichen Auges. Fol. mit 55
ill. Kupfem. Berlin, 1S38-41. . . . . , . 25 00

Andrul (G.) Cours de patholocrie interne, recueilli et publi6 par M. le docteur Amfedf'o
Latour. 2" Edition. Paris, lt!4;J, !} vol. in-S . . . . .4 50

Andricux et Lubanskl. Anuales d'obst^trique, des maladies des fetnincs c^ des
enfans. 3 vol. in-S. Paris, 1842 '

. . . , . 8 00
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An<Sry(F.) Manuel pratique de peraifsion etd'auscultation. Paris, 1845. in-1

3

. 1 OO

Auiifkles d'Hyg-iene Publique et de Medecine I^eg^alc, par MM. Adelon,

Andj-al, d'Arcet, Ban-uel, ChevalUer, Devergic, Esquirol, Gaulticr de Claubr}'-, Guerard,

Keraudrcn, Lenret, Marc, Ollivier (d'Angers), Orfila, Pareut-Duchatelet, Trebuchet, Vil-

lerme. Lcs Annales d'Uygiene publique et de Medecine Legale paraissent depuis 1829

regulierement tous les trois mois par cahiers in-8, 250 pajcs, avec plauclies. Le prix de

rabonneraent, par an, est de . . • • • • . 5 00

La collection complete 1829 a 1849 dent 11 ne reste que peu d'exemplaires. 42 yols.

in-8, fig. . ... . . . - . . 90 00

Aunales de Tlierapeutiqiie Medicale et Cliirurgicaie et de
Toxicologrie. Publiees par M. lo Dr. liognetta. 6vols. 8vo. Paris 1844-49 . 6 50

Auvert (Alex.) Selecta praxis medico-ebirurgieaj quam mosqute exercet; typis et

figuri* expressa Parisiis moderata, Amb. Tardieu. Parisiis et Mosqute, 1848, grand in-folio

arec planches gravees et coloriees.

Ce bel ouvrage comprend 120 planches gr. in-folio, papier velin colombier, gravees en

taille-douce, tirees en couleur, et retouch§es au pinceau avec le plus grand soln pour le flni

des details iiathologiques. Avec texte 24 livraisons .... 100 00

Acton (W.) A Practical Treatise on the Diseases of the Urinary and Generative Organs,

in both Sexes. 8vo. London, 1S51 ... . . • . 5 50

Adams (Josepli). Observations on Morbid Poisons. 4to. cf. London, 1807 . .175
Arnold (V.) Tabulte Anatomicse, quas ad naturam accurate descripslt. Turici, 1838-42.

Fasciculus 1, continens Icones cerebri et medullas spinalis. Folio, with 10 plates . 8 00
Fasciculus 2, continens Icones organorum sensuum. Folio, with 11 double plates . 8 00

Fasciculus 4, pars la continens Icones ossium. Grand in-fol. plates . .8 00

Fasciculus 4, pars 2a, Icones articulorum et ligamentorum. 1842. Folio, with 7

double plates . . . . . . . . . 4 50

Bacll (71.) Lecons sur I'Embryologie. 8vo. . . . . . 1 00

Baraduc (II.) Etudes theoriqueet pratique sur lesmaladiesnerveux. Paris, 1850 . 150
Barkow. Monstra animalium dupliciaper anatomen indagata habito respectu ad physio-

logiam, medieinam forensem et avtem obstetriciam, descripsit, iconibus illusti'avit, cum
tabiilisXV. Lipsite, 1828-85, 2 vol. in-4 . . . . .4 00

Barrai^. Traite sur les gastralgies et les enteralgics, ou Maladies nerveuses de I'estomac et

des intestins, 2e edition. Paris, 1839^14, 2 vol. tn-8. . . . .3 50

Barrier. Traite pratique des maladies de I'enfance, fnnde sur de nombreuses observations

cliniques. 2e edition, revae-et augmentee. 2 vol. iu-8. Paris, 1S45 . . 2 00

Bartli. A Manual of Mesmeric Practice, intended for the" Instruction of Beginners. 12mo.
London, IboO . . . . . . • . 75

Barth et Rog'er. Traite pratique d'anscnltation, ou Expose methodique des diverses

applications de ce mode d'examen a I'fetat physiologique et morbide de I'economie, suivi

d'lm precis de Percussion. 2e edition augmentee. Paris, 1844. in-18. . . 1 50

Bayle. Bibliotheque de Therapeutique, ou Eecueil de m§moires originaux et de travaux
anciens et modernes sur le traitement des maladies et I'emploi des medicaments. Paris,

1&28-3T, 4 vol. iu-8. . . . . . .
•

. 7 00

Baudeloque. L'Art des aecouchements. 6th edition. 2 vols. 8vo. Plates. Paris, 1832 3 00

Baudriiuont et G. S. Martin Saint-Aug^e, Du developpement du fcetus;

memoiro presente t I'Academie des Sciences en reponse a la question suivante : Deter-
miner, par des expferiences precises, quelle est la succession des changcments cliimiques,

physiques et organi(iues qui out lieu dans I'ceuf pendant le developpement du fcetus chez

les oiseaux et lcs batracieus. Paris, 1850, beau volume in-4, avec 18 planches gravees en
taillc douce et magniflquement coloriees, half calf . . . . 10 00

Baunies. Nouvclle Dermatologie, ou precis thfeoriquo et pratique sur les maladies de
la ijeau, fonde sur une nouvelle classification medicale, suivi d'un expos6 des principes

generaux pouvant scrvir de guide dans le choix des caux minferalcs natm'ellcs, applicable

au traitement de ces maladies. Paris, 1842, 2 vol. in-8, fig. col. . . . 4 OO

Declard (P. A.) Elfements d'anatomie gen§rale, description do tous les tissus. 3e edit •

avec figures, 8vo. Paris, 1852 .

'

. . . . . , 2 00

Becquercl (A.) S6m6iotique des urines, ou Trait6 des altfirations de I'urine dilCs les

maladies. Pari.?, 1841, iu-8 . .
'

. . . . . 1 25

Traite 6I6mentaire d'hygiene publique et privie, 12mo. Paris, 1851 . 1 50

Bcg'in. Etudes sur la service de sant6 militairo en France. 8vo. Paiis, 1S49 . .100
Bcllionime. Considerations sur Tapprficiatiou do la foUe^ .sa localisation ct son traite-

ment. Paris, 1834-48, 5 part. in-S . . . . . . 8 75

Bell (Cliarles). System of Dissections, explaining the Anatomy of the Human Botly.
"With plates. Folio, half cf. Edinb. 1798 . . . . .2 50

Engravings from Specimens of Morbid Parts. Folio, clotli. London, 1814 . .150
Belnias (D.) Traitfedela Cystotomie sus-pubicnno; ouvi-ago bas6 sur ]ilus do cent ob-

Bcrvations tir6os de la pratique du docteur Soubcrbicllc. I'ai-is, 1827, in-8, fig. . .150
Bencdcn (P. J.) Kecherchcs sur rEmbryog6nie, 1'Anatomic. 4to. plates. Brnx. 1846 . 150
Bennett (jr. r,) The Causes, Nature, Diagnosis and Tmatmeut of Acute Hydrocepha-

lus. 8vo. cloth. London, . . • , • • • . 2 00

Bcrard (P.) Cours de physiologic fait d la facultfi de mfxlccinc a Paris. Vols. 1 and 2,
complete . . .

'

. . . . . , <S 75
Or half bound in Paris . . . . . . .4 75
Vol.111. Parts It o 4, each (Paris, 185i-2), . . . . .0 25

Bernard and llncttc. Illustrated Manual of Opcnative Surgery and of Surgical
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Anatomy, by MM. Bernard and Huette, edited, srith Notes and Additions, and adapted to

the use of the American student, by W. H. Yan Buren, M.D., Sm-geon to Bellevue Hospi-
tal, and C. E. Isaacs, M.D^ Demonstrator of Anatomy College of Physicians and Surgeons,

New Tork. Illustrated with Steel engravings, fi-om drawings after nature, by LeveiU'e, &c.

8ro. New York, 1852. 4 Parts. Colored plates, per Part . . . . 3 00
• Plain do. . . . . • • . 1 T5

Bernard (Claude). Eecherchesesp6rimentalessur lesfonctionsdunerfspinaL Plates,

4to. Paris, ISJl . . . . .. • • . x to

Bernard (C.) Traite do Physiologle Experimentale, comprenant les Applications d. la

Pathologic, par le Dr. Clatide Bernard, Professeur d'Anatomie et de Physiologie Experi-

mentale. 2 vols. 8vo. avec Figures tntercalees dans le Texte. (Jii tJie Press.) .

Bertlicrand. Un precis des maladies ven€riennes, de leur doctrine etde leur traitement.

Svo. Paris, 1852 . . . . . • . . . 1 T5

Berton. Traite praticjne des maladies des enfans, depnis la naissance jusqu'a la puberte,

fonde sur de nombreuses observations cltniques, et sur I'examen et I'analyse des travaus

des auteurs qui se sent occupes de cette partie de la medecine, avec des notes de M. le

doctenr Baron, medecin de I'hopital des Enfants-Tronves, &c. Deuxieme edidon entiere-

ment refondue. Paris, 1S42, in-S de 8'20 pages . . . • . 2 25

Bicbat (X.) Eecherches sur la vie et la mort; nouvelle edition. Paris, 1852. 12mc.
with Plates - . . . . . . • . 75

Bird (G.) Lectures on Electricity and Galvanism, in their Physiological and Therapeutical

Eelations. 12mo. cloth . . . • • • • '^ 62.J

Biscbof (T. li. G.) Traite du devdoppement de I'homme et des mammiferes, suivL

d'nne histoire du developpement de I'wuf dn lapin, traduit de I'aUemand par A. J. L.

Jourdan. Paris, 1843, in-S, et atlas de 16 planches in-4 . . . .3 75

Entwicklungsgeschichte des Hnnde-Eies. 4to. with 15 plates.

Brunswick, 3S45 . . . . . . . .4 00

Blaine (D.) Outlines of the Veterinary Art: or a Treatise on the Anatomy, Physiology
and Curative Treatment of the Horse.' "With Plates. 8vo. cloth . . .3 00

Blainville (Diicrotayt) De I'organisation des animaus, ou principes d'anatomie

comparee, 1823, tome premier, in-8. (All published.) Scarce . . . 2 09

Blandin(F. P.) Nouveaux elements d'anatomie descriptive. Paris, 1838, 2 forts vcL
in-8 , . . . . . • . . 4 00

[Get ouvrase est adopte pour les dissections dans les amphitheatres d'anatomie de

I'ecole pratique de la Faculte de medecine de Paris et par le ministre de la guerre pour les

Aleves des hcipitanx militaires.

Blasius (G.) Anatome anamalium, terrestrium, variorum, volatisium, aquatUium, ser-

pentium, insectonim, ovorumque. 4to. Amstetodami, 1781 - . . 2 50

Blatiu et jN'ivet. Traite des maladies des femmes qui d6terminent des fleurs blanches,

des leucorrhees ou tout autre ecoulement utero-vaginal. Paiis, 1842, in-3 . . 1 75

Bleuland (J.) Icones Anatomico-Physiologieae. Colored plates. 4to. . . 7 50

Biondlot. Traite analytique de la digestion consideree particuli^rement dans I'homme
et leS animaux vertebres. Nancy, 1S43, in-8 . . . .2 00

Bouclier (C. J.) Ptecherches sur la structure des organes de I'homme et des auimaox
les plus connus. 104 figures. Svo. Paris, 1848 . . . . . 1 00

Boerliaave. Des maladies des yeux. Paris, 1749, in-13 . . .0 75

Boivin (IVIadame). Memorial de I'art des acconchements, ou Principes fondes sur la

pratique de I'hospice de la Maternite de Paris, et sur celledes plus celebres praticiens de

Paris, ou\Ta!_'e adopte comme chssique pour les eleves de la Maison d'aecouchement do
Paris, avec 143 gi-avures, quatrieme edition augmcntee. Paris, 1 S36, 2 voL in-3 . 3 50

Boivin (^Tladanic) et Dugrrs (A.) Traite pratique des maladies de I'uterus et de

ses annexes, lonilc sur un grand nombre d"observations cliniqnes. Paris, 1833, 2 voL iu-S.; 3 50

m€me avec atlas de 41 planches . . • , • . 17 50

Bonaniyf Broca et Beau. Atlas d'Anatomie Descriptive dn Corps Humain;
ouvrage pouvant servir d'atlas h. tons les traites d'anatomie, dfedie d M. le professeur

Cruveilhier.

L'Atlas d'Anatomie descriptive du corps humain comprendra 250 planches format grand

in-8 jesns, toutes dessinees d'iipres nature ct lithographiecs. 11 est publie par livraisons

de 4 X)lanches, avec un texte explicatif et raisonne on regard de chaquo planche.

L'Atlas sera divise en 4 parties qui so vendront separement et Mns augmentation do

prix : savoir—1=' AppareU de la Locomotion. Coniplet en 8^2 planches dont U sent doubles.

Figures noires . . . . • . 11 (>

Coloriees . . . • • • . 22 0'

2" Appareil de la Circulation. Complet en 64 planches. Figures noires . .80
Coloriees . . . . . • . . 16 Oi

Sous presse.
8° Appareilsde la Digestion, de la Eespiratiou, G6nito-Urii}aire.

4° Appareils de Sensation et d'lunervalion.

Bonnet. Traite ra6dico-cliirurgical des maladies des articulations. 2 vol. in-8, avec atlas

in-4 de 16 pL (or in half calf, *7) . . . . . . 6 00

Bossu. Nouveau compendium medical d I'usago des m^dccins praticiens. Paris, 1&42,

in-12 . . . . . • • . . 1 75

Boucbardat. Annuaire de Therapeutique, de Mati^re M6dicale, de Pharmacic, et de
Toxicologic. Annccs 1841 d 1852. 32mo. Piiris. Each . . . . 37J

Nouveau Formnlaire Magistral. 8«>me edit. 18mo. Paris, 1845 . . 1 (X)

Formulaire V6terinaire. 18mo. Paris, 1819 . . . 1 00
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Bourcliardat. Manuel tie Matiere Medicals, de Th^rapentique compar^e et de Phar-
macie, 2eme edition, augmentee. 1 tliick vol. I'-'mo. Paris, 1846 .

•

. 1 75
Physique Elemeutah'e avee ses applications, orne de 230 Figures Intercalees dans

le Teste. "l2mo. Paris, 1850 . . . . . . .125
Boucliut (13.) Manuel pratique des maladies des nouveanx-nes et des Enfants d la ma-

melle, precede d'une notice sur I'education physique des jeunes enl'ants. Paris, 1845,
in-12 de 6-20 pages . . . . . . . . 1 25

Traite des signes de la Mort, et des moyens de prSvenir Ics Enterrements prema-
tures. Ouvrage couronne par Tlnstitut de France. Paris, 1849. 1 toL gr. in-18 avec
figmes ...... . . 1 00

Soiiillaud (jr.) Trait§ de NosograpMe midicale. Paris, 1S46, 5 voL in-S de chaenn
700 pages. . . . . . . . . . 9 00

[Pour entreprendre itn Traite de nosographie medicale, il faut etre, comme M. Bouil-
laud, plai:e a la tete d'nn grand senice medical, et avoir vu, et cent fois vu, les memes
affections sous leurs divers aspects, atin de ponvoir les decrii-e avec exactitude, en faire

Men connaitre les symptomes et en formuler le traitement approprie. Ou ne doit

done pas s'etonner si ce n'est qu'apres quinze ans d'enseignement pratique dans la chaire
illustree par les Corvisart et les Laennee, ses predecesseurs, que M. BouiUaud s'fest

decide a publier son Traite de nosographie medicale.]
Bouiltaud (J.) Traite clinique des maladies du Ccenr, prec§de de recherches nou-

velles sur I'anatomie et la physiologie de cet organe. Deuxidme Edition augmentee.
Paris, 1841, 2 vol. iu-8. fig. . .

"

.

. . . . 4 00

Bourg'ery et Jacob. Traite complet de I'Anatomie de I'llomme,' comprenant la

Medecine Operatoire, publie en lOi") livraisons, composees chacune de 3 feuilles de texte, et 8
planches. (84 are now published.) Prix de chaque livraison . . . 2 00

— »- Colored . . ... . . . . . 4 00
A plain copy, 5 complete volumes, superbly half bound in morocco, the rest in cloth x

or in livraisons, for the whole . . . . . . . 150 00
Anatomic elementaire en 20 planches, format grand colombfer, representant chacune un

sujet dans son entier aia proportion de demi-nature, avecun texte explicattf a part, format
ln-8. formant un Manuel complet d'anatomie physiologique ; ouvrage utile aux medecins,
6tudiants en medecine, peintres, statuaires et a toutes les personnes qui desirent acqu6rir
avec promptitude la connaissance pr6cise de I'organisation du corps hnmain. Plain . 80 00

Colored . . : .
'

. . . . . 60 00

Bourgery (J. Iff.) Anatomic microscopique de la rate dans Thomme et les mammi-
fOrcs. 4to. Plates . . . . ~ . . . . 75

Bourg'uinon. Traite de la gale de I'homme; 4to. 1853 . . . . 5 00

Boiisquet (J. B.) Xouveau traite de la vaccine et des eruptions varioleuses on vario-
liformes. Ouvrage couronne par I'lnstitut de France. Paris, 1848, in-S . . 1 75

Boyer (A.") Trait6 des maladies cbirurgicales, et des operations qui leur conviennent, cin-
quitiae edition, publieej)ar son fils Ph. Boyer. Paris, 1843-48, 7 vol. in-8 br. Vols. 1 to 6
are published . . . . . . . . . 12 00

Bractiet. Eecherches expgrimentales sur les fonctions du systeme nerveux ganglionnaire,
et siu- leur application a la patholosie, ouvrage couronn§ par I'lnstitut, deuxieme Edition.
Paris. 1837, in-8 . T . . . . . . 1 75

Traite pratique des convulsions dans I'enfance, 2e edition, augmentee. Paris, 1837,
in-8 ..... .... 1 75

Traitg complet do rhypochondrie, couronn§ par I'Academie royale de m§decine.
Paris, 1844, in-8 ... .... 2 25

Brandt et Ratzcburg'. Medizin Zoologie. 2 vols. 4to. half calf. Colored Plates.
Berlin, 1829 . . . . . . . . . 10 00

Bremiter. Trait§ zoolooiquo et physiologique des vers intestinaux de rhomnie, traduit do
rallemand

: par M. Grundler. Revu et augments par if. do Blainville, profcsseur au
Museum dliistoire naturello. Paris, 1837, avec atlas in-4 do 15 pi. . . .3 00

Brescliet (M. J.) Ilistoire Anatomique et Physiologique d'un Organe decouvert dans
. Ics Cetacos. 4to. Paris, lS-36 . . . . . . . 75

Bricrrc do Boismoiit. Do la menstruation consider6e dans ses rapports pliysiologi-
ques et pathologiques, ouvrage couronne par I'Academie royale do mfidccine. Paris, 1,842,

in-S . . . . . . . . . . 1 50
' Des hallucinations, on Ilistoire raisonndo des apparitions, des visions, des songes, de

I'extasc, du magn6tisme et du soinnambulisnie. Paris, 1845, in-8 . • . . 1 50

Brielit (JTnines). A Practical Synopsis of Diseases of the Chest and Air-passages, with a
P.eview of tlio several Climates recommended in tijcso Affections. 8vo. «loth . 175

Briquet (P.) et ini^rnot (A.) Trait6 Pratique et Analytiqne dtj cnoLERA-Monmrs
(ICpidCuiio de 1849)- Paris, IKV), 1 vol. in-8 . ,

•
. . . 1 75

BroiiKsais (F. J. V.) Do rirritution et de la folic, ouvrage dans lequel les rapports du
physiqiio ot du moral sont ttalilis sur les bases dc la mfedecine physiologique, dcuxidmo
<;dition, entidrement refondue. Paris, 1S39, 2 vol. in-8 . . . .3 75

Extimen des doctrines mfidicalcsct dessyst^mos do nosologie, pr6c6d6 de propositions
renferrnaiit la substance do la mfedccinc physiologique, troisiSme edition. Paris, 1929-3-1,

4 forts vol. in-8 . . . ' . . . . . 8 75
' Conrs do pathologic et de th^rapoutiquc g6n§ralcs, profess6 d. la Facnltd do mfidecine

de Paris; ouvrase complet, compose dc 129 logons Paris, 1835, 5 vol. in-8 . .10 00
. Cours de plir6nologie professfi & la Facult6 do m6decino de Paris. Paris, 1880, 1 vol.

ln-8 de 850 pages . . . . . . . . 2 25

Hi!>toire des Phlcgmasies ou inflammations chroniqncs, fondle sur do nonvolles ob-
oer\'ations do clinique et d'anatomie pathologlquo. cinquiflme 6dit. Paris, 1838, 8 vol. in-8 C 50
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Brou«sais (F. J. V.) Ti-aitS de pbysiologie appliquee 4 la pathologic, deuxieme fedition.

Paris, IsM, 2 vol. in-S . . . . . . . . 3 25

Buissoii (li. F.) Traite theorique et pratique de la metbode aiiestb6tique appliquee a la

cbiruigie. 8vo. Paris, 1S50 . . . . . . . 2 00

Rulletin de la Societe de Chirursfie de Paring pendant les annees lSriS-49-
60. Vol. 1. Svo. Paris, 1S51 {To he continued annuallij.) . . . 2 00

Rurdacli. Traite de Physiologie considferee comme science d'observation, avec des addi-
tions par MM. les professeurs Baer, Moser, Meyer, J. MuUer, Eatbke, Siebold, Valentin,
Wagner, traduit de I'allemand, sui- la deuxifime edition, par A. J. L. Jourdan. Paris, 1&3T-
41, 9 vol. in-8, fig.

, . . .

•

. . . . 15 00
Anatomiste babile, erperimentateur ingenieus, 6rudjt profond, savant initie par la con-

noissance de toutes les langues, aux travaux des diverses nations de I'Europe, et ]jbilo- .

sophe digne de I'ecole qui s'enorgueillit d'avoir produit Kant, il rappoite, examine,
discnte et apprecie les faits avec cette elevation de vues et cette largeur de pensfee qui
caracterisent les bommes sup6rieurs. C'est une v§ritable Encydojjedie phy&iologiqiie.

Burserius (J. B.) Institutions of tbe Practice of Medicine. Translated by "W. C.
BroTvn, iM.D. 5 vols. Svo. balf cf. London, 1806 . . . . .5 00

Caliag'uet. Du traitement des maladies, oa §tudes sur les propriStes medicinales de 150
plantes. 12mo. Paris, 1S51 . . . . . . . 75

Calliscn (H.) Systema cbimrgisB in usns publicos atque privativu, Svo. Hafiiise,

1815. 2 vols. . . . . . . . . . 1 00

Calmeil. De la folie consideree sous le point de vue pathologique, philosopbique, histo-
rique et judiciaire, depuis la renaissance des scienees en Europe jusqu'au dix neuvieme
siecle ; description des gi'andes 6pidemies de delire simple ou complique qui ont atteint
les populations d'autrefois, et regnS dans les monasteres.—Expose des condamnations aux-
quelli^s la folie meconnue a souvent donnfe lieu. Paris, 1845, H vol. in-S . 3 50

Caperii (Tlioiuas*) The Mighty Curative Powers of Mesmerism proved in a Hundred
and i'ifty Cases . . . . . . . . 1 GO

Carpenter (IV. B.) Principles of Physiology, General and Comparative, with 821
wood engi-avings. Svo. cloth . . . . . . . 7 00

Carriere (E.) Le Climat de I'ltalie, sous le rapport hygienique et medical. Paris, 1849.
in-8 . -

. . . . , . ; 2 00

Carus» Atlas de Crauioscopie^ ou dessins figuratifs de cranes etde faces de person-
nages celebres ou remarqnablcs. 2 parts, 4to. Leips.1843. Plates . . .8 00

Cams (C. G.) Traite felementaire d'anatomie comparee et recherches d'anatomie philoso-
I)hique ou transcendante sur les parties priraaires du systtme nerveux et du squclette in-

, terieur et exterieur, traduit de I'allemand sur la deuxieme edition, et precede d'une
Esquisse historiqne et biblioCTaphique de 1'Anatomic eomparfe, par A. J. L. Jourdan,
accompagnS d'un Atlas de 31 planches in-4 gravees. Paris, 1835, 3 forts voL in-S, atlas
in-4 . . . . . . . . . . 7 50
[Dans cet onvrage I'auteur expliqne successivement les differents organes et systemes

dans les differenViS classes des animaux. Un atlas fort bien grav6 facilite I'etude et donne
la representa.'i;^ fidele des formes les plus importantes du regne animal. D contient aussi
les constru",.ions hypothetiques d'apres lesquelles M. Carus con(;oitune formation des eti-es

organises; elles servent 4 I'intelligence du troisieme volume, oii I'auteur expose ses
theories sur I'anatomie philosopbique.]

Carus (C. G.) Erlauterungstafeln ziu- vergleichenden Anatomic. Folio. Leipzig, 1843 T 00

Catalogue of tbe Contents of tbe ITluseuni of tbe Royal College
of Surg'eonSf iu I^ondon. 5 vols. 4to. . . . . 9 00

Cazauvicilb. Du suicide, de I'alienation mentale, et des crimes centre les personnes,
compares dans leurs rapports reci])roqucs. liccherches sur ce premier penchant chez les
habitants des campagnes. Paris, 1840, in-8 . . . . . 1 25

Cazcaux. Traite theorique et pratique des accoachements. 3e €dit. 1851, avec planches 2 60

Cazenave (A.) Legons sur les maladies de la pean, profess^cs & I'Ecolo do M6dceine.
Paris, 1841-48. Cet ouvrago se composera de 10 livi-aisons, chacune de 5 planches in-folio

coloriees. Six livraisons sont en vcnte. Prix de chaque . . . 3 00

Traite des maladies du Cuir Chevelu, suivi dc conseils bygidniques sur les soins il

donner il la chevelure. Svo. Paris, 1850 . . . . . . 2 00

Cazenave et Scbcdel. Abr6g6 pratique sur les maladies de la pean, quatridme €dit
Paris, le4T, in-8 . . . . , . . 2 T5

Cerise. Expos6 et cxamcn critique du systfime phr6nologiqne. Svo. Paris, 1836,
half bound ........ 1 25

Cerisu (L.) Inflacncedel'^dncatlon physique ct morale sur lesystdmenerreos. 4to. Paris,
1840 . . . . . . . . . . 1 00

Celle (E.) Ilygifine pratique des pays chauds, on recherches sur les causes et le traitement
des iiialadics do ces contrfees. Paris, 1848. 1 voL in-S . . . . 1 76

Cbailly (Honore.) Trait6 pratique de I'art des Accouchement'', accompagnfi de 248
fig. gravees sur bols et intercalccs dans le texts, propres ii en faciliter I'^tude, denxiguie
fedition, considcrablement augmontCe. Paris, 1^45, in-S de ffOO pages . . .2 25
[Ouvrage adopte par le conscil dc rhistriiction publlqiie, pour les facult^s, les 6coles prfe-

pai'atoircs de medecino etles eours d6partementaux instilues pour les sagcs-femmcs.]

Cbapuiau (E.) Manu.al of Materia Medica, Pharmacology, Toxicology, &c. l2mo. cloth 2 62

Cbardel (C.) Essai de psychologic physiologique, trolsidnie fidition augmont£e. Paris,
1844, in-S .... . . . 1 26



STAi^DARO SCIENTIFIC TTORKS.
*

$ c.
Chassinat (R.) Des Mesnres et des precautions ^ prendre pour la conservation, de la

Sante des Detenus. 4to. half cf. Brus. 1S47 . . . . . 4 00
Cbauffard (P. E.) Essai sur les docti-ines mfedicales, suivi de qnelqucs consid6rations

sur k'S fievres. Paris, 1846, in-8 . . . . . -
. C2j

Chaussier. Contre-poisons mis d la portee des personnes fitran^eres a I'art de srnerir.
Svo. Paris, 1818 . . . . . . . . 50

Clielius. Traite de chirurgie, traduit de I'allemand par J. B. Pigng. Paris, 1S44. 2 forts
^o'- "'-8

. . . . . . . . . 3 00
Cliirursjisclie Kupfcrtafeln, cine kleine Sammlung der nothigsten Abbildungen

von Praparaten, Instrumenten und Bandagen, &c. 47 Parts 4to. Innumerable plates and
accompanying text . . . . . . . 12 00

CliAmel (A. F.) Legons de clinique medicale faites 4 rH6tel-Dieu de Paris (fidvi-e
typholde, rhumatisme et pneumonie), recueiUies et publieessous ses yens, parMM. Genest,
Kequin et Sestie. Paris, lt.34-40, 3 voL in-8 . . . . 5 25

Elements de pathologie generale, troisieme edit. Paris, 1S41, in-S . . 2 CO

Cliurcliill. Essays on the Puerperal Fever and other Diseases peculiar to Women.
Published by Sydenham Society. Svo. London, 1819 . . . . 8 50

Chxircliill (F.) Eesearches on Operative Midwifery, &c. With Plates, Svo. cloth . 3 50
Civiale. Traite de I'^ijffection calculeuse, ou recherches snr la formation, les caractferes

physiques et chimiques, les causes, les signes et les eflfets patholoriques de la pierre et de la
gravelle, suivi d'un essai de statistique sur cette maladie. Paris, 1633, in-8, avec 4 planches
^-^

. , . . . . . . 1 25
Traite pratique des maladies des organes genitaux urinau-es. Paris, 1850, 3 voL in-8,

fig. (Or half bound in calf, in Paris, -$" 50) . . . . . 6 CO

Cloquet (H.) Ti-aite complet de I'anatomie de I'homme, compar6e dans ses points les
phis importants a celle des animanx, et consideree sous le double rapport de I'Mstologie et
de la morphologic ; tome ler. Paris, 1829, in-4 avec 100 pL . . . . 8 00

Cloquet (.Jules.) Anatomic de I'homme ou description et figures detoutes les parties
du corps humain. 5 vols, in 3, fol. halfcalf. Paris, 1S21. (Published at 468 francs) . 50 00

Comptes Rendits des Seances et Mcnioires dc la Societe de
Biolog-ie. 3 vols. Svo. plates. 1850 and 1S51. Price of each . . .3 00

Cooper (Bransby.) Lectures on the Principles and Practice of Surgery. Svo. London,
lt^-1

. : 5 00
Cooper (.T.) The First Lines of the Theory and Practice of Surgery, including the Princi-

pal Operations." Svo. cloth . . .
"

. . . . 4 50
Coste. Ilistoire generale et particuliero du devoloppement des corps organises, publifie sous

les auspices du ministre de I'lnstruction publique. Paris, l%48-50. 3 vol. in-4, avec 50
planches grand in-plano, gravees en tainc-duuco. imprimees en couleur et accompagnees
de contre-epreuves portant la lettre. Prix de la li^-raison . . . " . 12 50
[Deux livraisons sont en vente, texte et planches.]

Coste et Delpeclt. Eecherches sur la generation des mammiferos, suivies de recher-
ches sur la formation des embryons. Paris, 1S34, in-4, avec S planches . . 4 CO

Courteiiay. Pathology and Rational Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra in all its
Varieties and Complications, with Observations on the Use and Abuse of Urethral Instru-
ments. The whole illustrated by numerous Cases. 4th Edition, Svo. London, 1818

Crosse (J. G.) Cases in Midwifery, with Introduction and Eomarks, by E. Copeman, M.D,
Svo. cloth

Cruik shallk ( W.) The Anatomy of the Absorbing Vessels of the Human Body. 2nd
Edition. 4to. Plates

CruveilUier. Anatomic descriptive. DeuxiSmeMit Paris, l84;i-4o, 4 vol. in-8

CruTeilhier (J.) Anatomic pathologique du corps humain, ou description, avec fioTires
coloriees et litliogrp.plii^es, de diverses alterations morbides dont le corps humain est
susceptible. Co bel ouvrage est complet; il forme 2 volumes grand in-folio avec 2-33
planches coloriees ; il a etc publi6 en 41 li\Taisons composees chacune de 6 feuilles de
texte grand in ftilio raisin vclin, avec 5 pi. coloriees avec le plus grand soin, et G pi lors-
qu'il n'y a quo 4 pi. coloriees. Paris, lS.30-42. 2 vols, folio, half calf .

• Traite d'anatomie pjithologique ggncrale. Paris, 1849. t 1, 1 vol. in-8 dc TOO pag.

2 12J

3 00

6 50

100 00

Lc2o volume, .sous pres.so . . . . . "2 00
Cruvctlhicrand Itonamy. Atl.-isoftheDcscriptivcAn.at.omv of (he Unman Body

By J. Cruvoilhier, Professor of Anat.miy to tlio Faculty of Medicine, Paris. With Expla-
nations by C. Bonainy. Containing 82 I'lates of O.steology, Syndomologv, and Mvologv
4to. London, 1844. Plain, (Colored, $22) . . . .

^\
1 00

Appareil do la circulation. Complete in G-t Plates. Plain, (Colored, $16) . 8 00
Cuvier (€i.) Lemons d'anatomie comparie, publi6es par Dumfiril, Laurillard et Duvernoy

deuxiLino edit. J'aris, lb35-18J5, 9 vol. in-8 . , . . . 14 50
Danielsscil ('t/W. Rrcck. Trait6 do la Spedalskhed ou Eleph.intiasis des Orccs,

Ouvrage puhlie auxfraU du (lomfnioiwtit norvigieii. I'aiis, 1848. 1 vol. in-S, et atlas
in-folio do 24 planches dessin6es et coloriees d'apres nature. . . ,11
.vies (II.) Lectures on the Diseases of the Lungs and Heart. 12mo. cloth. lyondon,
1851 ..... . ... 2

breyne. Tli6rapentique appliqu6c, ou Traltcmcnts Speciaus de la plapart des Mala-
dies Chroniqucs, 12ino. Paris, 1844 . . . . . . l—--— K'*»ai sur la Tli6ologie Morale, consid6r6e dans ses rapports avec la Phv.Mologie et
1« M6decine, 8vo. Paris, 1844 . . .

"
. . 2 00



STAIVJDARD SCIENTIFIC WORKS.

Delabarre. Dee accidents de Dentition chez les enfants, &,c. 8vo. Paris, 18$1 . 75

SelafOlid. Traite de Patliologie at de Therapeutiijue geuerales veterinaires. 1838-1844
u voL iu-t^. . . . . . . . . . 4 25

Deleau. Kechercbes pratiques sur les maladies de I'oreille et sur lo developpement de
I'ome et de la parole chez les sourds-muets, premiere partie. Maladie de Voreille
nwyenne. Pai-is, 1838, in-S. . . . . . . . 2 00

Seleuze. Histoire critique du MagnStisme animal. Nouvelle Edition. Paris, 1819,
2 vol. in-8, br. ........

Instructions pratiques sur le Magnetisme. Paris, 1846, in-13 . . .0 75

l>e MontallegT J'. Ilypochondiie-spleen, ou nevrofes trisplanchniques. Observations
relatives ^ ces maladies et lem- traitement radical 8vo. Paris, 1841 . . 1 25

Depaul (J. A. US.) Traite thgorique et pratique d'auscultation obstetricale. Paris,

ic47, in-8 . . . . . . . . . 1 25

Deschamps (F. J.) Traite historique et dogmatique de la taille, avec un supplement
presentaut le resume de tous les precedes employSs jusqu'a ce jour, par In J. Begin.
Pai-is, 1S2G, 4 vol. in-8, fig. . . . . . . . 5 00

Dcscliamps (.T£. JHl.) Du Signe certain de la mort. Svo. Paris, 1 852 . .125
Desciiret. La mSdecine des Passions, ou les passions considerees dans letirs rapports

avec les maladies, les lois et la religion, deuxieme Edition augmentee. Paris, 184.3, in-8 . 3 00

Desmarres (^ti. A.) Traite des Maladies desTeux, avec 78 figm-es intercalees dans le

Teste. Thick 8vo. Paris, 1S4T . . . .
.

. . . 2 25

l>eval. Chirurgie Oculaire, ou Traite des Operations Chirurgicales qui se pratiqnent sur
I'CEil et ses Annexes. Svo. avec planches. Paris, 1S44 . . . . 2 00

Trait6 de I'Amaurose ou de la Goutte Sereine. 8vo. . . . . 2 00

Devay. Eecherches sur les Maladies cancereuses. Svo. . . . . 75

Ueve liter. Observations importantes sur le Manuel des accouchements, traduit du latin.

Paris, 1733, in-4, fig. . . . . . . . 2 00

Deverg'ie (P. N.) _Clinique de la maladie syphilitique, enrichie d'observations communi-
quees par MM. Ciillerier (oucle et neveu). Bard, Gama, &<;., oiwrage complet, pubUe en
25 Uvr. Paris, 1£S3, 2 vol iu-4, dont 1 de 126 pi. gr. in-4 color. •

. . 25 00

Devergie (Alpll.) Medecine legale, theorique et pratique, avec le texte et I'interpreta-

tfon dca lois relatives t la medecine legale, revus et annotes par J. B. Dehaussy, con-
seiller a la Coiir de Cassation. TroUiime edition, entierement refondue. Paris, 1852,
3 vol in-8 . . . . . . . . . 6 00

Dierbarli (J. H.) Die neuesten Entdeckungen in der Materia Medica. Svo. Heidel-
berg, 1843 . . . . . . . . . 4 00

Sicu (.S.) Traite de matiere Medical et de Therapeutique, precede de considerations geng-
rales sur la zoologie, et suivi de I'Histoire des eanx natureUes. Paris, 1847 -J 851,
4 vol. in-8 . . . . . . . . . 6 50

Donne (A.) Conseils aux Meres sur I'Allaitement et sur la Manifire d'elever les Enfants
Nouveau-Xes, 2eme edition augmentee. 12mo. Paris, 1846 . . . 75

Cours de Microscopic Complementaire des Etudes Medicales. Svo. 1844 . 2 00

Atlas du Cours de Microscopie de 20 planches. Paris, 1843 . . . 7 50

Druitt (jr.) The Surgeon's Yade Mecum, illustrated with one Hundred and Seventy
Wood Cuts. 12mo. cloth. . . . . . . . 3 50

Dubrueil. Des anomalies arterielles, considerees dans leurs rapports avec la pathologie
et les operations chirurgicales, par le docteur J.-M. DunnuKiL, prot'esseur d'anatomie a la

Facnlte de medecine de Montpellier, i;c. Pai-is, 1S47, 1 vol, iu-8, avec atlas iu-4 de
17 planches col. . . . . . . . . 4 50

Duclicsne'liuparc. Trait6 des gom-mes chez les enfants. Paris, 1S42, in-8. . 2 00

Ducros (L..) Guide pratique pour I'etude et le traitement des maladies sypbilitiques.
12mo. Paris, 1841 . . . . . . , . 50

Duges. Manuel d'obstfitrique, ou TraitS de la science et de ^.^ft des accouchements;
contenant I'expose des maladies do la femme et de I'enfant nouveau-ne, et suivi d'un
precis sur la saignee et la vaccination ; troisi(5me Edition revue par I'Allemand et Franc,
avec 48 fig gravees Paris, 1840, in-8 . . . . . . 2 00

DuparcQue. Maladies de la matrice, comprenant: 1° alterations organiqnes simples et
cancereuses ; 2° histoire complete dos ruptures et des dfichirures do I'literus, du vagin
et du perinte. Paris, iS39, 2 vol. in-S . . . . ' . . 3 00

Dupotet. Course du magnetisme animal. 2d edition. Svo. Paris, 1840 . . 1 50

Bupuytren. Lemons orales de clinique chirurgie.ale faites d I'lIMel-Dieu do Paris, re-
cucillies et publiucs par les docteurs Krierre de Boismont et Marx, deuotiiine hlition,
entierement refondue. Paris, 18.39, 6 vol. in-S . . . . . 8 50

\Nota. Los tomes 5 et coutiennent le Traitd des blessiires par armes de ffuerre,
sfeparemcnt] . . . . . . . . 3 OO

Durand-Fardcl. Des Eaux de Vichy Svo. Paris, 1851 , .100
Dutrocbct. Mi'moires pour servir & Tbistoire anatomiqne et physiologique des v6g6-

taux et des aniniaux Avec cette epir/rapho : "Jo considero commo uon avenu tout co
quo j'ai public prC>c6demnient sur ces iiiatieres et qui ne sc trouvo point reproduit dans
cette collection." Paris, 1*37, 2 vol. in-8, accomp.ign68 d"mi atlas do 30 planches grav6es. 6 00

IDans cet ouvragc, M. Dutrochot a reuni et coordonn6 renfcmble de tous ses travaux; il con-
tient non seuloniont les mcmoires publius t divcrses 6poques, re\ais, corrigfis et appuy63
de nouvelles experiences, mftis encore un grand nombre de travaux ia6dits.]



STANDARD SCIENTIFIC WORKS.

$ c.

Early ITIas'nefisiiit in its Higher Relations to Humanity; as veDed in the Poets and
the Prophets. By otoe maooe. Svo. cloth. London, 1&46 . . . 1 50

Ehruianii (C H.) Histoire des Polypes du Larynx, avec 6 planches. Folio. Stras-

bourg, 1S50 . . . . . . . . . 3 50

Encyclopedic Anatoiiiiqne. comprenant I'anatomie descriptive, I'anatomie gene-
rale. ran.atomie patholot'ique, I'histoire du de\-eloppement et celles des races humaines,
par G.-T Bischoft; J. Heule, E. Buschke, S.-T. Scemmerring, F.-G. Theile, G. Valentin,

J. "Vogel, B. Waguer, G. et E. Weber, traduit de I'allemand par A.-J.-L. .Jourdan. Paris,

1813-1&17, 10 forts volumes in-8. Prix de chaque volume (en souicrivant pour tout I'ou-

vrage) . . . . . , . . . 1 81
Pi-ix des 2 atlas in-4 . . . .

•
. . 1 8T

On 'pent se procurer cliaque Traite sipa/rement, satoir :

1° CSTEOLOGIE ET STXDESMOLOGIE, par S.-T. Scemmering— M6canique des organes
de la locomotion chez rhomme, par G. et E. Weber, in-8, avec atlas in-4 de 17 planches 3 00

2= TEAITE DE MTOLOGIE ET D'AXGEIOLOGLE, par F.-G. Theile, 1 vol in-S . 2 00

3° TEAITE DE NEYROLOGIE, par G. Valentin, 1 vol. in-S, avec figures

4° TP.AITE D"^\JS^.\.TOMIE GfiXEEALE, ou Histoire des tissns et de la composition
chimique du corps humain, par Henle, 2 vol. in-S, avec 5 planches gravees

5" TEAITE DU DEVELOPPEMENT DE L'HOMME ct des Mammiferes; suivi d'nne
Histoire da ditehyppemefni de Vaufde lapiii, par le docteur T.-L.-G. Bischof^ 1 vol.

in-S, avec un atlas in-4 de 1 6 planches ......
6=1 TEAITE DE SPLAXCHNOLOGIE ET DES ORGA^^ES DES SENS, par E. Hnschke,

1 vol. in-S de 870 pages, avec 5 pi.

7" ANATOMIE PATHOLOGIQUE GEXEEALE, par J. VogeL Paris, 1847, 1 vol. in-S .

[Cette En.cycloped.ie anatmnique, remiie aux Traites d-e Phymologie de Burdach et de
J. Muller, forme un ensemble complet des deux sciences sm- lesquelles repose I'Sdiflce

entier de la medecine.]

Esquirol. Des maladies mentales, consideries sous les rapports mSdical, hygienique et

medico-legal. Paris, 18.38, 2 forts volumes in-8, avec un atlas de 27 planches gravees . 5 00

[L'ouvrage qne j'offre an public est le resulat de quarante ans d'etudes et d'observations.

J'ai observe les .symptc'imes de la fulie et j'ai essaye les meilleures methodes de traite-

ment; j'ai etudie les mo^urs, les habitudes et les besoins des alienes, au milieu desque!s»
j'ai passe ma vie; m'attachant aux falLs, je les ai r.approches par les affinites, je les raconte

" tels que je les ai vus. J'ai rarement cherche a les expliquer, et je me snis arrete devant
les systemes qui m'ont toujonrs paru plus seduisants par leur 6clat qu'utUes par leur

application." En-trait de la preface de I'auteiir.']

Falire. EibliothSque — seepage!.

Farre (J. R.) The Morbid Anatomy of the Liver .and Tumours. 2 parts. 4to. Colored
plates. London, 1812 . . . . . . . 1 50

Faxiconiii'au-Mufrcsne. TraitS de 1'Affection calculeuse du foie, avec 5 planches.

12mo. Paris, 18->1 . . . . . . . . 1 50

Feigrel (T. A.) Anhang vom Handbuche der Anatomie. Svo. and folio plates. Wiirz-
burg, 1837 . . . . . ... . . 14 00

2 00

3 75

3 75

2 12

2 00

V»llstandiges H.indbuch der Anatomie auf ihrem jetzigen Standpunkte. Mit
Atlas. 8vo. Wiirzburg, 1837 . . . . . ..30 00

Erklarong der gcburtshiilflichen Abbildungen. 8vo-text u. 4tb-plate3. Wiirzburg,
1841 . . . . . . . . . 6 50

Ferg'USon (Dr. TV.) System of Practical Surgery. With Illustrations. 12mo. cloth. 3 50

Fcrriis. Memoh-e snr le Goitre ctle Cretini.sme, av<*'c 5 pl.inches. 8vo. Paris, 18.51 . 75

Fisclier (J, I-.) Descriptio Anatoinica Nervorum Lumbalium Sacralinm, et Extremita-
tum Inferiorum. Atlas folio, 4 pl.itos. Lipsiie, 1791 . . . .2 00

Forg'et. Traite de I'enterite folliculeuse (fifivre typhoide). Paris, 1841, in-8 de 856 p.ages 2 25

Foiirnet. Reeherches eliniques sur I'auscultation des organes resplratoires, et sur la

. premiere pferiodo de la phthisic pulmonairc. Paris, 1839, 2 vol. in-8 . . 2 00

Foville. Deformatisn du cr3,ne resultant de la methode la plus gen§rale do oouvrir la tfite

dee enfants. Paris, l^^.T I, in-8, fig. . . . . . . 73

Traite complet do I'anatomie, de la physiologie et de la pathologic du syst^me
nerveux cerebro-spinal. Paris, 184-1, 1 1., Anatomie, in-8, et atlas do 28 planches, in-4 7 00

Foy. Traite de matiere mfedicale et de thferapentique appliqn6e t chaquo maladie en pard-
culier. Pari.s, 1813, 2 vol. in-8 . . . . . . . 8 50

. Manuel d'hygifine. P.ari", 184.5, in-18 . . . . . 1 12J
Nouveau formnlaire des praticiens, contcnant les formules des hApitanx civils et

mllitalres de Paris, de Frnnce, d'ltalie, d'AUeinagne, d'Angleterre, de Pologne, &c.; pre-
c6dfe d'nn M6inorial thfera])nutique, et sulvi de Secours d doriner aux empoissonn6s ot aux
asphyxic.s. Quatrihme 6dition anginentfee. Paris, 1844, 1 vol. In-lS . . 1 00

Flonrcn** (P.) Tli6orio Expferimentale de la Formation des Os. Svo. with 7 plates.
Paris, 1817 . . . . . . . . . 2 30

• Anatomie 06n6rale de la Pean et des Membranes Muqucnses. 4to. avec 6 planches
coloridcs, P.iris, 1843 . . . . . . . . 5 00

' Memo! res d'Anatomie et do Physiologie comparfies. 4to. avec 8 planches. Paris
1844 . . . . . . . . 5 00

• Cours sur la g<>n6ralion, I'ovolocfio et I'erabrvologie fait en 1830, au Mu.sfium d'hls-
tolre naturelle, rocueilli et publi6 par Descbamps. Paris, 1 vol. in-4, avec 10 pL . 1 50



STANDARD SCIENTIFIC TTORKS,

Flourcus (P.) Eecherches sar les fonctions et les pvoprietes dii Systeme nelvenx
dans les aniiuaux vertebres. Deuxieme edition, cntierement refondue et considerable-
luont augiuenteo. Paris, 1842, in-S de 516 pages . . . . . 2 00

Frauk. (J. P.) Traite de medecine pratique de J.-P. Frank, tradnit dii latin par
J.-M.-G. Goudarean, D.M. Noiivelle edition, revne et corrigee, angmcntce des observa-
tions et reflexions pratiques contenues dans les Interpretationei cUniccB de J.-P. Frank,
et precedee d'une introduction par J.-F. Doable, membre de I'lnstitut et de I'Acadfemie
de Medecine. Paris, 184i, 2 forts vol. grand in-8 a deux colonnes, svu- papier jesus vclin 5 50

FOTille. Traite complet de I'anatomie, de la physiologie ct de la pathologic du systeme
nerveux cerebro-spinaL Paris, 1844, t. I , Anatomie, in-S, et atlas de 23 pi", iu-4 . 6 50

Froriep. De Lingua Anatomica quKdam et Semiolica. 4to. Colored plates. Bonn, 1828 1 50

Froriep (R.) On the Therapeutic Application of Electro-Magnetism. Translated by
i\. iM. Lawrance, AI.D. 8yo. cloth . . , . . . 1 75

Ga.iitier (Aubin.) Histoire du somnambulisme chez tons les peuples, sous les noms
divers d'extases, songes, oracles, tfec, sur ses causes, les effets, les abus, les avantages et
I'utilite de son concom-s avec la medecine. Paris, 1842, 2 vol. in-8 . . . 2 50

Genclrin (A. N.) Logons sur les m.iladies du cceur et des grosses arteres, recuillieS et
pubUees par E. Colson et Dubreui! Ileiion. Paris, 1342, tomel, in-S . . 1 75

Traite philosophique de medecine pratique. Paris, 1838-42, 3 vols, in-8 . 5 25

Geoffroy-Sainl-Hilaire, Philosophie auatomique. Tome I, des Orgaries respira-
toires; tome II, Moustruosit^s humaines. Paris, lSlS-182.3, 2 vol. in-8 et 2 atlas in-4 . 6 50

nistoire generalo et particuliere des Anomalies de I'organisation chez I'homme et
les animaux, ouvrago comprenant des recherches sur les caracteres, la classification, I'in-

fliience phy^iologique et pathologique, les rapports generaux, les lois et les causes des
monstrnoeites, des varietes et vices de conformation, ou Traite de teratologic. Paris,
1832-1836, 8 forts voL in-8 et atlas de 20 plancli^s . . . , . 7 00

Separement les tomes II, III, in-8, atlas . . . . . 4 00
Tie, travaux et doctrines scientifiques d'Etierme Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire. Paris,

1847. iu-12 . . . . . . . . . 1 00

Gerber and. Gulliver. Elements of the General and Minute Anatomy of Man and
the Mammalia ; chiefly after Original Researches. To which is added an Appendix, com-
prising Researches on the Anatomy of the Blood, Chyle, Lymph, Thymoiis, Fluid,
Tubercle, and Additions, by C. Gulliver, F.E.S. In 1 vol. Svo'. Text, and an Atlas of
34 Plates, engi-aved by L. AJdous. 2 vols. Svo. Cloth boai'ds . . . 6 00

Gerdy(P. 3i.) Pathologic Geuerale Medico-Chirurgicale. Svo. . . .2 00

Gibert. Manuel pratique des maladies v§neriennes. Paris, 1837, in-lS . . 1 50
Giraldi (-11.) Anatomic! Snmmi Septcmdecim TabiLla\ 4to. PI. Parma?, 1775 . 2 00

Gliebe (G.) Pathologischo Ilistologie. 4to. Jena, 1S50 . . . . 5 25
Glu^e< Atlas der p.ithologischen Anatomie dcr Organo des menschlichen Korpers. Hit

color. Kupl'ertafeln u. Text. 21 parts Folio . . . . . SO 00

Goetlie (J. AV. de) (Euvres d'histoire naturelle, comprenant les Memoires scientiflques
fur I'anatomie comparee, la botanique et la geologic ; traduit de I'allemand par Martins.
Paris, 18:37, in-8 et atlas in-fol. . . . . . . . 8 75

Grant. Outlines of Comparative Anatomy. Svo. Illustrated with 148 Woodcuts, boards.
London, 1S33-1S41 . . . . . . , , 7 00

Grimaux de Caux et TWartin Saiut-Aus-e. Histoire de la G6n6ration de
I'homme precedee de I'ctude comparative de cctte lonetion dans les divisions principales
du regno animal. 1 vol. in-4, accompagn6 d'un magniflque atlas de planches . . 4 00

Grisolle. TraitS 616mentaire et pratique de pathologie interne. 4e 6dit. Paris, 1850,
2 vol. in-S. (or h.alf calf .$5 50) . . .

^
. , . . 4 25

Guillot(\.) La Lesion la maladie. Svo. Pari.s, 1S51 . . . .0 75
E.xposition anatomique de I'organisation du centre nerveux dans les quatro classes

d'animaux vertebres, ouvrage couronne par I'Acadfimio royale des sciences de Bruxelles.
Paris, 1844, in-4 avec 18 pi. . . . . . . . 4 00

Gutlirie (G. .1.) On the Injuries of the Head and on Ilernia. Svo. cl. London, 1847 1 75
On Woimds and Injuries of the Abdomen and the Pelvis. Svo. cloth . 90

Gutlirie (('. G.) On Cataract audits Appropriate Treatment by Operation adopted for
each peeuliar case. 8»o. cloth . . . .

•
. 1 25

Hall (lTIarsliall.1 On the Diseases and Derangements of the Nervous System, in their
Primary Forms, and in their modifications by Age. Sex, Constitution, Hereditary Predis-
position, Excesses, General Disorder and Organic Disease. Svo. with 8 engraved Plates.
London, ls41 . . . . . . . . 4 00

New Memoir on the Ncitous System; true Spinal Marrow, nnd its Anatomy,
Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics. 4to. with 5 engraved Plates. London, IdrfS . 5 00

JSallcr. Elementa physiologia) corporis humani. Lausanne, 1757, 9 vol. in-l. Ilalfcf. .15 00

Opera minora. L.ausanno, 1702-1763, 3 vol. in-4. Ilalfcf. . . .5 00

Haller (A.) ITistoria morborum qui Annis 1C99, 1700, 1701, and 1702. Bd. in vellum
ex. Geneva, 1746 . . . , . . . . 1 50

Bamilton (A.) Anatomical Fables, and an Abridgment of the Practice of Midwifery.
"With Illustrations. Atlas fol. Edinburgli, 1787 . . . .

"'. 3 00

nardy et Bchicr. Traite 616mcntairo do P.atliologie interne. Paris, JS14, tomes' I
et 11, in-S. L'ouvrage ama 3 vol. Prix do chaquo . . , I 75
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Harveii (Gulielnii.) Opera Omnia; a CoUegio Medicorum Londinensi, 1766, FoL
bound ia russ . . . . . . . 3 OO

Hassall. The Microscopic Anatomy of the Human Body in Health and Disease.

Illustrated with upwards of 400 Original Drawings, many of them coloured. 2 vols. 8vo.
Hartfort, 1S50 . . . . . . . . 8 00

Hastiug's (J.) Pulmonary Consumption successfully treated with Naptha, with an
appendix showing the utility of puncturing tuberculous cavities as an adjuvant in the
Cure of Phthisis. 8vo. London, 1845 . . . .

'

. 1 75

Heideiihaiu et Elirenberg'. Exposition des methodes hydriatiques de Priesnitz

dans les diverses espfeces de maladies, considerees en elles-memes et comparfees aveo
celles de la mSdecine allopathique. Paris, 1842, in-lS . . . , 1 00

Keini (J.) Historisch-kritische Eeleuchtung der Pockenseuchen des gesammten Impf-
nnd Eevaccinnationswesens im K6nigreiche"Wiirttemberg. 8vo. Stuttgart, 1S38 . 2 00

Heiscli (F. A.) Du traitement sans merciu'o des differentes affections des parties geni-

tales. 4to Strasbourg, 1835 . . . . . . . 50

Heisteri (D. li.) Institntiones Chiruigicse. 2 vols. 4k). cf. Amsterdam, 1739 . 2 00

Oenlc (J.) Anatomie generale, ou Histoire des tissns et de la composition chimique du
corps humain, traduit de I'allemaud, par A.-J.-L. Jourdan. Paris, 1843, 2 vol. in-8, avec
5 pi. gravees. ( Vol/. Eiicyclopedie Anatomique.) . . . . 3 73

Herpiii (N.) Du Pronostie et du Traitement Curatif de I'Epilepsie, ouvrage conronn6
par rinstitut. Svo . . . . . . . . 2 00

nesselbac. Disquisitiones anatomico-patUologicae do ortu et progressu hemiarum ingui-

nalium et eruraUum. Wisseburgi, 1616, in-4 avec 17 pi. . . . . 2 00

Hilllly. Die Krankheiten und Missbildnngen des menschlichen Auges und deren Hei-
lung. 9 pts. 4to. Nordhauseu, 1J43 . ' . . . . . 7 00

Hippocrates. The genuine works of, translated from the Greek by J. Adams. L.L.D.
2 vols. 8vo. Sydenham Society. London, 1849 . . . . . 5 50

Hippocrate (Qiuvres completes d'), traduction nouvelle, avec le texte grec en regard,

coUatioune sur les manuserits et toutes les Editions; accompagnees d'une introduction, de
commentaires medicaux, de variantes et de notes philologiques ; suivies d'une table gene-
rale des matieres; par E. Littre, membre de I'Institnt. Paris, lS.39-lS-i9. — Cet ouvrage
formera 9 forts vol. in-S de 600 a 700 pages chacun. Prix de chaque volume . . 2 50

Uoeriiig'. Eecherches sur la nature et le siege de la Cataracte. Extrait des Annales
d'Oculistique. 8vo. Brussels, 1843 . . . . . . 50

Holdcii (L.) A Manual of the Dissection of the Human "Body. Svo. London, 1851 . 4 25

Home (Sir E.) Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, in which are explained the prepa-
rations in the llunterian Collection. 4 vols. 4to. and Atlas. London, 1814-1S'38 . 80 00

Hooper (R.) Medical Dictionary, revised, corrected, and improved, by Dr. Grant. One
thick vol. Svo. cloth . . . . . . . . 8 00

Humbert et Jacqiiicr. Essai et observations sur la maniere de rednire les luxations
spontanees ou syniptomatiques de I'articulation ilio-femorale, m6thode applicable aux
luxations congenitales et aux luxations anciennes par causes externes. Paris, 1835, in-8,

atlas de 30 pi. in-4 . . . . . . . . 3 00

Hunt (H.) On the Nature ajid Treatment of Tic Douloureux, Sciatica, and other Neuralgic
Disorders. Svo. cloth . . . . . . . . a 00

Hunter (J.) Traite do la maladie vfenferienne, traduit de I'anglais par Eichelot, avec des
Notes et Additions par Eicord. Svo. Paris, 1852 . . . . , 2 25

Hurtrcl d'Arboval. Dictionnaire de medecine, de chirurgie et d'hygitae v6t6ri-
naires. Ouvrase utile aux veterinaires, aux ofliciers do cavalerie, aux proprietaires, aux fer-

niiers, aux cultivateiu-s et Ol toutes les pcrsonnes chargfecs du soiu et du gouvernement des
animaux doincstiques. Deuxifimo edition, eutieremcnt refondue. Pai'is. 183S-1S39,
6 forts vol. in-3 ........

Icono^'rapliie pulliolog'ique. Folio plates. 2 livraisons

InniM (T.) The Skin, in Hialtli nnd Disease; a concise manual, treating in a popular
form, on the preservation of the .sl<in in a healthy condition, and on the treatment of the
Diseases to which it is liable. With cases and col. plates. Svo. cloth

Imbert (F.) Nouveau trarte des maladies des fommes. Paris, 1838, in-S

Itard. Traiti) des maladies do Torcillo et de I'audition. Nouv^lo 6dit, augmcnteo,
publieo par les soin.s do I'AcadSmic nationale de mtdccine. Paris, 1842, 2 vol. in-S, fig. 8 50

Jacquciiiier (.1.) Manuel des accouchcments et des maladies des femmes grosses et

accouchtes, contenant les soius d donnor aux nouveaux-u6s. Paris, J846, 2 vol. in-12,

avec 66 fig. . . . . . . . . . 2 25

Jenncr, iri.D. (Edivard); Liifn of. Physician to His Majesty George IV. With
Illustrations of his Doctrines, and Selections from his Correspondence, by Dr. John
liaroni* 2 vols. Svo. cloth . . . . . . . 4 00

Jenty (C. N.) Dcmon.stratio Uteri. Folio. Niirnberg, 1761 . . . 5 00

Jobert. Traitfi do Chirurgie plastique. Paris, 1849, 2 vol. in-S, ct alL^s de 18 pi. in folio.

gravoes et col. . . . . . . . . 12 50
[Afln lie fairo comprendrc la liaute portfio chirurgicalo do Tom i i^v il.' M. .lobert, il

Bullit (rinillc|ULT les siijets qui y sont traiti'^s; savoir: Des cas qui n rliiiuciil raiildplii'^tio,

des preparations nuxquellcs il conviont do soumcttro les parties imm-M'is ilmis riqiera-

tion. — Des iiuitics qui doivcnt ciilrer dans la conipo.silion du liuiilnau el des ti.ssU8

propres 4 lo foriiuT. — Des iiifethoiles autoplastiques — Ai'pi.ication I'batkjuk. Auto-
^lAStle jrdnionnc, facliUe ot de I'apparcil do la vision. — De lu rhinoplastio ou r6paration

12 00
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da nez, de la reparation des jones, de la bonche (stomatoplatie). — De la tracheoplastie,

de la tUoracoplastie. — Autoplastie des membres superieiirs. — Antoplastie du canal in-

testinal et dans les hernies. — Autoplastie des organes genitaux de I'liomme (testicule,

fistule urinaire, perinee).— Autoplastie des organes genito-urinaires de la femme, vices

de contbrmation des grandes et petites levres, obliteration de la Tulve et da vagin.—
Autoplastie de I'uretre et de la vessie chez la femme; fistula vesico-vaginale ; chapitre

important qui occupe plus de 400 pages.]

Jobusou (W.) An Essay on the Diseases of Young "Women. Sro. cloth . . 1 50

Jobusoii (H. J.) Clinical Observations on Diseases of the Gcnito-Urinary Organs.

tvo. cloth . . . . . . . . . 3 50

JToncs (T. W.) The principles and practice of Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery. 12mo.
cloth . . . . . . . . . 3 50

Jongrb (!<• JO Disquisitio comparativa chemico medica de tribns olei jecoris aselli

speciebns. Utrecht, 1843, in-8 . . . . . • . 1 30

JTourdan (A. J. 1,,) Dictionnaire raisonne, etymologiqne, synonymique et polyglotte

des termes usites dans les sciences naturelles, comprenant I'anatomie, I'histoire naturelle

de la physiologic gfenerale, I'astronomie, la botanique, la chimie, la geographic physique,

la geologie, la miiieralogie, la physique, la zoologie. Paris, 1S34, 2 forts voL in-i, petit

teste eL deux colonnes . . . . . . • . 4 50

Kramer (G.) Traite pratique des maladies de I'oreille, traduit de I'allemaud aveo des

notes et des additions nombrenses, par le ddcteiir Jleniere. Paris, 1848, in-8 . . 1 75

Liaberse, Monnerct et Fleury. Compendium de medecine pratique, ou ExposS
analytique et raisonne des travaux contenus dans les principaux traites de pathologie in-

terne. Paris, 1S:36-1846 ; 8 vol. gr. in-8, publie en 31 livraisons in-8. Prix . . 25 00

liaennec. A Treatise on the Mediate Auscultation, and on Diseases of the Lungs and
Heart With Notes and Additions by M Laennec and M. Andial. With Practical Notes,

by F. II. Eamadge, M.D., Oxon. Svo. with Plates. London, 1816 . . . 4 50

Liallemand. Des pertes seminales involontaires. Paris, 1S30-1S42, 3 voL in-8 . 6 25

I^ansreiibeck (C. J. M.) Mikroskopisch-Anatomdsche Abbildungen. 4to, half cl.

im . . ... . . . . . 2 00

I^anfflebcrt (E.) Guide pratique et methodique de I'etudiant en medecine, on Con-
seils aux feleves sur la direction qu'Us doivent donner a leurs Etudes. Paris, 18o'2, in-12 50

Eaporte (J. E.) Quelques Considerations sur la Phrenesie: Presentees et Publique-

ment soutenues i la Faculte de Medecine de MontpeUier, le 9 Mai, 1815. 4to, c£ Mont
1615 . . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Liarrey. Clinique ehirurgicale exercee particulierement dans les camps et les hSpitanx
mUitaires depuis 1792 jusqu'en 1836. Paris, 1S30-1836, 5 forts vol. in-8, atlas de 47 pi. . 10 00

liatbaiu (P. in.) Lectures on subjects connected with Clinical Medicine, comprising
Diseases of the Heart 2 vols. 12mo. London, 1816 . . . .4 75

Kiauirer^iie. Les forgats consideres sous le rapport physiologique, moral et intellectuel,

observes au bagne de Toulon, par II. Lauvergne, medecin en chef de la marine royale et

de I'hopital des forijats de Toulon. Paris, 184i, in-8 . . ^ • . 1 75

[Cet ouvrage est divise en neuf chapitres qui comprennent: 1" Phrenologie et phy-
siognomie du forcat — 2^ Des meurtriers, 6tudes morales sur cette classe de forcjats. —
8^ De la Corse interieure. De la Vendetta. — 4^^ Des differentes classes d'assassins et de
leur psychologic. — 5^ Du vol, des grands et petits voleurs, mceurs au bagne. — C-* Faus-

saires, faux-monnayeurs, forijats lettres.— 7^ Des forgats condamnfes pour viol.— 8° Legis-

lation des bagnes, reglement interieur. — 9'^ Statistique des bagnes de France. Les bagnes

I sont-ils necessaires?]

De I'agonie et de la mort dans les differentes classes de la society, considirfies sous

les rapports humanitaires, jjhilosophiques et religieux. Paris, 1S42, 2 vol. in-8 . . 3 75

Lawrance on the Therapeutic Application' of Electro-Magnetism in the treatment of

Ebemuatic and Paralytic Affections. Svo, cloth . . . . . 1 75

Leake (Jolin.) Lecture on the Theory and Practice of Midwifery. 4to, half calf.

London, 1T75 . . . . . . . . . 5 00

liCbailfly. The Anatomy of the Ecgions interested in the Surgical Operations performed
upon the Iliunan Body ; with Occasional Views of the Patholo^ncal Condition, which render

the inlc-ritrence of the Surgeon necessary. In a series of 24 plates, the size of Life.

Folio. London, 1845 . " . . . . . . . 6 00

liCbert (H.) Physiologic pathologique, ou Eechcrclies cliniques, microscopiqucs et ex-

perimeutales sur I'inllammation, la tuberculisation, les turaenrs et les autres tissus acci-

dentels. Paris, 1845, 2 vol. in-8, avec atlas de 22 planches gr.tvfies, gr. in-3 . . 5 T6

Traitfe pratique des maladies Scrofulcuses et Tnberculeuses, on Rcchcrcbes nna-

tomiqnes, pathologiques et therapeutiques sur les scrofules et les tubercules. Ouvrage
couronne p.ir I'Acadfemie nationale de medecine. Paris, 1849, I fort vol. in-8. . 5 75

Trait6 pratique des maladies cancereosos et des affections curablos confondacs
avec le cancer. 8vo. Paris, 1851. . . ' . . . . 2 25

liCblanc et Trousseau. Anatomic chirurpicalo des ))rincipaux aniraaiix domes-
tiqucs, ou iLCCueil de planches rcpr6sentant : 1° I'Anatomie dos regions du cheviil. du boeuf,

du mouton, sur lesquelles on pratique les operations les plus graves; S-' les divers fetats

des dents du cheval, du breuf, du mouton, du chien, indiquant rage de ces animaux:
8^ les instruments de chirurgio vetferinaire; avec an texte explicatif. Paris, 1828, 1vol.
grand in-folio avec 30 pi. gravies, dont 15 colori6es . . . . . 10 00

liCe (H.) On the origin of Inflammation of the Veins, and on the Causes, Consequences and
Treatment of Purulent Deposits. Svo. London, 1850 . . . . 1 75

Lee (R.) Loctorcs on the Theory and Practice of Midwifery. Svo. London, 1844 . 4 50
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liCe (Robl.) On the Ganglia and tbe other Nervous Structures of the Uterus. 4to, boards.

London, liiH . . . . . . . • . 1 50

Ijeeendre (F. L.,) Eecherches Auatomo-Pathologiciues et Cliniques snr quelques mala-

dies de I'Enfance. Paris, 1846, in-3 . . . . . 1 50

teuret (F.) Du traitcment moral de la folie Paris, 1840, in-8 . . 1 62J— • Fragments psychologiques sur la folie. Paris, 1 83-}, in-8 . . . 1 6'2i

- — Anatomie comparee du SystiJme nerveus, dans scs rapports avec I'intelligence,

comprenaut la description de Tencephale et de la moelle rachidienne ; et I'expose de la

relation qui existe entre la perfection progressive de ees centres nerveas et I'etat des

faeultes instinctives, intellectuellcs et morales. Paris, 1839. Tome I, in-8, acomi)agnes
d'nn magnifique atlas de 16 planches in-folio. (Deux livraisons sont publiees.)

Prix de chaque li\Taison . . . . . . . 3 00

L.evy (Micliel.) Traite d'hygiene publique et privee. Paris, 1844-1845. 2 vol. in-8 . 8 75
[Cet ouvrage embrasse dans son ensemble toutes les notions positives, tons les resultata

d'experimentation, tons les documents qui se rapporteut aux nombreuses et ditficiles

questions d'hygiene publique et privee. C'est un livre marque au coin de I'observation,

rempli d'idees'et d'apercus nouveaux, ecrit avec cette elei;anee et cette purete de style,

qui depuis lougtemps ont place I'auteur parmi les ecrivains les plus distingnes de I'epoque

actuelle]

Jjlieritier. Traite de chimie pathologique, ou Eecherches chimiques sur les solides et les

liquides du corps humain, dans leurs rapports avec la physiologic et la, pathologic. Paris,

1S42, in-8, avec 1 pi. . . . . . . . . 2 25

liionet (P. E.) De I'Origine des Hernies et de quelques Affections de la Matrice. Paris,

1847, 1 vol. in-8, avec 1 pi. . . . . . . . 75

liisfranc (J.) Lecons cliniques sur les maladies de I'uterus, publiees par Pauly. Paris,

183u, in-3 . ' . . . . . • . . 1 50

. Clinique chirurgicale de I'hupital de la Pitie. Paris, 1841-1843, 3 vol. in-S . 5 00

. Precis de medecine operatoire. Paris, 1846-1847, tome I, II, et 1 et 2 livraisons

du tome III, in-8 . . . . . . . . 4 00

liizars (Ino.) Observations on Extraction of Diseased Ovaria. Fol., bd». Edinburgh,

iS2i ..........'
LiOn^et. Traite de Physiologic. Paris, 18-50-1851, 2 forts volumes grand m-8 compactes,

avec figures dans le texte et planches en tailledouce noires et coloriees . . . 5 00

liObstcin. De nervi svmpathici humani fabrica, nsu et morbis commentatio anatomica.

Folio-plates. .

"
. . . • . . • . 5 00

liOUis (I*. C. A.) PLecherches anatomiques, pathologiqucs et therapeutiqucs snr la

Maladie connue sous les noms de Fievre typhoide, putride, adynamique. ataxique, bilieuse,

muqueuse, gastro-enterite. dothinenterie, c*cc., comparee avec les Maladies aigues les plus

ordinaires DeuQsi'oms edition, conHderablement anginenUe. Paris, 1841, 2 vol. in-8 . 3 00

LiOUi«i. Eecherches anatomiques, pathologiques, et therapeutiqucs snr la phthisic. Deu-
xieme edition, Hvo. Paris, 1843. . . . . . . 75

LiUcas (P. R.) Traite philosophique et physiologique de I'hferedite naturelle dans les

etats de .sante, et de maladie du systeme nerveux, avec Tapplication methodique des lois

de la procreation au traitcment gener.al des affections dont elle est le principe Ouvrage

oil la question est consideree dans scs rapports avec les lois primordialts, les theories de

la generation, les causes determinantea de la sexualite, les modifications acquises de la

nature originelle des etres, et les diverses formes de nevropathie et d'alienation mentale.

Paris, 1»4T-Ic49, 2 vol. in-S . . . . . • . 3 75

liUdovic-Hirsellweld ct L,eveille. La N^vrologie, ou Description et Icono^a-

phie du Systeinc Nerveux et des Orgaues des sens de I'Homme, avec leur'mode de pi-epa-

rations. par M. le Docteur Ludovic-llirschweld ct M. J. B. Leveill6, dcssinateur.

[Cet ouvrage sera compose de 9o i)lanclics. 4to dossinees d'aprds nature ct lithographiees

par M Leveille II sera public en dix livraisons, chacune do 9 jplanches, avec texte des-

criptif et raisonn6 ]

Prix de la livraison, figures noires . . . . . . 1 1o
" " " " coloriees. . . . . . . 2 50

8 livraisons sont en vente.

Maclisc (J.) Comparative Osteology, being Morpho-logical studies to demonstrate the

Arcliitypc Skeleton of Vertebrated Animals. Folio. London, 1847 . . . 15 00

Pladd -ck 'A. I».) Practical Observations on the efficacy ofMedicatod Inhalations in ^

the Treatment of Pulmonary Consumption With col. plates. 8vo, cloth . . I 50

IVIa{;endic. Prfecis' 616mentairo de Pliysiologio. Quatri'cme idition. Paris, 1830, 2 vol.

ii-8 . . . " •
• • •

— Ph6nom6nes physique- delavie; IcQons professfies au Coll6gc de France. Paris,

1842, 4 vol. in-S., . . '
. • • • . • 8 50

llceherches phvsiologiques et cliniques sur le liquido c6pbalo-rachidien, ou

ccr6bro-si>inal. Paris, 1842, in-4, et atlas do 3 planches in-fol. . . 8 75

nialiraii; X*. Trait6 d'Anatomie chirurgicale et de Cbirurgie expdrimcntalo. Paris,

m\-i. 2 v.il. ln-8 . . • • • • • . 3 50

Maniul de Medecine opferatiore, fondle sur I'Anatomie pathologique et TAnatomie

normalo CinquiOmo Edition. Paris 1^49, in-18. . . . . 1 60

Traite des fractures ct des luxations; premiere partie: des Fractures. Paris,

1847, t I, in-e, et atlas do 10 planches in folio. Le tome deuxiOme est sous presse. . 4 26

4 25
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niandl. Anatomie microscopique, par le docteur L. Mandl, professeur de microscopie.

Paris, 183S-ltfiS. — C«t ouvrage formera deux volumes in-folio.

Le tome I, comprenant I'HLSTOLOGrE, et divise en deux series : Tisius et organes. —
Jjiquides ovqanviuex II a ete publie en XXVI livraiions, composees chacune de 5
fenilles de texte et l planches lithographiees in-folio. . . . . 89 00
Les XXVI livraisons du tome I comprennent: Premiere siri^. 1® Muscles; 2' et 3"

Kerfs et Cerveau; 4° et 5*' Appendices tegumentaires ; 6= Terminaisons des nerfs; 7" Car-
tilages, Os et Dents; 6* Tissus celluleox et adipeux; 9° Tissus sereus, fibreux et elas-

tiques; lO-' Epiderme et Epithelium; 11"^ Glandes; 12-= Vaisseaux sanguins; 13- Vais-
seanx lympathiques; 14* Structure du foie et des glandes vasculaires; lo" Structure da
poumon ; 16-' Structure des organes nrinaircs ; 17'' Structure des organes de la generation:
18' Structure de la peau; 19* Membrane muqueuse et Structure de la peau; 20® et 21-' Or-
ganes des sens.

—

Deuxihne serie. 1° Sang; 2* Pus et Mucus ; S-" Lait et Urine; 4" et
5° Sperme — Prix de chaqne livraison . . . . . . 1 50
Le tome It, comprenant I'Hjstogesese, sera publiee en XX livraisons. — 5 licr. sont

en rente, prix de chaque . . . . . . . 1 50
— Manuel d'anatomie ggnerale appliquSe a la physiologie et la pathologie. Paris,

184-3, in-8, avec 5 pi. grav. . . . . . . . 2 00

]n[and.l et Ehremberp;' (C. C) Traite pratique du Microscope et de son emploi dans
I'etude des corps organises, suivl de recherches sur I'organisation des animaux infusoiras.
In-8 avec 14 pi. Paris, 1830. . . . . . . . 2 GO

majOLec. Traite theorique et pratique de la ligature des arteres. Paris, 18-32, in-fol., figures, i 50

marc. De la folie consideree dans ses rapports avec les questions medico-judiciaires. Paris,

1840, 2 vol. i!i-8. . . . . . . . . 3 75

Marcba.!. Des Epidemics. 8vo. Paris, 1852. . . . . .0 75

Mascagriii (Pauli). Anatomia Universa ; XLIVtabulis seneis jaxta archetypum bo-
minis adulti. 9 parts, folio, and large folio plates. Pisa, 1823-30. , . . 40 00

Itlascag'ui« Prodromo della grande anolomia. Folio text and large folio-plates. Firenze,
1519. . . . . . . . . . 8 00

Masse (J, N.) Petit atlas complet d'anatomie descriptive du corps hnmain, destine 4
completer toos les traites d'anatomie descriptive. 3eme. Edition. 12mo. 112 plates, plain.
Paris, IS46. (Coloured $9,00.> . . . . . . . 5 00

iniateacci. Lemons sur les phenomenes physiques et chimiqnes des corps vivants. Paris,
184(5, in-18. . . . . . . . . . 1 00

maur }^. Traits complet de I'art du dentiste ; troisieme Edition, completfie et mise an cou-
rant de la science au moyen d'tm grand nombre de notes, par M. Paul Gresset 8vo., 40
plates. Paris, 1S41. . . . . . . . . 3 00

Mayer (A.) Des rapports conjugaux, consideres sous le double point de vue de I'hygiene
et de la morale publique.' Paris, 1S48, in-6 de 32 pag. . . . . 50

Mayg'rier. Kouvelles demonstrations d'acconchements, accompagn§es d'un texte raison-
ne propre d en faciliter I'explication ; denxieme edition, angmentee par M. Habna-Grand.
Paris, 1840, in-8, etatla.s de dO pi. in-fol. . . . . . , . 10 00

Mayo (a.) Series of Engravings of the Brain and Spinal Cord in Man. Fol. 1827. , 2 00

Mayor. Bandages et appareils a jiansements, ou nouveau systeme dc deligation chirurgi-
cale ; troisieme edition, angmentee. Paris, 1838, in-8, avec atlas de 16 pi. in-4. . 1 75

Meckel (F.) Traite gfenerale d'anatomie comparfie, traduit de I'allemand par Piaster et A.
Sanson. Paris, 1S29-1S38, 10 voL in-8. . . . . . . 7 00

Menville. Histoire medlcale et philosophique de la femme, consideree dans toutes les
epoquos principales de sa vie. Paris, 1S45, 3 vol. in-8. . . . . 5 50

De Page critique chez les femmes, des maladies qui peuvent snrvenir Sl cette epo-
que de la vie, et des moyens de les combattre et de les prevenir. Paris, 1840, in-8. . 1 50

Memoires dcl'Academie Naliona^e de "TIedecine. T. I, Paris, 1828.—T.
II. Paris. •^^32.—T 111, Paris, ISiii.—T. IV, 1S35—T. V, 1836—T. VI, 1837—T. VII, 18.38.—T Via, 1^40.—T. IX, 1841.—T X, 18*3—T XI, 1815.—T. XII, 1846.—T. XIII, 1848.
—T XIV, 1849.—T. XV, J8-50.—T. XVI, lSo2 10 forts vol in-4, avec planches. I'rLsde
la collectiun complete «es 16 volumes pris ensemble, au lieu de 320 fr. reduit H . . 40 00
Le prix de chaque volume pris separement est de . . . , 5 00

Menioires de la Societe de Cliirurg'ie dc Paris^ publics dans le format in-4
Prix de cha<^iue volume . . . . . . , . 5 00

Memoires de la Societe Medicale d'obscrvation. ia3"-4.3. 2 vol. in-8. . 1 75

Menioirc-* et I'rix de TAcademie ^Eoyale de Chirurgie. Paris, 1747-1797, 10 vol In-1, fig. 20 00

Merat et >)<Jens. Dictionnaire universe! de matiere inedicale et de thtrapentique gfi-

nerale, contenant I'indication, la descrii)tion et I'pinploi de tons les medicaments connns
dans les dl verses parties du globe. Paris, 1^30-IS4G. Ouvrage complet, 7 forts vol. in-8. . 9 00

Sup|)leiiient, ou tome VII, Paris, lf4C, in-8 de 800 pages. . . . .2 00
Mer-cour (J . <".) Traitfe des maladies du scin, comprenant les affections simples et can-

cereu-es. svo. Paris, lS4o. . . . . . . j 25
Michaux. ftemoire sur les causes de la ftevre jaune. 12mo. Paris, 1852. . .0 25

Michca (C F.) Traitfe pratique, dogmaticine ct critique de rhypocondKe. Paris, 1845,
in S

.
• • • .

•
. . . . 1 50

Miesclier (F.) De inflammatione ossium. 4to., plates. Beriin, 1836. . 8 00

Miller (.lames). The pathology of the kidney in Scarlatina. IlIuBtrated by cases.
8?o. cloth. . . ••.... 2 50
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Miller (James). The Practice of SuTgery. 12mo, cloth. , . . 2 63

Molirenlieiin (T.Ton). Abhandlung iiber die Entbindnngskimst. Folio, plates, bf.

of. Leipsic, 1803. . . . . . . . . 5 00

Money (W.) A vade-mecum of morbid Anatomy. Eoyal Svo., plates. 1S43. . .4 00

Montfalcon et Poliniere. Trait§ de la Salubrite dans les grandes TUles. Paris,

18i6, in-S. . . . . . . . . 2 00

Moreau, professor. Icones Obstetricte ; a Series of 60 Plates and Text, lUnstrative of
the Art and Science of Midwifery In all its Branches. By Moreau, Professor of filidwifery

to the Facility of Uedicine. Paris. Plain plates. (Colored $30,00.) . . . 15 00

Morel. Etudes cliniques sur les maladies mentales. 8to., Paris, 1852. Liv. 1 to 4, each . 1 00

Moreschi (Alex.) Commentarinm de Urethrse Corporis Glandisque Structura. Folio,

Lf. cl. Mediolani, 1S17. . . . ... . . 2 00

Morsrasmi (J. B.") The Seats and Causes of Diseases investigated by Anatomy. 3 vols.

4to., cf. London, 1769. . . . . . . . 5 00

Mnller (J.) Manuel de Physiologie, traduit de Tallemand sur la quatrieme edition 1844,
avec des annotations, par le docteur A. J. L. Jourdan, 2e. editio.n revue et annotee par E.
Littre, Paris, IS.jJ, 2 vol. gi-and in-8, de chacun SOO pages, avec 3^0 figures intercalees dans
letexte et 4 planches gravees. (Or in hf cC $6,00.) . . . . 5 00

[Get ouvrago doit son immense succes, moins a la haute position scientiflque de I'auteur
qu'a ce que M. JluUer, tout en se renfermant dans un cadre assez resserre, a su y faire en-
trer, non-seulement les verites de tons les temps et de tons les pays, la plupart verifi^es et
confirmees par ses propres recherches et ses propres experiences,"mais encore une foule de
faits nouveaux, tels qu'on devait en attendre d'nn des hommes qui ont le plus contribu§, de
DOS jours, aux progres positifs de I'anatomie, dela physiologie et de la zoologie comparSes.
II nous sulfira de citer ici ses recherches sur la strnctm-e des glandes, la composition du sang
et la formation de ki couenne inflammatoire, ses experiences sur la vision, sur la voix et sur
I'audition, ses nombreuses recherches sur la structure et les fonctions des diverses parties da
systeme nerveux, &c.—Cette nouvelle edition de M. Littre le place au premier rang des
onvr^es de Physiologie.]

Physiologie du systeme nerveux, ou Eeoberches et explriences sur les diverses
classes d'appareils nerveux, les mouvements, la voix, la parole, les sens et les facultis in-

tellectueUes, ti'aduit de I'allemaad, par A. J. L. Jourdan. Paris, 1840, 2 vol. in-S. . 4 00

Murphy (E. W.) Lectures oa natural and difficult parturition. Svo. London, 1845. . 2 2-3

NSBg'ele (F. C J».) Des principaux vices de conformation du Bassin, et speeialemont du re-
trecissement oblique, traduit de I'allemand, avec des notes, par A. C. Da.nyaii, professeur et
chirurgieu adjoint de I'hospice de la Maternite. Paris, ISIO. 1 vol. grand iu-3, avec 16
planches. . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Nelaton. Elements de Pathologic cbirurgicale Paris, 1S44-1849, tomes I et II, in-S. L'ou-
vrage aura 3 on 4 vol. in-S. (Or Ln hf. cf. $5,00.) . . . . . 4 00

Nelig'an (J. M.) Medicines, their uses and mode of administration ; including a complete
conspectus of the three British PharmacopcEias, an account of all the new remedies, and an
appendix of formula;. Svo., do. . . . . . . 4 50

Kevins (Dr. J.) A translation of the new London Pharmacopceia, including the new
Dublin and Edinburgh Pharmacopceias, fonning a complete Materia Medica. 8vo. clo. . 5 00

Niepce. Traite du goitre et de Cretinisms, suivi de statistique, &c. Paris, 1851. Svo. . 1 50

Nysten. Dictionnaire des termes de medecine, de chirurgie, de pharmacie, des sciences ac-
cessoii'es et de I'art veterinaire, de P. H. Nysten: revu successivement et considerable-
ment augmente en 1824, lc33, 1839 et 1841, par MM. Bricheteau, O. Ilenry et J. Briand—
Keuvieme edition revue de nouveau par le tloctcur A. J. L. Jourdan, membre de I'Acadfi-
mie de Medecine. Parjg, 1345, in-8 de 860 pages a 2 colonnes, avec 107 figures intercalees
dans le texte. . . . . . . . . . 2 75

Nulin (A.) Untersuchungec und Beobachtungen aus dem Gebiete der Anatomic, Physio-
logie, &c. Part 1, with 7 plates. . . ... . . .2 12J

Orfila. Trait6 do medecine legale, quatridme 6dition, augmentfee et suivie du Trait§ des
exhumations juridiqries. Paris, 1843. 4 vol. in-8, fig. . . . .6 50

Toxicologic g6n6rale. Cinqui^me Edition, revue, conig^e et considSrablement aug-
ment^e. 2 vol. Bvo. Paris, 1852. , , . . . 5 00

Oribase (D') OJuvres. Texte grec et fran(jais en grande partie inedit, avec une introduc-
tion, des notes, des tables, et des planches, par les docteurs Busseniaker et Daremberg,
Vol. 1, Paris, 1851. . . . . . . . ' . 8 00

Otven (Ricliartl>. Odontography ; or, a Treatise on the comparative Anatomy of the
Teeth, their i)liysiological Relations, Mode of Development, and Microscopical Structure in
tlio Vertebrate" Animals. 2 vols., royal Svo. containing 168 plates, halfbound russia.

London, 1840-45. . . . . . . . . 36 00
• On the Nature of Limbs. I'lates. Svo, clo. . . . .8 60

Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of the Vertebrate Animals.
Numerous woodcuts. 2 vols., Svo. (Vol. 1 very scarce.) . . . . 8 50

On the Architype and Homologies of the Vertebrate Skeleton. Svo. Plates. . 3 00

On Parthenogenesis, or the successive production of procreating animals from a
single ovum. Svo. Plates. . . . . . . . 1 25

Parcliappc (Max>. Des principes d. suivre dans la fondation ot la constraction des asiles

d'all6n0s. Avec planches. (To bo completed in 5 parts.; I'er part. . . . 75
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Parcbappe (Max), TraitS tlieorique et pratique de la folie. Observations et docmnents
necroscopiques. Paris, 1S41, in-8. . . . . . . 1 75

Pare (Ambroise). ffiurrss completes, revnes et collationnies snr toutes les Editions,

avec les variantes ; orates de 217 planches et du portrait de I'anteur, aecompagnees de
notes historiqucs tt critiques, et preeedees d'une Introduction sur I'origine et les progres

do la chirurgie en Occident dn YIe. au XVIe. Steele, et sur la vie et les ouvrages d'Am-
broise Pare, par J. F. Malgaigne, chirurgien de I'iidpital St-Louis, &c I'aris, 1^>10, 3 vol.

gr. in-8 a deux colonnes, avec un grand nombre de figures intercalees dans lo texte. . 9 00

[A. Pare est avec raison considere comme le pere de la chirurgie francaise. On a repro-

duit dans le texte toutes les planches qu'il etait important de conserver ; cette belle edi-

tion doit trouver place dans la bibliotheque de tous les chirnrgiens.]

Pareiit"Diicliatelet. De la Prostitution dans la ville de Paris, considferee sous les rap-

ports de I'hygiene publique, de la morale et de Tadministration, ouvrage appuye dc docu-
ments statikiqnes puises dans les archives de la Prefecture de police, avec cartes et ta-

bleaux. Dcuxieme edition, revue et corrigee, omee du portrait grave de I'autsur. Paris,

1837. 2 forts vol. in-S. . . . . . .
•

. 4 0»
— Hygiene publique, ou Memolres sur les questions les plus importantes de I'hy-

giene, appliquee aas professions et aux travaux d'utiUte publique. Paris, lS-36, 2 forts vol.

in-8, avec IS pi. . . . . • . . . 4 00

Pafiset (E.) Histoire des membres de I'Academie nationale de Medecine, ou Eecueildes
61oges Ins dans les seances publiques de I'Academie de Medecine. Paris, 184.5. 2 vol.

grand in-18. . . . . . .
'

. . 1 75
Cet ouvrage comprend :—Discours d'ouverture de I'Academie de medecine.—Eloges de

Corvisart— Cadet-de-Gassiconrt.— Berthollet.— Pinel.— Beauchene.— Bourru —Percy.

—

Vauquelin.

—

G. Cuvier.—Portal.—Chaussier.—Dupuytren.—Scarpa.—Desgenettes.—Laen-
nec.—Tessier.— nuzard.—Marc —Lodibert.—Bonrdois de la Jlotte.—Esqnirol.—Lerminier.
—A. Dubois.—Alibert—Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire.—^A- Pare.—Broussais—Bichat.

Parola CO.) Delia Tnbercolosi in genere e della Tisi Polmonare'in specie. 3 parts, 4to.

Torino, 1S49. . . . . . . . . . 5 00

Patin. Lettres de Gni Patin. Nouvelle idition, angmentee de lettres in6dites, prec6d6e
d'une notice biographiqne, accompagnfee de remarques scientiflques, historiques, philoso-

phiques et litteraires, par Eeveille-Pariso, membre de I'Aeademie nationale de medecine.
8 vol. Svo., avec le portrait et le ftic-similo de Gui Patin. Paris, 1S46. . . , 5 00

Pereira (J.) The Elements of Materia Medica and Therapeutics. Third edition enlarged.

Tol. I, and vol. II, part 1, cloth. London, 1850-51. . . . . . 10 00

Perreve (V.) Traite des retrecissements organiqnes de I'uretre. Emploi mSthodiqne
des dilatateurs m^caniques dans le traitement de ces maladies. [Ouvrage place au premier
rang pour le prix d'Argenteuil sur le rapport d'une commission de I'Academie nationale de
mfidecine.] Paris, 1S47, in-8, avec 3 pL et 32 fig. intercalees dans le texte. . . 1 25

Petreqain (J. E.) TraitS d'anatomie midico-chirurgicale et topographique, consider6e
snecialement dans les applications a la pathologic, la mSdecine legale, I'obstetricie et la me-
decine operatoire, Paris, 1S43, in-8. . . . . . . 2 00

Pbarmacopoeia (the) x>f the King and Queen's College of Physicians in Ireland. 1850.

8vo., cloth. . . . . . . . . . 3 50

Phillips (C.) d« Liege. Du Strabisme. Svo. Paris. . . . . 50

Phillips (R.) Translation of the Pharmacopceia of the Eoyal College of Physicians of
London. Svo. London, 1851. . . . . . . . 3 75

Phillips. Scrofula: its Nature, its Prevalence, its Causes, and the Principles of Treat-

ment. By Benjamin Phillips, F E.S.. Surgeon and Lecturer on Surgery to the "Westmin-
ster Hospital. Svo., with an engraved plate. London, 1846. . . . 3 00

Philip (A. P. W.) Treatise on protracted indigestion and its consequences. 8vo, clo. . 3 50

Pichard. (.T. D.) Maladies des femmes. Des ulcerations et des ulceres du co! de la ma-
trice, et de Ictir traitement. Paris, 1S48, in-S, avec 8 planches. . . .2 00

Pinel (S.) Traite de pathologie cerebrale ou des maladies du cerveau. Nouvelles recher-

ches sur sa structure, ses fonctions, ses altgrations et sur leur traitement tbSrapeutique, mo-
ral et hygienique. Paris, 1S44, in-8. . . . . . . 1 75

Pioriry. Traite de medecine pratique, et de pathologie iatrique et mfidicale, professles 4 la

facnlte de medecine de Paris. Paris, lS4t-lS48, 8 vol. in-8.

T.I.—Geueralites ou polygraphies. P.aris, 1841, in-?. . . . .2 00

T. II —Monographies : 1^ .Maladies da coeur et des gros v.aisseaus (Cardiopathies, Angio-
mopatbies). Paris, 1842, in-8. . . . . . . 2 00

T. III.—2^ Alterations du sang (Anomohimies ou Anomfimies). 1847, in-8. . . 2 00
T. IV.—3^ Maladies des conduits de I'air (Angiairop.athies). Paris, 184.3, in-8. . 2 00
T. V.

—

i' Maladies du tube disostif, des glandes salivaires, du foie (Angibroinics, SialadS-

nies, nepathiesV Paris, 1S44, in-8. . . . . . . 2 00

T. VI.—5^ Maladies de la rate, ftevres internilttcntes, maladies des voics urinaircs, des or-

gancs genitaux (Splenopathies, Angiuropathies, Angiospcrmopathies). 184.5. in-8. . 2 00
T. VII.—G-' MaWlies do I'ovairc dc la matrice, du p6ritoinp, du tissu cellulaire, de la peau

(Angiovies. peritonies, Ethmoics, derniopatlii^s). 1848, in-S. . . . 2 00
T. VIII.—7^ Maladies des centres nerveux, des muscles, des os et des articulations. 1&49,

in-8. . . . . . . . . . 2 09

De la percussion mfediate, et dessignes obtenus par ce nonvean moyen d'explora-

tion dans les maladies des orgltnes thoraciques ct abdominanx. Paris, 1SJ8, in-8, fig. . 1 50

Plro^off. Anatomie pathologiquo du cholcra-morbus. Folio. Colored plates. St-Pc-

tersbourg, 1849. . . . . . . . . 20 00

Pirrie. Principles and Practice of Surgery. Svo., clo. London, 1852. . . . 6 00
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$
Ploucquet (Dr.) Litcretura Medica Disresta sive Eepertorium Medicinae Practica;, Chi-

rnrgiu; et Supplementum. 5 vols., 4to. Tabinga?, 1809 . . . . 10 OO

Flaies d'ariiies a fen (des). Communications faites & I'Academie nationale de m6'
decine, par MM. Baudcn?, Roui, Malgaisrne, Ainussat, Blandin, Velpeau, Piorry, Jobert
Begin, Kochoux, Devergie. Paris, 1840, in-8. ....

Porta.1 (.4l.) Observations snr la nature et le traitement des maladies da foie. 8vo. Pa
ris. \BV3. . . .

•
. . . . . 1 or.

Observations sur la natui-e ct le traitement de la phthisie pulmonaire. Paris, 1809,

2 vol. in-8, br. . . . . . . . • 8 00

Cours d'anatomie medicale, avec des remarques phvsiologiques et pathologiques,
Paris, 1804. 5 vol., in-8, br. . . .

"
.

Poucliett Theorie positive de I'OTulation spontanee et de la Fecondation dans I'espSce
hmnaine et des mammiferes : basee snr I'observation de tonte la serie animals. Ouvrage
qui a obtenu le grand prix de physiologie a I'Institut de France. Paris, 1847. 1 vol. m-8
de 500 pages avec atlas in-1 de 20 planches gravees et coloriees. . . . 9 00

Pong'et. Des bain'-, de mer. 8vo. Paris, 1851. . . . . . 1 50

Pravaz (C.) Essai sur I'emploi medical de I'air comprime. Svo. Lyon, 1850. . 1 35

Pravaz. Traite theoriqne et pratique des luxations eongenitales du femur, suivi d'un ap-
pendice sm- la prophylaxie des luxations spontanees. Lyon, 1847, gr. in-4, avec 10 pi. . 3 00

Prout. On Stomach Diseases. Svo. London. . . . . . 5 00

Raciborski. Precis pratique et raisonne de diagnostic, contenant I'inspection, la mensu-
ration, U palpation, la depression, la percussion, I'auscultation, I'interrogation des maladies,
<Sc:c. Paris, lt37, in-18. . . . . . . . . 1 75

Raimanu. Handbuch der speciellen medicinischen Pathologie und Therapie. 2 vols.

Svo. Eeutlingen, 1832. . . . . . . . 5 00

Rapport a I'Academie royale de Medecine, sur la Peste et les Quarantaines, fait au nom
d'une commission, par le docteur E. Prus, accompagne de pieces et document-, et suivi de
la discussion dans le sein de I'Academie. Paris, 1^(5. 1 vol. m-8 de 1050 pages. . 2 50

Raspail* Manuel de la sante. 12mo. Paris. . . .
•

. 50

Rayer (P.) Traite des maladies des reins et des altgrations de la s6cr6tion urinaire, 6tu-

diees en elles-memes et dans leurs rapports avec les maladies des ureteres, de la vessie, de
la prostate, de I'uretre, &c. Paris, 1839-1S41. 3 forts vol. in-8. . . . C 00

Le bel atlas pour cet ouvrage est consacre Eil'Anatomie pathologique des reins, de la ves-
Bie, de la prostate, des ureteres, de I'uretre, forme 1 vol. grand in-fol., avec 60 planches des-

Bln^es d'apres nature, gi-avees et magniiiquement col., avec un Icxte descriptif. Prix : . 42 00

DmSIOX DE L'ATLAS DE CE BEL OtTVEAGE.

1°. Nephrite simple, N6phrite rlmmatismale, Nephrite par poison morbide. PI. 1, 2, 8,

4, 5.—2». Nephrite albumiueuse (maladies de Bright). PI. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.-3^. Pyelite (in-

flammation du bassinet et des calices). PI. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15.

—

i'^. Pyelo-Nephritc, Peri-
Nephrite, Fistules renales. PI. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.

—

o°. Ilydronephrosc, Kystes urinaires.

PI. 21, 22, 2:3, 24, 25.—6». Kystes sereux, Kystes acephalocystiques. Vers. PI. 26, 27, 28,

29, 80.^—7''. Anemie, Hyperemie, Ati'ophie, Hypertrophie des reins et de la vessie. PI. 31,

82, 33, 34, 25.—8°. Ilvpertrophie, vices de conformation des reins et des ureteres. PI. '36,

87, 38, 39, 40.-9° Tubercules, Melanoses des reins. PI. 41, 42, 4-3, 44. 45.-10" Cancer des
reins, maladies des veines renales. PI. 46, 47, 48, 49, 50.—11°. Maladies des tissus elemen-
taires des reins et de leurs conduits excr^tem's. PI. 51, 52, 53 ,.54, 55.—12". Maladies des
capsules surrenales. PI. 56, 57, 58, 59, 60.

A Theoretical and Practical Treatise on the Diseases of the Skin. Translated by
E. AVillis. M.D. 2nd E<lilion, thick vol. 8vo. of 1300 page-s with Atlas, royal 4to. of 26 PI.

finely engraved, and colored with the greatest care, exliibiting 400 varieties of Cutaneons
Affections. London, 1835. .......

The Test separately, 8vo., in boards.......
The Atlas 4to. separately, in boards.......

Traite theorique ct pratique des maladies de la Pciu. DensiOme 6ditinn, cntierc-

nient refondue. Paris, 18.35, 3 forts vol. in-8, accoinpagncs d'un bel alias de 26 planches gr.

in-4, gravfees et coloriees avec le plus grand .«oin, rcprfescnt.ant en 400 figures les difl'ercntes

maladies dc la peau ct leurs varietcs. Prix du texte seul, 8 vol. in-8. .

Prix de I'atlas.sen!, avec explication raisonnee, gr. in-4 cart.

Prix de I'ouvragc complct, 3 vol. in-8 et atlas in-4 cart. ....
Renauldin* Etudes bistoriqucs et critiques sur les mfedccins numismatistes. 8vo. Paris,

1851...........
Reno. L'Eau ; mfethode spdciale de Bon emploi curatif. Svo.

Rcnoiiard (P. V,) Ilistoire de la Mfidecino depuis son origine ju.iqu'au XIXc. siOcIe.

Paris, 1840, 2 vol. in-S. . . . . . . . .8 00
[L'auteur, en composant cet ouvrage, a vouln dcmontrorqu'entre tant d'opinions diver-

Bcs on contraircs qui ont domin6 depuis I'origine dc la Mfedecino, il cxistc en M6dccino
quclquc chose d'utne et dc certain, quelque principc dont Tevidence frappo conime cello

d'un axifimc de mathfem.atiqne, quelnuc regie pratique dont I'Htilite est incontestable. II a

pensfi qu'un iiiedecin qui est animo du sentiment de ses devoirs, ct pour qui la pratique

n'cst pas dc la routine, ne pouvait rcster indiff6rent d ces questtons.]

Rcnzi. Storia della medicina in Italia. 5 vols., Svo. Naples, 1846. . . . 10 00

Requin< De la Sp6cificit6 dans les maladies, ThOse. Paris, 1851. . . .0 50

20 00
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Rey(A.) Ti'aite de marfechalerie v6t6rinaire, comprenant I'etnde de la ferrnre du cheval
et des autres animaux domestiques, sons le rapport des defauts d'aplomb, &c. In-6.
Lyon, 1852. . . . . . . . . , 2 25

Richard (de XancyV Traitfe pratique des maladies des enfants, consldJrees dans lenrs rap-
porls avcc I'organogenie et lesdeveloppements du jeune age. Paris, 1639, in-8. . ,2 00

Ricbard. Elements d'Histoire Naturelle Medicale. 3 vol. 8vo. Paris, 1849. . . 5 00

Richtcr (Or. A. I/.) 40 Tafeln der Briiche, u. s. w. der Knochen. Oblong 4to., hf. cf,
and atlas. Berlin, lf28. . . . . . . . 5 00

Ricord et Hunter. Traite de la maladie venerienne 2me. Edition. 8to., avec 9
planches. Paris, 1852. . . . . . . . . 2 25

Ricord. Traite pratique des maladies ven^riennes. 2me. §dltion. 8vo., avec 9 planches.
Paris, 18-52. . . . . . . . . . 2 Qc

Clinique iconographique de I'bfipital des Ven6riens. Eecueil d'observations snr les

maladies qui ont ete traitees dans cet hopital. Paris, 1842-1849. Cet ouvrage est complet
en 22 liv. pe 2 pi. in-4, fig. col. a^ec teste descriptif. . . . . 33 GO

Rigrot, Anatomie des regions du cheval, Paris, 1828, in-fol. avec 6 pi. . . 1 50

Ritareii (T. A.") Beitrage zur Aufheilung der Verbindung der menschlichen Fnicht, &c
Folio, plates. Leipsic, iS35. . . . . . . . 1 50

Robert (A.) Des vices congenitaus de conformation des articulations These prfisentee
au concours pour une chaire de clinique chirurgicale vacaute 3. la faculte de medecine de
Paris. 1851. 8to. . . . . . . . 1 00

Robert. Des affections cancSreuses et des operations qu'elles nicessitent. Th€se pr§sen-
tee a la faculte de medecine de Paris, 1841. 8vo. . . . . . 75

Robin (1 li.) Du microscope et des injections dans leurs applications i I'anatomie et a la

pathologie. 8vo. Paris, 1S49. . . . . . . . 1 75

^ Tableaux d'anatomib comprenant I'expose de toutes les parties a fitudier dans
I'organisme de I'homme et dans celui des animaux, par le docteur Ch. Kobin. Paris, 1851,
in-4, 10 tableaux . . . . . . . . 1 OO

Traite d'Anatomie Generale, normale et pathologique chez I'homme et les princi-
paux mammiferes ( Histoire des elements anatomiques des tissus et histologie). Paris, 1S49.
2 vol. iu-8, accompagnes d'un atlas de 40 planches gravees. Sous presse.

Des vegetaux qui croissent sur I'homme et les animaux. Paris, 1847, grand in-8
avec 3 pi. gravees. . . . . . . . . 1 00

Roche^ Sanson et Lenoir. Nouveaux elements de Pathologie medico-chirurgicale,
ou Traite theorique et pratique de medecine et de chiriirgie. Qnatrieme fedition, conside-
rablement augmentee. Paris, 1844 5 forts vol. in-8. . . . .9 00

R«Ederer fJ. G.) Icones Uteri Hmnani Observationibus lUustra?. Folio, plates. Got-
tiuga?, 1759. . . . . . . . . . 1 75

Rostan (f^.) Pieeherches sur une maladie encore peu connue, qui a re?u le nom deramol-
Ussement du gerveau. Paris, 1823, in-8. . . . . . . 1 75

Exposition des principes de I'organisme precedee de reflexions sur I'incrfidulite en
matiere de medecine. Paris, 1846, in-8. .

'.
. . . . 1 00

Rousseau (E.) Anatomie comparee du systeme dentaire chez I'bomme et chez les prin-
cipaux animaux. 8vo. Paris, 1^27. . . . . . . 5 OO

Roux (P.) Memoires et observations sur la reunion immgdiate de la plaie apres I'amputa-
tion. Paris, 1814, in-S, br. . . . . . . . 00

Roivlsind (R.) On the nature and treatment of softening of the Brair ^f^. Lon-
don, 1851. . . . . . . . . 1 50

Rudolpbi (K. A.) Grundriss der Physiologle. 2vols.ini. 8vo. Berlin, IfsSl. . 100
Rus eH'# (Dr.) Treatise of the Plague ; 17C0, '01 and '02, with other Remarks. 4to., cl.

London, 1791. . . . . . . . , 1 75
Sabatii^r (R. B.) De la m6decine operatoire. Nonvelle Edition, publico sous les yeux

de Dupuytri^n par L. J. Begin et Sanson Deuxieme Edition. Paris, 1832. 4 volumes
in-8, br . . . . . . . , . 4 50

Sacbaile (f.) Les medecins de P.aris juges par leurs oeuvres, ou Statistiqne scientiflque
et morale des medecins de Paris. Paris, 1845, in-8. . . . . 1 50

Safford ( r.) Practical Treatise on Tumors of the Uterus and its appendages. 8vo., cl. . 4 00

Sandras(C. M. S.) Traite pratique des maladies ncrveuses Paris, 1850. 2 vol. Svo. 3 00

Sapp"v (P. r,") Manuel d'Anatomie Descriptive ct des Preparations An.itomiques. 12mo.
fivec un grand nombrode figures iiitcrcalecs dans le tcxte. ICmo Paris, I8'19. . 4 25

Saunders. On the Anatomy and Diseases of the Ear. Fol, cl London, 1800. . 150
Scar|>a ( ' ntonio . Sull' Ancurisma Eeflessione cd Osservazione Anatoniico-Chirurgi-

chc. Atlas folio Plates by Anderloni. 1804. . . . . . 9 00
Anatomicarnm Annotationum. 2 vols., 4tb., pr. . . . .3 00
Momoria sulPidrocoIe del cordonesperniatico. 4to., with 2 plates. Pavia, 1828. . 75
Tabula- Kevrologie ad Illustrandam Ilistoriam Anatomicam. Atlas fol. pi 1794. 6 00
Memoria snlla Legatura dolle principali arterie degli arti. Fol. plates. Pavia, 1317 75
Siiggio di osservazioni siil taglio rctto-vescicale, &c. With a plate, 4to. Pavia, 1S23. 75

Scliedel et Cazcnavc. Abr.^g6 pratique des mi><.idies do la ponu. 4th edition. 8vc.
Paris, 1847. . . . . . . . . . s 00
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$ e.
Schroter (S, F.) Die menschliche Ziinge nach den Abbildtmgen Sommerings. Folio

col. plates. . . . . . . . . , 50

Scrive. Cours de Petite Chirni-gie en 24 lecons. 8vo., plates. Paris, 1850. . . 1 00

Sedillot (C) De I'infectiou pnrulente, ou Pyoemie. Paris, 1849, in-S avec 3 planches coL 2 00

Traite de mSdecine operatoire, bandages ct appareils. Paris, 1S46. In-8, avec fig. 3 50

Sejaroud (IJ. A.) Histoire et sjstematisation generalo de la Biologie, principalement desti-
' nee a servir d'introduction aux etades medicales. In- 12. Paris,"l851. . .0 75

Scg'uin (Ed.) Traitcment moral, hygiene ct 6dncation des Idiots, et des antres enfants
arrieres ou retardes dans leurs developpemcnts, agites de moiivements involontaires, d6-
biles, muets non-sourds, begues, &c. Paris, 1S4G. 1 toI. in-12 de 750 pages. . . 1 50

Seller (D. B. W,) Die Gebarmutter u. das Ei des Menschen. In portfolio. Col. plates.

Dresden, 1832. . . . . . ., , . 9 50

^election of papers and Prize-Essays on subjects connected Trith Insanity, read before the
Society for impro\'ing the condition of the Insane. London. Svo., cl. . .0 75

Semanas. Memrire snr les fonctions da foie pendant la digestion et sur les usages de la

bile. 8to. Paris, 1851. . . . . . . . 75
Serres (E.) Eecherches d'anatomie transcendante et pathologique, theorie des formations

et des deformations organiques appliquees a Tanatomie de la diiplicite monstruetise. Pa-
ris, 1833. 1 vol. in-4, accompagn§ d'uu atlas de 20 pi. grand in-folio. . . . 5 00

Sicliel. Lemons cliniques snr les Lunettes et les Etats Pathologiques eonseeutifs aleor usage
irrationnel. 1 ere et -.ieme Parties (Presbytie et Myopie). 8vo. Bmx., 3848. . .0 75

Sig'aud (J. F. X.) Du elimat et des maladies du Bresil, ou statistique m§dicale de cet
empire. Paris, 1844. In 8. . . . . . . . 2 00

Skey (F. C) Operative Surgery. Svo. cl. London. . . . . 4 00

Skoda (Dr. J.) Abhandlung liber Perkussion und Auskultation. Svo. Vienna, 1850. . 2 GO

SaBiumerring' (S. T.) De corporis humani fabrica. Francofurti ad Mcenum, 1764-1801.
C vol. in-S. . . . . . . . . . 6 00

Iconologie de I'organe de I'onie, traduit du latin par A. Eivali§. Paris, 1825. in-8,
et atlas in-fol. de 17 pi. lithographiees. . . . . , . 1 75

Icones organorum humanorum olfactus. Francfort, 1810. In-fol., fig. . . 8 CO
• Icones humanorum gustus et vocis. Francfort, 1808. In-fol., fig. . . 4 00

Solly (S.) The Human Brain ; its structure, physiology, and diseases, with a description of
the typical forms of Brain in the animal kingdom. 8vo. cl., . . . 6 00

Spoosier (W. C) Practical Treatise on the Diseases of the Horse. "With engravings.
Ivrao. clo. . . . . . . . , . 83

Sprcngfel. Histoire de la medecine depuis son origine jusqu'au XIXe siecle, avec I'histoire
des principales operations chirm-gicales, et line table generale des mati^res, traduite de I'al-

leinand par A. J. L. Jourdan. Paris, 1815-1820. 9 vol. in-8, br. . . . l\ 25
Stan ski (G. V.) Eecherches sur les maladies des os disignges sous le nom d'Osteomalacie.

£vo. Paris, 1851. . . . . . . . . 1 00

Sfrau (Joseph.) A Demonstration of the Nerves of the human body, vrith plates. 4to.,
clo. London, 1834. . . . . . . . . 8 00

Synie. Principles of Surgery. Illustrated with 14 Plates on India paper, and 64 Woodcuts,
1 vol Svo. London, 1&42. . . . . . . . 3 00

Treatise on the Excision of diseased joints. 8vo., cl. . . . . 1 87

Tardieii. Manuel de Pathologie et de Clinique Mddicales. 12mo. Paris, 1849. . 1 50
Du Cholera Epid6miquc, le9ons profess^cs a la Facultg de Medecine de Paris. 1849. 1 00
Dictionnaire d'hygiene et de salubritc publique. Paris, 1852. . . . 2 00

Teste. A practical Manual of Anim.<il Magnetism; containing an expo-sition of the methods
employed in producing the Magnetic Phenomena, with its application to the treatment and
cure of diseases. 12mo. London, 1843. . . . . . . 1 50

Manuel pratique de magnfetismo animal, ou Exposition mfithodique des proc6d6s
employes pour produire ce phfenomene, et de son application i r6tnde physiologique et an
traitcment th6rapcutique des maladies. So. fedit. augmentec. Paris, 1846. 1 vol. gr. in-18. 1 00

Theses (Collection dc) sur les maladies de femmoe. 4to. hC cf. . . . 2 00

Sur Ic Scorbut, Dysenteric et Contagion. 4to., Paris, hf. cf. . .2 00

Sur la Pathologic. 4to., Paris, hf cf. . . . . . 2 00

De Chirurgie. 4to., lif. cf . . . . • . 2 00

Tliibcrt. Musee d'Analomio Pathologique. Svo. Palis, 1844. . . . 1 BO

Ticdi-inann (F.) Anatoraie du cerveau, contenant I'histoire dc son d6vcloppomont dans
le fa-tii8, avec une exposition comparative dc sa structure dans les animaux, traduite dc I'al-

Icniand, avec un Discours pr61iniiiiaire enr I'etudo de la physiologic en g6nCral et sur celle

de Taction da cerveau, par A. J. L. Jourdan. 1823. 1 vol. in-8, avec 14 pi. . . 1 75

Icones cerebri semJamm et quonindam mnmmalium rariorum. Folio. Hcidcl
berg, 1831*

Vorcngnng u. Schlis-^ung dcr Pulsadcm. 4to., col. plates. Leipsic, 1843.

Ticdemann ct G. R. ct L<. Trcviraniis. Zcitsohrift fiir Physiologie (Untersn
cliungen Uber die Natur der Mensclicn, dor ITiiero und der Pflanzcn). Heidelberg, 1834'

183.''>, 5 vol. ln-4, avec 91 pi. .

[Collection precicuso par le grand nombi 9 de m^moires origlDanx qu'elle conticnt]

8 50

00

15 00
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Tilt (C. C* On Diseases of Menstruation and Ovarian Inflammation. 12mo., clo. Lon-
don, 1850. ' . . . . . . . . . 1 T5

To<ld.(R<) Cyclopcedia of Anatomy and Physiology. 3 vols, thick 8vo, Clo. or hf. hound
in russia. (t'2 parts of this are published.)".....

Todd A: Bowman's physiological Anatomy. Tol. I, 8vo. cl. London, 1845-1852. . 3 75
Vol. II, parts 1 and 2 ; nill be completed in one more part. Per part. . . 2 00

Xoltenyi (S.) TVissenschaftlicbe Grundlage der Medicin. 8to. Vienna, 1838. ,3 vols. . 6 00

TowTisend. Facts in Mesmerism, with reasons for a dispassionate Inquiry into it By
tho Kev. Ch. n. Townsend. Second edition, with a Kew Preface, and enlarged. 8vo.
London, 1S44. . .

-
. . . . . 2 25

[The most philosophical work on the subject.]

Trousseau et FidoiiXa Traite dc therapeutique et de matiere mSdicale, 3e. 6dit.

Paris, 1647. 2 vol. m-8. . . . . . . . 5 25

Trousseau et Reveil. Traite de I'art de Formuler. 12mo. Paris, 1851. . . 1 25

UytterhcEveM. De I'application de la Gutta-Percha au traitement des fractures. Hoy.
8vo Brussels, 1851. . . . . . . . . 75

Vallee (Li. I/.) Thgorie de I'ffia Paris, 1844-1816. in-B, avec 6 pL . . . 2 00

Valleix (F. ti. I.) Guide du medecin praticien, ou Kesume general de pathologie inter-

ne et de therapeutique appliquees. In-8. Paris, 1851. 5 vol. " . . .1125
[Get ouvrage est principalement destine a tracer les regies du diagnostic et t diriger le

praticien dans le traitement des maladies. Dans ce but, Tauteur non se'ilement a expos6
le diagnostic en detail, mais encore I'a resume dans des tableaux synoptiques qui permettent
de saisir d'un coup-d'oeil les differences les plus caracteristiques des diverses affections.

Puis, arrivant au traitement, il I'etudie chez les anciens et les modernes, appreciant la va-
leur de chaque medication, citant les principales formules, exposant les precedes op6ra-
toires, donnaut des ordonnances suivant les cas, en mi mot alliant la therapeutique t la pa-
thologie, de maniere qu'eUes s'eclaircnt I'une I'autre.]

• Clinique des maladies des Enfants nouveau-nes, avec deux planches col. reprSsea-
tant le cephalaematome sous-pericranien, et son mode de formation. Paris, 1833. In-8. . 2 00

Traite des Nevralgies, ou Affections douloureuses des nerfs. Paris, 1841. In-8 de
720 pages. . . . .

'

.

. . . . . 2 00

Velpeau (A. A.) Nouveaux elements de M6decine operatoire, accompagnes d'un atlas

de 22 pi. in 4, gravees, reprSsentant les principaux procedes operatoires et un grand nom-
bre d'instruments de chirurgie. Deuxieme edition, entierement refondue, augmentee d'un
traite de petite chirurgie, avec 191 pi. intercalees dans le texte. Paris, lc39. 4 vol. in-8,

chacun de pres de SOD pag., et atlas in-4, figures noires. . . . . 10 00

Le meme, avec planches coloriees. . . . . . . 15 00

[Les nombreuses augmentations et les changements qu'a subis cette deuxieme edition
en font un livre nouveau ; en effet, depuis la publication de la premiere edition, place a la

tete de la Clinique chirurgicale de I'hopital de la Charite, M. Velpeau a pu executer, discu-
ter et rectifier un grand nombre de procedes operatoires, et c'est surtout sous le rappoi-t
pratique que son livre a acquis uue plus gi'ande importance. Cet ouvrage, £l cause de
i'immense erudition deployee par Tauteur, doit etre cousidere couime une veritable eiicy-

elo2)edie chirurgicale.^

Eeoherches anatomiqnes, physiologiques et pathologiques sur les cavites closes, na-
turelles ou accidentelles de reconomie animale. Paris, 1843. In-8. . . . 1 00

Des injections medicanaenteuses dans les cavit&s closes. 1840. In-8. . . 75

Manuel pratique des maladies des yeux, d'apres les lemons cliniques de I'Mpital de
la Charite, recueUlies et publiees sousses yeux par G. Jeanselme. Paris, 1840. In-18 de
700 pages. . . . . , . . . . 1 50

Embryologie, ou Ovologie humaine, contenant I'histoire descriptive et Iconogra-
phique de I'oeuf humain, accompagn6 de 15 planches contenant 110 figures dessin6es et li-

thographiees avec soin par A. Chazal. Paris, 1833. In-fol., fig. . . . 6 00

Lecons orales de clinique chirm-gicalo faites a rh6pital de la CharitS, recueillies et
publiees par G. Jeanselme et P. Pavilion. Paris, 1840. 8 vol. in-S. . . . 5 00

Traite complet d'anatomie chirurgicale, g6n6rale et topographiquo du corps hu-
main, ou Anatomic consideree dans ses rapports avec la patholngio chirurgicale et l.i

medecine operatoire. Troisieme edition, augmentfie. Paris, 1836. 2 vol. ln-8, et athis

in-folio. ... " . . C Oi

Manuel d'anatomie chirurgicale, gdnerale et topographique. Paris, 1S37. In-18. ,17
Venables. Urinary Analysis. 12mo., plates. London, 1851. . . .07
Verdier (P. li.) Traite pratique des bernics deplacements et maladies do la matrice,

60TS Itour.s rapports anatomiques, medicaux et chiroi'gicaiis. Paris, 1840. In-8. . 2 00

Vicq-d'Azyr. Trait6 d'anatomie et do physiologio du cerveau. Paris, 1786, grand in-fol.,

avaa 35 pi. col. . . . . . . . . 12 00

Vidnl (de Cassis). Traitd de pathologie extcrne et de mfideciuo operatoire. Troisidrae Edi-

tion, entierement refondue et considerablement augmentee. Paris, 18.51. 5 vol. in-8, do
chacun 700 p.oges avec .ViO figures intcrcal6es dans le texte. . . . . 10 00

Or liands'omely half bound in calf in Paris. . . . . . 12 60
fLe Traite de pathologie externe do M. Vidal (de Cassis), est devonu entre les mains des

616ve3 un guide pour I'etude, et les maltres le considereut conuuo le Compendium du cfii-

rurgien praticien, parce qu'd un grand talent d'exposition des maladies, I'aateur joint uno
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puissante force de loglque dans la discussion et dans I 'appreciation des methodes et prece-

des operatoires. Ce livTe est le seul ouvrage complet ou soit represente I'etat actuel de la

chirnrgie.]

Voffel (jr.) Traite d'anatomie pathologique generale, traduit de Tallemand, par A. J. L.

Jom-dan. Paris, 1S47. In-S. (Encyclopedie AXATOiUQUE, pag. 105.) . . 7 50

Vog"i'I a.i)d Day. The Pathological Anatomy of the Human Body. By Julius Vogel,

M D. Translated from the German, with additions, by George E. Day, M.D., Professor to

the University of St. Andrew's. Illustrated with upwards of 100 plain and coloured En>>

gravings, Svo. cl. London, ISi". . . . . . . 8 00

Vrolict. Tabulae Embryogenesin Hominis et Mammalium. 4to., hf. cf. pi. Amst. 1849. 80 06

Eecherches d'anatomie comparee sur le Chimpanse. Amsterdam, 1841. In-folio,

avec 7 planches. . . . . . . . . 10 00

Waller (J. G.) Observaeiones anatomieae: tiistoria monstri duobus capitibns, pectore

pelvique concreti, de venis capitis et colli, &c. Berolini, 1T75. In-fol. avcc 11 planches. . 2 5C

Weber. Anatomical Atlas of the human body. 33 plates,' natirral size. Oblong folio, and
8vo. text. Dusseldorf. . . . . . . . . 30 0«

Zoisit. A Jouj-nal of Cerebral Physiology and Mesmerism, and their Application to Humos.
"Welfare. Published Quarterly. Each number . . . . .6 76

[This Journal contains papers by Drs. Elliotson, Engledue, Ashbm-ner, &c. Thirty-two
Numbers have already appeared.]

Nos. 1 to 32, forming 8 vols. Svo. cloth boards. Each volume . . . 2 75

VoL I, commenced April 1, 1843, being neaily out of Print . . • 9 06

HomcEopathy.

Reauvais. Clinique homceopatbique, ou Eecueil de toutes les observations pwitiqnes pn-
blieesjusqu'^ cejour. Ouvrage complet. Paris, 1837-1840, 9 vol. in-8. . .1135

Bcrtboldi. Conseils d'un medecin homoeopathe, on Moyens de se traiter etA-mitce ho-

mceopathiquement dans les alfections ordinaires, et premiers seconrs d administrer dans lea

CIS graves ; traduit de I'allemand par Sarrazin. Paris, 1837. ln-1 S. . . . 75

Bibliotlieque homtEopathique. Premiere serie. Geneve, mars 1832 ^ mars 1887. 8

volumes iu-8. . . . . . . . • . 11 25

Deuxidme serie, octobre 1837 a septembre 1844 10 vol. in-8. . . . 14 00

Eccnning'hausen. Manual of Homceopathic Therapeutics, intended as a Guide to the

Study of Materia Medica Pura. Translated, with additions, by S. Laurie, M.D. 8vo. 1848. 3 00

Manuel de th6rapeutique homosopathique, pour servir de guide an lit des malades

et i I'etude de la matiere medicale i>ure, traduit do Tallemand par le docteur D. lioth.

Paris, 1846. In-12 de GOO pages. . . . . . .175
Clicpinell (E. C.) Domestic ITomopopathy, restricted to its legitimate sphere of

firactice ; together with rules for Diet and Eegimen. 12mo., clo. . . . 1 50

Cliolcra morbus 6pid6mique. Dc son traitement preventif et caratif scion la m6thode bo-

iiiceopathiquc. Svo. Paris, 1848. . . . . . . 50

Croserio. Manuel Ilomocopathiquc d'Obst§trique, ou Secours que I'Art d'Accouchement
pent tircr de I'llomceopathie. 8vo. Paris, 1850. . . . . . 75

Statistique de la m&decine homccopathique. Paris, 1848. In-8. • . 75

Curie (P. F.) Domestic Practice of IIomcDopathy. 8d edition. 1850. . .175
Practice of Iloino^opathy. 1 vol. 8vo. London, 1S38. . . . 1 50

Principles of ironiaopathy. 1 vol. 6vo. London, 1837. ' . . . 1 25

Dcs!«aix. L'llomreopatliic et scs agresseurs. Ouvrage rfidigfi au nom de hi Soci6t6 de M6-
dccine Ilomoeopathique de Lyon. Paris, 1S8G. In-S. . . . . 50

De la inMccinc oonjecturale, soi-disant rationnclle, et de la m6decine positive.

Coup-d'uBil d'un homuDop.ithc. Lyon, 1843. In-8. . . . . I 00

Dudceon. The Pathogenetic Cyclopaxlia, a Systematic Arrangement and Analysis of the

]l<iiiin;opathic Materia Medica. Vol. I, Svo. London, 1850.

DuiiHtord (Harris^. The Pathogenic EflfecU of some of the Principal IIooKBopathio
Uemcdic!'. Svo. London, 1833 . . . . . . . 1 50

Tlie Practical Advantages of Homceopathy, illustrated by numerous Cases. I vol.

Svo., boards. 1811. . . . . . . . . 1 50

Etipanet (A.) Clinlqne mfedicalo horaoDopathique de Stasuele en Algfirie pendant rann6o
1850. 8vo. Paris, 1851. . . . . . • . 1 00

Everest (T. 11.) A Popular View of IIomiBopathy ; exhibiting the Present State of the

Sclonco. 2d edition, amended and much enlarged. Svo. Loudon, 1330". . '. I 50
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Flora Homoeopathica. Eoy. 8vo., colored plates. Price per No. . . . 90

Fredault. Des rapports de la doctriLs medicate Homoeopathique avec le passe de la Th6-
rapeutiqui. 8vo. Paris, 1852. . . . . . . . 50

Griesselicb. (Ii.) Manuel pour servir t I'fetude de I'Homeopathie, traduit de I'allemand

par le docteur Schlesinger. Paris, 1849. 1 vol. iii-12. . . . . 1 25

Gueyrard. La doctrine medicate homoeopathlque examinSe sous les rapports theoriques

et pratiques. In-18. Bruxelles, 18S4. . . . . . . 50

Guntlier. New !Nranu.il of IIomcEopathic Veterinary Medicine ; or the nomceopathio
Treatment of the Horse, the Ox, the Do;:, and other Domestic Animals. Translated from
the 3d German edition, with considerable additions and improvements. Post 8vo. clo.

London, 1847. . . . . . . . . , 2 50

Le meme ouvrage traduit en frangais. 8vo. . . . . . 1 50

Guyart (A.) La medecine ju?6e par les mfidecins, prScedee d'un coup-d'oeil sur I'histoire

de la medecine allopathique depnis Ilippocrate jusqu'en 1841, &c. Paris, 1S42. In-8. . 100

Haas. Memorial du medecin homceopathiste, on Eepertoire alphabfetique de traitements et

d'exp§riences homoeopathiques, pour servir de guide dans I'application de I'homoeopathie
au ht du malade, traduit de I'allemand par A. J^L. Jourdan. Paris, 1834. In-24. . 75

Hamilton. A Guide to the Practice of Homreopathy. Translated and compiled, in al-

phabetical order, from the German of Euotf, Haas, and Eiickert, with Additions. 12mo.
1S44. . . . . . . . . . 1 50

Haltueinauu (S.) Etudes de Medecine Homoeopathique (suite de I'Organon). 8vo.

Paris, 1850. . . . . . . . . . 1 T5

Exposition de la doctrine medicate Homceopathique, ou Organon cleVAHdegue-
Hr, suivie d'opuscules de I'auteur. Accompagnfee du portrait de Hahnemann grave sur

acier. Paris, 1S45. In-8. . . . . . . . 2 00

Doctrine et traitement Homoeopathiques des maladies chroniques, traduit de I'alle-

mand, sur la derniere edition, par A. J. L. Jourdan. Deuxieme Edition refondue et consi-

derablement augmentee par I'auteur. Paris, 1846. 3 vol. in-S. . . . 5 75

Traite de }*Iatiere Medicate, ou de Paction pure des mSdicaments homceopathi-
ques ; traduit de I'allemand, par A. J. L. Jourdan. Paris, 1834. 3 vol. in-8.

Organon of HomcEopathic Medicine, third American edit, with improvements.
and additions from the last German edition, and Dr. 0. Hering's introductory remarks.

1S4S. Bound. • . . . . . . . . 1 00

Materia Medica Pura. Translated by C. J. Hempel, M.D. 4 vols. 1846. Bound. 6 00

Addition to the Materia Medica Pura, by Stapf. Translated by 0. J. Hempel, M.D.
Bound.

The Chronic Diseases, their Specific Nature, and Homceopatbic Treatment Trans-
lated and edited by 0. J. Hempel, M.D., with a preface by 0. Hering, M.D., Philadelphia.

8vo. 5 vols. 1849. Bound. . . . • . . . 7 00

Lesser Writings collected and translated by R. E. Dudgeon, M.D. 8vo. London. 4 00
[The price of the American edition is $3.—H. B. has only a few of the London edition

left, which he will sell at the above price]

Hartinanif' (Fr.) Therapeutique hflmreopathique des maladies Aigues et des maladies
Chroniques, traduite de I'allemand sur la troisieme Edition, par A. J. L. Jourdan et Schles-
inger. Paris, 1S47-1S49. 2 vol. in-8. ...... 4'00

Acute and Chronic Diseases, and their nomn?opathic Treatment Third German
edition, revised and considerably enlarged by the author. Translated, with additions, and
adapted to the ttse of the American profession, by C. J. Hempel, M.D. 4 vol. . . 5 75

Henriqiies (A.) The Homoeopathic Medical Dictionary, and Home Gaidc. 12mo. clo. 1 38

Hering (C) Medecine homceopathique domestique, a'^eo additions par les Drs. Goullon,
Gross, et Staff. 12mo. Paris, 1850. . . . . . . 1 25

HoniGBopatliie. (Oesterreichische Zeitschrift fiir.) 8vo. Vienna, 1844 to 1848. Vol.
1 to 4. . . . . . . . . . 5 00

JTalir. Nouvcati mannel de medecine homoeopathique, divisfi en deux p.arties: 1^ Matiere
medicate ;

2'' Repertoire therapeutique ct symptomatologique. Quatrieme Edition, aug-
mentee. Paris, 1845. 4 vol. in-12. . . . . . . 4 50

No'tvelle Pharmacopeo et Posologio homoeopathiques, ou de la Prfeparation des
medicaments homcEopathiques, et de I'administration des doses. Paris, 1841. In-J2. . 1 25

• Du traitement homceopathique du cholera, avec I'indication des moyens de s'en
preserver, pouvant servir de conseil aux families en I'abscnce de m6decin. Paris, 1848.
in-12. . . . . . . . . 87|—

—

Du traitement homoeopathique des maladies de la peau. 8vo. Paris, 1850. . 2 00— New Manual: originally published under the name of Symptomen-Codex (Digest
of Symptoms). This work is intended to facilitate a comparison of the parallel symptoms
of tlie various Homcoopathic agents, thereby enabling the practitioner to discover the
characteristic symptoms of each drug, and to determine with ease and correctness whfit
remedy is most homoeopathic to the existing group of symptoms. Translatocl, with im-
portant and extensive additions from various sources, by Charles Julius Ileinpcl, >[.!).,

assisted by James M. Qnin, M.D., with revisions and clinical notes by John P. Grav. M.D.

;

contributions by Drs. A. Gerald Hull, George W. Cook, and B. F.'Joslin of New York;
and Drs. C. Hciiiig, J. Je.mes, C. Neidhard, \V. 'Williamson, and J. Kitchen of Philadel-
phia; with a preface by C. Hering, M.D. 2 vols. 1848. Bound. i . .1100
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$ c.

Jahr. Maaual of Homoeopathic Medicine. In 2 parts. Part I.—Mateeia Medica. Part

II —TnEEAPKnicAL and Stmptomatoi-ogical Kepositoky. Translated from the 4th
edition, and edited, with Additions, by P. F. Curie, M.D. 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1S17. . 6 00
[The most complete work on the subject.—Same price as the American reprint]

£<afittc (P, J.) Symptomatologie homcEopathique, ou Tableau synoptique de toate la ma-
tiere medicale pm'e, a I'aide duquel on trouve immediatement tons symptomes, ou gronpo
do symptomes cherches. Paris, 1S44. 1 voL in-4 . . . . . 8 75

£,au.rie (J.» ^I.D.) An Epitome of Homoeopathic Domestic Medicine. 12mo. 2d edi-

tion. London, ISoO. . . . . . . . . 1 25

Elements of Homcuopathic Practice of Physic. 8vo. 184T. . . . 4 50

Homoeopathic Domestic Medicine. 6th e.iition. Svo. London, 1351. . . 4 75

The Parent's Guide, a Treatise on the Method of Eearing Children from their In-

fancy ; comprising the essential branches of Moral and Physical Education. 12mo.
London, lSi9. . . . . . . . . , 1 50

lieadam (T. R.) Homoeopathy as applied to the Diseases of Females and the most im-
portant Diseases of Early Childhood. 8vo. clo. . . . . . 3 00

Itture. Doi>*»-'ie de I'Ecole de Eio de Janeiro et Pathogenesie br6siLienne. 12mo. Pa-
ris, 1849. . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Le nedecin du peuple selon les principes de Thomceopathie. 12mo. Paris, 1851. 25

NeTvmaii (Georg'e). Hom opathic Family Assistant 2d edition, 18mo. 1847. . 1 25

IVivelet. L'homoeopathie, ses raisons et ses erreurs. Paris, 1840. In-8. . . 75

Perrussel. Lettres snr I'homoeopathie, stiivies de plusieurs guerisons remarquables obte-
:iues a I'aide de ces procedes. Paris, 1838. In 8. . . . . . 50

Rapoit. De la Fievre Typhoide et de son ti'aitement homoeopathique. Svo. Paris, 1852. 75

Roscnstein (J. G.) The Comparative Merits of Allopathy, the old Medical Practice;
and Homoeopathy, the reformed Medical Practice. Svo. Montreal, 1846. * . 2 00

Rotli. Histoire de la musculation irresistible, ou de la choree anormale. Svo. Paris, 1850. 160
Cure of Chronic Diseases by movements. Svo London, 1852. . .3 00

Ruckert. Traitement homoeopathique des maladies de la peau, considerees sous le rap-

port de leur forme, des sensations qu'elles prodnisent et des parties qu'elles affectent ;
pre-

cede de notions genera'.es et importantes sur la symptomatologie, le regime hom opathi-

que, la force et la repetition des do.ses, *c., suivi dii traitement homceopathiqne des mala-
dies veneriennes; par le docteor Attomir, trad uit de I'allemand. Paris, 1838. In-18. . 1 12J

Russell. A Treatise on Epidemic Cholera, with a Map showing the Course of the Cholera
from India to Britain. Svo. London, 1849. .....

• Homoeopathy in 1851. 12mo. London, 1852. ....
Simon (Iieon). Lecons de midecine homeopathique, pubUees en dix-sept lemons. Pa-

ris, 1635, tm fort vol. in-8. .......
Simpson (.tl.D.) Practical view of Homceopathy. Svo. London, 183G.

Spillmaitn (Dr.) The Homoeopathic Prescribers' PharmacopcEia. 24mo., clo. ;

Tessler (J. D.) P.echerches cliniques sur le" traitS de la Pneumonic et du Cholera sui-

vant la methode homoeopathique. In-8. Paris, 1S50. ....
Teste (A.) Traite homoeopathique sur les maladies des enfants. 12mo. Paris, 1850.

3 00

75



$ 0.
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$ e.

Freseniiis (Dr.) Instruction in Chemical Analysis. Quantitative. 8vo., clo. . 4 12J
" " " Qualitative. "

. . 2 75

Freseuikis et Sacc. PrScis d'analyso chimique et qualitative. Paris, 1845. Iu-18. . 1 00

Precis d'analyse chimique quantitative. Paris, 1847. 1 vol. in-12, fig. . .1 25

Galloway (R.) Manual of Qualitative Analysis. 12mo., clo. . . . 1 12i

Cico!!'rapUical Science, Manual of Mathematical, Physical, Historical and Descrip-
tive. 8vo., clo. London. . . . . . . 6 00

Ocrliardt. Introduction a I'etude de la chimie par le systfime unitaire. 12mo. Paiis, 1848. 1 00

Precis de chimie organique. Paris, 1844. 2 vol in-S. (In hf. c£ $5,00.) . 4 00

Aide-memoire de I'analyse chimique. 12mo. Paris, 1852. 1

Glrardin et Dubreuil. Traite flementaire d'agricnlture. 2 vol. ^and ln-18, avec
vignette en taille-douce et fig. intercalees dans le texte. Paris, 1850-1851. . 3 75

Goebel. Pharmaceutische Waarenkunde mit illuminirten Kupfern. 2 vols, 4to. Eise-

nach, 1850. . . . . . . . . . 10 00

Graliani. Elements of Chemistry ; including the application of the Science in the Arts.

By T. Giaham, P.E.S. L. & E., professor of Chemistry at University College, London. 2d
edition, entirely revised and greatly enlarged, copiously illustrated with Woodcuts. Vol.
L 1850. . . . . . . . . . 8 00

• Chemical Eeports and Memoirs, forming Vol. I. of the Cavendish Society's Puhli-
cations. 8vo. London, 1848. Scarce. . . . . . . 5 00

Grant CR.) History of Physical Astronomy, from the earliest Ages to the middle of the
nineteenth century. 8vo , clo. London. . . . '

.'
. . 4 75

Greg'orj^ (Dr.) Outlines of Chemistry for the Use of Students. Organic, 2d edition,

185-^. 12mo. ...... . . 2 87i

Griffill (J. J.) Chemical Recreations; a popular compendium of experimental Chemis-
try. ISmo. . . . . . . . . . 2 25

Gros. Quelques notes snr la photographic sur plaques m§talliques. Svo. pi. . .0 75

Grove. Correlation of the Physical Forces. 8vo., new edit. . . . . 1 50

Gueuon. Traiti des vaches laitieres. Svo. Paris, 1851. . . . .175
Gucrard (A.) Du choix et de la distribution des eaux dans une ville. Svo. Paris, 1852. 75

Guiboiirf. Ilistoire naturelle des drogues simples ou Cours d'histoire natnrelle profess§ 3.

I'Ecolc de Pharmacie, quatrieme edition, angmentee. Paris, 1S49. 4 Vol in-8, avec 600
fig. intercalees dans le texte. (Hf. bound in Paris, .$9,50.) . . . . 7 50

[Cet ouvi'age, que tons les pharmaciens considerent comme un Vade-mecnim, de premiere
n§cessite, parce que la gi-ande exactitude apportee par I'auteur dans la description des
drogues leur permet de distinguer les diverses especes et varietes qui se rencontrent dans
le commerce, ainsi que les falsifications qu'on leur fait subir, cette quatrieme edition a 6t6
sormiise k une revision generale, et les augmentations out ete tellement importantes, qii'on

pent la considerer comme un ouvrage entierement nenf. C'est un Cours convplet cVliis-

toire naturelle phartnaceutlque et medicale, que les medecins consulteront toujours
avec fruit.]

Hedley (Jolin). Practical Treatise on the working and ventilation of coal mines ; with
suggestions for improvements in mining. Bvo. clo. . . . . 3 75

Herscliell (Sir .1.) Outlines of Astronomy. Svo. London, 1850. . . .4 75

y Manual of Scientifio Enquiry, prepared for the use of ofiicers in Her Majesty's
navy, and travellers in general. 8vo. clo. . . . . . . 3 00

rfoefor (F.) Nomenclature et cla.ssification chimiques, suivies d'un lexique historique et

sj-nonymiquo coniprenant les noms anciens, les formules, les noms nouveaux, le nom et la

date de la decouverto des principaux produits de la chimie. Paris, 1845. Iu-12, avec
tableaux. . . . . . . . . . 75

Hunt (Robert). Ecscarches on Light Svo. London, 1844 . . .8 00

Pliotography ; a Treatise on the chemical changes produced by solar Eadiation,
and the production of pictures from nature, l-'mo. clo. Kew York. (London $1,50.) . 100

Joiirdain. Pharmacop6o universelle, on Conspectus de tons les Pharmacop§es. 2
volumes iu-8..........

Kscintz. A complete Course of Meteorologv. Witli additions by C. V. "Walker. 1vol.

post 8vo., pp. C'2 4, with 15 Plates, cloth board's. 1845. . . . .8 03

Kane (Sir Robert). Elements of Chemistry, theoretical and practical, including the
most recent discoveries and applications of the Science to Medicine and Pharmacy, to

Agriculture, and to Manufactures. Illustrated by 200 woodcuts. Svo. clo. . . 6 75

Kemp (T. Ii.) Agricultural Phy.siology, Animal .and Vegetable, designed for the use of

Agriculturist. r2mo. clo. . ' . . . . . .1 87i

Kerr (T.) A Practical Treatise on the cultivation of the sugar cane, and tlie manufacturing
of sugar. 12imo. clo. ........

Knapp. Ciiomlcal Teclmolo^, or Clicmistry applied to the Arts and to Manufactures.
"Witli numorous .additions by Dr. E. Konalds, and Dr. Tliomas Richardson. With 1500 large

woodcuts, 2 vols. Svo. London, 1S4S-1850. . . . • . 8 00

Vol. Ill, embracing sugar, coffee, tea. «fcc., with 7 folio coloured plates. •• . 5 00
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Kliiize 'Dr. G.) Pbaimaceutische Waarenkunde mit illuminirten Kupfem. 4to. bound,
Eisenacb, 1827. . . . . . . . . 20 00

Kiassa.ig'ne. Dictionnaire des reactifs chimiques employis dans tontes les experiences.

In-8, fig. Paris, 1839. . . . . . . . . 2 50

Liaurent (ITI.) Precis de ciistallographie suivi d'une mfethode simple d'analyse au chalu-

raean. l->mo. Paris. . . . . . . . .0 S7J

Hie Gray. Nonvcaii Traite de photographic sur papier et sur verre. In-8. Paris, 1851, : 75

te Normand. L'art du distillateur des eaux-de-vie. 2 vol. 8vo. . . . 3 00

Ecrebours et Secretan. Ti-ait6 de photographic. 5e. §dit In-8. . . I 00

liiebiar (J. V.) Familiar Letters on Chemistry. 12mo. clo. London, 1851. . . 1 75

Chemistiy and Physics, in relation to Physiology and Pathology. 2d edition, Svo. 75

Nouvelles Lettres sur la chimie, traduites par Charles Gerhardt. 12mo. Pa-
ris, 1852. . . . . . . . . . 7S

L.OW (David). An enquiry into the nature of the simple bodies of Chemistry. Svo. clo. 3 00

ITIaiig'on (H.) Etudes sur les Irrigations de la Campine, &e. In-8. Paris, 1850. . 1 00

ITIatteucci et Savi. Traite des phinomenes Electro-Physiologiques des animaux.
In-8. Paris, 1844. . . . . . . . . 2 00

IWritcljell (J.) Manual of Practical Assaying, intended for the Use of Metallurgists, Cap-
tains of Mines, and Assayers in General. With a copious Table, for the purpose of ascer-
taining in Assays of Gold and Silver the precise amount, in Ounces, Pennyweights and
Grains, of noble Metal contained in one ton of Ore from a given quantity. 1 vol. post Svo.
London, 1846. . . . . . .

."
. . 3 00

Treatise on the Adulterations of Food, :ind the Chemical Means employed to de-
tect thom, containing "Water, Flour, Bread, Milk, Cream, Beer, Cider, 'Wines, Spirituous
Liquors, Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, Sugar, Honey, Lozenges, Cheese, Vinegar, Pickles, An-
cho\-y Sauce and Paste, Catsup, Olive (Salad; Oil, Pepper, Mustard. 12mo. London, 18i8. 1 50

Moig-no. Traite de Telegraphic Electrique. In-8. Paris, 1S51. . . . 3 75

Eepertoire d'Optique. 4 vol in-8. Paris, 1849-50. . . . , 4 00

Mulder (G. J.) The Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiology, with introduction
and notes by J. F. W. Joimston, and twenty illustrations, colored and plain. 8vo., clo. . 8 50

Muller. Principles of Physics and Meteorology. By J. Muller, MD. Illustrated with
530 Woodcuts, and 2 col. plates, Svo. London, lc'47. . . . . 4 00

Murphy (Rev. R.) Elementary Principles of the Theories of Electricity, Heat, and
Molecular- Actions. 8vo. London, 1833. . . . .

"
. . 1 00

Muspratt (Dr. S.) The Use of the Blowpipe, in the Qualitative and Quantitative Exa-
miaation of Minerals, Ores, Furnace products, and other metallic combinations. 8vo., clo. 3 00

Napier (James). A Manual of Electro-Metallurgy; including the applications of the
Art to manufacturing processes, illustrated with engravings. 12mo. clo. . . 1 00

Normandy (A.) Practical Introduction to II. Eose's Treatise on Chemical Analysis.
Illustrated by Synoptic Tables and Numerous Formulas. Svo., clo. . . . 2 50

Commercial Hand-Book of Chemical Analysis. 12mo. . . . 3 60

Parnell. Elements of Chemical Analysis, Qualitative and Quantitative. Svo. London,
1845. Iteduced to . . »

.

. . . . . 2 75

Payen. Precis de Chimie Industrielle. 2e Sdit. In-8, et atlas de 19 planches. Paris. . 3 75
Cours de Chimie Appliquee, professe A, I'Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures,

et au Conservatoii-e des Arts et Metiers. Iledige par Dellisse et Poinsot. Ire partie : Chi- .

mie Organique. Svo. Avec atlas folio de 50 planches. Paris, 1847. . . . 9 00

Payen et Ricliard. Precis d'agriculture theoriquc et pratique. 2 vol. Svo. Paris, 1S51. 8 75

Peclet (E.) Traite 61§mentaire de Physique. 4mo 6dition, 2 vol. in-S. With atlas of pi.
Paris, IS47. . . . . . . . . . 3 75 •— Traite de la Chaleur considSree dans ses applications. 2 vol. in-8, et atlas. Pa-
ris, 1*13. . . . . . , . . . 15 00

Peltier (A.) Metgorojogie. Observations ct Kecherches expgriraentales. In-8. Paris, 1840. 2 00

PcloMze et Fremy. Abreg§ de chimie. P.aris, 18.50. In-12, do 920 pages, avec 7 pL
ia-4, dessinees et gi-avees far Wormser. . . . . . . 1 25

Cours de chimie generale. Paris, 1848-1849. 3 forts vol. grand in-8 cornpactes,
avec un atlas cartonne de 49 planches gravees en taille-doucc, par Wormser. (Or half
bound in calf, .$10.) . . . . . . . .7 50

• Traite comjjlet d'analyse et de manipul.ations chimiques. 2 forts vol. in-8, avec
fig. dans le texte. Sous presse. .......

Persoz. Traite thcorique et pratique do I'imprcssion des tissus. P.aris, 1 84G. 4 beaux voL
in-8, avec 165 figures et 429 cchantilloiis d'ctoffos, intercales dans Ic^texte, et accomp.igneg
d'un atlius de lu pl. in-4, gravees en taille-douoo, dont 4 sont colorice . Ouvrage auquel
la societe d'encouragcment a accorde une medaille de .3,000 fr. . . . 17 00

Pliarmacopscia. The New London, including also the Dublin and Edinburgh Phar-
macopoeias by J. B. Nevlns, M.D. Svo. London, 1851. , . . .5 00
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Plattner. The Use of the Blowpipe in the Qualitative and Quantitative Examination of
Minerals, Ores, Furnace products, &c. 8to. London, 1850. . . . . 3 00

Pouillet. Eliments de Physiq^ue experimentale et de Meteorologie. 2 vol. in-8. Pa-
ris, 1847. . . ... . . . . . 4 50

Raspa.il (F. V.) Nonveau systeme de Chimie organique, fonde sur de nouvelles metho-
des d'obseiTations, precSde d'un Traite complet sur I'art d'obseryer et de manipuler en
grand et en petit, dans le laboratoire-et sur le porte-objet du microscope. Deuxieme 6di-

tion, entierement relbndue, accompagnee d'un atlas in-4 de 20 planches de figures dessi-

n6es d'apres naiure, gravees et coloriees avec le plus grand soin. Paris, 163S. 8 vol. in-S,

atlas in-4. . . . . . . . . . T 50

.-— — Nouveau systeme de Physiologie v6g§tale et de Botanique, fond6 sur les m6thode3
d'observations developpees dans le nouveau systeme de chimie organique, accompagne de
60 planches contenant pres de 1,000 figures d'analyse dessinees d'apres nature et gravees
avec le plus grand soin. Paris, 1837. 2 foi-ts voL in-8, et atlas de b'O planches. . . T 50

Le meme ouvi'age, planches coloriees. . . . . . 12 50

Regnaiilt. Cours felementaire de Physique. 4 vol. in-13 anglais, avec figures dans le

texte. Sous presse. ........
An elementary Treatise on Crystallography, Illustrated with 108 "Wood Engravings,

printed on black ground. 8vo. London, 1848 . . . . . 75

Premiers Elements de Chimie. Paris, 1850. 1 vol. grand in-8 avec figures dans
le texte. . . . . . . . . . 1 25

CouTS 61ementaire de Chimie. Paris, 1849. 2e Edition, 4 voL in-18 anglais, avec 2
pL en taille-douce et fig. dans lo texte. (In hf. cf , $7,00.) . , . . 5 00

Rciclienbacli (Baron Cliarles). Physico-Physiological Eesearches on the Dyna-
mics of Magnetism, Electi-icity, Heat, Light, Crystallisation, and Chemism, in their Kela-
tions to Vital Force. The complete work, from the German second edition, with additions,

a pre&ce and critical notes, by John Ashburner, M.D. 8vo. TVith "Woodcuts and one
plate. London, 1650. . . . . . . . . 2 00

Repertoire de Pharmacie. 6 vol. in-8. 1846-1S50. . . . . 7 50

Ricliard^on (C. J.) Popular Treatise on the warming and ventOation of Buildings,

18 plates, 8vo., hf. cf. London, 1S37. . . . . . . 2 00

Robertson (H.) A general view of the Natural History of the Atmosphere, &c. 2 vols

8vo., c£ Edinburgh, 1808. . . . . . . . 2 00

Rose (H.) Ti'aite pratique d'analyse chimique, suivi de tables servant dans les analyses &
calculer la quantite d'une substance d'apres celle qui a 6t§ trouv6e dans une autre subs
tance ; traduit de I'allemand sur la quatrieme Edition par A. J. L. Jourdan. Npuvelle §di

tion, avec des notes et additions, par M. Peligot, professem' de chimie au Conservatoire des
arts et metiers. Paris, 1843. 2 vol. in-8 fig. ....

Practical Treatise of Chemical Analysis, including Tables for Calculations in Ana-
lysis. "With notes and additions by A. Normandy. Svo. clo.

Sclioedler and Medlock. Tlie Book of Nature ; an elementary introduction to the
Sciences of Physics, Astronomy, Chemistrj-, &c., &c. Svo. London, 1851.

Sliier (JoSin)* Directions for Testing Cauc-Juice. 12mo. clo.

Smcc (A.) Instinct and Eeason ; deduced from Electro-Biology. Svo. clo. .

Elements of Electro-Metallurgy. Illustrated with "Woodcuts. Svo. clo.

Solly (E.) Eural Chemistry. 12mo. clo. ......
Soubciran* Ti-ait6 de Pharmacie theorique et pratique. 3e Edition, Paris, 184T. 2 forts

vol. in-8, avec 63 fig. imprimies dans le texte.

Prfecis felfimcntaire de Physique. 2e 6dit. augment6e.
avec 13 planches in-4. ..... Paris, 1844 1 vol. in-8,

Tardicu (A.) Voirlcs et cimetifires. In-8. Paris, 1852. ....
Tlionison (Thomas). Chemistry of Organic Bodies—Vegetables. 1 large vol. Svo.

I»p. 1092, boards. London, 1838. . . . . . .

Heat and Electricity. 2nd edition) 1 vol. Svo. Illustrated with "Woodcuts. Lon-
don, 1539. .........

Chemistry of Animal Bodies. Svo. clo. .....
History of Chemistiy. 2 vols. 12mo. Scarce. i . . .

Trousseau et Reveil. Traite do Part de formulcr, comprcnant des notions do Phar-
macie. 12mo., 18."j1. ........

Turner (E.) Elements of Chemistry, jLclading the actual State and prevalent Doctrines
of the Science. Stli edition. Edited by Baron Liebig and Dr. Gregory. Svo. clo.

Ville. Traitfe de Photographio sur papier. 12mo., plates. ....
"Violctte et Arcltamftault. Dictionnaire des analyses chimiques. 2 vol. in-S. Pa-

ri-MWl. . . . . ...
Voii^t. Handbuch dcr Prnktishen Botanik. 2 vols. Svo. Gena, 1650. . i

Woodward (C.) Familiar Introduction to tho Study of Polarized Light AVith pi. 8vo.

4 00

4 50

3 50

87J

5 00

1 50

1 62

4 00

1 25

1 00

C 00

4 00

4 00

1 25

9 CO

1 25

4 00

6 00

1 25
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Natural History, Zoology, Paleontology, Fossils, EthnO'

logy, Geography, Voyages, &e. &c.

(more complete catalogues of works in these departments, printed in

paris and london, mat be had gratis on application.)

Ag'assiz. Nomenclator zoologicus, continens nomina systematica genenim animalinm tain
'

Tiventium quam fossilium, secandum ordinem alphabeticum disposita, adjectis auctoribus,

libris in quibus reperiuntur, anno editionis, etymologia et fainiliis ad quas pertinent in

variis classibus. Suleure, 1842-1S47. Grand in-4, publie en 12 livxaisons. L'onvrago est

complet. . . . . .
•

. . . 18 00

Eecbercbes sur les Poissons fossiles, comprenant la description de 500 especes qui
n'existent plus, I'exposition des lois de la succession et da d6vcloppemcnt organique des
poissons divrant toutes les metamorphoses du globe terrestre, una nouvelle classification de
ces animaux, esprimant leurs rapports ayec la serie des formations ; enfln, des considera-

tions geologiqnes generales tirees de I'etude de ces fossiles. Ncufcbatel, 183S-134o. 5 vol.

in-4, et atlas de 4u0 planches in-folio. (PubL at 648 francs, unbound.) A fine copy, half

bound in russia. ....... 120 00

Ansted stnA Nicolay. Atlas of Physical and Historical Geography. Folio, 6 maps. . 1 50

Aiisted; Nicolay, &c. Manual of Geographical Science, Mathematical, Physical,
CUartography, Terminology. 8vo London, 1852. . . . . . 3 00

Arag:o« Nouvcau discours sur les revolutions du globe. 18mo. Paris, 18-36. . .0 75

Arcliives du Museum d'llistoire Naturelle, publies par les Profes.seurs-Administrateurs de
cet etablissement. Vols. I. to IV. 4to. Planches. Paris, 1839-45. . . . 40 GO

Artis (E. T.) Antediluvian Phytology, Olustratcd by a Collection of the Fossil Eemains
of plants, &c. &G. 4to., plates.

_
London, 1838. . ; . . .6 00

Hell (Tho.) History of British Kcptiles. 50 wood engravings. 8vo. clo. . . 3 50

History of British Quadrupeds, including the Cetacea. 8vo. do. . . 8 00

Bla.invilSc. Osteographie, ou description Iconographique comparee da squelette et du
systeme dentaire des cinq classes d'animaux vertebres recents et fossiles, pour servir de
base a la zoologie et la geologic. ParLi, 1S39-1S49. Ouvi-age publie par livraisons d'un
cahior de texte in-4, et d'un cahier de planches in-folio. Prix dos livraisons 1 t 22, conte-
nant 265 planches. ....... ISO 00

De I'organisation des animaux, ou Principes d'anatomie compar§e. 1823. Tome
premier, in-8. (All published.) Scarce. ... . . . . 2 50

Ulancliard (E.) L'organisation dn Eegne Animal. 4to., liv. 1 and 2. "With beautifiJ pL
Per liv. (Now in course of publication.) . . . .

'
. . 1 50

Boucher. Eecherches sur la Structure des Organes de I'Homme et des Animaux les plus
connus. Svo. avec 104 fig. Paris, 1848. . . ^ . . . 2 00

Boiic (A.) La Turquie d'Europe. Considerations sur la Geologic, la G6ographic, I'His-

toire NatiU'elle, &c., &c., avcc une carte. 4 vol. in-8. . . ; . 8 00

Brander (J.) Hampshire Fossils in the British Museum. Plates. London, 1820. . 1 50

Brandt. De Ehinocerotis antiquitatis seu Tichorini sou Pallash structm-a externa et os-

teologica obscrvationes e rcliquiis qute in mnseis petropolitanis servantur erutaj. 4to. 25
pi., plain and colored. St. Petersburg, 1849. . . . . . 5 00

Broderip. Leaves from the Note-Book cf a Naturalist. Svo. London, 1852. . .3 00

Broti;;niart ( Vd.) Histoire des vegctaux fossiles, ou rcclierches botaniques et gfeologi-

quos sur les vegetaux ronfermes dans les diverscs couches du globe. Paris, 1828-18.39 ; ou-
vrage public cu 2 vol. gi'and in-4 et 300 planches, paraissant par livraisons de 6 u 8 feuilles
de toxto et do 15 pi. Prix do chaquo livraison. . . . . .8 00

(Les livraisons 1 d 12 formant lo premier volume et les trois premieres (13e el loe) du
tome deu.Nicmc sont en ventc.)

Enum&ration des genres do plantes cultiv6es au Museum d'histoiro naturello do
Paris, suivant I'ordro 5tabli dans l'6cole botaniquc. Dcuxifime Edition, revue et augmen-
tfie avec uno table generalc alphabfetique. Paris, 1S50. In-12. . . . 75

Tableau des genres do V6getaux Fossiles. In-8. Paris, 1849. . . . 1 00

Bronn (>Hr. Cii.) Lctha; geognostioa. Stuttgart, 1835-38. 2 vol. in-S et atlas in-4 .15 00

Index palicontologicus Oder Uebersicht dor bis jetztbekanutcn fossilen Organismen.
A. Nomcnclator palteontologicus in alphabctischcr Ordnung. Stuttgart, 1848-1850. 3
vol. in-S. . . . . . . . . r . . 10 00

Brown (Cap.) The Taxidermist's Manual, or the Art of collecting, preparing and pre-
serving objects of Natural History. With Illustrations. 12mo. clo. . . , 1 00

Biiclioz. Histoire G6n6ralc des Trois Edgnes do la Nature. 2 vol. fol.. plates, c£ gt, ex.
Paris. ...... 20 00
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Quffon. ffiuvres completes, avec des estraits de Danbenton'et la classification de Cuvier.

6 vols large «vc. with colored plates. Paris, 1S41. . . . . . 15 00

Catalog'ue methodiqne de la Collection des Eeptiles dans le Musfium d'Hlstoire Naturelle

de Paris, 'i pai-ts 8vo. Paris, 1851. ......
Clievalier (c'li.) Des nicroscopes et de leur usage. Paris, 1839. In-8 avec 6 pi. . 2 85

Manuel des myopes et des presbytes, contenant des recherches historiques sur I'o-

rigine des lunettes ou besides; les movens de conserver et d'ameliorer la vue. Paris,

1841. ln-(\ lig. . .
'

. . . . . • 2 50

Cuvier. Histoire des prosrres des sciences naturelles, depuis 1789 jusqu'a nos jours. Paris,

1§29. 5 vol. in-& (Hf. cf. $8,00.) . . . . . . 5 50

— Cetaces (Baleines, Daufihins, &c ), ou Eecueil et Examen des fails dont se compose
I'histoire de ces animaux, publie dans ies "Suites a Buifon." 1 vol. in-8, avec 22 pi.,

figures noires. . . . • . . . . . 3 00

" coloriees. . .
•

. . . . . 4 50

Kapport historique sur le? progres des sciences physiques ct naturelles, depuis 1789,

leur fetat actnel, pras.£st6 au gouvernement par I'Institut de France ; nouvelle edit.et sur leur

Paris, 18u'7. In-8. '
' .

."
.

"
. . . . . 1 C2i

Histoire des sciences naturelles, depuis leur origine jusqu'a nos jours, chez tons les

peuplcs oonuus, comprenant la philosophie de I'histoire naturelle et un exameu approfondi
de la philosojjhie de la nature en AUemagne et en France, professee au College de France,

par George Cuvier, redisee et complet^e par T. Magdeleine de SaLnt-Agy. Paris, 1841-

1843. 5 vol. in-8. 7 ..."... .

Discours sur les rfivolutions de la surface du globe, et sur les changements qu'elles

ont produits dans le regne animal. 4to., bound. Paris, 1826. . . . 2 00

Le regne animal distribue d'apres son org.anisation, pour servir de base ^ I'histoire

naturelle des animaux et d'introduction a I'anatomie eomparee. Nouvelle edition, accora-
pagnee de planches gravees representant les types de tous les genres, les caracteres dis-

tinctifs des divers groupes, et les modifications de structure sur lesquels repose cette classi-

fication, publiee jiar mie reunion d'eleves de G. Cuvier : MM. Audouin, Blanchard, Des-
hayes, d'Orbigny, Duvernoy, Duges, Laurillard, Milne Ecfevards, Eoulin et Valenciennes.

Cette nouvelle edition est completement publi6e ; elle est composee de 202 livraisons,

chacune de 3 d 4 pi. et d'une feuille de texte in-S, sur grand-jesus velin. Ensemble 11 vol.

avec 1 1 atlas contenant 993 pi. On vend sepai-fement les diverses parties dont I'ouvrage se

compose, et qui est ainsi divisi

:

Mammiferes, 121 pi. en 31 liv. ; Oiseaux, 102 pi. en 27 liv. ; Eeptiles, 46 pi. en 13 liv.

;

Poissons, 122 pi. en 3J liv. ; MoUusques, lo2 pi. en 39 liv ; Crustacfes, 87 pi. en 23 liv.; In-
sectes, -iu-i pi. «n .55 liv. ; Arachnides, 31 pL en 9 liv. ; AimeUdes, 30 pi. en S liv. ; Zoo-
phytes, 100 pi. en 25 liv.

L'ouvrage complet : Figures noires. . . . . . 135 00
" " Figures coloriees. ..... 295 00

Prix de chaque livraison : Figures noires. . . . . .0 62i
" " Figures coloriees. . . . . . 1 25

Cuvier (le Barou O.) et ^'alencionues. Histoire naturelle des Poissons, ou-
vrage contenant plus de cinq mille especes de ces animaux, decrites d'apres nature, ct dis-

tribuees oonformement a leurs rapports d'orgauisation, avec des observations sur leur ana-

tomic, et des recherches critiques sur leur nomenclature ancienne et moderne. Paris,
1-29-1.-^. 9. Ouvrage complet publie en 22 vol. avec 35 livraisons, contenant 650 pi. gray.

Prix d'un volume et d'un cahier de 15 a 20 pi., in-S, fig. noires. (L'ouvrage complet )

Le meme, texte et pi. in-8, fig. col. (L'ouvrage complet, $162.) .

Le meme, texte et pi. in-4, fig. noires. (L'ouvrage complet, $118.)

Descriptive and Hlustrated Catalogue of the Fossil Organic Eemains of Mammalia and
Aves ill the Museum of the College of Surgeons of England. 4to., scarce. London, 1645. 10 00

Desmarvyt. Mammalogie ou description des especes de Mammiferes. In-4. Paris, 1820.

Half bound. . . . . . . . . 7 00

Dictioniiaire classique d'Hlstoire Naturelle, par MM. Audouin, Bourdon, Brongniart,

Edwards, de Ferussac, Drapicz, Flourens, de Jussieu, Lucas, Eichard, Bory de Saint-Vin-
cent, &c. Ouvrage complet. 10 vols. 8vo. and atlas of 100 pi. col. . . . 35 00

Diction ^laire des Sciences Naturelles, dans lequel on traite mfethodiquement
des ditferents etres de la nature, consideres soit en cux-memos, d'apres I'etat actucl de nos

"^
connais.-.ances, soit relativemcnt a I'utilite qu'cn pouvent retirer la medecine, I'agriculture,

le commerce ct les arts
;
par les profc-jscurs du Museum d'histoire naturelle de Paris, sous

la direction de G. et Fr. Cuvier.

[On se rendra facilenient compte dn rabais considerable auqnel est ofFert ee magnifique
ouvru'.'e, lorsqu'on saura que le Munufl de Malaooloaie et le Mtniuel crActinolvgie et de
ZoophijUdogie, i)ar II. I), de ISlainville; V Jlintoire ndttireUe des CruxUiC(:%\>wc G.Des-
marest; le Ttvite d'OrnitAolo{/ie. par Lesson; U's CoiL-iidci-dtiuti-i .s/ir les Iii.-<ecte><,x>!iryL

C. Dnineril, texte et planches, nc sont que des tirages d part d'articlcs du DicUonnaire
den Scienccn Naturelles, et que ces quclqucs volumes sont d'un prix plus felev§ que celui

ttuquil nous offrons I'ouvrage complet.]

Le Dictif/nnaire des Sciences Naturelles se compose : 1° du texte, 61 vol. in-8: 2° do
I'atlas (.(impose de 12 vol., contenant 1,220 pi. gray. ; 8° d'un atlas de Zoologie supplfemen-
tain- do liMi pi. in-8, gravfees.

A copy handsomely half bound in calf. .... 112 CO

f
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_.. $ 0.
Diclionnaire universel d'Histoire Naturelle, par M>L Arago, Bazin, Becquerel, Bibron,

Blancbard, Boitard, de Brebisson, Ad. Brongniart, C. Broussais, Brulle, Chevrolat, Cor-
dier, Decaisne, Delafosse, Deshayes, J. Desnoyers, Alcide et Charles d'Orbigiiy, Doyere,
Dujardin, Duiikis, Dupoucbel, Duvei'noy, Edwards, Milne Edwards, Elie de Beanmont,
Flourous, E. et Is. Geott'roy Saiut-IIilaire, Gerard, Gervais, Al. de Humboldt, de Jussien,
de Lafresnaye, Laurillard, Leiuaire, L6veille, Lucas, Martin St-Ange, Montagne, Pelletan,
Pelousse, C. Prevost, de Quatrefages, A. Richard, Eiviere, lioulin, Spach, Valenciennes,
&c., et dirige par M. Charles d'Orbigny.

Complete in 13 vols, -with 292 plates, plain. . . . . . 50 00
" " " colored. . . . . . 90 00

Directions for collecting and preserving Animals. 4to., clo. London, 1S35. . . 1 00

Dixon (J.) The Geology and fossils of the tertiary and cretaceous formations of Susses.
Ito. London, 1S50. . . . . . . . . 15 00

D'Orbig'ny (A.) Pal§ontologie francaise. Description zoologiqne et geologique de tons
les animanx mollusques et rayonnes fossiles de France, ouvrage publie par livraisons de 4
pi., avec teste, m-8. Ire partie, terraitis cretaces, 159 liv. sont en vente. Prix de chacune. 31

2me partie, terrainsjurassiques, 59 liv. sont en ventc. . . . . 31

Cours Elenientaire de Paleontologie et de Geologic Stratigraphiques. 2 vol. in-12,
I avee 500 figures dans le texte et 18 tableaux reunis eu un atlas in-1. Paris, 1850. . 3 75

Prodrome de Paleontologie Stratigrapbique Universelle, falsant suite an Cours
E16tnentaire de Paleontologie et de Geologie Stratigraphiques. 8 vols. 18mo. Vol. I
and II, each. . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Edwards ( Hilne). Introduction t la Zoologie Generals ou Considerations sur la ten-
dance de la Nature dans la constitution du Kegne Animal. Ire partie. . . 62J

Cours elementaire de Zoologie. Paris, 1 fort vol. in-12, imprime avec luxe, 425 fig.

intercalees daus le texte. Ouvrage adopte j)our I'enseignement de I'histoire natiuelle dans
les etablisseaients de I'universite et dans les etablissements religleux. . . . 1 50
[Ce volume fait partie du cours elementaire d'histoire natnrelle, par iMM. Edwards, A.

de Jussieu et Beudant, 3 vol.]

-^——— Elements de Zoologie. Oiseaux, Eeptiles, Poissons, et Animaux sans vertebres.
2e 6dit., 4 vol. in-8 avec fig. dans le texte. Very scarce. . . . T 00

Ed^v^ards (Tlilne), De Quatrefag^es^ Blancbard. Eecherches anatomi-
ques et zoologiques, faites pendant un voyage sur les cotes de la Sicile et sur divers points
du littoral de France. Paris, 1850. 3 vol. in-4, avec 83 pL en partie coloriees. . . 20 00

Ellis. Irish Ethnology. 12mo. London, 1852. . . . . . 1 50

Encyclopedic d'Histoire Naturelle, par le Dr. Chenu. Eoy. 8vo. with woodcuts and pi.

Coleopteres. . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Quadrumanes. . . . , . . . . 2 00

Eusebe de Salles. Histoiro generalc des races bumaines. 12mo. 1S49. . . 75

Exploration scientiflque de I'AlgSrie pendant les ann^es 1840, 1841, 1842, divisie en cinq
parties

;

1° Sciences historiques et geographiques, 9 vol. gr. ln-8, sont en vente. Prix de chacun. . 2 75
2° Zoologie, bistoire des Mollusques, par M. Deshayes, publile en 25 liv., chacune de 6 pi.

gravees et coloriees. Prix de chaque livraison. . , . . . 3 75

3° Histoire des animaux articules, par Lucas, publiee en 27 liv. Prix de chacune. . 3 75

4* Botaiiiqne, par Bory-Saint-Vincent et Durieu de Maisonneuve ; 14 liv. sont en vente.
Prix de chacune. . . . . . . . . 3 75

5" Physique generale, 2 vol. gr. in-4, fig. Prix de chaque. . . . . 7 00

Forbes (E.) History of British Star Fishes, and other Animals of the class Eehinoder-
mata. 8vo., clo. . . . . . . . . 4 50

Funk ( \ . F.) De Salamandrce terrestris, vita, cvolutione, formatione, Tractatus. Folio.

Berlin, 1627. . . . . . . . . . 1 50

Garner (le.) The Natural History of the County of Stafibrd. Svo. London, 1844. . 2 00

Geinitz(II) Grundriss dor Versteinerungskunde. 3 vols. 8vo., pi. Dresden, 1846. . 6 00

Charakteri.-tik der Scbicbten und Petrcfivcten. 3 parts, 4to, pi. Leipsic, 1889-40. 6 00

Die Versteinerungen von Kieslengswald.i. 4to., pi. 1843. . . . 1 00

Die Versteinerung':" do,s Bncbstoinsebirgcs, &c., in Sachscn. 4to., plates. 1S4S. . 1 60

Gervai'i ("••.) Zoologie et Paleontologie fl-angaises (animaux vertfibrfis), ou nonvelles re-

chcrches sur Ics animaux et fossiles de la France. Paris, 1850. Cot ouvrage est pnbli6
par livraisons in-4 de 8 pages de texte et 4 planches. Dix livraisons sont publi^es, prix de
chaque . . . . . . . . . 1 25

Gilbert. Precis d'Histoire Naturelle. In-S. . . • . . . 1 00

Goodsir (R. A.) An Arctic Voyage to B.ifiin's Bay and Lancaster Sound, in search of
Friends with Sir John Franklin. " lymo. clo. . . . . .162

Gosse. A Naturalist's Sojourn in Jamaica. Svo. London, 1851. . , 4 50 I

GoTver's Physical Atlas. Eoy. Svo. London 1851. . . . . . 8 75

Haivkins (T.) Book of the Great Sea-Drag»ns. Plates, fol. London. 1840. . . 8 00
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Herscbell (Sir Johu). Admii-alty Jlantial of Scientific Enqniry. 8vo. London, 1951. 8 00

B:us°bes (W "> A Manual of Geogi-aphy, Physical, Industrial and Political. 12mo. Lon-
don, 1652. . . . . . . . .

.
' 2 25

Atlas of Physical Geography. 12mo. London. . .0 45

IIiiml>old.t. Kosmos : a General Survey of the Physical Phenomena of the Universe.
The original English edition, 2 vols, post 8vo. London, 1848. . . , 2 00

Jeuyus (L.) Observations in Natui-al History. 8vo. London, IS46. . . 3 00

jrobnstoii CA. K.) The Physical Atlas. A series of Maps and Illusti'ations of the Geo-
graphical Distribution of Natural Phenomena, &c. FoUo, hf. bound. Edinburgh, 1850. 85 09

Jourd.a.11 (A, J. Ii.) Dictionnaire raisonnS, 6t}'mologique, .synonimique et polyglotte

des termes usites dans les sciences naturelles, comprenant ranatomie, I'histoire naturelle,

la physiologic generalc, I'astronomie, la botanique, la chimie, la geographic physique, la

geologic, la mineralocie, la physique, la zoologie. 2 vol. 8vo., petit texte a deux colonnes.

Paris, 1834. (Uf. bound, $5,50.) . . . . . . . 4 50

Joiive (J. D.) Belemnites des Terrains Cr§taces Inferiettrs des environs de Castellane

(Basses-Alpcs). 4to., hf. clo., pi. Paris, 1841. . . . . . 4 00

Klee (Frfed.) Le D§lnge. Considerations geologiques et historiques sur les derniers ca-

taclysmes du globe. Pai-is, 1847. 1 vol. gr. in-18. . , . . .100
Knox (Rob.) The Eaces of Men ; a Fragment 12mo., clo. London, 1851. . . 3 00

Kocb (Dr. A. C.) Eesultate Geologischer, Anatomischer tmd Zoologischer Unter-
suchungen iiber das unter dem Namen Hydi'archos. FoUo. Leipsic, 1847. . . 1 50

Kouinck (Li. de) Description des animatix fossiles qui se trouvent dans le terrain car-

bonifere de Belgique. Liege, 1842-1844. 2 vol. in-4, dont tm de 09 planches. . . 18 09

[Get important ouvrage comprend : 1° les Polypiers ; 2^ les Eadiaires ; 3= les Ann§-
• lides ; 4° les MoUusques cephales et acephales ; b-' les Crustaces ;

6'' les Poissons ; divl

s6s en 85 genres et 434 especes. C'est im des ouvrages que Ton consultera avec le plus
d'avantage pour I'etude comparee de la geologic et de la conchyliologie.]

Description des coquilles fossiles de I'argils de Basclc, Boom, ScheUe, &c. Bru-
selles, 1837. In-4 de 37 p-iges et 4 pi. . . . . . . 1 00

Pieclierches sur les auimaus fossiles. 4to., pi. Liege, 1847. . . . 6 00

K.iirr (J. G.) Beitrage zur fossilen Flora der Juraformation Wiirttembergs. 4to. Stutt-

gart, 1846. . . . . . - . . . . 1 00

SLianiarck (J. B. P.) Histoire naturelle des animaux sans vertebres, pr6sentant les ca-

ractcres generaux et particuliers do ces animaux, leur distribution, leurs classes, leurs fa-

milies, leurs genres, et la citation synonymique des principales especes qui s'y rapportent.

Deuxieme 6dition, revue et augmentee des faits nouveaus dont la science s'est emlchie
insqu'a ce jour, par M. G. P. Deshayes et II. Milne Edwards. 11 vol 8vo. Paris, 1835-

1845. Uf. bound in cf. . .
•

. . . . . 26 00

L<atbani (R. G.) The Natural History of the Varieties of Man. 8vo. London, 1850. . 6 00

liawrence. Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, Physiology, Zoology and the Natural

History of Man. svo. London, 1843. . . . . . . 1 50

liccocq et Boisduval. Taxidermie enseignfee en dix legons. 12mo. Paris, 1826. . 100

lL,ee (Mrs.) Taxidermy, or the Art of collecting, preparing and mounting objects of Natural
History. 12mo. London, 1843. . . . . . • . 2 12j

Liemouuier C Programme de I'Histoire Naturelle. 4to., hf. cl., col. pi. Paris. . S 00

L.es60u. McDurs, instinct et singularitSs de la vie des animaux. 12mo. . . 50

liUddc (II.) Zcitschrift fiir Erdkunde, als vergleichende "Wissenschaft, mit Aufnahme ihrer

Elemente aus der Naturwissenschaft, Oeschiclite, Statistik, &c. 10 parts 8vo. 1842 to 48. 20 00

Malherbc (A.) Faune ornilhologique do la Sicile. Metz, 1843. In-8. . .125

inLandl ct Elirenbcrpr. Tiaito priitique dii microscope ct de son cmploi d.ans I'etude

des corps organises, par lo docteur L. Mandl, uivi do rcchorchcs sur I'org.nnifation des

animaux iufiisoircs, par C. G. Ehreuberg, professeiir a I'univei'site de Berlin. Paris, 1839.

In-8, avec ] 4 planches. . . . • • • • .2 00

mrantcll (G. H.) The Medals of Creation, or First Lessons in Geology. 2 vols. 12mo.

London, 1844. . . . . • • • • . 5 00

Martin. A General Introduction to tlic Natural History of M,ammiferous Animals: with

a particular View of the I'liysical History of Man, and the more closely allied Genera of

tlie Order " Quadrumana," or Monkeys. Illustrated with 290 Anatomical, Osteologicjil,

anil other engravings on wood, and 12 "full-plate representations of Animals, drawn by W.
Harvey. 1 vol. Svo. London, lf-41. . . . . . . 4 00

Martin C^V.) Fic"rcs*and Descriptions of Petrifactions collected in Derbyshire, 4to.;

plates. London, 1793. . . . . . • • . 1 50

Massclin. Dictionnaire des Geographies. Paris, 1841. 2 vols. 8vo., lif. bound. . 4 00

Meckclio (J . F.) Ornithorhynclii Paradox! Descriptio Anatomica. Folio, plates. Llp-

Bla-s 1820. . . . . . . . • . 8 00

Middciidorf f (A. T. V.) Beitriigc zu etaer Malacozoologia Kossica. 4to., pi. Bt.

Tetcrsburg, 1847. . . . . • • • . 2 00
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miner* The Gallery of Nature. A Pictorial and Descriptive Tour through Creation.

8vo. London. . . . . . . . 5 00

Ulullcr (,T.) Ueber den Ban des Pentacrinus Caput Mcdusoe. With 6 plates folio. Ber-
lin, 1S43. . . . . . . . . . 2 25

Naturalist'* (The) Miscellany; or, Colored Figures of Natural Objects. Drawn from
nature by Shaw. 24 vols, in 12 royal 8vo., hf. cf., and Leach's Supplement 4 vols, in 2

:

beautifully colored plates. . . . . . . . 45 00

NATURAL, HISTORY (Illustrated Series of Popular Works on).

Oken. Allgemeine Naturgeschichte fiir alia Stiinde. 13 vols. Stuttgart, 1833-41. .13 00

Ofwen. Odontography ; or, a Treatise on the Comparative Anatomy of the Teeth, their

Physiological Kelai^ions, Mode of Development, and Microscopical Structure in the Verte-
brate Animals. By Richard Owen, F.E.S., Corresponding Member of the Koyal Academy
of Sciences, Paris and Berlin ; Hunterian Professor of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, Lon-
don. This splendid "Work is now completed. 2 vols, royal 8vo. containing 16S plates, hf.

bound russia, . . . . . . . . . 36 00

Percivall (W.) Twelve Lectures on the Form and Action of the Horse ; with eight en-
gravings on steel by Lawrence. 8vo., clo. . . . . . . 3 50

Fickeriug'* Paces of Men. ' 12mo. with colored plates, clo. London, 1851. . . 1 50

Pline. Histoirc naturelle, traduction nouvelle par Grandsasne. 20 voL in-S. Paris, 182J>.

Half bound. . . , . .
"

. . . . 30 00

Popular 3Iineralog'y. By Henry Sowerby. With twenty colored plates. . 3 OO

Popular History of ITIauimalia. By Adam White, P.L.S., Assistant in the Zoo-
logical Department of the British Museum. With sixteen colored plates of Quadrupeds,
&c., by B. Waterhouse Hawkins, F.L.S. . . . . . . 3 00

Popular History of Rritisb. Sea-Weeds, comprising all the Marine Plants.

By the Eev. David Landsborough, A.L.S. Eoyal 16mo. With 22 plates of figures, by
Fitch, colored. . . . . . . . . . 3 00

Popular Britisli Ornitliolo2"yi comprising all the Birds. By P. H. Gosse, anthor
of "The Ocean." Eoyal ICmo. With twenty plates of figures, plain, (Colored $3.) . 2 00

Popular Rritish. Entomology. By Maria E. Catlow. Eoyal 16mo. With 16 pL
of figures, by WLug. . . . . . . . . 3 OO

Popular rield Botany. By Agnes Catlow. Second edition, revised by the author.
Koyal 16mo. With 20 plates of figm-es, colored. . . . . . 3 00

Popular History of Mollusca ; or, Shells and their Animal Inhabitants. By M.iry
Eoberts. With numerous colored plates. . . . . . . 3 00

Popular History of British Fossils. By Frederick M'Coy, F.G.3., Professor

of Geology in Queen's College, Belfast With numerous colored plates. . . 3 00

Pricliard (T. C.) Eesearches into the Physical History of Mankind. 5 vols. 8vo. Lon-
don, 1851. . . . . . . . . . 24 00

The Natural History of Man ; comprising Inquiries into the modifying influence

of Physical and Moral Asencies on the different Tribes of the Human Family. By .James
Cowles Prich.ard, M.D., F.E.S., M.E.I.A. Corresponding member of the National Insti-

tute, of the Eoyal Academy of Medicine, and of the Statistical Society of France ; Mem-
ber of the American Philosophical Society, &c. &c. 3d edition, enlarged, with 50 colored

and 5 plain illustrations, engraved on steel, and 97 engravings on wood, royal Svo. elegant-

ly bound in cloth. London, 1848. . . . . . . 9 00

Six Ethnographical Map?, as a Supplement to the Natural History of Man, and to

the Eesearches into the Physical History of Mankind. Folio, colored, and 1 sheet of let-

ter-press, in cloth boards. '2nd edition. London, 1850. . . , . 6 00

Qnekett (J.) Practical Treatise on the Use of the Microscope. Illustrated with steel

and wood engravings. Svo. London, 1848. . . . . . 5 00

Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Histological Series contained in the
Museum of the College of Surgeons. Vol. I, Elementary Tissues of Vegetables and Ani-
mals. 4to. London, 1850. . . . . . . . 10 00

Lectures on Histology. Elementary tissues of Vegetables and Animals. 8vo., ISO
woodcuts. London, 1852. . . . . . . . 1 75

Salacroux . Nouveaux Elements d'Histoire Naturelle, contenant la %oologio, la Botani-
quo, la Mtiiftralogie et la G6ologie, avec 48 planches rcprfesentant 450 figures. 2 vol. ia-3. 4 50

Scliinipcr (W. P.) Monogr.iphie des Plantes Fossilcs. 4to., colored pi. 1844. . 10 00

Selby (P. J.) History of British Forest Trees, indigenous and introduced. Illustrated

by nearly 200 engravings. 8vo., clo. . . . . . . 8 00

Sheep. Tlieir Breeds, Manaseraent .ind Diseases, to which Is added the Moantaia Shep-
herd's Manual. Svo. London, 1837. . . ,. . . . 2 60

Strauss Durckeini. Considerations g6n6ralcs snr I'anatomie compnrPo des anlmaux
artlculcs, anxquelles on a joint I'anatomie descriptive du melokmlha vtdgarix (lianneton)

oomme exemple de I'organisation des vert6br6s. Paris, 1828. In-4 et atlas lo 19 pL . 18 00
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Teiuminck (C J.) Monographies de Mammalogie. 2 vols. 4to., pL Leiden, 1641. . 20 00

Tbonipsou (E. P.) The Passions of Animals. 8vo. London, 1851. . .3 00

Tscliltdi (J. .T.) Untersuchungen iiber die Fauna Peniana. Folio, colored plates. St
Gallen, 1844-46. . . . . . . . . 20 00

Turtoii, A Manual of the land and fresh water sbells of the British Islands. 12nio. Lon-
don, 1S40. . . . . . . . . . 4 50

Vasey (Geo.) Delineations of the Ox Tribe; or, the Natural lliatory of Bulls, Bisons,
and Buffaloes, 72 engi'avings on wood. 8vo. clo, . . . 2 50

Voyag"e autour dii ITSonde. soufe le commandement de I'amiral Du Petit Thouars,
pendant les annees 1S37, 1838 et 1839. 10 vol. gr. 8vo., avec un Atlas composfe de 120 pi.

foL, et de 2U cartes. . . . . . . 112 00
BOLD SEPARATELY.

—— Atlas Pittoresquc, ] volume folio, et Eelation Historique, 4 volumes. . . 40 00

Zoologie, 1 volume folio, et teste, 1 volume. . . . . . 42 00

Botauique, 1 volume folio, et texte, 1 volume. . . . . . 16 00

Physique et Ilydrographie, 19 cartes hydrographiqucs et teste, 5 volumes.- . , 20 00

Voyajfc aiiteur du ITtoiide sur les corvettes Z'J7/'a7!i« et Za P^j/sfciewwe, pendant
les aunees 1&17-1620, par L. de Freyciuet. Paris, 1824 et annees suivantes, comprenant:

1° Zoologie, par Quoy et Gaimard, 2 vol. in-4 et atlas in-fol. de 96 pi. col. . . 8G 00

2° Historique, par M. de Freyciuet, 4 tomes en 2 vol. in-4 et atlas in-foL de 120 pi. . 40 00

3" Navigation et hydrographie, 2 vol. in-4 et atlas de 22 cartes. . . . 12 00

4" Observation du pendule, in-4. . • . . . . . 2 00

Voyag'e autour du Monde^ executfe sur la corvette la Coquille, sons les ordres de
M. L. L Duperrey. Paris, 1836-1S38.

—— Zoologie, par MM. Lesson et Garnot, complet en 2S liv. contenant 157 pi. In-fol., fig.

. col., avec deus vol. de texte ln-4. . . . . . . 86 00

Botauique, par MM. Bory de Saint-Vincent et Adolphe Brongniart, 15 liv. iu-fol.,

avec texte in-4. . . . . . . . . 20 00

Historique, par M. Duperrey, 15 liv. in-fol. avec teste in-4. . . . 20 00

Hydrographie, 4 vol. in-4, et atlas in-fol. . . . . . 20 00

Voyajfe dans I'Auierique Meridionale (.le Brfesil, I'TJruguay, la Patagonie, la

republique Argi-ntine, le Cliili, le Perou, le Bolivia;, execute dans les annees 1826 a 1833
par Alcido d'Orbigny. Paris, Ie38-lt47, publie en 90 liv. formant 7 vol. in-4, et '2 atlas

contenant 415 i)l. et 13 grandes cartes. ..... 120 00

Voyag'e an Pole Sud et daus I'Oceanie^ sons le commandement de I'amiral

Dumont d'tjrville, execute pendant les annees 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840, sur les corvettes VAs-
trolabe et la Zdee. 3 vol. 8vo. accompagues d'un atlas de 520 planches, foUo. . 300 00

SOLD SEPARATELY.- Atlas pittoresque, 2 vol. fol., et relation historique, 10 vol. Svo. . . 112 00

Zoologie, 2 vol. fol., et 6 vol. Svo. de teste. . . . . . 82 00

Botaniqiie, 1 vol. fob, et 4 vol. Svo. de teste. . . . . . 42 00

Anthropologie, 1 vol. fob, et 2 vol. Svo. de teste. . . . . 28 00

Hydrographie, 61 cartes hydrographiqucs, et2 vol. de teste. . . . 80 00

Physique, 4 vol. Svo. avec pi. . . . . . , 13 00

Ilelation du Voyage au Pole Sud et dans I'OccaniC) petite 6ilition.

\0 vol. Svo. avec 9 cartes. . . . . . . . 8 00

Voyag'e en Perse, par MM. E. Fiandin ct Coste, pendant les annfics 1840 et 1341. 4 vol.

folio, contenant 350 pi. . . . . . . . 800 00
BOLD SEPAKATELY.- Architecture et sculpture, avec le texte archfiologique. . . . 200 00

Vues pittorosqucs, avec le teste de la relation. . . . 100 00

Walcli C.f . P. I".) Die Naturgcschichte der Verstcinerungcn. Numerous co.. pi. 5 vol.

fol. Nurnb?rg, 1773. . . . . . . . . 25 00

Waldlieim (Ci. F. de). Oryctographio du Gouvcrnement de Moscow. Fob, col. and
jilain. Moscow, 1^37. . . . . . . . . 5 00

Wjiterlioiisc. A Natural History of Manim.ilia. By G. li. Wuterhouse, Esq., of tho

UrilMi Mii-eiim Vol. I, containing the Order Marsupiata, or Pouched Animals, with 22

illiiTlr.'itions, engraved on steel, and IS engravings on wood. Koyal Svo. elegantly bound
In cloth, col. pi. (Plain, $7,50.) . . . . . . . 9 00

Vol. II, containing tho Order Eodentia, or Gnawing Mammalia, with 22 illu.strations,

engraved on steel, and engravings on wood. Iloyal Svo. elegantly bound in cloth, cob pb
London, 1S48. (Plain, $7,50.) . . . . . • . 9 00

IVliite f A.) Popular History of Mammalia ; comprising a familiar account of their classi-

fication and habits. Col. pi. IGmo. clo. . . . . . . 8 00

Wood fW.) Foi^silia Hantonicnsia; or, Hampshire Fossils, collected and deposited in

the British Museum by Jas. Brander, 1776. 4to. hf. clo. London, 1829. . . 5 OC

Zoology (•"usirations of). Engravings by Lowry and Landsecr, with descriptive lettcr-

prves. Koyal 4to. Loudon 1851. . . . .
•

• 7 M
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Conchology and Mollusca.

BroTm (Thos.) The Elements of Conchology. Colored pi. 8vo. London, 1816. . 1 60

CatloTT CMr. A.) Popular Conchology, or the Shell Cabinet Arranged. l-2mo. Lon-
don, 184.3. . . . . . . . . . 3 00

ClienUt Dlnstrations Conchyliologiques, ou descriptions et figures de toutes les coquilles

connues, vlvantes et fossiles, classees suivant le sysieme de Lamarck, modiflees d'apr^s les

progres de la science, et comprenant les genres nouveanx et les especes recemment decou-
vertes, publiees par livraisonis, composees cbacnne de 6 a S j>L gravees, noires et coloriees,

avec texte in-fol. 80 liv. sont en vente. Prix de chacnne. . . . . 5 00

Lemons elementaires d'histoire natiirelle des animanx. Conchyliologie. Paris,

1848. In-8, avec grand nombre de figures dans le texte et 12 gravees et coloriees. . 2 75

Crouch ( E. A.) An Illustrated Introduction to Lamarck's Conchology, contained in his
Histoire naturelle des animaux sans vertebres, &c. London, 1827. 4to., with 22 pi. coL

Deshayes. Traite elementaire de Conchyliologie, avec I'application de cette science 4 la

geognosie. 3 vol. et atlas grand iu-8 de 130 planches environ, publics en 20 liv. Chaque
Uvraison, figures noires. . . . ... . . .1 12J

Le meme, figures coloriees. . . . . . . . 2 75

13 livraisons sont en vente ; il paraitra una livraison tons les quatre mois.

MoUus<iues de I'Algerie, publies, dans le format tn-4, par liv. de 4 ^ 5 femlles de
texte, et de 6 pi. col. Prix de la livraison. (25 livraisons sont en vente.) . . 3 50

[Cet ouvrase fait partie de I'Exploration scientiflque de I'Algerie, pubUee par ordre du
gouvernement, section des sciences physiques.]

Dillenii. Historia muscorum in qua circiter sescenta species veteres et novse ab sua ge-

nera relatSB dcscribuntur. 4to. Oxonii, 1811. . . . . . 20 00

Del^vynn (W. W.) Descriptive catalogue of Eecent Shells, arranged according to the
Liunsaa methoi 2 vols. 8vo., cf London, 1817. (Published at £ 1, 1S«.) Scarce. 9 00

Dnpuy (I'abbe D.). Histoire naturelle des MoUusques terrestres et d'cau douce qui
viveiit en France. 2 vol. 4to. avec 16 planches lithographiees par J. Delarue. Paris,

1848-49. 3 fascicules sont en vente
;
prix de chacun. . . . . 2 25

Duval -.louve (J.) Belemnites des terrains cretaces inlerieurs des environs de Castel-

lane (Basses-Alpesj. Paris, 1841. In-4, avec 13 pi. . . . . 4 00

Ferussac. Histoire Naturelle des Aplysiens, par M. Sander-Eang, membre de plusieurs

societes d'Histoire Xaturelle. Ouvrage servant de complement 4 I'Histoire Naturelle des
MoUusques par M. de Perussac. 1 vol. 4to. accompagne de 25 pi. fig. noires. . . 2 25

Le meme ouvrage, fedition Uo. avec 25 pi. col. . . . . 4 00

Le meme ouvrage, edition folio, avec 25 pi. col. . . . . . 6 75

Ferussac et Desbayes. Histoire naturelle generale et partlcuUere des MoUusques,
tant des especes qu'on trouve aujourd'hui vivantes que des depouilles fossiles de celles qui
n'existent plus, classes d'apres les caracteres essentiels que presentent ces animaux et leurs

coquilles ;• par M de Ferussac, continue depuis la 29e iivraison par G. P. Desliayes. Ou-
vrage complet en 42 livraisons, cliacunc de (j planches in-folio, gravees et coloriees d'apres

nature avec le plus grand soin. Paris, l?2'i-1851. 4 vol. in-fol. dont deux vol. de texte et

deux vol. contenant 2j7 pi. col. Prix reduit. . . . 100 00

Le meme, 4 vol. grand in-4, avec 247 pi noires. . . . . 45 00

Chaeune des livT.\isons nouvelfes (de 35 i 42) se compose : 1" de 72 pages de texte ; 2'

de 6 planches gravees.

Les livraisons (3.) i. 42) in-fol., avec les planches imprimges en couleur et retonch^es au
piuceau avec le plus grand soin. Pri.x de chaeune. ..... 6*75

Prix de chaque livraison in-4 avec les planches en noir. . . , .8 8TJ

Ferussac et d'Orbiffuy. Histoire n.iturcl'e, gcneralo et pavticuliere des C6phalo-
podes acet.ibuiircres vivaiits et fossiles, comprenant la description zoologique et anatomiquo
de ces mollu^ques, des detiils sur leur organisation, leurs raoeurs, leurs habitudes et I'liis-

toire d'?s observations dont ils ont ete I'objet depuis les temps les plus anciens jusqu'il nos
jours. p.ar M. de Ferussac et Ale. d'Orbigny. Paris, 1530-184:^. 2 vol. in-foIio dont un de
144 pi. col., cartonnes. Pri.x. . . . . . . 25 00

Le meme ouvrage, 2 vol. grand in-4 dont un de 144 pi. col., c.artounfis. . . 17 00

Cray CIr.) Figures of the Molluscous Animals, edited by John E. Gray, of the British
.Museum. 4 vols. 8vo. . . . . . . . . 4 75

Harvpy (W. H.) The Sea Side Book; being an Introduction to the Natural History of
the British Coast. 12mo. clo. . . . • • . . 1 50

Jolinston (f».) Introduction to Conchology; or. Elements of the Natural History of
Molluscous Animals. 8vo. clo. . . . . . . . 6 00

Knorr ('»r.) Sammlung von Oonchylien. 6 vol. 4to., in 3, hf. cf. ex., col. pi. Nurn-
berg, 1792. . . . , . . . . . 20 00

Itfacq uartt Facult€s intSrieures des animaux invertebrfes. Bvo. LUle, 1850. . . 1 25
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Pfeiffer. Naturgeschichte Deutcher Land u Siisswasser-Mollusken. 8 parts 4to., coL pi.

Weimar, 18-18. . . . . . . . . . 14 00

Pictet. Description des Mollusques fossiles qui se trouvent dans les grds verts des environs
de Geneve. 2 vol. 4to. Geneve, 1847-49. . . . . . . 7 50

Potiez et Micliaud. Galerie des Mollusques, ou Catalogue metliodique, descriptif et

raisonn6 des Mollusques, ic. 2 vols, and 2 atlases. . . .
-

. 6 00

Rails' ct Souleyet. Histoire KatnreUe des Mollusques Pleropodes, avec 5 pL col. Pa-
ris, 1852. In-4. . . . . . . . . 6 26

Le meme, in-folio. . . . . . • . 10 00

Reg'enfuss (F. M.) Choix de Coquillages. Folio, col. pi. Copenhagen, 175S. .15 00

Rossiiia«isler« Iconographie der Land und Siisswasser-Mollusken, mit vorziiglicher

Beriicksicbtigun der europaischen noch nicht abgebUdeten Arten. Leipsig, 1835 a, 1838.

12 cabiers in-S, avec 40 pi. . . . . . . . 12 00

Wood (\F.) Genc-al Concbology; or, a Description of Shells, arranged according to the
Linnsan Sj-stem, illustrated •with sixty plates, containing 260 figures of Univalves and
Bivalves. 8vo. b£ morocco. . . . . . . . 10 CO

Entomology.

Amyot. Entomologie francaise. Khynchotes, hemipteres, &c. Paris, 1848. In-8, avec

5 planches. . . . .
*

• • • . 2 00

Dejean, BoisDuval et Aube. Iconographie et Histoire Naturelle des Col6opt6res

d'Europe. Paris, 1829-1836. 5 vol. in-8, avec 269 pi. coL (publics en 56 Uv.) Prix, . S3 60

Dufour (II. Li.) Eecherches Anatomiques et Pbysiologiqucs sur les Hgmipteres. In-4,

pi. P.aris, 1S33. . . . • . . . 3 50

Fabricius. Systema Piezatorum. 8vo. Brunswick, 1804.' . . . . 1 50

Systema Antliatorum. 8vo. Brunswick, 1805. . . . . 1 50

Gaubil. Catalogue synonymiqne des Coleopteres d'Europe et d'Algerie. In-8. Paris, 1849. 3 50

Godard et Duponcliel. Histoire Xaturelle des Lipidoptercs on Papillons d'Europe,

ouvrage bas§ sur la methode de M. Latreille, modifie d'apres les Progres de la Science,

avec des figures de chaque esp6ce, dessinees, srravees et coloriees d'apres nature. 11 vols,

in 13. Svo. with 394 pi. Paris, 1820-38. Complete. PubHshed at 576 fr., now reduced to 57 00

• —— Supplement d I'Histoire Xaturelle des Lepidopteres ou Papillons de la France.

4 vols. 8vo. with 152 plates, colored (complete). Paris, 1636-46. Published at 216 ft.,

now reduced to . . . ^ . . . , . . 27 00

Iconographie et Histoire Naturelle des Chenilles pour servir de Complement a

I'Histoire Naturelle des L&pidopteres ou Papillons de France, de MM. Godard et Dupon-
chol. 2 vol. in-8, avec 92 planches colorizes. Paris, 1846. Published at 93 fr., now re-

duced to . .
- . . . • • . 11 25

Catalogue Methodique des L6pidopt6res d'Europe, distribnSs en Families, Tribus

et Genres, avec I'cxposfe des caracteres sur lesquels ces divisions sont fondees, et I'indica-

tion des lieux et des fepoques ou Ton tronve chaque espece, pour servir de compl6ment et

de rectification i. I'Histoire Naturelle des Lepidopteres de France, devenue cello des Lepi-

dopteres d'Europe par les supplements qu'on y a ajoutes. Paris, 1844. In-8. . . 8 75

Gory et Pcrclicroii. Monograph ie des Cetoines et genres voisins formant, dans les fa-

milies de Latreille, la division des scarabecs miJiitophilcs. Paris, lS83-lS;Ja Ce bel ou

vrage est complct 11 a 6te pnbli6 en 15 livraisons formant un fort vol. in-8, imprim§ sur

Iiapier grand-raisin, accompagu6 de 77 pi. colori6cs avec le plus grand soin. . . 14 00

GraveiibOTSt. Ichneumonologia Europa;a. 3 vols. 8vo. Breslau. . . . 10 00

Gucrin (E.) et A. Pcrcberon. Genera des insectes, ou Exposition d6taill6e de tons

les caraclOrcs propres a, cliacun des genres de cette classo d'animaux. Paris, 1835. In-8,

nvcf tju pi. col. . . . . . • • . 4 50

Lindcnberg' (S. B. J.) Species Ilepathicarum. 7 parts, folio, col. pi. Bonn*, 1S40.

MoQiiin-Taiidou. Monographie do la famille des Hirudinfies, nonvelle edition consi-

dc;r:iljlenient augmentce. Paris, 184C. In-8, do 450 pages, avec atlas de 14 pi. gravSes et

ColuriCcs. . . • . . . • . 8 To

]TIult>aiit. Histoire Naturelle des ColfioptCres de Franco. 4 vol. in-8. Lyon. .
1100

RatKcbur{!: (J. T, C.) Die Forstinsectcn oder AbbildungnndBcschreibungderlnden
Walilern I'rcusspns und der Nachbarsta.aten als schiedlich oder niltzlich bekannt gowor-

deiien Insectcn. Berlin, 18-39-1840. 8 vol. in-4, avec 38 pi. col. . •

Walkers. Insecta Britannica. Diptera, vol. I. Svo. London, 1852. . . 7 50
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$ 0.

Bonaparte et Schle^el. Monographie des Loxiens. 4to. Dusseldor^ 1S50. Bean-
tifoUy illustrated. . . . . . . . . 16 00

Deg'laud (C. D.) Ornithologie europeenne, ou Catalogue analytiquo et raisorme des
oiseaux observes en Europe. LiUe, 1849. 2 vol. in-S. . . . 4 50

Desiuarest (A. J.) Historre naturelle des Tangaras, des Slanakins, et des Todiers. Fol.
clo., colored plates. Paris, 1S05. . . . . . . . 18 00

Gosse (P. H.) The Birds of Jamaica. 12mo. clo. . . . . . 3 00

liCssoiit Manuel d'ornitbologie, ou Description des genres et des principales especes d'oi-

seaux. Paris, 1629. 2 vol in-18. . . . . . . 1 75

Traite d'ornithologie, ou Description des oiseanx rfeunis dans les principales col-

lections de France. Paris, 1S31. 2 volumes in-S, dont un de 119 pi. gravies, fig. noires. 10 00

Le meme, figures coloriees. . . . . . . 80 00

Histoire naturelle des Oiseaux-moucbes. 1 voL gr. in-S, papier v§lin, avec 85 pi.

gravees et coloriees avec grand soin. In half morocco. . . . .10 00

Histoire natnreUe des Colibris, suivie d'un supplement i I'bistoire naturelle des
Oiseans-moucbes. Paris, 1831. 1 vol gr. in-3, avec 65 planches gravees et coloriees. Ih
half morocco. . . . . . . . , . 10 00

Les Trocbilidfis, ou les Colibris et les Oiseaux-moucbes ; suivi d'un index g§n6ral,
dans lequel sont decrites et classSes metbodiquement tontes les races et especes du genre
trochUus. Paris, 1832. In-S avec 66 pi. gravees et col. In bf. mor. . . . 10 00

Histoire naturelle des Oiseaux de paradis et des Epimaques. Paris, 1835. In-8,
grand papier, avec 40 planches col. In half morocco. . . . . 10 00

lievaillant (Fran.) Histoire naturelle des Perroquets. 2 vol., folio, hf. mor., colored
plates. Paris, 1805. . . . . . .

Meyer (H •Li.)' Colored Illustrations of British Birds and their Eggs. 12 toIs. Svo., hC
morocco. London, 1S43. .......

Nozemann. Nederlandsche Vogelen. 5 vols., atlas folio, hf. c£, colored plates. Ams-
terdam, 1770. . . . . . . . . . 80 00

Temiuiuck et Meiffren I>aug-ier. Nouveau recueil de planches colori6es d'Oi-
seaux, pour servir de suite et de continuation aux planches enlnmin§es de Buffon, ouvrage
accompagne de 600 planches gravees et coloriees, dessinees d'apres nature par Huet et
Pretre, peintres attaches au Museum d'histoire naturelle.

'

[Acquerem- de cette grande et belle publication, I'un des juvrages les plus parfait-s pour
I'etude si interessante de rornithologie, nous venons I'ofii'ir en souscription etdonnons nos
soins a un nouveau tirage dont I'execution ne laissera rien 4 desirer, tout en baissant le
prix d'un tiers.]

L'ouvrage se compose de 5 volumes avec 600 planches in-folio dessinSes d'apres nature
par Pretre et Huet, gravees et coloriees. H est publie deux livraisons tons les qninze jours
depuis le ler juin IfSO. Chaque livraison composee de 6 pi. gravees et coloriees avec le
plus grand soin, et le texte descriptif correspondant L'ouvrage sera public en 102 li^Tai-
Bons. Prix de la livraison in-folio, fig. col., au lieu de 15 fr. . . . . 2 50

" " grand in^ fig. col., au lieu de 10 fr. 50 c. . . .1 87J
[Tontes les planches, d'une ex§cution irreprochable, numerotees de 1 eI GOO, sont gra-

vees, le texte imprime ; on pent done compter sur la publication tres exacte et qu'il u'y
aura aucune interruption. La derniere livraison contient des tables scientifiques et me-
thodiques.—Les personnes qui ont neglig6 de retirer les derni^res livraisons pourront se
les procurer aux prix indiques ci-dcssus.]

Temminck. Manuel d'Ornithologie, ou Tableau systfimatique des oiseaux qui se tros-
vent en Europe, precede du systemo general d'Ornithologie. Deuxieme edition. Pani
1840. 4 vol. in-S. ... . • 3>

Les oiseaux d'Europe, par C. J. Temminck, directeur du Musee d'histoire nator^M
de Leyde. Atlas de 530 planches dessinfies par J. C. TV erner, pemtre au Musfeum d'm^-
toire naturelle de Paris. 2 beaux vol. iu-S, fig. col., cartonnfes, . . . 20 00

Geology and Mineialogy, Mining, &c.

Annuairc du Journal des Mines de Euseie. St-Petcrsbourg, 1835-1842. Vols, 1 to 8. .12 00

Ansted. Elementary Course of Geology, Mineralogy and Physical Geography. 12mo.
London, 1850. . . . . . ... 3 371— The Geologist's Text-book. 12mo. London, 1845. . . . . 1 00

Beudant (F. S.) Cours Elementaire de Minfralogie et do Gfiologie. 1 fort vol ln-12
imprime avec luxe, fig. intercal6es dans le texte. , . . . I 1 5*

[Ce volume fait partie du Cours E16mentaire d'histoire naturelle, par \rNT, Edwards, de
Jdssiea et Beudant, 8 vol]
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Blum. Die Pseudomorphosen des Mineralreiclis mit IT Holzschnitter. 8vo. 1643. . 1 SO

Boubee (]V.) Conrs de Geologie Agricole, theorique ef appliqnge. 8vo. Paris, 1852: . 75

Braird. Nouveaux Elements de Mineralogie. 3e edition, 8vo. 1838. . . .175
Bucklaud. (Rev. TV.) Geology'and Mineralogy considered with reference to Natural

Theology. (Bridgewater Treatise.) 2 vols. Svo., clo. ....
Burat. Description des terrains volcaniques de la France centrale. Paris, 1838. In-8,

avec 10 planches. . . . . . . . . 2 00

Geolosie appliqnge, on Trait§ de la recherche et de I'exploitation des mineraux
utiles ; 2e edition. Paris, 1846. In-8, fig. . . . . . 3 75

CbRpnian. Practical Mineralogy ; or, a Compendium of the distinguishing Characters of
Minerals : by which the Name of any Species or Variety in the Mineral Kingdom may be
speedily ascertained. With 13 engi-avings, showing 270 specimens. . . . 1 75

DarTvin (C.) Geological Observations on Coral PLcefs, Volcanic Islands, and on South
Amei'ca; with illustrations and maps. Svo. clo. . . . . .3 00

Be la Bcclic (Sir K. J.) The Geological Observer. Svo. clo. London, 1851. . 4 50

D'Orbigiiy et Geute. Geologie appliquSe aus Arts et d I'AgricuIture, avec des vignet-
tes et nn tableau grav6 sur acier. Svo. 1851. . . . . . 2 50

Bufrcnoy. Traite de Miniralogie. Paris, 1845-47. 4 vol. in-8, dont un de planches. . 12 00

£lie de Beaumont (Li.) Legons de G6ologie pratique. Paris, 1845. (L'ouvrage aura
3 vol.) Tome ler, in-8, fig. . . . . . . . 3 00.

IToumel (H.) Etudes de Gites mmferaux, publi6es par les soins de 1'Administration des
mines. Atlas et texte, 2 vol. Paris, 1S36 .....

Grar (E.) Histoire des mines de Houille du Nord de la France. 3 vols. 4to. Paris, 1847. 50 00

Liaudrin. Dictionnaire de Mineralogie. 12mo. 1852. . . . . 1 00

LiCCoq (H.) Elements de GSologie et d'Hydrographie. 2 vols. Svo. . . . 3 75

LiConliard. (Kopp u. Gaertner.) Propaedeutik der Mineralogifi. Folio with
plates, plain and colored. . . . . . . . 2 50

L,yell (Sir Cbarles). Manual of Elementary Geology ; or, the Ancient Changes of the
Earth and its Inhabitants as illustrated by Geological Monuments. 500 woodcats. Svo. cl. 2 50

Principles of Geology. Svo. London, 16.50. . . . • 4 50

ITIacleay (K.) Description of the Spar Cave, lately discovered in the Isle of Skye. Svo. •

bound. Edinburgh, 1811. . . ...
Nicol (J.) Manual of Mineralogy, or the Natural History of the Mineral Kingdom. 12mo.

Edinburgh, 1849. . . . . . . . . 3 50

Piiikerton (J.) Petralogy, a Treatise on Eocks. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1811. . 1 00

Fusch (G. G.) Geognostische Beschreibung von Polen so wie der iibrigen Nord Karpa-
tiien-Lander. 2 vols. . .

."
. . . . 2 00

Rasililcls'li (P.) Specimens of P>ritish Miner.als, with Gcner.il Descriptions of each Ar-
ticle. 4to., h£ russia. London, 1797. . . . . . . 10 00

Richardson. Geology for beginners ; comprising a F-nmiliar Exposition of the Elements
of Geology and its Associate Sciences, Mineralogy, Fossil Conchology, Fossil Botany, and
I'aloontology. 2nd edition, post Svo., with 251 woodcuts. 1843.

"
. . . 2 50

Riviere (A.) Elements do Gfeologie pure ct appliqu6e. 1849. . . .8 00

Sowerby (H.) Popular Mineralogy ; comprising a Familiar Account of Minerals and
their uses. Colored plates. 16mo. clo. . . . . . . 3 00

V'illcfossc (Heron de). De la Eichesse MinSrale—(yonsidfirations snr les mines, nsi-

ncs. et salines des differents Etats sous les rapports de I'Economio et do Technologic. 3
vol. in-4 et athis. Very scarce. . . . . . . . 85 00

Vofft. Lelirbuch der Geologic und Petrofacten Kunde. 2 vols. Svo. 1849. .

IValcott (.lolin). Descriptions and Figures of Petrifactions, found in the Qaarries,
Gravelpits, itc, near Bath. Svo., bound. Bath. .....

"Wiebcl (K. AV. ]tl.) Die Inscl Helgoland, Untersuchungen tiber deren Grosso in Vor-
zoit imd Gegenwart. 4to., charts. Hamburg, 1848. . . . . 4 00

Botany.

Avardh. Icones alganim curopa;arum. Eepr6sentation d'..lgucs europC-ennes, suivlcs de
celle (IVsjiCces exotlqnes les plu9 rciuarquablcs, r6cemment dfioouvertes. Leipzig, 1828-

1S86, In-H, nvcc40plBnclic3 colori6e3. . . . . . .7 00

Pystcma algnnini. Lnnd.T, 1S2J. ln-12. . . . • .2 00

• Icones algarum inoditiB. Ho!mla>, tfKl. 2 fuse., ln-4, avoc 20 planchos. . 8 50

————— Om hafs-algers germination. In-8 do 10 p. ot uno pl.incho. . . •
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I*-
Agardb. Species algarum rite cognite, cum synonjTiiis difFerentiis speciflcis et descriptio-

nibus succinctis. Gryphis\valdi;e, ltf21-2?. 2 voL en 3 parties, in-S. . . . A 09

Ag'assiz. Systeme glaciaire, on Eecherches snr les glaciers, leur mecanisme, leiir ancienne
extension, et le role qu'ils ont joue dans I'histoire de la terre, par MM. Agassiz, A Guyot
et Desor. tro partie, nonvelles etudes et experiences sur les glaciers actuels, lenr struc-
ture, lenr prosri'ession et leur action sur le sol

;
par L. Agassiz. Paris, 1647. 1 voL grand

in-8, avee un atlas de 3 cartes et 9 planches en partie coloriees. . . , 12 OO

Babingrton* PrimitiiB Florae Sarnicie ; or, an Outline of the Flora of the Channel Islands
of Jersey, Guernsey, AJderney, and Sark. 12mo. London, 1839. . . .100

Badham (C. D.) Treatise on the Esculent Funguses of England, containing an account
of their Classical History, Uses, Characters, Development, Structure, Nutritions Proper-
ties, Modes of Cooking and Preserving, ic, iic. evo., clo. . . . . 6 50

Balfour (J. H.) Manual of Botany; being an Introduction to the Study of the
Structure, Physiology, and Classification of Plants, with numerous woodcuts. 12mo., clo. 3 50

Berlese. Iconographie du Eegne Camelia, on description et figures des Camelias les plus
beaux et les pins raxes. 3 vol. 4to. Planches magnifiquement coloriees. Paris, 1641.

Half bound. . . . . . . . . . 20 OO

Braudt. PlicEbns, et Ratzeburg'. Deutschlands Phanerogamische Giftgewachse,
4to., coL pi. Berlin, 183:*. .

•
. . . . . 2 To

Broiig^nart (A.) Enumeration des genres de plantes cultivees au Museum d'Histolre
Ixaturelle de Paris, limo. Paris, 1850. . . . . . . 75

Etriisc>i et Sclilmper. Bryoligia europsea seu genera Muscorum Europfeorum mono-
graphice illiistrata. Stuttgartiie, le39-lS49, Fasciculi I t XLIII, in-4, contenant 442 pL
Prix de la livraison. . . . . . . . . 2 50

Cossoii ct Germain. Flore descriptive et analytique des environs de Paris. Paris,
1845. -2 vol. in-12. . . . . . . . . 3 25

Atlas de la Flore des environs de Paris. 1845. In-12 de 40 pL . . 2 25
Synopsis analytique de la Flore des environs de Paris, ou description abr^gee des

families et des genres. Paris, 1845, In-12. . . . . . 1 OO

De Candolle. Prodromus Systematis Naturalis, Eegni Vegetabilis. Vols. I to XIIL
8yo. Paris, 1821-49. (Hf. bound in calf in Paris, |52.) . . . . 46 00

Organographie vegetale, ou Description raisonn§e des organes des Plantes. Paris,
182T. 2 vol. in-S avec 60 pi. . . ' . . . . . 3 00

Physiologie v6getale, ou Exposition des forces et des fonctions vitales des vegetaux.
Paris, 1832. 3 vol. in-8. . . . . . . . . 5 00

Theorie gleiaentalre de botaniqne, ou Exposition des principes de la classification
nattu-elle, et de I'artde decrire et d'etudier les vegetaux, troisieme edition. Paris, 1S44.
In-S. . . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Introduction a I'etude de la botanique, on Traite 61§mentaire de cette science, con-
tenant I'organographie, la physiologie, &c. Paris, 1836. 2 vol. in-8, fig. . .4 00

Sa vie et ses travaux, par A- de la Eive. 12mo. Paris, 1851. . . . 1 00

Delalande (Li. J.) Traite elemcntaire de Physiologie vfigetale. Svo. Paris, 1845. . 1 "5

Dozy (F.) et J. H. Molkenbaer. Musci frondosi inediti Archipelagi indici, siva
descriptio et adumbratio muscorum frondosorum in insulis Java, Borneo, Sumatra, Cele-
bes, Amboina, necnon in Japonia nuper detectorum minusve cognitorum. Lu?dtmi
Batav., 1846 ; publie par livraisons de 10 planches avec texte in-4—7 livraisons sont en
vente, prix de chaque. . . . . . . . . 3 50

Endliclier (S.) Enchiridion botanicum exhibens classes et ordines plantarum. Accedit
nomenclator generum et officinaUum vel usuaUum indicatio. Lipsia;, ISll. In-8. . 4 00

Synopsis coniferai'um. Svo. Sangalli, 1847. . . . . 1 50

Grenier ct Gndron. Flore de France, ou Description des plantes qui croissent natu-
rellement en France et en Corse. Paris, 1843. 3 forts volumes in-S, chacun de 800 pages,
publics en six parties ; les Ire et 2e parties sont en vcnte. Prix do chaque partie. . 1 7a

Harvey (W. H.) Manual of the British Marine Alg.-e; containing generic and specific
Descriptions of all the known British Species of Sea-Weeds, with pbtes to illustrate the
genera. Svo. clo. . . . . . . . . 6 00

• :— Phycologia Britannica ; or History of British Sea-Weeds, containing colored Fi-
gures, generic aiid specific Character,':, Synonynies, and Descriptions of all the Species of
Algte inhabiting the shores of the British' Islands. 3 vol. 8vo., clo. . . .45 00

Hassall. A History of the British Fresh-water Algte, comprising Descriptions and Colored
Delineations of nearly 500 Species, including the Desmida; and Diatamacea, This work is

being re-issued in 12 monthly p.irts. Price, each . . . . . 1 00

JEIenfrey (A.) Outlines of Structural and Physiological Botany, with lUnstrations.
12mo. clo. . . . . . . . . . 8 62

. The Vegetation of Europe. 12mo. London, 1851. . . . 1 50

Hoefer. Dictionnaire de Bot.inique pratique. 12mo. Paris, IS.'iO. . . . 1 00

Hooker (Sir "W. J.) Icones riantarum. By Sir W. J. Hooker, Director of the Royal Bo-
tanic Garden.*. Kew. Xew Series, vols. I-IV, containing 100 plates, each with explanations,
8vo. clo. London, 18-12-41. Each vol. . . . . . . 7 00

• The London Journal of Botany. Vols. I-VI, with 21 pi. each, boards. 1842-47. 30 00
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I c.

Hooker (Sir W. .T.) Flora-Boreali-Americana ; or, the Botany of the Northern Parts

of BriUih America. 2 vols. 4to., clo. London, 1840. . . . . 20 00

Hooker (J. D.) Niger Plora ; or, an Enmneration of the Plants of Western Tropical
Africa, collected by the late Dr. Th. A'ogel, Botanist to the voyage of the expedition sent

by Her Britannic Majesty to the Kiver Niger in le-ll, under the Command of Capt, H. D.
Trotter, R.N., including Spicilega Gorgonea, by P. B. Webb, and Flora Nigritiana, by Dr.

J. D. Hooker and George Bentham. With 2 Views, a Map and 50 Plates. Svo. Lon-
don, 1S49. , . . . . . . . . 5 00

The Rhododendrons of Sikklm-HLmalaya ; being an Account Botanical and Geo-
graphical of the PJiododeudrons recently discovered in the mountains of Eastern Hima-
laya, from drawings and descriptions made on the spot, during a Government Botanical
Mission to that country. Folio. London, 1649. 00

Humboldt (A. dc). Plantes equinoxiales, recueillies au Mexique, dans Pile de Cuba,
dans la province de Caracas, de Cumana et de Barcelone ; aux Andes de la Nouvelle Gre-
nade, de Quito et du Perou, &c. Paris, 1813. 2 vol. gr. in-foUo avec lH) pi. . .30 00

De Distributione geographica plantarum secundum coeli temperiem et altitudinem
montium, Parisiis, 1817. Li-S, avec une carte coloriee. . . . . 2 50

Jussien (A. de) Cours e!§mentaire de Botaniqne. Paris, 1 fort vol. in-12 de 740 pages,

imprime avec luxe, 730 tigures intercalees dans le texte. Ouvrage adopte pom- I'enseigne-

ment de Thistoire natm-elTe dans les etabUssements de I'universite et dans les etablisse-

ments religieux. . . . . . . . . 1 50

[Ce volume fait partie dn Cours elementaire d'histoiie natmelle par MAL Edwards, A,

de Jnssiea et Beudant, 3 vol.]

JLabillardiere (J. J ,) Novae HoUandise Plantarium Specimen. 2 vols, fol., cf., plates.

Pai-is, IcOi . . . . . . . . . 8 GO

liaseg'ue (A.) Musee Botanique de M. Benjamin Delessert.—Notices sur les collections de
plantes et la bibliotheque qui le composeiit ; contenant, en outre, des documents sur les

principaux herbiers d'Europe, et I'expose des voyages entrepris dans I'interet de la bota-

nique. Paris, decembre, 1844. 1 voL in-S. . . • . 1 75

I^andsboroug:!! (Rev. D.) Popular History of British Sea-Weeds. Colored plates.

16mo. do. . . . . . . ... . 3 00

Liccoq et I^aiuotte. Catalogue raisonn§ des plantes vasculaires du plate.iu central de la

France. Paris, lt>17. 1 vol. in-8. - . . . . . 1 25

liC Maout (r.) Atlas Elementaire de Botanique avec le texte en regard, coinprenant

Vorganographie, I'anatomie et I'iconographie des families d'Europe, i I'usage des etudiants

et.des gens.du monde. Ouvrage contenant 2,340 fig. dessinees par Steinheil et Decaisne.

Paris, 1846. 1 beau vol. in-4. ''Prix. . . . . . . 3 75

LeQons Elementaii-es de Botanique fondees sur I'analyse de 50 plantes vulgaires et

formant un traite complet d'organographie et de physiologic vegetale. Paris, 1844. 1 ma-
gnifique vol. in-8, avec I'atlas des 50 plantes vulgaires et plus de 500 fig. dessinfees par J.

Decaisne et gravees par les meillem-s artistes. Prix avec I'atlas colorie. . . 6 S5

Le meme, avec atlas noir. . . . . . . . 3 75

Botaniqne. Organographie et Taxonomie, Histoire natm'elle des families veg§tales.

Eo. evo. Paris, ] 852. ll£ bound. . . . . . 6 00

Lebmann (C.) Plantse PreissiansB. 2 vols. 8vo. . . . . . 5 00

Lindley (Jobn). Flora MeUica ; a Botanical Account of all the more important plants

used in medicine, in different parts of the world. Svo. clo. . . . .4 12|

"^icrs (J.) Illustrations of South American Plants. Vol I, 4to. With 34 plates. Lon^

don, 1847-50. . . . . . . . . . 9 50

Slirbcl. Elements de Physiologie v6g6tale et de Botanique. Paris, 1815. 3 vol in-8,

fig., broches. . . . . . . . . . 6 00

Hxpoi-ition de la tlifeorie de I'organisation vegetale. Paris, 18U9. In-8, fig. . 1 60

Nces von Esenbeck. Sammlung SchonblU bender Gewachsc. Folio, beautifully col

plates. Diisseldorfl; 1831. . . . .

Genera phintarura florae Germaniaj ieonibus et descriptionibus illustrata. Bonn,

1833 etannfiessuiv. Cet ouvr.ige est compos6 de 20 livraisons contenant chacune^O pi

in-8 avec tcxlc descriptif. Prix dc la iivraison. ....
Newman (E.) History of British Ferns, and allied Plants. Wood engi-avings. 8vo. clo.

Pfeif fer. Symbols ad historiam Ileliceorum. Svo. Cassel, 1846.

Plee ( F.) Types de chaquo famille et des principaux genres des plantes qui croissent spon-

tanemcnt eu Franco, exposition dt'tailli'-e et complete de lours caractcTos et de I'embrylo

gie. Paris, 1844-50. Ouvrage publie par livraisons, cliacimo d'une plancbe in-4 gravfee et

colorifee, avec nn texte descriptif ; 4:5 livraisons sont en vente. Prix de chacune.

[Ouvrage dont Pexfecntion ne laisse rien a dfeirer sous le rapport scicntiflque et artis-

tlque.]

Pritzel (0-. A.) Thesaurus lltteraturaj bonaticce omnium gentium inde a rerum botani-

canim initiis ad nostra usque ternpora quindccim millia opera recensens. Lipsire, 1847,

Formera 7 livraisons in-4 t deux colonues, les livraisons 1 d IV sent en vente. Vrix de

chaqne. ........
Rails (John). The British Deemidieas. with colored plates by E. Jenner. Svo. clo.

1 00

7 50

2 00

2 00

10 75
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Raoill. Chois de Plantes de la Noavelle Zelande, recueillies et decrites par E. Eaoul, chi-

rurgien de Jre classe de la marine uationalo. Ouvrage publle sous les auspices du depar-
tement de la marine et des colonies. Paris, ]S4b'. 1 vol. grand in-4 eartonne, arec 30
planches dessinees d'apres nature par M. Kiocreux, et gravees en taille-douce par Mile.
Taillant. . . . . . . . . . 3 75

Redoute. Les Koses dficrites et class6es selon leur ordre naturel, par C. A. Thory. Pa-
ris, F. Didot, 1617-1824. 3 toL gr. in-fol. avec 172 pi. Bel esempl. Demi rel. . 65 OC

Ricliard (A.) Nouveaux elements de botanique. Septieme Edition. Pai-is, 1S46. In-8,

flgm-cs. . . . . . . . . . 2 25
• — Formnlaire de poehe. Septieme edition. Paris, 1840. In-32. . . 75

Elements d'histoire naturelle medicale. Quatrieme edition. Paris, 1849. 3 vol.

in-8, br. . . . . . . . . . 7 5C

RoQUCS (JTosepli). Histoire des champignons comestibles et venenenx, ou Ton expose
lenrs caracteres distinetifs, leurs proprietes alimentaires et economiques, lenrs effets nui-
sibles et les moyens de s'en garantir ou d'y remedier ; ouvrage utile aux amateurs de
champignons, aux medecLns, aux naturalistes, aux proprietaires nuaux, aux maires, aux
cui'es des campagnes; 2e edition, revue et considerablement auginentee. Paris, 1841.

1 vol. in-8, avec 1 atlas grand in-4 de 2i planches, representaut dans leui'S dimensions et

leurs couleurs naturelles cent especes ou varietSs de champignons. . .

'

. 3 75

Le meme, avec I'atlas eartonne. . " . . . . . 4 GO

Phytographie medicale. Histoire des substances heroiques et des poisons tires

du Eegne Vegetal 3 vol. 8vo., et un atlas de pi. . . . . . 5 00

Nouveau Traite des plantes usuelles, specialement appliquS a la medecine domes-
tiqne et au regime alimentaire. 4 vol. Svo. Paris, 1837. . . . . 6 00

Salm-Dycic (Ic prince). Monographia genorum Aloes et Mesembryanthemi iconibns
illustrata. Dusseldorf, 1835-1848. Publiee par liv. in-fol., fig. col. Prix de la liv. . 6 50

[6 livraisons sont en vente.] >

Schleiden. The Plant ; a Biography, in a Series of Popular Lectures on Botany. Edited
and translatsd by A. Henfrey, F.KS. Svo., with 5 colored plates, and 13 woodcuts.
London, 1848. . . . . . . . . . 4 00

Principles of Scientific Botany ; or, Botany as an Inductive Science. Svo. clo. . 6 00

Sclmszleiu (A.) Iconogi'apliia Familiarum regni Vegetabilis. 2 vols. 4to., colored pi.
Bonn. . . . . . . . . . 4 50

Saint-Hilaire. Legons de Botanique comprenant principalement la morphologie ve-
getale, la terminologie, la botanique comparee, I'examen de la valem- des caiacteres dans
les diverses families natuielles, &c. Paiis, 1841. In-8, avec 24 pi. . . .2 00

Siveet. Gcraniacea3 ; the natural order of Gerania, illustrated by colored figures and de-
scriptions. 5 vols. Svo. London, l(-2(J-22. . . . . . 25 00

The Florist's Guide and Cultivator's Directory. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1827-29. . 13 00

Triuius. Species graminnm Iconibns et descriptionibus. 3 vols. 4to. Petropoli, 1828. . 30 OC

Trew (C. I.) Plantse Selectie. 3 Portraits, beautifully colored plates, cf., sup. ex. gt. ex.
Amsterdam, 1752. . ... . . , . . 4 00

Tula«>ne (Li. R.) Histoire et Monographie des Chauipignons Hypoges. Avec 21 i)L
gravees, dont 9 magniliquement colorees. 4to. Paris, J 85 1. . . , .18 00

Ward (N. R.) On the Growth of Plants in closely glazed cases. Svo. clo. . .160
Weddcll (Hf. A.) Histoire naturelle des Quinquinas. Paris, 1849. 1 vol. in-fol. accom-

pagne d'une carte, d'un ft-ontispice et de 32 planches dessinees par MM. EiocreuxetSteiu-
heil, gi-avees en taille-douce et dont 3 sont coloriees. . . . . 15 00

Wi^ht. Illustrations of Indian Botany ; or. Figures Illustrative of e.ich of the Natural Or-
ders of Indian Plants, described in the author's Prodromus Flor;B Peninsnku Indise Orien-
talis ; but not confined to them. By Dr. E. Wight, F.L.S., Surgeon to the .M.idras Esta-
blishment. Vol. I, published in 13 parts, containing 95 col. pi. Madras, 1838-40. .25 00

Vol.11. 3 parts containing 200 colored plates. Madras, 1841-50. . .23 00
[Odd Parts may be obtained to complcto Sots.]

Icones Plantaruin Indias Oriontalis; or. Figures of Indian Plants. By Dr. Eobert
Wight, F.L.S., Surgeon to the Madras Establishuieut. Vol. I, 4to., consisting of 10 parts
containing together 318 plates. Madras, 1838-40. . . . .

'. 20 00
Vol. II, consisting of 4 parts, containing together 418 plates. Madras, 1840-42. . 26 00
Vol. Ill, parts 1 to 4, with 426 pi. Madras, 1843-47. . ... . 80 00
Vol. IV, parts ] to 4, with 453 pi. Madr.as, 1848-50. . . . . 80 00
Vol. V, part 1, with 140 pi. Madras, 1851. . . . . .10 00

[Odd Parts may be obtained to complete Sets.]

— Contributions to the Botany of India. By Dr. Eobert Wight, F.L.S., Surgeon to
the Madras Establishment. Svo. London, 1834. . . , , . 8 00
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$e
"Wiglit, Spicilegiiim Neilgberrense ; or, a Selection of Neilgherry Plants, drawn and

colored from Kature, with brief Descriptions of each ; some general occasional Notices of
their Econoqiical Properties and Uses. By Dr. Eobert Wight, F.L.S., Surgeon to the
Madras Establishment 3 parts, -Ito., with 150 colored plates. Madras, 1 840 48.

:
— Prodromus Floras Peninsuhe Indise Orientalis ; containing abridged descriptions

of the Plants found in the Peninsula of British India, arranged according to the Natural
System. By Drs. Eobert Wight, F.L S., and Walker Arnott. Yol. I, 6vo. London, 1834.

TToodville (W.) Medical Botany, containing systematic and general descriptions, with
plates of all the medicinal plants 2nd edition, 4 Vols. 4to. London, 1810. Hf. cfl

TVallicb (IVatli.) Descriptions and Figures of a Select Number of impubUshed East
Indian Plants. 3 vols, folio, colored plates, half calf. London, 1S30. . . .70 00

"Walpers (G. G.) Eepertorium botanices systematicae. Lipsiae, 1842-1848. 6 vol. in-8. 32 00

Annales botanices systematicae. Lipsise, 1848. In-8. Tome I, publie en 6 fasci-

cules. . . , . . . . . . .700

22 OO

4 00

8 00

Mathematics, Geometry, Algebra, Mechanics,

Astronomy, Navigation, &c., &c.

$ 0.

87J
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$ c.
Clautlel (J.) Foraiules, Tables, et Eenseignements pratique?, aide-memoire des Ing6-

nieurs, des Architectes, &c. 2e edit. 18-19. . . . . . 3 00

Colenso (Rev. J". \V.) The Elemeilts of Algebra, designed for the Use of Schools. 2
parts, 12mo. London, 1851. . . . . . . 3 00

Arithmetic designed for the Use of Schools. 12mo. London, 1851. . . 1 25
• Plane Trigonometry. 2 vols. 12mo. London, 18511'*"

. . . . 2 00
— Examples in Algebra. 12mo. London, 1850. . . . , 75

Couite (Aug-usle). G6om§tri6 Analytique. Svo. (Ilf. bound, $2,25.) . . 1 75

Cournot. Theorie des chances. 8vo,, hf. cf. . . . . . 1 75

Daiuoiseau (Baron). Tables Ecliptiques des Satellites de Jupiter. 4to., bound.
Paris, 1836. . . . . . . . . . 3 00

SJarley (G.) A System of Popular Geometry. 12mo., clo. London, 1844. . . 75

Darn (P.) L'Astronomie, Poeme en sis chants. Svo. Paris, 1830, . . . 1 00

9'Aubuissou. de Voisins. Traite d'Hydraulique. Svo. . . . 2 50

©eider (?fJ.) La mesure des surfaces et des solides, par I'arithm6tique des inflnis et les

centi-es ile grayite. 4to. vel. Paiis, 1740. . . . . . . 1 50

Delaiiiiay. Cours ^lementaire de Mecanique, thSorique et appliquee. "With beautiful
•n-oodcuts. ISmo. Paris, 1851. . . . . . . . 2 00

Deiupsey (G. D.) Examples of Iron Eoofs from 20 to 150 feet in span. 4to. London, 1850. 9 GO
' The Machinery of the Nineteenth Centmy. Illustrated from original drawings,

publishing in monthly parts. Price of each. . . . . . 1 50

[To be completed in about 50 parts.]

Malleable Iron Bridges ; details of their construction, &c., &c. 4to. and atlas of
plates, folio. . . . . . . . . . 10 00

Iron applied to Eailway Structures. 4to., plates. London, 1850. . . 3 00

Examples of Brick Bridges, Sewers, &c. 4to., pi. fol. . . . 10 00

Doug'las Sir H.) Naval Gunnery. New edit, Svo. London, 183 . . . 6 00

Naval Evolutions. Svo. . . . . . . . 3 00

Dubailicl. Cours d'Analyse de I'jficole Polytechnique. Seconde §dit., 2 vol. in-S. . 2 75

Cours de Mecanique de I'Ecole Polytechnique. 2 vol. in-8. . . . 3 00

Dupin (Cli.) Developpements do Geom6trie, avec des applications a la stabilite des
vaisseaux, aus deblais et remblais, au defilement, a I'optique, &c. 4to. bound. Paris, 1813. 2 00

Dupuis. Memoire esplicatif du zodiaquo chronologique et mythologique. 4to., bound.
Paris, 1806. . . . . . . . . . 75

Bupuy de I>onie. Memoire sm- la consti'uction des batiments en fer. 4to. text, and
plates folio. Paris, 1844. . . . . . . . 7 50

Emmanuel (C.) Astronomic nouvelle, ou Erreurs des Astronomes. 12mo. Paris, 1851. 75

Eug'iueers (Royal). Papers on subjects connected with tho duties of tho Corps of

Koyal Engineers. 4to., vols. X. London, 1845. . . . . . 9 00

Francoeur. Astronomic pratique, usage et composition de la connaissance des temps, &;c.

2me edit, 1840. . . . . . . . . 2 00

Uranographie, ou Traite 616mentaire d'Astronomio. 1 vol. in-8, avec pi. . 2 75

Fuss (P. H.) Correspondance mathematique et physique do quelques cfelcbrcs GSometrcs
du XVIIIme siecle, precedeo d'uno notice sur les travaux do Leonard Eule)'. 2 vol, 8vo.,

russ. St-Fetersbourg, 1843. . . . , . , . 12 50

Gauss (WS.) Kecherches arithm^tiques. 4to. Paris, 1807. . . . . 2 50

Good'iviu. Elementary Mechanics, designed chiefly for the Use of Schools. 12mo. Cam-
bridge, 1851. . . , . . . , . . 1 75

Guyncmer. Dictionnairo d'Astronomie, d. I'usage des gens du monde. Svo, Paris, 1852. 1 00

Hodg'e (P. R.) Analytical Principles and Practical Application of the Expansive Steam
Engine. 4to. London, 1840. , . , . , . . 7 50

Hopkins. A Series of Figures illustrative of Geometrical Optics. Svo. text, and fol. pi.

Cambridge (England), 1851. . , . , . , , 3 00

Jal (A.) Arch6ologio navale. Publico par ordre du Eoi. 2 vol., roy, Svo, Paris. . 10 00

liacroix (S. ,T.) Trait6 du Calcul Difl'eronticl et du Calcul Int6gral. 8 vols. 4to, Tory
scarce. Paris, 1810. . ,

•
. , , , , . 22 00

Tr.aite 616mentairo du Calcul des Probabilitfis. In-8, So 6dit., avec un pi. 1888, , 1 25

Trait6 d'Arithmeliquo. Svo. Paris, 1846. , , . . , C2J

Liaplace (ffiuvres de). 7 vols. 4to. Paris, 184C. . , . . . 19 00

CAN BE HAD BKPAKATKLT.

Exposition du Systeme du Monde. 1 vol. . . . . . 3 76

Thfeorie des Probabilitfes. 1 vol. . . . . • , 2 76

M6caniqne Celeste. £> voL . . . . • . 1 14 00
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$
Struve. Description de I'Observatoire Astronomique Central de Poulkova. 4to., and pL

8t.-Pet*rsbourg, 1845. . . . . . . . . 10 00

Taffe (A.) Application de la Mecanique aux macbines le plus en usage. 8vo. Paris, 1S43. 150
Tate. On tho Strength of Materials, specially applied to Tubular Bridges, wrought Iron

and cast Iron Beams, &c. Svo. London, 1850. . . . . . 1 62

Tate (T.) Principles of Geometry, Mensuration, Trigonometry, Land-sm-veying, and Le-
veUing. 12mo. London, 1851. . . . . . . .1 12J—

~

Algebra made easy. 12mo. London, 1851. . . ; . . 60

Treatise on the first Elements ofArithmetic after the method of Pestalozzi. 12mo.
London, ISol. . . . . . . . . . 45

Elements of Mechanism, containing a familiar explanation of the construction of
various kinds of Machinery. 12mo. London, 1851. . . . . 60

-^^—— Outlines of Experimental Chemistry. 12mo. London, 1850. . . . 45

The First three Books of Euclid's Elements of Geometry. 12mo. London, 1851. 45
• The Principles of the Differential and Integral Calculus. 12mo. London, 1849. 1 37J

Tliorel (J. m. A.) Arpentage et Giodesie pratiques. 4to., with atlas. 1843. . . 1 75

Tredgrold. A practical Treatise on the Strength of Cast Iron, and other metals, Svo.
Loudon, 184i . . .

.

. . . . . . 3 62J
• Elementary Principles of Carpentry. 4to., hf bound. London, 1840. . . 13 50

The Principles and Practice and Kxi^lanation of the Machinery used in Steam
Navigation. 2 vols. 4to., hf. morocco. London, 1851, . . . . 24 00

— The Principles and Practice and Explanation of the Machinery of Locomotive
Engines. 4to., hf. morocco. London, 1850. . . . . . 15 00

Valerius (B.) Traitg theorique et pratique de la fabrication de la Eonte, accompagnS
d'un Expose des ameliorations dont cette Industrie est susceptible. Svo. text, and 32 pL fol. 16 50

Vegfa. Logarithmisch-trigonometrisches Handbnch. Svo. Leipzic, 1842. . . 3 00

Weisbach. (J.) Principles of the Mechanics of Machinery and Engineering, 2 vols*,8vo.
Illustrated with 100 wood engravings. London, 1848. .

"
.

Whiite. A Practical Treatise on Weaving by Hand and Power Loom. Svo. Glasgow, 1346.

Wiglit'wiclt (Geo.) Hints to Young Architects ; with Illustrations. Svo. clo.

"Willis (R«) A System of Apparatus for the Use of Lecturers and Experimenters in
Mechanical Philosophy. 4to., with three I'lates. London, 1851.

Wrilfllt. Commentary on Newton's Principia. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1823.

'K'ouuar (J. R .) Euclid's Elements, the first Six, and Eleventh and Twelfth Books. 12mo.
London, 1344..........

Elements of the Differential .Calculus, comprehending the General Theory of Curve
Surfaces, and of Ctu-ves of Double Curvatm-e. 12mo. London, 1836. .

Elementary Treatise on Algebra, theoretical and practical. 12mo. London, 1844.

The Elements of Mechanics, comprehending Statics and Dynamics. 12mo. Lon-
don, 1832. .........

Key to Algebra, by SpUler. 12mo. London, 1S45.

The Analysis and Solution of Cubic and Biquadratic Equations. 12mo. Lon-
don, 1842. . . . . . . .

Analytical Geometry. 2 vols. 12mo. London, 1838. ....

7 50
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considerable space to the consideration of American Literature, Science, and Politics, im-
partially and fairly treated—so that the American public will thus receive a complete
Emopean resimi6 of what is doing in tlieir own country.

Publishers who are desirous of having tlieir publications noticed or reviewed in this

jom-nal will please send copies to Mr. BAlLLItKE. Having a wide European and Ame-
rican circulation, a notice or review must be of great value both commercially and morally.

Price of the Annuaire :—To subscribers to the Eevue. . . . ; 1 50
To nou-subscribers. . . . . . 2 SO

Album des Bords de la L,oire. 4to., pi. . . . . 4 00

Album de l'£xposition. Le Palais de Cristal, journal illustrS de I'Exposition de
1851, &c. Numerous beautiful illustrations, folio, clo. 1851. . . . 2 50

Alby CE.) Hiitoire des prisonniers frangais en Afrique depuis la conquete. 2 vols, in 1,

12mo., hf bound cf Paris, 1847. . . . . . . 1 50

Alliay (M.) Ilistoire, types, ma-urs, et mysteres des Bagnes. PvO. 8vo., hf. bound, red
morocco. Paris, 1845. . . . , , . . . 4 GO

Amard (E. V. F.) llomme, Univers, et Dieu. 2 vol. 8vo. Paris, 1841. . . 8 00

Andre • ffiuvres Pliilosophiques. 12mo. . . , . , . 50

Auuuaire de I'Ecouomie Politique. 1853. . . t .100
Arnault, ffiuvres Pbilosophiques. 12mo. . . . . . 50

Arnoult (ITI. G.) Programme d'un Cours de Philosophie 616mentaire. Svo. Paris. . 1 ^
Aruudale (F.) Examples and Designs of Verandahs. 26 engravings. 4to. London, 1851. 3 60

Aslipitel (A.) A new and improved Method of finding the lines for hand rails, &c. 4to.
London, 1851. , . . . . . . . , 5 50

Audin. Vie de Luther. 3 vol., 12mo. . . . . . ,2 62}

Ilistoire de Calvin. 3 vol., 12mo. . . . . . . .2 62^^

Autour de la Table. Albtmi de la chasse et de la pSche. Illustrfe. 4to. . . 1 25

Bacqua (N.) Codes de la Legislation Frangaise. Svo., hf. bound, green morocco. Pa-
ris'; 1850. .........

Bailey (Sain.) Discourses on various subjects. Svo. London, 1852. . , 2 50

The Theory of Reasoning. 8vo. do. ' . . . . 2 00

Balfour. Sketches of English Literature. 12mo. London, 1851. . . .2 12}

Balmcs. Philosophie fondamentale. 2 vol. 12m o. . . • . 175

Balzac (H. de) Petites miseres de la vie conjugale. Illustrated, gilt clo., Svo, Paris. 3 00

Barni (Jules). Examen de la critique dujugement. Svo. Paris, 1850. . .100
Barrett (B.) Gothic Ornaments, a series. Eo. Svo. London. . . . 6 00

Bartliolnicss. Ilistoire Philosophi(iue de I'AcadSmie de PrnsSe, depuis Leibniz jusqu'4
Schelling, jiarticnlierement sous Fredferic-le-Grand. 2 vol. Svo. Paris, 1851. . . 3 00

Jordano Bruno. 2 vols. Svo. Paris, 1847. , . . . . 3 00

Baynes (J. S.) Logic, or the ^Vr-t of Thinking ; being the Port-Eoyal Logic. 12mo., clo. 187
An Essay on the Kew Analytic of Logical Forms. 8vo., clo. . . . 2 25

Bazin (!»1. A.) Ilistoire de France sous Louis XIII et sous le ministere du Cardinal Ma-
zarin. 4 vol. l2mo. . . . . . . , . 3 50

Bcaltic ( W.) Switzerland illustrated in a series of views taken expressly for this work.
Full bound in cf 3 vols. 4to. London, 1839. . . . . .2100

Bcjfbie (lUaJor). Supernatural Illusions. Svo. London, 1851. . . . 4 50

Begriil (E.) Voyages pittoresques en Suisse, en Savoie et sur les Alpes. Svo., cloth. Pa-
ris, 1852. . . . . . . . . . 7 50

Bell (."^ir C) The Anatomy and Philosophy of Expressions as connected with the fine

Arts. 8vo., clo. London, 1847. . . . . . . . 6 GO

Beranjfor ((Euvres comiiletcs do). 2 vols Svo., beautifully illustrated, Half bound mo-
rocco. Paris, lal7. . . . . . . . . 10 00

Bcrnsird, (aorvais, et Ecmaout. Le Jardin des Plantes; description complete,
historiqiie et descriptive. Eo. Svo., hf. morocco. Paris, 1842. . . . 9 00

Bernard et I^eniaout. Le Jardin des Plantes; description complete, historiquo et

piltorcsiiuu du -Museum d'histoire naturclle. 2 vols., ro. Svo., clo. Paris, 1842. . 12 00

Bcroald <le IMeuille. Le Moyen de Parvenir. 12mo. .... 087}

Bertiot. tuiilessur la Philosoiihic du XVIIIe sidclo. 12mo. 1852. . . .0 37}

Bible of every Eand. A History of the Sacred Scriptures in every language and
dialect into which translations have been made. 4to. Lohdon. . . . 10 00

Billing's ( le. \V.) The Geometric Tracery of Brancepeth Church, in the county of Dur-
liuiii. Niiimious engi-avings, 4to. London, 1845. . . . . .8 00

Bluli<^)'' (B.) History of Logical Science from the Earliest Times to the Present Day. By
K. Blukey, aullior of the History of tlie Philosophy of Mind. 1 vol. demy Svo. . 8 00
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$ c.

Blanc (C«) Histoire des Peintres de tontes lea fecoles depnis la renaissance jnsqu'^ nos
jours, accompagnee du portrait des Peintres, de la reproduction de leurs plus beaux ta-

Dleaux, &c., &c. Large 4to. Per part (63 are published.) . ,
•

. 25

Blaucbard et ( bcnu. Le Buffon de la Jeunesse. Zoologie, Botanique, Mineralogie,
8vo. Paris. Cloth gilt, colored illustrations. . . . . .9 00

Blag'c (II.) Ecrivains et Poetes de I'AUemagne. ISmc, h£ bound cf. Paris, 1846. . 1 12J

Boccaccio (G.) II Decameron. 4 vols. 8vo. Flrenzi, 1822. . . . 6 00

Bonald. Melanges Litteraires. 2 vol. 8vo. . . . , . 3 00

Kechorches Philosophiques. 2 vol. 8vo. . . . • , 3 00

Demonstrations Philosophiques. 8vo. . . . . . 1 25

Bonnechosc. Lettros de Jean Hus, gcrites durant son exU et dans sa prison. 12mo.
Paris, 1830. . . . . . . . . . 37A

Bounetaiii. De I'humanite et de divers ordrcs de Civilisation. 2me edition, 8vo. Pa-
ris, JS43. . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Bonnin (H.) Nouveau Manuel complet des Aspirants au Baccalaur6at-§s-lettre3. 12mo..
hf. bound. Paris, 1850., .

'

. . . . . ; . 1 50

Bordessoule. Esquisses dramatiques. 8vo. hf. c£ Paris, 1837. . . 1 00

Bossuct. Histoire de Jesus-Christ, tiree de I'Hlstoire Universelle. 4to. Paris, 1840. . 2 00

Botta. Monument de Ninive, deconvert et decrit par M. P. E. Botta, mesure et dessing
par M. E. Flandin. 5 voL gr. folio contenant 400 planches d'architecture, de sculpture, et
d'inscriptions. ... .... 400 00

SOLD SEPABATELY.
Architecture et Sculpture. 1 vol. ..... 225 00

Inscriptions. 2 vol. ...... 135 00
Texte. 1 vol. ........

Boucber de Perthes. Antiquites Celtiques et Antediluviennes. Svo. Paris, 1849.

Bouillet. Dictionnaire Uaiversel d'Histoire et de Geographic. 2 vols., royal 8vo., hi cf.

Paris, 1851. .........
Bourdou (J.) Lettres a Camille sur la Physiologic. 12mo., calf. Paris, 1&43.

Brederlau (C, G.) Der Harz. Zor Belehrung und Unterhaltung fiir Harzreisende.
12mo. Braunschweig, 1846. .......

Breii^er (Rev. Dr.) Guide to English Composition. 12mo. 1852.

Briffault (E.) Le secret de Rome au XIXe siecle. Eo. Svo , hC morocco. Paris, 1846.

Britisb >l useuni (Tlie). Illustrated with curious Prints, and with Distinct Explana-
tions of e.ach Figure. By J. and A. Van PLymsdyck. Folio, bds. London, 17TS. . 2 50

Bro'n^n (R.) Sacred Architectiu-e, its Else, Progress, and Present State. 4to., full russia.

London. . . . . . . . . . 10 00

Bruyeres. La Phrenologie et la Physiognomic. Eo. 8vo., magnificent pi., hf morocc«. 10 00

Buf fier. Premier«s Verites. 12mo. . . . . . . 75

Bunyan (J.) The Pilgrim's Progress. Svo. illustrated, full morocco. London, 1850. . 5 50

Burette (T.) Histoire de la Revolution Fran^aisc, de I'Empire et de la Eestauration. 4
vols. 12mo., hf cf Paris, 1843. . . . . . . . 4 50

Burton (K. f.) Sinoh, and the Races that inhabit the Valley of the Indus, with notices
of the Topography and History of the province. 8vo. London, 1851. . .360

Cabanis ( I'. G.) Rapports dn physique et du moral do I'homrae, et Lettre sur les causes
premitre.s, par 1'. J. G. Cabanis, precedes d'nne Table analytiquo, par Destut de Tracy, 8e
Edition, augmentee do notes, et prt-cedee d'une notice historique et philosophiq;ie sur la
vie, les travaux, et les doctrines de Cabanis, par L. Peisse. Paris, 1844. In-8 de 7cU pages. 2 00

Carlile (R<'V. James). Manual of the Anatomy and Physiology of the Human Mind.
12mo., cloth. . . . . . . . , . 1 50

Carne. Des Interets nouveaux en Europe depuis la revolution de 1830. 2 vols. Svo. Pa-
ris, 1830. . . . . . . . . . 2 06

Carter (,f.) Specimens of Gothio.Architecture. 4 vols. a4mo. London, 1826. . .3 00

Cenniui. A Treatise on Painting in Oil Fresco, and Distemper. Svo. Loudon, 1816. . 4 00

Cbanipag:n:ic et Olivier. Le voyageur de la Jeunesse dans les cinq parties da
monde. Ro. Svo., cloth, illustrated. Paris. . . . . . 7 50

Cbuuipflciiry. Les Excentriques. 12mo. 1S52. . . . .0 75

Cbas»lts(P.) Etudes sur I'Amgrique. 12mo. . . . i , S7J
Etudes sur la Litterature et les ma'urs des Anglo-Amfcricains. 12nio. Paris, 1852. 87J

Cbevalif

45 00
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Collineau (J. C) Analyse Physiologique de rEntendement humain. 8to. Paris, 1843. 1 25

Comte (Axiguste.) Systeme de Politique positive.. 8vo. 1851. Vols. 1 & 2. . 3 50

Couis de Philosophie positive. (Vol. 1 out of print.) Vols. 2 to 6. . . 12150

Diseours sur I'ensemble du Positivisme. 8vo. Paris, 1848.' . . . 1 50

Couite (Iflme. A.) Histoire NatureUe d I'tisage des femmes et des jeunes personnes.
l~>mo. clo. Paris, lSi6. . . . . . . . . 1 25

CoHsideratioiis sur les sciences, les arts et les moeurs des Anciens. 8vo., half calf.

Paris, 1840. . . . . . . • . . 1 00

Consulat et I'Empire. Vignettes et Portraits, dessinfes par Pwaffct. 30 Uv., chacune. 20

Cooke (G.) Animals after the best Masters for Examples in Drawing. Oblong 4to. London. 12 50

Coulier (P. J.) Tables des principales positions ggographiques du globe. 8vo. Pa-
ris, 1828. . . . . . . . . . 3 00

Conruot. Essai sur les fondements de nos connaissances, &c. 2 vol. 8to. . . 2 50

Court Album : twelve Portraits of the Female Aristocracy. 4to. London, 1852. . 5 00

Cousin (V.) Fragment? Philosophiques pour faire suite aux Coui'S de I'llistolre de la Phi-
losophie. 4 vols. l~'mo., hf. bound. Paris, 1847. . . . . . 4 50

Cours de I'Histoire de la Philosophie moderne. Ire et 2me series. 8 vols. 12moT
h£ bound. Paris, 1847 . . . , . . . . 8 00

Philosophie Cart6sienne. 12mo. . . . . . . 50

IS 00
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Dictionnaire dc Commerce et des inarcliaiidisesf contenant tout ce qai
concerno lo commorce de terre et de mer. 2 vob. 4to. Paris, 1841. . . . 5 00

Dio-dati. La sacra Bibli& ca3 contiene il Vecchio e H Naovo Testamento. 18mo. Lon-
dra, 1800. . .

•

. . . . . . . 75

Diodore de Sicile. Bibliothdque Historique. 4 vols. 12mo. . . . 2 00

Dudley (John). The Aati-Materialist, denying the Keality of Matter and vindicating
the L uiversaUty of Spirit Svo. London, 1849. . . . . . 1 50

Dufau CP. A.) Des Aveugles, Considerations sur I'etat physique, moral et jntellectuel.

2me edition, Svo. . . . . . . . . 2 00

Bufour (Pli.) Essai snr I'etnde de I'Homme. 2 vols. Svo. 1850. . . .2 09

Histoire de la Prostitution chez tons les peuples du monde, depuis I'antiquite la

plus reculeeju=qu'a nos jours, lllustree par 20 gravures. Vols. I and IL Per vol. . 150
[The work will form 6 volumes Svo.]

Dumas (A.) Pauline et Pascal Bruno. 12mo. Paris, 184a

Le Comte de Monte-Christo. 2 vols., ro. 8vo., hf cf.
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Gonin (E.) L'Egypto an 5IXo Siecle. Histoire militaire et politique, anecdotique et
pittoresqne. Eo. 8vo. half morocco. Paris, 1S4T. .....

Grandville. Scenes de la vie privee et publique des Animaux. 2 vols, royal 8vo., clo.
Paris, IS-U. .........

Graslin. De I'Iberie, oa Essai critique sur Porigine des premieres popnlations dePEspa-
gne. 8vo. bf. cf. Paris, 1S33. .......

GregfCW. R.) The Creed of Christendom, its foundations and superstructure. 8vo. Lon-
don, I80I. .........

Gruyer(L.A.) Principes de Philosopbie Physique. 8vo. Paris, 1845. 1

• Des causes conditionnelles et productrices des Idees. 6to. Paris, 1844.

Essais Philosophiques, suivi de la Mgtaphysique de Descartes. 4 vols. Bvo.

Gllizot. Corneille and bis Times. 8vo. 1852. .....
Histoire de la Civilisation en France depuis la chute de I'Empire Eomain. 5 vols.

liimo. Paris. 1851. ........
Histoire de la Civilisation en France. 4 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1851.

Washington. Fondation de la EepubUque des Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 2 vols.

Svo. Paris, 1851,

Gumcy. Historical Sketches. 12mo. London, 1852. ....
G'nrilt (J.) Encyclopaedia of Ai-cbitecture, Historical, Theoretical and Practical, illustrated

with more than one thousand eugi'avings on wood by Branston. Second edition, with a
supplementiil View of the Symmetry and StabiUty of Gothic Architectare. Svo. clo.

Hall (J. C) Gems of European Art: the Best Pictni-es of the Best Schools. 2 vols. 4to.

hf. morocco. London, 184b'. .......
HalKMrs, S. C.) Sketches of Irish Character. Eo. Svo. clo. . London, 1844.

Hamilton (^ir W.) Discussions on Philosophy and Literature, Education and Uni-
versity Eelbrm. Svo. . . .

"
. . .

Hamilton (A.) Memoires du Comte de Grammont. 2 vols. 12mo. 1818.

Hare (Tlie brothers). Guesses at Truth. 2 vols. 12mo. London, 1851.

Hanreaii (B.) De la Philosopbie Scolastique. 2 vols. Svo. 1850.

Hay (D. R.) The Geometric Beauty of the Human Figure defined. 4to. London, 1S51.

Hearne and. Byrne. Antiquities of Great Britain. Oblong 4to. London.

Heatli (C.) The Holy Gospels, with numerous Illustrations on wood. 4to. London, 1849.

Heideloff (Carl). Les Ornements du Moyen Age. Beautiful plates. 26 pcirts are now
published in 4to. Per part .......

Heivell's .Tliscreres in Exeter Cathedral. 20 Examples, 4to. clo. Sboreham, 1849. .

Histoire Universelle p.ar Burette, Dumont, Gaillardin, et Magir. 12mo. Paris, 1813.

Histoire Ancienne. 3 vols........
" Eomaine. S vols. .......
" Moyen Age. 3 vols. ......
" Moderne. 2 vols. .......
" de France. 2 vols........

Histoire des Peintres de toiites les Ecoles. This work gives a memoir of

the celebrated Painters of every school, each memoir headed by a Portrait of the Subject,

and illustrated by one or more reproductions of bis chefs-d'oeuvre—faithfully and beauti-

fully engraved. At the end of each memoir is given a list of his principal works, in what
galleries of Europe they are to be found, fac-siniiles of their autographs, marks, &c., &c.
82 parts are now published, in folio. Each part . . . . . 25

Historic Illustratious of tlie Bible; princip.illv after the Old Masters. 4to.,

fuUcf. London. . .. . . . . . . 12 50

HittorfC (J. J.) Les Antiquitfes de I'Attique. Folio, fine pi. Paris, 1832. . . 4 00

Hoefer. Nouvelle Biographie TJniverselle. Now publishing. To be completed in 32 vols.

Price per vol. . . . . . . . , .0 87J
Hog'^i'lh* Complete "Works, including the three Suppressed Plates. Folio, elegantly bf.

bound in morocco, splendid copy. ......
Houssaye (Arsene). Gallerie des Portraits 2 vols. 12mo. . . . 1 75

. Pbilosophes et ComMienncs. 12mo. ..... 87i
Voyage i. ma fenfitre. Eo. Svo. Paris, 18.')2. Cloth gilt, very handsome. (Or in

paper, $3,')0.) . . . . . :. . . . 4 00

Hovt'itt (Wm. and Mary). Literature of Northern Europe. 2 vols. Svo. Lon-
don, 18-32. . . . . . . . . . 6 00

Hug'enius (C.) Correspondance dc, avec M. Leibnitz. 4to. hf. bound. Hague, 1883. . 8 50

Humboldt (A. de). Cosmos, essai d'une description physique du monde. Paris, 1846-

1S19. Tomes 1 et 2, in-8. Prix do chaqne . . . . . 2 50

Hunt (R.) Panthoa, the Spirit of Nature. Svo. clo. . . . .3 00

Jacob. Eecits historiques aiajeuiiesso. Illustrated, gilt cloth, Svo. Paris, 1844. . 2 SO

40 00

3 50



5 00
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75 00
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Reclierclies Statistiques snr la Ville de Paris et le Departement de la Seine. Pub-
lished by the Government. 5 vols. 1823, '26, '29, '33, and '44. . . . 10 00

Re^hellini* Examen de la Eeligion Chretienne et de la Eeligion Juive. 3 yols. 8vo. . 2 00

Regrnault (E.) Ilistoire de huit ans, 1840-1848, faisant suite a I'histoire de dix ans, 1830-

1840, par Louis Blanc. Vols. 1 and 2, 1851. Per vol. . . . .125
Reid (Xlioinas) Works of, with Notes, Preface, &c., by Sir W. Hamilton. 2nd edit. Svo. 7 50

Reminiscences of Tlioug'Ut and Feeling:^ by the author of Friends in
Council l'2mo. 18oi. . . . . . . . 1 75

Reniusat (C.) Essais de Philosophie. 2 vols. 87a, hf. cC Paris, 1842. . .4 25

Passe et Present, melanges. 2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1847. . . . 1 50

Renouircs (C) Manuel de Philosophie anci^nne. 2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1844 . 1 75

Le memo, 2 vols, en 1. 12mo., half bound. Paris, 1844. . . . 2 00

Reybaud (1,,) Etudes sur les Keformateurs, ou Socialistes modemes. 2 volumes 12mo.
Paris, 1848. . . . . . . . . . 1 75

Ricliardsou (C J.) A Collection ©f Ornaments in the Antique Style. 88 plates, 4to.
London, 1816. . . . . •

. . . . . 2 00

Studies of Ornamental Design. Illuminated pi. Fol., hf. morocco. London, 1851. 25 W
Ricbomme (^Inie» F.) Paris monumental et historique, depuis son origins jusqu'at

1789. Svo. clo. Paris. ........
Bitter (15.) Ilistoire de la Philosophie. 4 vols. Svo. 1835.

Geographie generale comparee, ou fetude de la terre dans ses rapports avec la

nature et avec i'histoire de I'homme. 3 vols. Svo. Paris, 1S36.

Rittiez. Science des droits, ou idiologie politique. Svo. hf. bound. Paris, 1844,

Robert. Ilistoire de la Classe Ouvriere, depuis I'esclave jusqu'au prol§taire de nos jours.
4 vols. ro. Svo. hf. bound. Paris, 1850. ......

Rog'ct (Peter Mark). Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases, classified and
arranged so as to facilitate the expression of ideas and assist in literary composition. Svo.

Rolliu (CEnvres completes de), avec notes et 6claircissements, sur les sciences, les arts,

I'industrie et le commerce des Anciens. 7 vols. ro. Svo., and atlas. Paris, 1845. .

ties Romans IHustrcs^ancieas etmodernas. 8 vols. ro. 8vo., gilt clo. Each vol. .

Romberg;: (A.) Der Stadtbau oder Anweisung znm Entwerfen von Gebauden aller Art.
Svo. text, 10 parts, oblong folio, pi. Leipzig. .....

Romieii (M. A.) Fragments scientifiques. 12mo. Paris, 1847.

Rotbman. Ornamente aus den Bauwerken Munchens. 8 beautifully illttminated plates.
Large folio, at, per plate . . . . .

Rousselot (X.) ffiuvres philosophlques de Vannini. 12mo. hf. bound. Paris, 1842.

Etudes sur la Philosophie dans le Moyen Age, 3 vols. Svo. Paris, 1840.

Rutter. Magnetoid Currents. 12mo., plates. London, 1852.

Ryan. The Philosophy of Marriage, in its Social, ^[oral, and Physical Relations ; -with an
Account of the Diseases of the Genito-Urinary Organs, with the Physiology of Genera-
tion in the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms. 4th edition, greatly improved, 1 vol. 12mo.
London, 1843. ........

Sacy. Les Evangiles de Notre Seigneur Jesus-Christ. Eo. 8vo., hf. morocco. Paris, 1S37.

Les Saintes Ev.angiles, suivies des Acles des ap6tres, des Epltres, et de 1'Apoca-
lypse. Eo. Svo., illustrated. Paris, 1S47. ......

Saintc-Reuve (C. A.) Derniers portraits littSraires. 12mo. Paris, 1852. .

Salverte (E.) Des Sciences oecultes, on Essai sur la magie, les prodiges et les miracles
Eo. Svo. Paris, 184.3. ........

Scliimmelpenninck (A,) Theory on the Classification of Beauty a«d Deformity
Eo, 8vo., hf. cf. London, 1815. . . . . . . .

Schinkcl. Werke fiir hcihere Baukunst Oblong folio, beautifully colored platet.
Potsdam, 1840.

Sclimid (Cltauolne)) Contes du, illustrations par Gavarni. Eo 8vo., hf. ct Paris, 1843.

Scitdo. Critique et Litterature inusitalcs. 12mo. 1852. ....
Sedgwick (A.) A Discourse on the Studies of the University of Cambridge. 8vo., do.

Sevigrne (itime. de), Lettres choislcs de, t sa fille ot 4 ses amis. 12mo, half calf
Paris, 1847. . . . . . . . [

Siebold. Jap.in and the Japanese, in tbo 19th Century. 12mo. 1852.

Silvio Pcllico. Mcs Prisons, suivies du discours spr les devoirs dos hommes. Eo. Svo
hf. morocco. Paris, 1843. .

. . . .

'

Skidmore. Designs of Stones, E.angos, Verandahs, Bailings, &c. 4to. London.

Smee (A.) The I'rocess of Thought adapted to Words and Language. Svo. London, 1851.— Instinct and Eeason, deduced from Electro-Biology, gvo. London, 1850.

5 75

6 00
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Smitb (J. S.) So«ial Aspects. 8vo. London, 1850. . . . . 1 50
Local Self-Government and Centralization ; the characteristics of each ; and its

Practical Tendencies, as affecting Social, Moral and Political Welfare and Progress, including
Outlines of the Knglish Constitution. 8vo. clo. . . . . . 2 50

Smitli (\l\) Memoir of Johann Gottlieb Fichte. 12mo., clo. . . ,125
Smitil's Philosophy of Health. 2 vols. 18mo. . . . , . 2 50

Soutliey(R.) The Doctor. Complete in one vol 8vo. London, 1849. . .6 00

Spencer (H.) Social Statics ; or, the Conditions essential to Human Happiness specified,
and the first of them developed. 8vO. clo. . . . . . S 50

Stars and. the Kartli. The Stars and the Earth ; or. Thoughts upon Space, Time and
Eternity. 4th edition, eighth thousand. 2 parts in I, 18mo. London, 185U. . 25

State of Man, subsequent to the Promulgation of Christianity. 3 vols. ISmo. London. 3 87J

Stebbin^ (H.) The Christian Graces in Olden Time. Eo. 8vo. London, 1852. . 6 00

The Christian in Palestine, or Scenes of Sacred History, Historical and Descriptive.
4to. cf. London. . . . . . . . . 13 50

Stein (Th.) Das Krankenhaus der Diakonissen-Anstalt Bethanien zu Berlin. TTith 15
plates, 4to. Berlin, 1850. . . . . . . . 4 75

Stewart (Dug-ald). Esquisses de Philosophic morale, traduites par T. Jouffroy. 8vo. 1 00

Tliiers. Histoire du Consulat et de I'Empire. Yols. 1 a 8, Svo. Per vcL . . 1 25

Plans et Cartes pour I'histoire du Consulat et de I'Empire. Liv. 1 to 7, folio. . 7 00

Thierry. Eecueil d'escaliers en pierre, charpente, &c. 4to„ engravings. Paris, 1840. . 1 00

Thomas (Wm.) Designs for Monuments and Chimney^ieces. Eo. Svo. London, 1843.

Thorpe (B.) Mythology and Popular Traditions of Scandinavia, North Germany and
the Netherlands. 3 vols. Svo. . . . . . . . 6 00

Thurot (A. P.) Discours Philosophiques d'Epictete. Svo. Paris, 1838. . . 1 00

Tiberghien. Essai th^orique et historique sur la g6n§ration des connaissances humaines,
&.O. 2 vols. ro. 8vo. Bruselles, 1844. . . . . . . 3 00

Tissot (P. jr.) Anthropologic speculative genferale., 2 vols. Svo. Paris, 1845. . . 3 00

Legons et modeles de Littferature Fran^nise, ancienne et moderne. 2 vols. ro. Svo.,
hf. c£ Paris, 1635. . . . . . . . . 9 00

Topffer (R .) Nouvelles Gengvoises. Eo. Svo. . . . . . 2 50

Toulniiu (C.) Lays and Legends illustrative of English Life. 4to. London, 1845. . 4 00

Treuiadcure (mile. S. A.) La Pierre de Touche. Svo. . .125
Treiidall (E. "W.) Monuments, Cenotaphs, Tombs, Tablets, &c. 4to. London, 1850. 6 00

Triumphal Arch of Aucrustus. Magnificent folio plates, giving in detail this
celebrated Piece of Architecture. Folio. Eouie, 1090. . . . .8 00

Troplong'. Le pouvoir de I'Etat sur I'enseigncment. Svo. . . . . 1 25

Truth and Error ; or, the Union of Truth the Destruction of Error. 12mo.
London, 1843. . . . . . . . . 62J

X'wining' (L.) Symbols and Emblems of Early and Mediaeval Christian Art. 4to.,

with plates. . . . . . . . . . 9 00

Varin* L'Empire des Legumes, M6moires de Cucurbitvxs ler. 8vo., clo. Paris. . 7 00

Venus (Eecherches sur le Culte, les Symboles, Ics Attributs, et les Monuments figtir^s de)
en Orient ct en Occident, p.ir M. F. Lajard, uicnibre de I'lnstitut 1 vol. 4to., accompagnl
d'un Atlas contenant 40 planches. . . . . . 24 00

Vericour (De). Historical Analysis of Christian Civilization. 8vo. clo. . . 8 00

Versailles (Chateau de). Les Plans, Profiles et Eldvations, avec lc» Bosquets et
Fontaines, Ac. 2 vols, folio, magnificent iilatcs. . . . . 5 00

Vestiares of Civilizntion ; or, the ^Etiology of History, Eeligions, .lEsthetlcal,

Political, and Philosojihical. 12nio. clo. . . . . . 1 50

Viarflot (!>.) Les Musfees d'ltalic, guide et m6inento do I'artiste et du voyageur. 12mo.
Paris, 1842. . . . . . . . . . 75

Vico. La Science Nouvello. 12mo. . . . . . .0 STJ

Vie des Saints, avec la vi« do Notre Seigneur Jfisus Christ. 4 vols, in 2, ro. 8vo., half
morocco. l'ari.s. . . . . . . . . 12 00

The A' ill acre Queen, or, Summer in the Conntry, by T. Miller. "With 6 water-color-
drawings. 4to. clo. London, I85i. . . . . . . 8 50

Volnoy (<'Envres choisics de), prfiofidees'd'uno notice sur la vie de I'auteur. 8vo., half calf.

Paris, 1847. . . . . . . . . . 1 25

Voucand. Les artisans illnstres. Eo. 8vo., hf. morocco. • Pnri.s, 1841. . . 8 50 '

Voyacc Plltorcsque en Kspsiffno, en Portugal, ct sur toutc la c6te d'Afrique, do
Taiiger d Ti'toiiau, par M. le Baron Taylor. 8 vols, 4to., rcnfermant prcis de 200 planches. 50 CO
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VALUABLE WORKS OF PRACTICAL SCIENCE.
Library of IHustrated Standard Scientific Works,

Beautifully printed and Illustrated. Original London Editions at the price of the Reprinti.

A. PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE USE OF THE MICROSCOPE. By John
Qucckett. Third edition, with additions, and illustrated with 12 steel plates and 806 wood ^ngraTinga.
8vo. Price reduced to So.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE HEAVENS. By Professor J. P. Nichol, LL.D.
Ninth edition, entirely revised and greatly enlarged, with 23 steel plates and numerous woodcuts. Sto
Prioe §3 50.

Vol. III. of TECHNOLOGY, OR CHE]MISTRY APPLIED TO THE ARTS AND
TO MANUFACTURES. By Drs. Knapp, Ronalds and Richardson. With 9 folio colored plates and 129
woodcuts. 8vo. Price S5. Vols. I. and II , §7 50.

IIULLER'S PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS AND METEOROLOGY, with 530 wood-
cuts and 2 colored ensirarings. 8vo. $4.

WEISBACH'S MECHANICS OF MACHINERY AND ENGINEERING. Vols. I

and II., with 900 woodcuts. $7 50.

GRAHAM'S ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY, with its Application in the Arts. Second
edition, with innumerable woodcuts. Vol. I.

j'AU'S ANATOMY OF THE EXTERNAL FORMS OF MAN. For Artists. Edited
by R. Knox, M.D. 8vo. And an Atlas of 28 plates, 4to. Price, plain, $6 ; colored, glO.

VALUABLE STANDARD SCIENTIFIC WORKS.
'RICHARD. The Natural History of Man ; com-
prising Inquiries iato the Modifying Influence of
Physical and Moral Agencies on the different
Tribes of the Human Family. 4th edition. Edited,
— ith very considerable additions, by Edwin Norris.
- vols, royal Svo.. 62 colored plates and 110 wood-
' us, elegantly bound in cloth. London, 1S55.
^ :". Byfar the moxt cwnpnehensive tcork on th^
IT'iman Racen. Besides containing, in a con-
' linedform, all the 7natter in the. 5 vols, of the
" Rfsearchen" it has also additio7ts made hy
Prichard before his death. It eynhraces all the
7/iore recent views by different Ethnologists.

Six Ethnographical Maps, as a Supple-
ment to the Natural History of Man, and to the
Researches into the Physical History of Mankind.
Folio, colored, and 1 sheet letterpress, in cloth bds.

2d edition. London, l?50. Sfi.

VATERHOUSE. A Natural History of the Mam-
malia. 2 vols, royal Svo. beautifully illustrated.

Ptr volumn. plain. S7 50 ; colored, $9.

CHLEIDEN. The Plant; a Biography, in a Se-
ries of Popular Lectures on Botany Edited and
translated by A Henftey, F.L.S. Svo with five

colored plates and 13 woodcuts. Lond. 1848. S4.

'AMPBELL. A Practical Text Book of Inorganic
Chemistry, including the Preparations of Sub-
stances, and their Qualitative and Quantitative
Analyses, with Organic Analysis. 12mo. Si 50.

RANT. Outlini'S of Ci mparativp Anatomy Svo.
With 148 woodcut?, bds. Lond. 1833-41. $7.

IITCHELLj J. Mannal of Practical Assaying,
intended for the use of metallurgi'.ts captains of
mines, and assaycrs in general With a copious
Table, for the purpose ol ascertaining in assays of
gold and eilver the precise amount, in ounces.

pennyweights and grains of noble metal contained

in one ton of ore from a given quantity. 1 Tol.

post 8vo. London, 1846. $3.

MITCHELLj J. Treatise on the Adulterations of

i'ood, and the Chemical Means employed to de-

tect them. 12mo. London, 1848. 8150.
K/EMTZ. A Complete Course of Meteorology.
With Additions by C. V. Walker. 1 vol post bT«.

pp. 624, with 15 plates, cloth-boards. 83.

NICHOL, PROFESSOR. Our Planetary Sys-
ffm. its Order and Physical Structure. 12mo.
With woodcuts. London, 1850. 81 75.

HALL, MARSHALL. On the Diseases ard De-
rangements of the Nervous System, in their pri-

mary forms, and in their modificiitinns by age, sex,

constitution, hereditary predisposition, excesses,
general disorder and organic disease Svo. With
8 engraved plates. London, 1841 S4.

MARTIN. A General Introduction to the Natural
History of Mammiferous Animals ; with a particu-

lar view of the Physical History of Man, and the
more closely allied Genera of the Order " Quad-
rumana," or Monkeys. Illustrated with 2% ana-
tomical, osteological, and other engravings on
wood and 12 full plate representations of animals,
drawn by W Harvey. 1 vol. Svo. Lond. 1841. J4.

OWEN, RICHARD. Odontography; or a Trea-
tise on the Comparative Anatomy of the Teeth,
their Physiological Uelatione, Mode of Development
and Microscopical Structure in the Vertebrate Ani-

mals 2 vols, royal 8vo. containing 168 plates,

half-bound russia. London, 1840-45. 836
WILLIAMS. Elements of Medicine: Morbid Pot

sons. By Robert Williams, M.D. Physician to St
Thomas's Hosp. 2 vols. Svo. Lond. C8.

n,lII.JLIEHE, 290 nroadway.

A New and Enlarged Edition, viith JVew Plates and accompanying Text, of

TIMS aPH-STSIO-iauIj -A.TXJ-A.S.
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BY ALEXANDER KKITII JOHNSON.
This Edition will be issued In 12 Monthly Parts, of which 7 arc now out. Price of each, $5.
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Abeille Etudes Cliniques sur le Parapleeie independante de la myelite. Svo. Paris,
1854 . . . . . T5

^^— Traite des Hydropisies et des Kystes, ou des Collections Sereuses et Mixtes dans les

Cavites Closes naturelles et accidenteUes. Svo. Paris, 1S52. . . . . 2 00

Abernelliy (J.) Memoirs of John Abernethy, F.R.S. ; with a View of his Lectures,
Writings and Character. By George Macilwain. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1S53 . . 6 50

Adams (J.) Anatomy of the Prostate Gland. Svo. London, 1854. . . . 1 50

Ag'enda. Medical, pour 1853, oontenant un calendrier, les lois et reglements, les nouve-
aux poids, secours aux empoisonnes, formulaire, les noms et addresses de tous les me-
decins de Paris, etc., formant portefeuille. . . . . . . . 1 00

Alderson (J.) On the Pathology and Treatment of Acute Rheumatism . . . 1 87

Aliuanacb General de Medeclne pour la ville de Paris. Paris, 1853, ISmo. . . 1 00

Aiuette (Aim.) Code medical, ou Recueil des lois, decrets et reglements sur I'etude,

I'enseignement et I'exercice de la medeciue civile et militaire en France. Paris, 1853,

in-13 1 50

Ancell (H.) A Treatise on Tuberculosis, the constitutional origin of Consumption and
Scrofula. Svo. London, 1852 . . . . . . . . . 6 GO

Andral. Cours de pathologic interne, recueilli et public par M. le docteur Amedee La-
tour. 2e edition. Paris, 1818,. 3 vol. in-8. . . . . . . 4 50

An^lada (Oh.) Traite de la contagion, pour servir a I'histoire des maladies conta-
gieuses et des epidemics. Paris, 1853. 2 vol. Svo. . . . . . 3 GO

Annua! re de medecino et de chirurgie pratiques, pour 1854. Par M. A. Jamaia et M.
A. Wahu. 9e annee. in-32. ........ 50

Anniiairc de therapeutique de rnatiere medicale, de pharmacic et de toxicologic, pour
1354. Par M. Bouchaidat. In-32. . ...... 50

Asllton (T. J.) Treatise on Diseases of the Rectum and Anus. Svo. London 1854. 2 33

Asylum .Tournal (Tlie.) Publislied by authority of the Association of Medical
Oflficers of Asylums and Hospitals for tlie Insane. Edited by Dr. Buckuill, Devon Coun-
ty Asylum. Svo. Published every six weeks.

Auber. Traite de la science medicale (histoire et dogmes) un expose des principles de
la science medicale, renfermant les elements de pathologie generale. Paris 1853. in-8. 2 00

Aubert Rorhc* Essai sur I'acclimatcment des Europeens dans les Pays chauda

—

avec une carte de la mcr rouge. Svo. Paris 1854 . . . . . . 1 00

Auvert (Alex.) Selecta praxis medico-chirurgicse quam MosquaJ exercet ; typis et

figures expressa Parisiis moderata, Amb. Tardieu. Farisiis et Mosqiia; 1S4S, grand in-

folio avec planches gravees et coloriees. ...... 120 00

Ce bel ouvrage est complet, 11 a ete publie en 24 livraisons ; il so compose de 120 plan-
ches gr. in-folio, papier vclin colombier, gravees en taille-douce, tirees en couleur, et

rctoucliees au pinceau avec le plus grand soin pour le Cni des details pathologiques.
Chaque sujct est accompagiie de son texte particulier, explicatif, raisonne, imprime
dans le meme format et place en regard de la planche.



ITTEDICINE, SURGERY, &c.

Baer uber Doppelleebige Missgeburten. 4to. Plates. St. Petersburg, 1854 . .2 00
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clading Experimental Htsearcbes on Inoculation. Svo. London, 1853 . . . 2 76

Elirniaitn (t'.-H.) Description de deux Foetus Monstres dont Pun Aoephale et

I'aulre Monopode. Folio, with 4 colored plates. Strasbourg, 1S52. . . . 1 CO

Histoire des Polypes du Larynx avec 6 planches lithographiees. Strasbourg, 1850,

in fol 8 T5

ErJcliscn (.lohn.) The Science and Art of Surgery: being a Treatise on Surgical

Injuries, Diseases, and Operations. Svo, Woodcuts. London, 1853 . . . 7 50

Eyre (Sir J«) Treatise on the Stomach and its Difficulties, post Svo. London, 1852 . 1 50
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Fabre (A. F. G.) Bibliotheque du medecin praticien, ou Resume general de tous les
ouvrages de clinique medicale et chirurgicale, de toutes monographiea, de tous les me-
moires de medecine et de chirurgie pratiques, anciens et modernes, publies en France
et a I'etranger, par une societe de medecms, sous la direction du docteur Fabre, redac-
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Ferrus. Memoire sur le goitre et le cretinisme, et Discussion dans le sein de 1'Acade-
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Fleiiry. Traite pratique et raisonne d'Hydrotherapie. Paris, 1852, in-8, arec pi. . 2 00

Foissac (P.) De la Meteorologie dans ses rapports avec la science de I'homme, et prin-
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Forster. Manuel d'Anatomie Pathologique, traduit de TAllemand par H. Kaula.
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Froriep (SS.) Therapeutic Application of Electro-Magnetism. From the German, by
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ronnee par la Societe de medecine de Bordeaux. Paris, 1853, in-S. . . . 1 50

Hancock (Ht) Anatomy and Physiology of Male Urethra. Svo. . . .100
Hare (S.) Facts and Observations on the Physical Education of Children, especially as

regards the Prevention of Spinal and other Deformities. Svo. London, 1S53 . . 75

Hastinc** (.Tolin.) Treatise on Diseases of the Larynx and Trachea, embracing the
different forms of Laryngitcs, &c. Svo. Loudon, 1850 . . . . , 1 50

Hcrpin (Tli.) Du pronosticetdu traitement curalifde I'cpilepsie. Ouvrage couronne
par I'lnstitut de France. Paris, 1852, in-8 de 020 pages . . . . . 2 00

Hcusint^er (Cli.-F.) Recherches de pathologic comparce. Cassel, 1853, 2 vol. in-4,

cartonne . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 00
Cet ouvnigc comprend : l" Histoire comparee de la medicine voterinaire et humainc;

2" esquisse d'une nosographle comparee de I'homme et des animaux domestiques

;

8o patUologie generate ;
4o des maladies paudemiques et panzootiques ; 5° comparai*
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son des maladies decrites par les veterinaires anciens et ceux da moyen age ;
6"

apercu historique de la doctrine des maladies des oiseaux ; 7" chronologie des
epizooties.

Holland (H.) Chapters on Mental Physiology. Svo. London, 1853 . . . 3 00

Hooper {»r-) Physician's Tade-Mecum, or Manual of the Principles and Practice of
Physic ; with an Outline of General Pathology and Therapeutics. By Augustas Guy,
M.D., Cantab. 4th edit., considerably enlarged and improved, fcap. Svo, woodcuts.
London, 1853 . . . . . . . . . , . 3 T5

HopitauXr Des Hopitaux au point de vue de leur origine, de leur utiUte, des oondi-
tions qa'ils doivent presenter et de leur administration, par F. Roubaud. Paris, 1S33.
12mo . 75

HubRrt-Val'eroux. Des sourds-muets. Introduction a I'etude medicale et philoso-
pluque de la surdi-mutite. Paris, 1853. 1 vol. Svo . . . . . 75

Hufeland. The Art of Prolonging Life ; edited by Erasmus 'Wilson. Fcap Svo.
London, 1853 . . . . . . . , . . . 75

Huschke (E.) Traite de splanchnologie et des organes des sens, trad, de I'Allemand,
par A.-J.-L. Jourdan. Paris, 1845. Svo, avec 5 planches . . . . . 2 25

Jamain (A.) Xouveau Traite Elementaire d'Anatomie descriptive et de preparations
anatomiques. Suivi d'un precis d'EmbryoIogie. With 1-16 woodcuts. 12mo. Paris,
1853 ! 3 00

Manuel de petite chirurgie, contenant les pansements les bandages, les cautieres,
les vesicatoires, les moxas, etc. Deuxieme edition, considerablement augmentee, avec
189 figures intercalees dans le teste. Paris, 1853, 18mo . . . . . 1 50

Jarjavay. Traite d'anatomie chirurgicale. Paris, 1853. 2 vol. Svo . . . 4 CO

Jeivel (G.) Practical observation on Leucorrhoea, Fluor Albus or Weakness. Svo.
London, 1830 . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Jober t ( 4 , J.) Traite des Fistules vesico-uterines, vesico-utero-vaginales, entero-vagi-
nales, avec 10 figures intercalees dans le texte. Svo. Paris, 1852. . , . 2 00

Jolmson (Georpfc.) On Diseases of the Kidney, their Pathology, Diagnosis and
Treatment; with an introductory chapter on the Anatomy and Physiology of the
Blidney. Svo. London, 1832 . . , . . . . . , 4 25

JTones (A. B.) Observations on Diseases and Loss of Teeth, with various Means of sup-
plying their deficiency. Svo, plates . . . . . . . . 1 50

Jong'h (fj.-jr.) L'huile de foie de morue envisagee sous tous les rappo»ts comme
moyen therapeutiqiie. Paris, 1S53. Svo .

-
. . . . . 1 50

Josat (D.) De la Mort et de ses Caracteres. Svo. Paris, 1854 . . . . 2 00

Kalt'- nbruuncr. Experimenta circa Statum Sanguinis, &c., in inflammatione. 4to . 50

Knas'srs (*aiii.) Insanity Considered in Relation to the Question of Responsibility in
Criminal Cases. Svo. London, 1854 . . . . . . . . 1 83

Knox (K.) Great Artists and Great Anatomists, post Svo . . . . . 2 00

Manual of Artistic Anatomy, post Svo . . . . . . . 2 25
• numan Anatomy. 12mo . . , . . . . . . 3 75

Liabersre^ Rlonnerct et Flenry. Compendium de medecine pratique, ou Expose
analytique et raisonne des travaux contenus dans les principaux traites de pathologic
interne. Paris, 1836-1846 8 vol. gr. Svo. ...... 26 00

Liacaiictiie (A.-K.) Traite d'hydrotomie ou des injections d'eau continues dans les
recherches anatomiques. Paris, 1S53. Svo, avec pi. . . . . . 1 25

Xiaucrlcbert (J".) Guide pratique, scientifique et administratif de I'Etudiant en Mede-
cine, ou Conseils aux eleves sur la direction qu'ils doivent donner a leurs etudes, suivi
des Keglements universitaires relatifs a I'enseignement de la medecine dans les facultes,
les ecoles preparatoires, et des conditions d'admission dans le service de sante de I'ar-
mee et de la marine. Paris, 1852, 1 beau volume. Svo . . . . . 75

Kiawrance (K. M.) Electricity and Galvanism in the Treatment of Cancerous,
Nervous, Rheumatic, and other Affections. London, 1853 . . , . . 75

IiCbcrf (H.) Traite d'anatomie Pathologique generale et speciale, ou description et
iconographie pathologique des alterations morbides, tant liquide, que solides, observees
dans le corps humain. Paris, 1851.—Ce bel ouvrage se composera de 2 vol in-folio de
texte et d'enviroii 200 planches in-folio gravees et la plupart coloriees . . . 00
II sera public par livraisons, chacuue composee de 24 a 32 pages de texte et de 5 plan-
ches in-folio gravees et coloriees.—Prix de la livraison . . . . . 00— Physiologic pathologique, ou Recherches cliniques, micrdscopiques et experimcn-

tales sur I'inQammation, la tuberculisation, les tunieurs et les autres tlssus accidentels.
Paris, 1845. 2 vol. Svo, avec atlas de 22 planches gravees, gr. Svo . . . 6 00
Or half bound . . . . . . . . . . . 8 00

• Traite pratique des maladies Scrofuleuses et Tuberculcuses, ou Recherches anato-
miques, pathologiques et therapeutiques sur les scrofules et les tubercules. {Ouvvage
courronne par PAcademio imperiale de medecine.) Paris, 1849, 1 fort vol. Svo . 2 25
Or half bound . . . . . . . , . . . 2 75

Traite p-atique des maladies Cancereuses et des affections curables canfondues
avec le cancer. Paris, 1851. Svo de 892 pages . . . , . . 2 25
Or half bound . . . . . . . . , , . 3 75
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L<el>1anc et Fo1Iin« Traite de Pathologie comparees dans I'homme et les aniruaux.

Paris, 1S54. 2 vol. Svo avec figures, «ou4- jpres.se . . . . . .0 00

tie ('anu> Nouvelles etudes chimiques sur le sang. Paris, 1851. 870 . . . 1 00

liccons riiuig^ues de Medecine Mentals faites a I'hospice de la Salpetriere. Svo.
Paris, 1S54 4 00

IjCpeHeSier. Nouvelle doctrine medicale, ou Doctrine biologique. Sro. . .2 00

lyCreboullet (A.) Memoire sur la structure intime du foie et sur la nature de I'altera-

tion conuue sous le nom de foie gras. {Jtfemoire courronne par VAcatiemie impe-
rials de medecine.) 1S58. Svo avec 4 planches coloriees . . . . . 2 00

Recherches sur I'anatomie des organes genitaux des animaux vertebres. (^Memoi-
re couronne par VAcademie des sciences de I'atns. Bonn, 1851. Svo arec 20 plan-
ches en partie coloriees . . . . . . . . . . 6 00

Liittle (.f, \%'.) On the Nature and Treatment of Deformities of the Human Frame.
Svo, Woodcuts. London, 1853 . . . . . . . . . 4 50

Liizai s (,»".) Practical Observations on the Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra and
Fistula in Perineo. 8d edit. Svo. 1853 . . . . . . . 1 50

L,Ollset. Traite de Physiologic. Paris, 1850, tome lie. Svo, avec fig.—Le tome ler
sera publie en 4 fasc. Le troisieme est en vente. Prix de I'ouvrage complet . . 5 00

LiOrAat. Theorie Physiologique des passions humaines. Lecons tirees du cours de
Physiologie medicale fait a Montpellier dans I'annee 1S50-51 . . . . 00

Lurtovic-Hirsclifeld et tieveillc. Nevrologie ou Description et iconographie
du systeme nerveux et des organes des sens de I'homme, avec leur mode de prepara-
tions, par M. le docteur Ludovic-Hirschfeld, professeur d'Anatomie a I'ecole pratique

de la Faculte de Paris, et M. J.-B. Leveille, dessinateur. Paris, 1853. Ouvrage com-
plet. 1 beau volume Svo, c-ompose de 400 pages de teste et de 92 planches 4to, dessi-

nees d'apres nature, et lithographiees par M. Leveille.

Prix : figures noires. Half bound . . . . . . . 13 75
figures coloriees ......... 26 50

LiUkc Hoxvard. The Climate of London reduced from Meteorological Observations
made in the Metropolis. 3 vol. Svo. London, 1883 . . . . . 9 00

Mala'aiffne. Traite des fractures et des luxations: Tome I, des Fractures.—Tome II,

des luxations. Paris, 1847-1854, 2 vol. Svo, et atlas de SO planches in-folio. . . 8 50
Le tome Ile^ Luxations. Paris, 1S54. Svo de SOO pages, avec atlas de 14 planches in-

fol., et le texte explicatif des planches des 2 vol . - . . . . . 4 25

—— Manuel de Medecine operatoire fondee sur I'Anatomie pathologique et I'Anatomie
normale. Sixieme edition. Paris, 1853. Svo. , . . . . . 2 00

Maisoniieiive et JYIontaKicr* Traite pratique des maladies Teneriennes. Paris,

1S53. Svo. .
• 2 00

Ittaiseniieave. Lecons cliniques sur les affections cancereuses, recueillis et publics

par le Dr. Alexis Favrot, with plates. Svo. lere partie, comprenant les affections can-

cereuses en general. Svo. Paris, 1S52 . .
•

. . . .0 62Ji

mackeiizie (W.) A Practical Treatise on the Diseases of the Eye, to which is prefixed

an anatomical introduction explanatory of a horizontal section of the eyeball, by J.

Warton Jones. Svo. London, 1852 . . . . . . . . 7 50

Mag'ne (Al.) Etudes sur les maladies des yeux. 2e edition. Svo. . . .150

IMalacainc. Reflessione Sopra une Malattra delle Vie orinane. 4to. .
• .0 50

Mayne (R. <!.) An Expository Lexicon of tlie Terms, Ancient and Modern, in Medical

and Genera! Science, including a Complete Medico-Legal Vocabulary, and presenting

the correct Pronunciation, Derivation, Definition, and Explanation of the Names, Ana-
logue.s, Synonyraes, and Phrases (in English, Latin, Greek, French, and German), em-
ployed in Science, and connected with Medicine. Parts I. and II . . . 1 60

Mertico-C'hirurg-ical Kevicw (The British and Foreign), being a Combination

of ' The .Medico-Chirurgical Review,' formerly edited by Dr. James Johnson ;
and, ' The

British and Foreign Medical Review,' formely edited by Dr. Forbes. Svo. Published

quarterly. 1 No., New Series • . . . . . • • . 00

Me(liii(<r (JS.) Paris medical, vade mecum des medecins etrangers, renseignements his-

toriques, statistiques, administratifs et scientifiques sur les hopitaux et hospices civils

etmilitaires, renseigncment de la medecine, les Academics et SocieteS savantes, pre-

cede d'une tcjpographie medicale de Paris, etc. Poi-is, 1862. 2 vol. 12mo. . . 1 50

ItteiKS (J. F.) A Practical.Treatise on the Diseases of Children. 2nd edit., Svo. . 00

infeinoircii de la Societe de Chirurgie. Vols. 1, 2 and 8. 4to. Paris, 1S47-1853, per vol. 5 00

Meniere. De la puerison de la surdi-mutite et de I'education des souds-muets,_ expose

de la discussion de 1'Academic de medecine, avec notes critiques, etc. Paris, 1853. Svo. 1 50

inill«;r (Jus.) The PracUie of Surgery, second edition, with 227 woodcuts. Svo. Edin-

burgh, lS.'i2 4 75—— Principles of Surgery. By James Miller. 8d edition, Svo. Edinburgh, 1853 .4(5

ITIortnn (\V. .T.) Manual of Veterinary Pharmacy. 12mo. 1854. . . .3 00

])Iuller(.T.) Manuel de Physiologie, par J. Mullor, profcsseur d'Anatomie et de Phy-
Riologic de rijiiiversite de IJerliii ; traduit de I'AUemand sur la derniero edition, avec

dea additions, par A.-J.-L. Jourdan, membre de 1'Academie imperiale de medecine.
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Deuxieme edition, rerue et annotee par E. Littre, membre de I'Institut, de la Societe de
biologie, etc. Paris, 1S51, 2 beaux vol. grand 8vo, de chaicun 80O pages sur papier fin

cavalier, accompagnes ce 320 figures intercaleea dans le texte . . . . 6 00
Or half bound . . . . . . . . . . . 6 GO

Les additions importantes faites a cette edition par M. Littre, et dans lesquelles il ex-
pose et analyse les derniers travaux publics en pbysiologie, feront rechercher parti-
culierement cette deaxieme edition, qui devient le seul linre de physiologie complet
representant bien I'etat aotuel de la science.

i^Iuvphy (E. W.) Lectures on Complex Labour and Lactation. 8vo. London, 1852. 2 25

• Midwifery, complete. Svo. London, 1852 . . . . . . 4 75

Naeg'ele. Manual d'accouchements a I'usage des eleves sages-femmes. Augmentee et

annotee par J. Jacquemier, suivi de la Saignee de la Vaccine et d'un questionnaire com-
plet. avec figures intercalees dans le texte. 12ma, Paris, 1853 . . . . 1 25

IVelssfan (jr.M.) Treatise on Diseases of the Skin, post Svo. London, 1852 . .2 75

Woble (O.) Elements of Psychological Medicine; an Introduction to the Practical
Study of Insanity. Svo. London, 1S62 . . . . . . .2 25

Nunii (T. W.) Treatise on Varicose Veins and TJlcers, post Svo. London, 1852, . 88

Nysten. Bictionnaire des termes de medecine, de chirurgie, de pharmacie, des sciences
accessoires et de I'art veterinaire, de P. -II: Nysten; Dixieme edition revue et conside-
rablement augmentee, avec la synonymic Grecque, Latine, Anglaise, Allemande, Espa-
gnole et Italienne, suivi d'un vocabulaire de ces diverses languages, par MM. E. Littre,

et Ch. Robin. lUustre de 250 figures intercalees dans le texte. Paris, 1854, 1 tres fort

volume grand Svo., de 1100 pages a 2 colonnes . . . . . . . 3 00
Or half Calf 3 75

Les progres incessants de la science rendaient necessaires, pour cette dixieme edition,

de nombreuses additions, une revision generate de I'ouvrage, et plus d'unite dans
I'ensemble des mots consacres aus theories nouvelles et aus faits nouveaux que les

progres de I'anatomie, de la physiologie, pathOi:;gie, etc., ont crees. C'est M. E. Lit-

tre, connu par sa vaste erudition et par sou savoir etendu dans la literature medi-
cate, nationale et etrangere, qui s'est charge de cette tache important*, avec la colla-

boration de M. le docteur Ch. Robin, que de recents travaux ont place si haut dans la
science. Une Addition importante qui sera appreciee des travailleurs de tons les

pays, c'est la Synonymic Grecque, Latine, Anglaise, Allemande, Espagnole, Italienne,
qui est ajoutee a cette dixieme edition, et qui avec les Vocabulaires en fera un Bic-
tionnaire polyglotte.

Oribase (Oeuvres de( texte grec, en grande partie inedit, collationne sur les manu-
scrits, traduit pour la premiere fois en francais, avec une introduction, des notes, des
tables et des planches, par les docteurs Bussemaker et Daremberg. Tome 11, Svo. 3 60

Orfila.* Traite de medecine legale, quatrierae edition, augmentee et suivie du Tralte des
exhumations juridiques. Pari^, 1S48, 4 vol. Svo. fig., avec atlas de 26 planches . . 7 50

• Toxicologie generate, cinquieme edition. Paris, 1852, 2 vol. Svo . . . 5 00

Orr's Circle of the Sciences: a Series of Treatises, embracing the Principles of the
various Sciences, with their Application to the Practical Pursuits of Daily Life. Vol. 1
—Organic Nature. Svo. . . . . . .

, . . 88

Pagret (.1.) Lectures on Surgical Pathology, delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons
of England. London, 1853 . . . . . . . . . 8 50

Parker (L.) Treatment of Syphilitic Diseases, Nerves, Ac. Svo. London, 1854. .8 00

Patis<!ier» Rapport sur le Service des Etablissements Thermaux. 4to. Paris, 1S62 . 1 25

Pereira (J.) The Elements of Materia Medica and Therapeutics. By Jonathan

Pereira, M.D. 3d edition, enlarged and improved. Complete in 2 vols, bound in 3 half
cf. London, 1853. ......... 20 00

Selection of Prescriptions, with Key. 82mo. London, 1354 . . . .150
Percivall (IV.) The Diseases of the Chest and Air-Passages of th« Horse. Vol.2,

Part 1. New edition, Svo. . .. . . . . . .800
Ilippopathology. V. 4. Pt. 2, with Index, Svo. London, 1858 . . . 6 50

The Anatomy of the Horse embracing the Structure of the Foot. Svo. London . 6 00

I*icl£ford. (Or.) Treatise on True and False Spermatorrhcea. Svo . . . 1 50

Piorry. Dieu, I'Ame la Nature, Poeme, par P.-A. Piorry, professeur de la Faculte de
medecine de Paris. 1. vol. grand Svo. papier velin. . . . . . 1 50

Pirrie (\V.) Principles and Practice of Surgery. Svo. London, 1853 , . .6 00
Quaiu (Kic.) Lectures on Diseases of the Rectum, post Svo. London, 1864 . . 2 25

Quctclet. De I'Influence des Saisons sur la M'ortalite aux differents ages. 4to. 1883 . 50

Quissac (.T.) De Tabus des bains de mer, de leur danger, des cas ou ils conviennent.
Paris, 1853. Svo . . . . . . . . . . . 75

Banking: (W. ff .) Abstract of Medical Science. V. 18, post Svo. London, July to
Dec. 1853 . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 00

Raspail (F.-V.) Histoire naturelle de la sante et de la maladie chcz les vegetaux et
che2 les animaux en general, et en particulier chez I'homme, suivi d'un formulaire pour
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Serre (d'Ala.is.) Essai sur les Phosphenes ou anneaux lumineux de la retine, consi-
deres dans leur rapporta avec la Physiologie et la Pathologie de la vision. Paris, 1853,
8vo. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Sestier (F.) Traite de I'Anglne Laryngee (Edemateuse. Svo. Paris, 1S52 . . 2 GO

Sicbel (J.) Iconographie Ophthalmoiogique, ou Descriptions etfig. colorieec des mala-
dies de I'organe de la vue, comprenant I'anatomiepathologique, la pathologie et la the-
rapeutique medico-chirufgicales, par le dfccteur J. Sichel, professeur d'ophthalmologie,
medecin-oculiste des maisons d'education de la Legiou-d'Honneur, etc. lS5'3-rlS54.

Cet ouvrage sera publie en 20 livraisions. Une livraison paraitra toutes les six se-
maines. Prix de chaque. . . . . . . . . 2 00

Simon (TBax.) Hygiene du corps et de I'ame, ou Conseils sur la dir,<;tion physique et
morale de la vie, adresses aux ouvriers des villes et des campagnes. Paris, 1853. 12mo.
de 130 pages . . . . . . . . . . . 25

Siinpsou (J. Y.) Contributions to Obstetric Pathology and Practice. Part 1. 8vo.
Edinburgh, 1853 . . . . • T5

Symptoms and Treatment of Pregnancy, post Svo. .... 1 37?^

Skodas (JTosll.) A Treatise on Auscultation and Percussion. Svo. London, 1S53 . 1 75

Traite de Percussion et d'Auscultation. 12mo. Paris, 1S54 . . . , 1 25

Smee (A.) The Eye in Health and Disease. 2d edit., Svo . . . . . 1 50

Smitll ( T.) Fruits and Farinacea the Proper Food of Man : being an Attempt to prove
from History, Anatomy, thysiology, and Chemistry, that the Original, Natural, and
best Biet of Man is derived from the Vegetable Kingdom. 2d edit. 12mo . . 1 38

Sperino. La syphilisation etudiee comme methode curative et comme moyen prophylac-
tique des maladies veneriennes, traduit de I'italien, par A. Tresal. Tm-in, 1S53. Svo. 2 50

Spooner ( W'. C) A Treatise on the Structure Functions, and Diseases of Foot and Leg
of the Horse. 12mo. London . . . . . . . . . 2 25

Spurisrin (Joliii.) Six Lectures on Materia Medica and its Relations to the Animal
Economy. Svo . . . . . . . . . . . 1 75

Stegrgrall (Jolm.) A Manual for the College of Surgeons in London, Dublin, and Edin-
burgh. 2nd edit, post Svo. London . , . , . . . . 3 00

Steinhcini; Doctrina Teterum. 4to . . . . . . . . 50

Stevens (W.) Observations on the Nature and Treatment of the Asiatic Cholera. Svo,
London, 1S53 . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00

Stokes (\Vm.) On the Diseases of the Heart and the Aorta. Svo. London, 1S54 . 5 50

StOTVe (Tsr.) A Toxicological Chart, exhibiting at one View the Symptoms, Treatment,
and Mode of detecting the various Poisons, Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal : to which
are added Concise Directions for the Treatment of Suspended Animation. 11th edit,

varnished and mounted on cloth, with roller . . . . . . . 1 TJ

Stvau (J.) Plates of the Brain, in Explanation of the Nervous System. 4to. 23 jilates. 6 50

Synie (James. On Diseases of the Rectum. 3rd edit. Svo . . . .137
Tabourin (F.) Nouveau traite de matiere medicale, de therapeufique et de pharmacie

veterinaires. Paris, 1S58, 1 vol. Svo, fig . . . . . . . 2 50

Tamplin (i£. IV.) Treatment of Lateral Curvature of the Spine. Svo. London, 1S52. 1 23

T'arclieu (Ambr^) Dictionnaire d'hygiene publique et de salubrite, ou Repertoire de
toutes les questions relatives a la sante publique, considerees dans leurs rapports avec
les subsistances, les epidemics, les professions, les etablissemcnts et institutions d'hygi-
ene et de salubrite, complete par le texte des lois, decrets, arretes, ordonnances et ins-

tructions qui s'y rattachent. Paris, 1S52-1S54, 3 vols. gr. Svo . < . . . 6 00

Thomas (K.) The Modern Practice of Physic; exhibiting the Symptoms, Causes, Pro-
gnostics, Morbid Appearances, and Treatment of the Diseases of all Climates. 11th
edition, thoroughly revised, corrected, and to a considerable extent rewritten, 2 vols.

Svo. London, 1S53. . . . . . . . , . . 8 60

Tbomson (jTlieo.) Clinical Lectures on Pulmonary Consumption. Svo. London,
1853 2 25

(II.) The Pathology and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra both in the Male
and Female, being the Jacksonian Prize Essay for 1»52. Svo. Illustration. London,
1853 3 00

(S.) A Dictionary of Domestic Medicine and Household Surgery. New edit. Svo.
London, 1853 . . . . . . . . . . . 2 12H

Tilt (E.-J.) On Diseases of Women and Ovarian Inflammation in reference to Morbid
Menstruation, Sterility, &c. 2d edit. Svo. London, 1853 . . . . . 2 75

—'^- And Bowman, Physiological Anatomy. Pt. 4. vol. 1. Svo., cl. . . . 4 60
Vol II. Pts. 1 and 2, each ........ •212)4

Clinical Lectures on Paralysis, Diseases of the Brain, and the Affections of the Ner-
vous System. 12mo. London, 1852. . . . . . . . . 1 76

Todd's Cycloptc^ia of Anatomy and Physiology. Vol. IV. . . . . 20 00
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The work complete in 4 large, thick vols., fully illustrated, and containing treatises by
the most eminent physiologists of Eagland, France, and Germany. Half bound in
lussia. ........... 6600

Toogoort (J.) Reminiscences of a Medical Life ; with Cases and Illustrations 3853. .175
Transactions; Medico-Chirurgical Society. A'ol. 35. Svo. . . . . 5 50

Trousseau et Hidoux. Traite de therapeutique et de matiere medicale. 4e edi-
tion. Paris, 1851. 2 vol., 8to. . . . . . . . , 3 00
Or half calf . . . . . . . . . , . 4 00

Uzac (J.) De la chlorose chez Thomme. Paris, 1S53. Gr. 8vo. . . . 75

Valentin (ti.) A Text-Book of Physiolo^. With upwards of 500 illustrations on
wood, copper, and stone, bvo. London, l6o3. . . . . . . 7 50

Valleix (F. L. I.) Guide du medecin praticien, ou Resume general de pathologie
interne et de therapeutique appliquees. Troisieme edition, revue, corrigee et aug-
mentee. Paris, 1^53^1So4, 5 beaux volumes grand Svo, de chacun 700 pages. . 11 25
Or in half calf "... 13 75

Cet ouvrage est principalement, destine a tracer les regies du diagnostic et a diriger le

praticien dans le traitement des maladies. Puis, arrivant au traitement, il I'etudie

chez les anciens et les modernes, appreciant la valeur de chaque medication, citant
les principales formules, exposaut les precedes opeiatoires, donnant des ordonnances
suivant les cas, en un mot alliant la therapeutique a la pathologie, de maniere qu'elles

s'eclairent I'une I'autre. . . . . . . . . . 8 50

Traite des Nevralgies, ou Affections douloureuses des nerfs. Paris, 1S41. Svo. de 720
pages. . . . . . . . . . ._ . . 2 00

T^an Oven (R.) on the Decline of Life in Health and Disease : being an Attempt to In-
vestigate the Causes of Longevity, and the Best Means of Attaining Healthful Old Age.
Svo. London, ls53. . . . . . . . . . . 3 00

Velpeau. Traite des maladies du sein et de la region mammaire. Paris, 1854. 8vo.,

avec 8 pi. coloriees. . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Or half bound . . . . . . . . .

•
. 3 50

Vernois et Becquerel. Du lait chez la femme dans I'etat de sante et de maladie,
memoire suivi de nouvelles recherches sur la composition du lait chez la vache, la

chevre, la jument, la brebis et la chienne. Paris, 1S53. Svo. . . . .100
Vcrral (C) A Practical Treatise on Lateral Curvature of the Spine; with Directions

for securing its fcffec:ual Removal. 2d edition. Svo. . .
•

. .50
Vidal (de Cassis). Traite de Pathologie externa et de Medecine operatojre, avec des

Resumes d'anatomie des tissus et des regions. Troisieme edition entierement refondue
et considerablement augmentee. Paris, 1S61. 5 vol. Svo. de chacun 800 pages avec 520
figures intercalees dans le texte. . . . . . . . 10 00

Or half bound 12 50

• Traite des maladies veneriennes. Paris, 1853. Svo, avec 6 pi. col. . . . 2 50

TTaener (R.) Elements of the Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrate Animals.

Edited by A. Tulk. Svo. half calf. London, 1845. . . . . . . 3 60

Waliu et Jauialit. Annuairede medecine et de chirurgie pratiques, annes 1846 a

1S54, neuf annees formant 9 volumes 32mo., prix de chaque. . . . .50
WcT>er. De Aure et Auditu Hominis et Animalium, 4to. Leipsig, 1820. . . . 1 00

West (C.) An Enquiry into the Pathological Importance of Ulceration of the Os Uteri.

Svo. London, 1S54. "
• • 1 50

"White (.3.) A Compendium of the Veterinary Art. ISth edition. Edited by Spooner.

Svo. London, lo51 . . . . . . . . . . 4 25

Wilde's (W. R.) Practical Observations on Aural Surgery and the Nature and Treat-

ment of the Ear. Svo. Woodcuts. London, 1S53. Philadelphia, lS5a. . . . 3 75

W^ilson (E.) Treatise on Syphilis. Svo. . . . . . . . 4 75

—— Healthy Skin : a Popular Treatise on the Skin and Hair, their Preservation and
Management. By Erasmus Wilson. 4th edition. 12mo. . . - . .75

I The Dissector's Manual of Practical and Surgical Anatomy. By Erasmus Wilson.

2d edition. Wood engravings. 12mo. London, 1063. . . ^ . . . 8 75

Yearslcy (.1.) Throat Ailments, more especially the Enlarged Tonsil and Elongated

Uvula. 5th edit. Svo. 1 60

YTaren (P.) Des metamorphoses de la sjrphilis recherches sur le diagnostic que la

syphilis pent simuler, etc. Svo. Paris, 1854. . . . . • . 2 04
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Blundell (J. W.) Medicina Slechanica; Cure of Chronic Disease by movements,
Svo. . . . . . . . . . . , . 1 75

BonneTal (L. C'te H. de.) L'Homoeopathie dans les faits. Svo. Bordeaux, 1853. 75

I>ess:iiidi (S.) Lettre aux medecins francais sur la inedecine homcEopathique. Troi-
sieme edition augmentee, avec les biographies et portraits de Hahnemann et Desguidi
plusieurs lettres :r::portantes, par le docteui- F. Perrussel. Paris, 1S52, gr. Svo., de 144
pages avec portraits . . . . . . . . . . 1 00

Castain.?* Verite de I'Homoeopathie ou Theorie a demontrer Paction, le mode, etc., des
Remedes Infinitesemaus. Svo. Toulouse, 185.3 . . . . . . 75.

Dickon (*.) The principles of the Chrono-Thermal system of Medicine. 8Vo. New
Yorli, 1845 1 50

Du(Is:eon (!£• £•) Lectures on Theory and Practice of Homceopathy. 12mo. Lon-
don, 1S54. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25

Espauet(\l.) Clinique medical^ homceopathique de Staoueli (Algerie). 1850. Svo.
Paris, 1S51. . . . ' 1 00

lIartni£Ulll (Fr.) Therapeutique homoeopathique des maladies Aigues et des maladies
Chronique.?, traduit de TAlleinand sur la troisieme edition, par A.-J.-L. Jourdan et
Schlesinger. Paris, 184T-1S49, 2 vol. Svo . . . . .

•
. 4 00

Or half bound . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00

Therapeutique homoeopathique des maladies des enfants, traduit de I'Allemand,
avec des notes par le docteur Leon Simon. Svo. Paris, 1853. . . , . 2 00

Or half bound . - 2 50
Haycock (\V.) Elements of Veterinary He Luceopathy, post Svo. London, 1853 .8 00

Jabr et Catellan* Nouvelle pharmacopee homceopathiqne, ou Histoire naturelle et
preparation des medicaments homceopathiques, et Posologie ou administration des
doses. NouveUe edition, corrigee et augmentee, accompagnee de 135 planches inter-
calees dans le texte. 12mo. Paris lSo3. . . . . . . . 1 75

Jabr. Du traitement homoeopathique des maladies de la peau et des lesions esterieures
en general, par le docteur G.-&.-H.. Jahr. 1 vol. Svo. Paris, 1850. . . . 2 00

Notices elementaires sur I'homoeopathie et la maniere de la pratiquer, avec quel-
ques uns des effets les plus importants de dix des principaux remedes homceopathiques.
Troisieme edition augmentee. Svo. Paris, 1853 . . . . . . 50

Du traitement homoeopathique des maladies nerveuses et de plusieurs autres affec-

tions chroniques, telles que les nevralgies, les douleurs rhumatismales et orthritiques,
les paralysies, la chlorose, lajeunisse, les hydropisies, etc., par le docteur (J. G. H.
Jahr. Paris, 1854. 1 vol. 12mo 1 50

tiltlicr (C.) Sir E. Bulwer Lytton on Homoeopathy, Svo. swed . . . 30

Moncstrol (de) et Perrussel. De I'homoeopathie, de sa doctrine de ses prescrip-

tions et du regime a suivi-e pendant le traitement des maladies aigues ou chroniques.
8e edit. 12mo. Paris, 1853 . . . . . . . . . 25

Salevert de FayoHe. Principles de la doctrine medicale homoeopathique (lo unite
de la loi therapeutique ;

2> superiorite des moyens homcEopathiques sur les autres ; S"
pratique medicale homoeopathique). Svo. Paris, 1853 . . . . . 1 50

Simpson (J. Y.) Homceopathy; its Tenets and Tendencies, Theoretical, Theological,
and Therapeutical. By James Y. Simpson. 3d edition, 8vo. Edinburgh. . . 2 25

Teste. Systematisation pratique de la matier* medicale Homoeopathique. Svo. 12mo.
Paris, 1853. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Turnbull (A.) An Investigation into the Remarkable Sledicinal Eilects resulting from
the External application of Veratria. Svo. London, 1S34 . . . . 1 50

Wfl>er (G.) Codex des medicaments homceopathiques, ou Pharmacopee pratique et

raisonnee a I'usage des medecins et des pharmaciens. Svo. Paris, 1854. . . 1 50

SPANISH nOM(EOPATHIC WORKS.

Halineuianu. Exposicion do la doctrina medica Homeopatica, u Organon del arte de
Curar. 6vo. Jtadrid, 1840 . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Ilartnianu Tratado Practico de Terapeutica Homeopatica de las Enfermedades
agudas y cronicas. 2 vols. Svo. Madrid, 1S51 . . . . . . . 6 00

Terapeutica Homeopatica de las Enfermedades de los Ninos. Svo. Madrid, 1S53 . 2 25

Elerinpr* Medicina Homeopatica Domcstica, o Quia de las Familias. Svo. Madrid, 1S50 . 2 25

Jabr. Nueva Farmacopea y Posologia Homeopaticas o Modo de preparer los Mcdica-
mentos. Svo. Madrid, 1848. . . . . . . . . . 2 00

.. Nucvo Manual de Materia Medica Homeopatica. 4 vols. 8vo. Madrid, 1848 . 9 50

Mure El Medico Homeopata de Si Mismo. 12mo. Madrid, 1852 . . . . 1 26
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Ruoff Guia del Homeopata, o tratamiento de Mas de Mil Enfermedades. 12aio. Madrid,
1S46 2 00

Teste. Tratado Homeopatico de las Enfermedades agudas y cronicas de los Ninos.

Valencia, 18o0 . .
•

. . 2 00

MTUEAL HISTOPtY, GEOLOGY, BOTAXY, ZOOLOGY, COXCHOLOGY,

EXTOMOLOGY.-THE MICROSCOPE.

Ada/ins (A.) A Manual of Natural History, for the use of Travellers ; being a Descrip-

tion of the Families of the Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms, with Remarks on the Prac-
tical Study of Geology and Mineralogy : to which is appended, Directions for Collecting

and Preserving. By Arthur Adams ; Wm. B. Baikie, M.D. ; and Chas. Barron. Svo . 3 60

(C. B.) Contributions to Conchology. Svo . . . . . . 2 25

Aniyot:. Entomologie francaise ; Khynchotes. Paris, 1S4S, 1 vol. 8vo., avec 5 pi .2 00

Amyot et .^erville. Hemipteres (Cigales, Punaises, Cochenilles, etc.) Svo., et une
livraison de pi., coloriees. . . . . . . . . . 3 25

Archiac (A. d'.) Histoire des progres de la geologic, de 1834 a 1S52. Tome 5. For-
mation cretacee. (2e partie.) Svo., plus un tableau. Paris, 1853. . . . 2 00

Arcttiac et Haime. Description des Fosslles de la Formation nummulitique de
I'Inde. 2 livraisons, each . . . . . . . . . 5 00

Bailliere's Ethnographical Library, conducted by E. Norris, Esq. Vol.1. The Native
Races of the Indian Archipelago. Papuans. By G. W. Earl. Post Svo, five coloured
Plates and two Maps. London, 1853 . . . . . . . . 2 00

Bali'«ur (J. H.) Class Book of Botany, being an Introduction to the Study of the

Vegetable Kingdom. Pt. 2, Physiological Botany. Svo, with 1800 Illustrations. Lon-
don, l&W 6 50

Baudriiuont et Martin Sasnt-Aiigre. Recherches Anatomiques et Physiolo-

giques sur le developpement du Fcetus, et particulierement sur revolution embryonaire
des oiseaux et des batraciens. Paris, 1850, 4to, avec IS pi. gravees et coloriees. 10 00

Bautier» Tableau Analytique de la Flore parisienne. Septieme edition, Svo. Paris,

1858 1 00

Bell (T.) A History of the British Stalk-Eyed Crustacea; Svo, with 174 wood engrav-
ings . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 5C

Billardiere. Memoire sur le moyen employe par les Rainettes, pour s'elever le long
des corps meme les plus lisses. 4to . . . . . . . . 50

Black's General Atlas: comprehending Seventy Coloured Maps engraved on Steel, in

the first style of Art, by Sidney Hall, 'fl'illiam Hughes, &c. Embracing all the Latest
Discoveries, obtained from Government Surveys and Expeditions, Books of Recent
Travel, and other Sources ; with Introductory Chapters on Geography and Statistics of

the various Countries of the World, and a complete Index of 65,000 Names. New edit.,

folio, half-bound mor. gilt edges. . . . . . . . 15 00

Blauc&iard (E.) L'organisation du regne animal. Paris, 1853-1S53, ouvrage publie

par livraisons contenant chacune 2 planches grand 4to, gravees et coloriees avec texte.

9 livraisons Bont en vente
;
prix de chaque . . . . . . . 1 50

BIyth (E.) Catalogue of the Birds in the Museum of the Asiatic Society. By Edward
Blyth. Published by Order of the Society. London, 1863. Svo, cloth . . . 3 75

Boisdural et Gucnce. Lepidopteres (Papillons) : Tome ler, avec 2 livraisons de
pi. ; tomes 5, 6 et 7, avec 2 liv. de pi. : coloriew. . . . . . 12 50

Bonucfoux< Vie de Christophe de Colomb. Svo. With a plate. Paris, 1S58. . 1 75

Broivn* System der Urwelllichen Pflanzen thiere. Folio. Plates. Heidelberg, 1S25. . 2 50

( 1',) The Taxidermist's Manual. 11th edit. 12mo London, 1853. . . 75

Burro «' (Rev. C J.) Elements of Conchology, according to the Linn»an System.

Illustrated by 28 plates. London, 1845. Half calf. . . . . .3 00

Candolle (Ue). Botanique (Introduction a I'etude de la), ou Traite elementaire de

cette science, contenant I'Organographie, la Physiologic, etc. 2 vol. et 8 pi. . .4 00

Cap (P. A.) Trois Regnes de la Nature, Museum d'Histoire Naturelle. Roy. Svo.,

colored plates, portraits. . . . . . • • • . 5 00

Cassin (J.) Illastrations of the Birds of California, Texas, Oregon, British and Russian

America : forming a Supplement to Audubon's Birds of America. By John Cassin.

bvo. edit. (Philadelphia), in 80 parts. Part 1, 2 and 3. . . . .

Catlow (Ma'ia F.) Popular Scripture Zoology, containing a familiar History of the

Animals mentioned in the Bible. ISmo., colored plates. London, 1852. . .8 00

Chenu. Encyclopedic d'Histoire Naturelle. Royal Svo., beautifully illustrated, at,

per vol. . , I , . • • • • • • . 2 00

Or half bound, 8 00

Coleopteres, 2 vols. : Papillons, 1 vol. ; Oiseaux, 8 vols. ; Quadruraanes, 1 vol. ; Carnas-

8iers,l voL; Bot^inique, 2 vols.
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Chevalter. Manuel des Myopes. 8vo. . . . , . , .50
Cocks (J.) The Sea-Weed Collector's Guide ; containing Plain Instructions for Collec-

ting and Preserving, and a List of all the known Species and Localities in Great Britain.

12mo. London, 1S53 . . . . . . . . . . T5

Coste* Histoire Generale et Particuliere du Developpement des corps Organises, publiee
sous les auspices du ministre de I'Instruction Publique. Paris, 1S4.S-1S50, 3 volumes
Sto, avec 50 planches grand in-plano, gi-avees en taille-douce, imprimees en couleur, et

accompagnees de contre-epreuves portant la lettre. Prix de la lirraison. . 15 00
3 livraisons sont en vente, teste et planches.

Instructions sur la Pisciculture, 12mo . . . . . . . 1 00

Criibb (G.) Dictionary of General Knowledge ; comprising an Explanation of Words
and Things connected with Literature and Science, &c. 5th edition, corrected, en-
larged, and brought down to the present time, by the Rev. Henry Davis. 8vo. 700
engravings. London, 1S53. . . . . . . . . . 2 75

Cuviers. Animal Kingdom ananged according to Organization, by H. McMurtrie, with
niustrations, Svo, halfcf. . . . . . . . . .4 00

Cetaces (Daleines, Dauphins, etc.) Svo avec 22 planches, fig. coloriees . . 4 62

De la Beclie (W. T.) The Geological Observer. By Sir Henry T. De la Beche. 2d
edition, revised. Svo. London, 1853

.

. . . . . . . 5 50

Desliayes (G.»P.) Traite elementaire de concbyliologie avec I'application de cette
science a la geognosie. Paris, 1839-1853, 3 vol. Svo, avec environ 140 planches, qui se-
ront publiees en 20 li^Taisons. Prix de chaque, fig. noires. . . . . 1 25
Figures coloriees. (15 livraisons sont en vente) . . . . . . 8 00

Histoire Naturelle des Mollusques forming, part of the Exploration de I'Algerie
undertaken by the French Government, 25 livraisons, the plates colored . . 100 00
This work book as regards Printing and Engraving, surpasses every thing that has
been done.

Dictionnaire universel d'histoire naturelle, par MM. Arago, Bazin, Becque-
rel, Bibron, Blanchard, Boitard, Ad. Brongniart, C. Broussais, Brule, Chevrolat, Decais-
ne, Delafosse, Deshayes, J. Desnoyers, Alcide et Charles d'Orbigny, Doyere, Dujardiu,
Duvernoy, Milne Edwards, Elie de Beaumont, Flourens, Geoffroy-Saint-liilaire, Gerard,
Gervais, de Jussieu, de Lafresnaye, Laurillard, Lemaire, Leveille, Lucas Martin Saint-
Ange, Moutagne, C. Prevost, de Quatrefages, A. Pilchard, Riviere, Roulin, Spach, Va-

, lenciennes, ect., et dirige par M. Charles d'Orbigny. Paris, 1S40-1S4S. 13 fort vol9.
Svo, accompagne d'un atlas de 288 planches coloriees . . . . 55 00

coloured . , . . 100 00

Dicffenbacli. XTeber die Transfusion des blutes und die infusion der Arzeneien.
Berlin, 133, Svo . . . . . . . . . . . 3 50

La chirurgie, par Ch. Phillips. Berlin, 1840, Svo, avec 4 pi , . . . 4 50

]>iesing' (C.-itt.) Systema helminthum caBsareae academiae scientarium sumptibus
edita. VindobouEe, 18.50-1851, 2 vol. Svo. . . . . . . ,7 00

Boubleday (E.) And Westwood, Genera of Butterflies, 2 vols. imp. 4to. . 90 00

Idubreuil (^!. .*.) Cours Elementaire theorique et pratique d'Arboriculture. 2 vols.
12mo. Paris, 1851. . . . . . . . . . . 2 25

Du^es ( Int.) Recherches sur I'Osleologie et la Myologie des Batracilns. 4to. avec 20
planches. Paris, 1854 . . . . . . . , . . 2 00

Bujardin. Infusoires (Animalcules microscopiques). 1 vol. avec 2 livraisons de pi.

iag. coloriees . . . . . . . . , . , 4 62

Helminthes, ou Vers intestinaux. 1 vol. avec une livraison de pi. Svo. plates col. 3 25

Bumeril ct Bibron. Reptiles (Serpents, Lizards, Grenouilles, Tortues, etc.) 9 vol.
et 9 livraisons de planches, fig. coloriees, half bound in calf . , . 80 00
Les tomes 1 a t. 8 sont en vente ; le tome 9 paraitra incessammcnt

Encefalotouiia Di alcuni Cetacei. 4to. Coloured Plates . . . . 1 00

Elie de Beaumont- Notice sur les Systemes des Montages. 3 vols. ISmo. Paris, 1S52. 8 75

Enorclopicdia Britannica (the). Eighth edit. Edited by T. S. Traill, M.D., F.R.S.E.
Vol. 1, Dissertations, complete. 4to . . . . . . . . 5 50

Exploralioii Scientifique de I'Algerie, Recherches sur I'Origine ct les Migrations des
principales Tribes de I'Afriquo Septentrionale, roy. Svo. Paris, 1S54 . . , 8 00

Forbes (r.) and Ilanlcy (S.) A History of British Mollusca and their Shells.
Illustrated by a figure of each known animal and of all the Shells. Engraved on 202
Copper-plates, 4 vols. Svo. ........ 89 00
Royal Svo. with the plates coloured . . . . . ,

', 78 00
(J. B.) Norway and its Glaciers visited in 1851. By James D. Forbes. Royal Svo.

with map and coloured illu.'itralions. Edinburgh, 1S53 . . . , . 6 60
Fraissinet. Japan (le). Histoire et description. Rapports avec les Europeeas. Ex-

pedition americaine. Deux volumes. 12mo. Paris, 1854 . . . . . 2 25
Franclicville. Conjectures sur le cas que quelques personnes ont etes devorees tou-

tes vivantes par les Souris. 4to . . . . . . , . 60
Gallini. Considerazione sullo stato attuale della fisica del rorpo umano. 4to . . 60
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Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire (I.) Zoologie General (Supplement a Buffon), ou Me-
moires et notices sur la zoologie, Tanthropologie et I'histoire de la science. Syo, avec
atlas, figures colw'iees . . . . . . . . . . 8 26

—^^ Histoire naturelle generale des regnes organiques, principalement etudiee chez
I'homme et les animaux. Tome ler. Svo . . . . , . . 3 25

Gervais (?'a,u!.) Zoologie et Paleontologie Francaises, animaux vertebres ou nou-
velles recherches sur les animaux vivants et fossiles de la France. 2 vols. 4to, et un
atlas de SO planches. (Ouvrage complet) . . . . . . 25 00

Gifford (9.) The Marine Botanist: an Introduction to the Study of the British Sea
Weeds; containing Description of all the species, and the best method of preserving
them. 3d edit., l'2mo. London, 1S53 . . . . . . . . 2 25

Gioveue. Di alcuni Pesci del mare di Puglia. 4to . . . . . . 50

Girard. Researches upon Nemerteans and Planarians. 4to. Plates. Philadelphia, 1854. 1 00

Gobilieaii (A. de). Essai sur I'Inegalite des races Humaines. T. 1 et 2. Svo. Prix . 4 00
Get ouvrage formera 4 volumes. II a pour de developper une nouvelle formule his-

torique, et resume dans un tableau complet les grandes phases de I'humanite. II ap-
puie ses demonstrations sur I'ensemble des plus recentes decouvertes de la science.

Gos<«e (P. SB.) A Naturalist's Rambles on the Coast of Devonshire, post Svo. Litho-
grapic Engravings. London, 1S53 . . . . . . . ' . 6 50

— Popular British Ornithology, comprising all the British Eii'ds. A New Edition. 20
Plates. Royal 16mo . . . . . . . . . . 3 00

Gray (A.) Botanical Text Book. 12mo. New York, 1S45 . . . . .175
Grisebach (4.) Bericht uber die Leistungen en der geographischen und Systematis-

chen Botanik wahrend des Jahres, 1S49. Svo. 1851 . . . . . . 8"J<i

Hannover ( -4.) On the Construction and Use of the Microscope. Edited by John
Goodsir. Svo. Edinburgh, 1853. . . . . . . . . 1 50

Harvey (W. H.) Marine AlgaB of Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, Pt. 1, 4to. London,
1852 4 50

— Nereis Boreali-Americana ; or, Contributions towards a History of the Marine Algas
of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts of North America. Part 2—Rhodospermeae, royal
4to. 23 plates . . .

Hassall (' r. A. H.) A Microscopic Examination of the Water supplied to the In-

habitants of London and the Suburban Districts. Svo. Coloured Plates. London. 1851. 75

Henfrey (4.) Vegetation of Europe: its Conditions and Causes. 12mo. London, 1854. 1 75

Henle. Traite d'Anafomie Generale, ou Histoire des Tissus et de la Composition Chi-
mique et Microscopique du Corps Humain. Two volumes, Svo., avec cinque planches.
Paris, 1S42 S 75

Befvitsou {W. C) Illustrations of Exotic Butterflies, Pt. 8, 4to,

Hoefer> Dictionnaire de Botanique pratique. 12mo. Paris, 1850,

Hooker(\V. J.) Century of Ferns, Pt. 1, 4to. 1854.

Icones Plantarum, V. 10, Pt. 1, Svo. 1854.

Species Filicum ; or, a Synopsis of all known Ferns. Vol. 1, Svo . . 11 50
And Part VI.

Jan., 1854 . . 1 50

. 1 75

. 3 00

. 425

30

(J. f ,) Himalayan Journals, or Notes of a Naturalist in Bengal, the Silkkin and
Nepal Himalayas, the Khasia Mountains, &c. 2 vols. Svo., with maps and illustrations.

London, 1S54 10 75

The Flora of New Zealand. Part IV. Including an elaborate Essay on the Origin,

Variation, and Distribution of Plants. Coloured Plates, 4to. . . . .9 60

Hooper (%V- f».) Ten Months among the Tents of the Tuski ; with Incidents of an
Arctic Boat Expedition in Search of Sir John Franklin, as far as the Mackenzie River.

8vo., witli map and illustrations. London, 1S53 . . . . . . 4 25

Hopkins (%V.) Researches in Physical Geology. 4to . . . .050

Horsficid ( !".) Plantse Javanica; Rariores, Descriptse Iconibusque illustrataj, quas in

insula Java, annis 1302-17. legit et investigavit Thomas Horsfield, M.D. E siccis descrip-

tiones et cbaracteres plurimarume laboravit Johannes J. Bennett ; observationes struc-

turam et afEnitatcs praesertim respicientes, passim adjecit Robertus Brown. ^Royal 4to.

cloth, coloured . . . ... .
•

. . . 81 50

plain . . .
•

. . 21 00

Hu^^lien ( 1'.) A New School Atlas of Physical, Political, and Commercial Geography;
comprising 17 coloured Maps, with descriptive letterpress. Royal Svo, half-bound . 8 25

Humboldt. Cosmos: Essai d'une description Physique du monde, traduit de I'AUe-

mand par Faye. Paris, 1846-1852, t. I, II, III, Svo 8 50

Hunt. Geologic (Histoire, Formation et Disposition des Matcriaux quicomposent I'ccorce

du Globe terrestre). 2 vols. Svo., avec un atlas de 24 pi . . . . . 5 00

Jardine ('•ir \» in.) The lohnology of Annandale; or Illustrations of Footmarks im-

pressed on the New Red Sandstone of Corncockle .Muir, Dumfriesshire. Plates, the size

and colour of the original Fossil Impressions. Large folio . . • . 20 00
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Jay (.1oliu C) A Catalogue of Shells, arraneied according to the Lamarckean System,
with tneir authorities, synonymes and references to works where figured or described

—

together with a Supplement, containing additional species, corrections, and alterations
contained in the collection of John C. Jay, M.D. Fourth edition, with supplement . 4 00
Supplement, ..... .....100

Jenii tug's (r.) The Eggs of British Birds, displayed in a Series of Engravings copi^
and coloured from Nature : with Descriptions of British Birds. 12mo . .

'
. 2 00

Jesse (E.) G-leanings in Natural History. New edit., 12mo. London, ISo-l . . 1 75

Jones! (Hynier.) The Xatural History of Animals: being the substance of Three
Courses of Lectures, delivered before the Uoyal Institution of Great Britain. 2 vols. 8vo.,
with beautiful woodcuts. . . . . . . . . . 7 25
Vol. 2, separately. . . . . . . . . , . 3 63

Jukes (T. Bcete.) Popular Physical Geology. Illustrated on a new and striking

plan by 20 double-tinted lithograph Landscapes, each depicting some special geological
phenomenon drawn and coloured from nature. Royal 16mo, cloth. london, 1853 . 3 00

Kelaart (Or. £. F>) Prodromus Fauuce Zeylanicte. Svo, coloured . , .3 25

Kennedy ( W.) A Short Narrative of the Second Voyage of the Prince Albert in Search
of Sir John Franklin. Svo. London, 1853 . . . . . . . 2 50

KnssrUt's Geology of the British Empire: a Gazetteer of the United Kingdom and its

Colonies ; illustrated with Steel Engravings and Maps. 2 vols. imp. 8vo. . 12 50
Knipe's Small Geological Map of Great Britain. . . . . . 12 00
Kolliker (Prof. A.) Mikroskopische Anatomic Oder Gewebelehre des Menschen.

—

Vols 1 & 2. . . .
'. 6 OO

Kolliker. Manual of Human Histology, translated by G. Busk and T. Huxley, with
woodcuts. Published by the Sydenham Society. London, 1S53 . . . . 9 00

Kraiitz's (Dr.) Rheinisches Mineralien Comptoir. Detailed and Priced Catalogue of

Mineralogical, Geological, and Palffiontological Specimens, Models, &c. Svo . . 30

KuctzinsT (• rof. Dr. F. T.) Grundzuge der philosoph. Botanik. 2 vols., Svo.

,

mit Tafeln Abbildungen. . . . . . . . . . 2 50

Tabulae PhycologiciB oder Abbildungen der Tange. Vol. 1. & II. 1—5e. Liefg.
plain, . . 15 00
coloured . . 30 00

Die Kieselschalign Bacillarien oder Diatomeen, mit SO Tafeln. 4to. Leipsig, 1844. 00

Species Algarum. Octavo. Leipsig, 1849. . . . . . . 6 25

Kuutll (C V.) E.-iumeratio Plantarum. 5 vols., Svo., and Supplement, vol. 1. 6 vols.
Svo., half morocco. Stutgart, 18.33—1835 . . . . . . . 00

L.a.bouret. Monographic de la Famille des Cactees. 12mo. . . . . 2 00

IJacordairp. Entomologie (Introduction a 1'), comprenant les principes generaux de
I'Anatoraie et de la Physiologic des Insectes, des details sur leurs moeurs, et un resume
des principau.N systemes de classification, etc. 2 vols., 8vo., et 24 planches, coloriees. 7 00

Iiaildriu» Dictionnaire de Mineralogie, de Geologic et de Metallurgie. 12mo. Paris. 1 25

IjanbsbOrousrIj (Kev. I>.) A Popular History of British Zoophytes or Corallines.

12mo, coloured plate. London, 1S52 . . . . . . . . 3 00

Uathani (R. G.) Ethnology of the British Islands. 12mo. London, 1882 . .150
Man and his Migrations. 12mo. New York, 1S52. Cloth . . . . 75

L<aurenf (Paul.) Etudes Physiologiques sur les animalcules des infusions vegetales,
compares aux organes elementaires des vegetaux. Tome ler. Des Infusoires. 9vo.,

ave'c 22 planches......... . 6 00

Liavalle. Traife pratique des Champignons comestibles, comprenant leur organisation,

leurs caracteres botaniques, leurs proprietes alimentaires, leur culture, la maniere de les

preparer, les raoyens de les distinguer des especes veneneuses, et les soins a donner aux
personnes empoisonnees par ces dernieres. Paris, 1852, 1 vol. Svo., avec 12 planches
coloriees . . ... . . . . . , . . 2 00

Lieacit (W» \t) Molluscorum Britannioe Synopsis: arrangedaccording to their Natural
Affinities and Anatomical Structure. Svo. 18 plates. London, 1853 . . . 4 25

LiCConito «'( R(>i$tduval. Ilistoire Generale et Iconograpie des Lepidopteres et des
Chenilles de I'Amcrique Septentrionale. 1 vol., with coloured plates. (Very scarce.)
Half calf 25 00

liGCnq (if.) Etudes sur la Qeographie Botanique de I'Europe. Tome ler. Svo. Paris,

1854 2 25

lieidy ( lfo«ienli lTf.I».) A Flora and Fauna within living Animals, forming a portion
of the " Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge." Folio, Plates. . . .0 00

Iiepeleti<-r et BSrtille. Ilymennptcrcs (Ab.cilles, Guepes, Fourmis, etc.) 4 vols.,

avec 4 livraisons de planches, fig. coloriees . . . . .
• 12 60

l.evdig' ('",) Anatomlsch IFistoIogische Untersuch ungen u Fiscbe und Reptilien. 4to.

^Berlin, 1853 8 00
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JLindlcy & IIuttoii< The Fossil Flora of Great Britain, or figures and description of

the vegetable remains found in a Fossil State in this country, 3 vols. 8vo. Plates.
Half calf. London, 1S31-33 . . . . . . . . 40 00

Lindloy (Joliii.) The Vegetable Kingdom, or the Structure, Classification, and Uses
of Plants, Ulustrated upon the Na-tural System. 3rd edit. 8vo, 500 illustrations. Lon-
don, 185:3 . . 8 50

On Symmetry of Vegetation. Svo. . . . . . . . 80

Lucas. Histoire Naturelle des Animaux Articules, forming part of the Exploration de
de I'Algerie, undertaken by the French Government. 83 livraisons in 4to., with the
plates colored. .......... 130 00

Lyell (C.) Principles of Geology ; or, the Modern Changes of the Earth and its Inhabi-
tants. 9th edition, enlarged, Svo. London, 1853. $2 75. New York, 1853. $2 50,

Macdonald and Allaii. The Botanist's Word Book, an Etymological and Expla-
natory Vocabulary. 12mo, ......... 80

Macfjillivray (W.) History of British Birds, V. 4 and 5, Svo. ea. . . .5 50
Complete, 5 v. Svo. ......... 15 T5

macqiiarta Dipteres (Mouches, Cousins, etc.). 2 vols. Svo. et 24 planches, coloriees. . 6 25

mandl. Anatomie Microscopique. Toms H., Histogenese. Folio, plates. Paris, 1S54.
Per liv 1 50

mantell (G« A.) Geological Excursions. New edit., post, Svo. London, 1S54. .150
iXIarcou (Jules). A Geological Map of the United States, and the British Provinces

of North America, with an Explanatory Test, Geological Sections, and Plates. Svo.
Boston, 1853 3 00

Martiu CW. C. L.) A General History of Humming Birds. 12mo. colored. . . 1 50
Colored and illuminated. . . . . . . . . . 3 00

Meuioires de la Societe Geologique de France. Tome IV. . . . ' . . 2 00

Microscopical Science (Quarterly Journal of ). Edited by Edwin Lankester, M.D.,
and George Busk, F.R.C.S,E. Vol. I., Svo., containing, with Index, numerous Woodcuts,
a Photographic and 15 Lithographic Plates. Original Communications from Dr. P. B.
Ayres—T. E. Amyot, Esq.—G. Busk, Esq., P.R.3.—Dr. Golding Bird, F.R.S.—Dr. L.
Beale—T. Brightwell, Esq.—Dr. T. S. Cobbold—J. Delves, Esq.—P. H. Gosse, Esq.—J.
Gorham, Esq.—Dr. J. E. Gray, F.R.S.—Professor Gregory—T. H. Huxley, Esq., F.R.S.
—Dr. T. S. Holland—S. Highley, jun. Dr. Herapath—Arthur Henfrey, Esq., F.R.S.—
Dr. Inman—George Jackson, Esq.—J. Lister, Esq.—J. B. Mummery, Esq.— Dr. E. A.
Parkes—Professor Quekett—G. Rainey, Esq.—Dr. P. Redfern—Professor Kiddell—J. B.
Simmonds, Esq.—G. Shadbolt, Esq.—Kev. H. Smith—S. J. A. Salter, Esq., M.B.—.John
Tyrrell, Esq.—Professor Williamson—Professor Wheatstone, F.R.S.—E. G. Wright, Esq.
Translations from the papers of Kolliker—Schacht—Siebold—Leydig—Herbst—Monta-
gue. Reviews, Notes, and Memoranda, &c. Per vol. in cloth, . . . . 4 26
llicroscopical Science (Quarterly Journal of). Part V. . . . . . 1 00
Subscription for the vol. (each of 4 parts). . .

,
. . . .4 00

Microscopic Journal for 1S41. Edited by D. Cooper. Svo. London. . . 6 00

Milne Ed'tvards. Ci-ustaces (Ecrevisses, Homards, Crabes, etc.), comprenant I'Ana-

tomie, la Physiologic et la Classification de ces animaux, 8 vol. avec 4 livraisons de pi.

Fig. coloriees. .......... 11 00

Cours elementaire de zoologie. Paris, 1851. 12mo. avec 418 figures intercaleea

dans le texte. . . . . . . . . . ' • . 1 60

Histoire naturelle des crustaces (Suites a Bufifon). Paris, 183T-1S41, 3 vols. Svo. Figures

coloriees. .......... 11 00

Molkl, on the Vegetable Cell. Edited by Henfrey. Svo. 1 Plate and 52 Woodcuts. Lon-
don, 1853. . . . , 2 25

Moore (I'.) The Handbook of British Ferns ; comprising Scientific and Popular Descrip-

tions, with Engravings of all the Indigenous Species and Varieties. 8rd edition, ISmo.
London, 1853 1 60

Morrifs (F. O.) Book of Natural History, sq. Svo, col'd. plates . . . .8 00

Mudic's British Birds; or. History of the Feathered Tribes of the British Islands. 5th

edition, revised by W. C. L. Martin, Esq. Complete in Two Volumes; illustrated with

23 Plates, containing 52 Figures of Birds, and 7 additional Plates of Eggs. Post 8vo.,

with the plates coloured, per vol. . . . . .
'

• . 2 25

Murray (.\.) Catalogue of the Coleoptera of Scotland. Svo. . . . .0 75

Nccker. Mcmoire sur la Fecondation, sur la Semence, Ac, des Plantcs. 4to., with

Plates . . - . . V 76

Memoire sur la Gradation des formes dans lea parties des Vcgctaux. 4to . .0 25

< Mcmoire sur Its Animalcules des Infusions. 4to . . . . . . 25

Owen (D.D.) Report of a Geological Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, made
under instructions from the United States Treasury Department. Royal 4to. 2 vols.

Numerous woodcuts .....•••
Payer (.1.) Botanique Cryptogamique, ou Histoire des families naturelles des Plantca

fnferieures, avec 1,105 figures. Royal Svo. Paris, 1850 . . . • .3 70
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Payer. Traite d'organogenie vegeta.le comparee. ler livraison. 8vo.

L'ouvrage se composera de 2 volumes de teste et un atlas de 150 pi. H sera publie par
livraisoQS de 3 a 4 feuilles de texte et de 9 a 10 pi., sur format grand jesus. Prix de
chaque livraisons . . . . , . . . . . 00
11 paraitra une livraison tous les mois.

Pllillips (.JoliJi.) The Rivers, Mountains, and Sea Coast of Yorkshire. 1 vol. 8vo.

Litho. and Woodcuts . . . . . , . . . . 4 50

Guide to Geology. 12mo. London, 1S54. . . . . . . 1 50

. (\%'^iii.) An Elementary Introduction to Mineralogy. A new edition, with ex-
tensive alterations and additions by H. J. Brooke and W. H. Miller. 8vo. London,
1862 4 60

Pictet (F."J.) Traite de paleontologie, ou Histoire naturelle des animaux fossiles con-
sideres dans leurs rapports Zoologiques et Geologiques, par F.-J. Pictet, professeur de
Zoologie et d'Anatomie comparee a I'Academie de Geneve, etc. Deuxieme edition,

corrigee et considerablement augmentee. Paris, lSo3-18o4, 4 forts vols., 8vo, avec un
bel atlas de 110 pi., grand 4to.

L'ouvrage sera publie en quatre livraisons, composees chacune d'un volume 8vo, de 600
pages, et d'un cahier de 27 a 28 pi. 4to. Prix de la livraison . . . . 5 GO

Les livraisons 1 et 2 sont en vente ; les autres livraisons seront publiees tous les six

mois.
Dans cette deuxieme edition, I'auteur a conserve la division en trois parties : la pre-
miere comprenant les considerations generates ; la seconde, Tenumeratii^n zooligique

;

la troisieme, les applications de la paleontologie a I'histoire du globe. Chacune de
ces parties a ete doublee dans son etendue, soit pour rendre plus claires certaines

questions traitees d'une maniere incomplete dans la premiere edition, soit pour y in-

troduire les faits nombreux qui out ete acquis a la science depuis dix ans.

Les planches de la premiere edition etaient insuffisantes, soit par leur nombre, soit par
la dimension trop reduite des tigures. Cette seconde edition est accompagnee d'un
atlas grand 4to, qui sera d'un puissant secours pour aider dans la determination
generique des debris fossiles. Les caracteres essentiels de presque tous les genres y
sont representes en detail, soit au moyen de figures originales, soit par des copies
convenablement reduites des especes qui ne sont connues que par des pieces uniques
ou rares. Les planches confiees a d'habiles artistes formeront I'atlas paleontologique
elementaire le plus complet qui ait encore ete publie.

Materiaux pour la Paleontologie Suissse, ou recueil de Monographies sw les fossiles

de Jura et des Alpes. ler livraison. 4to, plates. Geneve, 1854 . . . . 2 50

Pictet et Roiuc (W.) Description des mollusques fossiles qui se trouvent dans les

gres verts des environs de Geneve. Geneve, 1S47-1S53, 4to, avec 51 planches . 15 CO
Ce bel oavrage a ete publie en quatre livraisons : lo cephalopodes ;

2o gasteropodes

:

So acephales octhoconque ; 4'' acephales pleuroconques.

Plee. Types de Chaque Famille et des Principaux Genres de Plantes qui croissent spon-
tanement en France. Exposition detaillee et complete des caracteres et de I'embryolo-

gie. S3 livraisons sont publiees. Prix de chaque . . . . . . 1 26

Poey (Felipe.) Memoriassobrela Historia Natural de la Islade Cuba. With numerous
beautifully colored plates, and a Summary in Latin and in French. To be completed in

24 parts : 4 are now ready,—each . . . . . . . . 2 60

Pontel. Catalogue Methodlque et descriptif des Vertebras fossiles decouverts dans le

bassin Hydrographique superieur de la Loire, et surtout dans la vallee de son affluent

principal, I'AUier. Paris, 1854, 8vo . . . . . . . . 75

Pouchet. Histoire des sciences naturelles au moyen age. Albert le Grand et son epo-

que, considers comme point de depart de I'ecole expierimentale. Paris, 1863, 1 beau
volume 8vo. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Or half bound . . . 2 75

Pritcliard (A.) History of Infusorial Animalcules, Living and Fossil; with Abstracts
of the Systems of Ehrenbcrg, Dujardin, Kutzing, Siebold, and others, and Descriptions
of all the Species. 8vo. 2-t plates, London, 1863 . . . . . . 6 50 .

Quclvett (J.) Lectures on Histology. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1352 . . .5 75

ICaddi. Melastome Brasiliane. 4to. 1S27 . . . . . . .0 76

lEauibnr. Nevropteres (Demoiselles, Ephemores, etc.) 8vo., et planches, coloriees .8 25

Ramon de la Saara. Histoire Physique, Politique et Naturelle de I'isle de Cuba.
Les livraisons 02 a 72 viennent de paraitre. .......

Rcdoiitc (P. .T.) Les Roses peintcs par Rcdoute, decrites et classees selon leur ordre
naturel, par Thory. 3e edit., publiee par I'irolle. Paris, 1828, S vol. 8vo., avec 180 pi.

col., half tuorocco. . . . . . . . . . 18 00

. Les Liliacces, decrites par Decandolle, etc., peintes par P. J. Redoute. Paris, 1802-
1816. Vols. 1, 2, and 3, grand fol., avec pi. col., dem.-rel. Bel exemplaire. . 20 00

Ricliardson (•>ir John). The Zoology of the A'oyage of II. M. S. Herald. Part U.,
including Mammals. Plates. 4to. Loudon, 1S53. . . . . . . 8 00

Roltin (<'!».) Tableaux d'anatomie, comprenant I'expose de toutes les parties a etudior
dans rorganisme de I'homme et dans celui des animaux. Paris, 1851. 4to. 10 tableaux. 1 00
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Robin (rb.) Histoire naturelle des vegetaux parasites qui croissentsur ITiomme et sur

lee animaux yivants. Paris, 1S53, gr. 8to. de 70S pages, avec atlas de 16 pi. gravees en
partie coloriees, . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Or half calf, 5 00
La description ou I'histoire naturelle de chaqne espece de Parasites renfenne : lo Sa
diagnose ou description taxonomique ;

—

2' Son anatomie ou etude de sa structure ;

—

3i L'etude du milieu dans lequel elle vit, des conditions exterieures qui en permettent
I'accroissement, etc,;—4!^ L'etude des phenomenes de nutrition, developpemeut et re-

production qu'elle presente dans ses conditions, ou physiologie de I'espece ;—5o L'ex-

amen de Taction que le parasite exerce sur I'animal meme qui le porte et Inl sert de
milieu ambiant.—On est ainsi conduit a etudier les alterations morbides et les symp-
tomes dout le parasite est la cause, puis I'expose des moyens a employer pour faire

disparaitre cette cause, pour detruire ou enlever le vegetal, et empecher qu'il se de-
veloppe de nouveau.

Les planches qui composent I'atlas cnt toutes ete dessinees d'apres nature, et ne laissent

rien a desirer pour I'esecution.

Bosseau (L,.) ct A. Deveria. Photographie zoologique ou representation des
animaux rares des collections du Museum d'histoire naturelle. Procedes de Lemercier
et Bisson freres. FoUo, per livraison . . . . . . . 2 25
t'ouTrage composera de 60 planches qui paraitront en 10 lirraisons.

—^— Photographic Zoology. Small Iblio, Parts I., 11. and UI. These exquisite Photo-
graphic delineations (from the Glass, and the Litho-photographic and Steel-photographic
processes of M. Neipse) of recent and fossil Animals, Insects, Crustaceans, Shells, Coral-
loids, &c., are "o remarkably faithful, that with the aid of a lens the most minute mark-
ings are por'ectly distinguishable. Specimen Part, containing Ten Photographs, . 4 50
This work will consist of Sixty Photogi-aphic Plates, to be issued in Parts of Six Plates

each. Price of each Part, . . . . . . . . . 2 75
Or each Plate separately, ......... 60

Saulcy (IT. do)- Voyages autour de la mer morte et dans les terres Bibliques. 2 toIs.

8vo. Paris, 1S5.3. 4 00

Scbacbt (Dr. H.) The Microscope, in its special application to Tegetable Anatomy
and Physiology. Translated by Fred. Currey, Esq., M.A. Post 8vo., numerous iUustra-
tions. iKindon, ISo-S. . . . . . . . . . . 1 50

Ssbleiden (^I. J.) The Plant: a Biography, in a series ef Thirteen Lectures on'

Botany. Translated by A. Henfrey, F. L. S. 2nd edit Svc, 7 colored plates, and
woodcuts. London, 1S52. . . . . . . . . . 4 00

Scbmarda. (LiUil'tvig' H<) Grundzuge der Zoologie. 1. Theil. Systematische Zo-
ologie. Jlit Abbildungen. . . . ... . . . . 1 50

Scboedler (F.) The Book of Nature; an Elementary Introduction to the Sciences of
Physics. Astronomy, Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, Botany, Zoology, and Physiology.
By Prof. Schoedler. Edited, from the Sixth German Edition, by Henry Medlock, F.C.S.
Post Svo. pp. 612, with about 500 woodcuts, cloth. . . . . ...

Scboufv (.J. 1'.) Earth, Plants, and Man. Translated by A. Henfrey. Post Syo. . 1 50

Sedg-iriclc (A.) and !TE'Coy. Palaeozoic Rocks and Fossils, Pt. 2, roy. 4to. . 3 00

Seemanu (Berthold). The Botany of the Voyage of H. M. S. Herald. Part HI.
Plates. 4to. London, 1S53. . . . . . . . . . 3 00

Circumnavigation of the Globe; being the Narrative of the Voyage of H. M. S.

Herald, under the command of Captain Henry Kellett, R.N., C.B. In 2 vols. Svo.
Tinted Lithographs and a New Map by Petermann. London, 1&53. . . . 6 50

Flora of Esquimaux-Land. Royal 4to. . . . . . .3 00

Scrvillc Orthopteres (Grillons, Criquets, Sauterelles). Svo. , et 14 pi., coloriees .8 25

Sniitb(\V.) Synopsis of the British Diatomacea. Vol 1, royal Svo. London, 1363 .6 50

Sniitb's. Large Geological Map of the British Isles . . . . . .6 50

Sowcrby Hi, n.) A Conchological Manual, with 700 colored illustrations, fonrtb
edition. London, 1S52 ......... 11 00—— Thesaurus Conchyliorum. Figures of recent Shells. Part 14, imp. Svo. London,
1854 7 50

Sowerby's (.ras.) English Botany. Vol. 7, 8d edit. Svo. London, 1S54 . 14 00

English Botany. .3d edition. Vol 6, Svo. London, 1853 . . . . 12 00

Spacb> A'egetaux Phanerogamcs (Organes sexuels apparents, Arbres, Arbrisseaux,
Plantes d Agrement, etc.) 14 v. et 15 livr. de pi., fig. coloriees . . . 46 00

Staintoil (II« D.) Entomologist's Companion. New edition, 12mo. . . . S3

Stars (Tbc) and the Earth; or, Tbougbts upon Space, Time, and Eternity. 10th thou-
sand, ISmo. . . . . . . . . . . .0 2*

Strail9>i Dlirckeinia Considerations generates surl'anatomie comparce des animaux
articules, auxquelles on a joint I'anatomie descriptive du melotontha vulgaris (hanne-
ton) comme exemple de I'organisation des vertebrcs. Paris, 1S28, 4to et atlas de 19 pi. 12 00

Sutherland (I*. C) Voyage in Baffin's Bay, Ac. 1860-51,2 vols., post Svo. London,
1S02. .... . . . . . . . . 7 00

Temminck (C* .T«) Esquieses Zoologiqucs de la Cote de Guine, lere partie, les Mam-
mlfercj. 8v». 1854 2 25
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Toaszetti. Osservazioni Botaniche. 4to. Coloured plates. . . . . 1 00

Tulk & Heiifrey's Anatomical Manipulations. This work contains much that

relates to the Preservation and Mounting of Microscopical Objects. Woodcuts. . 2 62}i

Unirer's (i>r. F.) Botanical Letters to a Friend. Translated by Dr. B. Paul. Post

Svo., numerous Illustrations . . . . . . . » . 1 50

Ventenal. Monographie du Genre Tilleul. 4to. Plates . . . . . 50

Vestiees of tlie Natural History of Creation. 10th edit., with extensive additions and
emendations, and illustrated by numerous engravings on wood, Svo. London, 1S53 . 3 75

Walker (I-'.) lusecta Britannica ; Diptcra. 2 vols., Svo., with plates. London, 1S54 15 00

Wallace (A K.) Palm Trees of the Amazon, and their Uses. Post Svo., 4S plates.

Loudon, lS.o3 . . ........ 3 25

»- A Narrative of Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro : with an Account of the

Native Tribes, and Observations on the Climate, Geology, and Natural History of the

Amazon Valley. Svo., with a map and illustrations. London, 1S54 . . . 5 50

Walckenaer et Gervais. Apteres (Araignees, Scorpions , etc.) 4 vols., avec 5
,

cahiers de pi., coloriees . . . . . . c • • 14 00

Ward ( \. B.) On the Growth of Plants in Closely glazed Cases. 2d edit., post Svo . 1 50

Webb (P. B«) Otia Hispanica Seu delectus Plantarum Rariorum. 4to., with 46 plates.

Paris, 1553 8 00

Weddel (W. A,) Voyage dans le Nord de la Bolivie, et dans les Parties Toisines du
Perou. With 4 plates, and a map. Svo. Paris, 1S53. . . . . . 2 50

Wythes (J. H.) Curiosities of the Microscope; or, Dlustrations of the Minute Parts

of Creation, adapted to the Young. Square royal 16mo, coloured Engraving . . 1 25

Wood (J. G.) The Illustrated Natural History. By the Rev. J. G. Wood. With 4Ci0

designs by Harvey. 12mo. . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Zoological Society's Transaction. Vol. 4, Part 3, 4to. 1853 . .
•

. 2 50
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Airy. Lectures on Astronomy. Svo. Ipswich, 1849 . . . . . 2 75

Anniiaire ITleteoroIogrique de la France. Par M. Haeghens, Martins et Berigny.
1S49, 1S50, and 1S51. Royal Svo., per year . . . . . . 3 50

Ara^rn (Francois.) Oiuvres completes. Tome ler. Svo . . . 2 00
Introduction par M. Alexandre de Humboldt.—Histoire de ma jeunesse.—Notices bio-

grapliiques sur Fresnel, Volta, Young, Fourier, Watt, Carnot. Les CEuvres de Fran-
cois Arago formeront 12 volumes Svo.

Avogadro Sui calori Speafico de Corpi Solidi e liquidi. 4to. . . . . 75

Begnelin. Recherches sur la Propagation de la lumiere. 4to. , . . .0 50

Boutig^ny< Base d'une Nouvelle Physique, I'etat Spheroidal. Svo. 1842 . .127
Bsiviuan (J. E.) Introduction to Practical Chemistry. By John E. Bowman. 2d

edit. 12mo . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00

Etriz. Abhandlungen ub die Cohasions-und Elasticitats-Verhaltnisse. 4to

Carlini. Sulla legge delle Variazioni orane del Barometro. 4to .

Carpi. SuU' Magnetismo. 4to . . . . . ' .

Cotte. Observations Meteorologiques. 4to ....
Coulomb. Methode de determiner I'Inclinaison d'une aiguille Airaantee

. 50

. 50

. 50

. 60

4to . .0 25

Crabb (Gcora'c ) A Technical Dictionary ; or, a Dictionary explaining the terms used
in all Arts and Sciences. 12mo. London, ISoi . . . . . . 3 75

CuTit'r. Analyse de ses travaux sur la Physique et la Chimie. 4to . . .0 50

De la Hive (A.) A Treatise on Electricity, in Theory and Practice. 1 vol. Svo.
London, 1853 5 50

(».-».) Traite d'Electricite Theorique et applique. Paris, 1S5.3-1854. 2 vol. Svo.
avec 260 pi. intercalees dans le texte. Vol. 1. . . . . . . 2 2S
Les nombreuses applications de I'electricite aux sciences et aux arts, les liens qui I'unis-

sent a touies les autrcs parties des sciences physiques, out rendu son etude indispen-
sable au chimiste aussi bicn qu'au physicien, au peologue autant qu'au physiologiste,

a I'ingenieur comine au medecin ; tous sont appeles a rencontrer I'electricite sur leur
route, tous out besoin de se farailiariser avec son etude. Personne mieux que M. de
la Kivc, dont le nom sc rattaclie aux progres de cette belle science, ne pouvait pre-
senter I'exi'osltion dcs connai-ssances acquises en electricite et de ses nombreuses ap-
plications aux sciences et aux arts.

DiKileti. Manuel Opcratoire de photographic sur collodion Instantane. Svo. Paris,
1854

^
75
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Dove (H. W.) The Distribution of Heat over the Surface of the Globe, illustrated by
Isotliermal, Thermic Isabnormal, and other Curves of Temperature. 4to., with map.
London, 1S53 .... ...... 3 60

Du Bois- 15eymond on Animal Electricity, by Bence Jones. 8vo. London, 1852 .175
Duliaincl de Mouceaxi. Traite de la Fabrique des manoeuvres pour les Vaisse-

aux ou I'art de la C'orderie jierfectionne. 4to. Paris, 1747. . . . . 3 00

Dunn (M.) Histoire of the Steam Jet as applicable to the Ventilation of Coal Mines.
Svo. . 75

Ethnographical FJbrary. Conducted by Mr. Edwin Norris of the Asiatic
vSociety. Vol. 1. The Native Races of the Indian Archipelago. Papuans. By George
Windsor Earl. Post Svo. Illustrated with 5 coloui-ed Plates, 2 Maps, and Woodcuts.
London, ISoS . . . . . . , . . . . 2 00

Exiiibition of 1S51, (Lectures on the Results of the Great), delivered before the Society
of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce (Dr. WheweU, Professor Ansted, and others).
2 vols, post Svo. each ... ...... 2 25

Eairbairn (V*\) On the Application of Cast and Wrought Iron to Building Purposes.
lioyal Svo., with plates and woodcuts. London, 1854. . . . . . 3 60

Falcot (P.) Traite Encyclopedique et Methodique de la fabrication des Tissus. 2e edit.

8 vols. 4to. Paris, 1352. . . . . . . . . 18 50

Faraday (S'rof.) The Subject-matter of a Course of SlxLectm-es on the Non-metallic
Elements. 12mo., cloth. London, 1S53. . . . . . . . 1 75

Fau (J.) Douze lecons de Photographie. Description de precedes simples et faciles, au
moyen desquels on obtient, presque infailliblement, des epreuves sui- verre et papier.
ISmo. . . ... , . . . . . . 75

Fau et Chevalier* Manuel du Physicien pveparateur, ou description d'un cabinet
de Physique. 2 vols. ISmo., with an atlas of 88 plates. Paris, 1853 . . . 3 75

Faischcr (f,.) Remarks on the Production of the Precious Metals, and on the Demoni-
tization of Gold in several Countries of Europe. Svo. London, 1853 . . .0 75

Ganot (A.) Traite elementaire de Physique, experimentale et appliquee et de Meteoro-
logie. 3d edition. ISmo., avec fig. Paris, 1854 . . . . . . 2 00

Gerhardt (t"h.) Traite de Chimie Organique. (Supplement au Traite de Chimie de
Berzelius). Paris, 1853-1S54. 4 vols. Svo. (Publie en 12 livraisons). Prix de la
livraisoa . . . . . . . . . . . . 75

GresTory (Wni.) Handbook of Inorganic Chemistry; being a new and greatly en-
larged edition of the Outlines of Inorganic Chemistry, for the use of Students. 3rd edit,

post Svo., woodcuts. London, 1853 . . .
"

.

Griffin (J". J.) Chemical Recreation. Div. 1, post Svo .

Griffith ( r.) Chemistry of the Four Seasons. 12mo. London, 1853

Guitard. Histoire de I'Electricite. 12mo. Paris, 1854

Haldat. Exposition de la doctrine Magnetique, ou Traite Philosophique
critique du Magnetisme. Svo. Nancy, 1S52....

Kalleiir's Art of Photography. 12mo. London, 1854

Handbook of Photography, illustrating the Process, &c. 12mo., sewed

Hig:hton (E.) Treatise on the Electric Telegraph. 12mo. London, 1852 . .0 60

Hinds (Or. W.) The Harmonies of Physical Science in relation to the Higher Senti-

ments, with Observations on the Study of the Medical Sciences, and the Moral and
Scientific Relations of Medical Life. Fcap. Svo. London, 1S53 . . . . 1 50

Hopkins ('S'.) On the Atmospheric Changes which produce Rain and Wind. 2d edit.

Svo. . . . . . . . , . . . . 2 75

Hopkinson (J.) The Workmg of the Steam Engine E.x-plained by the use of the
Indicator. Svo. London, 1854. . . . . . . . . 1 50

Howard (Luke.) Seven lectures on Meteorology. 12mo. London, 1S43 . .100
Hunt (U.) A Manual of Photography. By Robert Hunt. 4th edit, post Svo . .175
Jamcstin (l-.'dlnburg'h.) New Philosophical Journal, 1S26 to 1S3S inclusive. 24

vols. iKilf bound .......... 37 00

Jullicn (B.) Quclqucs points de Sciences dans I'Antiquite. Physique, Metrique,
Musique. Svo. Paris, 1S64 . , . . . . . . . 2 00

Kane (Sir ISobert.) Elements of Chemistry, theoretical and practical, including the

most recent discoveries and applications of tlie Science to Medicine and Pharmacy, to

Agriculture iind to Manufactures. Illustrated by 200 woodcuts, Svo do . . . 8 87
In H. B.'s previous catalogue erroneously priced . . . . . . 6 75

Knapp. Tei-hnology, or Chemistry applied to the Arts. Vol.1. Containing Fuel and
its Application. 2nd edition, thoroughly Illustrated, 1854 . . . . , 6 00

Kobcll's Sketches from the Mineral Kingdom, post Svo London, 1853 . . .150
Kupff'r. Observations Meteorologiques faite a I'Academie imperiale des Sciences de

St. Petersbourg, de 1822 a 1835 4 75

liaboulayc. Dictlonnaire des Arts et Manufactures de I'Agricu'.ture, des Mines, «t«.
Ouvrage formant 2 tres forts volumes in 4to., et illustre de 3,000 gravurcs. Now com-
plete ... 15 CO

1 75

. 60

. 2 25

. 1 00

Historique et

. 1 00

. 30

. 50
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liambert* Sur la Meteorologie. 4to . . . . . . . 25

Lardiier (D.) The Museum of Science and Art. Vol. 1, 12mo. illustrated by engravings
on wood . . . . . . . . . . . . 37

Handbook of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy. Third Course—Meteorology;
Asuonomy. Svo., with 37 lithographic plates and upwards of 200 illustrations on wood,
cloth. London, 1653 . . . . .

•
. . . . 5 00

liCCtures on the Results of the Great Exhibition of 1S51, delivered before the Society of
Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. 2 vols., each . . . . . . 2 25

,

liCgray. Traite de Photographie. Svo . . . . . . . 1 CO

LercbouTH et Secrctan. Photographie . . . . . . 1 00

LiiebiST'S (Jastiis) Handbook of Organic Analysis, containing a Detailed Account
of the various Methods used in determining the Elementary Composition of Organic
Substances. Edited by Dr. Hoffman. Post Svo., woodcuts. London, 1S53 . . 1 50

,

liiebig' and. Kopp's Annual Report of the Progress of Chemistry, &c. vol. 4, Svo.
chjth. 1S53 . . . . . . . . . . . 00

tove (T.) The Art of Cleaning, Dyeing, Scouring, &c. 12mo. London, 1S54 . . 2 25

liOWig^ (t'.) Principles of Organic and Physiological Chemistry. Translated by Daniel
Breed. Svo . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00

I,yell {A. W.) Pveport of the Trial of the Torbanehill Slineral Case. 4to. Londos,
1S53 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25

malag'uti (T.) Lecons elementaires de Chimie. Paris, 1S53, 2 vol. 12mo. avec 104
figures intercaiees dans le teste. . . . . . . . . 2 50

Mariauini. DeUa PUa. 4to . . . . . . . . . 50J

martens* Combustion de la Yapeur alcholique et etheree, autour d'un fil de platine.
4to. 25

Sur la Theorie Chimique de la respiration et de la Chaleur animale. 4to . . 50

Esquisse d'une Nouvelle classification Chimique des corps. 4to. . . . 25

martin« Nouvelle ecole Electro-Chimique, ou Chimie des corps ponderables et impon-
derables. Decouverte des veritables corps simples et d'une Theorie Chimique generale
a I'aide de laquelle les actions Chimiques et Electro-Chimiques sont devoilees, la science
agrandie et devoilee. ler livraison. Svo.
L'ouvrage sera publie en S ou 10 livraisons de feuilles chacune, qui paraitront dans le

courant de I'annee. PrLx de la livraison , . . . . . . 25

mather (James.) Coal Mines, their Dangers and Means of Safety. Svo. wood-
cuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00

messier. Observation sur les grandes Chaleurs la Secheresse, etc., de la Seine a Paris,
Pendant 1793. 4to. . . . . . . . . . . 50

Metcalfe (S. T.) Caloric; its Mechanical, #hymical, and Vital Agencies in the Pheno-
mena of Nature. 2 vols. Svo . . . . . . . . 10 50

Miller (W.) (Cashier in the Bank of England). Decimal Tables used at the Bank of
England, for reduciug Gro=» weight of Gold and Silver to Standard. 4to. London, 1854. 1 25

ZTIillon (W. E.) Des Phenomenes qui se Produisentau contact de I'Eau et da Ble et de
leur consequences Industrielles. Svo. Paris, 1S54 . . . . . . 50

Mitchell (J.) Manual of Practical Assaying, intended for the use of Metallurgists.
Captains of Mines and Assayers in General. With copious Table, for the purpose of
ascertaining in Assays of Gold and Silver the precise amount, in Ounces, Pennyweights,
and Grains, of noble metal contained in one ton of Ore from a given quantity. 2nd
edition, much Enlarged, with Illustrations. London, lSo4 . . . . . 6 00

Moig'uo (L'abbe.) Traite de Telegraphic Electrique comprenant son Histoire. ses
Appareils, sa Pratique, <tc., with an Atlas of 22 steel plates. Svo. and4to. Paris, lSo2. 3 75

Morton (J. C.) Cyclopadia of Agriculture, V. 1, roy. Svo. . . . 11 00

Napier (J.) Manual of Electro-Metallurgy, post Svo. London, 1S52 . . .100
A Manual of the Art of Dyeing. Svo. with engravings. London, 1S58 . . 2 26

Noad (W« HI.) Lectures on Electricity, comprising Galvanism, Magnetism, Electro-
Magnetism, Magneto and Thermo-Electricity, and Electro-Phj-siology. Svo. 3d edit,

greatly enlarged with 3U0 woodcuts. London, 1S49 . . . . . . 4 25

Nobili. Sopra un Galvanometro. 4to . . . . . . . . 60

Normandy (A.) The Farmer's Manual of Agricultural Chemistry; with Instructions
respecting the Diseases of Cereals. Svo. Illustrated by engravings. London, 1853. . 1 37

Payen (P. S.) Cours de Chimie appliquee, profcsse a I'ecole centrale des arts et manu-
factures, et au conservatoire des arts et metiers, redige par MM. Dellisse et Poiusot.
Premiere partie, chimie organique. Paris, 1847, Svo. et atlas de 50 planches in-fol. . 9 00

Preci,s de Chimie industrielle a I'usage des cours preparafoires aux professions
Industrielles et des Fabricants. 2e edition. Paris, 1S49, 1 vol. Svo. avec atlas de 29
planches . . . . . . . . . , . . 3 75

Peclet (K.) Traite de la Chaleur, consideree dans ses applications. Troisieme edition
entierement refondue. Un atlas de 122 planches et un vol. de teste. Liege. . . 12 00
Do 2 vols. 4to., et atlas. Paris. . . . . . . 17 50
Le supplement separement, 1S53, 4to . . . . . . . 2 25
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Pelnitze (J.), et Freniy (Et) Traite de Chimie generate, comprenant les applica-
tions de cette science a I'analyse Chimique, a I'ludustrie, a I'Agriculture et a I'Histoire

naturelle. 2e edition. Tomes 1 et 2. Paris. . . . . . , 5 00
Cette edition aura 6 volumes, compris un atlas. Prix de I'ouvrage complet . 10 00

Persoz. Traite Tlieorique et Pratique de I'Impression des tissus. Paris, 1S45, 4 vols.

8vo. avec atlas de 10 planches in-fol. . . . , . . 18 00

PItiilips (.J. A.) Gold Mining and Assaying; a Scientific Guide for Australian Emi-
grants. 12mo. With woodcuts. London, 1S52 . . . . . 1 00

Manual of Metallurgy. Post 8vo. New edit. London, 1854 . . . . 3 75

Pbilosopbical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 1825 to 1851, inch half
bound in russia, forming 25 vols. ....... 200 00
Published Price, £70, unbound.

Pla,ttiier. Tableaux des Caracteres du Chalumeau. 4to . . . . . 50

Pouif let. Elements de Physique experimentale et de Meteorologie. 6e edit. Paris, 1852,
2 vol. Svo. avej atlas de 49 pi . . . . . . . , . 4 50
Or half bound . . . . . . . . . . . 6 50

Notions generales de Physique et de Meteorologie. 12mo. Paris, 1853 . . 1 50

Pri<ieaux (T. S.) On Economy of Fuel, particularly with reference to Reverberatory
Furnaces for the Manufacture of Iron, and to Steam Boilers. 12mo. cloth. . . 30

Rammelsberg'. Lehrb der Stochiometrie uber de allg, Theoretischen Chemie. 8vo . 75

Rbnnis (Vy, H.) Dictionary of the Farm. New edition by W. and H. Kaynberd.
Square . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3T

Reg'nault (V.) Cours elementaire de Cliimie. Quatrieme edition. Paris, 1854, 4
parties, 12mo. fig. . . .

•
. . . .

•
. 5 00

Or half calf 7 00

( »!. V.) Elements of Chemistry. Translated by Dr. T. K. Betton aud W. L. Faber.
2 vols. Svo. 700 Woodcuts. Philadelphia, 1853 . . . . . . 8 00

Ryland (A.) Treatise on Assay of Gold and Silver Wares. Post 8vo. London, 1852 . 1 75

Sabine (E.) Magnetical Observations at Hobarton. T. 2, roy. 4to. London, 1852 12 00

Sail'.iui* Teorica degli objettivi acrom atici. 4to . . .
•

. .0 50

Scoresby ("W%) Magnetical investigations. V. 2, Svo. London, 1852 . . . 4 75

Siinmonds (P. E.) Commercial Products of the Vegetable Kingdom. Svo. London,
1S54 • C 50

Soubeiran. Precis Elementaire de Physique. 2e edit., augmentee. Paris, 1844, 1 vol.

Svo. avec 13 planches 4to. . . .
•

. . . . . 1 25

Xabl<» generales des Comptes rendua des seAces de I'Academie des sciences, publics par
MM. les secretaires perpetuels, conformement a une decision de I'Academie, en date du
18 juillet 1S35. Tomes I a XXXI. 3 aout 1S85 a 80 decembre 1850. 4to. Paris, 1854 . 6 00

Xcs^'oborski. Essai sur les consequences Eventuelles de la decouverte des Giles

Auriferes en Califurnie et en Australie. Svo. Paris, 1S53 . . . . . 1 00

Tilicmc Die Physik in threr Beziehung zur Chemie. Svo. 1840 . . . .0 75

Tliomson (R. I»-) Cyclopaedia of Chemistry, Practical and Theoretical, including the

Application of the Science to the Arts, Mineralogy, and Physiology. Svo. with illustra-

tions. London, 1S54 . . . . . . • • • . 3 00

Tizard (W. E-) Brewer's Journal. London, 1854. . . . . .3 25

Ulldc Grundlchren der arithmetic und Algebra. Svo. . . . . . 1 00

Ure (A.) A Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines, containing a Clear Exposition

of their Principles and Practice. 4th edition, corrected and greatly enlarged. 2 vols.

Svo pp. 20S7, with 1000 engravings on wood, cloth. London, 1653. . . . 5 60
New York "

. . . 5 00

Van Mons. Sur les combinaisons faites par le Pyrophore. 4to . . . . 60

Violettc ct Arclianiba»:ll. Dictionnaire des Analyses chimiques ou Repertoire

alphabetique des Analyses de lous les corps naturels et artiflciels depuis la fondation de

la chimif, avec I'indication des noms des auteurs et des recueils ou elles ont ete inse-

rees. Paris, 1851. 2 vol. Svo. a 2 col. . . . . . . . 4 00

Or half calf 6 00

Wall5:«'r (W.) The Magnetism of Ships and the Mariner's Compass; being a Rudi-

mentary E.Nposition of the Inducei Magnetism of Ii-on in Sea-going Vessels. 12mo.

London, 1S53 1 50

\l'crtlic-ini. Theses presentees a la Facultes des sciences de Paris pour obtenir le

grade de docteur des sciences physiques. Paris, 1853. . . . . . 00

Theses de physique, de chimie et de mineralogie.

AViltKlciii. Praciical Pharmaceutical Chemistry, translated by S. Darby. London,

1858. . . . . . • • • • • • . 1 88

Volilcr (F.) Uaud -Book of Inorganic Analysis. Edited by A. H, Hoffman. 12mo.

London, ]853 . 2 00

Year Book of Facts in Science and Art, 1854. 12mo , . . . . . 1 60
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Adock's Engineei's Pocket Book. 1854. 12mo . . . . . . 1 76

AfHieniar (J.) Traite de Charpente. 2e edition, revue et augmentee. 8vo. with atlas

of 60 ijlates. .......... 12 00

Traite de la coupe de pierres. 4 edition, revue et augmentee. 8vo. avec un atlas

In-foL de 70 planches . . . . . . . . . . 7 00

Af^enda pour servir sur le Terrain a MM. les Officiers, Eleves de I'Ecole d'Etat-Major.

Se edition, 1S54. ISmo., relie en maroquin, avec peau d'ane, papier blanc et crayon . 1 25

Aide-MeiMoire to the Military Sciences, framed from Contributions of Officers of Dif-

ferent Services. 6 parts in 3 vols, royal 8vo. cloth . . . . . 27 00

Aniyot (A.) Lecons nouvelles d'Algebre elementaire. Paris, 185-3. . . .125
Artisan (The), A Monthly Journal of the Operative Arts. Subscription, per annum. 3 50

Volumes 1846 to ISol, in cloth. Price, each . . . . . • . 4 GO

Astronomy (Encyclopaedia of), by Barlow, Kater, Herschel, and Airy ; being
that portion of the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana. 4to. London, 184S . . . 4 50

Babinet (J.) Elements de Geometrie descriptive. 2 vol-s. 8vo., one being plates.

Paris, ISoO 200
Saily (F.) Report on the Pendulum Experiments made by the late Capt. H. Foster.

E.X. in his Scientific Voyage in the years 1828-31, with a View to determine the figure

of the earth. 4to. London, 1S54 . . . . . • • . 7 OO

On a Remarkable Phenomenon that occui's in Eclipses of the Sun. 4to. London,
1836. 1 50

On the Correction of a Pendulum for the reduction of a Vacuum. 4to. London, 1882. 1 50

Bamberg-ensis (C.) In Spheram Joannis de Sacro Baaco commentarius. 4to.

Lugduni, 1594 • 3 00

IScgfuelin. Sur les Nombres Polyginaux. 4to . . . . . . 50

Belpaire et Quetelet. Observation des Marees des Cotes de Belgique. 4to. . 50

Bertrand. Solutions raisonnees des Exercises, etc. Par Gros et Prouhet . . 00

Besscl (J. Vt',) Beobachtungen und Elemente der Bahn des Kometen von 1830. 4to.

Berlin, 1S31
•

. 50

Versuchhe uber die Kraft mit welcherdie Erde Korper von verschiedener Beschaf-
fenheit anzieht 4to. Berlin, 1832 . . . . - . . . 60

Bezout (A. A. E.) Cours de Mathematiques a I'usage de la marine et de I'artillerie.

3e partie, contenant I'algebre et I'application de I'algebre a la geometrie. 8vo. Paris,

1822 1 60

Cours de Mathematiques a I'usage de la marine et de I'artillerie, contenant la

geometrie, la trigonometrie rectiligne et spherique. 8vo. Paris, 1823 . . . 1 60

Bianclii. Eclisse della Luna. 4to . . . . . . • .0 60

Bion (iV.) Traite de la Construction et des usages des Instruments de JIathematiques.
4to. La Haye, 1723 3 00

Bird (G.) Elements of Natural Philosophy. New edit. 12mo. London, 1854 . .2 75

Bi»<]tOp (G.) Astronomical Observations at Regent's Park, 1839-51, 4to . . . 8 60

Bock (L. II. D.) Ausfuhrliches Rechenbuch fur Kanfleute, &c- 4to. Berlin, 1811 . 1 00

Bonifay. Traite de la Nature des Batiments de Guerre et de la Marine marchande, ou
Systeme des mats et vergues d'Assemblage. 8vo. et planches . . . . 5 00

Bonncioux (P. .T.) Seances Nautiques, ou Traite elementaire du vaisseau a la mer.
1 volume, 8vo. avec planches . . • . • . . • . 2 00

Bordos (E.) Lecons de Mathematiques a I'usage des Seminaires et des Colleges. Se
edition, corrigee et considerablement augmentee. 1. partie. Arithmetique. Algebre.
—2. partie. Geometrie. 2 volumes, avec 8 planches. Paris, 1863. . . .2 25

Boncliarlat. Elements de Mecanique. 8vo. Paris, 1840. . . . .2 25

BouSTued. La figure de la Terre. 4to. P:u-is, 1749. . . . . . 2 00

Bourdon Application de I'Algebre a la Geometrie. 8vo. avec 16 planches . . 2 00

Bourg-uet. Traite elementaire de Calcul differential, et de calcul Integral. 6vo.

Paris, 1810. Half calf . .160
Boiir{*'coi»i rt Calinrt. Lecons Nouvelles sur les applications Pratiques de la

Geometrie, et de la Tiigonoraetrie. 8vo. Paris, IS.'iS . . . . . 1 12

Bourne. Treatise on the Screw Propeller. 4to. London, 1852 . . . ' 10 00

nruho (Tyclio.) Astronomia: instauratas mechanics. 4to. Noribergoe, 1602

.

.2 5©

Brecs (.*i. E.) Illustrated Glossary of Practical Architecture, and civil Engineering.
8vo. London, 1858 . . . . . . . . . . 5 50

Bridg'e&. Practice, and Architecture of, Supp. to. Koy. 8vo. Loodun, 1S52 . 15 00
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Ctriot. Lecons d'Algebre. V. 1, 8to . • • • •
'

• .150

Brisson. Pesanteur specifique des Corps. 4to. Paris, 1787 . . . . 2 50

Burn (Lieut.-Col.) A Naval and Military Technical Dictionary, English and French.

Crown Svo. 1S53 . • • • 4 50

Calandrelli Reflessione Sulla reduzione degli Archi circolari. 4to . . . 76

Campag'lics Memorables des Francais. Histoire complete de toutes les operations

militaiies de la France, depuis I'epoque de Texpedition d'iCgypte, jusqu'a celle du traite

de paix du 20 Noverubre, 1815. Quarante Batailles gravees au burin, d'apres Vernet et

Swebach ; Cent Portraits de Generaux et Un Portrait de I'Empereur, avec un texte de
_

plus de 600 pages. 2 volumes cartonnes . . . . . . 15 00

Cambridge Problem Papers, 1794 to Present Time, with Answers. Svo. London, 1852. 1 37

Camot (S.) Reflexions sur la puissance Motrice du Feu et sur les Machines propres a
developper cette puissance. Svo. Paris, . . . . . . . 1 25

Metaphysique du calcul Infinitesimal. Svo . . . . . . 1 25

De la Defense des Places Fortes. 4to. Paris, 1S12 . . . . . 4 00

Cataloaruc of stars near the Ecliptic, observed at Markree during the Years_1851-52,

and whose Places are supposed to be hitherto unpublished. Svo. London, 1853 . 1 50

Ctapman («:d. J.) Professor of Mineralogy in University College, London. Tables

for the Mutual Conversion of French and English Weights and Measures; including

new and simple methods for approximation for general purposes . . . . 30

Charpentier. Essai sur le Materiel de TArtillerie Navale. 1 volume, Svo . . 1 50

C'basles. Histoire de I'Arithmetique, explication des Traites de I'Abacus, et particuliere-

ment du Traite de Gerbert. 4to. 1S43 . . . . . - . 1 25

Cliristie (J. J.) An Introduction to the Elements of Practical Astronomy. London,

1853. 2 12H

Cirodde (P. I^.) Lecons d'Algebre. 2e edition, modifiee conformement au dernier

programme d'enseignement. Paris, 1854 . . . . . . . 2 00

Lecons de Geometric Analytique, et de la Trigonometric rectiligne. Svo. Paris,

1S4S • • . • 2 00

Clairault. Elements d'Algebre. 2 vols. Svo . . . . . . 2 75

Claudel (.1.) Introduction theorique et pratique a la Science de I'lngenieur. Svo.

Paris, 1S43 2(^7

Clegj^ (.S.) Architecture of Machinery. Post 4to. London, 1S52 . . . . 1 75

Colenso (J. AV.) Solutions of Examples in Elements of Algebra. ISmo. . .0 75

Combes. Traite de I'Exploitation des Mines. 3 vols. Svo. avec atlas de 63 planches.

Cet ouvrage est le plus complet et le meiUeur qui esiste sur cette matiere. . 12 00

Connaissance des Temps ou des mouvements celestes, pour I'an 1856. 17Se volume

de la collection. Svo. Paris, 1854 . . . • . • • . 1 50

CornibPrt (3-'.) Guide de Canonnier Marin, ou Manuel de I'artilleur a bord des vaisse-

aux de I'Etat. 1 vol. Svo . . . . • • • • . 2 00

Correard (J ) Cours de Dessin Topographique. 4to. . . . . .6 50

Abrege du cours classique de dessin topographique a I'usage des ecoles primaires

du 1. et 2. degre. 4to . . . . . • • • • . 1 50

Cosmos. Revue Encyclopedique Hebdomadaire des Progres des Sciences, redige par

L'abbe Moigno. Per volume . . . . . • • • . 8 00

Commenced 1852. 3 vols., now out.

Coulier. Description generale des phares et fanaux et des principales remarques

existant sur le littoral maritime du Globe, a I'usage des navigateurs. lie edit, 12mo,

1863 00

Cournot (Auffuslin.) Recherches sur les principes Mathematiques de la Theorie

des richesses. Svo. Paris, 1838 . . . . . • • . 1 00

De rOrigine et des Limitea de la Correspondence entre I'AIgebre et la Geometric.

Svo. Pari.-, 1847 2 00

D'Aubuiswan (.F. F.) Traite d'Hydraulique, a I'usage des Ingenieurs. Svo. Paris,

1853 2 50

Delautbre. Histoire de I'Astronomie au 18e Siecle. 4to., with Portrait. Paris, 1827 . 4 00

Analyse du Deuxicme Supplement de la Theorie Mathematique des Probabilites.

4to. 50

Delaunay. Cours elementaire de Mecani*iue. 2e edition. Paris, 1852, 1vol., grand

ISmo., avec fig. dans le texte . . . . . . • • . 2 00

Cours elementaire d'Astronomie, concordant avec tous les articles du noureau pro-

gramme ofliciel pour renselgncment de la Cosmographie dans les lycees. Paris, 1853,

1 vol. grand ISmo. avec figures dans le texte. . . . . . . 2 00

De MoriS^uii (Augustlll.) The Differential and Integral Calculus. Svo. London. 8 00

The Elements of Arithmetic. 14th thousand. Svo. . . . . . I BO
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Dempsey (CI. D.) Examples of Bridges, pt. 4 and 5, 4to, each . . . .9 00

Machinery of 19th Century. Parts 1 to 6, 4to, plates. Per part . . . 1 50

Delisle (A.)' et Gerono. Geometrie Analytique. 2 parties. Paris, 1853 . .2 25

Elements de Trigonometric Rectiligne et Sphevique. Svo. Paris, 1851 . . 1 50

Description des machines et procedes consignes dans les brevets d'invention, de per-
fectionnement et d'importation dont la duree est expiree, etc. Tome SO. 4to., plus M
pi. 1S53. 3 T5

Diopbaiiti (Alexandrini.) Ai-ithmeticorum, liber sex, et de numeris multangulis
liber unus. 4to. TolosiB, 16T0. . . . . . . . . 9 00

Dioiiis dii Spjour. Traite Analytique des mouvementsapparens des Corps celestes.

2 vols. 4to. Paris, 17S6. . . . . . . . . . 6 00

Doug'la.s (Sir H.) An Essay on the Principles and Construction of Military Bridges
and the Passages of Rivers in Military Operations. 3d edition, containing much Ad-
ditional Matter. Svo. London, 1853 . . . . . . . . 6 50

Suboisi Labernarde Cours d'Etudes Mathematiques pures et appUquees. 2 vols. 4to.

Paris, 1850. .......... 10 00

Dunn (fl.) A Treatise on the Mining and Working of Collieries, including numerous
Statistics regarding Ventilation, and the Prevention of Accidents in mines. With en-
gravings and colliery plans. Svo. London, 1852 . . . . . . 3 50

Eccentric TuruinsT^—(a concise treatise on): to which are added Practical Obser-
vations on the uses of the Eccentric Cutting Frame, the DriUing Frame, &c. 4to. plates.

London, 1852 , 6 00

Eck. Recueil de Machines appropriees a I'Art de batir et a diverses operations d^ I'ln-

dustrie. 1 vol. 4to, orne de 16 planches . . . . . . . 2 25

£llet (Charlt'S.) The Mississippi and Ohio rivers: containing plans for the protection

of the Delta from inundation, &c. Philadelphia . . . . . . 3 00

Encke« Uber die Cometenerscheinungen der jahres. 1835. 4to. . . .0 50

Engineer's (The) and Contractor's Pocket-Book for the Year 1854. Roan tuck . 1 75

Eniy« Cours elementaire de Fortification, fait a I'Ecole speciale Militaire. ler, 2e et 8e
parties, 1 fort vol. Svo., avec atlas de 22 planches . . . . . . 7 50

Euler (ti.) Mechanica sive motus Scientia Analytica exposita. 4to. 2 v. in-1. Petropoli,

1736 9 00

Theoria Motus Corporum Solidorum. Sev. Rigdorum. 1790. 4to. Very scarce . 5 CO

Flarliat, Barrault et Petiet. Traite de la Fabrication de la Fonte et du Fer,

eiTvisagee sous les rapports Chimique, Mecanique et Commercial, t'n atlas de 86 pi.,

grand format, dont 5 doubles, et 1 fort volume 4to, a 2 colonnes de texte, divise en troia

parties . . . . . . • • • . . . 87 50

Foissac* Traite de la Guerre des Retranchements. 2 vols. Svo. Strasbourg . . 3 00

FrancoEur (L. B.) Le Dessin Lineaire. Svo, Paris, 1819 . . . . 75

Uranofraphie, ou Traite elementaire d'Astronomie. 6e edit. Svo. avec planches.

1853 2 75

Frederic (IK.) Instructions Secretes et Strategiques de Frederic II, avec 31 Plans.

Oblong 4to. Leipsig . . . . . . . • • . 1 75

Frullani. Integrali definiti. 4to. Paris . . . . . . . 50

Gapendo (P.) lustitutio Astronomica, &c. 4to. Amsterdam, IGSO. . . . 1 00

Garnior (.f . G.) Geometrie Analytique, ou application de I'Algebre a la Geometrie.

Paris, 1813 1 25

:— Elements de Geometrie. Svo. Paris, 1813 . . . . . . 1 25

Giorgini* De piani de Moment! Principal!, etc. 4to. . . . . . 50

Girard. Hydraulique applique. Nouveau Systeme de Locomotion sur les Chcmins de

Fer. 4to. Paris, 1852 1 00

Glume. De Gravitate Universal!. 4to. . . . . . . . 75

Glynn (T.) Rudimentary Treatise on Power of Water. 12mo. . . . .0 60

Gold. Lectures on, delivered at the Museum of Practical Geology; by Prof. Jukes,

Forbes Playfair, Smyth, Percy, and Hunt. Roy. Svo. Woodcuts. London, 1853 . 75

Good^ivin («3.) Elementary Mechanics. Part 2—Dynamics. Svo. cloth . .160

Goujon et Sardon. Cours Complct de Tenue des Livres, et d'Operations Commer-

cialcs. 2 vols. Svo. Paris, 1852 . . . . . . . . 2 GO

Grant (R-) History of Physical Astronomy. Svo. London, 1852. . . . 4 76

Hamilton (Rev. H. P.) An Analytical System of Conic Sections. Svo. Cam-
bridge, 1S30 2 00

. (Sir W. K.) Lectures on Quaternions; containing a Systematic Slatcraent of a

New Mathematical Method. Svo. 1853 . . . . . . . 4 25

A General Method in Dynamics. 4to. London, 1884 . . . . . 1 50

Hann (.Has.) and Gcncr. Steam Engine for Practical Men. Svo. 1S44 . . 2 75

nartmaun. Geometrisches Kursus. 8vo . . . . . . . 75
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filauy (L'Abl)".) Exposition raisonee de la Theorie de I'Electricite, et du Magnetism.
8vo. Paris, 1787. . . . . . . . . . . 60

Henderson. Mean Declinations of the Fixed Stars. 410. Edinburgti, 1S35 . .125
(T ) On the Declinations of the Principal Fixed Stars, deduced from observations

made at the Cape of Good Hope, in 1S22-3. 4to. London, lS-37 . . . . 1 50

JXer^chell «k Soutli. Observations of the apparent distances and Positions of SSO,
double and triple Stars, ic, &.C., also a description of a five-feet equatorian instrument
4to. London, 1824. Plates . . . . . . . . . 5 00

Horsch. Integraltafeln. Svo. Berlin, 1810 . . . . . . . 1 00

Hoseason (J C.) The Steam .Ifavy, and the Application of Screw Propellers to
Steam-going Line-of-Battle Shij>s. A Letter. Svo. London, 1S53 . . . SO

IIuiuplir«^ys (H. >i.) Origin and Progress of the Art of Writing. Illustrated by
Specimens and Facsimiles. 4to. London, 1853 . . . . . 6 50

Jeans (Si. "W.) Rudiments of Navigation and Practical Astronomy. 12mo . .0 60

Jervis (J. "\V.) Manual of Field Operations, post Svo. London, 1S53 . , .3 00

Journul des mines, ou Kecueil des memoii-es sur I'Exploitation des mines et sur lea
Sciences et les Arts qui s'y rapportent. Paris, an iu-1815, 30 vols. 8vo., et 2 vols, de
tables. Exempl. comp. rel. . . . . • . . . . 25 00

Annates des mines. Premiere serie, 1S16-1S26, 13 vols. Svo.—Deuxieme serie,

1827-1830, 8 vols. Svo. Table de la ler et 2e serie, 1S31, 1 vol. Svo.—Troisieme serie,

1S32-1S41, 20 vol. Svo.— Quatrieme serie, 1342-1853, 24 vols. Svo. Exempl. rel. 250 00

Laltoillaye. Essai de Mecanique Geometrique. Svo. Paris, 1846 . . . 75

£>acr(>is:. Essais sur I'Enseignement en general, et sur celui des JIathematiques en par-
ticulier, ou Maniere d'etudier et d'enseigner les Mathematiques, 1 vol. Svo. 4e edition,
revue et corrigee, 1S37 . . . . . . . . . . 1 50
Do 3e edition. Paris, 1S2S . . . . . . . . To

Lafrenioire (C. de). Traite elementaire de Geometric descriptive, renfermant la
partie exigee pour 1'Admission aui Ecoles Polytechniques. 2 vols., roy. Svo. One being
plates . . . . . . . . . . . , 2 50

La^ranse. Mecanique Analytique. Nouvelle edition, revue et annotee par M. J.

Bertrand. 2 vol. 4to . . . . . . . . . 11 00
Le tome ler est en vente.

—

H sera delivre un EON pour le tome 2e.

Ijalande. Tables de Lcgarithmes. 12mo. Paris, ISol . . . . . 50

liSme (J. a.) Lecons sur la Theorie Mathematique de I'elasticite des Corps Solides.

Svo. Paris, lSo2. 1 60

Eiamotte. Cours Methodique de Dessin Linealre et de Geometric Usuelle applicable a
tons les modes d'enseignement. Ouvrage autorise par le Conseil royal de I'instruction

publique. Atlas de 34 planches avec texte, divise en deux parties . . . S 00

Laplace. Essai Philosophique sur les Probabilitea. Boy. Svo. Brussells, 1S40. . 2 00

Theorie Analytique des Probabilites. 4to. Paris, 1S12. Scarce . . . 5 00

Quatre Supplements a la Theorie Analytique des Probabilites

.

. . . 4 00

Landct (tl, fi.) Nouvelle Locomotive a vapeur sans tender, portant son approvision-
nement pour de grandes distances. Svo . . . . . . . 00

Laurent. Trai-te de Calcul differentiel. Svo. . . . . . . 2 00

LaTV (fJ.) Rudimentary Principles of Geometry. The Application of Logic to Geome-
trical Reasoning based on the Elements of Euclid, Books 1, 2, 3. Vol. 1, 12mo . . 30

Lcblanc. Le Mecanicien Constructeur, ou Atlas et description des organes des ma-
chines. 2e edition, revue, corrigee^et augmentee par Felix Tourneux, ingenieur. 1

vol. grand 4to, avec atlas de 25 planches ......
Lefebure dc Fourcy. Elements de Trigonometric. 6e edit. Svo. Paris, 1852

Lecons d'Algebre. Svo. Paris, 1S59 ......
Lefevre (A.) Manual du Trigonometric : Guide aux Ingenieurs. Svo. Paris, lSi9

LiB^cndre (A. "»!.) Elements de Geometric; avec additions et modifications par M.
A. Blanchet. 3. edition

.

. ......
liCmellicyer, Dictionnaire Moderne des termes de Marine et de la Navigation a

vapeur. 1 volume 12mo. ........
liCroy. Traite de Geometric Descriptive, avec une Collection d'Epares, composee de 71

planches. 2 vols. 4to. texte and plates .....
Traite de Stereotomie, comprenant les applications de la Geometric Descriptive a

la Theorie des ombres, la Perspective lineaire, la Gnomonique, la Coupe des pierres et

la Charpente. 2e edit., 1 vol. 4to, avec un atlas de 74 planches in-folio, dont 5 doubles. 9 00

Analyse appliqutie a la Geometrie des Trois Dimensions. 8vo. 1S42 . • 1 50

Eieveque. Mcmoire sur une Carte Trigonometrique, servant a reduire la distance ap-

parcnte de la Lune au Soleil, etc. 4to. . . . . . • . 50

Eiinottc. Construzione del Bastimenti. 4to . . . . . • . 50

Llo vd (lt«-v. H.) Account of the Magnetical Observations of Dublin, and of the Instru-

ments and Methods employed there. 4to. Dublin, 1S43 . . . . . 1 50

. 3 00
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liloyd (Kev. H.) On the Phenomena Presented by Light in its Passage along the axes

of Biaxial Crystals. 4to. Dublin, 1&33 . . . . . . .0 00

On the Mutual action of Permanent Magnets. 4to. Dublin, 1S40 . . . 1 00

Further Development of a Method of Observing the dip and the Magnetic intensity
at the same time. -Ito. Dublin, 1S36. . . . . . . . 1 00

Lollinan (W. €<.) Topographie der Sichtbaren Mondoberflaeche. 4to., with Opiates.
Leipzig, IS'24 . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00

ILiOOmis (00.) Observations to determine the Magnetic dip at Various places in Ohio
and Micliigan. 4to. . . . . . . . . . . 50

liligeol. Nouveau Systcme d'Arrimage. 1 vol. Svo., avec planches . . . 2 00

Maclcar. Observations of Halley's Comet, made at the Cape of Good Hope, in 1835-6.
4to. Loudon, 1S31 . . . . . . . . . . 1 50

Macneill (John.) On the Resistance of Water to the Passage of Boats upon Canals.
4to., plates. London, 1S33 . . . . . . . . . 1 50

Maffloire de Flotte. Nouveau Portulan de la Mer Mediterranee, on Guide complet
du pilots sur toutes les cotes, iles, bancs et ports compris depuis Cadix jusqu'a la mer
Noire. 2 vols. 8vo., avec planches et vues de cotes. . . . . . 2 75

Mag'istriui dell'ariete idraulico. 4to. . . . . . . . 50

Maissiat. Memoire sur Sjd, Changements faits a la Boussole et au Rapporteur. Svo.
Paris, ISIT . . . . . . . . . . 50

Mazandier et Liombard* Guide Pratique pour la Construction des Bateaux a
Vapeur, a roues et a helice en fer. 1 volume Svo., avec planches . . . . 2 T5

• Cours Complet et Guide Pratique d'Architecture Navale, ou expose des precedes
suivis dans leschantiers de la marine militr,::e et marchande, soit pour les batiments a
voile, soit pour la construction des bateaux a roues, a helice, soit enfiu pour la construc-
tion des bateaux a vapeur en fer. 2 vols. Svo., avec atlas de 160 figures . . iO 00

Memorial de I'Artillerie, ou Recuell de Memoires, etc., sur I'Artillerie. 6 vols. Svo.
Bruxelles, 183S 15 00

du depot general de la Guerre, imprime par ordre du ministre. Tome 9, contenant
la troisieme et derniere partie de la Nouvelle description Geometrique de la France.
4to, plus 11 pi. 1853 . . . . . . . . . . 00

Milerski, De Ramis Infinitis Curvarum Algebraicarum. 4to. . . . . 50

Miller. Treatise on Differential Calculus. Svo. London, 1852 ... 2 62J^

Minard. Cours de Construction des Ouvrages qui Etablissent la Navigation des Rivieres
et des Canaux, professe a I'Ecole des ponts et chaussees. 1 vol. 4to., avec atlas de 36
planches .......... . 8 60

Des Ouvrages Hydrauliques des ports de mer. 1 vol. 4to, avec atlas de 25 pi .0 25

Mini«gr (tl»e) Guide ^ containing the Particulars of each Mine, British and Foreign,

its Situation, Produce, and Officials. ISmo . . . . . . . T5

MoiSTllo (Li'Abbe.) Lecons sur le Calcul integral, redigees principalement d'apres les

Methodes de M. Caucliy, et etendues aux travaux les plus recents des geometres, etc.

Tome 2e. Calcul integral, 1844, very scarce . . . . . . . 5 00

Moiig'c et Ilacliette. Application de I'Algebre a la Geometrie. Svo. Paris, 1S13. 1 00

Application de I'Analyse a la Geometrie. 5e edition, revue, corrigce et annotec
par M. Liouville, membre de I'lnstitut et du Bureau des Longitudes ; 4to, sur carre su-

pea-fin des Vosges, avec le portrait de Monge et 5 planches, 1850. (Edition de luxe.) 10 00
Or lialf bound 11 50

Traite elementaire de Statique, a I'usage des Ecoles de la Marine. Svo. 8e edition,

conforme a la precedente revue par M. Hachette, membre de I'lnstitut; et suivie d'une
Note contenant une nouvelle demonstration du parallelogramme des forces, par M. Aug.
Cauchy. 1S46 1 12J»

Montgrery. Traite des Fusees de Guerre. Svo. Paris, 1S25 . . . . 1 00

Bfautiral Almanac and Astr.onomical Ephemeris, published by order of the Commis-
sioners of Longitude. 1S2S-1S50. Svo. Half bound, fine copy . . . 40 00

Almanac for 1857. Svo. Murray. London, IS54 . . . . . 88

Neville (.F.) Hydraulic Tables, Coefficients, and Forniulaa for Finding the Discharge
of Water from Orifices, Notches, AVeirs, Pipes, and Rivers. London, 1853 . . 2 75

Newton (.Sir J.) Principiaj. Svo. New York, 1848 . . . .4 60

Nolan (li. E.) Cavalry ; its History and Tactics. London, 1S58, half bound . .3 25

Nouveiles Ephemerides Maritimcs pour 1S50, 1S51 et 1852. Svo. Prix dc chacune .0 60

Observations Astronomiques faitcs a I'Obscrvatoire Royal dc Paris. Folio. Paris,
1S8S 1 00

Fanibour. Theorie des Machines a Vapeur. 4to, et atlas en folio . . 15 00

Faoli. SuUo Sviluppo delle funzioni in Scrle. 4to . . . . , . 50

•— Sopra cl. Integrali dcfiniti. 4to . . . . . , . . 60

Suir uso del Calcolo. 4to . . , . . . . . . 60
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Peyrot. Petite Encyclopedia Mathematique, ou Cours complet de Mathematiques. 2

vols. Svo. Paris, 1S23 2 50

PJiear (J.B.) Elements of Hydrostatics, post Svo. London, 1852. . . . 1 T5

Pllilippe et {t^eriiallet. ConsklerationsGenerales sur I'Ocean Atlantique, suivies

des prescriptions nautiques pour echapper aux ouragans, et d'on memoire sur les

courants de I'Ocean Atlantique. Se edition, Svo . . . . . 1 25

Pidding'tou. Lois des Tempetes, ou Guide du Navigateur «vec des Cartes, etc. Sro. 1 50

Fiolo. Delle funzioni discontinue. 4to. . . . . . . . 50

Poncelet. Essai sur I'Art de Tracer la Menuiserie et les Objets Mecaniques, on I'art du

trait mis en pratique. 1 vol. 4to, accompagne de 48 planches . . . . 3 75

Papers on Subjects connected with the duties of the Corps of Royal Engineers. Vols. 1

to 6. 1S.S7-1S4;3. 6 vols., for . 35 00

Published Price £7 00 Sterl.

Poutecoulanl. Theorie Analytique du Systeme du Monde. 3 vols. Svo. Paris, 1S29. 12 00

Poiison (A. X.) Traite de I'Exploitation des ilines de Houille. V. 3, Svo., text, with

foUo AUas 5 00

Prony (K.) Instruction Pratique sur une Methode pour determiner les dimensions des

murs de Kevetement, etc. 4to. Paris . . . . . . . 75

Puissaut* Traite de Topographic d'Arpentage, et de Xivellement. 4to. Paris, 1S20 . 6 00

Pnrslo (J.) Government of the Heavens, post Svo. London, 1S53 . . 2 1234

Kecord^ of the School of Mines, &c., as to the Arts. Roy. Svo. Pts. 1, 2 and 3. Lon-

don, 1S52-4, each. . • • • 75

Rercli (F.) Cours de Mecanique d'apres la Nature generalement flexible. 4to. Paris,

lSo2 3 50

Benioud* Tactique Appropriee au Perfectionnement des Armes a Feu Portatives. Svo,

avec figures . . . • . • • • • . - 00

Reyuaud ct Dnliaiuel. Problemes et Developpements des Mathematiques. Svo. 2 25

Richard (G. J.) Aide-Memoire General et Alphabetique des Ingenieurs. 2 volumes

Svo., et atlas de 142 planches 4to . . . . - . . 7 50

Ritt (Geo.) Problemes d'Application de I'Algebre a la Geometric. 2 vols. Svo. Paris,

1S36 3 00

(M.) Problemes de Geometrie et de Trigonometrie. 3e edit. Svo. Paris, 1S4S . 1 50

Problemes d'Algebre et Exercices de Calcul AlgebriqUe, avec les Solutions. 8e edit.

Svo. Paris, 1547

.

. . 1 50

Roffuet. Lecons de Geometrie Analytique a 2 et a 3 Dimensions. Svo. Paris, 1S&4 . 2 00

Roiidelet et Blouet. Traite Theorique et Pratique de I'Art de Batir, de Jean
Rondelet. 2 vols. 4to, et atlas in-folio de 105 planches . . . . 15 00

Royal Astronomical Society Memoirs. Tols. 5, 4to. 1S83. Bound In russia . . 2 50

Saluion (G.) Treatise on the Higher Plane Curves. Svo. London, 1852 . . 3 60

Scliulze. Systema Solare. Svo. Londini, 1S17 . . . . • . 25

Serret. Cours d'Algebre Superieure. Vol. Svo. 1S4S .... 2 12}^

Traite de Trigonometrie. 1 vol. 8vo., avec 2 planches. 1S50 . . . 1 00

Traite d'Arithmetique. 1 vol. Svo. 1S52 . . . . . . 1 50

Lecons sur les Applications Pratique de la Geometrie et de la Trigonometrie. 8vo.,

avec 3 planches, 1S50. 2e edition . . . . . . . . 75

Ssaiizin (J.) Programme ou Resume des Lecons d'un Cours de Construction, avec des

applications tirees specialement de I'art de I'ingenieur des ponts et chaussees. 6e edit.,

enrichie d'un atlas volumineux, par M. Reibell. 4 vols. 4to., avec un atlas in-folio,

demi-jesus, compose de ISO planches . . . . . . . 80 00

Siinnis (F. "W.) Public Works of Great Britain, consisting of Railways Embankments
Tunnels Bridges, Harbors, &c., &c. Folio, half morocco. London, 1S47 . . 25 00

Snellii (W.) Appotonino tatavus. Svo. Lugdinie, IGOS . . . . .100
. Cyclometriens. 4to. Lugdinie . . . . .

'•
• . 75

Sonnet. Algebre Elementaire, avec de nombreuses applications a la Geometrie et aux
questions de Physique, &c. Svo. Paris, 1S4S. . . . . . . 1 75

Starforth (.!) The Architecture of the Farm; a Series of Designs for Farmhouses,

Factors' Houses, and Labourer's Cottages ; with Descriptions. 74 plates, 4to. Edinbro,

1853 12 00

Slocqiielcr (.1. H.) The Military Encylopa^dia : a Technical, Biographical, and His-

torical Dictionary, referring exclusively to the Military Sciences, the Memoirs of

Distinguished Soldiers, and Narratives of Remarkable Battles. Svo. London, 1S63 . 8 60

Straitli (H.) Treatise on Fortification, and Artillery. Svo. London, 1846 . . 4 00

Introductory Essay to the Study of Fortification. Svo, and plates 4to. 1854 . 4 00

Syllabus of the differential and Integral Calculus. Svo, half calf. Cambridge (Eng.),

1821
^°^
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"Xactiqiie Navale. Memoire sur I'emploi de relevements pour comparer les vitesses des

avires. 4to, et planche . . • • • • • • . 1 00

Taruier (E. A.) Traite d'Algebre Elementaire. 8vo. Paris, 1851 . . . 2 50

Tate (X.) The Principles of Mechanical Philosophy applied to Industrial Mechanics.

Forming a Key to the Author's Exercises on Mechanics and Natural Philosophy. With

200 wood engravings. 8vo. London, lSo3 . . . . . • . 3 25

Tllierx'y. Methode Graphique et Geometrique appliquee aux art du dessin. Oblong.

8vo, plates. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 25

Tlioi-cl (B. A.) Arpentage et Geodesie pratiques. Ouvrage a I'aide duquel on peut

apprendre le svsteme metrique dans sa perfection, I'arpentage, etc. 2e tii-age, 4to, plus

10 pl. Paris, 1S53 1 25

Todliunter (1.) Treatise on Differential and Int. Calculus. Post 8vo. London, 1S52 . 3 00

Treatise on Eccentric Turning, by an Amateur. Post 4to . . . . . 6 00

Tredffold (T.) Elementary Principles of Carpentry : a Treatise on the Pressure and
Equilibrium of Timber Framing, the Resistance of Timber, and the Construction of

Floors. Centres, Bridges, Roofs, Uniting Iron and Stone with Timber, &c ; with Practical

Rules and Examples, &c. With an Appendix by Peter Barlow. New edit., with 42 pl.

4to. London, 1853 12 CO

On Steam Engine. 4to. Locomotive Engines. Half morocco. . . 15 OO

Do Marine Engines. 2 vols. Half morocco . . 24 00

Tresca (H.) Traite Elementaire de Geometric Descriptive. 8vo. et Atlas • . 2 00

Vincent. Cours de Geometric Elementaire. Svo. Paris, 1844 . . . . 2 00

Von Vf^a, Logarithmisch Trigonometrisches Handbuch. 23e Auflage, von Hulsse.

Svo. Leipsig, 1842 3 O"

VTarr (G. F.) Dynamics, Construction of Machinery, Equilibrium of Structures, and the

Strength of Materials. With 2TT illustrations. 8vo. London, 1851 . . . 8 00

TVeale's Rudimentary Series. 12mo, viz. : Andrew's Architectural Engineering, 2 pts.,

—Eater's Elements of Mechanism.—Blan's Hints on the Forms of Ships.— Clark's

English Grammar.—Cox's Integral Calculus.—Elwes' Italian Grammar.—Elwes' Spanish

Grammar.—Glyn on Power of Water.—Hamilton's History of England, pt. 1.—Hamil-

ton's Greek Lexicon, pt. 1.—Harris' Magnetism, pt. 3.—Highton's- Electric Telegraph.

—

Jeans' Navigation.-Kirkland's Geometry.—Law's Civil Engineering, v. 3, pts. 1 and 2.

—Main's Astronomy.-Raspail's Domestic Medicine.—Strauss's German Grammar.

—

Strauss' German Reader.—Wiggin's Embanking Lands from the Sea, 2 pts.—Woolhouse'a

Differential Calculus.—Young's Arithmetic—Key to. Price each. . . . 80

Volland ("%V.) Ordnance Survey. Astronomical Observations made with Airy's

Zenith Sector, from 1S42 to 1850, for the Determination of the Latitudes of various

Trigonometrical Stations used in the Ordnance Sm-vey of the British Isles. 4to. 14 00

Yonn?? (J. K.) An Introduction to Algebra, and to the Solution of Numerical Equa-

tions'; with full Explanations of the Theory, and numerous Examples for Exercise.

12mo. bound • • • • 1 0"

Zairotti (E.) Trattato Theorico pratico di prospettivo. Svo. Milan, 1825 . . 50

XO-Strow. Histoire de la Fortification Permanente. Ouvrage traduit de I'Allemand par

Neuens, mjgor d'artillerie. 1 vol. Svo. avec atlas de IS planches, grand format . 5 00

PHILOSOPHY, METAPHYSICS, AllT, ILLUSTRATED WORKS, A^^D

BELLES LETTRES.

A Vie\r of the Intellectual Powers of Man, &c. Svo. Liverpool . . . . 1 00

Annuaire Historique, ou Histoire Politique et Litteraire. ISIS to 1S40, incl. 23 vols.,

bound in cloth ........... 25 00

Bacon's Novum Organum and Advancement of Learning. Complete, with Notes, by J.

Devey, M.A. Post bvo. cloth . . . . . • • • . 1 50

- CE^uvres Philosophiques, avcc des Notices et Eclaircissements.

1 vols. Svo. Paris, 1835. ...... Par M. N. Bouillet.

B 60

Baily (Sam.) Essays on the Pursuit of Truth, and on the Progress of Knowledge. 2d

edit. London, 1844 2 60

. Essays read before Literary Societies. Svo. London, 1S52 ... 2 68)<J

SSallantiuc (,r-) The Book of Ornamental Designs. Imperial 4to. with 20 plates .6 00

JBalincSt Philosophic Fondamcntale. 8 vols. 12mo . . . . . . 2 25

Bastiat (iTI. F.) Essays on Political Economy. 12mo . . . . . 1 00

Baynes (T. S.) Essay on New Analytic of Logical Forms. Svo . . . . 1 25

Berthier (F.) L'Abbe de I'Epee, sa Vie, son Apostolat, sea Travaux, sa Lutto et ses

Succes. Svo. Paris, 1852 . . . . . . . . . 1 60

Bersot* Essai sur la Providence, 12mo . . . . • • . 1 00
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Bescherelfe. Dictionnaire National. 2 vol. 4to. half bound. Paris, 1S16 . 16 00

Biden (J.) Truths Maintained. 8vo. London, 1854 . . . . .2 00

Bioerapliie Universelle Nouvelle. Depuis les temps les plus recules jusqu'a bos jours.

Sous la direction de SI. Hoefer. To be completed in 80 vols., at per vol . . . 8S

Bis^on. Choix d'Ornements Arabes de I'Alhambra, reproduits en Photographie. lere

Livraison, folio, each livraison containing plates . . . . . . 1 25

Blaiiquart (SOvrard.) Album Photographique. Price per livraison, each contain-

ing 8 beautiful Photographic Hates . . . . . . . . 1 75
11 Livr. are now pub. Sold separately.

Boole (iieo.) Investigation of the Laws of Thought. Svo. London, 1S54 . .4 25

Bopp (F.) Comparative Grammar. Translated by E. B. Eastwick. 2d edit. 3 vols.

Svo. cl. 20 00

Borsnis et Durand. Traite Elementaire de Construction appliquee a I'Arcbitec-

ture civile; contenant les priucipes qui doivent diriger : le choi.x et la preparation des

materiaux ; la configuration et les proportions des parties qui constituent les edifices en
general, etc. 1 vol. 4to., et atlas de 30 planches in-folio . . . . . 5 00

Boiisqu< t (J.) Uistoire du Clerge de France depuis I'lntroduction du Christianisme

dans les Gaules. 4 vols. Svo . . . . . .
"

• . 5 00

Boyltoed ( She) of Great Men ; intended as an Example to Youth. By Birket Foster. 1 00

Br<iOks< Modern Architecture. 4to. London, 1S52 . . . . . 12 00

CIli<lii)er<« (Dr.) On the Adaptation of External Nature to the Moral and Intellectual

Constitution of Man ; with the Author's last Correctiens. Svo. (Bridgewater Treatises). 1 50

dialj'baus. Historical Survey of Speculative Philosophy from Kant to Hegel. Svo.

London, 1S54 2 25

Chenavard. Nouveau Recueil de Decorations Interieures, contenant des Dessins de
Tapisseries, Tapis, Meubles, Bronzes, Vases et autres objets d'Amenblement, la plupart

executes dans les Manufactures royales. In-folio cartonne, aveo 42 planches • . 5 00

CUios-so (Capt.) Treatise on Gymnastics. Svo . . . . . . 37

Clai-kson. New Designs for Monuments, Tombs, &c. Folio, 7 parts. Per part .0 75

Classified Index to London Catalogue of Books, 1816-51, med. Svo . . . 4 50

Collineau. Analyse Physiologique de I'Entendement human, d'apres I'ordre dans
lequei se manifestent, se developpent et s'cperent les mouvements sensitifs, intellectuels,

affectifs et moraux ; suivis d'exercioes sur divers sujets de philosophic. Svo. Paris,

1S43 2 00

Combes. Les Paysans francais consideres sous le rapport Historique, Economique,

Agricole, Medical et Administratif. Svo. Paris, 1S53 . . . . . 2 00

Conite (Auguste.) Catechisme positiviste. 12mo. Paris, 1852. . . .0 75

Traite Philosophiqne d'Astronomie populaire ; ou, exposition Systematique de toutes

les notions de Philosophie Astronomique. Svo. Paris, 1845 . . . . 2 00

Philosophy of the Sciences. Edited from the " Cours de Philosophie Positive," by

G. H. Lewes. Post Svo. cloth. London, lb58 . . . . . . 1 50

Positive Philosophy. Translated and condensed by Harriet Martineau. 2 vols.

Svo. 1854 •* 00

. Systeme de Politique Positive. Vols. 1, 2 and 8. Paris, 18.52-1853 . . .5 50

Acliille.) Structure et Physiologie Animales demontrees a I'Aide de figures

coloriees decoupees et superposees. 12mo. Paris, 1S53 . . . . . 1 50

Cooper ( r.) The Purgatory of Suicides : a Prison Rhyme, in 10 Books. 3 edit. 12mo. 2 25

Cousin (Vict.) Lectures on the True, the Beautiful, and the Good. Post Svo. Lon-

don, 1S54 2 00

Cyclopa;rtia of Biography; Containing the Lives of the most Remarkable Individuals

of all Times and Nations. Edited by E. Rich, Esq., with the assistance of numerous
Contributors. With 150 Illustrations of Birthplaces, &c. &c. In 1 large vol. Svo . 8 75

De Gas)>arill (Count.) The School of Doubt and the School of Faith. Post Svo . 1 50

Bictionna'rf de I'Econoraie Politique ; Contenant, par ordre Alphabetique, I'exposi-

tion des principes de ia Science, ropitiion des Ecrivains qui ont le plus coiitribue a sa

fondatioii et a ses progres, la Bibliographic gcnerale de TEconomie Politique, par noma
d'auteurs et par ordre de matieres, avec des notices Biographiques et une appreciation

raisonnee des principaux ouvrages. (Voir sur notre Catalogue la liste des Collabora-

teurs). 2 vol. grand Svo. de 1,(100 et 900 pages a deux colonnes, papier colle, ornes des

8 beaux portraits graves sur acier, de Quesnay, Adam Smith, Turgot, Malthus, Slsmondi,

J.-B. Say, Rossi et Bastiat. Half calf. 15 00

des Sciences Philosophiqucs, par une Societe de Professeurs et de Savants. 8 vols.

Svo. Paris, 1S44-1S52 15 00

Or in half calf 13 OO

Boublcflay (T.) True Law of Population connected with the Food of the People. 2nd
edit. Svo. London, 1S54. . . . . . . • • . 8 00

Dove (l». J:.) Elements of Political Science: in 2 Books, Parti. Method; Part 2.

Doctrine. Svo. London, 1854

.

. . . . . . . . 8 60
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Dncliesun (E.-A.) De la Prostitution dans la ville d'Alger depuis la conquete. 6vo.
Paris, lSo3 . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00

Duffi-'i (^ .) Perspective : a Treatise intended, with or without Models, as a Guide for

Self-Instruction. Royal 8vo. plates, with box complete. London, 1S53 . . . 6 50

Dnfour (P.) Histoire de la Prostitution chez tous les Peuples du Monde, depuis I'An-
tiquite la plus reculeejusqu'anos jours. Illustre, 6 vols. 8vo . . . .7 50

I)ura.n(I> Piecis des Lecons d'Architecture donnees a I'Ecole Royale Polytechnique a
Paris. 1 vol. 8vo., et un atlas de 93 planches 4to., gravee avec le plus grand soin. 10 00

Recueil et Parallele des Edifices de tout Genre, anciens et modernes, remarquablea
par leur beaute, par leur grandeur ou par leur singularite ; dessine sur une meme echelle.
Atlas in-plano de lli> planches, doat 20 planches inedites, ajoutees par les editeurs
Beiges, accompagne d'un volume &vo. de teste . . . . . 33 00

I>HTa I. Petites Maisons de Plaisance et d'Habitation, cholsies aux environs de Paris et
dans les quartiers neufs de la capitale, Presentees en Plans, Coupes, Elevations, Details
de Decoration Interieure et Exterieui-e, etc., gravees au trait d'apres les dessins origi-

naux comrauDiques. 30 planches, 4to., avec texte descriptif . . . . 3 00

Eclipse ( I he) of Faith ; or a Visit to a Religious Sceptic. 4th edit, post 8vo . . 3 00

Edersheim (*.) Historical Development of Speculative Philosophy, from Kant to

Hegel. From the German of Dr. H. M. Chalybaus. 8vo. London, 1853. . . 3 25

Elmcs (Jauies«) Sir Christopher Wren and his Times, with Sketches and Anecdotes
of the most distinguished personages in the 17th century. Svo. London, 1S52. Portrait. 4 00

Enir* Traite de I'Art de la Charpenterie. 2 vols. 8vo., avec atlas de 157 planches,
petit in-folio . . 22 50

Faye (H.) Lecons de Cosmographie, redigees d'apres les programmes oflBciels d'admis-
son a I'Ecole Polytechnique, &c. Svo. Paris, 1S.52 . . . . . . 1 75

Ferrel. Rudiments du Dessin. Etude speciale des angles. Paris, 1S54. 4to. avec 46 pi. 2 50

Formcy. Discours sur la question pourquoi tant de Personnes ont si peu de Gout pour
tout ce qui demande I'Exercices des facultes intellectuelles. 4to . . . . 25

Forsfer (C.) The One Primeval Language, traced experimentally through Ancient
Inscriptions in Alphabetic Characters of lost Powers from the Four Continents: includ-
ing the Voice of Israel from the Rocks of Sinai ; and the Vestiges of Patriarchal Tradi-
tion from the Monuments of Egypt, Etruria, and Southern Arabia. With illustrative

Plates, a Harmonised Table of Alpliabets, Glossaries, and Translations. Vol. 3, Svo . 6 50

Foster (C.J.) Elements of Jurisprudence. 12mo. London, 1353 . . . 1 75

Gamier (4doIplie.) Traite des facultes de I'ame, coraprenant I'Histoire des princi-
pale Theories Psychologiques. 3 vols. Svo. Paris, 1552 . . . . . 5 50

Gell (Sir \V.) aud Uandy. Vues des Euines de Pompeii. 4to. Paris, 1S26 12 50

Gobincail. Essai sur I'lnegalite des Races humalnes. 2 vols. Svo . . . 4 00

Gray (W. .J.) A Treatise on Rural Architecture; comprehending Plans, Elevations,
and Sections of Farm-houses, Farra-Olfices, Cottages, Manses, Scho jIs, Gates, Railings,
&c. ; with Specifications, and all necessary Information as to their Cost. Imp. Svo. 43
Plates 6 50

Gruzot. Histoire de Charles ler. 2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1854 , . . .2 00

Histoire de la Republique d'Aiigleterre et de Cromwell. 2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1853. 2 00

HaiU'lt >ii (Sir W.) Discussions en Philosophy and Literature, Education and
University Reform, chiefly from the " Edinburgh Review." 2nd edit. Svo . . 6 50

Hay (D. R.) Natural Principles of Beauty as developed in the Human Figure . . 1 50

Hejrel (W. F.) Cours d'Esthetique, traduit par Ch. Bernard. 5 vols. Svo. 1S40-1851. 10 00

Herdman (W. G.) On Curvilinear Perspective of Nature and its Applicability to Art.
Svo. 1S54 . . . . . . . . . . . 8 75

Hist" ire des Peintres de toutes les Ecoles depuis la renaissance jusqu'a nos jours. Ac-
compagnee d'un Portrait des Peintres, de la reproduction de leurs plus beaux tableaux,
etc., etc. Price per livraison . . . . . . . . . 25

Hoi lard. De I'Uomme et Races Hutnaines. 18mo. Paris, 1853 . . . .100
Hume ( *.) The Learned Societies and Printing Clubs of the United Kingdom. With

Supplement by A. J. Evans. Post Svo., reduced to . . . . . . 1 50

Hunt (f.oisli.) The Religion of the Heart: a Manual of Faith and Duty. Svo. Lon-
don, 1S.>3 . . 1 75

Poetry of Science; or. Studies 'of the Physical Phenomena of Nature. 3d edition,
revised and enlarged. Post Svo. London, 1854 . . . . . . I 50

Jerrolrt (W. B.) The Treads of a Storm-Sail. Written at the Suggestion of the
Directors of the ISirkbeck Life Assurance Company. Cloth . . . . 93

Johnston ( \. K.) Hand Atlas of Classical G^eography. 4to. 1854 . . .6 00

Kant. Elements Mefaphysiques de la Doctrine du droit. (Ire p.irtie. De la Metaphy-
sique des mosurs.) Suivis d'un Essai Philosophique sur la paix porpetuelle et d'aulres
petits ecrits relatifs au droit naturel. Traduit de TAllemand par Jules Barny. Svo.
Paris, 1354 2 00

3
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Kipping (Rt.) Elements of Sailmaking. 8vo. London, TS64 . . . .3 25

liainartine. Hlstoire de la Restauration. 8 vola. 8vo , . . . 10 00

Or in half calf 14 00
8 Tols. 12mo . . . . . . . . . . . 7 00

Or in half calf. Paris, 1851-1853 10 00

X,ainottc. Tableaux de Dessin Lineaire. 10 planches in-folio . . . . 75

liathani (R. G.) The Germania of Tacitus, with Ethnological Dissertations and Notes,

and map. Svo. London, ISol. . . . • . . . . 3 50

Ijepsiu>>. Letters from Egypt, Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai; together with
Extracts from his Chronology of the Egyptians, wiUi reference to the Exodus of

the Israelites. Revised by the Author. Translated by Leonora and Joanna B. Horner.
With Maps of the Nile and the Peninsula of Sinai, and coloured View of Mount Barkal,

Svo. •
. 1 50

Lietarouilly. Edifices de Rome Moderne, ou Recueil des palais, maisons, eglises, cou-

vents et autres monuments publics et particuliers les plus remarquables de la ville de
Rome. Ouvvage compose de 231 planches grand format, divisees en deux parties,

chacune de 20 liv., et chaque partie accompagnee d'un beau vol. de texte 4to. Liege. 50 00

liC'lvis (G. C.) Treatise on Method of Reasoning in Politics. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1S52. 8 50

liiinncr (L«k:e.) Suggestions in Design for the use of Artists and Art Workmen.
Demy 4to. 4S Plates . . . . . . . . . . 4 75

iiitlre (E.) Conservation, Revolution, et Positivisme. 12mo. Paris, 1852 .0 50

Macvicar (J. G.) An Inquiry into Human Nature. Svo. London, 1853 . . 2 25

Marcol (C) Language as a Means of Mental Culture and International Communica-
tion ; or, Manual of the Teacher and the Learner of Languages. 2 vols. 12mo. Lon-
don, 1853 . . . 4 75

Slartineau (H.) Letters from Ireland. Post Svo. London, 1853 . . .2 00

Maurice (F. B.) Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy of the first Six Centuries. Post

Svo 1 00

Theological Essays. Post Svo. London, 1S54 . . . . . . 3 00

Meissas et MicSielot- Manuel de Geographie. ISmo., avec les tableaux de Geo-

graphic en folio. Paris, 1S53 . . . . . . . • . 1 00

Menclie de toisiie. Influence de la Litterature Francaise de 1880 a 1850 sur I'esprit

public ct les mceurs. Svo. Paris, 1S52 . . . . . . . 1 50

Morel 1 (J. D.) Elements of Psychology. Parti. Svo. London, 1853 . . .2 25

The Philosophical Tendencies of the Age. Being Four Lectures delivered at Edin-

.

burgh and Glasgow. Svo. cloth. 1353 . . . . . . . 88

Muiiro(H.H.) A Manual of Logic Deductive and Inductive. 12mo . . .150

Napiir (M.) Lord Bacon and Sir Walter Raleigh. Svo . . . . .2 00

Napoleon (III.) CEuvi-es de. Tomes 1 et 2. 2e volumes Svo . . . .5 00

Tome ler. L'Idee Napoleonienn£.—Des Idees Napoleoniennes.—Fragments Historiques,

16S3 et 1830. Reponse a M. ae Lamartiue.—Reveries Politiques.—Melanges.

Tome 2. Melanges (suite).—Extinction du Pauperisme.—Analyse de la Question des Su-

gres.—Projet de loi sur le Recrutement de I'Armee.—Considerations Politiques et

Militaires sur la Suisse.—Quelques mots sur Joseph Napoleon Bonaparte.—Le Canal

de Nicaragua.
Les CEuvres de Napoleon m. se composeront de 4 volumes.

Neil (S-) The Art of Reasoning : a Popular Exposition of the Principles of Logic, In-

ductive. P. 242 1 38

Newman • History of the Hebrew Monarchy. 2d edit. Svo. . . . . 2 75

Niebul»r (H« G.) Lectures on Ancient Ethnography and Geography; comprising

Greece and her Colonies, Epirus, Macedonia, Dlyrieum, Italy, Gaul, Spain, Britain, the

North of Africa, &c. Translated by Dr. Leonhard Schmitz. 2 vols. Svij. . . 5 00

NobtCNs*' de France (t.a), aux Croissades. Public par M. Roger. Royal Svo.

beautifully illustrated, and bound in illuminated cloth. Paris, 1845 . . . 4 00

Normand. Le Guide de I'Ornemantiste, ou de I'Ornementpour la decoration des bati-

ments. Atlas de 37 planches, avec texte . . . . . . . 6 25

Monuments Funeraires des Cimetieres de Paris et des principales villes de France
et de I'Etranger .......... 10 00

Paris -Moderne, ou Choix de Maisons construites dans les Nouvcaux quartiers de la

Capitate ct dans ses environs. Trois parties comprenant ensemble 478 planches. 80 00

jVonvcllc Biographic Universelle depuis les temps les plus recules jusqu'a nos jours,

avec les renscigncments Biograpbiques et I'Indication des sources a consulter, publiee

sous la direction du docteur Uoefer. To be completed in 30 vols., at per vol. . . 83

Oer»(1cd (11. C) Soul in Nature and other Works, by Horner. Post Svo. London,
1852 1 50

Pasr< Guide for drawing the Acanthus and every Description of foliage. 12mo., with

GO Steel Plates 8 60

Pliilosopliical Theories and Philosophical Experience. By a Pariah. Sd edition

enlarged, fop. pp. 91, cloth. (Books on Great Subjects, Vol. 1) . . . . 1 12;^
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Piorry. Dieu, I'Ame, la Nature, Poeme. Suivi de fragments Poetiques sur les Medecins,
8ur Napoleou, 9ur la revolution. 8vo. Paris, 1S5-1. . . . . . 1 50

Plurality of Worlds, an Essay. 8vo, Plates. London, 1S54 . . . .2 50

Premiers Grands Prix d'Architecfure. Projects couronnes par TAcademie royale des
Beaux-Arts de France, depuis 1T79 jusqu'a nos jours. Ouvrage compose de 141 pi. 25 00

Fsyclioloeical Inquiries, in a Series of Essays, intended to illustrate the Influence of
the Physical Organisation on the Mental Faculties. Svo .... 1 125^

Heid^s Intellectual Powers of Man, by Sir W. Hamilton. Svo. Edinb., 1853 . .188
Rembrandt. (L'CEavre de) reproduit par la Photographic decrit par Chs. Blanc, ler

livraison containing 4 plates on Bristol Board, and text . . .
•

. 5 00
AVill be completed in 10 livraisons.

Reyraud. Traite d'Architecfure contenant des notions generales sur les Principes de
la Construction et sur I'Histoire de I'Art . . . . . . . 00

Richards (W. F.) Manual of Method, for the use of Teachers in Elementary Schools. 75

B irkman. An Attempt to Discriminate the Styles of Architecture in England from the
Conquest to the Reformation. Beautifully illustrated. Svo. London, 1S4S . . 6 00

Bitter Geographisch Statntisches Lexicon von Hoffman. Svo. Leipsig, 1S4S . .3 00

Ro^et (P.ITI.) Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases classified and arranged so as
to facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist in Literary Composition. 2d edition,

enlarged, Svo. London, 1S53 . . . . . . . . . 4 25
Boston, 1854. . . . . . . . . . 1 50

ROUX (aiiie.) Fermes Modeles, ou Recueil de Constructions Rurales et Communales,
comprenant uu clioix d'exemples des batiments necessaires aux divers degres de I'ex-

ploitation agricole
;
presente en Plans, Coupes, Elevations, Details en Constructions,

60 planches avec texte . . . . . . . . . . 1 50

Salve' te. Des Sciences occultes, ou Essai sur la Magie, les Prodiges et les Miracles.
2e edit. 1 vol. grand Svo, papier velin, de 550 pages. Paris, 1843. . , 2 00

Sarniiento. Civilisation et Barbaric, Moeurs, Coutumes, Caracteres des peuples Ar-
gentins, Facundo, Quiroga et Aldao ....... 1 00

Sayous. Histoire de la Litterature Francaise de iS30 a 1850, sur I'Esprit Public et les

Moeurs. Svo. Paris, 1S52 . . . . . . . . . 1 50

Sliutlli'^w^ortli (J. K.) Public Education, as affected by the Jlinutes of the Com-
mittee of Privy Council, from 1S46 to 3 852. 8vo. London, 1853 . . . .3 60

Sniitli (f'li. T*. J.) Parks ana Pleasure Grounds; or, Practical Notes on Country
Residences, Villas, &.C. Svo. London, 1S52 . . . . . . . 1 75

State of Man Subsequent to Promulgation of Christianity. Pt. 4, 12mo. 1854 . . 1 07

Stirling: (.\V.) The Cloister Life of the Emperor Charles V. Svo. London, 1852 . 2 87

Strauss. Vie de Jesus, traduit par E. Littre. Vols. 1 and 2, in 4 parts . . .0 00

Durckheim Theologie de la Nature. 3 vols. Svo. . . . . . 6 60

Taylor (Iwaac.) Elements of Thought; or, Concise Explanations, &c. London, 1833. 1 00

Tllt'UOt. Traite de Perspective. Grand Svo, avec 28 planches . . . .2 50

Tliictry ( lug.) Histoire du Tiers Etat. Svo . . . . . .175
2 vols, rirao . . . . . . . . . . . 1 75

Thiers. Histoire du Consulat et de 1" Empire. A'ols 1 to 11. Svo. Paris, 1S40-1S54, a
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Tlioimsoii (W.) An Outlineof the necessary Laws of Thought: a Treatise on Pure
and Applied Logic. Svo . . . . . . . . . 2 25

Townsliend (C. H ) Mesmerism proved True, and the Quarterly Reviewer Re-
viewed, 12mo. London, 18^4. . . . . . . . . 1 50

Treniciiliccrc (BI. S.) Political Experience of the Ancients. 12mo . . .0 75

TroplonjT. Du Pouvoir de I'Etat sur I'Enseignement. Svo. Paris, 1844. . .100
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Wlieivell (W.) Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences. 2 vols. 8vo . . . 9 00

History of Do 3 vols. 8vo . . 12 00

Lectures on History of Moral Philosophy. 8vo. London, 1850 . . -.250
Of a Liberal Education in General, and with particular reference to the leading

studies at Cambridge. 8vo. London, 1S45 . . . . . . . 2 25

The Doctrine of Limits with its Applications, &c. 8vo. Cambridge, 1838 . .2 75

Wren (Sir C.) and his Times, by James Elmes. 8vo . . . . . 4 26

Wronski. Historiosophie ou Science de I'Histoire. 2 vols. 8vo . . . . 2 2o

ADDENDA TO BOOKS OX MATHEMATICS.
Condaniive^ ITF. de la. Journal du Voyage fait par ordre du Roi a L'Equateur servant

d'Introduction Historiqae a la mesure des Trois premiers degres du Jleridien. 4to. Paris,
1751. (In sheep.)

Biot; J.-O- Essai de Geometrie Analytique : appliquee aux Courbes et aux Surfaces du
Second ordre. Ouvrage destine a I'Enseignement Public. 6e edition, 8to. Paris, 1823. (In
paper).

I-'ranccEur, L. B. Cours Complet de Mafhematiques Pures; dedie a S. M. Alexandre ler,
Empereur de Russie. 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1802. (In Russia.)

Oonnycnstlef Joli'.ii. A Treatise on Algebra, in Practice and Theory, with Notes and
Illustrations

; containing a variety of particulars relating to the discoveries and improve-
ments that have been made in this branch of analysis. 2nd edition, revised and greatly im-
proved. 2 vols. Svo. London, 182ii. (In sheep.)

J'cliuber*, F. T. Populaire Astrononiie. 8 vols. Svo. St. Petersburgh, 1804-1810. (In paper.)

Puissant, f • Traite de Geodesie, ou Exposition des Methodes Trigonometriques et Astro-
nomiques, applicable soit a la mesure de la Terre, soit a la Confection des Canevas des Cartes
et des Plans Topographiques. 2me edition, 2 vols. 4to. "Paris, 1809. (Russia.)

8truve» F. C;. W. Stellarum duplicium et Multiplicium Mensurae Miercmetricae in specula
Dorpatensi instituiE, annis a 1S24 ad 1837. Folio. Petropoli, 1837. (Paper.)

lia Place, If, le iTIarquis de. The System of the World: translated from the French,
and elucidated with explanatory notes by the Rev. Henry H. Harte. Svo. 2 vols. Dublin,
1S30. (In cloth.)

ta Place, P. S. Exposition du Systeme du Monde. 2d edition, 4to. Paris, 1799. (Paper.)

Lacrois:, ?'. F. Traite du Calcul differentiel et du Calcul integral. 2d edition, revue et

augmentee, 3 vols. 4to, Paris, lSlO-19. (In calf.)

Biot ft Arag'Oi Recueil d'Observations Geodesiques, Astronomiques, et Physiques, executeea
par ordre du Bureau des Longitudes de France, en Espagne, en France, en Angleterre et ea
Ecosse. 4to. Paris, 1821. (In paper.)

Hutton, Charles, l>I..D. Tracts on Mathematical and Philosophical Subjects, &c. 3
vols. Svo. London, 1812. (Boards, cloth back.)

FrankUn. Benjamin, LiI^.O. Kxperiraents and Observations on Electricity, made at
Philadelphia in America. To which are added letters and papers on Philosophical Subjects.
The whole corrected. Methodized, Improved, and now first collected into one volume, and
illustrated with copper plates. Small 4to. London, 1769. (Sheep.)

Priostly, Joseph, LCD, Experiments and Observations relating to various branches
of Natural Philosophy; with a continuation of the Observations on Air. Svo. 3d volume.
Birmingham, 1736. (Boards.)

Tlicory and Practice of Warming and Ventilating Public Buildings, dwelling houses and con-
servatorie.i; with a description of all the known varieties of stoves, grates and furnaces, Ac.
Svo. London, 1825. (Boards.)

Carlow, Peter. An Essay on Magnetic attractions and on the laws of terrestrial and
Electro-Magnetism. 2d edition, Svo. London, 1823. (Boards.)

Rliniford, Count. Essays Political, Economical and Philosophical. Vol. 1, containing 5
Essays. (Sheep.) Essays 7, 8, 9, ID. 4 vols, in boards. Svo. London, 1796-99.

Beri>ouilii, Diinicl, .Jolt. Fi'. Hydrodynamica, sivc de viribus et raotibus fluidoruu)
commentarii. 4to. Argentorali, 1738. (Parchment.)
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